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Genuine Model T

HERE'S your chance to

own that genuine
Model T Corona you've

wanted — on the easiest

terms ever offered— at

6NE-THIRD OFF regular

price! Complete in every de-

tail; back spacer, etc., New Ma-
chine Guarantee. Recognized the

world over as the finest, strong-

est, sturdiest portable built.

VoiJtt for lO Day* ff{££
SendJfoMoney

ONLY a limited number of these splendid machines available.

To get one, you must act now! Experience the joy this per-

sonal writing portable typewriter can give you! Use it 10 days

free! See how easy it is to run and the splendidly typed letters

it turns out. Ideal for the office desk, home, traveling, bmall,

compact, light, convenient. Don't send out letters, manuscripts,

reports, bills in poor handwriting when you can have this

Corona at such a low orice or on such easy terms.
Carrymg
Case

Included-If You ActNOW
Leatheroid carrying case, oiler, instructions free on this offer.

Send no money— just the coupon. Without delay or red tape

we will send you the Corona. Try it 10 days. If you decide to

keep it, send us only $2— then $3 a month until our special

price of $39.90 is paid (cash price $36.40). Now is the time to

buy. This offer may never be repeated. Mail coupon now.

Smith Typewriter Sales Corp.
360 E. Grand Avenue Chicago, Illinois

Smith Typewriter Sales Corp. [Corona Div.]

360 E. Grand Ave^ Chicago, Dept. 12-B

Ship me the Corona, F. O B. Chicago,
On arrival

I

HI depos.t

{o^e^kginltho^ll return my 12. Yoa are to E,ve your

standard guarantee.

2k

Name

AddrtBS



SCREEN LAND

IVow the livest news becomes

living news! Now you not only

see it happen—you hear it! Now

Fox Movietone captures the

voice of the world as well as its

image— its sounds as well as its

sights— its words as well as its

A miracle has hap-

4fe

actions,

pened!

. . .The roar of the crowd which

is half of footbairs thrill—the

blare of martial music as the

troops wheel past— the thunder

of unleashed horsepower as the

plane speeds through the air-

lanes— all these come to you in

Movietone! They make you an

ear-witness as well as an eye-

witness! They really take you

there!

...Have you heard the news?

... Ifnot, go today to the theatre

showing Fox Movietone News,

and prepare for the thrill of a

lifetime!

Hi

MOVIi:T©VKa
— developed and

presented by

WILLIAM FOX
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SCREENLAND
With H. B. Warner,

Victor Varccni, Ian-

Keith, MatitDmshr.

Troduced by Frank

Lloyd, uho made

"The Sea Hawk."

^Presented by Richard

A. 'Rowland.

screen entertainment should

be. For with First National's

so glorious it made an un-

known author famous over-,

night—her novel the season's

sensation. One of the most

k tempting sirens the world has known, living again a high

\ romance that changed the destiny of nations. And

unbelievably thrilling sequences in Sound!. . .,

f^' Yes, you will need an entirely new standard

by which to measure the true greatness of "The

Divine Lady;' For there is nothing in screen history

to compare it to- -or which can be compared to it! Watch!

A F I R S T N. A T I O N A L P I C T U R E
T A K 1-: S t H 1-: G U 1 S s AV O R K O V T 6 f ""GO 1 N G T O T H I. M O V I E S."



LINDBERGH
The Lone Eagle

THE most romantic hero in history.

The shy, bashful lad, who came un-

heralded, dear across a continent, to

conquer the mighty Atlantic by air. Alone

through the many sleepless hours over the

ocean? with nothing hut the steady, monot-

onous drone of the motor or company

Hours of mental agony, when to think

meant to fear. And ever uppermost the

thought that an injury to his motor meant

the oblivion that enveloped Nungesser and

Coli.

Lindbergh, the greatest hero of them

all, provides the material for the greatest

story of them all. "Lindbergh, the Lone

Eagle" written by a master biographer,

George Buchanan Fife, deals with the

aviator's life from early childhood, his

fundamental aviation training, his hard-

ships in the preparation of the flight,

climaxing in a tale, which for human in-

terest is unexcelled—of the hero's emotions

during the long trip between the New

and the Old Worlds.

This is a special edition, bound in hard

cover, with an attractive jacket. It is

printed on high grade paper in very legi-

ble tvpe. This special edition is being

offered by the publishers, A. L. Burt

Company," to Screexj.axd readers, at the

unusual' price of $1.00 per copy. It con-

tains thirty-two illustrations.

Fill in the Coupon Below and

Send for your copy today.

SCREENLAND,

Dept. 11-28,

49 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

I enclose $1.00 for which please send me a

copy of "Lindbergh, the Lone Eagle," by

George Buchanan Fife.

SCREENLAND
Schildkraut was the leading ...in Orphan,

bhans of the Storm with Lillian and Dor-

othy Gish. Joseph was born in Vienna. Aus-

tria Other foreign-born players in the

same film were Tom Cameron who was born

in Derby, England, and Carl De Mcl whose

birthplace was Vienna. 1 believe it you

write to Ivan Petrovitch, Rex Ingram Stu-

dios, -Nice, France, you may-be able to get

in touch with that popular player Ivan is

a Serbian and is about 30 years old lie is

6 feet tall and weighs 178 pounds. He

has black hair and dark brown eyes. i he

Garden of Allah was made in France and

Northern Africa. Drop in again, for you re

always welcome.

P P of Amsterdam, H- T. Will I en-

uahten your mind on a few facts about

Jack Gilbert? I'll bite but what do you

want to know? He is an American. His

real name is John Pringle. He is not mar-

ried now. He has dark hair and grey eyes

that photograph black:" He is 5 feet 10 in-

ches tall and weighs 160 pounds He gets

more fan mail than any other Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer star but I think he will send you

a picture if you ask him. Am I right, Jack?

Kia Ora Christchurch, X- Zealand.

You want facts and figures of your favor-

ites in swimming togs, do you? Hey hey.

Well that would be easy to look at and 1 U

see what can be done about it. Your cre-

dentials as a keen swimmer, whatever that

is and the assurance that you never miss

my department have put you in my good

graces forever and a day; but who wants a

day to last forever?

Eleanor of Cleveland, Ohio. Haven't

you heard? Every one is talking about

this speakie or that talkie—some go so tar

as to call them squawkies. Take your

choice. I like 'em dumb, just as well it

anybody asks me, and I don't think they

will You can reach Bert Lytell by ad-

dressing P. O. Box 235, Hollywood, Lai.

Gary Cooper at Paramount Studios 5451

Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal Write to

Ralph Forbes at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Studios, Culver City, Cal.

don't think that's a nice morsel to roll

around one's tongue, just try it I addy

still has the same curly brown hair and

blue eyes but he has out-grown his old uke

days. Paddy wants to be seen and not

heard His latest film is Face Value and

he has been playing the comedy juvenile in

Sweeping Against the Winds.

M Alexander, Norman. 0\la. How

should you address Billie Dove? Like a

perfect gentleman, of course; but tone down

your letter to a few goo-goo s of admir-

ation A sincere friendly letter will

usually bring a picture of your favorite.

You'll find Billie at First National

Studios, Burbank, Cal. Ethelyn Claire can

be reached at Universal Studios. Universal

City Cal She was born in Talladogo, Ala-

bama. She has pretty brown eyes and

brown hair. Bebe Daniels is at Paramount

Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,

Cal. Alberta Vaughn is with FBO Studios,

780 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.

Paddy O'Flynn's Fan Friends. If you

A Movie Fan from Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.

Where the perfectly precious pearls come

from or are you just stringing me? The

Understanding Heart, in which Francis A.

Bushman Jr. appeared, was a 1927 film.

He is Franz in Four Sons, one of the out-

standing pictures of the present year. James

Hall George Meeker and Charles Morten

are the other three sons, who with Mar-

garet Mann make a wonderful picture. Mar-

garet Mann, after playing small parts and

waiting for eleven years for success has

finally come into her own. Francis A.

Jr was born in 1904. He is 6 feet 2 in-

ches tall and has brown hair and dark blue

eyes and is married.

Peggy of St. Louis, Mo. I have a cute

name, have I? You don't know the half cf

it Peggy Do I think Richard Dix and

Charles Rogers the handsomest actors of

the whole bunch? My word, do I have to

tell everything I know? Varsity is Buddy

Rogers' next picture, now in production a
Paramount Studios. 5451 Marathon St..

Hollywood, Cal. Richard's latest release is

Warming Up with Jean Arthur playing

opposite. Address him at Paramount

Studios.
(Continued on page

€[ It loo\s as if

Ciara Bow is

hugging herself.

Seems a shame!
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HERE ARE THE FIRST
OF THE NEW M-G-M
PICTURES—SUPERB
ENTERTAINMENT

LADY
LUCK
TAKES A
BACK SEAT
Luck!

Sure! One smashing hit

that sets all fandom talking

might be "luck".

Two country-wide suc-

cesses might even be wished
onto Lady Luck—if you're

good at wishing

—

But one long unbroken
parade of record-breaking

wows

—

that's something else

again 1
.

Lady Luck didn't make
Smash hits like "The Big

Parade", "Ben Hur", "Tell

it to the Marines", "The
Merry Widow" and "White
Shadows ofthe South Seas".

More stars than there are

in Heaven, plus brilliant

directors plus great stories

plus the great resources of
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
organization are some rea-

sons for the long and im-
posing list of M-G-M's
smash hits.

If you want a guarantee
for the future it lies in the
performance of the past.

When the lion roars

—

M-G-M sound or silent,

will always mean

More
Great

ovies

METRO

Broadway and Los Angeles hailed this flaming romance

of the South Seas in Sound at $2 admission. Sound or

Silent it will be the year's picture sensation.

||UI

Laughs— tears— thrills— you'll find them all packed

into the screen version of the Broadway success, "Excess

Baggage." Don't miss William Haines' desperate slide

for life and love in this pulsating comedo-drama. Sound

or Silent— a hit!

Flaming youth de luxe—the epics of a jazz-mad age-

youth! beauty! luxury! drama! You'll cheer "Our Dancing

Daughters"— sound or silent.

.w^ ton

wCHANEY
^eTIie Qfy Seeps

i# JACKJfiNWAYj™ ^exx0^c/tfuyn^ayei picture
^

Lon Chaney gives you another great characterization in a

throbbing tale of underworld intrigue and hopeless love.

See him as the fearless guardian of the puhlic peace in

"While the City Sleeps." Eccnd or Silent you'll be thrilled.

50
for the

keenest eye!
Test your powers of obser-

vation—it may bring you a
prize. See how well you can
answer the questions below.
The man sending the best

answers will receive $50.00
and the riding crop used by
Anita Page in "Our Danc-
ing Daughters," and for the
best set of answers from a
lady I will give $50 and the

ukulele I play in the same
picture.

And I'll also send auto-

graphed photographs for the

fifty next best answers. I

hope you'll find my ques-

tions interesting.

1—What M-G-M picture was
filmed on an atoll?

2—What M-G-M picture has the
title of a famous wartime ditty?

3—In what new kind of part has
Marion Davies captivated the

public's heart and fancy?

4—What M-G-M picture is based
on the life of Sarah Bernhardt
and who is its star?

5—What M-G-M picture with a

Canadian background was a

famous musical hit in a long

run on Broadway?

6—Why do you think Buster
Keaton's "frozen face" is so

effective in comedies? (Not
more than 75 words.)

Write your answers on one side

of a single sheet of paper and
mail to Competition. Editor, 3rd
Floor, 1540 Broadway, New
York. All answers must be re-

ceived by November 15th. Win-
ners' names will be published in a

later issue of this magazine.

Note: If you do not attend pic-

tures yourself you may question

your friends or consult motion
picture magazines. In event of
ties, each tying contestant will be
awarded a prize identical in char-

acter with that tied for;

MAYER
there are in Heaven"



GREENLAND

Her Pretty Hair!
How does she keep it

so youthful-looking?

Her secret lies in proper shampooing. Not

iust soap-and-water "washings'', but regular

use of a shampoo that really beauttfies~-one

thatwas created especially to improve dull, drab

hair and add that little something extra so

often lacking !

What about your hair? Have you not

wished for something that would keep it look-

ine prettier-richer in tone? If you really

wish to make it bewitchingly lovely-just one

Golden Glint Shampoo will show you the

way

!

No other shampoo, anywhere, like Golden

Glint Shampoo! Does more than merely

cleanse the hair. There's a youth-imparting

touch—a beauty specialist's secret in its formula

Millions use regularly! At your dealers .
or send

25c to J W. Kobi Co., Dept. K, 617 Rainier Ave.,

Seattle, Wash. Money back if not delighted.

Hooks FANS

(C Alice White
as Dixie Die
gan in 'Show
Girl,' who
'sha\es her
scanty at the

tired business

men.'

EMOTIONS

PICTURES
MOST FASCINATING — HIGHEST
PAID OF ALL PROFESSIONS

A Nation-wide survey will be started shortly ,u

search of STAR material and all (the Kiddies in-

eluded) will be given the opportunity of navin„ a

SCREEN T1CST made to determine their fitness lor

Motion Pictures.

THIS IS NOT A CONTEST
EXPERIENCE IS NOT NECESSARY
The number of TESTS to be made is not UngJ8*™*
the time, durina which you may reeiste lor tnese

TESTS, is limited. Therefore your reouest lor de

tails and registration blanks, which .Wll^ be for-

warded FREE upon retiucst, should be sent to us

promptly.

CINEMA ARTS TESTING BUREAU
Box -125 Hollywood Station

Hollywood. California

(\The Picture Made from 'Show Girl'

is as Modern as Tomorrow's Date.

By Alice White

DARKENS AND BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHESAND BROWS IN-
STANTLY, makes them appear
naturally dark, long and luxuriant.
Adds wonderful charm, beauty' and
expression to any face. Perfectly
harmless. Used by millions of lovely
omen. Solid form or water-proof
Quid. BLACK or BROWN. 75c at

your dealer's or direct, postpaid.
MAYBfcLLINE CO., CH1CACO

HEN Al Rockett, who manages

production at the First National

Studios, asked me how I would

like to play Show Girl, I told

him I liked the title, but didn't know any-

thing about the story.

Mr. Rockett handed me the book, tell-

ing me to take it home with me and read

the story if I didn't have anything better

to do that evening.
.

Well, it happened that I was dining

alone that night, so I took Show Girl to

dinner with me as a companion. When 1

tell you that I never started a story that

proved so fascinating from the first page

I am only sticking to the truth. I read

all through dinner, and during the evening.

I raved about Show Girl for weeks. In

fact, I am still raving. I don't pretend

to be any judge of literature, but to my

way of thinking, J. P. McEvoy has written

a story so funny that it is in a class by

itself.

I am just crazy about the character of

Dixie Dugan, and if I can make her half

as natural on the screen as she is in the

book, I will be satisfied.

I read the book several times in order to

get thoroughly into the spirit of the char-

acter and then I studied the continuity

written by James T. O'Donohue. I had

long talks with Alfred Santell who directed

the picture. It was a lot of fun re-creating

the girl whose character I felt I under-

stood so thoroughly.

Mr. McEvoy seems to know all about

the theatres and the night life of New
York He also seems to be pretty thor-

oughly acquainted with show girls and how

they live. I never read any story which

seems so successful in developing real

people. , . ,

In our picture version of the book, which

I am told is having a very large sale we

tried to get, in every way, the same feeling

of reality, and I think we have succeeded.

There will be a lot of laughs in the

picture- also there will be plenty of realism

in the depiction of behind-the-scenes life m
111 U1C UC^a«-h^" ~* -

the theatre and the doings of night-club

entertainers before and after the show.

Lee Moran is immense as Denny Kerri-

gan the greeting-card salesman whose

mission is to strew cheer throughout the

land. Then there are a lot of other char-

acters taken straight from Broadway.

An odd feature of the story is Mr.

McEvoy's way of telling it. The entire book

is made up of letters, telegrams, cables and

newspaper clippings with a little dialogue

interspersed. The arrangement is so clever

that the story is carried on without a break

and the interest built up in the principal

characters.

Show Girl is a picture in which the

film version remains true to the original.

If the story had been written directly for

the screen, I do not believe it could have

been better adapted to the needs of a

motion picture.

Here are a few excerpts from the book

(Continued on page 99)
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"FauxPas" I Said...

and Everyone Tittered

!

IF
only I hadn't tried to use that terrible

phrase. But I had seen it in print a

thousand times and so I thought I knew
how to pronounce it—it never occurred to

me that my way might not be the right

way.

It was the very first time I had been in-

vited to the home of Mr. Blake—the President
of our Company. Of course I wanted to make
the best possible impression. After dinner we
were all chatting idly, and somehow the talk

got around to golf—my favorite subject. I

began to explain some of my pet theories and
they went over big— everyone was listening

attentively. Encouraged, I launched into an
animated description of the last tournament at

the club. And then—it happened. "Tyler

made a terrible faux pas." I said—and—every-

one filtered 1 Embarrassed, ashamed, I flushed

and faltered. My self-confidence fled—and for

the rest of the evening I didn't dare open my
mouth. I'd have given a thousand dollars if

only I hadn't made that awful break I

That little experience opened my eyes to my
miserable pronunciation and my meager vocabu-
lary. Could that be the reason why I never
seemed to get ahead—why I never got the big

jobs with the real money? I had always thought
it was hick that gave other men chances I

never had, but now I realized that they had a

surety and a confidence in their speech that I

lacked. I was always groping for words—al-

ways stammering and stuttering — trying to

avoid words I wasn't sure of—and making
scores of mistakes daily. Of course no one

ever tells you when you mispronounce a word
—it is such a personal matter—and I never

would have known of my glaring error that

evening if it hadn't been for that embarrassing
incident when everyone tittered.

One day, glancing through a magazine, I read
about an amazing new method of learning cul-

tured Speech, Correct Pronunciation and
Vocabulary Building that had just been per-

fected. Through this new "learn by listening"

method, I discovered I could actually hear a

college professor— an expert in phonetics—

-

pronounce each word clearly and distinctly ! And
I could hear the same word a hundred times

if need be, so as to get it fixed in my mind
the right way.

Of course I lost no time in sending for this

new method. I was amazed to find how easily

I learned new words—learned how to use them
and pronounce them—just by sitting back and
listening—'words I would never have dared use

before. The first evening I learned to pro-

nounce correctly exactly 39 words that I had
been mispronouncing almost every day, and in

less than one week I had enriched my vocabu-
lary beyond my expectations. Today I find that

I am using hundreds of words that I never
would have dreamed of using a month ago.

Not only that, but my new sureness with words,

the new ease with which I express myself, has

had a marked influence on my business suc-

cess. Already I have asked for and secured a

better job with a much higher salary. And
what is almost equally important—I know that

I am saved forever from the embarrassment of

making such an unforgiveable error as I made
that night at the Blake's!

At Last a New and Easy Way
At last a new and easy way has been found

to really teach Correct Pronunciation, Cultured

Speech and Vocabulary Building. Not by the

unsuccessful and almost impossible old dic-

tionary method, but by a plan absolutely new

—

phonograph records—talking machine records

electrically recorded in the most modern and
scientific manner. You hear the actual voice

of an expert in phonetics. Every word plainly

and correctly pronounced.
This fascinating new method has been developed by

a group of educators, writers and speakers under the

direction of Prof. Edward H. Gardner, for 18 years

a member of the faculty of the University of Wisconsin;

and E. Kay Skinner, Phonetician of the Department
of Speech at the same university. The instruction is

absolutely authoritative. Over 2200 stubborn words are

covered—words which should be familiar to every

cultured person. Not a correspondence course—no
studying—no lessons to send in. Instead, all you need
to do is to sit back comfortably in your easy chair

—and listen.

Everyone finds it delightful and easy to learn through
this wonderful new method. And it is so interesting,

so captivating, that the entire family will want to

listen—and when sour friends drop in during an eve-

ning, you will have a means of entertainment as fas-

cinating as bridge or a cross word puzzle. "So that

is the way to pronounce that word!" you say as you
hear it spoken clearly and distinctly. You have seen

it spelled; you have used it perhaps, hut seldom, and
hesitatingly. Now you can be sure! Hundreds of

men and women have proved that by spending only

a few minutes a day this new way, results are

astonishing.

Your speech, perhaps more than any other thing,

reveals what you are. Correct speech is the first mark
of education, of culture. Cultivated speech is a social

and business asset of the first importance. No matter

how poor your "ear for words," nor how incorrect your

pronunciation, you can now master cultured speech

and accurate pronunciation—easily and quickly! "ion

can swiftly learn the right way to pronounce hundreds

of hard words—as well as scores of popular foreign

phrases—French, Spanish, German—which must now be

a part of the educated American's vocabulary.

Try It 7 Days FREE-
No Money

-Send

Right now we are making a remarkable introductory

offer This offer enables you to try the Pronunci-

phone Method right in your own home—to see tor

yourself how quickly it will add hundreds ot new

words to Your vocabulary—how it will disclose to you

scores and scores of words you now mispronounce

every day—without knowing it.

The coupon entitles you to the special seven-day

free examination. Just send it off today, and the

Pronunciphone Method consisting of Seven double

records (fourteen records in all) and including a unique

Instruction Manual "Good Taste in Speech, will go

forward to you promptly, all charges prepaid It sou

aren't delighted, fascinated—simply return the 1 io-

nunciphone Method within the seven-day period^ and

the examination will have cost sou nothing Otherwise

send only $3.85 as first payment, and $1.00 a month

for four montlis.

Mail the coupon at once and see for yourself how

this amazing new method will help you m less
.

than

•-10 days to acuuire a command of speech tnai win

win ^cognition ml respect. Tto Pgmwo. Phone
,

Co.,

Dept. 6328, Michigan Ave. at 36th Street, untcago.

The Pronunciphone Co., Dept. 6328.

Michigan Ave., at 36th Street, Chicago.

You may send me for seven ^days' free "amina^

tion the Pronunciphone Method. Within the

seven day period I will return it without obligation,

or keep it and send only $3.85 as first payment,

and $1.00 a month for four montlis ($19. 8o in all).

Name -.

Address

City.
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flBST
TIME

at Popular
' KING"/

Cecil B.W

De Mille's

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S masterpiece, "The King

of Kings," will be exhibited simultaneously,

beginning the week of October 1st, in an extensive

list of popular motion picture theatres.

Sixteen stars of first brilliance in the cast, five

thousand characters, backgrounds of majestic

beauty and pageantry and the most soul-stirring

story of all time. In sheer drama and pictorial

magnificence, it will hold you spellbound.

As an attraction playing in theatres usually de-

voted to the legitimate drama, "The King of

Kings,' ' showing at advanced prices during the

past year, established box-office records and was

called back two and even three times for repeat

engagements.

Now Pathe releases it to all picture theatres. The

entire family should see it. It provides gripping

entertainment for all ages, all creeds, all classes.

The experience of seeing this immortal, emotional

drama will leave a cherished memory.

^he Greatest

Among the thousands of theatres which will

season, these beautiful houses will show it

ARKANSAS
HotSprings Royal&Spa
Fort Smith Palace
Fayetteville Palace

El Dorado Mission

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles Criterion

Long Beach State

Santa Barbara
California

Sacramento Alhambra
Pittsburg California

COLORADO
Denver State

Pueblo Majestic

Greeley New Tenth St.

Sterling Rialto

Montrose Dreamland
Delta Colonial

CONNECTICUT
Hartford Allyn

Norwalk
Regent & Palace

Waterbury Strand

New Britain Strand
Middletown Capitol

Danbury Empress
Ansonia
Willimantic

ILLINOIS
Springfield
Champaign
Danville

V

DeKalb
Kewanee
Lincoln
Belvidere
Princeton
Morris
Watseka
Hillsboro
Pana
Paris

INDIANA
South Bend
Fort Wayne
Evansville
Terre Haute
Elkhart
La Porte

Capitol
Gem

Lyric
Orpheum
Terrace
DeKalb
Rialto

Lincoln
Apollo
Apollo
Royal
Star

Grand
Palace
Paris

Granada
Jefferson
Coliseum
Indiana

Orpheum
La Porte

INDIANA
Bloomington Indiana
Frankfort Conley
Hammond De Luxe
Kokomo Indiana
Mishawaka Temple

IOWA
Iowa City Pastime
Mason City Cecil

Oskaloosa Rivoli

Red Oak Beardsley
Shenandoah Empress
Decorah Grand

KANSAS
Topeka Cosy
Coffevville Tackett
Winfield Regent
Emporia Strand
Concordia Whiteway
Leavenworth Strand
Dodge City Crown
Newton Regent

KENTUCKY
Louisville

Mary Andersen
Lexington Strand
Henderson Grand

MAINE
Augusta Opera House
Lewiston Empire
Brunswick

Cumberland
Rumford Strand

MARYLAND
_

Baltimore Rivoli

Annapolis
Circle Playhouse

Federalsburg Temple
Salisbury Opera House

MASSACHUSETTS
Lawrence
Lowell
Brockton
Haverhill
New Bedford
Salem
Fitchburg
Greenfield
Maiden

Empire
Strand

Colonial
Academy

State
Plaza
Shea's
Lawler
Strand

MASSACHUSETTS
Milford State

MICHIGAN
Detroit State

Grand Rapids Regent
Battle Creek Post
Lansing Capitol
Kalamazoo Capitol

Saginaw Franklin
Bay City Orpheum
Flint Regent
Jackson Rex
Ann Arbor Wuerth
Port Huron Desmond
Pontiac _

Oakland
Ypsilanti

MarthaWashington
Alligan Regent
Albion Censor
Ironwood Rex
Calumet Calumet
Hancock Kerredge

MISSOURI
St. Louis

New Grand Central
Kansas City Globe
Columbia Columbia
Hannibal Star

Clinton Lee
Kirksville Kennedy
Trenton Hubbell

MONTANA
Billings Babcock
Bozeman Ellen

Miles City Liberty
Livingston Orpheum

NEBRASKA
Beatrice Ritz

York Opera House
Holdredge Sun
Wayne Crystal

Falls City Rivoli

Scotts Bluff Egyptian

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Rochester Scenic

Keene Scenic

Berlin Princess

Concord Capitol

Portsmouth Colonial

If your favorite picture theatre is not listed here, ask the
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The Last Supper

byjeanie Macpherson

Prices

KINGS
Picture EverProduced *

can now be seen in every
motion picture theatre - -

exhibit "THE KING OF KINGS" this

within the next few weeks .......
NEW JERSEY
Newark Mosque
Jersey City Stanley
Paterson Fabian
Newton Newton

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque Kimo
Carlsbad Crawford
Portales Majestic

NEW YORK
New York City

All Keith-Albee&
Proctor's Theatres in

Metropolitan District
Buffalo Lafayette
Albany Strand
Troy Troy
Schenectady Stat?
Haverstraw Capitol

NORTH CAROLINA
Winston-Salem

Colonial
New Bern Show Shop
Statesville Playhouse
Wilson Lyric
Concord Concord
Elizabeth City Carolina

NORTH DAKOTA
Grand Forks

Metropolitan
Bismark Capitol
Minot Strand

OHIO
Cincinnati Lyric
Cleveland Hippodrome
Columbus Southern
Toledo

Princess-Paramount
Dayton Colonial
Hamilton Palace
Chillicothe Sherman
Troy Mayflower
Greenville Wayne

OKLAHOMA
Hobart Oklahoman
Sapulpa Empress
Clinton Family
Picher Mystic

OREGON
Portland
Salem
La Grande
The Dalles
Eugene

_

Corvallis

Oriental
Elsinore
Arcade

Empress
McDonald
Whiteside

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia Stanton
Pittsburgh Stanley

Strand
Capitol
Cameo

Erie
Lancaster
Allentown
Harrisburg

Loew's Regent
Williamsport Keystone
Shenandoah Capitol
Bethlehem Savoy
Shamokin Capitol
Lebanon Jackson
New Castle Cathedral

Auditorium
McKeesporc J.P.Harris
Pottsville Hollywood
E. Stroudsburg Plaza
Washington

Harris- State
Greenville Strand
Lehighton Park
Milton Legionaire
Beaver Falls Rialto

RHODE ISLAND
Pawtucket Leroy
Woonsocket Rialto

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston Academy

SOUTH DAKOTA
Yankton Dakota
Redfield Lyric
Lead Homestake

TENNESSEE
Nashville

Loew's Vendome

TEXAS
San Antonio
Austin
Galveston
Lubbock
Brownwood
Mineral Wells

UTAH
Salt Lake City
Provo

VERMONT
Burlington Majestic
Montpelier Playhouse
St. Johnsbury Palace
Bellows Falls

Opera House

VIRGINIA
Richmond Loew's State
Roanoke American
Norfolk Norva
Danville Rialto

WASHINGTON
Seattle Columbia
Spokane
Bellingham
Olympia

Clemmer
Avalon
Avalon

WEST VIRGINIA
Wheeling Court
Charleston Capitol
Clarksburg Ritz
Huntington Lyric
Morgantown

Metropolitan
Fairmount Virginia

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee Alhambra
Racine
Kenosha
Beaver Dam
Superior
Two Rivers
Waupun

Rex
Kenosha
Odeon

Princess
Rivoli

Waupun

Knoxsville
Johnson City
Jackson

TEXAS
Dallas

Booth
Liberty

Gem

Capitol

Sheboygan Sheboygan

WYOMING
Casper America
Laramie Crown
Torrington Wyoming
Rawlins Strand

Manager when he is going to show "The King of Kings

Raising of Lazarus

Exchange, Inc.

Offices in 32 American Cities





Greenland
NOVEMBER, 1928

Womr Tage

' In 'The Perfect Crime'

Clive Broo\ introduced

to the screen a new
type of villain whose
meanness is all above

the nec\.

(jive /3rook

H"e is a living exhibit in refuta-

tion of all the 'Smile
-1

slogans.

He is a heart-breaker who
doesn't try to hide the wife and two
babies.

He has had a claim on this page

since he played 'Rolls Royce
1

in Under'

world.

He has given Forgotten Faces never-

to-be-forgotten fame.

And he is the rightful owner of this

Honor Page because

he is the outstanding

artist of the month. CClive Broo\ wears
his clothes lil^e a

gentleman and his

honors lightly.

13



(\ Emil Jarmings

111 his garden

in Hollywood.

He is making
a talking pic-

ture about a

German-Amer-
ican bartender.

EN I U S
An Editorial by

ELIOT KEEN

ere is a picture of Emil .farmings with an editorial of its own. He descends the

steps to you. His picture, The Patriot, marks the highest art of the screen. To

reach this magnificence, Jannings has continuously descended, nearer and nearer

- to the common heart of humanity, the fundamental emotions that stay with us

through all our days even down to the dregs. Variety was the story of a murderer; The

Way of all Flesh revealed the soul of one outcast, and The Last Command told the greater

loss of a man's mind. Jannings descends to the true universal realities and all can under-

stand him.

These fundamentals are yours to use for your success and to win you friends,

are the keys that unlock the hearts of strangers. Robert Browning

told us of them long ago:

"Love, hope, fear, faith—these make humanity."

They

14



The newest PICTURE GIRL

KATHRYN leaves

€[ Glenn Tryon has a new leading
lady in "The Kid's Clever.' Her
name is Kathryn Crawford, and—yes, the Kid's Clever!

GIRL stood behind the counter of a department
store measuring off ribbon. "A yard and a
half? Yes, madam. Here's your change,
madam—thank you."

"Say, Kathryn," the girl at the next counter leaned
over, "want to go on a party tonight?"

Kathryn Crawford, who had just rolled up the last

loop and replaced the bolt of ribbon on the shelf, smiled
her thanks and shook her head. ."I've got to study,"
she replied.

The other girl laughed. "Study!" she exclaimed.
"What do you get out of that? Come on and have
some fun."

Today the other girl is still measuring ribbon and
Kathryn Crawford is driving to the Universal Studio to
report for work as leading lady on a new production.
The transition has taken three years.

From the time that the sixteen-year-old girl graduated
from the Huntington Park High School near Los Angeles,
to today, when she is being groomed for individual
stardom, she has been out on her own. By her work in
a department store during the day, she earned the money
to study dancing and singing at night, denying herself

many things to accomplish her purpose. A rather
stirring picture, that—this frail girl, coming home

after a hard (Continued on page 100)

By Ruth Mazer

C[ Give her regards to Broadway—
Kathryn Crawford is too busy
ma\ing pictures in Hollywood to

convey her greetings in person.

1?



SQUEEKJES^

^\ very new mechanical invention claims its martyrs.

Early lithography slaughtered the great works

j of proud artists. Our immediate ancestors who
—^* faced the exciting adventures of the first pho-

tography are now laughed at in the cardboard pages of

the family album. Only the luckiest pioneers of the

primitive movies survived flick'

({Voices must be trained ering destruction. And now
today in Hollywood and those excited souls who so gaily

Jean Arthur is giving
address this new art-expression

the microphone a tittle . i

exercise. known as the talkers, the

16



(^Hollywood is learn-

ing to dot its Vs and

cross its T's for Talk-

ing Pictures.

'speakies, the
noisies and the

squeakies are tak'

ing their artistic

lives in their

hands.

The reason for this

martyrdom is based upon
the fundamental fact that

no mechanical device can

ever record that elusive

something we feel by di-

rect contact. And 'that

elusive something
1 may be

the keynote of the artist's

charm. A device such as

a mirror or the radio may
reproduce the image or the

voice with deceptive fideh

ity, but the moment the

image or the voice are

impressed upon a record

C[Vera Stead-

man finds

'ier voice
in good
shape.

C[ Gladys Broc\well, in 'Lights of New York'

made the first sound hit in feminine roles.

C[ Chester Con\lin train-

ins his warble.

and then reproduced, not from" the thing itself but from the record, we enter

the realm of physical mechanics with all its limitations and editings. At its

best a mechanical reproduction is imperfect; at its worst it is terrible.

At present voice reproduction from sound records is far from perfect, and

though vast strides are being made toward mechanical improvement, there

will always lurk strange and unaccountable factors that will edit the result.

Even in its present high state of development we are familiar with the

inexplicable mysteries of motion picture photography. How, for instance,

when testing two blondes with apparently identical coloring, one will 'wash

out' as a minus blonde and the other darken up into a phis blonde. In fact,

so deceptive is the mechanical recording process known as photography, that

one of the most beautiful stars of the screen is downright plain in real life,

while Winifred Kingston, one of the prettiest girls in Movieland, had to give

up hopelessly before the camera.

Thus, in the reproduction of the human voice, the speakies are showing

some very surprising results, exalting those whose voices are 'in sympathy'

with the mechanical device and discarding those who develop discordancies.

Yet in spite of these unaccountable results certain definite facts are emerging.

For instance we. are learning that—as in the radio—men's voices generally

reproduce better than do women's. Almost without (Cont. on page 93)
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Hollywood Ladies

Q Fresh Faces Add Zest to Pictures and

the Generous Movie Girls Share

Their Success with the Newcomers.

By Delight Evans

IIVEIVE
and let love.

Ah, Love! What
a wonderful thing it

is, anyway—or is it?

Take Hollywood, for instance. Maybe

it's the 'wood' in Hollywood that makes

it the garden spot for lovers. Sort of a

Forest of Arden effect, cr what not. Cupid hangs

out in Hollywood. He has tried everything—Venice

in moonlight, Paris in June, England in April, and

Central Park benches in summer; but he always comes

back. He can't help himself. Like the actors, come

to rest like tired turtle-doves after their troupings, Cupid

too, has settled down in Hollywood—bought himself one

of those pink stucco places with swimming pool and patio,

and squatted. He says he's happy. There's always plenty

of work for him to do. Home, to Cupe, is where the

G[ George Dur-

yea, the hoy

friend of
'The God-
less Girl.'

(( The delicate charm of

Vilma Ban\y finds

stalwart support in

Walter Byron, who is

Ronald Colman's suc-

cessor as Miss Ban\y's

leading man in 'The

Awakening.'

heart is. And why not? Love's love, no matter how

you splice it. . , T

This seems to be the open season for movie lovers. Is

there anything lovelier than Fall, anyway? Yes; falling in

ove Oh, now ! Out where the zest begins the pic-

ture girls change their lovers with their moods. No

wonder the Hollywood leading men are so clean-cut, they

18



A new leading man
from England—John
Loder.

C[ John Boles is both
seen and heard in

'The Last Warning.'

are changed so often. If Hollywood ladies seem fickle it is

only the old law of supply and demand asserting itself.

The public wants change and the movie stars do, too. There
is practically no argument.

Besides, the picture girls are human
they ever get tired of being hugged
by the same dodo film in, film out?

Of course they do. And if they get
1

tired, how about (Com. on page 90)

Don't you suppose

Cln 'The Air Circus'

David Rollins soars

to popularity.

19



jCoved his

Mother
G[ Charlie Chaplin, the

genius of comedy.

Q The story of the

life of Charles

Chaplin.

By Rosa Keilly

IILY
ily Harley lay

dying in

the Physi-

andcians

Surgeons
1

Hospital

in Glendale, Califor-

nia. She was sixty

one years old. Her

finely moulded face

and finely moulded hands

were ravaged by lines of

poverty, hard work and bit-

ter want. Despite the lux-

urious atmosphere that sur-

rounded her—the soft satin

eiderdown that rested on her

bed, the silver vases filled with flowers, the heavy quilted

dressing gown, the bottles of ointments and eau de cologne

that covered her dressing table—Lily Harley looked old

far beyond her three-score years.

At her bedside sat her son, Charlie Chaplin, the greatest

clown in the world. Brown hair streaked prematurely

with gray. Brown eyes filled prematurely with sorrow.

There was nothing he could do for her now. Three or

20

four times each day, this man, who has achieved his

greatness by bringing laughter to half of the people in

the world, would steal away from his work and sit quietly

by the dying woman hoping that the cloud which had—at

intervals—dimmed her brave spirit, might lift. So that

she would know he was there to cheer her on her last

cheerless journey as she had cheered him through the

poverty and misery of his early years.



flights, finally brought
to her the highest how
ors of his profession.

G[ The first artist of
the movies.

'' ^•' ;

'ii;r
i

He took his linen handkerchief, dipped

..^ it into eau de cologne and gently wiped the

**-^~^>- wrinkled forehead and the dry, tired lips.

His mind went back thirty-four years to

when Lily Harley was celebrated in English music halls

for her magnificent voice. She sang character songs. And
danced. And did imitations in an inimitable way. Her
husband, Charlie Chaplin, (the comedian was named after

his father) was a baritone whose memory is still revered

in Great Britain. They both travelled in the same com-
pany but never in the same act. And their two children,

Syd and Charlie, travelled with them. A happy, reckless,

hand-to-mouth existence.

One night—the comedian recalled he must have been

about five years old then—Lily made her stage entrance

to sing her opening song. The first verse was scarcely

commenced when she heard a hoarse whisper from the
wings. Smiling and dancing, giving her heart to her audi-

ence, she edged towards the voice. It was the wardrobe
woman: "'Urry. Your 'usband's took bad."
As Lily Harley came to the end of her program—and

to the limit of her endurance—she started offstage. The
audience applauded tremendously. Lily Harley was
scarcely conscious as she reached the wings, where she was
pushed back on the stage. "Tyke your bows, dearie,"

the wardrobe woman whispered. And then when the singer

was out of earshot, she added: "No use to 'urry now."
The voice of Charlie Chaplin, England's popular baritone,

was stilled forever

In California, five thousand (Continued on page 78)



Dorothy

C[ This heautijul coat will be

sent to the writer of the best

letter answering the question.

Thin\ out your answer and

write briefly. It will sharpen

your wits; and the prize, if

you are the fortunate winner,

will add to your appearance.

OROTHY Mackaill is one of the most

alluring girls in pictures and she is the

most modernistic. Her style is the

style of the girl who has made the

flapper old-fashioned and obsolete. Her trim-

ness has a distinction, her laugh has abandon.

Her type is the product of Prohibition and

Freud. She is a new note on the screen where

romping tomboys have romped and home girls

and vamps have shown their stuff.

The modern girl is first of all proud of being

a woman and counts sex as not necessarily

clashing with intelligence. She wears her clothes

with assurance and while she responds to the

call of Whoopee, she sets the pace herself.

Do you like the modern girl? Dorothy

Mackaill wants to know.

The coat is of needlepoint cloth trimmed with

nutria fur and is cut in the stylish boxcoat

model.

Address—DOROTHY MACKAILL
Screenland Contest Department

49 West 45th Street

New York City

Contest closes November 10, 1923



^VCKAILL./
C| The question you

must answer. Do you

approve of the modern

type ofgirl? Why? If

not, why not?

C[ This stylish coat will

be won by a girl who
is smart and not afraid

to try. Does that de'

scribe you? Anyone
may enter the contest.

If a man wins, the coat

is his.

<C Dorothy Mac\aill wearing the
coat which she offers for the
best answer to her question.
Cover the subject cleverly and
the coat may cover you.

^ - j
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ox PPEAL
Bj/ Grace KJngsley

({Patsy Ruth Miller

setting the style.

"1^0 be

wife

giving your

a birthday

party after you
have been married

to her for five years is surely

a sweet gesture, isn't it?"

demanded Patsy. "You know by

that time it is usually wifie who is

giving hubby a birthday party."

All of which led up to the in-

formation that Patsy and I were

invited to a birthday party which

William Russell was giving for his wife,

Helen Ferguson, who of late has deserted

the screen for the stage, although Billy

Russell himelf still sticks to the films.

When we arrived at Helen's and Bill's

beautiful home in Beverly Hills, it did

just seem as though everybody in the

film world was there. Their house is

a sort of Old English on the outside,

but is largely Italian period within

—

and somehow so entirely homelike and

hospitable in its atmosphere.

"Helen and Bill are very happy,"

exclaimed Patsy. "Helen gives up a

good deal of social life with her old

group of girl friends, in order to de-

vote herself when not at the theatre

to her husband and the care of her

home, and Billy allows Helen to play

in the theatre, and never thinks of

making another engagement whence
can be with her. Both are wise."

Almost the first person we met was

Monte Blue, who came back from the

South Seas only to go over to Europe. He

was very busy debunking the South Sea

Islands for a group of listeners, saying that

all the romance has gone out of them.

We asked him about the foreign studios,

and he said that he found the German

studios very formal.

'The studio gate keeper bows to the

office boy, and the office boy bows to the

stenographer, and the stenographer bows to

his boss, and everybody bows to the visitor.

I took seventeen bows

at the Ufa studios
<( Phyllis Haver is

2 IZsml Monte Blue's beau-
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(\New holds and clinches

from distant places.

Hollywood embraces the

opportunity.

C[ Joan Crawford
and johnny
Mac\ Brown
illustrating the

old parlor pas-

time \nown as

Flying Into a

Pet or Love at

First Jiight.

F^ROM the torrid sands of the Coral Islands to the

cold pavements of Broadway the natives are all

engaged or about to be on the fine art of petting.

It is therefore interesting to see how the techniques

compare. In Hollywood making love is, of course, all

timed, Klieg-lighted, and figured out; but still, considering

the handicaps, they do as well as could be expected. Their

slogan is "Osculate than never." Often a poor little screen

player gets so accustomed to forcing her partner's head

around back to the camera that when her boy friend comes

he thinks he must have called at the wrong house, on Mrs.

Zbyssko or something.

Love is grand. You can't fool when it comes to expres-

sing a deep classical passion, whether you kiss her in Santa

Monica or on her request.

27



€ Phillip Strange, Helen Ludlam, Las\a

Winters and Alfred Uic\man on loca-

tion with The Rescue' company.

"H
OW about running down to Malibu tomorrow

to see what we are doing on The Rescue?"

said Herbert Brenon who is directing Ronald

Colman and Lily Damita in Joseph Conrad's

story.

Malibu! The newest playground of the screen stars!

And the wily Mr. Brenon who has one of the loveliest

cottages down there had picked out a bit of the ocean not

a mile away from the colony and had The Hermit

anchored there.

To be sure it was only part of the coast line that matched

up with the Santa Cruse location where the land action

had taken place, but everyone chaffed Mr. Brenon about

the soft spot he had picked for himself. It was fine for

Ronald Colman, too, who also has a cottage at Malibu,

but for Lily Damita, the French demoiselle Samuel Gold-

wyn brought back with him from Paris to succeed Vilma

Banky as Ronald's screen sweetheart, and for the rest

of the company, it was just too bad, because they had

to journey the fifty miles from Hollywood each day.

Would I go! Well, try and stop me!

It has been said by those who should know that the

California Riviera will, in a few years, rival the Italian

one I can't step in on that argument, never having been

in Italy, but I must say that California's Riviera is lovely

enough to hold me for a season. And then for twenty

miles you drive along an almost perfect road with the

Sean not two hundred feet away and on the other side

the mountains rising sheer.

Lust before you get to the screen colony where the

cottates are built right on the sand between the road and

he ocean, you comf to a long dock at the end of which

a private launch waited to take us to The Herm
,
nd ng

at'anchor just a short distance out. We were firs
t
greeted

by Bill Collins who is water^^^^^^
Scn^^

got into pictures- 'if it hadn't happened I suppos Td still

be workm2 on the coast of our little New England Milage

^rrtt^e built m the centre of*e

^f Tdlwo^^P^^^^^J^S^ffr was S0jln Sojin always

plays villains in pictures- I don t know why,^uf£
he wears scimitars and daggers so successfully. But

28



i

%U\y Damita, Ronald Col-
man, Herbert Brenon and
Theodore Von Eltz illus-

trating the pull they have
with the rest of us.

takes a lot of makeup to

make his face look cruel,

and a heavy frown to hide
the kindness of his eyes.

The thing that interested

me about the 'natives
1

was
that they all had, for men,
very long and luxuriant

growths of hair which I

discovered were real.

There was a powerful
and handsome young man,
stripped, save for a loin

cloth and a necklace of
human teeth which he had
probably extracted from his

unfortunate victim's head
after the kill. This fierce personage turned
out to be none other than Duke Kahanamoku,
world-champion swimmer, who gave up his
place in the Olympic Games to play in The
Rescue, his first important part in pictures.
Oh, Hollywood! Enchantress of the world! Do your

eyes grow brighter and your full lips redder while musing
on the victims you have lured to disillusionment and death?

€[ Dorothy Arzner direct'

ing Richard Arlen in

the smiling fashion
which has made her our
finest woman director.

test of sacrifice, hun-

ger, discouragement,

the temptations that

loneliness brings, and
overcome them, hop-

ing for a smile from
you? Your smile—the

fullfillment of their

highest thoughts. If

that is true then it

must be good to serve

you. For a smile

means happiness, and

happiness is a bit of

God.
But we digress. We

digress indeed!

There in all the

glory of the morning
sun stood the stalwart

Duke and not far off

looking dejectedly out at sea was an Indian

Prince—by jove!—another mistake. The In-

dian Prince is your old friend John Davidson

who, in The Rescue, is Ronnie's friend. His

dejected appearance might have been the result

of a five-thirty call so that he would be sure to be on the

ship all made up at nine. Otherwise he might not be ready

for the scene which would be taken at three or possibly
Or is your beauty fed by those who have stood the cruel four in the afternoon. What was he (Cont. on page 84)
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InNew
By Anne Bye

Q[ When the Hollywood

Workers Come to

Broadway to Play.

{{Tommy Meigban,
having made 'The

Mating Call,' came

bac\ to his home in

Great Kec\. Long

Island, for a rest—
and all the rest.

L. ~
; - -----

roadway is all a-bucs. We
have taken a new lease on

life, love, and the pursuit of

whoopee, what with fall and

screen stars coming on, and new

revues and clothes coming off, and—

and everything. And just to keep

us excited, we have had two Holly-

wood beauties in our midst—two

stars whom New York has been just

palpitating to see. One has never

visited us before; the other hasn't

been here since she climbed to film

fame. I give you—Dolores del Rio

and Sue Carol. Wait a minute-

stand back, there. I can't give them

to you. They belong to Hollywood,

and Hollywood is jealous of her

rights. But I can give you a glimpse

of them can't I? You can't stop me.
. , .

Altogether, then: Dolores-del-Rio! Del Rio means river. No^t

doesn'C either. It means Romance. Wait till you see hen Ca-amba.

Abo bounds. And hoopla. Dolores, on her first vi^t to Manhattan

gave the town such a kick as it hasn't had since Anna Held tookhe:

^

milk shake. You see, Dolores is that kind of a star She d «ot bathe

in milk-she drinks it. What I mean is she sparkle, ^tSSS
and all those other adjectives. Dark, glowing beauty-the most intense

brown eyes I ever saw, with the longest and curliest lashe«e^\£e

may have to have them boyish-bobbed to keep them^
out of her hair.

Measuring Dolores and Greta Garbo eyelash to eyedasK * f
which would win. Anyway, DoloresT^^g^^^
the middle and drawn back just as it is m her pictures. Ut course, 5

have been seeing her only as Ramona, you poor

souls, and so you'd hardly be prepared for the

vivid, Parisienne figure she presents m person. No

smocks and shifts for the real del Rio Long jade

earrings, jewelled bracelets, beautiful imported

aowns. She is little—much tinier than you d ex-

pect • and graceful—you'd know that; and so very

much alive. Her gestures are quick and expressive.

CCThe brilliant beauty

of Dolores Del Rio

gave the Broadway

electric signs a little

competition, before

she sailed for Europe.

CCJoe Brown of "The

Hit of the Show' is

also a hit on Hew
Tory's Main Street,

where he played in

?nusical comedies he'

fore the movies
claimed him.
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(£ "Howdy! says Bebe Daniels

And yet, with all the beauty and charm
and glamour, she is curiously direct

and honest and outspoken. She'll be
frank with you. She says exactly what
she thinks. There are none of the
coquettries and evasions and posturings
you might excuse in so picturesque a creature. 1

Dolores has depth. It shows on the screen,

making her the fine actress that she is. It's

a quality of sincerity. It makes her not only
a fascinating girl, but a gallant

one.

"I live for one thing only,"

she says in her low voice.

"Work! I love it. A picture

actress must love it to be
willing to make all the sacri-

fices a film career demands of
her. It absorbs her whole life.

When she is not actually
working before the camera
from nine until six or so she
is posing for pictures, or hav-
ing interviews, or costume
fittings. She has no time to

herself. She has to love it!

"I was never so happy in my life!"

she exclaimed. She has surprisingly lit-

tle accent, considering she couldn't speak
a word of English when she first came
to Hollywood three years ago. "When
I lived in Mexico City I was just a girl.

I knew nothing but my home, and social

as she alighted at Hadley
Field, ~N_. ]., from her trans-

continental 30-hour flight by
airmail plane from Los An-
geles. She came east for a

vacation visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Meighan.

duties, and my music. It is only since I

have been in pictures that I have really found
myself. Now I am a woman—I have work
to do—and I love it!"

Dolores seems awfully sensible for such a

beautiful girl. She says in five years she

will leave the screen—absolutely. "You know,
a movie star's career is short. Only youth

can please the camera. Later, still a young
woman, a star is passe. Maybe wrinkles

come. Before then I will go. I will try the

stage."

She has a voice, you know. She has made
records of Ramona and a little Mexican song

for Victor. She has also warbled over the radio.

But she much prefers to remain silent. No talkers

for her.

"I'll bet you do!" I said with a sickly

smile. I expected a vase thrown in my gen-

eral direction—I had just finished reading

Van Vechten's Spider Boy, and Latin stars

are supposed to be so temperamental.

Dolores is not. She said: "I'll bet I don't!

The motion picture is an art. It is panto-

mime. It needs no words. Let it stay so.

Sure!"

She'll say 'Sure' right in the midst of her

exquisite English. It's nice.

Sixteen pictures in three years—she has

earned her European vacation. She'll be back in two or three

months and then make Evangeline. She finished Revenge be-

fore she left. It's her third picture with an R in it. She named
it herself. It completes the trio: (Continued on page 94)

€[ Sweet Sue Carol

arriving in J^lew

Tor\. She sailed

on the Levia-

than that after-

noon— to play

opposite Jiic\
Stuart in the

continental loca-

tion scenes of

'Chasing
Through
Europe/
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burning tftc G^nfJ^cruiarcL

(\Getdown to work

and get up in

the world.

By Marion

Brooks Ritchie

C[ Director Otto Brower,
Leading Lady Doris

Hill, Chief Assistant

Director Charles Barton

and Cameraman Roy
Clar\. Below, at wor\
on 'Avalanche,' with

]ac\ Holt.

Just take my hand, and we will see if we can manage
to get by Kenneth at the information desk and in

onto the Paramount lot.

Follow me down First Street, past Star Dressing

Room Row—you know, Clara's and Richard's, Emil Jan-

ning's and Florence Vidor's—by the quiet-looking Valen-

tino bungalow, the Old Barn, the restaurant, and through

to the interior of Stage Four.

Be careful! Don't get too close. The Kliegs are all on;

the music has started, and they must be all ready to go.

"Shh-hh! Quiet, now.
"Camera!"

It is obviously a scene from a "western." The bar is

on the left. Cowboys and dance-hall girls are around the

set, away from the actual shooting, and you certainly can't

miss seeing that old nickle-in-the-slot player piano.
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The cameras are trained on a group seated around a

table. They are playing cards. That girl dressed as a

dance-hall girl and standing back of the dealer is, I am

sure, Baclanova. And the cowboy, dealing the cards, is

—why, of course, it's none other than my old friend,

Jack Holt.

"Camera!" ,

In Hollywood, that word is called at least five thousand

times a day. It holds the joys and heartaches, the hopes

and even fears of almost millions. Today, on this par-

ticular set, to at least four people it means glorious joy

and the hopes of years, fulfilled.

The picture is Avalanche. The young lady playing the

lead opposite Jack Holt is Doris Hill. The good-looking

fellow who shouted the word "Camera!" is Director Otto

Brower. The smaller one, next (Continued on page 96)



A. Bachrach, Stil! Photographer

The JMost ^Beautiful Still of the <JMonth

TOM MIX
in

Son of the Golden West

How sweet, how passing sweet, is solitude;

But grant me still a friend in my retreat,

Whom I may whisper—solitude is sweet.

—Cowper



come between them.

Photograph by Hommel



LILLIAN GISH and Lars Hanson are the

lovers in the forthcoming special produc-

tion, The Wind.
Photograph by Ruth Harriet Louise
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(][ She Marched Down the Aisle and

Right Up Onto the Screen.

By Val Lewton

brief year ago she had been an usher-

ette at GraumaiVs Chinese Theatre,

Los Angeles. She had watched
other stars sweep from their magnifi-

cent cars, through the applauding first-night

crowds/ and into the' theatre. She had
been a little envious of their furs, their

jewels, their orchids. - But never had she

been hopeful of attaining to their posi-

tion, of winning their wealth.

Tonight, however, it

was her night. Her pic-

ture was opening at the

Chinese Theatre.

She swept out of

her car and into

the theatre. Here
(Cont. on page 98)

GT Raquel and Monte
Blue down in Ta-

hiti. She supports

Monte in 'White
Shadows in the

South Seas* and he

returns the com'
pliment

Raquel Torres as

the heroine of a

south'sea cinema
special casts a

wicked shadoiv.

"This way, please,"

said Raquel Torres
in her usherette days—and her Mexican
glance is still show-
ing the movie cus-

tomers to their seats.
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in Paris

€[ The latest from Paris.' Jsformd Shearer
' wears a Lanvin evening gown of silver

mesh with sequin motifs wor\ed into

ecru tulle. At the side is a tulle chou.

7\[ote the pointed hem line. Silver

slippers are worn with this froc\.

({Happy Korma—gowned by Paris for

Hollywood parties! This froc\ of flesh-

colored net is striped in folds of blacf^

net. A double rhinestone coil at the

left hip holds a cascade of blac\ tulle

in place:
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C[ T^orma Shearer. went to Paris on her honey
moon-vacation with Irving Thalberg, and

inspired the foremost couturieres to de-

sign some of their loveliest creations for

her. Here she is wearing one of the

smart new \nee-lengih evening wraps.

C[An old-rose ensemble designed by

Chanel for >iorma Shearer is printed in

pale yellow and green daffodils. The
blouse is fitted and the s\irt is trimmed

;

with rows of shirring. Her hat is a

lovely shade of green.



Making ^Movies Among the Flsh

(^Director Hat Ross is commander the submarines,

George Robinson is at the camera, and Eddie Phillips

stands below. The gentleman with the derby hat is

doing his bit for art.
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C[ George Lewis is rescuing Yvonne Howell from a
watery sequence. George is a great athlete. He has
carried 'The Collegians' into its third edition.



PLIGHT

({ The most sophisticated motion picture ever made

e

PATRIOT
(\Salute,

C[ Lewis Stone and Emil

Jannings in the big

scene of 'The Patriot'—directed and acted

with matchless art.

HEN you come up against a picture like this

you wish you had Hooverized your adjectives.

Here you have been scattering 'em all over

the place on second'rate pictures, when along

comes a really great one and leaves you gasping. There is

nothing left but to turn hand-springs. Here are a few

for The Patriot.

The most sophisticated picture ever made, this is a tri-

umph for all concerned, including the audience. It marks

the American reunion of those two German giants, Ernst

Lubitsch and Emil Jannings. The heavenly twins of the

cinema combine their genius on a dramatic story, and the

result is inevitably a masterpiece. The Patriot is a little

tribute for Paramount Pictures to the great American

movie public—an indication that at least one motion picture

company has sufficient respect for our intelligence to pre-

sent us with a grown-up photoplay.

Here is a picture of imperial Russia in 1801, under the

reign of Paul, the mad son of Catherine the Great. From

the very beginning you are conscious that you have at last

come upon a very nearly perfect motion picture play.

Lubitsch directing— Jannings acting — Lewis Stone, Flo-

rence Vidor, Vera Veronina and Neil Hamilton assisting

—

all on their toes—what could be more exciting? It's

Lubitsch's very best picture. It abounds in what producers

and public have come to know as 'Ernst Lubitsch touches.
-
'

Sometimes they take the form of desperate drama; often

they are highly comic—this Teuton has invented the movie

epigram. There is no scene in movie history more amusing

than that in which Lewis Stone, as Count Pahlen, right-

hand-man of the czar, describes to his master in intimate

detail his latest amorous adventure. No sub-titles ar<?
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necessary. And Lubitsch proves that in addition to sup-

remacy in the sly innuendo he has a heart—a kind heart.

The pathos in The Patriot is never forced. In a picture so

stirring, so rich and dark and violent and lusty, it is good

to find a tender touch. As for Jannings—he surpasses him-

self, and when you remember The Last Laugh, and Var-

iety, and The Way of All Flesh, and all the others, you

must admit there's no higher tribute. This actor gives what

can only be called the greatest performance ever seen on

the screen—or the stage either, as far as I'm concerned.

His portrait of the imperial madman is perfection. It's a

flamboyant part, yet Jannings never overplays. It is a repel-

lant, a horrible part—but such is the art of this portly

German that the lunatic Paul becomes at times a pitiful

small boy lost in the mazes of an awful nightmare. Lewis

Stone, too, is fine—very fine, as the conspirator-patriot,

Pahlen. It's a typical Lewis Stone role, and has never

been better played. The big scene in The Patriot is between

the two men, Jannings and Stone. The czar pleads with

his trusted Pahlen never to desert him—even as the Count

is consummating his plan to do away with the madman
whose whims are ruining Russia. This scene is directed

and acted with matchless art. The feminine interest is

beautifully upheld by Florence Vidor and Vera Veronina.

Miss Vidor plays an aristocrat whose attachment for the

Count is sacrificed in the interests of a better Russia. She

is exquisite, aloof—and very alluring. Veronina, the only

real Russian in the cast of this Russian drama, as the czar's

mistress, is a delicious bit of feminine dynamite. She makes

her occasional scenes count. The Patriot cannot be appre-

ciated at one sitting. And when I say sitting, I mean

standing room only, and such popularity must be deserved.



C[ It may not be art, but its fun

The 1 ERROR
Q Scaur

Ow!
What was that?

Look behind you! Is that a h'ant? No, just an
usher with her little lantern. But anything and

everything seems mysterious when you're on the trail of

The Terror. Sit next to people you know personally so

that when you have to grab somebody in the excitement

you'll surely be among friends. Those shrieks—you can't

tell whether they are coming from the cast or the audience.

The Terror is a' talker on both sides of the screen. A
screamer, I mean.

Shrieks and clutching hands and tapping sounds and
stabs in the dark—it's a nice, blood-curdling evening you're

in for. It seems there were strange doings at the Grange,

or the Abbey—the old organ played when there was no-

body around to play it; a strange old lady appeared on a

stormy night from nowhere; and at intervals Louise

Fazenda or May McAvoy or somebody sitting next to you
emits a long howl, and you don't see how you can stand

the strain a moment longer. Edgar Wallace wrote it, Roy
Del Ruth directed, and everybody concerned seems to be
in on a conspiracy to scare you to death. The plot? Why,
the home of that gentle, peace-loving Alec B. Francis and
his lovely little daughter, May McAvoy, is made miserable

by the machinations of a sneaking villain. That's all. But
it is plenty. Edward Everett Horton solves the mystery,

on the screen and also the one about his own position in

C[ Louise Fazenda and
Holmes Herbert in

the tal\ing mystery
thriller, 'The Terror.'

pictures. I know now why Mr. Horton is generally con'

sidered such an engaging comedian. Give him any kind

of a situation and he will talk his way out of it and right

into your regard. He is an ingratiating man, and he will

be a big drawing-card as long as the talkers are. Louise

Fazenda also fares well in her first talking venture. She is a
Beatrice Lillie character, with a voice that adds to her

comedy attractions. Mr. Francis, John Miljan and Otto
Hoffman are outstandingly interesting. The Terror is a

pioneer picture—the very first to eliminate the sub ; title

in favor of the spoken word. The title, cast, directorial

and camera and author credits are all announced by a sort

of dignified Mistah Bones, who then retires and lets the

cast speak for themselves. And they do a good job of it.

Now a lot of people are going to take you aside and tell

you that the surface of the speakies has only just been

scratched, and more like that. You just agree with them
and then go along and see The Terror. It may no: be art

but it's fun.

C[ The male version of the Mammy song

FORGOTTEN /ACF.S
Q Pappy!

PAPPA love Mama? Of course he does. Pappa has

always loved Mama. But does Mama love Pappa?
That's the question—the great, big question staring

us in the face right now. Give a thought to Pappa.
Father's face has been forgotten long enough. Let this be
Pappa Month among the movie theatres. Here's the male
version of Mammy—just to make you remembah!

I'm just masking my real feelings when I go on like this,

as you may have guessed. Forgotten Faces is a picture

that leaves you with that choked-up feeling that can only

be relieved by a real good cry, and I can't cry here.

Besides, you cant cry over a Pappa picture. It isn't being

done. Just the same, I suspect you'll be stealing a sob

over Clive Brook before he's through with you. As Helio-

trope Harry, gentleman burglar who dedicates his life to

his little daughter, he is noble and self-sacrificing and
pathetic—but. never too noble.. He always remains a man.
There is no one who can assault your sympathies with the

savoir-faire of Mr. Brook. I don't know how the man does

it. He's as frozen-faced as Buster Keaton but he manages

somehow to achieve tremendous pathos simply by standing

still and looking glum. Why, the man must be an actor!

Heliotrope stirs me. He'll stir you too. He goes through

fire, water and a jail for his little girl, who, grown up,

is played by sweet Mary Brian. His object all sublime is

to save her from a life of crime—and the slightly soiled

clutches of her worthless mother, played by Olga Bac-

lanova. Brook's performance could not be improved upon

—from the opening scenes which show him as a deft and

agile thief, in faultlessly fitting clothes, through his suffer-

ings as a betrayed husband, a helpless prisoner, and finally

as a butler in his own daughter's home, striving to save her

happiness. Forgotten Faces has all the appeal of Sorrell

and Son and Underworld with a dash of Stella Dallas.

Daddy!
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{{Recommended to all—except those just married

JUST

H
(T Wives and Otherwise.

"ip ahoy for the Honeymoon Special! Just Mar-

ried is one of those cute little comedies that

doesn't mean a thing but gives everybody a good

time. It has James Hall as an expert farceur.

James plays a slightly naughty young boulevardier and

makes you believe he is just a little bit frisque without once

chucking a cutie uner the chin or pulling a long black silk

stocking out of his pocket by mistake. Who'd ever believe

that James could do it? I had him on my list as one of

those young men who never would be missed. Now I take

it all back. He is very charming and most amusing and

what more can any one young man be? Just Married also

offers the tried-and-true comedy talents of Harrison Ford

and William Austin, and a brace of pretty girls—I don't

ARRIED
know what a brace is but they do brace you up. Ruth

Taylor, Lila Lee, and Ivy Harris arc the three little bride-

madcs. Ruth is engaged to William until James appears

on the scene. Lila pursues the English Mr. Austin, and

Ivy is married to Harrison Ford. Then they all get mixed

up. That's where all the fun comes in. There are several

hearty ha-ha's in this comedy and enough snickers to go

round. Ruth Taylor is an optic-ful in her chic Paris

frocks—f.o.b. Hollywood. Lila Lee plays a part that would

have shocked the old Lila out of her demure coiffure. Yes

—she is one of those French girls. Very pretty, too. just

Married is recommended to all—engaged couples, old mar-

ried couples, and in fact all kinds of couples except those

just married.

C[ More murder—very polite, pleasant, and well-managed murder

(Me TERFECT
Crime

Q Murder Made Easy.

CC'The Perfect Crime' has a Big

Trial Scene— what would a

murder picture he without one?

I~t?-ere's to crime

—

The Perfect Crime. More mur-

= der—and this time a very polite, pleasant, well-

managed murder. Trust Clive Brook to see to

r^- that. Anything this English gentleman under-

takes is bound to be charming and well-bred. I don't mean

that Mr. Brook steps from his pedestal and does anything

we wouldn't do, even in a nice way. But he does intro-

duce an entirely new note into the murder mystery motif.

He makes you pleased and proud to be, with him, an ac-

cessory after the fact, or even before. He plays a famous

criminologist immersed in his last case—the murder, under

most mysterious circumstances, of our old friend Tully

Marshall. It is Mr. Brook's business to track down the

murderer, and at the same time retain all the polish and

suavity for which he is justly famed. The solving

of the crime involves the happiness of himself

and his fiancee, Miss Irene Rich, and also of

another couple who have been implicated in the

proceedings. An atmosphere of ominous, brood-

ing uncertainty hangs over the picture and also

over the audience. You sit tight and hardly dare

to breathe much less rustle your program as the

story slowly and somberly unfolds. Then comes

the Big Trial Scene—what is a murder picture

without one? This has been done in dialogue and

none too accurately. It stands out for its novelty

and nothing else. A highly unnecessary old-

fashioned dream ending has been tacked on this

picture supposedly as a sop to tender-hearted movie-fans.

All the picture patrons I know happen to be quite as

sturdy and intelligent as the average play-goer and novel-

reader, so I am at a loss to understand why it is that the

picture producers persist in treating us as if we are child-

ren whose mothers never told us. The best part of The

Perfect Crime, besides Mr. Brook, is the amusing speak-

ing sequence—a prologue and an epilogue employing the

talents of Claire Adams and Lynne Overman. You have

seen Miss Adams before but you have never heard her,

and I think you are going to like her a lot. She is one

woman who can never talk too much to suit us.
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C[ Presenting Billy Haines in a 'different' part

fxcess BAGGAGE
QC$) Excels Baggage.

ERE is what we have all been crying for—Billy

Haines in a "different' part. Billy himself, they

say, has been fed up on playing smart-alecks

all the time. He wanted change—well, he gets

it. In Excess Baggage he goes to the other extreme and

plays a failure. And he is awfully good, as a young
vaudeville actor whose wife inspires him to do his 'slide

for life
1

over the heads of the audience. When the pretty

bride gets an offer to go in the movies, the husband un-

selfishly steps aside, though he knows he can't get along

alone. With her gone—an over-night success on the screen

-—he flops, and joins the only-their-husbands club. But as

he sees her apparently drifting away from him and falling

for a handsome movie actor—Ricardo Cortes—he sees red,

white and blue and a few other colors, and asserts himself.

Now, this should have been a very human little picture.

And it is, in spots. But it never seems to realise its pos-

sibilities. Boy, a nice new Covered Wagon for Director

James Cruse. Haines not only plays an unselfish char-

acter; he practically steps aside with a gallant gesture and
hands the picture to his leading lady, little Josephine Dunn.
I feel like saying "I told you so" when I see Miss Dunn
sharing honors with a star of Haines' calibre. Dong ago
I told you to keep an eye on her. I hope you have because
she is worth seeing. Josephine has beauty and pep and
a certain wistful quality of sweetness that makes her just

a little bit different from all the other girls. She scores a
spanking success in Excess Baggage as you'll see for yourself.

The movie version of the best'Selling mystery story

The BELLAMY TRIAL
F good entertainment. The Bellamy

Trial is the movie version of the best-

selling murder mystery that ran in

the Saturday Evening Post and made strong men
and women readers begin biting their nails and picking at

the coverlet while waiting for the next chapter. The

big-hearted movie producers give it to us all in one pic-

ture. They come right out with it instead of teasing us

along with 'See Next Instalment for the Solution.' Just

one more reason why the movies are my favorite form of

entertainment. Movie fans can get all the murder mystery

they crave in one dose, and I think they should express

their appreciation by refusing to tell their friends just who
really did kill Cock Robin—or in this case, Mimi Bellamy.

Monta Bell presents The Bellamy Trial on the screen,

with Leatrice Joy as Sue Ives,

Kenneth Thompson as Stephen

Bellamy, husband of the mur-

dered lady; George Barraud

as Pat Ives, and Margaret

Livingstone as the luckless

Mimi. It is a faithful trans-

cription of the novel up to a

certain point. The story is

told in the court-room from

the testimony of the witnesses,

just as it is in the book, with

flash-backs as the characters

explain their actions preceding

and during the night of the

murder. 'Who killed Mimi
Bellamy?' is the great ques-

tion, and everyone who has

not read the book will have

([ The humor and romance
in 'The Bellamy Trial'

are provided by those two
charming youngsters,
Eddie Nugent and Betty

Bronson.

(J Guilty i
! his own guess. Miss Joy, Mr. Barraud, and

Mr. Thompson perform capably as the harassed

trio of suspects, while the humor and romance
are provided by two very charming youngsters, Eddie
Nugent and Betty Bronson, impersonating reporters. In-

deed, Betty is so piquant and pretty you wonder why
you don't see her more often. She is inimitable. The
Bellamy Trial has a summing up of the case in sound by
the prosecuting attorney that adds to its effectiveness. But
why did they have to deviate from the original by making
the murder an accident instead of a deliberate affair?

Probably to conform with the old-fashioned idea that a

fact may be told in a book or a newspaper and presented

on the stage but never, never in a motion picture. It's

a quaint old Hollywood custom.
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(( A great, big special war production

JjLAC CTJIME
(\Sniff, Sniff!

•ou can see and you can hear Lilac rime You

should be able to smell it, too—bright theatre

managers will doubtless oblige by spraying you

with lilac scent as you enter. Pretty soon well

have not only talkers but smellers and feelers. See, hear

feel and sniff your pictures. But right now it is enough

to see and hear them—especially when they are as elab-

orate and spectacular as this one. Lilac Time is a great

big special war production. You get your money s worth

of drama and thrills and then some. As far as I am con-

cerned you also feel as if you have been in a couple of

battles yourself before it is over. Lilac Time, what with

the whirring engines of the airplanes and the explosions as

they crash is a stirring experience comparable only to

Wings. Wear your ear-muffs.

Colleen Moore is the star—playing the role of Jeannine

of Lilac Farm where the brave boys of the flying corps

are billeted. Jeannine is not one of those French girls.

Oh no She's a nice American girl in a trick costume,

and somehow I could never forget that fact. Gary Cooper

is the flying captain who is captivated. It is all directed

by George Fiumaurice, which means it has moments ot

surpassing beauty. Miss Moore's own share of the drama

will continue to be silent as long as she has anything to

say Now, you know what I mean! This expert little,

pantomimist doesn't have to speak to her audience to make

them understand.

((With two kinds of smacks—the oscillatory and the nautical^

e FIRST TlSS

(\Smack— Smack!

THERE are two kinds of smacks in this picture—the

osculatory and the nautical. Both are nice. Gary

Cooper and Fay Wray furnish the first; Chesapeake

Bay the second. If it hadn't been for those smacks

The First Kiss would hardly have kept me up. Just as I

would be dozing off—smack!—Fay and Gary would get .to-

gether again, or a beautiful boat would come sailing on the

screen and the film would take a new tack. Gary is the

poor suffering hero as usual. They seem to be trying to -make

a sort of male Lillian Gish out of this husky young man.

He has to suffer, and suffer, and make sacrifices for the family

name and his three brothers. He broods and acts bashful,

but comes into his own in a swimming scene. Maybe you

can believe this story about the boy who determines to lift

himself and his family out of the poor white trash heap; but

it was never very real to me. Probably because it keeps a

woman waiting Tor an unpardonable length of time-some-

thing like five or six reels. Fay Wray is the waitress and

she is much too pretty to be stood up for any time at all.

She is the daintiest thing on the screen-so cool and detached;

almost the last of the 'Don't-dare-touch-me school Well,

that may be the reason she was kept waiting. Lane Chandler

is cast as one of the weakling brothers. He is so obviously

designed by nature to play big, strong-minded men its a

wonder he could keep a straight face. I couldn t.
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((Leslie Fenton, Fay Wray and Gary

Cooper against a Chesapeake Day

background in 'The First Kiss.



C[ It pac\s a punch at the same time it preaches a sermon

FOUR WALLS
Q Ye Olde Prisoner's Songe.

a j— H, I wish I had someone to love me!" sings

ft || John Gilbert. Girls, girls—control yourselves!

\\ Jl Let Mr. Gilbert alone. It's only a part he's^

—

^ playing. And how he plays it, to be sure.

Four walls do not a prison make—is that so! But John
has to spend a term behind bars to find himself a free

man. You see he was one of the bad boys of Greenwich
Village—they don't all read Shakespeare down there., And
he is sent up for a stretch—only to learn in prison the

Better Way. He comes back to his mother—Vera Gordon
—resolved to follow the straight and narrow. And he

would have had no trouble at all, for he was good at

heart—if it hadn't been for Joan Crawford. Now you
know as well as I do what Joan can do when she wants

to. She is one of the most devastating girls in pictures.

This time she sets out to win Jack back to the old gang

and—the old girl, herself. He is human—he is tempted

—

for this Crawford girl never looked so, beautiful. But he

summons the strength to repudiate her, never guessing that

maybe she, too, would like to leave the old life for some-

thing finer. The girl and the man fight it out. A cafe

party—more temptation—lights and jaw and soft arms
and mocking eyes—and Jack is right back where he started.

He wants to be a bad boy again. This is drama, tense

and stirring. The man is licked. But the girl isn't!

She has a strain of unsuspected steel in her—and she grabs

him and she shakes him and taunts him and shames him,

into manhood. It's good stuff. Four Walls is a rather

worth-while picture. It packs a punch at the same time
it preaches a sermon. The cast is perfect. Vera Gordon
—a movie mother who doesn't whine. Carmel Myers

—

come back not in her usual vamp role but the direct anti-

thesis—a plain, shy mouse of a girl, splendidly played.

John Gilbert—no Great Lover heroics, but restrained,

dignified, human acting; as good as anything he has ever

done, and maybe a little better. Joan—oh, Joan! Wait
until you see her. I mustn't paint this tiger lily, but I

must tell you her work never misses—sincerity shines

through—always beautiful, she is also real. This girl is

one of the greatest bets who ever stepped on the screen

—

if they treat her right. They'd better!

G[ Just a little pleasant Davies dallying, with pretty trimmings

The Car^board

OVER
{

O you think you .are too old for paper dolls, do you?
You're just an old cross-patch. The rest of us still

like to play, and here's The Cardboard Lover to

toy with. This little picture will not get you
worked up into a lather. But it will keep you mildly

amused, especially if you have become addicted to Marion
Davies—as who has not? Just a little pleasant Davies

dallying, with pretty trimmings. Marion is the screen's

foremost comedienne these days and she has only to wink
an eye to send her considerable public into convulsions,

and she looks so pretty all the time she is being funny

that she is a treat to the eyes as well as to the ribs—and

if you think that isn't a trick try it over on your own
features sometime.

Marion entertains as a cute American cut-up who is

doing Europe—and the Europeans. The grand tour is just

a personal tour de force for our little heroine. She is

seen pursuing a famous French tennis champion, Nils

Asther, with her autograph book and also with her atten-

tions. If you know your Marion you don't need to be

told that she finally emerges triumphant—not only with

the young man's signature but also with his affections.

And she was up against quite some competition in the

person of Mile. Simone—the French demi-mondaine of

snappy fiction superbly played by Jetta Goudal. What is

Marion Davies, a treat to

the eyes as well as to

the ribs in "The Cardboard
Lover.'

it about this Goudal that gets you? She gives a delicately

decadent impression of a siren in her few scenes—you
won't forget her soon. The Cardboard Lover is not The
Patsy by a couple of impersonations. Marion does only

two here—Marion Davies and Jetta Goudal. Both are

good. In fact, when there are better—and keener and
crueller—impersonations, Marion Davies will do them

—

and then heaven help the poor movie girls.
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V

(^Revelations that

amazed the

Hollywood

players.

(( Sue Carol was
surprised that

her numbers

\new her past.

A B| C
|
D E F G H I

J K
1

L
|
M N o P Q R

S T
|

U
|
V W X Y z

1
i

2 1
3 1 4 5 6

1

7
1

8
1

9
How they arrive at it: suppose your name is Iv

M, you will see, is 4; A, 1; R, 9; and Y
AJded, these numbers make 21. These two—

2

1—equal 3. Hence Mary's number is 3.

[ary.

, 7.

and

C[Mary Pic\ford
still is under the

spell of 'Gladys,'

her numb ers

show.'

By Helen

~Ludlam

O you know that your baptismal name

or if you have not been baptised the . . . „ jr_rm nf arnuse'

name your mother gave you, and your birthday, the knowledge along and since it is also a Wot amuse

contain your fortune? Well, they do if you ment I have had a lot of ^ «admg die names

know how to read them. Tins discovery has interested me girls in pictures and
world knows

so that I am continually looking for opportunities to pass I'll begin with Mary Pickford whom all

D
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C[ Pulling you this way and
that are the influences of
your numbers.

was Gladys Marie Smith so

I am not giving away any

state secrets. According to

'Numerology
1

the vibrations of her life changed when she became Mary
Pickford, but her first name is still the greatest influence in her life. With-

out going into the technical side of how it is done I will just give you the

number of the Ideality or inner nature, the Expression or general ability,

and the Impression or appearance. Our month, day and year of birth reveal

our Path of Life or lesson we have come to learn and tell us in what we

can best succeed. It is divided into three cycles, the birth month being the

first, which spans the time from birth until about 22 years of age; the

second cycle, the day of birth, from 22 to about 42 or 45 and the last

cycle, the year of birth from 4? until about 65. These three cycles have

vibrations that if lived constructively fit us for the lesson our Path teaches

and we are then ready to go on.

Mary Pickford, then, has a 7 Ideality, a 3 Expression, and a ^
5 Impression. That means that the thing that she really

t00^ it good ,

wanted to do was to get away by herself to (Cont. on page 80) naturedly.



NEW CREENPLAYS
Reviewed By Rosa Redly

C[ 'Bantam Cowboy'
is a great picture

for juveniles and

everybody else.

It features Buzz

Barton and ?<iancy

Drexel is the

heroine.

BANTAM COWBOY

HEN I was in my early teens I used to thumb

over countless books and magazines and won-

der- "Don't they ever write any stones for

airls of fourteen?" You could find stories for

arown-ups and stories for mere kids of eight and nine,

but for a still growing young person in her teens, m

those days there was nothing.

.I've often felt that way about pictures, too. but at

last young folks who are neither kids nor yet grown-ups

have come into their own with the new western film,

Bantam Cowboy. It's a great little picture for juveniles

who are tired of watching the heart throbs of elder people

It features Buzz Barton, the pint-sized cowboy. And it

shows him holding his own and getting away with the

girl—Nancy Drexel—against a villain who would make a

couple of him.

Good picture goods even if it is wrapped up in a mini-

ature package.

HAROLD TEEN

Come on, jump aboard this high school special!

See your old friend Harold Teen (Arthur Lake) posi-

tively in his first appearance on any screen.

See Mary Brian as the innocent little heroine.

And Alice White as a knock-out vamp.

Watch the school kids make a western movie and flash

it in the auditorium.

There's a good soda-fountain sequence a toot-ball game

and the bursting of a dam to pep up the crowd. And

of course, our little friend Harold getting m all sorts of

trouble with the girl he loves.

A grand picture for anybody under eighteen.

BEWARE OF BLONDES
There, there, gentlemen. Don't crowd. There's room

for ybu all-old and young. This theatre holds six hun-

dred people. • .»"!.* u„
"What the Well Dressed Man Is Choosing might be

the name of this film for it's all about Dorothy Revier,

the mysterious unperoxided blonde.

Is she bad or is she good?

Is she a crook or is she straight?

These are the thoughts that almost crack Matt Moore t

skull when he wakes up one morning to find his beautifu

fiancee and his priceless emerald-both missing

Roy DArcy and his gleaming molars don t help Moor

much in solving the puzzle. For Roy is the dark darl

villain But when the police break into the den in Manila

well, that solves the mystery. And Dorothy falls into th,

arms of one of the handsome gents.

Do
h

n'fm
g
ake me laugh. When did the villain ever ge

the girl?

LINGERIE

Lingerie—pronounced lan-zhe-re, is a hot little numbe
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about a warm little mama, who on her bridal night in

the darkened library inadvertently gets her husband mixed

up with her lover.

Right off at the start we have fire-crackers and they

keep up right until the end. War, a

wounded, paralyzed husband, a cute little

French girl and a happy ending—there you

are, all the ingredients necessary for a

snappy movie where Alice White, Malcolm

MacGregor and Mildred

Harris carry their ap-

pointed roles with dis-

tinction.

THE LURE OF THE
WEST

The Lure of the West

isn't so alluring.

Slow as cold molasses

and just that sticky with

sentiment. The owner of

a saloon hires a quack

doctor's daughter as a

cabaret girl and then

when her father gets out

of town, he starts the

well-known business of

trying to get the girl.

Of course, young
Lochinvar rides out of the

west and virtue once more triumphs.

THE VORTEX
Noel Coward's stage play, The Vortex, when presented

in New York some months ago with Coward playing the

leading role, created a little furore. If you've ever lived

in England, particularly in those first bitter years after

Armistice, you will appreciate what an unmistakable por-

trait the play gave of a cross section of English life. It

shows a light mother and a neurotic son finding out the

unpleasant truths about themselves and each other

But in the film, it's not the same. For this story deals

with certain unsavoury facts which simply cannot oe trans-

lated into plain screen

captions. If they were,

the police would come in

and stop the show.

However, you will be

interested in seeing the

work of Ivor Novello who
plays the leading role of

Nicky and of Willette

Kershaw as the mother.

They have done their best

with a deflated story

which turns out like a

champagne cocktail with'

out any champagne.

MIDNIGHT
MADNESS

A man never buys a

book that he can borrow!

Learn that sentence by

heart and the Salvation

Army will never have to

care for your fatherless

children.

In Midnight Madness,

pretty Jackie Logan has a right miserable life. She lives

in the back of a shooting gallery with her Pa who never

draws a sober breath except when her pocket book is

empty. And that's not all. Jackie works as a stenographer

and falls in love with her high-stepping employer. But his

intentions are not—ahem—honorable. So getting kind of

desperate, she marries a rich man with diamond mines in

Africa. But, like a lot of women, she's a poor little sport.

For she says right out that she (Continued on page 82)

C[ See your old friend,

'Harold Teen,' in

the person -of Arthur

La\e. Alice White
plays the \noc\-out

vamp.

mi-
I

I J}' >

*w' : ISP-

mm

<{ Dorothy Revier is the mysterious blonde heroine,

Roy D'Arcy the dar\, dar\ villain and Matt

Moore the puzzled hero in 'Beware of Blondes.'
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Q The talking pictures have revived the short subject and 'The Trea-

surer's Report,' here rebrinted, is one of the best talkers ever made.

OBERT
ENCHLEY

Shoivs that all the

talking pictures need

is TALENT.
<C 'the treasurer's report' as given

IN THE FOX MOVIETONE.

Robert Benchley is one of the merriest men in America.

As dramatic editor of life, he has inaugurated a neiv

style of theatrical criticism—with chuckles. His books,

such as Love Conquers All, have been best sellers.

His fame as a writer of humor is firmly founded. But

for Benchley this wasn't enough. He turned actor, and

presented a monologue to Broadway audiences—in a

revue and in vaudeville—that sent New York into

hysterics. It was inevitable that the talking pictures

should claim him, and Fox Movietone teas the lucky

bidder.

AN: "And now before we go any further

in our program perhaps it would be well

to pause for a moment to listen to a prac--

tical account of our club's affairs. As

you all know, we have to have money, and during the

past year we have tried to raise as much as possible

and to spend as little as we possibly could. Mr.

Benchley, who is our Assistant Treasurer, has con-

sented to give us a statement of the year's finances.

Mr. Benchley."

Benchley: "I shall take

few moments of your time

this evening for I realize

you would much rather

be listening to the inter-

esting program than a dry

financial statement, but I

am reminded of a story

which you probably all of

you have heard. It seems

there were two Irishmen

walking down the street

when they came to a
(\ Robert Benchley, who also gives

a Movietone tal\ on 'The Sex

Life of the Polyp.'

C[ Some 'frames' from
Benchley's film as he

gives 'The Treasurer's

Report.'

. to a ... I should have said in

the first place, that the store belonging to the

first Irishman ... the first fellow's store

. . . Well anyway, in connection with read-

ing this report, there are one or two points

which Dr. Morrison wanted brought up in

connection with it, and he has asked me to

bring them up ... to bring them up. The

first, with regard to the work which we are

trying to do up there at our little place on Silver

Lake, a work which we feel not only fills a very

definite need in the community, but also fills a very

definite need in the community. I don't think many

of the members of the Society realize just how big

the work is that we are trying (Cont. on page 88)
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remembered Miracle Man.

Photograph by Russell Ball
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LOVELY Virginia Bradford came to Holly-

wood to write about pictures and remained

to act in them. Craig's Wife is her next picture.

Photograph by Melbourne Spurr
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Screenland

ft i

BARRY NORTON'S appealing

performance in What Price

Glory? and The Legion of the Con-

demned have the touch of greatness.

We believe he will someday be one

of the great stars.

Photograph, by Autrey

J
Predicts

A FORECAST OF THE FUTURE



the ^MOVIE FAN
gen'tle-man.

Percy Marmont

A man well-born, of gen-

tie and refined manners, of

fine feelings. He is the

ideal English hero of polite

fiction, but he can delve

deeper, too, as Mark Sabre

in If Winter Comes.
Percy Marmont would al-

ways be kind to children

and dumb animals and

even to third assistant

heroines.

he-ro'ic. Ronald Colman

Brave, illustrious, larger

than life size but smaller

than colossal. Colman is

not the man next door

—

he is more commanding;

but he is not a god, he is

too human. Now he is

playing a Joseph Conrad
character in The Rescue

that is typically Ronald.

in-dif'fer-ent.

Louise Brooks

Not interested or con'

cerned for one thing, or

alternative, more than an-

other. She mocked Beery

and Hatton; she made a

sap of McLaglen in A Girl

in Every Port; and now
she is making a Beggar of

Life. The look that has

made Louise famous is the

look that says
l

I don't

care.'

in-dom'i-ta-ble.

Douglas Fairbanks

Untamable; unconquer-
able. No obstacle is too

big for Doug to overcome
—no mountain too high,

no road too rough for him
to ride over rough-shod.

D'Artagnan, Thief of Bag-
dad, Gaucho — we salute

you!

i, in'no-cence. Janet Gaynor

Purity of heart; guileless-

ness; artlessness. When a

comparatively unknown
little girl leaped into world-

fame as Diane in Seventh

Heaven Hollywood asked:

'Why?' The answer is:

Janet is virginal sweetness

and girlish innocence
wrapped in one small

pretty package.

ir're-sist'i-ble. Clara Bow

That cannot be success-

fully resisted or opposed;

overpowering. Clara has

swept all before her like a

young tornado. Her next

is The Fleet's In—that's

one port they'll never

forget.

in-tense'. Gloria Swanson

Feeling deeply; highly-

wrought; expressive of

strong emotion. Gloria

rose from the Sennett

beach brigade to be one of

our leading actresses—all

because, in scenes like the

conversion in Sadie
Thompson, she feels so

deeply she makes her audi-

ences feel, too.

lus'cious. Thelma Todd

Deliciously sensuous; oft-

en, honeyed. One look at

Thelma in her costume (?)

for Vamping Venus in

which she burlesqued
Helen of Troy to Charlie

Murray's consternation,

and you'll agree that lus-

cious was coined to de-

scribe her. As for honeyed

—we don't know her well

enough for that.•A,



^TAGE COACH
Conducted hy Uorrie Ryskind

Elmer Gantry

P
w Kearney, who used

to be our boss in the

publicity department of

Famous Players some

eiaht years ago, has undertaken

the task of making a play out

of Sinclair Lewis' novel. By

and large, we would say that

Pat has"turned out an effective

Pl

We say by and large, because

we make reservations: the show

is effective, but not convincing.

The first act, indeed, is perhaps

the best of all, and yet it seemed

to us incredibly cheap. Lewis

is a caricaturist, but for all his

distortions, he leaves you some-

thing genuine of the character

he depicts. Kearney hews to

the line of the comic cartoon.

Gantry, in the play, sticks to

the specialty of seducing women.

There are at least four con-

quests in the piece, and, even

if you allow for some excep-

tionally fast work, that doesnt

leave the drama to be concerned

with much else. Yes, there s a

fire that is supposed to be sen-

sational, but to us movie ad-

dicts, it's just a false alarm.

The Song Writer

Here is one you will prob-

ably be able to see and hear as

a talker, if you can possibly

restrain that impulse and avoid

seeing it in its legitimate form.

Written by Crane Wilbur,

once of ye movies, it marks

Georgie Price's first appearance

as a dramatic actor. It is a

rather cheap play, making no

pretensions at art, but aimed

only at the box-office. What

merit it has is contained in

Price's series of imitations, and

in some fair performances, nota-

bly that of Jennie Moscowitz,

as the song writer's mother.

Some of the critics have hurled

questions of taste, asserting the

story parallels that of Irving

Berlin. It does not, is our

IN THIS ISSUE:

ELMER GANTRY
THE SONG WRITER
THE FRONT PAGE
HE UNDERSTOOD WOMEN
THE BIG POND
GOIN' HOME
EVA THE FIFTH

RINGSIDE

Photograph by White

<C Claiborne Foster, one of Br™dw«£*

favorite actresses, in a

new play, 'Eva the

Buford Armitage.

a scene from her

Fifth.' with

assertion. As one tremendously

fond of Irving Berlin, we could

resent as strongly as anybody.

But the fact that it concerns a

tunesmith who marries into so-

ciety doesn't make it Berlin any

more than Shaw's Cashel By-

ron's Profession or Jack Lon-

don's The Abysmal Brute con-

cern themselves with Gene

Tunney. This is said in an

effort to be fair to Mr. Wilbur.

To be fair to Shaw and Jack

London, Mr. Wilbur's writing

doesn't resemble theirs.

The Front Page

In the August number of

Screenland, we noted that we

had been to Newark to attend

a try-out of The Front Page

and advised our clients to see

it when it came to town. The

show is here and we must re-

luctantly amend our advice to:
.

try and see it.

For it's a sell-out, and a

pretty definite proof that New
York will support something

worth while. Here is, within

the memory of old-timers, the

first successful newspaper play.

But, being produced by Jed

Harris, the boy wonder, written

by Ben Hecht and Charlie Mac-

Arthur, directed by Geo. S.

Kaufman, it is a little more

than that. It is a crackling

series of incidents and wise-

cracks, rushing along with the

speed of an airplane, looping

the loop and yet keeping you

securely in your seat. For pace,

it makes Broadway seem like

a leisurely one-hoss shay. It is

coarse, at times, as Rabelais is

coarse: but it has none of the

leers that make coarseness un-

forgivable. It has the tang of

men around it, men who talk

in Anglo-Saxon monosyllables,

not in polysyllabic Latin deriva-

tives. It has a gorgeous atmos-

phere of reality about it; it has

the life and vividness of that

page in the paper from which
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it takes its name. It is, in brief, a superb show, shrewdly conceived by

an association of superb showmen. If you can afford to miss this, you're

leading a more exciting life than this correspondent can imagine.

He Understood Women
In contrast to the healthy language of The Front Page, there is the

furtive sexy leering of He Understood Women. That we can be shocked

will come as a revelation to our readers, and it surprises us, too. But

He Understood Women proves it to us. Get us right. There isn't a

single 'dirty' word in the latter show. But it hints and points and suggests

till it gives you acute symptoms of mal de mer. A stupid, silly, boresome,

dull and sickening show.

The Big Pond

If you like smooth, rippling dialogue—and we do—you will like The

Big Pond. Here's a neat situation: the girl of an American family of

Vernon, Ohio, falls in love with a foreigner under the spell cast by Venice.

Her family, disapproving, feel the girl will fall out of love if they can

take the foreigner back to Vernon with them. They do. By a strange

coincidence, there's a nice American boy around, too. One of them has

to get the 'girl; which one, to our bigoted notion, is immaterial. Indeed

the authors have

tried letting each get

her — at different

performances to be

sure. Which one

gets her when you

see it, we can't fore

tell. But we are cer-

tain that you will

like the dialogue.

Goin' Home
This could have

been the dramatic

smash of the year,

and if Jed Harris

had done it, it would

have been. It con-

tains a magnificent

idea that is allowed

to disintegrate into

a shoddy play; it

could have been, un-

der the whip of an

able jockey, the
black What Price

Glor>'?

The war is over,

and the troops are

going home. One of

the colored men has

remained in France,

married a white girl,

and is the pros-

perous owner of a

cafe, which was her

dot. The race prob-

lem is over for him;

he has won French
medals and esteem,

and has been ac-

cepted by the French

as one of their own.
The black forces stopping at his bar, getting their last

drinks on French soil,, give him an acute sense of home-
sickness. The white major in command turns out to be

the head of the family to which the black and his forebears

are united by ties that began in slavery. With the

Southerner's entrance, and his shock at discovering that

Photograph by White

C[ A scene from 'The Front Pa
sensational newspaper play with

Fuller, Lee Tracy, and Osgood

ge, the

Frances
Per\ins.

Photograph by Craine

<C John Meehan, who plays the impor-
tant role of the father and manager
of the lightweight champion in the

prize-fight hit, 'Ringside.'

his old servant has married a white woman,
a terrific conflict tears the black's soul. He
becomes The Admirable Crichton after the

shot has warned him that rescue is* at hand.

That conflict is genuine and real and
heart-rending; its solution, unfortunately,

is cheap and unconvincing, pulling down
even the basic foundation of the story..

Maybe there is no solution in these times;

but at any rate, it is not to be found on

the stage of the Hudson Theatre.

Eva the Fifth

Some day Claiborne Foster, one of the

loveliest ladies on the stage or off, is going

to get a vehicle as good as she is. Eva the

Fifth is not quite that; but it provides a

decent evening's entertainment. It recounts

the adventures of a stranded Uncle Tom's
Cabin troupe, and does it with some skill

and craftsmanship. In the main, an honest

and well-managed piece about the strug-

gles of our traveling players.

Ringside

A pretty good play about the prize ring. A little slow

for two acts, but a racy, vivid third act, laid in Madison
Square Garden, with a well-staged prize fight, helps you
forget that. It is staged by George Abbott, one of our

favorite directors, and written by him in collaboration with

Edward E. Paramore, Jr., and Hyatt Daab.
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Chatter
from

^Hollywood
By Martin

Martin

((It worries Wallace Beery 's

.dogs to see a bite they can't

scratch.

NOTHER month and the latest rumor about talking pictures still finds eager

TSTt little clarified, for as Cecil B. De Millc confessed

-^-to me, "We know nothing and we are all experts.

Tn view of Toseph M. Schenck's reactionary statements m London that tafkm

W time is not en rapport with the czar of United Artists.

For" ; greatest ones in the colony are ready to admit the permanence of the

n
Thad a most interesting talk with De Mille on the subject.

In their Present state," C. B. explains, "talking pictures are an illegitimate

:hild of tne
P
stagf and screen. Like all illegitimate children they are causing

Sx^it^ftairir parents. There is talk of assassination and there is talk

of sending them to college. But I believe that they are healthy offspring.

One of the prime doubters has been Harold Lloyd. Yet a demonstration by

Roy Pomeroy, head of Paramount sound device, sends him away singing the

*S£*i SeTnSXTmost of the talking pictures now being shown are un-

behevably crude compared to what the improvements even of these few month.

W"e^ to wire the Lloyd home for talking pictures. This, I

believe is the first private home to be so equipped.

In his new picture, Harold uses his first completed script. This U because of

sound effects and dialogue that are to be incorporated.

To return to De Mille, he frankly intends to use dialogue in his first picture

for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. (How glad C.B is to relinquish the mantle of

director-general of Pathe-De Mille for the modest title of director!)

C. B.'s going to make a love story next—the strongest one he can find, it

will be modern, too.

Shortlv before Vilma Banky and Rod La Rocque left for a return visit to

({Molly O'Day, who is

winning her Dattle with

the weighing machine.
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SCREENLAND
Lake Tahoe, where they spent part of a delectable honey- production not definitely settled upon will complete the

moon, Vilma took her first voice test. quintet.

"It was shocking," she confessed, "but they tell me —o—
the tone is all right—only the English is bad. You see The talking picture presents serious dangers to the

I never studied English before. What I know I picked thousands of extras in Hollywood. One of its inevitable

up around the studio, and from Rod." results will be smaller casts and fewer spectacular scenes.

Vilma takes an interesting view of the talkers. She In fact, Paramount already is at work on one extra- less

predicts that many stars will have to change their screen production. This is The Crime of Interference, which

nersonalities Particularly those who continue to play was a stage play with a cast of less than a dozen people,

youthful parts
Tl
\
e ^

after the fresh- B—

•

cast will be used

ness of then
voice is gone.

"Age shows
nowhere more
than in the
voice," she says.

It seems to me
this is a very

pertinent remark.

Of 'course Vilma

doesn't have to

'

worry herself, as

the warm blood

of youth flows

through her veins.

Fortunes have

been made al-

ready in the new
kind of pictures.

Jack Warner is

said to have taken

a $1,000,000
profit from the

rise in his com-

pany's stock
alone.

De Mille grants

Warners a three

years' start in the

talkers. "Fox,"

he says, "has a

start of one year.

Of the other com-

panies, Metro-

Goldwyn - Mayer
is by far the

most advanced.

Most sound
stages have been

made over from
the ordinary type.

Those at Metro-

Goldwyn - Mayer
have foundations sunk 40 feet. They are really sound-

proof and represent the most advanced type of con-

struction."

The intense activity at the Fox lot has been surrounded

with a veil of secrecy but Winfield Sheehan reveals to

me that he expects to have five 100 per cent talking pic-

tures .completed by January 1.

The first will be an Earl Derr Biggers mystery story,

Behind That Curtain. Through Different Eyes will be

another. It is significant that this was written as a play

and had been scheduled for fall production in New York

when the presiding genius of Fox snatched it to the bosom

of the movies. Fox controls every right, stage and all.

A comedy called Badges, an underworld story, and a

<C Adolphe Menjou and

his Sealyham terriers.

Clara Bow fans

will be interested

to know that a

disinterested per-

son told me her

voice reproduc-

tion is a sensa-

tional success and

exactly fits her

screen person-

ality.

It's easy to see

why Charlie
Chaplin is worry-

i n g. Having
created a tramp

as his definite

characterization,

he is faced with

the possibility of

having the tramp

speak with a cul-

tured English
accent!

—o—
The entire

United Artists

group of stars is

being mighty
quiet on the sub-

ject. Doug Fair-

banks is about

ready to start on

his sequel to The
Three Mus\e'
teers and John

Barrymore has

left for the north

to take location

scenes for Con'

quest. Camilla

Horn plays opposite.

"Will I ever stop traveling?" she laments.

The day I saw her she had just arrived from Germany

and had to pack up right away to join the Barrymore

company on location.

Wouldn't it be ideal if Ramon Novarro were to be

given the opportunity to sing the 'Song of the Riffs,' The

Desert Song' and 'One Alone,' those lovely Romberg mel-

odies in The Desert Song?

Warner Brothers is making every effort to get him, as

I write this letter.

Everything depends on whether he is able to finish

Pagan in time and on the studio's willingness to let another
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<C Dolores Costello being initiated into the

Breakjast Club by Herbert Rawlinson

and ]ac\ Warner.

One impression I always get on visit-

ing the M.G.M. Lot. They are always

pushing forward; always in the vanguard

—ready to experiment.

Bill Haines, who has been so discon-

tented with his smart alcck roles, was

allowed to vary his characterization in

Excess Baggage and even more so in Alms

Jimmy Valentine. He is grateful, and

eager to experiment even more.

Jack Gilbert is satisfied, too. I was

talking with Jack about the approaching

termination of his contract (it expires

in December) and he expressed the belief

he will sign again at M.G.M.

Another important star is to be free

in December. This is Dick Barthelmess.

He has been seen on the Paramount lot,

but so far as I can discover a new con-

tract with First National awaits only the

company's signature. Dick is away on

his yacht with his new wife and I can't

confirm this.

Paramount has always wanted Bar-

thelmess to play the leading role in An
American Tragedy. They offered him

the chance two years ago, but Dick

couldn't see his way clear to accepting

at the time. I happen to know, though,

he would like to play in the Theodore

Dreiser novel.

It is time someone did! The story has

been knocking about Paramount a long

time without being made.

Rumors were that the Hays office

frowned on it, but I am of the opinion

this ban has been lifted or will be if

certain changes are made in the story.

Fox is one of the busiest studios in

the colony. It is borrowing players

company glean the prestige of

first presenting Novarro's voice

to the fans.

I can't believe M.G.M. will

let him go, which is too bad for

Ramon, for this would be a

golden opportunity.

Walter Pidgeon also is being

considered for the role of the

Riffian chieftain.

—o

—

It seems very commendable to

me the way M.G.M. is allowing

King Vidor to choose his own
pictures and make them without

an eye to expense.

You see King's ideas do not

cater slavishly to the box-office.

He now has a plan of filming a picture with an entirely

negro cast. It is to be made in the South and will depict

the life of an average negro family.

While King is bitterly opposed to talking pictures, I can

conceive of marvelous negro spirituals and rich dialect be-

ins; worked into such a story.

([Marceline Day stretched

out on the sands assisted

by Eddie Nugent. freely from other companies:

Sue Carol is one. What a

thoroughly nice person Sue is!

I saw her off today and she was in a state of great excite-

ment at being allowed to play opposite Nick Stuart in

Chasing Through Europe. You see, Nick's her best boy
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friend, and he's been away in London for some

time. The boat can't get over fast enough for

Sue, and Nick, too.

Conrad Nagel is another important loan made

to Fox. He and June Collyer are to appear in

a Movietone picture called The Slice of Life. It

is a domestic comedy.

Winfield Sheehan also has persuaded Rudolph

Schildkraut to give up his proposed visit to Ger-

many to play in Janet Gaynor's next picture which

is to be a story laid in Holland.

And F. W. Murnau is trying to borrow Jean

Hersholt from Universal for a role in Our Daily

Bread. Mary Duncan is to play in this.

Mark my words. Here is the rising star of the

Fox lot. Winnie Sheehan has the greatest con-

fidence in her and is overwhelming her with fine

parts.

As far as I know Universal will be the first

to begin production on a story of the north pole.

It was sure to happen. The Nobile disaster

was one of the most picturesque in the decade and

was enough to fire the imagination of any scenario

writer.

An explorer, composite of all the famous ones,

is to be the central figure.

Uncle Carl Laemmle has bought the rights to

Dracula, too. Here is the most hair-raising play

of recent years and a natural vehicle for Conrad

Veidt.

I don't know he is to play it, however. My
only information is what Uncle Carl told us at a

dinner—that he was going to produce the play

as a movie.

The most amusing dispute arose this month

between Paramount and Clara Bow's father as to

whether Clara's

name could go on

a restaurant.

The parental

argument resulted

in a sign 'Clara

Bow's Steak
House' being

hoisted over a

small eating
house on the out-

skirts of Los
Angeles.

Paramount said

no and just to

show how much
a father has to

say the sign now
reads 'Robert
Bow's Steak
House.' (That's

Clara's papa.)

I have been

wondering how
long it would be

before Bert Ly
tell's name was
announced in an

important talker

and Warner
Brothers have sat-

isfied my curios-

C[ Jean Hersholt, a graduate of the Danish

Rational Academy, draws his own.



THEY SAY
By Marion of Hollywood

I
KNEW the talkers would do some

secret, hidden good that none of

us would even dream of, and yes'

terday I found out what it is.

Anyone happening to visit one of the

studios would doubtless notice, as I did,

a number of bells ringing at various

intervals—bells like the one on your

front door. First there would be a

long, drawn-out ring; then, maybe two

minutes or five minutes or ten minutes

later, there would be two short, snappy

rings. I listened to them for a whole

day, couldn't understand them for the

life of me, and then asked.

"Watch those carpenters," was the

'
I watched.

prang loud and long. Every

Jcsed pounding and a whole

* mmers betook themselves to

ts and sat down to rest,

ck came the two short, snappy
£fp jumped the flock, and on

hammering.

)lkers, of course! The gentle-

working near the sound stage,

farally, the banging near the

rding apparatus had to cease.

7 tough on the poor fellows?
* * *

/ O'Day has lost her last part

/ unt of being too pleasingly

i Molly says so herself, and I

4 e is the one who ought to know.
- .e is going to the hospital to have

.pendix removed, and after that's

just watch her melt. No candy,

j
iters, no cake 'n pie nor nothing.

I )e it's easy, this being a movie star,

'ou have to admit that it has some

I serious drawbacks.

C[ Ruth Roland and Ben Bard have

announced their engagement. Ruth

is the original serial and real-estate

queen and Ben is doing well as a

handsome menace, than?^ you.

net Mrs. Otto Brower at Paramount the other day, and while we were talking

end came by, shook her hand profusely and asked her if she isn t terribly

J of her husband, who has only recently been made a director after many,

/ years of working at the studio.

iProud of him?" she answered. "Why, I've always been proud of him. I was

} as proud of him when he was an assistant director, or an actor, and I'll always

/proud of him as long as he does what he has to do well."

. Jl think that was pretty good, and I guess when I see Avalanche, Otto Brower's

rst picture; I'll feel as if Mrs. Otto Brower ought to be handed at least one tiny

little bit of credit.



C[ Lew Cody and' company making a beach sequence

for 'The Single Man.' If a man is single it's

his own fault.

Maybe the pa'

pers did say that

Mary Brian and

young "Biff"

Hoffman are en-

gaged, but from

the way Mary
was talking to

me, Mrs. Brian

doesn't have to

worry yet awhile

about losing her

Mary, Mary,
sweet contrary.

Mary smiled, and

of course, blushed

somewhat, be-

cause after all she

has been having

some mighty nice

times with "Biff,"

but that's not

meaning anything

about being seri-

ous. As a mat-

ter of fact, right while I was talking to her the phone

rang, and another young fellow whom you might know

called and asked if he couldn't take her to the Cocoanut

Grove to dance. Ill have to tell you, too, that Mary

accepted, and that the dark-haired swain answers to the

name of Mr. Charles Buddy Rogers. Now please don't

start getting them engaged, because it might spoil things,

and they won't be able to have their pleasant little evenings

together every now and then. With Mary playing

Buddy's leading lady in his new picture, we certainly

wouldn't want to start spoiling things for them.

<( Two famous Irishmen meet in France. George Bernard Shaw,

our favorite movie actor, and Rex Ingram, the director—
caught between chapters and scenes.

Talking about

being engaged,
reminds me of

Ruth Roland and

Ben Bard. Out
here folks were

quite sure that it

was completely

settled, but now
that it is all an-

nounced we are

merely doubly
sure. And not

only that— they

are to" be married

in a very few

months. Some
silly person
brought up the

question of
money, and asked

Ruth how she

figured things

would work out

inasmuch as she

and has saved and investedhas been such a smart girl .

so well that she is worth millions (yes, really millions!),

which is a great, great deal more than has her husband-to-

be. She replied that it certainly isn't any fun to have money

and to have no one with whom to share it, and as long as

a man is working for all he is worth, what difference is it

whose money it happens to be? Anyway, I really started

out to tell you that Ruth is coming back into pictures.

She assures me that it is not one of these come-backs in

name only. It is actually true, and the first of a series of

twelve two-reelers is even 'shot' and in the 'can' right now.
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No not a serial Simply a scries of complete two-reel

to have her with us again!
^ #

^nv' and 'Douglas Fairbanks Corporation. The httle

iSoused toVvc the little curls isjg^^
curls or no curls, ^.^^ -^
seems to me, is something to write home t

because you know the produce*
I guess it

to install this talking appa-

ratus. And what's more,

he doesn't even own the

thing then, and pays addi-

tional rental every

month for its up-

keep. It looks to

me as if it would

Join the mov-

ies and meet

the Army and

J^avy. Anita

Page, Ramon
Hovarro's
leading lady

in 'Gold
Braid,' greets

some gallant

gentlemen.

on the actual production, but they have been cr

^

almost unceasingly on these nerve-wrecking tabuD*
vou ever have to take a 'test' for any kind of theatrical

hm^ Boy if you did, you'll understand the feelings of

oS of the poor souls who are taking them for this new

equel to The Three Muleteer, It was Sunday when

tas over there last, and Doug, with his director, Allan

Dwan, was testing here and

testing everywhere to get his

cast set. The set consisted of

a long long flight of stairs,

with a bannister, and each player,

dressed in costume and with so

much on that it was no joke at

best, had to walk down the flight

and then at the very bottom, doff

his plumed hat and bow low to an

imaginary queen. After the ordeal,

would come from Doug or Dwan

either a shake of the head yes, or

the dreaded no.' I watched them for

quite a time, and at last came the

turn of a thin, nervous-looking fel-

low who had been standing around

for over an hour and a half. Down

the stairs he started, hanging on to

the bannister for dear life. As nerv-

ous as he was, I am positive that

he wasn't near the state of concern

that I had reached by the time he

was within six or seven steps from

the bottom. Then, sure enough, came the in-

evitable His heel caught, he came almost

headlon- and off doffed the plumed hat long

fs sweetheart certainly nas a ™ «—6~ before the queen could ^^f^HhSg
* * *

• ticrUt But the funniest part of the whole tning

But to come back to Douglas Fairbanks Corporation^ near „ sigh
t^

»
. ^ my somest for him,

While I'm writing this, cameras haven't started cranking was that just

almost be cheaper to hire the actors themselves

to come to town! No curls and all—Amer-

ica's sweetheart certainly has a lot of courage
... *>-

G( Emil ]annings and his

daughter Ruth, who

will play in his picture,

'Sins of the Fathers.'
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darned if Doug
didn't shake his

head 'yes,' he was

put on the pay-

roll, and the

whole show went

straight ahead as

if nothing un-

usual had hap-

pened at all!

Your hand, Doug
Fairbank s

—

shake!

G[ James Hall getting a

load of that Cali-

fornia climate.

good gossip has

been around Hob
i lywood, and fig-

ured that she
might as well be

the doctor.
There's nothing

like taking a nice

airplane trip out

of town to start

a bit of fun!

I think Ramon
fun with himself

Of course

Who knows-—Jackie Logan might be hand-

ing us a new line on 'get your man,' even if

she did go ahead and get him a trifle previous

you have heard that Jackie is now Mrs. Larry Winston

as far as the laws in Mexico are concerned, no matter

what our Cali-

fornia law says.

However, please

let me assure you

that everything is

going to be all

right, because
Jackie and Larry

have returned
from Mexico, and

they each have

separate homes,
and Jackie is al-

ready hard at

work on her new
talker for War-
ners', Star\ Mad,
and when Cali-

fornia laws tell

them it is okay,

they are going to

the minister and

be married right

over again. An-
other thing is that

possibly Jackie

realised how slow

C[ Jac\ie Logan.
She went to

Mexico and
got married.

C[ Ruth Taylor
and that Lorelei

loo\—it doesn't

matter whether
she wants dia-

monds or drum
sticks.

Novarro is having a little

just the way friend Richard Dix did some time

back. Ramon, the bad, boy, told a very good
friend of mine that he doesn't own a car because it costs

too much to run it! Personally, I think there must have
been a twinkle in a pair of very black, shining eyes, because

I know that he has at least two bee-u-tiful buses. It's not

so nice, either to call a Rolls-Royce roadster a 'bus,' but

I think Ramon must have been thinking about how Warner
Bros, wants to borrow him from Metro-Goldwyn to play

the lead in The Desert Song—real singing and every-

thing. I'd be excited if I were Ramon. To love singing

the way he does, to have the beautiful voice that the kind

heavens bequeathed him, and then to be able to make love

to a beautiful girl in a beautiful song 'midst beautiful

desert surroundings would be too much for most any of us!

And by the way, Jimmy Hall has his eye on that part,

too, and you mustn't forget that Jimmy was a musical

comedy star before he came to us in Hollywood. Hand
me the dice! We'll see who gets it on the toss.

* * *

To come back to Richard Dix—now that he has left on

his Reds\in location, even minus a leading lady—do you

know what that fellow told me once? He was being inter-

viewed, and because the feminine heart of the interviewer

seemed to want him to have a definite romance or some-

thing he told her very confidentially that he was engaged,

when he wasn't at all, and he described the girl very

minutely to her and all that sort of thing. I bawled him

out terribly, and told him he'd never go to heaven, telling

so many fibs, but he said he was absolutely justified in

fibbing because it gave the young lady interviewer such a

thrill and such a lot of joy.
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Pictures That Talk
(\ Talkers to the right of them, talkers to the

left of them, volleyed and thundered!

By Edwin Howard

F
-s^or the discerning the trend of the tide in the sound

waves now becomes apparent. News-reels with

sound are still 100%, and the only department of

talking pictures that is 100%. Synchronized or-

chestral accompaniments are good and for small houses

these records are probably an improvement. When crowd

and sound effects are introduced they are excellent and

would be 100% if the actual sound itself were more skil-

fully produced as we know it can be.

However, these types of sound do not arouse the dis-

cussions that dialogue stirs up. Great directors are for

it or against it; great critics likewise. As we see them

stumbling along the road over which some time ago we

ourselves came, we are moved to help them from the

pinnacle of our wisdom.

Talking pictures can be 'canned theatre' and succeed

as such. Talk added to great films lowers the art of

pantomime. It does not add to the art that we know

as the motion pictures but it changes that art into some-

thing else. Some will always prefer shadows that do not

speak, and some will delight in talkers. Who shall say

which is 'better?' They are different. A silent picture

may be and often is a work of art, but no one ever called

a phonograph record a work of art. The song on the

record, yes; but the record itself, no! Pictures do not

simply' show actors. They show scenes, atmosphere, action

such as wings, wheels, waterfalls; and as these support

the actor a work of art may result. But the phonograph

record adds nothing to the artist and even at best takes

away a little.

All great art is symbolic, and pictures having no color

nor depth, are so removed from what your eyes see out

of your window as to be classed as a symbol of what you

see Talk, however, reproduced by mechanical means, is

not a symbol of sound but is the same identical thing.

Therefore it is not possible to combine them and add to

the symbolic quality. On the other hand, 'canned theatre'

is coming, and will make a lot of money. Suppose, for

example, Jeanne Eagels in Rain was still packing them

in on Broadway, and suppose at your neighborhood movie

house you could for 3 5c. see and hear the great actress

and her company in the original sets speaking the famous

lines, do you think any theory of symbolic art would

keep you at home? This is 'canned theatre.' It is

coming. It is good and we welcome it, but it is not motion

pictures. Even canned vaudeville acts are good.

In New York hundreds of shows open and close, and

the successes that remain are very few. 'Canned' shows

can never take the place of the eight hundred or so films

which are released yearly; there are not enough good ones,

and poor ones with mediocre stars and no prestige will

offer weak competition to our now 'movies.' Great direc-

tors are trying to combine these two separate successes.

That is to make a movie and put in some dialogue. So

far they combine just as gracefully as a real horse's tail

stuck on to a Rosa Bonheur canvas. I have spoken!
* * *

We wish to warn our readers not to invest in any

television stock. Television is not a fact and it will not

soon be in use, as certain magazines predict.

Three of our great scientists, DeForest, Alexanderson

and Jenkins have said that television is not ready yet but

in spite of this we read that the movies are soon to be

in every home by this method.

Eighty years ago a man named Amstutz sent a picture

by wire; yet this service did not start until 1921, waiting

for DeForest to supply the amplifying tube. Television

has arrived only in the minds of some people who are

content with words without deeds.

"The beauty of a microphone," says

Jean Arthur, "is that it can't tal\ bac\."

Lee F. Rodgers, 722 Stonewall Street, Portsmouth, Virginia

won the TOM MIX CAMPING OUTFIT.

For his excellent letter, Mr. Rodgers was awarded the camping outfit offered by Tom Mix in the August issue of

Screexland.

S tte^Sfft line is drawn between right and wrong. Evil forces are^/-^^ like
"
^

ride swiftly and decisively to their undoing. 'Westerns' preach to us m such a way that we applaud and
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Sox ^Appeal- Continued from page 25

'(£ Barbara Kent and Dorothy Gulliver

getting all tanned up. Oil's well

that ends well.

Milton and Mrs.

Cohen, Carmelita

Geraghty, M a y
McAvoy and
Maurice Cleary,

Thelma Salter,

Virginia Valli

and a doun
others.

"And nearly
everybody here
either married or

romantic!" cried

Patsy.

"A nd some
married and also

romantic!"
amended Robert

Leonard gazing

admiringly at

Gertrude.

We found Lois Wilson sitting out long dances out on

the stairs with Edward Everett Horton, in whose company
she is appearing on the stage in Hollywood.

And we learned that Marie Prevost and Kenneth Harlan

never let their divorce decree become final, but have made
up.

"Let's explore!" exclaimed Eduard Raquello. Se we
got Patsy and went into the garden at the back, where

there were electric lights, and where you could go swim'

ming or play croquet if you wished. Laura La Plante

and Bill Seiter were there, but Laura said that she had

to do stunts enough in pictures without going swimming
at night in real life.

In the house, upstairs, we discovered Bill Russell's room
—a vast masculine-looking place indeed. The feature of

the furnishing that intrigued us was the presence of two
old-fashioned plain lamps, such as we used to burn kero-

sene in years ago, placed at either end of his dressing

table, but outfitted with electric lights inside the old lamp

shades.

Downstairs we found Virginia Valli chatting with a

group, and clad in a wicked shade of red. We told her it

was wicked, and she said she "hoped so!" "I'm tired,"

she explained, "of being thought just insipidly good."

We asked Patsy Ruth Miller about her trip to Europe,

and she said she would never be able to talk about it in the

midst of a Hollywood party. However, she told us about

a real Apache cafe in Paris, where Americans do not go

and where she and her companions did not dare speak

English, but conversed in French.

"You danced a few minutes," said Patsy Ruth, "and

then the music stopped, while a man collected the dance

fee from the men on the floor. Those French take no

chances of losing any money! One man we saw thought

to sneak out of paying. He and his partenr slid quietly

into the back of a booth. But the collector saw them. He
went over and asked for his money. The man said he

would pay later. Quicker than a flash—zing!—into the

table at his side a knife was sticking. A special knife-

hurler .was employed for just such emergencies. Again the

collector demanded his pay. He got it."

Buster Collier

is a quiet sort of

boy, and we don't

often have a chat

with him. But
when we found

him lingering

over the radio, we
found he knows
all about such

things — that he

has a little lab-

oratory at home
where he is al-

ways working on

some sort of elec-

trical invention.

After supper
Archie Mayo,
Bill Russell and

Robert Leonard insisted on singing. Somebody thought

to stop the barber shop harmonies by shanghaiing Bob and

taking him out into the garden.; but it didn't do any good,

as he came right back.

There were the music of the radio and of the orchestra,

and much dancing. Though we left awfully late, the last

we saw of our hospitable host, he was daring anybody to

go home and leave the party.

"One doesn't need a party to remember that beautiful

Dolores del Rio by, while she's in Europe," remarked

Patsy, as we drove up to the portals of Dolores' beautiful

Spanish home in Hollywood, with its high walled garden,

and its little arched garden-gate doorway leading right

into the veranda, "but nevertheless I'm happy she is giving

one."

Dolores wore a fascinating black gown, tight-fitting in

the bodice to several inches below the hips, then flaring

in billowy lace waves to the floor, and looked as Spanishly

lovely as always.

We removed our wraps in Dolores' beautiful bedroom,

with its little shrine and ever-burning candles, at which

she worships always before leaving the house.

Leatrice Joy came with Tom Mix, Leatrice looking lovely

in a white lace gown, long and with wide skirts. Leatrice

told us how her small daughter, Leatrice II, had fallen

head over ears in love with Tom.

"She always chooses an athlete for her hero worship,"

said Leatrice. "First it was Lindbergh; then it was Jack

Dempsey, and now it is Tom. I don't think she'll be an

artist when she grows up. I think she'll turn into a

tennis champ."

Leroy Mason, who, people say, will be a sensation when

he comes out in Dolores' next picture, was there with his

bride, Rita Carewe.

"It's a good thing Rita grabbed him off quickly," ^re-

marked Patsy, "before all the women fans turn his head."

We hear that Leroy was spending his last quarter for

a cup of coffee in Henri's when Eddie Carewe caught sight

of him and grabbed him off to be Dolores' leading man.

He had tossed up to see whether he'd go in to Henri's or

around the corner for chili beans! Such is fate.
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Roland Drew had come alone, which

gave all the admiring ladies a chance at

him; and Ona Brown came with Harvey

Barnes, who, it is said, she is going to

marry.

There was quite a little flutter when

Agnes Ayres arrived with Ralph Forbes;

and another when Molly O'Day came in

with Carl Laemmle, Jr. Carl was supposed

to be engaged to Alice Day, but we hear

it is off, and it is whispered that the reason

is due to difference of religion, Alice being

a Catholic and Carl a strict Jew. It does

seem a pity; both are such charming, clean,

sweet young people.

Warner Baxter and his wife, Claire

Windsor and Charles Rogers, Finis Fox

and his wife, Lilyan Tashman and Eddie

Lowe, Johnny Hines, Victor Varconi and

his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Moreno,

Joseph Schildkraut, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph

Lewis, Jose Crespo and others were guests.

Almost none of the feminine guests, how-

ever elaborate their evening toilets other-

wise, wore any stockings.

Billie Dove looked lovely as usual. She

was with her husband, Irvin Willat. Both

had just come up from Coronado Beach,

where Billie had grown nicely brown.

There was dancing in the big living

room after supper, and it was dawn before

every one had left.

Everyone wished Dolores, most genuinely,

a nice trip to Europe, and she most gener-

ously promised to write to us all.

You enter a gorgeously green wooded

canyon, travel past many beautiful homes,

and at last wind around a long hill up to

the wide doors that lead into Carl

Laemmle's house.

"It's exactly like a palace!" gasped Patsy,

hugely impressed, at sight of the great

Spanish house.

Glenn Tryon caught up with us as we

were entering. Glenn never is awed at

anything.
.

"Oh," he said, "there are parts ot this

house that the family doesn't reach only

once in two or three years. I wonder if

they know there is an organ in that room

down stairs. They are awfully troubled

with squatters!"

Carl Laemmle, Sr., and Carl, Jr., met. us

in the big living room, which can easily

be turned into a ball room. And then

there hastened forward the tiny, capable,

brilliant figure of the house's mistress, Rosa-

belle Laemmle, sister of Carl, Jr. She

laughed as she told us that Carl, Jr., had

asked her only the day before if he might

have a 'small party.' The small party had

turned into a party of a hundred guests or

so; but a hundred are easily lost in that

huge house.

Rosabelle led us downstairs into the great

den, which is Aztec in its finishings, but

which had been turned into sort of a picnic

room for this evening, with its little tables

with red checked table-cloths, and its buffet

supper table from which the servants helped

us.

Glenn Tryon's wife was there—a pretty

little blonde woman, with a wit and wisdom

all her own.
Tom Reed had put on a gag whereby

everybody in the big living room was made

to think, as he stepped up to a microphone,

that he was talking through a radio which

broadcasted to a waiting world, but which

as a matter of fact reached only to the

supper room below.

Molly O'Day came. She is getting very

slim and looks lovely.

Joseph Schildkraut and Elise Bartlctt

were there at another table, Elise, who has

gone into the picture, Show Boat, with her

husband, looking lovely and shimmery in

green.

John Boles was there, which was a thrill

to Patsy and me. He sang for us in a

fascinating voice. Not even the fact that

he has a pretty wife dimmed our joy at

meeting him.

Reginald Denny had brought his fiance,

Betsy Lee, but kidded that he was engaged

to Molly O'Day when Molly came over

to chat.

"Oh," exclaimed Nat Goldstone, "then

you'll have to announce two engagements

of Molly's—one to yourself and one to

me!"
William Seiter and Mervyn Leroy were

there, wifeless, their wives having gone over

to the Our Girls Club party which Mary
Pickford was giving.

We were interested to find that lovely

little Barbara Kent had come with Dr. Paul

Fejos, and she danced all evening after

supper.

Mary Philbin was there, but not with

her fiance, Paul Kohner, who was on his

way to Europe, where she will join him to

be wed, we hear.

The guests included Ben Lyon and

Marion Nixon, William Beaudine and his

wife, Nat Ross, Paul Leni, Conrad Veidt

and his wife, Beth Laemmle, and a lot of

others.

George Lewis was there with his lovely

bride, who was a society girl before she

was married. She might easily be a pic-

ture actress if she chose, judging from her

native cleverness and her beauty, but

George wants her to stay at home like a

good little wife.

George told us that he was rather dis-

couraged because Universal is keeping him

in the college pictures.

"I shall be playing the college professor

with long whiskers if I keep on," he com-

plained comically.

"The Laemmles always do give such

pleasant parties," sighed Patsy, as we left

with regret, among the last guests to

depart.

"Oh, Priscilla Dean is giving Dolores

del Rio a flying party in a Maddox plane,

and we're invited!" cried Patsy ecstatically

the other morning.

It was just before Dolores left for

Europe, and a dozen girls were going to

play bridge—if they could keep their mind

off the scenery—and have tea as they sailed

down to San Diego and back.

We hopped in, sat at little tables, and

played bridge—or played at bridge. When
the plane made a bank turn and tipped a

little, Dolores took hold of Priscilla and

shrieked.

"Oh, but I love it!" she cried. "I must

have a plane when I get back home!"

Jane Winton looked down at a town

as we flew along, and exclaimed:

"This is a nice town—wasn't it?"

It takes only a little over two hours to

fly to San Diego. Down there we landed

t > have a bite of supper, for tea hadn't

been very seriously drunk in the plane.

Then we hopped back again. It was a lot

smoother riding than on the water, even.

Claire Windsor. Ona Brown, Loris Fox,

and a number of other girls were on the

trip.

"Oh, if somebody only would give me a

plane!" cried Patsy. "If I only had a

millionaire husband. I'd certainly wish audi-

bly for one next Christmas!"

"Malibu Beach is the very latest sum-

mer resort of the picture people," declared

Patsy, as we sat having tea in her garden

the other day. "Marie Prevost and Ken-

neth Harlan want us to come down there

on Sunday."
Of course we went. And we found that

most of the picture stars who summer down
there have built the simplest houses—just

little cottages comfortably but most simply

furnished and containing four or five

rooms.

"It must be so nice to get away some-

where and be one's own self, after all the

parade," said Eduard Raquello, who had

gone down there with us.

On the sand under umbrellas we found

Kenneth and Marie, dressed in bathing

suits, and hospitably handing out hot dogs

to their guests. Among these were some

of the players from the Good T^ews com-

pany, and some non-professionals.

We loafed on the beach until the sun

went down a bit, and then went in for

a swim.
Roscoe Arbuckle was there, having a lot

of fun throwing sticks into the ocean for

Marie's dog to retrieve.

It was all very quiet and enjoyable, and

we had a delightful time.

"Far from the madding crowd, where

the fashions cease from troubling and the

press-agents are at rest," paraphrased Patsy.

We took a stroll down to Louise Fa-

zenda's house, and found Louise, hugely

embarrassed at being caught in a big

kitchen apron, making crab-apple preserves!

Later she brought me some of them, and

they were delicious.

"And there wasn't a photographer in

sight either, so we know these actresses

really do put on a kitchen apron and cook

once in a while." remarked Eduard.

Hal Wallis, Louise's husband, and Louise

had run down for a quiet week-end. They

have a charming little cottage, but very

simple and plain and comfortable, like

Marie's.

Back at Marie's in the evening, her cook

had prepared a sort of barbecue supper,

which was awfully good, served in the tiny

dining room; and we had a nice chat with

Kenneth about going back to New York

to go on the stage. Marie was to drive

back with him, and then come back to Utah

to make a picture there.

Both are very happy since their recon-

ciliation, happier, I think, than they have

ever been. And what a handsome, charm-

ing couple they are!

On the way home we descried lights in

Warner Baxter's house, and stopped off for

a nice cool drink and a little chat. He
and his beautiful wife are very happy down

there by the sea, where Mrs. Baxter, who
is not very strong, is recuperating.

The Boy Who Loved His Mother — continued from page 21

miles from foggy England, Charlie Chaplin,

the clown, looked down at his mother's

face. Success had come to him certainly

but it had come too late to benefit Lily medical skill could hold Lily Harley s worn

Harley. The bitter London years had done spirit longer in this material world

For weeks after his father s death, his
tf work and neither love, money, nor
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mother lay in a coma. The two boys were

taken to the poor house. And she herself

was placed in the ward of a nursing home.

Finally, when she recovered consciousness,

her first words were for her boys:

"They are all right," the doctor told her.

"They're at the poor farm. You rest here a

few months and then you'll be fit to go

back on the stage."

The woman didn't answer. But got up
and put her clothes on.

"If you leave here now," the physician

said, "you will never sing or dance again.

Your endurance is gone."

The woman did not seem to hear. But

walked out of the hospital. Four miles she

tramped to a slum near Chester Street,

where a friend let her have a room on the

fourth floor of the dark tenement house.

And it was there that same night that she

brought her two boys from the poor house.

For supper there were two rashers of bacon.

The man at the California bedside leaned

over and took his mother's work-worn hand

and folded it in his own soft, smooth fin-

gers. Somehow he couldn't keep his mind

on the present. It kept going back to

those London days. After his father died,

his mother had to give up her stage work.

She was too weak to carry on. And yet

somehow a living had to be earned for

herself and the boys. The least that three

people could exist on in those days—even

in the London slums—was twelve shillings,

three dollars a week. The only work that

Lily Harley could find to do in her

weakened condition was sewing linings in

the sleeves of sweat-shop coats. But even

sewing all day long she could not make the

necessary twelve shillings. So the two boys

volunteered their services. From seven in

the morning until seven at night, the three

stitched together in the dingy room while

the autumn rain beat down and the fog

crept in through the broken window pane.

But the hours didn't seem so terribly long.

For Lily was a cultivated woman. She

could speak four languages. She would

sing comic little chansons to the boy in her

gay laughing voice. Or a funny, whirling

old Italian barrel organ song. Or maybe

a rollicking English hunting song. And
sometimes, when the children were very,

very tired, she would tuck the little one in

her lap and put Syd on the cot and sing

them to sleep with that oldest of lullabies:

'Schlaf, Kindchen, Schlaf.'

When they woke up there was usually a

little something for tea. On rare, rare days

a kippered herring. But more often boiled

potatoes. And not nearly enough.

After tea the boys would be taught stage

craftsmanship. All the tricks Lily had

learned in her years on the stage. She

taught them to dance, too. Buck and wing,

jigs, sailor's horn pipe, cartwheels, every-

thing. That is where Charlie learned to

become one of the best step dancers in

the world—a fact few people know. They

had to do lessons, too. For the lessons she

gave them were the only schooling they

ever had. This time could ill be spared

from the sweat-shop work but Lily realised

if the boy's didn't have some diversion,

some recreation, they might become prey

to that same melancholia which was slowly

creeping over her, dimming her laughter.

Soon a dip was lit—-a bit of rag in

tallow. Candles were too dear. The last

piece of work had to be huried through so

that Charlie could take it back to the sweat-

shop six miles away. Syd worked nights as

'lather boy' for a neighboring barber.

Tired with his long day, Charlie started

out. He had to walk all through the fac-

tory section. A town of machinery, it was,

whose blackened chimneys blotted out the

sky. Blackened chimneys from which end-

less snakes of smoke coiled and uncoiled

themselves. A canal ran through that part

of the city. A canal, deep purple in color,

from dyes and offal and dirty strips of

leather refuse. Even though the evening
was advanced and night had shut down,
the factories kept up their terrible hum
which made the lad's head hurt. "Queer,"
he thought, "how people must work no mat-
ter how tired they feel."

Many times Charlie felt like putting the

coats down and settling himself in a door-

way to freeze. He was too tired to care.

But he would think of Lily Harley who
never seemed too tired to care. And a

wave of warmth would sweep ov-5r him.

It was as if somebody had put a fur-lined

coat over his shoulders. One of those

coats which Charlie had seen men wear
in the evening when Syd held horses in

front of the theatre.

When he reached the sweat-shop he
would receive two shillings and another

load of coats to be returned the next day.

And so he would start home again. Dream-
ing of the time he would become a grand

musician. Or maybe a member of Parlia-

ment—like his fellow countryman, the great

Jewish statesman, Benjamin Disraeli.

In Chester Street, Charlie had slept for

a whole week the time he ran away from

the poor farm because they cracked his

knuckles with a ruler for writing left-

handed. In Chester Street, Charlie had

slept in the straw with the horses. It was

the warmest bed he'd ever had. And he

liked to wash in the horse trough outside

in the mornings. The water was so clear

and cold. At home you had to drag it in

from the pump in the middle of the square

and up the three long flights of steps.

Dreaming and walking, Charlie walked

under the bridge where the blind man sat

with his ear muffs on. The blind man
always had his back against the damp wall

down which murky water trickled. At
the blind man's side on a litle mat, crouched

his unhealthy-looking pup with his pale

watery eyes. Past the blind man with his

Bible in his lap which he read with sensi-

tive dirty fingers. Charlie tramped. And
he didn't realize he was in his own street

until he heard a thin little girl yell: "Hello,

funnylegs."

Charlie eased the coats from his arm to

a roll on his back. That last climb was the

hardest. Could he ever get up those three

flights of steps?

As he walked up the first three steps

from the street to the doorstep,' somebody

took the load off his back. It was his

mother. With the coats in her right arm

and her left around the tired boy's back

and under hs left armpit, she half carried

half lifted him up to their trplioor room,

never pausing for breath and talking gay

nonsense all the time.

In the California sick room, it was mid-

night now. Still Charlie couldn't leave.

The doctors said his mother would never

again regain consciousness. But, even un-

conscious, maybe she could feel his love.

"If Syd were only here," the comedian

thought. But Syd was somewhere in

Europe making a picture.

The clown wiped his forehead. It was

certainly warm in the sick room. But may-

be he only imagined it. It seemed suffocat-

ing. The heat made Charlie think of the

time in London that he went to work as

a glass blower's assistant. It was just after

he had finished working with the Lanca-

shire Lads. Eight boys who formed a danc-

ing troupe well-known throughout Great

Britain.

His mother had begged him not to try

the glass factory. She always wanted him
to stick out for stage work, even if he

starved. But he couldn't stand it any
longer. And when he saw an advertise-

ment in the 'London Times' for a glass

blower he applied for the job, not realizing

that a glass blower must be a highly skilled

technician.

The man at the factory laughed at him.

"A fine glass blower you'd make. A glass

blower's job is a man's job. But we might

use you as an assistant."

The child of eleven was led towards the

room where his work was to commence.
Seven shillings a week—that was pretty

good, the boy thought. But when he

stepped into the furnace where the work
was to be done, he almost fainted. Thin,

undernournished, aenemic, he could not

stand the shriveling heat. Promptly he lost

consciousness.

When he came to, it was five days later,

in his own room, with his mother bending

over him.

"Listen my son," she said as she drew
a stool towards his bed, "your father, your

father's father, and your great-grandfather

have all been of the stage. For generations

the Chaplins and the Harleys have known
no other life. You must stick to it. For

it is in your blood. You will be unhappy,

you will be miserable, you will be starved,

but it is your destiny."

In the hospital as Charlie Chaplin

watched his mother, her breath seemed to

come faster and faster. He took the news-

paper which was lying on the night table

and gently fanned her. How true all her

prophecies had been. He had stuck to the

stage. First with Karno's Company. Then
into the movies. Then money rolled in so

fast he was frightened. He had brought

his mother to America even though the

United States Government had tried to keep

her out. Tried to keep her out because,

as they said, her mind had become impaired

by the London air raids. But it wasn't

the London air raids that had brought the

cloud of melancholia on her shining spirit.

Charlie knew better. It was hunger and

cold and weariness. And even with all

the hundreds of thousands at his command,

even with a beautiful home on a Califor-

nia ranch, with nurses and a companion and

the love and communion of her two sons,

Lily Harley's spirit sometimes darkened.

The clown was alone. He walked to

the window. He felt the California sun,

warm in every bone, in every pore. But

it meant nothing to him. Nothing meant

anything to him. Women had failed him.

Men had disappointed him. Life was like

the Kreutzer Sonata he played on his violin.

Beethoven's Kreutzer Sonata which cease-

lessly excites but never satisfies. Lily

Harley was the only woman who had ever

covered his soul with peace.

He walked back to the bed. He would

get some breakfast now and go to the

studio to finish his picture City Lights

which would make the world laugh.

As he leaned to kiss his mother she

opened her eyes. And they were clear, and

her smile was happy, radiant.

"Charlie," she said. Quite distinct.

Quite strong. But whether she meant

Charlie the baritone or Charlie the clown,

nobody will ever know. For the next mo-

ment the last post sounded for Lily Harley.

The boy who loved his mother smiled

gently and looked down upon the mystery

of death. He had beaten the grim one.

Lily Harley had known happiness before

the final curtain.
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Do Numbers Direct Destiny?— continued from page 49

think things out: to be a great deal in the

country or some quiet spot; to give something

beautiful to the world that would help and

uplift humanity. It was never her real

desire to mix in the commercial world;

rather would she have stayed quietly at

home and given through writing, painting

or music her message to the world without

sharing in its turmoil. Had her expression

also been seven this is what she might have

done, but being a 3 her ability lay in her

personality. Through the unusual things she

said and did she was able to interest and

attract and her impression being 5 the last

thing in the world she was able to do was

to be alone and to work subjectively. She

must have been a very vivacious little girl,

for she was constantly thinking of new

things to do. Although often depressed

in her own heart she never seemed so to

others; she was always full of fun, full of

inspiration, an interesting companion; and

at a party Mary could always be depended

upon for 'keeping things going.' The inner

nature of 7 made her all the more inter-

esting because it gave her an air of mystery

which she was entirely unconscious of. The

first cycle of her life being a 4 it was her

job to work, and work being difficult to

buckle down to she unconsciously changed

her name to one that helped her fulfill her

destiny. Mary Pickford gave her the same

Ideality but her Expression became 4, which

made it easier for her to get into harness;

and her Impression became 6, which being

a stabilizing, dependable number, helped to

offset the hectic vibrations of the changeful

5. With her numbers 3 and 5 which gave

her the power of entertainment it was not

surprising that she chose a stage career, and

as her first cycle path meant work it is

no less surprising that she earned her living

thus. Her middle cycle being 9, and m
the position that we all know she rose to,

it must have been a pretty large order for

a little girl to live above, for it brings with

it the possibility both of highest good and

greatest evil. We all know that she was

torn by conflicting emotions but no one

but Mary will ever know how terrible was

her struggle.

Mary's job is to learn impersonality and

creation in the highest form.

"My word," Mary said to me when 1

told her this. "You frighten me to death.

How can I live up to half of that?
'

"In your work," I said. "If you always

strive to give the highest of which you are

capable — if you try to put constructive

thoughts in the place of destructive ones,

you are gaming. And your gift for human-

izing what you do so that everyone under-

stands what you are trying to say us almost

the most valuable one you have."
^

Mary thought a minute. "It's true, she

said slowly. "When I look back at the

turmoil in my life I wonder how I ever

lived through it. I think it was only

because I knew I had to for my mothers

sake. My dear mother went through the

agony of losing a beloved daughter a hund-

red times in imagination, because even when

I was later getting home than she thought

I should be I would find her at the window

her eyes wide with fear. 'Why, mother,' I

would say to her. 'How can anything

happen to me 1 And how can I be here

always on the minute?' 'But if I should

lose you Mary!' she would say, 'I couldn t

bear it if I lost you.' My mother's love

won many a battle for me. I knew I had

tor win, for her.

"It would be fun to check up ten years

ago and now and see what progress we

have made, wouldn't it," she said eagerly.

"Is this something? This morning I put

on these high-heeled shoes and 1 thought,

'Now I mustn't forget to change these shoes

to low-heeled ones before I go out or they

will tire me walking about all day.' As I

was about to change them I thought, 'Now

what a silly idea that is. Some people think

that walking about in low heels tire them

and here am I thinking just the opposite.

That's just a destructive thought trying to

rule me and I won't have it,' ^and as a

matter of fact," she went on, "I haven't

noticed a particle of fatigue and it is now

the middle of the afternoon. That's prog-

ress—^n't it?" she asked with as much

interest as though she were a child of nine

begging to go to a party. "Putting a con-

structive thought in place of a destructive

one? The trick is to think of it in time."

Her fierce desire to be a constructive

instead of a destructive force in the world,

won. How well, we who are her audience

know better, perhaps, than she. Do you

ever leave the theatre after seeing a Mary

Pickford picture without feeling a little

better, a little happier, a little kindlier

toward your neighbor? I never do, and

I know that many other people feel as I

do. I have seen men and women leave

her theatre with their faces shining actually

with exaltation. That's our answer, and

Mary's answer if she ever wonders, and I

know she does for she is a keen self-

analyst.

This year for Mary is one of adjustment

after the unexpected changes of last year,

and next year she will have an opportunity

for study and deeper research.

"My whole life now," Mary said in

answer to this, "is to adjust myself and

my life to my mother's loss. Next year

I mean to do some studying."

Of quite a different quality are Sue

Carol's numbers. It is a wonder to me

that Sue ever sleeps at all with all the

5's she has in her name, her baptismal name

I mean. There are eleven of them! And

one is enough to keep people traveling

and restless. Sue would be miserable it

she had to sit at home alone for a day.

In fact I don't think it would be physically

possible for her to do. If there was no

other sign of life she would be out in

the garden talking to the birds. Not that

I can picture her doing that, either. She d

find someone to talk to if she had to trail

all over the city. The name she chose in

her work has helped her greatly. Instead

of a 5 Ideality she now has a six which

quiets her when she is ready to burst with

restlessness. But Sue could no more help

being fascinating, the life of the party,

energetic beautiful than she could help

breathing. She will be dead tired, almost

to the point of voicelessness, before dinner,

and afterwards she will be dancing about

ready to dash to a party or to the beach

or some place, her energies entirely re-

covered. She cannot bear to do the same

thing over and over again. She must do

different things. She must see crowds of

people, be in constant contact with many

friends. Having also a creative mmd, if

she hadn't gone into pictures she would

have been a dancer or a singer or both.

Subjective art would drive her crazy; she

would have to be very active, expressing

through her personality at top speed every

minute. Her inner desire is to gain ex-

perience in every phase of life—her lesson

in life is to learn Universality—to inspire

hope and courage in the hearts of all with

whom she comes in contact.

It is hard for Sue to finish things; it is

also hard for her to stay in one place for

any length of time, no matter how good

a time she is having. She will want to

travel, and if she can't do that the only

way she will be able to bear life will be

to crowd her time with work. The unex-

pected things are most important in her

life. She gets nowhere by planning. There-

fore her judgments should be trained so

that she decides things instantly and yet

with wisdom. Otherwise she may have

many regrets. When things need time to

decide, life is pretty hard for Sue, because

she is afraid that it will be too late.

Last year being a 5 year for her meant

that a change or an offer of it came to

her. This year she is adjusting herself to

her new conditions and her domestic life

claims some of her attention. Next year

she will be subject to periods of depression

unless she can realize that it is merely a

chance for her to study deeper within her-

self and find the power that she can use

to her own and others' advantage.

"Maybe I won't be in pictures any

more," said Sue unconsciously voicing the

fear that will worry her next year for no

reason at all. "I won't be able to afford

to unless something happens. I don't make

enough to meet expenses and constantly

have to wire to mother for help. Jshe's

going to get tired of that pretty soon."

Sue gets $250. out of the $1500. weekly

paid for her services, because of an unfair

contract. Her expenses because of her sud-

den and unusual popularity having trebled

in the last year, her salary is inadequate

for her needs. But the settlement of this

is one of Sue's battles, one of the most

important she has ever had, because the

way she meets it will influence the rest of

her life. She has to fight it out herself

and that is hard for Sue to do because of

her restless nature.

"I have never really decided anything

myself," said Sue. "I find myself in cir-

cumstances many of them that I have

wished for, but things outside of myself,

circumstance more than people, seem to

have settled the matter for me. I suppose

going into pictures last year, which was the

change you speak of, was the most import-

ant step of my life, but it all happened

so quickly that I found my name on the

dotted line before I knew what I was doing.

That's what you meant when you said that

unexepected things are most important to

me. The biggest things in my life have

fallen from a blue sky. Things that 1 plan,

big things I mean, never work out. This

trip to Europe I am going to take, for

instance. When it was decided that

Cruising Through Europe was to be done

abroad I was dying to be the girl. 1

longed to travel. And Nick and I have

so wanted to play together. They gave

me the part and I was wild with joy and

began getting ready. Then I was told that

talking sequences were going to be put in

several pictures I made and that I couldn t

go to Europe. I cried and cried but it

didn't do any good. When Nick left it

was worse than ever. That was a month

ago and just yesterday I was told that

they had to send someone over after all

and could not take the sequences here as

they at first thought they might. I finished

all my sound sequences last week so they

are going to send me to Europe and I

leave next Tuesday. And just because it
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A New Kind of Make-Up
Developed byHollywood's Make-up (jenius

Now Ready For Youi

Undera StrangeLight in Hollywood, weFound

Out How to Avoid "OftColor" and

"Spotty" Effeds in Make-up.

BEAUTY is a business in the motion picture col-

ony, so we have studied make-up for years. And
now you may benefit from our experience and gain

added beauty through this new knowledge.

Under the blazing "Kleig" lights, more trying

than sunlight, "stars" are photographed. Make-up
must be perfect or grotesque effects result. To meet

this severe test, Max Factor developed a new kind of

make-up, based on cosmetic color-harmony, which

photographed perfectly. Today, Max Factor's Make-

Up is used almost exclusively by the "stars".

Then from this discovery came powders, rouges

and other essentials for day and evening use, based

on the same principle of cosmetic color harmony.

Their success in Hollywood was instantaneous. Now
thousands use only Max Factor's Society Make-Up.

Perhaps you have worried about your make-up
and have searched for ways to enhance your beauty—
and still you're not satisfied. The reason is simply

this .— there is more to make-up than merely a bit of

powder and a dab of rouge. What is this wonderful

secret of make-up? Why have Hollywood's "stars"

and society women given up the haphazard use of

cosmetics and adopted Society Make-up. Now you

may know. You may ha.ve the very make-up, learn

the very method, used by these beautiful women.

FREE Complexion Analysis by Max Factor,

Hollywood's Genius of Make-Up

The one way to secure the exact make-up to best

harmonize with your complexion, accentuate your

beauty, and enhance the charm of your personality is

to have your complexion analyzed and your personal

requirements determined. This Max Factor will do
for you, without charge or obligation. He will also

send you a copy of "The New Art ofMake-Up" which fully

explains cosmetic color harmony and describes the correct

method of make-up. Remember, you will never know how
beautiful you can really be until you obtain the make-up secrets

so highly valued by the "stars" of Hollywood. Carefully fill

in the coupon and mail today to Max Factor in Hollywood.

Max Factor's Society Make-Up
HOLLYWOOD

of the Stars"

Hollywood, Calif.— Max Factor shoving

Irene Rich how to correctly use

the eyebrow pencil.

NEVER BE CONSCIOUS
OF YOUR MAKE-UP

If your make-up is "off-color" ot too glar-

ing, it over-shadows your personality. It

becomes a worry, destroying that self-

assurance which is an attribute of every

charming woman. Permit Max Factor to

analyze your complexion, as he has done
for hundreds of screen stars, and recom-

mend a make-up which will bejust a part

of your own natural beauty. Just fill

in and mail the coupon.

Imagine Make-Up so Faultless that even Un-

der the Blazing Glare of the Motion Picture

Lights it Photographs Perfectly. With Max
Factor Society Make-Up You, too, Will

Learn the Secret of the Stars.

"Cosmetics

FREE—COMPLEXION ANALYSIS
Mr. Max Factor,—Max Factor Studios, Hollywood, Calif.

Dear Sir: Send me without any obligation on my part, a complimentary copy
of your book, "The New Art ofMake-Up", and personal complexion analysis.

Name-

Addr,

City,
4-1 1-3

Complexion Color of Eyes LIPS

Light Moist

Fair Color of" Lashes Dry
Medium SKIN
Ruddy Color of Hair Oily

Dark Dry
Sallow Answer in Age
Olive spaces with c ieck mark
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New Skin on Face
Or Any Part of Body

BL1MSHIS
G0N5Often X !U To b°°

k

Cleared ^tOP^ J? 1

In 3 Days! Younger!

READ FREE OFFER
CUPPOSE you awoke some morning, lookeit

"
in your mirror—and you saw a new, clear,
in )»»' ,„i,.,.a iio-K- rumples.*J in vonr mirror—»n« jv« »~" - — '. ,„,„_

smooth youth-like skin where ugly p.mples

—what would you say ?

Naturally, you would jump with joy, just

as lS" of others do who learn how to per-

?ovm this seeming miracle at home, harm-

LssTy and economically-instead of paying a

hi"- fee to some dermatologist. „„iwl
It is all explained in a new treatise called

"RPAIITIFUL NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS,

BEAUTY LABORATORIES, Dept 63-X No

1700 Broadway New ^ ^
^•ge^V^^^^

oTrTe

BjyAicJgstrlogE
^7 /We/'

oPref/ttementr/

50 EAST 58th STREET

NEW YORK
In the fashionable Park

Ave. and Plaza districts

Large outside

sunny rooms
elegantly

furnished

Single Room and

Bath :<'4 -
:'' :>

Double Room and

Bath $5 "* 7

Parlor, Bedroom
and Bath $H>-$12

Special low weekly

and monthly rates

Telephone Regent 8100

GREENLAND
happened so unexpectedly and quickly I

think I am all set this time."

And Sue is the happiest girl in the world.

And why not?

Accompanied by her maid she will visit

Spain, France and Italy, the locations for

the picture; and last but far from least it

will be hand in hand with Nick Stuart, her

sweetheart in the picture, and in her own

heart the Best Young Man in the World.

And to attain this Sue had to conquer

depression and despair in her own mind,

and it probably took all of her courage

Which shows that Sue is getting the

best of her destructive numbers.

Out at the flying field the other day 1

talked with Ben Lyon who is learning to

pilot a plane and getting a tremendous

thrill out of it.

Ben crossed his fingers as I approached.

"No fair," he cried, "Can't a man have

any secrets?" . ,

"Sure. If you have a seven or an eight

in your life no one knows what you are

thinking." But Ben hasn't. There
:

16 no

air of mystery surrounding Ben. lie lias

the blessed luck of being always understood.

His deepest desire is accomplishment

through work. He expressed it through

mingling with people and he impressed

people as being somewhat of an organizer,

careful of detail, rather methodical and

absolutely reliable. What you give Ben to

do he will finish to the best of his ability,

even if it causes him a good deal of per-

sonal sacrifice. He has a very level head

and his judgment is good. Added to these

fine qualities Ben is optimistic and witty,

rather individuated in his method of ex-

pression. It is possible for him to be a

revelation to those who need poise and

stability. In all probability he will either

write or direct when he gets tired of

acting, for he has the understanding to

control others and an inspirational quality

that gives interest to whatever he does.

Rosa Reilly's Reviews— continued from page n

married him for his money. Of course

she didn't mean for him to hear her But

the door was open and he heard all

From there the story shoots oft to Atrica

and Jackie is still finding life rather hard.

Her husband brought her across the ocean

second-class and then when she arrived in

the Dark Continent he stuck her in a darker

cabin By this time, the girl has the bright

thought that maybe he isn't rich after all

and cables her former employer—1
said

women were poor sports—to come get hen

Well it takes a drunken overseer and

a lion to open Jackie's lovely eyes^ And

when once she comes to her senses she does

smart work with a shotgun and saves her

husband. . ..i

A well-acted, well-directed picture with

Clive Brook, Jackie Logan and Walter

McGrail giving splendid performances.

RANSOM

Screenland's Contests offer you

Beautiful & Useful Gifts

Given by popular film stars

See pages 22 and 23 of this issue

Once in Havana I had what I consider

the most peculiar experience ot my lite.

I went to a Chinese theatre. It was

crowded with Chinese and I was the only

Occidental in the house. My attention was

caught and held by the stage. Queer

figures speaking a queer language Queer,

awful music rising higher and higher until

it seemed to split the ear drum of my emo-

tions I was hypnotized. There wasn t

one word that I could understand; not one

gesture of intonation. But the mystery of

a mysterious people held me until the end.

That same fascination still holds whenever

I come into contact with anything charac-

teristically Chinese. And in the picture

Ransom, where a gang of Chinamen operate

as kidnappers, I felt that familiar thnl

again. This is a movie that will interest

vou, for the action keeps you keyed-up to

the same eerie pitch that Chinese music

d
°Lois Wilson and William Mong give fine

account of themselves in this film.

OBEY YOUR HUSBAND
Many a divorce has been started with a

can opener and delicatessen potato salad.

So the next time you're bidding three no

trumps, don't forget that the boy friend

hasn't stopped liking his dinner on time

iust because you've got the card craze.

And when someone says: 'Lets pay one

more rubber," keep a stiff upper hp and

beat it home and get that thick steak on

the fire before the boy friend opens the

front door. ,

Obey Tour Husband is the story ol a

woman who didn't. She was a flighty,

card-loving wife and through her flighti-

ness she gets herself and her husband mixed

up in a murder. And even while you know

they're innocent, a district attorney is a

pretty hard boy to convince. Dorothy

Dwan and Alice Lake split the feminine

honors and keep you in suspense until you

find the card cheat was killed not by the

pretty young wife but by —

It's worth the money to find out.

TWO BROTHERS
Hello folks, here's a face on the bar-

room floor. My mistake! I mean ball room.

A face on the ball room floor.

And whose face do you suppose it is.

It's Lil Dagover's. You know Lil, don t

you? The best vamp that ever stuck a

rounded toe out of Germany In the old

post-war days when a glass of beer or an

opera seat cost six cents in the Father-

land, Lil came into her stride. And she s

been striding ever since.

But this picture, I've got to admit, is

the world's worst. And I usually like most

things that come out of Germany. But this

picture is so bad it's funny. Conrad Veidt

plays a dual role and even he and Lil

between them can't save the picture Lven

when Veidt goes gaga and kills Lil in the

ball room.
However, if you're laboring under emo-

tional stress you ought to go to see this

film Several times in my life when lye

been up against it. I've bought the trash-

iest novel I could find. And read it

through, to get my mind off my misery.

That's why overworked men read detective

stories. So if you're worried and desperate

about anything, look over Two Brothers,

and if vou don't come home with your

nerve centers all relaxed, I'm no judge ot

human nature.

THE WRIGHT IDEA
The Wright Idea is the wrong idea, if

vou see what I mean. Johnny Hines is

too good a comedian and works in too

sportsmanlike a fashion to get himself

balled up in this terrible story about a poor

young lad who tries to patent and sell a

luminous ink which doesn't blot.

There's lots of action and nttle wit.

And Johnny almost works his heart out try-

ing to put it over. But it just proves once

acain that even a strong-hearted horse cant

cull a heavy tractor up a steep hill.

Give the boy a chance for a change.
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These photographs show Miss Peggy Sidway, before the Marvelous Marcel
Molds were adjusted to her perfectly straight long hair. . . . Mme. Sylra's
molds—easily and comfortably adjusted to Miss Sidvvay' s brunette tresses.

When the molds came out of the hair, she exclaimed with delight, "That's
the loveliest wave I ever had. From now on, I'm going to use these molds
myself. You can't imagine the time and money we models must expend on
our hair, for we must always look well."
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Here is a manufacturer with

such pride in lus product

—

such confidence in. its excel-

lence^—that in, photographins

a demonstration of this prod-

uct for publication, he in-

vited these representatives of

great papers to he present,

_that readers may be assured

of complete truthfulness and

entire sincerity in every phase

of this advertisement. Such

is the straightforward, clean-

cut policy of ARCADY
HOUSE.

Marvelous Nextf Marcel Molds

MakeAny Hair GloriouslyWavy
In 20 Minutes—At Home— Your hair will look just wonderful

!

Beauty Specialist Discovers Secret of Successful
Home Marcelling

And now the Beauty Parlor brought
to your own room!
No more expensive treatments.

No more "appointments," delays, dis-

appointments.

No more tedious "processes"— no
more danger from hot irons.

For here Science combines with the Art of
the Professional Beauty Specialist to give
you what every feminine heart and head has
longed for

—

the perfect waver.
So simple a girl of ten can use it with

perfect results.
So speedy that 20 minutes span the gap

between straggly, unkempt hair and the glo-
rious waves of your favorite style.
So sure that you can hold any wave you

have, or reproduce it perfectly, or create
something wholly new.
In your oirn room—without work of prep-

aration—without electricity or hot irons—
free from danger of drying out or searing
your liair.

There has never been a waver like this
before. Never anything so simple and effect-
ive. It is the scientific result of long, intel-
ligent and ingenious invention on the part
of an American Beauty Specialist of high re-
pute and established success.

The great difference between this and
all other wavers.

This waver slips into the hair as easily
as you pass your fingers through. But it

does something no other waver ever does

:

it loclcs in ! By a simple clip, it holds in
place—stays where you put it—and locks the
wave in, MOLDING every contour firmly,
gracefully, lastingly.

It makes a soft, undulating wave that lasts
from one shampoo to another.

If you see your wave becoming faint and
loose, all you have to do is slip these mar-
velous molds into your hair, lock them in
place over the wave, remove them in 20 min-
utes, and, lo ! there's your fresh new wave
again

!

Can such good news for womankind be
true? We refer you to every woman who
has so far had the opportunity to try out,
test and use this marvelous new device. Read
what just one of them says

:

I think the Marcel Molds are wonderful. My
girl friends could hardly believe I had done it
all myself, yet it is true that I got a delightful,

soft marcel wave in. so short a time it surprised
mie. Will you please send another set for my
chum? (Signed) B. M. T.

The Art of Beauty, the Sureness of
Science, Create this Marvelous

New Molder
One of America's finest Beauty Specialists

brought this waver to us. It is the result of

her work and hopes and dreams over many
years of professional hair dressing, plus the
"skill and science we placed at her command
with our expert manufacturing facilities.

Margaret Beynon Sylva, of Illinois, in her
17 years of Beauty Parlor proprietorship,
with women's hair as her personal specialty,
learned all the longing that women have for
a successful home marceller. She knew as
keenly as you do the expense, the trials, the
disappointments—the dangers, even—of the
beauty parlor method, with its rush, its new
help, its hot irons.
Mme. Sylva helped to make many other

wavers before this final success arrived.
They slipped out of hair. They were hard
to s'et in

—"tricky." She found at last the
touchstone of triumph :

"Make It SIMPLE I"

And with that great idea she came to us.
We worked it out. But not so swiftly or
easily as these words imply. It took months
of the costly time of precision experts to
fashion into these few strands of metal that
priceless ingredient of simplicity. When you
first hold these molders in your hand, you,
seeing nothing but some simple frames, may
wonder what there was so difficult to make.
But when you remove them from your hair
and sec the glorious results so easily achieved
for you, you will know and say, with us,
they arc worth a hundred times the money!

Priced Far Below Real Value—at only
$2.97 per set—complete

Tou have the opportunity to obtain and possess a

set of these marvelous new molders at ANNOUNCE-
MENT cost.

We want to celebrate with the women of America
this genuine advance in the home dressing of "woman's
crowning glory.' We want you to have a set of these

perfect marcellers. So we set the price at a nominal
figure

—

less than the average cost of a single visit to

the Beauty Parlor.
And for it, you get a Beauty Parlor of your own,

so far as hair waving is concerned, to be yours for-

ever. Because these marvelous molders will last for

hundreds

—

yes.. wre know by tests, for thorisands of waves.

Send No Money—Just Mail the Coupon
Trial Certificate—Liberal Offer-

Money Back Guarantee
Give these marvelous molders a thorough and complete

trial when you get your set. Then, if for any reason you
can bring yourself to part with them, and admit that you
can not get a perfect result, you will have your money
returned promptly So far, we haven't found anyone who
doesn't enthuse after 20 minutes' use. Bemember, a girl

of ten saw immediately how to use her set, put them m
her hair, and got. a beautiful marcel in 20 minutes.

Surely you car do the same.
You need not risk a penny. Just sign and mail the

coupon Trial Certificate. Note that our announcement
cost is only $2.9 V. "We can not afford to carry a hook-

keeping charge at this figure, so we ask you to deposit

with the postman the sum of $2.97, plus a few cents

postage, when hi brings your set. Order now, so we can

serve you immediately out of our yet limited production.

Get yours now and be first to astonish your friends with

the glorious, enviable waves these molders fashion. Fill

in and mail the Coupon Trial Certificate this minute.

ARCADY HOUSE
7 W. Austin Ave. Chicago, 111.

COUPON
,

TRIAL CERTIFICATE

Sr 47ARCADY HOUSE
7 W. Austii. Ave., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen- I want a set of your marvelous

molders. 1 agree to deposit $2.97 (plus postage)

with the postman when he makes delivery. If

results are not to my entire satisfaction, I will

return the marvelous molders within five days

and you are to refund the purchase price.

Name

Address
NOTE—If you expert to be out when the post-

man comes, enclose $3.15 with your order and
the marvelous molders outfit will be sent post-

paid.
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THIS IS

THE TROUSERS FRIEND
IT WORKS WHILE YOU
SLEEP. IN HOME, HOTEL
OH PULLMAN.
THIS WONDERI 11 1- little

device win positively reconvert your

SSSSSm from \ baggy. wilnWed condi-

tion to their original appearance, it

docs tin' worlt without dampening,—

llitiio.it steaming,—without pressing.—

w out cost!" It is so c* .!^
that anyone can adjust It in a ten

"Hta* up your baggy, wrinkled trousers

• „, ••Trousers Friend" In the evening

\ and put them on spick and span

next, morning. It will prolong.the

of your garments and willI
give ili.it

b=±Se=x-/ flnished appearance even- day
.

kec i> jou

.....ii ..roomed: stimulate your self respect
wen bioom

for yQu (he ad .

Notice the simplicity 1
mi
'?"°VnuSBrf' Friend'

of construction.. of the V » 3KS ' i ii

Trousers Friend! Just

three points of contact;

only three attachments
to make, and all made
(Illicitly. The result is

the proper stretching ol

the cloth in conformity

with the way the tailor

made it originally, and
the firm securing of the

is scientifically correct in

design and construction.

It is very substantial, be-

ing made of steel (Nickel

satin tinish), it should

last a life time. It is

light in weight and folds

so compactly that it takes

up but little room in

Oil Location— Continued from page 29

^"hnMine'ss grip or suitcase when
creases. All uaggincss 1 ° '

.

positively removed. traveling.

Get a TROUSERS FRIEND—Get it now I It will

pay for itself in a month.

The "TROUSERS FRIEND"
Is Unconditionally Guaranteed

Price of TROUSERS FRIEND
$2.50 with order or C. O. D.

TROUSERS FRIEND MFG. CO.

Dept. 6, Box 521, San Francisco, Cal.

"Arlington Operated"

HOTEL ANSONIA
Broadway, 73rd to 74th Streets

NEW YORK CITY

i minutes to Theatres and Shopping Districts.
5
2 minutes from Pen,,, and Grand Central Stations.

1,260 ROOMS (AH Outside)

New York's most complete hotel. Everything

for comfort and convenience of our guests.

TWO RESTAURANTS
Open from 6:30 A. M. until midnight

Music, Dancing, 2 Radio Orchestras, Ladies

Turkish Bath, Beauty Parlor, Drug Store, Barber

Shop, Stock Broker's Office. All in the

Ansonia Hotel.

TRANSIENT RATES
300 Rooms and Bath per day £4.00

Large Double Rooms, Twin Beds,

Bath $6M0 Per ^y

Parlor Bedroom and Bath (2

persons) vS-.OO per day

Special Weekly and Monthly Rates

A restful hotel—away from all noise and

-dirt" of the 'Roaring Forties." No coal

smoke; owr steam plant equipped oil fuel.

Coolest Hotel in New York m Summer

THE ANSONIA
In conjunction with the Hotels Marseilles,

Anderson, Richmond and Cosmopolitan

Stop Using a Truss
STUART'S ADHESIF PLAPAO-
PADS are surprisingly different

from the truss—being mechanico-
chemico applicators — made self-

adhesive purposely to keep the

muscle-tonic ''PLAPAO" applied

continuously totheaffectedparts,
and to minimize painful friction

and dangerous slipping. No
straps, buckles or spring at-

tached. Solt as velvet— easy to

apply-lnexpenslve. Foralmosta
Awarded quarterof acenturysatisfiedthou-

Gold Medal sands report success withoutdelay urano rru

from work. Process of recovery natural so no subsequent

use for a truss. Awarded Go d Medal and Grand rniTC
Prix. Trialof "PLAPAO" will be sent absolutely \H\Y
Write your name on coupon and send TODAY. l>kfe

Plapao Co., 54 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Awarded

Jame

^J(J,l'CSS u „ ........ — •—•-*","" -

Return mail will bring Free Trial PLAPAO.

to do in the meantime— all dolled up like

Astor's pet colt and feeling as comfortable

as a fish on a hook? He couldn't very well

relax; but then, he would be an actor. Not

that he had any complaint to make. Dear

me, no. It was all just fun, and great to

be out in the sunshine!

'Neath the shade of the sheltering thatch

sat Laska Winters, who, though born in

New Orleans, had never yet played an

American girl in pictures. There she sat, a

dark-eyed siren, veiled, as a woman of a

harem should be. And with her, chatting,

sat Alfred Hickman and Phillip Strange,

both having parts that allowed them to

dress like English gentlemen.

Amid all this inactivity there was one

corner of the boat that seethed like the

roaring surf and I knew that I would find

Herbert Brenon in the center of it. Boy!

Things move when Brenon holds the mega-

phone. The only thing that stops him is

the weather, and then he chafes like a horse

held at the post.

I didn't get the gist of the sequence

entirely, but there was Bernard Siegel lend-

ing his splendid face and perfect timing to

the scene; and there were several natives

stationed about the deck as lookouts for

trouble, which finally came in the form of

Sojin and his men.

Mane Halve, Mr. Brenon's script clerk

who also cuts his pictures, was buzzing

about like a streak of lightning. Being a

script clerk is a job, if you take it seriously,

and Marie does. Not a step misses her

watchful eye and quick pencil. Literally

she has volumes of typewritten notes on

each picture so that when she starts to cut

it she is so saturated with the atmosphere

and action that it saves her much time.

Not all script clerks cut the pictures they

work on but Mr. Brenon has no qualms

where Marie Halve is concerned. "My pic-

ture is as safe in Miss Halve's hands as it

is in my own," he said to me once when I

asked his opinion concerning women in ex-

ecutive positions in pictures.

In a cabin I found Lily Damita, none

too enthusiastically putting the finishing

touches to her toilette, for she, too. had

had that five-thirty call. She had on a

dark blue chiffon evening gown which she

was supposed to have been wearing when

rescued.

I asked Lily how she liked Santa Cruze

Island and listlessness immediately deserted

her. I have noticed that the name Santa

Cruze Island always elicits a violent reaction

on the part of anyone who has been there.

Because of the meagre accomodations I was

not able to go on the location myself, so

I could only ask. Lily sat bolt upright, and

her eyes flashed.

"Ees beautiful! But no place _ for a

voman," she added vehemently. "Ah--h,

do you think I vant to go to my bed and

find miceses there first? And in my clothes,

that I have put in the little bureau drawer,

what should I find but a mice vit her very

young children. Oh--oo!" Lily ended with

an expressive gesture of her fine, well-

shaped hands and a peculiar gutteral ex-

clamation typical of foreign women when

trying to make themselves understood in

English.

Ronald Colman was not aboard. Not

having to work in the morning scenes Mr.

Brenon told him to rest up for the after-

noon shots. Ronald's method for resting

up, we afterwards found, was to play medi-

cine ball with Theodore von Eltz who did

not work until afternoon either, and Frank

Case, the owner of New York's Algonquin

hotel, now summering with his family at

Malibu. After the game they treated

themselves to a dip in the sea which is prac-

tically their door mat.

For luncheon Mr. Brenon rounded up

what he called the Santa Cruze crowd and

climbing in the launch we whizzed to the

dock and then piled into cars for a three

minute run to his beach house. The Santa

Cruze crowd consisted of Lily Damita.

George Barnes, Alfred Hickman. Phillip

Strange, Ronald Colman and Theodore von

Eltz, who met us at the cottage. Barrett

Kiesling and myself were the only out-

siders in this little clique. George Barnes

was introduced to me as 'the best camera-

man in the business,' but he gave my infor-

mant a punch in the ribs and told him to

'cut that out.'

When I saw that beach house I felt

pretty sorry for Herbert Brenon and the

poor quarters he has to put up with. Nix!

A high, white latticed fence protected

the place from the road and just inside was

the tennis court. The cottage was sur-

rounded by a charming if miniature garden,

with tables, beach swings, garden umbrellas,

flowers, a police dog and cockatoo which

Mr. Brenon had acquired at Santa Cruze.

These beach lots are thirty by two hundred

feet long and Brenon had two of them,

making the width sixty feet. The bunga-

low's main feature was the beautiful living

room, one side opening on the garden,

the other on the beach. It was artistically

furnished with large, luxuriantly comfort-

able chairs and couches. Tantalizingly inter-

esting books lined the walls, a mammoth

fireplace filled the north end, and in the

center of the room was a stunning gaming

table. Then there was one bedroom with

a view of the sea, a bath, a butler's pantry

and kitchen. A separate "bungalow housed

the servants, main kitchen and an adorable

dressing room and bath done in black and

red lacquer for women guests who wanted

a swim in the sea. And such an one was I.

A perfect host, Mr. Brenon put all of

his guests in the shade of the umbrella and

himself, there not being room for all, sat

at a little table next to us in the sun. The

other men squabbled to either take his place

or share his sunburn, and Alfred Hickman

won. They looked like monks sitting to-

gether in the sunshine with napkins over

their heads which they tucked in so that

they stayed on in spite of the breeze.

Mr. Brenon was the first to look at his

watch after a delicious luncheon of cold

meats, creamed potatoes, a salad, a custard

and a refreshing beverage.

"Shall you need me, Herbert?" asked

'Ronald Colman, a smile beginning in his

eyes—ever notice how Ronald's eyes smile

long before the gravity of his face lifts?

"Oh, yes. You work this afternoon.

Ronnie." said the unconscious Mr. Brenon.

"Well, am I in the first scene?" asked

Ronald the smile having reached his lips

by that time.

"Oh—ho! I begin to see a streak ot

dawn." said Brenon.

"Because if I'm not and if Theodore is

not I thought we might have just time for

a single."

"Now I do see daylight," laughed

Brenon. "Sure! Have your single, Ronnie.

All of you can stay except George and

myself. We'll finish up our sequence of the

morning and I'll send for you when I want

you." Brenon is an executive and a thought-

ful one.
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TheyThought Id Get
"Stage Fright"

...ButIGaveThem the Surprise qfTheirLivesl

I
THINK you're making a big

mistake, Mr. Lawrence." The
conference room was shocked to

silence as my associates heard that

bold remark, addressed to the big

chief, who had been outlining a

sales policy that I knew was full

of flaws.

"Keep still now,
unless you know
what you are talking

about" — "Oh boy,

Frank is letting him-
self in for a lecture"—"You'll lose your
job sure"—these were
the whispered cau-

tions of those sitting

around me. But I

paid no attention. And before Mr.
Lawrence could recover from his

astonishment, I swung into my talk.

What 20 Minutes a Day

Will Show You

How to address business meetings

How to propose and respond to toasts

How to make a political speech

How to tell entertaining stories

How to write better letters

How to enlarge your vocabulary

Slow to develop self-confidence

iiow to acquire a winning uersonality

ilow to strengthen your will-power

finished I knew from the changing

expression on Mr. Lawrence's face

that I had won.
"Well," said Mr. Lawrence, "I'm glad

somebody around here has .nerve enough

to give his opinion and show me where I'm

wrong. You see me later, young man."

Afterward, my office associates plied

me with questions. "Where did you learn

how to talk so effectively?" "Congratu-

lations, Frank — you've

set yourself solid with

the boss. But what's

happened to you? You
used to be as silent as

the sphinx—as timid as

a mouse !

"

I laughed. "Nothing
miraculous, at all. I've

simply discovered a new
easy way to become a

dominating speaker and
an interesting conversa-

been secretlv devoting

about becoming a popular and convincing

speaker—a brilliant, easy, fluent conversa-

tionalist. One of America's eminent spe-

cialists in effective speech has developed

this method that has already raised thou-

sands from mediocre, narrow ruts to

promotions in business, big salaries, social

popularity and real success.

Send for This Amazing Booklet
How you can use this method, banish stage

fright, self-consciousness and bashfulness, and
quickly shape yourself into an outstanding
speaker is told in this interesting free booklet,.

Sow to Work Wonders With Words. Not only
men who have made millions but thousands of

others have sent for this booklet and praise it

extravagantly. You can receive a copy abso-
lutely free by mailing the coupon below.

NOW SENT FREE
NORTH

AMERICAN
INSTITUTE

3601 Michigan Ave.,
Dept. 6328, Chicago, III.

// iP*'X> War/
frontiersmrt
Words

tionalist. I've

twenty minutes a day to it, and the results

have been astonishing. This method is

explained in a remarkable book entitled

In a rapid fire way, I sketched out How to Work ll'onders with Words, pre-

the factors that he had overlooked. Pared by the North American Institute

For twenty minutes I explained my
ideas which I had kept bottled up
for two years. And when I had

I'd advise every man to send for it. It's

free
!

"

* # #

There is no magic, no mystery, no trick

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE,
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6328, Chicago, III.

" Please send me FREE and without obli-

gation my copy of your inspiring booklet,
How to Work Wonders With Words, and
full information regarding your Course in
Effective Speaking.

Name .

Address

City Staet..
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BEST SELLERS
For $1.00 Each

WHEN the dreary day is done, and

you head your tired body home-
'

ward, you dread the thoughts of

facing the evening. You know that your

library, originally small, has been sadly

depleted, and you have read every book

of interest it holds.

What greater feeling then, than to

think of 'the new books you have just

ordered. The latest brainchild of your

favorite author, and others you have often

wished to read.

After dinner, comfortably enconsed in

your big easv-chair, you spend what de-

velops into one of the most pleasant eve-

nings vou've ever had. Then you realize

that you were glad you did not pass up

the advertisement offering this marvelous

collection of the most popular novels of

the day at the extraordinarily low price

of $1.00 each.

SCREENLAND

A special offer of six of any of the titles

listed below may be purchased for

Five Dollars

The Golden Beast. ...E. Phillips Oppenheim

The Enemies of Women,
Vincente Blasco Ibanez

D'Arblay Mystery E. Austin Freeman

Mine With the Iron Door,
Harold Bell Wright

Bella Donna Robert Hickens

The Desert Healer E. M. Hull

Big Brother Rex Beach

Face Cards Carolyn
^u"*

The Flaming Jewel....Robert W. Chambers

The Night Riders - Rigwell Cullum

A Poor Wise Man..Mary Roberts Rinehart

The Poisoned Paradise....Robert W. Service

Yellow Shadows Sax Rohmer

When a Man's a Man. Harold Bell Wright

The Pearl Thief ...Bertha Ruck

The High Adventure Jeffery r-arnoJ

Fire Brain Max Brand

Child of the Wild Edison Marshall

On the Rustler Trail,

Robert Ames Bennett

The Celestial City Baroness Orczy

The Purple Mist Gladys Edson Locke

Horseshoe Robinson John P. Kennedy

AND HUNDREDS OF OTHERS

Published by

A. L. BURT CO.

Write and Tell Us What Bool- Ton Want.

It May Not Be Listed Here But We
Can Get it for You and Save'Tou Money.

SCREENLAND, Dept. 11-28.

49 West 45th St., New York City.

I enclose $- for which please send

me --- postpaid.

Name "

Address - - -

City - state

That suited us all. Ronald and Theodore

von Eltz started their game while Lily

Damita, Alfred Hickman, Phillip Strange,

Barrett Kicsling and myself sat 'neath the

trusty umbrella talking and watching the

players.

I am sorry to say that Lily Damita is

homesick. A hungry look appeared in her

eyes when I asked her whether she missed

France. The fact that she did I had sensed

by her silence at lunch when everyone else

was chattering about America and Ameri-

can things, still unfamiliar to the little

French lady. Although Hollywood has

taken Lily to its heart, although she is the

spirit of mischief and merriment, her eyes

told, in quiet moments, of the far-away

friends she missed and the country that,

because it is home, is loveliest to her.

We all know what homesickness is, and

can sympathize with Lily and send her

friendly thoughts to make her know how

sorry we shall be if we should lose her.

Alfred Hickman talked of his wife. Nance

O'Neil, one of America's most famous stage

actresses. Miss O'Neil recently c-ame to

California to teach the younger generation

how to use their voices for the screen. She

is enthusiastic over sound pictures, as every-

one is just now, but she realizes that quite

a different voice technique will have to be

used for them.

All too soon for the players the fatal

message came for work. "A little business

interfering with pleasure," Ronnie put it.

It puzzles me to hear Ronald Colman re-

ferred to in the papers as 'aloof,' 'cold,'

'rude to women,' and 'ungracious.' Ronald

isn't the talkative kind and he isn't a party

hound and doesn't invite publicity. Far

from inviting it he shies away from it. But

that doesn't mean that he is unfriendly. For

one thing he simply cannot get it through

his head that what he does off the screen

has any possible interest for people he

doesn't know. He forgets that his face is

as familiar to millions of people as the

face of a member of their own family. He

looks at you with a quizzical smile when

you try to explain this, as though he

thought to himself that you were trying to

string him. He likes his work and the open

air life it permits him to live. He likes

many of the people he meets in the busi-

ness and he is their guest and they are his

guests on numerous occasions. He doesn t

keep open house but neither does that

brand him as ungracious. I suppose people

expect all screen stars to be exactly alike,

and of course that is impossible. Someday,

if I can manage it, I'm going to ask Ronald

what he really feels on this subject.

Back on the job again, Lily and Ronald

climbed into a little row boat. Ronald had

just rescued the fair damsel and was rowing

her to 'The Hermit' and safety. The usual

afternoon breeze had sprung up and the

water was very choppy, so that the little

craft bounded up and down like a cork.

Back and forth, back and forth Ronald

rowed, while the scene was shot from dif-

ferent angles. One was spoiled because a

pleasure launch trailing a water nymph on

an aqua-board whizzed around
,
the bow of

'The Hermit' and into the scene. An assist-

ant grabbed a megaphone and requested the

adventurers to retire to another part of the

ocean. Which they obligingly did, and

Ronald went back to his rowing, but alas,

and alack!

"We'll have to stop after this shot,

George. Lily's getting seasick," said

Brenon. Lily's hand went out in a little

five dollars! Get Miss Damita aboard!" he

called, and three assistants sprang to help

the now white-faced girl to the deck.

Whereupon the sun went behind a cloud

and refused to come out.

"Oh, for the love of Jerusalem, are we

going to have to put up with weather?"

fumed the dynamic Herbert Brenon, wrath-

fully searching the heavens for an answer

to his demand. "There—look at that.

There is sun over on that beach house-
now of all the aggravating things in Cali-

fornia!" Another rapid survey of the sky

after which he evidently decided that the

patch of sunlight a mile or two away

would be a long time reaching 'The Her-

mit,' and without another word he stretched

himself full-length on a hatchway and

promptly went to sleep.

I saw another famous man do that when

he had a few idle moments and knew that

rest would turn them to some account. It

was Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree.

With the relaxing of their Chief the rest

of the company followed suit. Some

stretched out likewise, others fished for

mackerel, others spun yarns or played

bridge; but over all there was a hush—and

so we left them, waiting while the sun

played coquette behind a masterful bank

of gun-metal clouds, and the sea hissed as

it struck the sides of the boat in angry

swells, gloating over the prize it soon would

claim; for 'The Hermit' is fated to be blown

up in the last scenes and you will see it in

a spectacular shot in The Rescue.

* * *

helpless gesture. "Yes, sir!" Brenon

chuckled, "Lily's getting seasick. She'll be

slad to put her foot on this boat, 1 11 bet

A few days after this I met Dorothy

Arzner on the Paramount lot and asked her

whether she was going to take her outfit on

location.

"We are going on a sort of location to-

morrow," Miss Arzner smiled, "down to the

Million Dollar Theatre that is inactive just

now. You can be one of the audience,

she added. ,

So I hied me down to the Million Dollar

Theatre in the center of the Los Angeles

business district to see what was going on.

I have a particular interest in Dorothy

Arzner's work because, with the exception

of Lois Weber who also produces her own

pictures, she is the only woman who has

been able to stand the gaff of direction.

As everyone says, there is no reason why

a woman should not direct, but the fact

remains that few do. There are one or two

who direct now and then—Elizabeth

Pickett is one, but Miss Arzner has to her

credit three of Paramount's best pictures.

Fashions for Women being her first, and

has won for herself genuine respect and

recognition in a field hitherto sacred to man.

As I watched Miss Arzner I hadn t the

faintest desire to blush for my sex. There

are few directors in the business who work

as quickly or as quietly and very few who

get better results. Miss Arzner has not yet

made an outstandingly great picture -but

every one of the three she has directed are

far above the average and it would surprise

me a whole lot if in the near future she

doesn't produce something unusually fine.

They were shooting a corner in the wings

looking toward the dressing rooms and all

over the rest of the stage were those who

were not in the scene. About fifty girls

dressed in the costume chorus girls wear for

rehearsal, (for this untitled Ernest Vadja

story is one of "the stage,) were practicing

dance steps, and a second camera was

taking shots of the hands of two or three

people supposed to be in the audience

applauding. Paul Lukas, a very fine French

actor now in our midst, and Nancy Carro l

were before the mcandescents and Dick
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Back-Stage Secrets
By Edna Wallace Hopper

APPEARING several times daily on the thea-

trical stage taxes the skin to the utmost. The
make-up meant for footlights is not the gently

compounded range of tints used in the boudoir.

Between acts make-up must be removed ... in

the most protective, delicate manner possible. And,
in my case, quickly—because my numerous inter-

ests leave little spare time. In fact, my forty-odd

years on the stage have taught me split-second

efficiencv in carina; for my body.

You can follow my program at

a cost of

—

a day!
Ten minutes

and
\

less than 8c
J

With the cosmetics I use you need only devote ten

minutes a day to your own hair, skin, teeth and

hands. The methods I recommend to you have

preserved the petal-like fineness of my skin. In

my sixties I appear to be a girl of twenty. Euro-

pean scientists each year ask that I submit to

physical tests during my summer vacation abroad.

My reactions are those of a young girl.

But it never has been my ambition to figure as a

beauty culturist. Prolonging beauty is a pleasure

to me—and a necessity, because my face and for-

tune were won by beauty and upon it my career

depends.

My Personal Invitation
So that you may try my program I have prepared
a Beauty Set of the most important cosmetics I
use daily. In addition I have added samples of
Wave and Sheen, my hair dressing, and White
Youth Clay. The Art Panel Box is a happy achieve-
ment. You will be glad to have it for your dressing
table or traveling case. Full sizes of the 7 beauty
aids you will receive in this box would cost over $4.
Send the coupon today with 50c to partially cover cost.

FRFF I
^ include a free Certificate for a 50-cent

nVHEi • tube of Quindent, the milk of magnesia tooth
paste. So the cosmetics really cost you nothing.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

as**.'

the

Beauty Set

actatual

size.

Georgeously Colored Art Panel Box
of Seven Beauty Aids

I urge you to mail this personal offer coupon at once to Edna
Wallace Hopper, 536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago—enclosing 50c
(stamps accepted) for enough of my seven beauty aids to prove
their value to you. Also Free Certificate good for 50c tube of

Quindent toothpaste.

Name 10-S

Street. City- State..
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Does your sweetheart see a REAL, MAN
like this when she looks at you? Mail the

coupon and find out how this man got his

superb development

—

und how you can-

get one, too.

"I Can't Give

You Anything
but LOVE!"

EVERYBODY'S singing it; you have sung it. Here's

, popular sons that goes straight to the hear.,

lure re! all like to give that one wonderful

girl -diamond bracelets" and everything else her little

heart desires.
.

Rut never mind, she won't mind waiting for our

.HUT to come in"', if she's the ^*^*%*&
does expect LOVE the love of a KJiAl MAN. What

i.i<r»it ins a sicklv, puny \\ LAKLl.NO got 10 unci

TOVE to a girl? How can he expect her to look up

VITALITY to get ahead in tins world.

now do YOU stack up alongside of a REAL MAN?
Ta^VU^at -he pi tuve a^^ompare^ours U

^ EVERY
1
'
gir1 the KTpiotection of a

man Vice that! What a build! When an
.

arm hU
his steals around a girl's waist, don't sou KNOW
she'll be thrilled?

Let Me Build YOU a Body

^0^r^,,r^,c;!;^e^re C^n
l

ta^1t ;

h^
i°did

C

fo "tlMan Tu do for YOU. Just s.ve me »

few minutes a day in your own h°me - _J jmsCLES

marvelous change in your appearance!

FREE Amazing New Book

"MIRACLES IN MUSCLE"

^«r;

?!uf.TSft**« 'of

making muscles GROW. Don't miss it.

The One TITUS^5
v fr"

and Only IB! W9 NewarkCity

TITUS. Dept. V-132
105 E. 13th St.. New York City.

Dear Titus: Send along your big new book. "Miracles

in Muscle"—FREE.

Arlen and Lilyan Tashman were reading.

"I suppose," I said to Lilyan. "that my
appearance will be a signal for you to go to

to work." And it was. Both she and Dick

were called and I watched three or four

\ery amusing scenes.

The idea was that Paul Lukas, a powerlul

theatrical producer, had a hankering for

Nancy Carroll who was in the cast. Nancy

was in love with Dick Arlen, an aspiring

young playwright whom Lukas, to clear his

own path toward Nancy was going to oust

from the theatre. His wife, Lilyan Tash-

man, appears at the stage door at that

moment and taking in the situation at a

glance forces an introduction to Dick from

her embarrassed husband and makes a play

for the young man's interest.

And it would be a hard-boiled young

man indeed who could keep himself from

falling for the fascinating Mme. Renov as

Miss Tashman plays her. Exquisite in her

taste in dress, Lilyan brings to her work a

sparkle and finesse that makes her the most

sought-after free-lance player of her type in

Hollywood. Lilyan vamped Dick Arlen

with every muscle of her lithe body, and

such glances from those mysterious eyes of

hers that it was all any of them could do

to keep from laughing.

"Have a heart, Lil," said Dick, that

poor guy hasn't a chance."

"Lilyan has everything," he said to me

later, "timing, dramatic power, beauty,

everything. She is the most finished actress

I think I've ever worked with."

"How do you like Dorothy Arzner s

direction?" I asked him before I realized

what a stupid question it was. Knowing

that my pencil was poised to use anything

he said against him he naturally would say

nothing uncomplimentary. But to my relief

he had not noticed the tactlessness of my

remark and replied sincerely.

"Blest if I know how she does it, but

Dorothy's set is the quietest in the studio.

There is no yelling, no tension, yet things

move and she gets what she wants Im
never tired when I go home and before 1

was always tired—dead tired. I didn t

think I'd like it at^first, the quiet I mean,

but I sure do now."

I asked Dick how Jobyna Ralston, his

wife, was. His face beamed with pleasure

"She's just wonderful. Bobbed her hair!

Yes, she did, and she's been putting on airs

ever since. Just as fresh as wet paint. It

gives me the greatest kick I ever had to

watch her." ;

Lilyan, Nancy Carroll and Paul Lukas

came up just then for a rest while Miss

Arzner took some shots of the chorus girls

pouring out of the dressing rooms in time

for their cue.

Nancy Carroll told us about the treasure

hunt Bebe Daniels had given to which Lil-

yan Tashman had also gone. No one but

Bebe would have thought out such a wild

goose chase. Each person was given a slip

of paper with a verse on it which, if you

were smart enough to read between the

lines, gave you a clue to one of the hiding

places of the treasure. At each stopping

place there was another slip to instruct you

further. This wasn't held in Bebc's draw

ing room. No, indeed. You got in your

car and trailed all over Beverly Hills to

garages, gas stations, hotels and even a

graveyard, where among the tombstones you

pranced to find the precious slip of paper.

Nancy and Lilyan both got tired before they

came to the end of the jaunt and went

home, both having to work early the next

day.

Nancy was then called to work but in a

few minutes she was back taking up the

conversation just where she left off. "And.

as I was saying," she went on. "I didn t

win anything but someone got $50.00 in

pennies' and there were other prizes.'

The other visiting lady spoke about a

producer and his wife who, over a period

of years have managed most of the young

stars of Hollywood. That set Nancy off

again and she recounted experience alter

experience that she had had on the stage.

"Come on, chatterbox," said Miss Arzner,

calling her to work in her sweet, soft voice

that robbed her words of possible sting,

and patting the top of Nancy's curly head

as she stooped to fasten her ballet shoe

more securely. "About all I've heard over

here is your very dramatic monologue. I am

sure," she said winking at us, "that no one

else had a chance to say a word."

Nancy laughed. "Well, I was on my
favorite subject so I am always eloquent it

I can get anyone to listen."

One is apt to pass Nancy Carroll by

judging from her rounded, dimpled face,

enormous, wide-apart blue eyes, and cupid s

bow mouth as being merely a beauty but

I was very surprised to find after talking

with her that a very good set of brains

concealed themselves beneath the luxuriant

waves of red hair, and that she had more

shrewdness than the average person.

Nancy's life has not been a bed of roses

and her place in the sun was not handed

to her on a silver platter.

Just then the assistant director blew his

whistle for quiet and made the announce-

ment for the next days call. There was a

general stampede for the studio cars. I was

to go home with Lilyan Tashman and she

told Dick Arlen. Danny O'Shea and Paul

Lukas that she would drive them in her

stunning new Lincoln as far as the studio

where they could pick up their own cars.

Lilyan and her husband. Edmund Lowe,

are dying to go to New York for two

weeks, but they are both working too hard

to get away. 'I'm bound I'll go m Septem-

ber but just because I want to so badly

I suppose I'll be offered a ripping part, and

of course I'll take it," she laughed in that

husky voice that is so attractive.

And right then we pulled up at my

hotel, and since my editor wired me to

rush my manuscript. Ill stop right here,

but next time I hope to tell you all about

Ramon Novarro on location.

Robert Benchley— Continued from page 32

Name

Address

Town..
State..

to do up there. For instance, I don't think

it is generally known that most of our boys

are between the age of fourteen. We feel

. we feel that by taking the boy at

this age we can get closer to his real nature,

and a boy has a very real nature, you may

be sure . . . and bring him into closer

contact not only with the school, the

parents, and with each other, but also with

the town in which they live, with the

country to which they try to pay allegiance.

and to the town in which they live. Now
the fourth point which Dr. Morrison wanted

brought up was that in connection with the

installation of the new furnace last Fall

It seems there has been talking going around

about this not having been done quite as

economically as it might have been . . .

as might have been done. It seems to me

that people who . . . Well as a matter

of fact the whole thing was done just
.

as

economically as possible, even more so. Mr.
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Rossiter, unfortunately our Treasurer . . .

Mr. Rossiter, our Treasurer, unfortunately

is confined at his home with quite a bad
head cold and I (whisper with

man). Well, the joke seems to be on me
. Mr. Rossiter has pneumonia. Mr.

Rossiter has asked me if I would read the

report in his place, and following then is

a summary of the financial report for . . .

During the year 1926, and by that is meant
1927, the Choral Society received the fol-

lowing in donations:

B. L. G , $500
G. K. M 500

O. T. N. 200
In memory of a happy summer

at Rye Beach 10

Proceeds of a sale of coats and hats

which were left in the boathouse

—

$14, and $14 . . . dollars.

Then the Junior League gave a perfor-

mance of - Pinafore for the benefit of the

fund, which, unfortunately, resulted in a

deficit of $300. Then we took in to dues

and Laboratory fees—$2,345.75, making a

total of receipts amounting to $3,645.75.

This is, of course, all record as of June.

Now in the matter of expenditures the

. the ... in the matter of ex-

penditures the Glub has not been so for-

tunate . . . Because the unsettled con-

dition of business and the late Spring to

contend with resulted in the following

rather discouraging figures, I am afraid.

Expeditures $ . . . . Then there

was a loss owing to several things of

$3,326.80; carfare—$4,452.00, and then

Mrs. Crandall's expense account when she

went to Baltimore to look into the work
they are doing there, came to but I

am sure you will all agree with me it was

worth that to find out what they are doing

in Baltimore; and then under the general

head of odds and ends—$2,586,40 . . .

55 .... 45, making a total expediture

of $14,756.50, or a net deficit of several

thousand dollars. Now these figures bring

us down only to October. In October my
sister was married and the whole house was

torn up, and in the general confusion we
lost track of the figures for May and Aug-
ust, but all those wishing the approximate

figures for May and August may obtain

them from me in the vestry after dinner,

where I will be with placards for those who
wish to subscribe over and above your

annual due, and I hope each and every one

of you here tonight will look deep into

your heart, and into your pocketbook, and

see' if you cannot find it there to help us

to put this thing over with a bang, and

to make this the biggest and the best year

that the Armenians ever have had. Thank
you." '

'•"

'
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In the December number of

Screenland there will be an un-

usually interesting article by Rob

Wagner recounting from his wealth

of memories the heart-warming acts

of some of the players.

This story will help you to know

the stars better.

GET THE NEXT SCREENLAND
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the public? Yes, how about us? You

never thought of that, did you? Suppose

you give a thought to it right here and

now. A thought a day keeps the apples

away. -i t
Eric von Stroheim once said that a pic-

ture girl is at her best when she is in love

with her leading man. Who's going to

dispute the word of this great master of

realism? Not I. I wouldn't argue with him

for the world. I know better. You know

how he acts on the screen when he is

crossed? Well, I wouldn't be the one to

cross him. I don't want him to fix me

with his monocle. I'm no inn-keepers

daughter. What Mr. von Stroheim says is

Lee and Jake with me. If he thinks the

love scenes screen better when tnere is

natural acting behind them, then it must

be so All I can say is, it must keep the

stars pretty busy. Unfortunately, it doesn t

always work out that way. Some Oi the

great love scenes of the screen have been

performed by a girl and a man who per-

sonally felt the greatest aversion kr one

another. On the other couch tnere is John

Gilbert and Greta Garbo, thank heaven!

I don't know whether it is true or not

that the stars do their best work when they

have a crush on their leading men. Hut

it's a nice thought for tonight. 1 lite to

brood upon it. I hope it is true, it makes

everything seem so much chummier, i was

always one of the poor saps who tried to

kid myself into believing that no matter

how often they denied it, Ronald and Yilma

really did care. When Vilma married Kod,

and I heard that Ronnie has a wife some-

where in England, I thought I couldnt

bear it Luckily the movies went Gaibo

about that time, and I was able to face

life anew and cover up the old heartache

with a broken smile. Maybe. I thought,

Mary and Doug will make that co-starring

romance they have been promising for so

long Or Joan Crawford and Doug Junior

will oblige with a screen duet. But at

that, I like variety. It's the life of spice

The girl who wishes that the good Lord

had made her a man will get her Wish

naht now. There are a dozen men in pic-

tures just made for her. She can take her

choice. Girls, just let your glance stray

over the following array of talent: Walter

Byron, Lane Chandler Barry Norton

Eddie Nugent, Nils Asther Nick Stuart.

Hugh Trevor, John Mack Brown. George

Duryea, Roland Drew, John Loder Leroy

Mason—well, you get the idea. A brand-

new crop of leading boys are replacing t..e

old guard. It's off with the old love, and

on with the goo.

What fun, what fun! You have to show

the movie audience new lovers at play or

they won't pay. The stars aim to squeeze

and the leading men know their clinches.

All the world loves a love scene Its

love that makes the world go round--tne

block to stand in line waiting for a chance

to buy a ticket to Passion's PlayVjy. it

must be love. It's gotta be love. Ana it

takes two to make a love scene, if you leave

out the polyp. The most exquisite beautiful

ravishing, alluring, seductive and charming

movie star in the world cant put it over

without a young, handsome, and amiable

man to watch her adoringly and applaud

her calisthenics. She must have her in-

spiration. You know how it is, girls.

Some of the picture beauties are tans

even as you or I. One of them sees a

certain new man on the screen and tails

for him. "Oh, how I'd like to have him

for my next leading man!" she sighs. Some-
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times, if she sighs gently and firmly enough,
she gets her man. The bigger and better

Stellar Bodies can have just about anything
their little hearts desire, from the latest

Russian director to a big case of—Kleig

eye, I said. If they want a Certain Lead-

ing Man he's there, to have and to scold.

Until a new one comes along.

Many of the cleverest girls in pictures

have changed their leading men with their

movie moods. Pola Negri seldom played

twice with the same actor. Mary Pickford

selects a new juvenile for every picture.

Gloria Swanson has distributed her film

favors to John Boles, Raoul Walsh, and
now Walter Byron. Corinne Griffith, Col'

leen Moore, Norma Shearer and Esther

Ralston all admit that matrimonial fidelity

to Walter Morosco, John McCormick,
Irving Thalberg, and George Webb res-

pectively is their preferred personal plan

but they have other plans for the screen.

A New Man for Each Picture is their

slogan. Their success is their excuse, as if

they need any. Their husbands thoroughly
approve.

Dolores del Rio's spectacular screen career

has been helped rather than hindered by
the fact that she has had a different vis-a-

vis in every picture she has made. In

What Price Glory? Edmund Lowe and
Victor McLaglen played tag with Char-

maine. In The Red Dance it was Charles

Farrell who made love to the pretty peasant.

In The Trail of '98 Ralph Forbes fought
for the pioneer heroine. Warner Baxter

was Ramona's aide de amour; while LeRoy
Mason officiates in the forthcoming
Revenge. No doubt Dolores would have
been just as glamorous if she had been cast

to lavish languishing glances on a wooden
Indian, but you can't prove it.

And so it goes. Gather 'round, girls,

and learn how your movie-tickets must feel

when they meditate on Clara Bow, Greta

Garbo and Joan Crawford all at once. The
new crop of leading men will stand or fall

by your applause. Don't you hope they

fall?

We'll take Walter Byron first, just to

make him feel at home. He's just over

from England, and he can't very well

object. He has probably found out enough
already about the bold ways of the Ameri-
can girl to be prepared for anything. He
is apt to get it. He has made a hit with
Vilma Banky in The Awa\ening. Gloria

Swanson has borrowed him to play oppo-
site her in Qjxeen Kelly, under von Stro-

heim's direction. I think he will play a

British soldier. It will be easy. He was
one himself. You know how these English-

men are. Remote, and rather mysterious,

with little moustaches. Walter didn't have
a moustache when Mr. Goldwyn first met
him in London. He had been highly rec-

ommended to the American movie magnate
by no less a fellow-countryman than Ronald
Colman, also a Goldwyn discovery. But
Mr. Goldwyn, who probably had another
Colman in mind when he went Columbusing
about the continent, was not so very much
impressed with young Mr. Byron. "You
might do," he .said, "that is, if you had a

moustache."

Mr. Byron smiled, reached in his pocket,

said, "Excuse me a sec," turned around

—

and faced Mr. Goldwyn adorned with a

trim little moustache. Maybe Ronald Col-

man had tipped him off. Anyway, he had
come armed to the teeth and he got the

job. Hollywood stood back' and waited

until it heard the reports of his screen tests.

Word got about that he was the berries, to

say nothing of the roast beef and York-
shire pudding and ale of good old England.
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And when you see him in The Awa\ening

he will snap you right up out of your

coma. They say that playing opposite him

Vilma Banky displayed an unwonted pep

and dash. Gloria is said to be enthusiastic

over his contribution to her forthcoming

opus. And if he has done so much for

these two queens of Hollywood what will

he do for us?

Speaking of fall tonics — there's that

Eddie Nugent. He is as fresh as Billy

Haines and yet he has a sort of wistfulness

about him. I have never met any young

man quite like Eddie on the screen before.

Therefore I say, he's here to stay. Any-

one who's different will make a success on

the screen. Of course, there is Bull Mon-

tana. He's different, too. But watch

Eddie. In Dancing Daughters you couldn't

take him very seriously. He was the clown

of that picture. But in The Bellamy Trial

he won Betty Bronson—and a lot of other

girls over to his side. Eddie may not

smoulder. He is not intense. But he's

darned cute.

There used to be a young man about

New York named Walter Goss. If you

lunched at the Algonquin you knew

Waiter. He was on a newspaper then, but

he wanted to be an actor. His chance came.

He went into the Paramount picture school

over at the Long Island studio. He had

an idea he wanted to play Clyde Griffiths

in An American Tragedy. He would say,

his dark eyes burning. "I could play him.

I know I could. I feel it
—

" thumping his

chest
—

"I feel it. here." He didn't play

Clyde Griffiths—nobody has. But he did

get to Hollywood; and the next thing we

knew he had changed his name to Roland

Drew, was playing with Dolores del Rio

in Ramona, had a contract with Edwin

Carewe, and the sportiest car in Hollywood.

Success! Now they say he will play oppo-

site the luminous del Rio in Evangeline.

He will probably feel that here, too. And

so will we. Soulfulness pays.

An entirely different brand of screen

hero is Lane Chandler. He's six-feet-some-

thmg; stalwart; blue-eyed, wavy-haired ac-

cording to the best screen traditions. But

he is more than that. He has a swell sense

of humor. He has done good work oppo-

site Clara Bow and Esther Ralston; he was

ood in The Legion of the Condemned,

too But he needs a really big role to put

him over. He'd like to play—I quote:

"A happy, laughing, wise-cracking lead.

He likes to laugh. He likes doing pictures

too, but he isn't too serious about it. You 11

never hear him talk about his public. He

is too busy between pictures battling break-

ers in the Pacific or trying to break 90 with

an armful of golf clubs to worry too much

about his career. And if the directors ever

let him get across that happy-go-lucky

quality on the screen, I am perfectly willing

to stand up here in front of all you people

this great audience of upturned, eager

faces—and shout: "Here's a new star.'

You don't need any crystal ball to be able

to predict Lane Chandler's success.

Just say 'Mother's Boy' to Barry Norton,

and he may forget his good manners his

sjood family taught him back at his home in

the Argentine and sock you. He is sick

and tired of hearing women exclaim when

they see him on the street: "Oh, these

goes Mother's Boy!" Not- that he is

ashamed of his characterisation in What

Price Glory? of the dreamy, sensitive boy

plunged into the thick of the horror of

war; but he has done a few other things

since and he doesn't see why folks can't for'

get his first false step. Didn't you see him

i i The Le«ion of the Condemned? Wr

hat a
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lot that picture did for our boys, anyway!
Gary Cooper rose to fame. Lane Chandler
and Barry Norton left good impressions

which they have hastened to better. Barry
has a lead in Four Devils and also plays

with Madge Bellamy in Mother Knows Best.

You can't say that Barry Norton has had
no mother to guide him.

John Boles was warbling away in Kitty's

Kisses on a New York musical comedy
stage when Gloria Swanson saw him and
signed him for her silent drama, The Love
of Sunya. Not that Gloria didn't like his

voice. How could she help it? The Boles

tenor is one of the best. But she also

liked his face, and thought it would register

on the screen. So it proved. Encouraged,
Mr. Boles moved to Filmafornia and was
immediately seized by the wary producers.

But wise Mr. Boles—he never stopped sing'

ing. Between shots and after studio hours
he sang. And now, with the advent of the

Talkers, he has his big chance to combine
acting and aria'ing. Universal has him
under contract, and is paying not only for

thrills but also for trills. Keep an eye

—and an ear—on John.

Jesse Lasky went to Europe not so long
ago, and I'm sure all we girls should step

right up and thank good, kind Mr. Lasky.
What did he bring us back? Not perfumes,
or silk stockings, but something much, much
better. He brought us John Loder and
Maurice Chevalier. Mr. Loder is a young
Englishman. Chevalier, as you may guess,

is a very, very famous Frenchman. I think

he is famous for his songs in the music-

halls so you may have to wait to see him
until you can hear him as well.

You can thank Marion Davies for Johnny
Mack Brown. At least, this young man
from Alabama had his big chance opposite

Marion in The Fair Co-Ed. He was a foot'

ball idol down south, and he scored a touch'

down in the Davies collegiate comedy. You

remember The Fair Co-Ed is the picture
where the pretty girls had such a good time
playing basketball. Someone in the audi-
ence said that tossing the ball into the
basket must be the reason for college girls

having such pretty arms; and then some
body else wondered why the girls didn't
take up football; and then they were all

thrown out. But Mr. Brown is not Marion's
only gift to girls. No. She also gave Nils
Asther a great, big chance. We'd seen
Nils before, but never really got to know
him. He was always so distant. But see
him in The Cardboard Lover and you'll feel

as if you'd known him always. Nils has a
way of elevating one eyebrow and curling
his lip that is unique. - I felt pretty badly
when Lars Hanson left to go home to
Sweden but Mr. Asther, also of Scandina-
via, makes up to me for all I've suffered.

Consider George Duryea. He's the boy
friend of The Godless Girl. And he'll be
every little girl's boy friend before long.

George has all the stellar specifications. And
Hugh Trevor, who put the Beau in Beau
Broadway. He can have a date with any
girl who saw that picture any time he wants
to. I stayed through to see it twice, Hugh!
Yoo-hoo! And don't let's forget Nick Stu-

art. As if we could. Nick is now Chasing
Through Europe after Sue Carol; but don't
let that discourage you; he'll be home soon.

I don't know if you have seen David
Rollins, but I recommend him for that

tired feeling.. He is only nineteen; he is

nice, athletic, charming, and friendly. And
he isn't spoiled. He is Fox's high-school
hero, usually cast in one of those pictures

like Pep and Prep. Davy will be a great,

big star when he grows up, see if he
doesn't.

Don't overlook Don Alvarado, and
Donald Reed, and Ralph Forbes. Ah, where
are the boy friends of yesteryear? Who
cares?

Speakies, Squeekies, Squatvkers or Talkers?

Continued from page 17

exception the first young feminine stars to

break their golden silence—yes, and even

one of the older stage stars—went into

total eclipse the moment they opened their

mouths. On the other hand, Gladys Brock-

well .staged a come-back from almost com-
plete screen obscurity in her initial effort.

Irene Rich had some cruel voice reproduc-

tions at first but she is rapidly developing

into one of the most promising of the

speaking stars. Lois Wilson is also im-

proving, while Louise Fazenda must be listed

among the few who succeeded from the

start.

But it is the men who have thus far

won the greatest triumphs. Even though

the first talking pictures had novelty-com-

pelling attention it took Al Jolson and
Lionel Barrymore to save them from utter

disaster. Tully Marshall, Claude Gilling-

water, Lionel Belmore, George Fawcett,

Roy Stewart and Edward Everett Horton
have added enormously to the success of

the talkers and started them on the road

to permanent success.

These names are eloquent of one startling

fact—that it is the trained actors of the

stage, especially the character actors, who
have done the best. In fact, not one out-

standing success has been achieved by any
of the younger favorites of the silent drama.

Meeting Tully Marshall on the stage of

Warner Brothers studio I asked him the

why and wherefore of the phenomenon.
"Pantomime is the essential expression

ol the screen; the spoken word that of the

legitimate stage," he said. "Pantomime is

easily learned. In fact a good director can
make an amateur act creditably. But it

requires years of training to learn to speak

correctly. Two of the stage's greatest actors

summed up the essential difference between
the stage and screen. Jefferson once said

to me, 'The eye of the audience sees every-

thing; the ear is very dull. Learn to

speak your lines!' And upon another
occasion when I asked Booth his opinion
regarding a certain gesture he replied, 'I

never use a gesture if I can help it.'
"

"How would you advise these young
screen stars?" I asked.

"To forget all about 'voice placement,'
that they are so excited about, and study
diction. That is, learn to speak the Eng-
lish language correctly and clearly. Just

listen to the way they pronounce 'muuther'

and 'Ammuric'n'; it's awful. Then when
they have learned English let them tackle

nuance, pause and inflection. Finally, cut

out all elocution and speak naturally—not
natcherlly—nat-u-rally."

There is the key, children. Now let the

high schools do their duty!

This new self-massaging belt
not only makes you look
thinner INSTANTLY — but
quickly takes off tolls of
excess fat.

FJIET is weakening—drugs
are dangerous—strenuous

reducing exercises are liable
to strain your heart. The
only safe method of reducin_
is massage. This method sets
up a vigorous circulation that
seems to melt away the sur-
plus fat. The Weil Reducing
Belt, made of special reducin;
rubber, produces exactly the
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masseur, only quicker and
cheaper. Every move you
make causes the Weil
Belt to gently mas-
sage your abdomen.
Results are rapid be-
cause this belt works
for you every second.
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Normal Tissue
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endorsed by physicians be-
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disorders, constipation, back-
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puts sagging internal organs
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Special 10-Day Trial Offer
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fin
asafe easy way~

You stout folks will be interested

in the story of my reduction.

I took no tiresome courses in dieting

or exercise, no drugs, no thyroid OC

glandular extracts; no sweat baths

lotions, soaps or creams. But I did

lose 97 pounds.

Today my weight is normal, I feel

better, have more vigor and vitality.

Before I have no wrinkles or flabby skin. My

279 lbs. Insurance companies who exammed

me before and after reducing now say I am an

excellent risk, that I have probably added A
years to my life. As a consequence my pi em- M
urns have been reduced over ? 1,000 a year

Won't you let me tell you without cos

or obligation how easy and safe it is. Just ,

; j
send your name and address today.

Ll NeW YOfk— Continued from page 31

SuporfluoufHAIRaUGONI
Forever removed by the Mahler-

Method which kills the hair root

without pain or injury to the skin

in the privacy of your own home.

Send today 3 red stamps for
Free TtooUct

We Teach Beauty Culture

D J. MAHLER CO.. 31-B, Mahler Park. Providence, R.

Resurrection and Ramona being the other

two. Resurrection is her favorite picture

She says she was so scared when she did

her very first film. It was Joanna. But

as soon as she was .seen in it she was

recognized as a great bet. Fox put her in

Gateway of the Moon. She knew so little

about make-up and technique then that this

picture was a disappointment to her. Later

she made What Price Glory? which put her

over But Gateway was held off for release

after the public had been knocked cold

by the Charmaine of the war epic Will

you please tell your readers," says del Rio,

"that Gateway of the Moon was one ot my

first pictures—almost a try-out, m a way.'

I didn't know much about screen acting

then 1 should hate to be judged by my

work in it. Charmaine was my great break.

I'm grateful to Raoul Walsh for giving it

to me. The directors tell me I have two

faces!" she laughed. "Not two-faced! But

one side is .spiritual, and the other is-

Charmaine! Mr. Walsh saw the Charmaine.

Mr Carewe, as in Ramona, sees the spiri-

tual. And I love my Screenland cover

because it has that spiritual quality about

She'll probably never speak to me again

but I can't resist telling you that, after the

final sitting, when our cover artist, Miss

Georgia Warren, showed her the cover

portrait, she said: "Oh, I like it so much!

But there is just one little change if you

will be so kind? Please put in the little

mole above my mouth!" And if you look

sharp, you'll see it.

no. not ring; but the Hollywood equivalent

—engraved anklet. Nick went over some

time ago with the Chasing Through Europe

company, of which Sue was chosen to be

the heroine. Who says movie companies

are mere machines? There's a magic roman-

tic touch about this somewhere. These kids

will see Paris and Venice and Vienna to-

gether, in the springtime of their lives and

while they're in love. It ought to be a

swell picture.

Sue likes Beau Broadway best of anything

she's made. The Air Circus, a Fox special

is her next—with Movietone. Now 111

spill a little secret. Sue, like Marion Davies,

nas a cute little lisp. Hardly enough to

notice, but still a lisp. It adds to her

charm. But she is ashamed of it. And

of course she is scared to death about the

way her speaking scenes are going to come

across to you. But she needn't worry.

The world is her oyster, and has been

handing her pearls ever since she was a

baby. And she deserves a great, big string.

Maestro, strike up a little carol for Sue

Sweet Sue! Just Tou—that's the name ot

the song that has been dedicated to her.

Are You Troubled!
Are you worried or ill?

Send full name, date, month and year of

birth and I will diagnose your health

FREE ot charge.

I answer questions on Love, Marriage 01

Business—$1 a. Question. If I cannot answer
vour question, I will return your dollar.

Thousands who know my work say I have
NEVER been mistaken in my answers.

Dr. Beatrissia Mayre, P. O. Box TJ-1,

Dept. B, Beverly Hills, California

E C Z E A
Insect Bites. Poison Ivy Hay Fever, and all othe

r

surface irritations quickly respond, to CUT SUN

the scientilic new anesthetic salve A,«°l",e '*

deadens all pain no matter how severe. Easy to

nnpb-stainless and harmless. Liberal trial treat-

ment sent free on receipt of l(ki to.cover postage

and packing. Regular size jar $1.00.

FREE Trial Treatment.FK THE CUTISOM CO.

313 power Bldq, Helena, Montana

MONEYFORYOU
* m _ —» ran »nm $15 to $25 weeklv H I

I
Men or women can earn $15 to $25 weekly pn
in spare time at home making display card"-

Light, pleasant work. N o canvassing. We lj

instruct you and supply you with work.

Write to-day for full particulars. . . Oi
The MENHENITT COMPANY Limited

ISI __252 DominioVV nan
ion Blde.,Toronto, Can.

FORM DEVELOPED
My Bier Three Part Treatment is the
ONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other danger-
ous absurdities. I Bend you a
GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

14-DAY EDiT
TREATMENT 1 IYLL
If you send a DIME toward expenses.

(A Large Aluminum Box of my Won-
der Cream included.) Plain wrapper
IS IT WORTH 10c TO YOU?
If not. your dime back by first mail.

Address NOW, with ten cents only

Madame K.C.Williams. Buffalo. N.Y.

The reports of the beauties of Holly-

wood aren't always true. Sometimes they

are made up. But there is nothing made

up about Sue Carol. She s a wonderful

kid She's so young and fresh, and just

the kind of girl who makes big, strong men

talk baby talk, and hard-boiled newspaper

women believe in Santa Claus again She

is apparently quite unconscious ot the

havoc she causes. She doesn t know she s

a wow. In fact, when told she is a hit

in pictures, she blushes rosily and shakes

her head: "I don't know if 111 ever do

much on the screen," she sighs. She is

the Age of Innocence in short skirts and a

wind-blown bob. You can tell to talk to

Sue a minute that she comes from a nice

family and went to a smart school and is a

nice girl She wears a necklace ol small

real pearls with a diamond clasp wears

black when travelling, and hates to be con-

spicuous. I saw her off on the Leviathan,

along with a small mob of other admirers.

Anybody who ever saw Sue, either on or

off the screen, is immediately added to her

list of fans. She was supposed to go right

on board and pose on the rail with her

feet crossed, for the news photographers

She wouldn't go. She preferred to stay with

her friends on the pier until the very last

moment. Then she rushed up the gang-

plank, and the last I saw of her was a

rather tremulous little face, and a flutter*

ing handkerchief, and the very least sus-

picion of tears. But I noticed that a nice

old lady passenger had adopted her already.

She's the sort of girl who is always being

petted and patted and "There there d.

It was her first trip anywhere alone—her

maid couldn't quite take the place of her

mother, who was kept at home by a slight

but sufficient motor accident.

Over in Cherbourg a certain young man

will be waiting. You may have heard about

him—Nick Stuart. Sue is wearing his—

Joe E. Brown came back to Broadway

just long enough to say hello. He had to

go right back and work in more pictures.

Broadway always has liked Joe. He is one of

the good boys of the big street. A comedy

clown who is also a highly respected citi-

zen. His success has never spoiled him.

He has had the same wife and the same

children for some years. And now that

he has made a hit in pictures, Broadway

is prouder of him than ever.

"I used to be with a circus," said Joe

when I saw him during his brief visit "I

was one of the Five Marvelous Asthons

when I was a kid of fifteen. I learned my

acrobatic stuff then. We kids didn t get

much money—sometimes we were lucky it

we got a nickle apiece from the boss tor

our dinner. But it was good training.

He is one of the greatest acrobats on

the American stage— and screen There

are only a select few, such as Fred Stone

and Buster Keaton, who can touch him as

a tumbler. If you saw him in The Hit o]

the Show you probably want to know it

he jumped over chairs and swung from the

chandeliers. No. And he doesn't look like

the Joe Brown of the movies much. He

is young, and dapper, and well-dressed.

His wife is pretty and has a sense of humor

too Joe had to leave to call on Joseph

P Kennedy and Mrs. Brown said her hus-

band had made a hit with the oldest Ken-

nedy son by writing in his autograph book:

"To Joe Junior from Joe Senior. Mr.

Brown's latest is with Bebe Daniels in Td*«

Me Home—which Bebe, he says, considers

her best comedy since Senorita. The Browns

are nice folks.

Speaking of Bebe—she went right up in

the air after she finished Ta\e Me Home.

Yep—hopped a plane and came to New

York for a vacation at the country place ot

the Tommy Meighans at Great Neck, on

Long Island Sound. Bebe only came into

New York once, and then just to pay a

friendly call at the home office in the Par-

amount Building at the 'cross-roads ot the

world': Broadway and 44th Street, bhe

wanted a rest, and her sojourn with Tommy

and Frances Meighan provided it. She

slept and went swimming, and said she had

never felt so fit. Such is Bebe s standing

with her bosses that she was told to go
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ahead and have her vacation and forget all

about pictures for a while. She has the

reputation of being the gamest girl on the

lot. She finished Ta\e Me Home with a

high temperature. She never lets her com'
pany down.

& #

Texas Guinan said "Goodbye Broadway,
Hello Hollywood" the other day. "I'm go-

ing out there to make a talkie for Warners
and then I'll be back to make a squawkie
for the Government," said the big glad'

hander of Broadway's little girls. You see,

Texas' night club was—er—censored for a

while. She thought it would be a good
time to go to California to make a movie.

She will be back doing business at the same
old stand this winter, she declares.

It won't be her first film venture by any
means. She used to be known as the femi-

nine Bill Hart—the 'two-gun girl' of the

screen. But this time she will play herself,

more or less—the Queen of the Night-Club
sort of thing.

At a luncheon given by Warner Brothers

just before Texas left for the coast, it was
announced that the good atmosphere of the

night-club would be brought out in her

pictures. It's about time. Also that the

whoopee hostess will be depicted as the

girl with a heart of gold that she is, giving

little girls a big hand and obstreperous boys

a foot. Mr. Henry Warner made a speech

lauding Texas, and also vowing that, as long

as he or his son live. Warner Brothers

will never be sold down the river

—to Paramount or any other movie com-
pany. You see, the Warners are sitting

on top of the film world these days, kick-

ing their heels and laughing a little at all

the other short-sighted producers who didn't

see any future in this talker business. The
Warners had courage. They had vision.

They took a chance. It is too bad that Mr.
Sam Warner—the husband of Lina Bas-

quette—who particularly saw the great pos-

sibilities in the Vitaphone, passed on before

his dream really came true.

John Loder was in our midst and out

again. He's the young Englishman whom
Jesse Lasky signed for leads in Paramount
pictures. He is a very charming young
man, and I think you are going to like him.

I have never seen him in pictures, so I

can't tell you what he is like in celluloid,

but I do know he has very nice manners,

a handsome smile, and a wonderful war
record. And I can tell you all about that.

Beginning at the beginning, which I under-

stand is the right way to start a story:

John Loder was born in London thirty

years ago. His father was commanding
officer of a dragoon guard regiment during
the South African war and became a gen-

eral at the outbreak of the Great War,
being retired with that rank at present.

Naturally, Johnny got his gun. Following
the military tradition of the family, the

youngster went from Eton to Sandhurst
and when only a little past seventeen, in

1915, he was commissioned a lieutenant and
put in the midst of the fighting in the

Gallipoli campaign. He was then said to

be the youngest officer in the British army.
Loder spent nearly a year on the eastern

front, guarding the Suez Canal, battling

off raiding tribes along the borders of Egypt
and in Asia Minor. In the summer of

1916 his regiment was brought back to

the Western Front and jumped off on the

great offensive along the Somme.
In 1917 he was promoted, while not yet

19, to a captaincy, and was given command
of a squadron of cavalry. In the heavy
fighting around Cambrai in the spring of

1918 when the British line was almost
broken, Loder's command was left behind
as a rear guard with instructions to block
the enemy advance as long as possible. The
young captain saw all but six of his men
killed during eight and a half hours of
fighting, and with those survivors was taken
prisoner. The next six months were spent
behind barbed wire in Germany.

After the armistice the released prisoner
became aide to General Malcolm, chief of
the British military mission in Berlin. When
the mission's work was completed, Captain
Loder remained in Germany. German
people of his acquaintance had asked him
to get pickles—yes, pickles for them in

England, so he decided to go in business
supplying that demand. He and another
British ex-officer started a small factory in

Potsdam and prospered until the ups and
downs of the paper currency forced them
to bankruptcy. It was along about this

time that he met an old friend who was
in the movies. Urged to try his own luck,

Loder laughed. But thinking it over he
decided it appealed to him more than a cut

and dried business career. He took a screen
test, passed, played bits and then featured

leads. Now his chance has come. Lasky
says he has a great future. Surely he has
background, and a pleasant personality.

You'll see him soon. He's Hollywood's new-
est leading man.

Florence Vidor stole a wedding march
on her friends and fans in New York in

August. She was married very quietly to

Jascha Heifetz, world-famous violinist, and
not until after the couple were safely on a

train on their way to California was the

event revealed by the musician's manager.
Florence has been busy denying rumors

of her engagement to Heifetz ever since

the two first met, two years ago, in Holly-

wood, while the violinist was on a concert

tour. The movie star has been serenely

making her pictures and the violinist has
been making his music, and all the time
their romance has been progressing. Miss
Vidor returned from two months in Europe
with her little daughter, Suzanne, and while

she stopped in New York the marriage took
place. Those who should know declare that

the bride will be leaving the screen for

domestic life, but she is supposed to have
contracted with Paramount to play the fem-
inine lead opposite Richard Dix in The
Admirable Crichton, from Barrie's play; so

it may be some time before she deserts the

movies. Since her charming performance
as the Countess in The Patriot Florence

has once more taken her place as a premier
lady of pictures, and I doubt if the pro-

ducers will ever let her go.

Two former screen favorites are about to

burst into stage prominence on Broadway.
Greta Nissen, who tried out a play called

Double Exposure in a Rochester stock com-
pany, will soon present it to New York
audiences. This is the play said to be based
on the story of Greta Garbo. Whether
or not this is true, it has a motion picture

star for its heroine, and a background of

studio life.

Dorothy Gish, too, will soon be starring

in a Broadway play. Hers is called Young
Love, and it is by Samson Raphaelson who
wrote the successful ]azz Singer, which was
later coverted into the Al Jolson movie.
Miss Gish, like Miss Nissen, has been mis-

understood by the movie camera; but both
these girls may blossom into talking stars

and then some smart producer will grab
them for the audible tintypes.

Learn to Write
Scenarios
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to Director Brower, is Assistant Director

Charles Barton, and handling the camera

the one with the reddish, curly hair

—

is Cameraman Roy Clark.

"Well, Marion," Otto Brower smiled at

me, "if you were standing where you are

now, five minutes ago, you heard the great

director, Mr. Otto Brower, start the first

shot on the greatest picture ever directed—

Avalanche."
, ,

"No kidding, Mr. Director, I answered

back, smiling, too, of course. "You know I

have to get a whole lot of talk out of you,

and I can see from the way this crew is

working that it isn't going to take them a

fearfully long time to '.set up again, then,

presto, you will be called^ away.

"What is there to tell?"

I have known Otto for almost five years

I have seen him working many days until

way after midnight. Rushing here, and

rushing there—nobody has to tell me how

much he has worked. And then he has

nerve enough to ask me what there is to tell!

"Start in from the beginning, and tor

your own good, go right on to the happy

end'" Then—"Jack! Jack!" I called to the

sombrero-ed one. "The loan of your gun,

please!" .

,

"Oh well, as long as you put it that

way " and with a fine brightness in his

eyes Director Brower told me the story.

"I was a stage actor," Otto reminisced,,

"under the grand tutelage of Robert Man-

tell but I couldn't resist the call of motion

pictures. Do you happen to remember in

Chaplin's Shoulder Arms the man m the

trenches who wore the telephone ear-mutts

and took all the messages? That was actor

Otto Brower I've worked around acting

about three years until Irvin Willat asked

me how I would like to work behind the

camera instead of in front of it. I agreed,

and Paramount hired me as Irvin Willat s

second assistant. That was about five years

ago I worked as second assistant for about

a year and then was made assistant direc-

tor For four years I have been assisting

about every important director in pictures.

That's about all, I guess."

"What about when you were going to

direct a couple of years ago?" I prompted

about ready to use the two-gun part ot

Mr. Jack Holt.
,

"Oh, that—I forgot. That s just the

break,'" he philosophized, "and doubtless

they come along only to make the real break

all the better. It was about two years ago,

and I was scheduled to direct Lya di Putti

in Champagne. The production just natur-

ally never was made, and I simply had to

wait some more. It was a disappointment,

and I guess I thought the world was pretty

rough. That's all."

"Did you have any thought of quitting

pictures after that?" I persisted

"Quitting? Quitting?" emphasized the

new director. "Of course it was a blow,

but maybe it did more good than anything

else because it was then a case of gritting

my 'teeth harder for a few more months.

"And when you got hurt up there on

location in Yellow.stone Park—didn t that

get you pretty much discouraged as tar as

the movies are concerned?"

"Maybe," came the reply, but you know

it's always darkest before the sunshine and

if I live to be a hundred years old 111

never forget the day I received the telegram

telling me I was to direct Avalanche, and

I'll never forget the joy of it when I called

Mrs Brower on the phone in Hollywood all

the way from Gallup, New Mexico, to tell

her."

Director Brower's eyes were misty as he

continued

:

"Mr. Schulberg had sent me up to get

some test stuff for possible Reds\in locations

on the Navajo Reservation near Gallup. \\ e

had been gone for about four days, and

came back to Gallup in the bluest kind oi

rainstorm, tired and sopping wet.

"A telegram from Mr. Schulberg was

there waiting for me."

Otto put his hand in his pocket and

pulled out a rather soiled and much folded

piece of paper. Without a word he handed

it to me:
Want to know when you can return

because you are definitely assigned to

direct next Zane Grey picture quotes

Avalanche heartiest congratulations and

best wishes for success stop will do

everything in my' power to help you

attain success you have been striving

for and assure you this assignment is

result of faithful and conscientious

efforts you have given your company

kindest regards.

B. P. SCHULBERG
Without a word I handed it back. And

as if it were a million dollar bill it was

carefully folded up and replaced in the

pocket. It only meant that one more Holly-

wood joy had eased away an ache.
^

"But that's enough about me. Otto

broke the silence. "There's Charlie Barton.

You know Charlie, don't you?' And with-

out giving me a chance to say that every-

one knows him, "Well, he no longer is

office boy Charlie Barton; nor is he Charlie,

the grip; nor Charlie of the swing gang;

yesterday maybe you could have called him

Charlie Barton, second-assistant director; but

when you heard that word 'camera some

ten minutes ago, you were hearing the name

changed to Assistant Director Charles Bar-

ton. That is what four years of hard work

have done for your friend Charlie.

Yessir, there he was, giving orders. Why
I remember when he was only an office boy,

making $17.50 a week, and now look at

him—a chair of his very own, labelled his in

great, big, shining, newly-painted letters!

Horatio Alger must have been right!
^

"And," continued Director Brower, you

may have noticed a camera and a camera-

box marked with the name Roy Clark.

That I would like to announce, is the name

of the boss cameraman on this Jack Holt

special." . VT
Well' and well. And well! No word

'second' near that fellow any longer. Let

me see—it was about six or seven years a.go

that Roy was working in the laboratory,

developing negative; and then for a couple

of years, they had him on a still camera

before they let him even touch one ot the

'movies.' After that it was third and sec-

ond, but now, oh boy! it is Chief Camera

man Roy Clark. Coming out of the Water

Hole 150 degree location with some reel

reels when five others had failed seemed to

be quite worth the unpleasant days ot heat

and hardship. ,

"Then there is Dons, playing her trst

lead in this 'first' picture," went on Otto

Brower, "and if you don t think she is

a happy girl I'm not a happy man. It has

taken her a little less time than it has taken

the rest of us—about three years—but she s

a girl, and it ought to take less for so fair

a thing! She can't help but make good,

too, because look at the bunch of us who

are rooting for her! She'll-rooung iu> ~"
,,, .

'Mr. Brower! Mr. Brower! ^came the

call. "Everything is ready to go!"

"Afraid I'll have to say goodbye this



time, Marion," were the words I heard as

the director of Avalanche went eagerly
toward the new set-up. "Be sure to visit us
again, won't you?"

I stood at the edge of the set.

"Now, Jack, in this shot you are dealing
the cards, and the take is just your hands
going around the table. That's it—like that
exactly. Gosh, that's fine, fine!"

There was a pause. Don McNamee
started his piano-accordion. A hush of
quiet came over the company where so many
'firsts' were out to make their niches in the
Hall of Doing Things. Then, softly, sooth-
ingly, but loud enough to let me hear for
sure the certain joy of every camera crank,
it came: ^amera!

Lot Talk
John Barrymore has a genius for finding

strange places to live. In New York, the
more or less conventional city, he con-
structed an apartment on the roof of a
building twenty-four stories high. Just as
it was finished with shrubbery planted
about, kennels and an aviary, he left for
Hollywood, California.

His new home in California is on the
top of the Benedict Canyon, Beverly Hills,
and it is said by his .sister, Ethel Barry-
more, that one should have an Alpine guide
to reach it. When Miss Barrymore was
playing in Los Angeles recently, she went
out to see her brother one night after the
performance.

"Ethel got lost in the canyon," Mr.
Barrymore explained the next day. "She
telephoned me she was coming right after
her play but as by half-past one she hadn't
appeared, I went to bed. I don't know
how long I'd been asleep when I heard a
loud knocking at the door. It was Ethel.
She said she got lost in the hills. And
that wasn't all she said."

This place of Mr. Barrymore's boasts of
two houses instead of one, connected by a

swimming pool. It is really very lovely

—

the sun shimmering on the water and closer
to the sky than the houses of the other stars.

Clara Bow's idea of one, great time-
Go to a preview of a motion picture in

which you are a star, when it is shown
at a beach resort.

Wait until the theatre is darkened and
then slip into your seat.

Wear a red tarn, red blouse, red-topped
half-hose, red slippers.

Try to get out without being noticed.
Get on a roller coaster and ride for an

hour.

Eat hot-dogs and drink root-beer.

Try to get to your car without being
mobbed.

Clara Bow knows!

Minnie was seen taking her annual bath
with a shameless disregard for the curious
eyes of a large crowd which gathered!
To Minnie Saturday nights mean noth-

ing. One a year is even too much, she be-

lieves, but then she makes up for lost time
by taking her bath in oil.

Minnie is Carl Laemmle's huge elephant
in the Universal City zoo who appears in

motion pictures. The annual scrub is nec-
essary according to Charles Murphy, super-
intendent of the zoo, in order to maintain
the healthy quality of her skin.

In their native jungle haunts, Murphy
explained, elephants are constantly rubbing
against trees and plants to gain the benefit

of the natural vegetable oils.
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Now You Can Reduce
2 to 4 Lbs. in a Night

Eat what you please

Wear what you please

Do what you please

Take no risky medicine

Send the coupon for your first three
Fayro Baths

Thousands of smart women have
found this easy way to take off 2 to 4
pounds once or twice a week. These
women take refreshing Fayro baths in
the privacy of their own homes.
Fayro is the concentrate of the same

natural mineral salts that make effective
the waters of twenty-two hot springs of
America, England and Continental Eu-
rope. For years the spas and hot springs
bathing resorts have been the retreat of
fair women and well groomed men.

Excess weight has been removed, skins have
been made more lovely, bodies more shapelv
and minds brighter.

The Hot Springs are now Brought to You
Painstaking analysis of the active ingredients

of the waters from twenty-two of the most
famous springs have taught us the secret of
their effectiveness. You can now have all these
benefits hi your own bath. Merelv put Fayro
into your hot bath. _ It dissolves rapidly. You
will notice and enjoy the pungent fragrance
of its balsam oils and clean salts.

Then, Fayro, by opening your pores and
stimulating perspiration forces lazy body cells

unmStelf vTwill W*f ^fj Add Fa^'° to *™ bath at *W and

ZZLTmJZ °m 2 t0 4 P°UUdS in an eas^ Ashing and absolutely

abSu^ly
h
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Wi11 tel1 tlmt Fayr

° iS Certai» t0 d° tlie ™* that it is

pofsons° ?Lr
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^l°
U
h
an

?
ll6lP 7T h°dy thT0W 0ff ™ out fat a»d bodilvC hath », 1

be clearer and smoother. You will sleep better after yourFayio bath and awaken feeling as though you had enjoyed a week's vacation.

Lose Weight Where You Most Want To
Fayro reduces weight generally but you can

also concentrate its effect on abdomen, hips legs
ankles, chin or any part of the body you may' wish!

Results Are Immediate
Weigh yourself before and after your Fayro

bath. You will find you have lost from 2 to 4
pounds. And a few nights later when you again
add i ayro to your bath, you will once more reduce
your weight. Soon you will be the correct weight
for your height. No need to deny yourself foodyou really want. No need for violent exercise Noneed for drugs or medicines. Merely a refreshing
1< ayro bath in the privacy of your own home.

Try Fayro at Our Risk

estihg booklet "fealth anV'oTen^tl" ?„'r

d
nsoZusthe necessary postage. Send no money. Pay the nostman\our money refunded instantly if you want it

HERE'S PROOF
Read What Fayro Baths Have Done For Others

"Three Fayro baths have reduced my weight 11
pounds in S days. I feel better than I have felt
for years."

"I weigh 1G pounds less and feel younger and
sleep better. Fayro is wonderful."

"Sly double chin vanished in the magic of Fayro
baths."

"My hips were always too prominent until I com-
menced Fayro baths. I have lost 12 pounds."

"Since childhood my thick ankles have always
been a source of embarrassment. Fayro baths have
reduced them beautifully. Thank you very much."
Names and addresses will be given on reciuest.

pAYRQ
_ i

* ~~—— — — — — — — — — — — _|
Fayro Laboratories, Inc.

I
I 823 Locust St., Pittsburgh, Pa. N-ll-28 I

I Send me 3 full sized boxes of Fayro in plain package.
'

. I will pay the postman ?2.50 plus the necessary postage. It
,

I
js understood that if I do not get satisfactory results with I

1 the first package I use. I am to return the other two and
I | SOU will refund all of my money at once.

Address _
If each healthful bath of Favro does not I

:

I
reduce your weight from 2 to 4 pounds, we 1 City _ state _ _ I

I? A* .

y0Ur money without a question. If sou do not live in the United States send international .it today. I Money Order with coupon.
lou risk nothing. Clip tha coupon and mail _

|
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Raquel Torres

(Continued jrom page 37)

she was met by a little usherette who had

been her pal in other days. Was she di>

dainful, haughty? Not on your hie! She

took the other girl's hand and together they

walked down the aisle; hand in hand. The

other little girl, the daughter of an Lahan

fruit peddler, was far from envious. Squeea

ng the new star's hand, her eyes shining

shI said, "I'm verra, verra happy. I hope

vou go down to the top.

This is a little anecdote related about

Raquel Torres' arrival at the opening ot

White Shadow in the South Seas, in which

the new Mexican discovery has a leading

part It seems indicative of her character

Success will never alienate her affections

from her more humble friends nor spoil

he fine simplicity of her cutlook upon We

Little Raquel, or Chicquita—Little-One—as

they call her at the studios, has passed

through the trying experiences of a rapid

£S with colors flying. She had proven

herself a splendid woman as well as a

beautiful and skillful actress through a

varietv of trials.

Suel's has been a Cinderella careen

She was born in Hermis.llo, Mexico, a

town famous through the length and

breadth of Latin America as the bnthplace

of beautiful girls.

Raquel ruefully admits, They did not

think me pretty in Hermisillo. They like

fat girls. And I was. oh, so very thin

^en^Se^Pe^e, small-boned

^effatr was a German who had come

to Mexico to make his fortune. Failing at

mining he had set up a little grocery shop

n Hermisillo as a last resort. Unlucky a

Raquel's father was in business, he was far

from unlucky at love. He was m Mexico

bTa short "time before he met and won

a beautiful Spanish dancer for his wife.

Two children
5

Raquel, and her younger

<is*er Renee. blessed the union. When they

ere Sill babes in arms, their beautiful

mother died. Raquel's father fe« upon lean

days while suffering from the blow ot be

"StSlly the little family moved to

Los Angeles. Here, unable to care for the

heart of Motion Picture I^ustry,^
demand. Established 1917.

rticlllars.
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two motherless little girls himself, Raquel's
father placed her and her younger sister

in a convent. It was while under the care

of the kindly nuns that Raquel learned to

read English. Pier text books, she says,

were the pages of film magazines.

"I used to look at the stars' pictures and
see how beautiful they were," she said.

"Never did I dream that some day it would
be my picture I would be looking at. Like

you would say, I was a real fan."

Miss Raquel smiled a reminiscent smile as

she recalled those days. "Once I see in the

magazine," she said, "a big picture of

Harold Lloyd. I like him with those glasses

so funny. I think maybe I will marry him
when I grow big. So I draw one, two, oh,

maybe six pictures of Mr. Lloyd with his

glasses and the sisters find them in my
room. They take them away from me, and
I am very sad because I wanted to send

them to him so that he will know I like

him very much.
"When I left the convent, father took

Renee and me for a ride around Holly
wood He show us where all the picture

actors live. Oh, such big houses! I wanted
to be a movie actress right then. I like

swimming pools. Oh, yes! This man point

to a house and say that Harold Lloyd live

there. But I have grown big by then. I

not love Harold Lloyd any more.

"Someday I am going to see this Mr.
Lloyd and tell him what a foolish girl I

was when I am so little. If all his fans

are like that, he must have a terrible time

with all those letters that they .send him.

I know how he does feel now. I get letters

myself. They want that I should marry
them, those boys. How could I marry

all of them?"
On leaving the convent, Raquel went to

work as an usherette in Sid Grauman's
Chinese Theatre, Hollywood's palatial movie

palace. While working there, Raquel first

conceived the idea of working in motion

pictures. She applied for work at the Al
Christie comedy lot and was taken on as

a bathing beauty.

No sooner had Raquel taken the job at

the Christie studios than her father became
ill and was unable to work. The entire

financial responsibilities of the little family

were transferred to Raquel's shoulders. Try
as she might, Raquel could hardly keep her'

self and her family out of debt. By day

. she worked at the Christie studios, at night
' she ushered at the theatre. Still the house
hold expenses and the doctor's bills mounted

higher than Raquel's slim wages could reach.
She was in despair.

Then came her stroke of fortune as the
Metro-Goldwyn'Mayer studios was search-
ing for a leading lady. They had decided
that the girl must be unusual, beautiful of
figure, and talented. W. S. Van Dyke, the
director, ruled that no actress of accepted
position should have the part, for fear of
temperamental outbursts at the hardships
of tropical life. The search continued for a
long time and M-G-M could find no one
whom they liked for ; the part of Fayaway in
White Shadows in the South Seas, which
was to be filmed in the South Seas.

Finally the Mexican, consul in Los
Angeles, a friend of Van Dyke, met Raquel
when she called on him to arrange for the
sale of her father's almost worthless prop'
erties in Mexico. He suggested to Van
Dyke that they find Miss Torres and give
her a screen test. Raquel's test was perfect,

and she was immediately signed to a long-
term contract.

At this good fortune, Raquel was jubi-
lant. But her joy was of short duration.
Just a day before the film company sailed

for Tahiti, where White Shadows in the
South Seas was filmed, Raquel's father died.

For her courage in the face of - this

tragedy, Raquel has won the respect of the
film colony. Not until after the company
had returned from Tahiti did she tell any-
one that her father had died, much as his

death saddened her. None of them—-not

Monte Blue, nor Van Dyke, nor Clyde de
Vinna, the cameraman—knew that Raquel,
so pensive and quiet during the stay at

Tahiti, had lost her father.

"Why should I burden Mr. Van Dyke
with my grief—when he has so much to

worry about the picture?" she explained
later.

But her father's death left a deep imprint
on her work in White Shadows in the
South Seas. Look closely when you see
the picture. You will note an ethereal

quality of wistful sadness in Raquel's face—a sense of tragedy felt, but not expressed—a perfect mood for the theme of the
picture.

Even today, Raquel's joy in her success

is alloyed with grief. She cannot help
thinking how happy her father would have
been, had he lived to see her triumph. She
imagines how proud he would have been
to take her to the premiere of the picture.

The thought brings tears to Raquel's starry

eyes.

Books for Fans— Continued from page 8

that I picked at random. They struck me
as being funny. I think they will give

you an idea of Mr. McEvoy's style. He
certainly is a wisecracked

"The real ambition of our young
generation, Denny my darling, in case
you don't know it, is to be cool but
look hot."

"
'I want to see Mr. Ziegfeld,' I says

to her, and she says, 'Darling, what I

want to know is, does he want to see

you.'
"

"The boss wanted me to join some
friends of his at his table the first night,
but I says to him, 'There are no gorillas

in my contract.'
"

'If she's a dancer, then Lon Chaney
is America's Sweetheart."

"Alvarez is in jail, offering me the
moon and stars and a lot of hot Cos-
taraguan pash, and then postscripts in-

viting me, with real southern hospitality,

to have a knife and cut myself a piece
of throat."

"You've got to admit, there's some'
thing in this sex appeal that they're all

talking about. Look how it's hung on
all through the years and then look at

what happened to those other crazes

like Mah Jong and Cross Word Puzzles."
"Some day I'll get married and raise

a lot of marvelous children, but right

now, I'm for helping the City Fathers
keep down the traffic. Why should I

help crowd the subways?"
"You'll never know anything about

women till you get mixed up with a
musical show. Next to saxophone
players, it's the craziest sex there is

"

"If you get all the good luck I am
wishing you tonight, you'll be walking
up and down Broadway tomorrow with
a tin cup begging for a little misfortune."
All of us had a lot of fun making Show

Girl. Speaking for myself, I feel confident
that the character of Dixie Dugan is by all

odds, the best thing I. have done in motion
pictures. I hope you will all agree with me.

SeeHow
Easy You
pan Qet...

usmess
oHfourOwn
^ThisNeivWay!
OEND yourname and address for an amaz-° ing FREE book which gives facts that
will surprise you about Modern Photogra-
phy. It tells of an amazingly easy way to
start your own business quickly, with very
little capital. It also shows how hundreds of
othermen andwomen aremakingrealmoney
in spare time taking pictures.

Many Earn $35 to $90 aWeek
in Spare Time

In this day of pictures, photographers are making
more than ever before. But just ordinary photography
is not enough. In this book you are told how such men
as Hughes of Kentucky made $37 in two days, how
Sager of Pennsylvania earned $700 during spare time
in a few months. Our method is so simple and easily
grasped that you can make moneyeven while learning.
Look into the new opportunities in Photography

—

and see why newspapers, magazines and photogravure
sections use thousands of photos a month, and pay big
prices for them. Business firms are constantly in the
market for photos to be used in catalogs, booklets and
advertising. Portrait work pays big.

FEIEE Book TeMs Bow
Just mail the coupon for this FREE book. It explains
how our thorough Course in Modern Professional Pho-
tography enables you to quickly learn this fascinating,
profitable work in your own home.

It will pay you to discover the opportunities that
exist today in Modern Photography—how you can
establish your own business, or make big spare time
money, or earn while learning. Scores of invaluable
money making ideas—every branch of photography
described! And the book is sent absolutely FREE!
Just mail the coupon this minute for your copy.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Michigan Ave. //
Dept. 6328, Chicago, III. //

A
1 AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
|
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I Was Ashamed Before

My Vast Audience

^.fc«\«i'-j',,,
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_ AVID
V. BUSH

The man who
astounded
America

But It Ended My Stoutness
*"*«• "

' ..... „„„„t nf s,a2e fright showed
My 6rst and only attack of

me the way to bamsh exeess fat-forever

minutes

MY heart beat fast! In 13

I was going to face a vast audi

that had ever assembled m that gieat

hall was waiting for me.
d

Wliv did my heart beat fast? Why tuu

I Sate to face my vast au^ncf
J

was a seasoned speaker. I ^Jf™™.
for years I had spoken befoie tliou

2nds
yCa

of people in the greatest and,

tormms in the United States. wny

should I feel afraid?

The -ei™^
e
«S

stoutness." , .
, My methods

This letter stung me like a ^n \eneficial

xny stoutness.

Vain Efforts to Reduce

For .ears I had tried to reduce.

fasting, dieting, .exerxises, anu
Nothing

rav rotund figure, anyone ^
ou

^^el^mp^at^y^a^k a normal

amount of exercise.

A Startling Discovery
. , i tlio lprture a comforting

That night after the lecture a
rg _

thought came to me, It was tins

ducing methods which IWjBja i

^

peoples' inventions ^ ^^WBd to invent
problem myself I n

.
aU

ii
'}
e'"

n
I reducing.

method of'. my
'
°™

x ^ tQ
For weeks I studied o

c<jn_

fi

,

Ud
-

tlie

that
C1

'?here F only one logical, way

ttget rii of fat! Then I began to experiment

on myself.
t „„; ci„1i e,it Imagine my de-

Imagine my »st°nlf^n\ „ounds! During
light! In 24 town Ig*

morel Day

felt vigorous—Mta ^no'ft B
d . x lo8t

t0 normal weiffW/ To say tiat i
over ; oved!

would he putting it mildly. I

Nature's Method of Reducing.

It Works or It Costs Nothing!
4. it ™n nil about this amazing

I want to tell you an aDOllb
discovered,

method of reducing which I ha
^ui ted with

who hears about it Bec°™es> e
x dou -

t care
I don't care how stout you aie 1 ao

how many times you have t m£ to

failed. My amazing »i ^TrTmaeic—give you
your^J^JSOT slim, buoy-
a normal, y?uUllu T̂„°„;;7nt(.nded you to be, or
ant, energetic, as Natuie intendea yo ,

the treatment won't cost you a
^f'

e
_2 e

J

x.
No starving—no exercising no d ugs

temal agencies-no. mechanical appUances x

simply follow my lnst^f^J°ear—until the

you^h^ ^exactly what

vou should. . . „ n ,-one even a child,
*

This method is so simjple maynyone, eve^^ ^
can understand how it. works ana v

the moment
instantly that it worts.

Send No Money
Merely send me your ^ ^

postman brings you n co ^lete ms» only

Reduce," simply pay %sp

e

„ '

at the end of two

$2.98 plus a few cent*, P°st=;=e- -tufted—if vou do not

weeks you are not completely^at^ea * m&
lose weight rapidb and easUS in

refunded. You risk

and your -^oi^DAVID V. BUSH Dept.

ffSSSfi, N
E N»n Blvd.. C^cago,Jll.

H-o!on, 225 N. Michigan Blvd.,

Cl=' me your
^
compete method ^ow

f

to

Reduce." I will pa 5 *e
n|°XJV I am not corn-

cents postage. I ""'i";1^ of two weeks. I may

SSSS ??Srnt
a
Vnfyou

d
vvfn refund my mone5

at once.

Xame —

Address

City

..State

tide? vve will Pay the postal

The Newest Picture Girl

(Continued from page 15)

day's work to lock herself up in her little

Sm, and swallowing tears of loncsomenee

and often hunger, set herself to hours ot

pract.cing high kicks and scales

"That Crawford girl! muttered the

neighbors to one another. "Kept me up

il one o'clock last night. I know she

keeps L windows shut, but good Lord!

her voice is so clear it earned right through.

ng Jhout a job is just about the hardest

work there is. Kathryn went to agencies

she registered with the producers she

forme/ the doors oi^^^^
tie by little those doors began to yield.

And after a while the time became more

and more frequent when Kathryn . was the

h

n

a

d

nd
m
hap P1ly

q
able to dip ^

er change purse. Soon she felt quite pro

ss onaf enough to write after home-Los

Aneeles and after occupation—actress.

She played m musical comedy, in leg.tun.te

df

Xnd Ifshe looked around once more

and decided that now was the time to en-

laiee the field; she would go to New York.
1

Cudously, her bluebird was to keep true

to tradition—it was to be at home m Los

Angeles, that she really came into her own.

But she did not know that then She pack-

ed her trunk, bade all her friends goodbye,

and set out for the Eastern netoopdte.

She was a little more than eighteen then.

Behind her she had her background of in-

dependent self-reliance of P-fe-onal ex
;

penence, of the poise that comes with con

tact with many types of Pe0Ple
m

partment store had given her some ot that

To had her childhood, lived in several gate

—Pennsylvania, where she was born Lnic

ago Columbus, Ohio, Los Angeles. She n
;

tered the offices of the producers of Broad-

way shows. They saw before them a girl,

lung elger, yet with a dignity lacking in

th? usual ingenue. Her dress was smart,

£ h u was'bobbed and brown
i

anc Amy.

her eyes a sparkling green She sang for

them She danced. Within a week she

was on Broadway.

She stayed there for six months And

then an amazing thing happened. She got

a telegram from Los Angeles urging her to

come back. There was to be a production

thSe of Hit the Deck, and they wanted

Kathryn Crawford for-the lead. Now.

indeed, she felt, she was getting on There

was almost nothing more to ask for. But

she had almost forgotten the movies.

It was while fulfilling the long engage-

ment .she enjoyed out there that her atten-

tion began to be attracted by the difficulties

of the Universal Pictures Corporation to se-

cure a suitable Magnolia for their special

production, Show Boat. A friend pointed

out the newspaper comments to her

"Why don't you see them about it.' she

suggested. "I think you'd be a corking

y"pf" At this point the story wavers from

traction. Kathryn Crawford got a test, but

she didn't get the part.

"No you're not Magnolia," Universal

told her. "Laura La Plante will play the

part But we could use you here as a great

Sy other young ladies. How would you

like/for instance, to start in as leading lady

for Glenn Tryon in The Kid s Clever!

So Kathryn Crawford started. And re-

member—she has only started!
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with the same studio. Helene Costello can this issue so if it's no trouble to you
be reached at Warner Bros., ?842 Sunset please get in on this final showoff of Bud'
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal. dy s comings and goings. You'll hear his

Frenchy of Toledo. Can you write to
V0ice ln a new sound version of Abies

Marion Davies? I don't know, have you &ose
>

tllen after his college film,

ever tried? Go on, dust off the old desk Varsity- he will make another picture with

and get busy. Marion gets over five thou- Mary Brian to be called Just Twenty-One.
sand fan letters every month and one or r,jk, r„„„ n t ai„i, v u

• • t w Diiiy Beau or Alabama. You mean welltwo more is nothing m her young life. aX^i- »u rjv l. - ,

i* ••
• i , j Li j I r i i

but don c !et the .bditor hear you say vou dMarion is blue-eyed blonde with a freckle i,i, p tn j,,,,. c^,,™ AXTr, uv u j
< i i ci 1

11Ke 10 nave ^Greenland published evervmore or less on her nose. She was born in ,„OI>u ko,-,,,™ „ i 1 nT •

Rrnntlvn xr v Tan a looo c Ko ; * week because you love my column so. Ric

tZ S i-nS; A
'

K i t i V ardo Cort« aPPears in The Pro«;!e« of the
feet 5% inches tall and weighs 123 poundS

(
Sea , a Tiffany-Stahl production. I do not

I he Patsy is one of her best films and if v„„„, n c ,„„ ,. i_ u- <x j
j r j j ^ i i

know °r any star whose birthday comes onyou and your friends don t get a laugh T, lnf> n Ar. ,^,,? wn t *ii
" uli

tx. :i ii *. j June ii, do your Will 1 tell you aboutout ol that well-acted yarn, there are a t„„«. T\ ra^'-> t > ^ t. f
auvu<.

i r j j • • tt Louise Liresserr lust watch me If voucouple of dead ones in your vicinity. Her ^ „„„ „ \„ rv r i
•

*. ^ cri ji i t
want to .see a pretty bit of real actingnewest picture is The Cardboard Lover. w, rrk 7vK S q TWcco,- L a ci,-k o

"cuiig,

v' -t i_ i/\ /~i 1 1
watcn ivuss Jjresser in A ohib Comes In.You can write to her at Metro-Goldwyn- yn„ cnt.„^ ,> j "„ Jr ,

\/fo , c t j- n 1 r> .. n i

lou won 1 iorget it and you 11 thank meMayer Studios, Culver City, Cal. for putting you wise to it.

AFan from Vashon Wash Is there any Marion S of Chicago. I haven't ahope of fans receiving letters from the stars? right t0 cast a stone at \ bum k fThat s something you want nothing else Fm left,handed so wh bn
^
that ?

but when you request letters from those CarroH N ,

the
y

hmth£ ^ £fa

TWi A?/"' T^arm
^tf' 'J*"-

Myrna L°V in The Girl f™™ Chicago. HeHugh Allen is about 23 years old and not also , with Rin ,Tin-Tin and Audrey

aJ? ca" a
,

ddre
5! £

im ^ Holly- Ferris in Rmt of the Desert He fe ^
C^rv Pn 97

U
5'

H° lyW°°d
' r

Cal
- Po«,der my Bac\ with Irene Rich. All fromGary Cooper is 27 and a single man. Gary Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd* 0n'°[ ^mounts best bets and you Hollywood, Cal. He appears in a Metro'

Hollvwnni p a? 1 J M l
rtn SU Goldwyn-Mayer film, While the City Sleeps.

S V
«r )A A

J°hnny.Mack Brown is with Lon Ch p ol] Moran >
d t

P
he

24 year old and "married He gets his cunning and clever new. c

y

omer> Anita p

Culvfr C>
M
r
et[°'G

R
oldwyn-Mayer Studios Rex Lease pla in Broadway Daddles

S fnlS
Y
'a \

Ram°"/°
AT "\ 29 Jacqueline Logan and Alic B Francis. Don

^ MP M
3

r I"
'
P-

3^, R
dd
u

eS
! K

1"1 Alvarado can be reached at Un^d Artists,
at M-G-M Culver City Cal. Richard Dix 7100 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal

LanL S
6 7S

' I \°U g£t my Pauline Garon is a free-lance player. She^"'"S^ plays in an Anchor film, Dugan of the
at Paramount Studios. Dugouts, with Danny O'Shea.
A Ralph Forbes Fan from Rochester . Is Bright Eyes, Hew Tor\. If Ramon

about t

a

hT
n
tK-

rather say nice things Novarro is in love with Elsie Jams, heabout than this young Englishman? Jolly never told me . belleve it Qr nQ
jJ_

amo
'

n
,

we
1 I wouldn t and a couple of cheenos. so busy making romantic movies, he hasRalph Forbes was born 27 years ago m very little time for the real thing. But heLondon, England. He has blonde hair, knows his stuff—eh, girls? Across to

blue eyes and is 6 feet tall and weighs 165 Singapore, with Joan Crawford, was re-
pounds. He is married to Ruth Chatterton, leased several months ago. A Certam
the actress He played with Marceline Day Toimg Man, with Marceline Day, is a re-
in Under the Black Eagle, with Lillian Gish made version of a story originally made inm The Enemy, with Mary Bnan and Alice 1926. This seems to be a Ramon Month
Joyce in Beau Ueste, with Renee Adoree —and no wonder,
and Lon Chaney in Mr. Wu and with Nor-
ma Shearer in The Latest from Paris and /. from Barnesville, Ohio. Glad to
The Actress. Forrest Stanley played oppo- meet you, senior Herman, before you pass
site Marion Davies in When Knighthood out—don't get me wrong, just a little

was in Flower. Mary Philbin was the girl by-play from a freshman to an upper-
in The Phantom of the Opera with Norman class man. Are you the chap that has a
Kerry and Lon Chaney. reason for liking the movies and Clara

r A/f t r> 7 l mi- ~k t i
B°w ls all three of 'em? She plaved witha. M. of Columbus, Ohio. No wonder R;..u nrri Ario„ nu i -^

a > cu wl \"-

^ -r 1 ,
ixi^naia /\nen ana Charles Roeers inyou are upset if you have to eat your meals w;«a t anrl ;n w.v vk t nt ji

i . r
1

, , ,
wings ana in Kea ii air with Lane Chandlerbackwards, trying to figure out who s the

^naiiuier.

tallest actress in Hollywood. I'm afraid Annie Laurie of Chattanooga. Is Ben
you take your stars and "eats" too seriously Lyon married or is he engaged to Marilyn—poke a little fun at yourself now and then Miller, seems to be the question of the
or leave it to me. Mrs. Wallace Reid, Jane bour. Ben says he is not engaged and
Novak, Alma Rubens, Betty Blythe, Anna is tnere one among us, who would dare
Q. Nilsson and Jetta Goudal are all ? feet saY Ben's lyin'? But he certainly is not
7 inches tall. Nita Naldi is 5 feet 8 in-

the busband of Doris Kenyon^Milton Sills

ches tall. would have something to say about that.

T i, n . , . ~ n . , „ ,
Ricardo Cortez is at work at the Tiffany-Teddy Bear, Atlantic City Right off the Stahl Studios, 4516 Sunset Blvd., HollJ-bat are you? That s a wild one. Jeanne wood

, Calif., making Prowlers of the SeaEagles and Mae Murray are not in pictures Ricardo had a prominent part in The Pri-any more. Jeanne played with John Gil- vate Life of Helen of Troy. Mae Murraybert in Man, Woman and Sin, and then has been appearing on the stage
^

somewent back to the stage again Mae Murray very gorgeous scenery, clothes and feathers
is in vaudeville and I haven t her address, but it's said she may make pictures forLva von Berne is a new-comer in pictures, Universal. Screenland will let you knowhaving been discovered by Norma Shearer if Mae signs on the dotted line. Claraand her husband, Irving Thalberg, while Bow gets a tiny bit older with each tell-they were abroad this last summer ing but even Clara must keep up with the

Jean of Rochester and M. E. L. of So. times. She was born in Brooklyn N YManchester, Conn It isn t too much Aug. 8, 1905. She is in Ladies of thetrouble to give you information about Charles Mob. Address her at Paramount Stu-Kogers but Ive spilled several ear-fuls in dios, 5451 Marathon St. Hollywood Calif

Go to High
School at Home
You can secure a high school education
right at home by studying the splendid new
courses recently prepared by the Interna-
tional Correspondence Schools.

_
These courses are equivalent to the courses given

in resident high schools. They have been specially
arranged for men and women who wish to meet
college entrance examinations, to qualify for a busi-
ness position, or to make up the education they
missed when forced to leave school too soon.
The College Preparatory Course, the High School

Commercial Course and the High School English
Course include English, algebra, ancient, medieval,
modern and U. S. history, physiology, literature,
geography, Latin, bookkeeping, drawing, geometry,
shorthand, physics, chemistry, salesmanship, adver-
tising, civics, trigonometry, economics, American busi-
ness law, corporation finance, money and banking,
business and trade economics, etc. A diploma is
given at graduation.

The lessons are easy to understand and you will
make rapid progress because you will be in a class
by yourself and you will study under the guidance
of instructors who are sincerely interested in helping
you to get ahead and achieve the bigger things of
life.

Just mark and mail the coupon and we will gladly
send you interesting free booklets describing the High
bchoo Courses of the International Correspondence
bchools or any other subject in which you are
interested.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 2369-F, Scranton, Penna.

Please senci me one of your booklets containing in'orma-
tion about the position or subject before which I am mark-
ing an X:

College Preparatory Course
D High School Commercial Course

High School English Course
High School Vocational Course
High School Agricultural Course

Business Management Secretarial WorkU Industrial Management
Traffic Management
Accounting and C. P. A.

Coaching
Q Cost Accounting

Bookkeeping
Spanish French

TECHNICAL AND
Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions

d Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping

QMining Radio
Steam Engineering

Salesmanship Advertising
Shoiv Card Lettering
Stenography and Typing
Railway Mail Clerk
English Civil Service
Common School Subjects
illustrating Cartooning

INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Q Architect

Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry Pharmacy
Automobile Work
Navigation Mathematics
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry

Name
Street
Address..

Clty State
If yon reside in Canada, tend this coupon to the Interna-
tional Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal

ONLY
ONE TO

EACH PERSON
Fleur D'Or (Flower of Gold)

PA3FUM EXQUISITE

To Introduce this most delightful of all flower
essences,we offer a large, imported, novelty vial
filled with this echo of a golden flower garden,
for the insignificant sum of 25c--to cover pack-
ing and mailing costs! Each Fleur D'Or contain-
er is a hand-blown vial of a fairylike delicacy.
Even the stopper is protected by a golden screw-
cap. Ideal for carrying wherever you go . , ,

and a lasting golden odor not soon for*
gotten. Get one full $1 size vial of
Fleur D'Or for 25c -- 35c if out-
side U.S. Additional viala at
full price. Sendyourtri*
al order now! Send
this ad, 25c, your
name and address. ^

MAISON D'OR —
12 East 12th St., Desk 1102, N. Y. C.
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."HA! HA/ HE THINKS V
THAT'S A PLAYER PIANO

/j

-butwhenIstarted toplay

the lauqh was on them
; i n, B TT S School of Music course is largely <

fN » hpi,„ lonnlitpv and the L. o. ocnuui ui m.w ,-ead

-Well folks, I guess we'll have to lock

up the piano and make faces at ourselves.

Helen Parker's party was starting out

more like a funeral than a good time.

"Isn't Betty Knowles coming?" an anx-

ious voice sang out.

"Unfortunately Betty is quite ill tonight

and diet Nichols is late as usual," replied

Helen gloomily. "I wish Sis wasn t away

at school aud she'd make the keys talk

"I know some brand new card tricks,

volunteered Harry Walsh

-Great!" said Helen. "I'll go and find

S

°While
ai

she' was gone I quietly stepped up

to the piano bench, sat down, and started

to fumble with the pedals underneath.

Someone spotted me. Then the wise-

cracks began.

They Poke Fun at MeI ney roKe r un «.

^Ha! Ha! Ted thinks that's a player- ^ ^ .

"Gypsy Love Song." The laughter and

joking suddenly ceased. It was evident

that I had taken them by surprise. What

a treat it was to have people listening to

me perform. I continued with ' Kiss Ale

Again" and other popular selections o±

Victor Herbert. Soon I had the crowd

singing aud dancing to the tune ot the

latest syncopation.

Finally they started to bombard me with

f vg " "How? . • When? . . •

Where . .

'. 'did you ever learn to play?"

came from all sides.

I Taught Myself

Naturally, they didn't believe me.when

I told them I had learned to play at home

and without a teacher But 1Wed
myself when I first read about the U. b.

School of Music and their unique method

for learning music.

"Weren't you taking a big risk, led.'

piano,"' chuckled one of the boys.

"This is going to be a real' musical

comedv," added one of the fair sex.

I was glad I gave them that impres-

sion Their surprise would be an mt

greater. I kept fiddling

around the pedals—making

believe that I was hunting

for the foot pumps.

"Come over to my house

some night," said Harry.

"I've got au electric player

and you can play it to your

heart's content. And I just

bought a couple of new

rolls. One, is a medley of

Victor Herbert's composi-

tion—the other . .
."

Before he had a chance

to finish I swung into the

strains of the sentimental

"None at all," I replied. "For the very

first thing I did was to send for a Fiee

DemSStion Lesson, men it came and

I saw how easy it was to learn without

a teacher I sent for the complete Course

What pleased me so was the

fact that I was playing

simple tunes by note from

the very start. For I found

it easy as ABC to follow

the clear print and picture

instructions that came with

each lesson. Now I play

several classics by note and

most all of the popular

music. Believe me there s a

real thrill in being able to

plav a musical instrument.

^r^ally-'e^'Vourse" rfeht in

yorU home, wi^out ^tofJSb*SS

-sc
Pa^>u l^"\o play real music

from real notes.

Free Book and Demonstration Lesson

Our wonderful ulustx-ated

fraction of v 1 at om s> iu_
become a

Remember-it is not;
too^lata to ^

capable musician. If J ou «e ,n.e^
" ,,tl"

,h Jrt to
°

in new happiness and m-
you realh want to S»'

ff j is coup0n at

crease your popularity sem o
-talent"

once. Forget the nl^^^Xtrimmt.
means everything. Read I list u

Brunswick Bldg., New Yoik Lity.

Which Instrument Do
You Want to Play?

Piann Violin

Organ Clarinet

Ukulele Flute

Cornet Saxophone-

Trombone P.j
ESS? ""'o

Hawaiian Steel Guitar

Sight Singing

Voice and Speech Culture

Drums and Traps

Automatic Finger Control

Banjo (Plectrum.
5-String or Tenor)
Piano Accordion

U. S. School of Music,

32211 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please send me your free .^troduc^nby
sons in Your Own Home

^S»tr.ttol. Lesson
Dr. Frank Ciane iiee

ment plan. I

:;;^^lteres^
1

in ^rfollowig
P
course:

\lso for Advanced Pianists a

Special Course includins -4

famous classics ... a distinc-

tive addition to any pianist »

repertoire.

Have you above instrument?.

Name -

TpTeas'e Write Plainly)

This story is typical. The

amazing success of the men,

women and children who take

Address

City — ..State



JL Modem ^Powder
that revealsNew Seauty

Today's girl wants her face powder beauty-revealing in ad-

dition to being fine, pure and beneficial to her skin. She finds

Black and White Face Powder exactly to her liking.

Made from finest materials—bolted many times through silk

to insure a smooth, even texture—tinted with superb artistry— this

dainty powder blends with the complexion as though part of it,

brings out its natural charm and lends new and appealing beauty.

Black and White Face Powder is available at all dealers in

two distinctive flower fragrances, and four life-like tints—25c and
50c. Try it today!

BLACK^EWHITE



The Quest for Pleasured

leads you straigkt kome to

CAMELS
© 1928, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco

Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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^Whtrt Beauty Beqins

With the first fingertipful of Black and White Cold Cream

smoothed on your skin, you will know that you have found

the beginning of new beauty! And each day s massage with

this soft, velvety cream will add to your assurance!

Made from oils long known for their beautifying effect on the

skin, this nourishing cream compensates for the loss of natural

oils dried out by weather and passing years. It firms and tones

the tissues, prevents wrinkles, rounds out the contour of face and

neck and keeps the skin youthfully smooth, clear and beautiful.

Black and White Cold Cream is available at all dealers in two

popular sizes—25c and 50c.

BLACK^WHITE
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C[ Jiancy Carroll, our

Cover Girl, is now
making a talking mo-

tion picture of the

stage hit, ''Burlesque.'
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the STARS
through

SCREENLAND

IN
this issue will be found

Christmas Gift Contests

from the five greatest stars

of pictures. When the players

want to ask a question of their

fans they ask it through a

Screenland Contest. It is the

only way they can ask hundreds

of thousands of fans at once.

When you wish to get in

touch with the lives of the stars

you should ask your newsdealer

for SCREENLAND.

Beginning with the next issue

a still better magazine. Do not

miss

SCREENLAND

The printing and paper of

Screenland are unequaled

among fan magazines.
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entertainment on the basis of "who's in it?" and again your

answer is Paramount— more stars, greater stars tha

any other company! q But always remember— the in

portant thing in selecting a picture is not "who's in it?

but "who made it?" Not one of these names, nor ai

of them together is as great as Paramount— tht

name that stands for the highest quality in motion

picture entertainment. Silent cr in Sound— "if it's

a Paramount Picture it's the best shotv in town!

im-
9"

^Paramount
PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORPORATION

(Pictures
ADOLPH ZUKOR, PRES., PARAMOUNT BLDG., N. Y. C.
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The Loveliest
EYES
in the

WORLD
-[UTOTION PICTURE

directors have said

that Katherinc Mac
Donald has the loveli-

est eyes in the world.
She developed and for

years has used her own
Lash Cosmetic.

Absolutely water- |rJ— . <aM,'tr, n.
proof.Willnot stiffen or IwlmutamUlmms
break lashes but leaves **mio biaiii> wojjucis

. J I
HOLLYWOOD

them sort and natural.

At most toilet goods counters or Si direct to

Katherinc MacDonald at Hollywood.

KATHERINIE MIacIDONAIUD'S

3 LASH
COSMETIC

IWATERPftOOFi

HAVE PRETTY ROUND
FACE AND NECK

Instead of unsightly hollows
RESULTS GUARANTEED

Science offers jou a sure,

delightful way to put on
. flesli where you need it.

No dieting or tiresome ex-

\ ercise. Simply apply Tif-

fany Tissue Builder. It is

'/ a, secret compound of amaz-
ing tissue building oils. It

has brought new attractive

beauty to thousands. Hol-
low cheeks and temples,

skinny necks and under-
developed busts round out
almost at once — firm —

dainty — beautiful. Crow's feet and wrinkles
disappear as tho by magic. The soothing

tissue building; oils will not irritate the most
tender skin. Neither will they grow hair.

Results guaranteed and your money promptly
refunded if you are not delighted after four

weeks' use according to directions. Trice $3.00.

Send check, money order or currency and we
will send prepaid. If you prefer, send no
money, but deposit $3.00 plus few cents postage

With the postman when he delivers it.

TIFFANY LABORATORIES, INC.

II34-A Hanna Building Cleveland, 0.

AMOTION']

PICTURES^
HIGHEST "PAID OF ALL PROFESSIONS

A National survey will begin soon in search of NEW
talent. All will be given an opportunity of having a
Screen Test Hade. THIS IS NOT A CONTEST.
Full details will be sent FREE upon request.

CINEMA' ARTS TESTING BUREAU
P. 0. Box 425 Hollywood. Calif.

SONGWRITERS!
PUBLISHERS PAT ADVANCE ROYALTIES

on accepted songs. Send your poems for

examination. M. Paxil Manganella, 4695 Holly-

wood Blvd., Los Angeles, CaL

ASK ME
An Answer

Page of
' Information

Address:
Miss Vee Dee
Screenland
Magazine

49 West 45th Street

New York City

F
^renchy from Detroit. Have I

forgotten you? You'd be surprised

how long it takes me to forget a

friend . Johnny Mack Brown is

annexing new friends with every bunch

of letters I open. How that southern town

of Dothan, Alabama, must swell with pride

over its first celebrity. (Pardon me,

Dothan, if it's my first mistake.) Johnny
is in A Woman of Affairs with Greta

Garbo and John Gilbert. Write to •him at

MetrcGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City.

Cal. Richard Dix and Charles Rogers can

be addressed at Paramount Studios, 5451

Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.

Just Pals from Auburn, Maine. So

you're not wasting any time on some of the

flat tires of the screen but you think John

Gilbert and Greta Garbo are knockouts

—

but why have a blowout about it? Gladys

Brockwell was Nana, Diane's sister, in

Seventh Heaven. Janet Gaynor was Diane

and Charles Farrell was Chico. Thanks
for your kindly praise.

Buster Collier Fan, San Francisco. Al-

ways cheerful, always aim to tease, is my
slogan; can you beat it? You can address

Karl Dane at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Stu'

dios, Culver City, Cal. Karl plays with

William Haines and Leila Hyams in Alias

Jimmy Valentine. Buster Collier has a con-

tract with Tiffany-Stahl Studios. .4516

Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal., but was

loaned to M-G-M for Tide of Empire,

playing with Renee Adoree and George

Duryea. Write to Bebe Daniels at Para-

mount Studios. 5451 Marathon St., Holly-

wood, Cal.

E. L. M. of Raleigh, JS[. C. Which is

considered the most important, actors or

actresses? You have me floored or flab'

bergasted. it's all the same to me. Bebe
Daniels is 27 years old. Norma Shearer,

(f Here's the latest

Hollywood coif-

fure — worn by

Laura La Plant?

as Magnolia in

'Show Boat." So
old-fashioned it's

new!

24. Billie Dove, 24. Dolores CosLello, 22.

Colleen Moore. 26. Dolores Del Rio. 23.

Tom Mix, 41. Fred Thomson, 40. Rich-

ard Dix. 34. John Barrymore, 44. Hoot
Gibson, 3 5. Richard Barthelmess, 35; and
Miss Vee Dee's age is a dead secret.

Dodo of N.eu> Tor\. Just when I

thought I had all the dodos nicely packed
away in moth balls, along comes another

feather. Weighing your case and deduct-

ing unnecessary hyperbole, I find you
have pronounced admiration for John
Barrymore. Nothing to be alarmed about

as you'll become convalescent when I tell

you John is married and has a young
daughter. He has long since completed

Tempest with Camilla Horn. He has one
more film to make for United Artists, then

he will work under the Warner Bros, ban-

ner, making talkies. Wouldn't you just

die—-of joy—if you saw and heard John
in Hamlet 7 Betty Bronson's latest releases

are The Singing Fool with Al Jolson and
Companionate Marriage with Richard Wall-

ing. Betty will probably be in Berlin mak-
ing a picture for some foreign company
when you read this Address Edna Murphy
at Warner Bros., 5842 Sunset Blvd.. Holly-

wood. Cal.

Miss K. of N.ewe/1, N.. C. You may call

me "dear" or anything you like just as

long as you don't get too rough. Molly

O'Day is with First National Studios. Bur-

bank, Cal. Molly has had her troubles

trying to reduce but now she has attained

a sylph-like slimness, and is in line for some
really big roles. Watch her duplicate her

big success of The Patent-Leather Kid in

the near future. And don't worry—Molly

still has a few curves left.

H. M. of Long Island City. I do so

many good turns every day that I'm always
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LINDBERGH
The Lone Eagle

THE most romantic hero in history.

The shy, bashful lad, who came un-

heralded, clear across a continent, to

conquer the mighty Atlantic by air. Alone,

through the many sleepless hours over the

ocean, with nothing but the steady, monot-

onous drone of the motor for company.

Hours of mental acony, when to think

meant to fear. And ever uppermost the

thought that an injury to his motor meant

the oblivion that enveloped Nungesser and

Coli.

Lindbergh, the greatest hero of them

all, provides the material for the greatest

story of them all. "Lindbergh, the Lone

Eagle" written by a master biographer,

George Buchanan Fife, deals with the

aviator's life from early childhood, his

fundamental aviation training, his hard-

ships in the preparation of the flight,

climaxing in a tale, which for human in-

terest is unexcelled—of the hero's emotions

during the long trip between the New
and the Old Worlds.

This is a special edition, bound in hard

cover, with an attractive jacket. It is

printed on high grade paper in very legi-

ble type. This special edition is being

offered by the publishers, A. L. Burt

Company, to Screexlaxd readers, at the

unusual price of $1.00 per copy. It con-

tains thirty-two illustrations.

Fill in the Coupon Belozv and

Send for your copy today.

SCREENLAND,

Dept. 12-28,

49 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

I enclose $1.00 for which please send me a

copy of "Lindbergh, the Lone Eagle," by

George Buchanan Fife.

dizzy—no, you're wrong; I did not say

light-headed Greta Garbo, Renee Adoree,

Ailccn Pringle and Lew Cody are working

at Mctro-Goldwyn-Maycr Studios, Culver

City, Cal. Clara Bow, Esther Ralston,

Emil Jannings, George Bancroft and Jack

Holt at Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon

St , Hollywood, Cal Dorothy Mackaill at

First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.

Louise Fazenda at Warner Bros. George

O'Brien and Charlie Farrell at Fox Studios,

1401 No. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Funny Face from Haverhill. I'm pleased

to meet you I think we have a lot in

common. You can write to May McAvoy
at Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset

Blvd., Hollywood Cal. May plays with

Conrad Nagel in Caught in the Fog, a

sound film. The 'adorable Janet Gaynor'

is making Street Fair with Charles Morton

and Rudolph Schildkraut. That title may
be changed several times before you see or

hear the picture

Blue Eyes of Belleville, 111. Am I seri-

ous? No, I'm all American. The Student

Prince was one of the popular films of 1927

with Norma Shearer and Ramon Navarro

playing the leading parts. Gary Cooper

appears with Fay Wray and Lane Chandler

in The First Kiss. Fay plays with Richard

Arlen in Dirigible, a Paramount produc-

tion. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Jobyna

Ralston are in a synchronized production

of The Toilers.

Delia De V. of Cambridge, Mass. Is it

possible you fans want a line of patter

about Miss Vee Dee? Dearie, you don't

know what you ask! If I tried any of

that stuff, the Editor would give me the

wide open spaces, which implies 'air.' And
as for sending out six different poses of

myself, how the stars would rave and tear

their bobbed locks in dignified jealousy

over a beautiful but dumb rival. Richard

'Skeets' Gallagher who played so delight-

fully in The Rac\et with Thomas Meighan

is in the cast of Stocks and Blondes with

Jacqueline Logan and Gertrude Astor.

Margaret L from Red Ban\, K[- J- My
so-called jokes now and then are clever, are

they? You flatter me, Maggie, and fill me
with glee. Can I trust you to laugh that

off? You can address Alice White at First

National Studios, Burbank, Cal. She is to

do Ritzy Rosie with Jack Mulhall, Thelma

Todd and Doris Dawson.

Mickey from Fond du Lac. You have

come to the perpetual fountain of high-

powered information. That's me—I mean,

that's I Dear, dear—I must watch my
syntax—or something. Jobyna Ralston

played with Frankie Darrow in Little

Mic\ey Grogan. Any relation of Mickey

Grogan, Mickey? Robert Armstrong plays

in Celebrity and in Square Croo\s.

Dic\ie from Milwau\ee. Advance and

give the counter-sign 1 Retreat and take the

sign with you. What we're trying to get

at is, this pile of fan mail that has snowed

us under and we need a place to air our

views. Gilda Gray was born in Crackow.

Poland, Oct. 24, 1899. She has blonde

hair, blue eyes, is 5 feet 4 inches tall and

weighs 122 pounds. She is married. Clara

Bow is 23 years old and weighs 100 pounds.

Janet Gaynor is 21 and has wavy brown

hair and brown eyes. Richard Barthelmess

was born in New York City, May 6, 1895

He has black hair and brown eyes. Thanks

for the three cheers and as many more as

you're able to give; give till it hurts. I

thank you.

Inn Ignorance, Broo\lyn, >{. T. You 11

give a penny for my thoughts, will you?

Don't fool yourself, I wouldn't take your

last penny. Beau Geste was one of out-

standing films of 1926. Ronald Colman.

Ralph Forbes and Neil Hamilton were the

three brothers in the picture. Ronald Col-

man was born in 1891. He is 5 feet 10

inches tall and weighs 165 pounds. Hi<

hair is black and his eyes are brown. Vilma

Banky is no longer his leading lady but the

sparkling blue-eyed Lily Damita will emote

with Ronald in the future.

Frances S. of Elgin, III. I'm always eager

to oblige and if I see Tom Tyler in the

near future, I'll spread your message. Tom
is not married as far as I know so there's

a chance for all unclaimed damsels. In 1923

little Frankie Darrow appeared in Fighting

the Flames with Dorothy Devore, William

Haines and David Torrence. You can reach

(Continued on page 102)

Name

Address

Sfitc.

<~ ]ascha Heifetz and

the new Mrs. Heifetz

who was Florence

Vidor. The violinist

is now on a concert

tour of Europe while

his bride has gone

bac\ to Hollywood
to appear in 'Tong
War.'
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YOU'LL laugh at Kid Reagan—but you'll

love him, too, as you see him win the

world's championship and the girl of

his heart in this breezy tale of a small-time

scrapperwho "went literary." You'll roar at

some of the complications that arise when
the kid's manager tries to rescue him from

the classics — you'll stand up in your seat

when the cocky champion goes down for the

count — you'll smile with sympathy at the

final fadeout—then you'll go home and say,

"Well, that was worth seeing!" They don't

come like "Celebrity" very often!—Watch
for the date when it will be shown at

A your favorite motion picture theatre.

ROBERT

CLYDE COOK
cA <Ralpfo Woek ^Production
^Directed Ta$? Qarnett

%'om the staqe ploy k^U)lS!ffl'd Keefe

PATUtt®) PICTURE
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'BIG PAY/orl

Scenario Writing

l Easy to Learnmm^ I

Send for my interesting plan and
free book today. Tells how you
can master technique of perfect

motion picture story writing for

the silent and sound pictures, in

a short time through fascinating

spare time study. Scenario writ-

ers unknown today are world
famoustomorrow.Onegoodidea ,

» i » tc BallaraMaeDonald,canputyouoncasystreet. If you Author, l.'ormcr Di-
haveimagination, the urge to rector at Fox Stu-
write and the will to study, there diossays:"TheHol-
;= t ml future anrl T!Tf, PW 'J'wood Academy
is a real tuture ana Uljjr r.\ 1 Course in Motion
for you in scenario writing. We Picture Play Writ-
teach Motion Picture Play Writ- ing is a monument
ing in practical, easy-to-under- la tl™*

'^gj
1
„
Pic-

stand way. No previous writing
experience is necessary; no spe-

i i il literary ability required. Mail ^^^tftfl
coupon today for big free book

,

and money back agreement. p^rtUS®
Special low tuition and easy pay- gCSiW*®
ments. Personal and individual ^"'^srfER-
instruction by internationally
known scenario writer. Send the aH
coupon now. ?£sfo

Walter R. Conrad, President, \ 'Jfif/
The Hollywood Academy.

The Hollywood Academy, Dept. 3-0
55 West 42nd St., New York City.

Send free book "Your Future as a Ccesario Writer" to:

Name

Address

Approved as a Correspondence School under the Laws
of the State of New York.

A l^S &8

ON THE OCEAN FRONT,
Itbt .

'Breakers
ATLANTIC CITY N.J.

AS a view of a super-

photo-play fills one with

satisfaction—SO will a visit

to the seashore and our

Hotel prove a vacation pro-

gram par-excellence

!

HILLMAN MANAGEMENT
When in Washington Visit

Harvey's Kestatbakt
llth & Penna. Aves.

Famous since 1856

Q That classic of

Darkest Africa,

Trader Horn,'

is soon to be

filmed.

GTJTJie hatless gentleman is Director W.
S. Van Dy\e, who did such a good

job on 'White Shadows in the South

Seas' that he will he sent to Africa

to picture 'Trader Horn' in the ori-

ginal locale. ]ac\ J^eville and Dale

Van Every consult him about the

scenario they are turitirtg.

FANS
By W. S. Van Dyke

H

2E
for the Street, Stage, Screen, Evening. Photosrauh.

Send 3 red stamps tor Valuable Flee Booklet. Verity

Bond Co., 300 Elizabeth Trust Bids.. Elizabeth, N. J.

OW will you ever make a picture

of Trader Horn?' is the question

which I have had to answer al-

most hourly since I was assigned

to direct this picture for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. In every instance my interlocutor

expresses a disbelief in the so-called 'story

value' of the book. My answer to such a

question, and to the doubt that it implies,

is always the same. I say, 'There is more
screen material in Trader Horn than in any

book I know.'
Trader Horn contains more odd frag-

ments of stories, more plot clues, and more
suggested treatments in its text, in the old

trader's remarks on his own work, and on

Mrs. Ethelreda Lewis's comments on Alfred

Aloysius Horn, than any work I know.
Even Frederick O'Brien's White Shadows in

the South Seas, which I filmed in Tahiti,

does not have half the richness of stories

told and suggested as the first volume of

Trader Horn, the book from which we
intend to make our photoplay on the origi-

nal locales in Africa.

There are many story angles to work
from in Trader Horn. For instance, one

might take the angle of Trader Horn's reac-

tions to the primitive life of the natives

and to the beauties of the jungle and the

river as the basis for a Rosseau-like treat-

ment, showing how a high-souled child of

civilisation can learn the secrets of courage

and patience from the mysteries of the Dark
Continent. On the other hand one could

film a purely action picture of high-pressure

adventure of the incidents connected with

Trader Horn's rescue of Nina T—and her

subsequent romance with Little Peru.

Think of that episode in the book as a

motion picture. The early scenes would

show Trader Horn and Little Peru as youths

in an English public school. Here the

camera could paint delightful scenes of

English rural life as the two boys hunt

woodland creatures together, fish the lan-

guid brooks of Sussex and dream of high

adventure in exotic lands. Then the part-

ing of the two boys when they have grown

to young manhood, Little Peru's departure

for his native land, and Trader Horn's sea

voyage to Africa, could all be graphically

shown on the screen.

Trader Horn's entry into African life

could then be shown. The camera would

follow him on his first river journeys, re-

lating visually his first contacts with the

natives and with their land. His adventures

with wild beasts would provide a thrilling

(Continued on page 91)
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Once We
Called Him a
Wallflower
Now He's the Best

TalkerandMost
PopularMan in Town

I COULD never figure out what

was wrong with Jim Begley.

Knowing him intimately I knew he

wasn't the dumb-bell that everybody

had him labeled. "When alone with

me, he was his natural self. Oil

the subject of business, he could sit

for hours and tell me how he would

like to change things in his com-

pany's sales policy. And darn good

ideas, they were, too! He could

be witty as the best of them. He
could discuss politics in a very

logical way.

But, oh boy! How he'd close up
when in a business conference or

when talking to strangers! And
socially—what a dud he was! He'd

sit back like a clam, trying to make
himself as inconspicuous as possi-

ble. And one night there occurred

an incident that crushed his pride.

A girl whom I knew Jim admired

came up to me and said:
—"Say,

why don't you leave that wallflower

home? He doesn't contribute any-

thing to the fun."

Luckily for Jim, he was standing

close by and overheard every word.

When the party broke up, Jim had
vanished. I called him up next day

but the operator told me he had
quit his job. I tried to locate him
but was unsuccessful, so I soon

dropped him from my mind.

A Chance Encounter

One night about a year later I heard
Some one calling me from a passing

automobile. I turned around and—lo

and behold I Here's Jim. Sitting at the

wheel of a snappy red sport coupe,

dressed like a fashion plate and looking

like a million dollars. Observing my
astonishment, he winked and said hastily—"All questions answered later, Bill.

Meanwhile, let's dine at my club. I've

got to address the House Committee."

During the evening I couldn't help

but marvel at the change in the man.
Gone was the old air of diffidence and
bashfulness. He was the lion of the

party every minute. H? completely

dominated the conversation. One1 he'd

sen I us into irales ol laughter in relating

a f inny experience he had with an Irish

janitor. Next we breathlessly followed

him through a description of his ad-

ventures as a doughboy in France. Later

he told us about his wonderful position

and how he expected to leave for Europe
in a few days as a market investigator

for his company.

But it was not until we were driving

home that he unfolded the most amaz-
ing story of all; the explanation of his

change from a shy, self-conscious wall-

flower to a dominating personality. He
told how a remarkable new home study
training had enabled him to overcome
timidness, and stage fright : taught him
how- to become an interesting, forceful

speaker; and how it has shown him a

short cut to advancement in business,

social popularity, and real success.

"Take my tip, Bill, and do what I

did," he said. "There is no magic, no
trick, no mystery about becoming a pow-
erful and convincing talker—a brilliant,

easy, fluent conversationalist. You, too,

can conquer stage fright, self-conscious-

ness, and bashfulness, and win advance-

ment in salary, popularity, social stand-

ing and real success. Through this amaz-
ing new training you can quickly shape
yourself into an outstanding influential

speaker, able to dominate one man or

thousands."

In 20 Minutes a Day
This new method is so delightfully

simple and easy that you cannot fail to

progress rapidly ! Right from the start

you will find that it is becoming easier

to express yourself. Thousands have
proved that by spending only 20 minutes
a day in the privacy of their own homes
they can acquire the ability to speak so

easily and quickly that they are amazed
at the great improvement in themselves.

Send for This Amazing
Booklet

This new method of training is fully

described in a very interesting and in-

formative booklet which is now being
sent to everyone mailing the coupon
below. This booklet is called, Mow to

Work Wonders with Words. In it you
are told how this new easy method will

enable you to conquer stage fright, self-

consciousness, timidity, bashfulness and
fear. You are told how you can bring
out and develop your priceless "hidden
knack"—^which can win for you ad-
vancement in position and salary, popu-
larity, social standing, power, and real

success. You can obtain your copy ab-
solutely- free by sending the coupon
NOW.

NORTH AMERICAN
INSTITUTE

3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 6329

Chicago, Illinois

What 20 Minutes a Day Will Show You
businessHow to address

meetings
How to propose and respond

to toasts
How to make a political

speech
How to tell entertaining

stories
How to write better letters

How to enlarge your vocab-
ulary

How to develop self-confidence

How to acquire a winning
personality

How to strengthen your will-

power
How to be the master of

any situation

Now Sent
FREE

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE,
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6329.
Chicago, Illinois.

Please send me FREE and without obligation my
copy of your inspiring booklet, How to Work Wonders
with Words, and full information regarding your
Course in Effective Speaking.

N'ame ...

Address

City State..
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V
the Band
with o-i

New Conn
YOU PLAY tunes in the

vety first lessons with a

Conn instrument and mod-
ern methods of teaching.No
long, drudging with exer-

cises, a short period ofpleas-

urable practice prepares you

for the band or orchestra.

Bands and orchestras offer won-
derful opportunities for pleasure

and extra profit. Many have earned

their way through college with

theit musical ability, and enjoyed

great fun, besides.

Conn's exclusive, easy-playing

features make them the choice of

the world's leading professionals,

as well as amateurs, semi-profes-

sionals. Yet with all their exclu-

sive features Conns cost no more.

Start a Band;

Play in 90 Days
Conn's Band Service Depart-

ment will gladly help you organ-

ize a band and guarantee to have

the band ready to play a complete

concert program within 90 days

of the first rehearsal. Communi-
ties, Lodges, Schools, Scouts,

Legion Posts. Industries—get the

facts about this band plan now.

No obligation, just send coupon.

FREETRIAL;Easy Pay-
ments on any Conn instru-

ment. Send coupon for the free

literature and details, now.

C. G. CONN, JCtd.

12S4: Conn Bldg., Elkhart, Ind.

tctures

THAT

Talk
Q Each picture

in sound is bet-

ter than the last.

By Edwin

Howard

nroms'a largest man

u

rAcnjRERs

<JMail This Qoupon-i

C. G. Conn, £ld., 1284 Conn Bldg, Elkhart, Ind.

Please send details of your band organizing plan [ ]

details of free trial plan on

{Instrument}

Name

St. or R.F.D..

City

State, County

lmost every theatre sign on Broad-

way claims 'sound' but the real

talking pictures are few. The
Terror talked all the time but

The Singing Fool which is the high-water

mark up to now talks very little. The sound

is mostly singing by Jolson.

Here we find a very successful type of

talking picture which conforms to what has

been learned and very closely builds on this

knowledge.

The story is woven around songs which

are sung by Al Jolson with that tremendous

emotional manner of his and the whole

effect is very moving. To analyze this pic-

ture is one way of telling how far talking

pictures have been carried. To begin with

we have established that 'Canned Theatre.'

as I have labelled the 'Talkers' made from

solos and vaudeville acts, are entertaining

and most successful in giving realism,

though they are not artistically very re-

markable.

In Mr. Jolson's film, the vaudeville solo

idea is used again and again. He sings

seven times. The words of his songs are

the motive of the plot and as he talks most

of the words, he achieves a way of making

a talking film which will probably start all

producers of talkers on the trail of vaude-

ville singers. In fact, Sophie Tucker tells

us she is signed for three pictures at

$85,000 each."

This step is a reasonable one and singing

pictures with the songs telling the plot will

be seen for some time now, I have no doubt.

A man singing in the middle of the screen

offers little entertainment for the eyes unless

like Jolson his trembling lips and emotion-

ally drawn face are more fascinating to

watch than the whole United States Cavalry.

However, there are few like our own Al

and most singers are nothing to look at.

If we care to go into the theory of this

success we will find that music is a symbol

of emotion and so combines nicely with

pictures which are always unreal and

symbolic.

How dialogue can be combined perfectly

with pictures to add to their symbolic

quality is being much discussed and I may

(\Raquel Meller,

famous Spanish

artist, sang 'Cor-

pus Christ! Day'

for Fox Movie-

tone.

as well add my contribution.

Perhaps the answer to this question is be-

fore us as obviously as was the success of

The Singing Fool. The hit of this talker was

certain from the day of the first Vitaphone

Mammy song. Let us follow the thought.

Robert Benchley and Joe Cook talk success-

fully. Could Joe Cook talk seven times in

his monologue manner and make a full

length film? It seems likely or at least with-

in reason, because he talks to you in the

theatre. Jolson sings to you. George Ber-

nard Shaw talks to you and his 'act' is

simply marvellous. And all three of these

successful short subjects, while interesting

to watch, are dependent upon sound prin-

cipally.

This sharing of the act with the audience

is nothing more or less than the importance

of close-ups in talkers. The figure large on

the screen—not less than half figure at the

smallest—comes so near that the sound pro-

duced in the loud speaker at the screen

seems reasonably placed and the illusion of

figures actually talking is most convincing.

You are in a group with the actors and the

sound should be near at hand.

In fact, if the producers are as clever with

the dialogue problems as Vitaphone was

when they realized the possibilities of Jolson

singing songs, we will soon have a great

advance in talkers. And it is our convic-

tion that the close-up when talking is a

first step toward reality.

If, as we have read, art is the transla-

tion of life to an illusion of life, it is diffi-

cult to find any artistic charm in talking

pictures for the sound in this case is as

real as when it was first created. In the

case of music the illusion of the emotion is

created by pitch and tempo and it is prob-

ably for this reason that the talking pictures

which sing have a definite art value. This

prompts the thought that dialogue which

carries in its intonations a second meaning

will be the beginnings of art. It is for

these reasons, I am convinced, that the

talkers will prove a gold mine in comedies

—

spoken words carrying one meaning to the

character in the picture and another mean-

ing to the audience listening to the comedy.
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FROIVI THE STORY BY MICHAEL ARLEN

TH E world-famous pair of screen lovers

IN the perfect performance

OF their romantic careers

IN a drama of burning love ana smouldering desire

WITH a brilliant supporting cast:

Lewis Stone, John Mack Brown, Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., Dorothy Sebastian . . .

A triumph of the SILENT drama!

A SOUND sensation for theatres

With Sound equipment.

WATCH YOUR LEADING THEATRE
FOR ANNOUNCEMENT OF

"A WOMAN OF AFFAIRS"

TIM McCOYSAYS
"I've got 50 bucks waiting for you!"

You can rope these questions at a gallop if

your eyes and memory are keen. There's 50

bucks waiting for the lady or gent who corrals

thebunch ofthem! The winning lady will also

get my favorite riding quirt, the winning gent

the sombrero I have worn in many pictures.

My autographed photograph goes for the

fifty next best answers. There may be a few

bucking questions below— but they won't

throw a careful rider. Let's go!—and best of

luck. Yours truly,

METRO-G

l In what M-G-M picture does William Haines do
a slide for life and love and what character does
he portray?

2 What person playing in "The Cardboard Lover"
does Marion Davies, in the same picture, imitate?

3 Name five out of the many M-G-M players who
have had stage experience.

4 What do you regard as Lon Chaney's most
interesting role? Answer within 75 words.

5 In what other picture besides "Gold Braid,"

which M-G-M is now producing, did Ramon
Novarro appear in naval uniform?

Write your answers on one side of a single sheet of

paper and mail to Competition Editor, 3rd Floor,

1540 Broadway, New York. All answers must be

received by December 15th. Winners' names will be
published in a later issue of this magazine.

Note: If you do not attend pictures yourself you may
question your friends or consult motion picture maga-
zines. In event of ties, each tying contestant will be

awarded a prize identical in ch aracter with that tied for.

Winners of Leo's Contest of July

Marad Serriov, P. O. Box 801, Palo Alto, California

Edgar V. Murney, 207 Turner Bldg., Clinton, Iowa

"Move stars ili

are in Heaven"

-MAYER
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(![ A! Jolson, whose
success in the

Vitaphone talk-
ing picture, 'The
Singing Fool,''

was, made at The
Winter Garden
on Broadway
where 18 years

before Jolson first

won recognition.

G[ The song hit of 'The
Singing Fool' is

'Sonny Boy,' sung
hy Jolson to David
Lee, the most ingra-

tiating infant since

Jac\ie Coogan.

i

C[ If you have heard

Jolson sing 'Kaiw
how Round My
Shoulder' you have
lived a moment at

least of life at its

best.

(\Read the story of
how A I Jolson
sang himself to the

top— Pages 26-27.
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N Al Jolson's dictionary,

words have definitions

written in tears and

smiles; laughter and grief. And
when words are put to song he

sings their meanings gloriously

with all his heart. A phrase

expressing joy suffuses his face

with radiant happiness, and

when the song rises to a pleading sadness

his tears and yours pay tribute to its

beauty.

If talking pictures do nothing else in

the world, their existence is justified in

the Vitaphone record of this great artist,

Al Jolson, in The Singing Fool.

(S^The greatest

single box-

office attraction

in America.



he's a

FLIEND

An Editorial by

ELIOT KEEN

SFT'O 44 .,,

Mfiy PlCKrORO am n

' Delight Evans, the

famous critic and
writer, who is to be

the new Editor of

Screen land.

A congratulatory

telegram from the

leaders of all the

players

he needs no introduction to you but she's going to get it, if it is our last official act. We
want to tell you about this girl Delight Evans who is going to be a little more to you after

this than she has been in the past. To be sure she has at our express command written

for you in every issue we have piloted and her reviews have given Screenland a repu-

tation for gentle criticism and infallible judgment, but she has always written about pictures

and her picture friends, and now we want to tell you about her—give the little girl a handsome

reception—on her becoming your Editor, with the next, the January, issue.

She's little and pretty and young. She says that clever thing you wished you had said

before you get set. She never stands up for her stuff, and if you criticize a manuscript she will

immediately destroy it if you are not careful. She's an Indiana girl and she's happy in New
York. Just to show how she is loved in the picture world, here's a telegram that came when

the news about her reached Hollywood.

We are no longer editor so we can say that Screenland is a wonderful magazine and

Delight Evans has done about everything except get the credit.

14



%he NEWEST Picture Qirl

The LUCKY
ONE out

463
Q Gladys Belmont had a straight

nose—she got the job.

By Julie Lang

ICHARD Dix seems

to be cast in a new
and unique role—

that of fairy god-

father to the Strugglers

Society.

In the course of two

months two girls have

found themselves cata-

pulted into the lime-

light as Richard Dix's

leading lady.

Ruth Elder, the first

fortunate young lady,

received the touch of

the magic-wand when
given the role of the

flying heroine in Moran
of the Marines, with

the famous Richard as

the admirable Leather-

neck. The congratula-

tory din had hardly

died down when Mr.
Dix selected yet another

leading lady from the

ranks of the inexperi-

enced. This time from
the army that marches

beneath a grim banner

lettered 'extras.
1

Gladys Belmont, the

second fortunate girl,

starts on the

difficult path,

Gladys and her

te st film that
put the Indian

sign on Richard

Dix.

(T Richard Dix, the vanish-

ing American, reappears

as 'Wingfoot,' the big

chief discoverer of lead-

ing ladies.

'C[ Miss Belmont in the Red-
skin ma\e-up as 'Cornblos-

som,' the J^avajo.

to stardom via the Richard Dix pro-

duction, Reds\in. Miss Belmont is the

Navajo heroine 'Cornblossom' and Rich-

ard Dix is the stoic 'Wingfoot' in a

poignantly beautiful tale of the tribes-

men of the Painted Desert.

Gladys had neither fame nor expe-

rience to boost her over

the Hollywood hur-

dles, but she had a bit

(Continued on page 79)
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s45 THEY Unto
iri Hollyvood

(\They Don't Wait Until

Christmas To Give Happiness

To Some Other Fellow.

George O'Hara

\

'as good but

he got his% chance because

somebody el$e ' has a good
heart. „ --. ..."

^..>

''rite the story of Santa

Claus in Movieland."

The request came out

of a clear sky. And
when I tell you it was a California sky

you will appreciate its clarity. Santa

Claus! In Movieland! I thought : Who
was this Santa Claus, anyway? Then
suddenly it all came back to me—sleigh

bells, reindeer, the little figure in the

fur-trimmed jerkin, hat and boots. And
snow, snow, snow! Yes, and Yule logs!

I remembered it all—that charming

saga of the cold, cold North that is

celebrated by Elsewherians at Christ'

mastide. You know the world is divided

into two parts—California and Else'

where. Movieland is in California!

Then I fell to wondering. Wonder'

ing why Elsewherians celebrated that

delightful little legend at Christmastide

.

Surely Santa Claus could not have come to the infant Jesus. There was

never snow in Bethleham. Nor could the Twelve Apostles have known

aught of Yule logs. And as for reindeer!—they would have been as

strange in the Holy Land as hippograffs, bandersnatches and gryffins.

Is "it any wonder I fell to wondering? For you must remember that

Movieland, physically and climatically, is just like the Holy Land. A
land of figs and dates and gentle warmth. Santa Claus indeed! If we

parents told our native sons the legend of Santa Claus they would look

at us pityingly and say: "Poor Dad, he's gone film-goofy!" The only

way we could make good on the story would be to have Santa Claus park

his sleigh in the High Sierras, pack his pack in

a Packard, and arrive in sport shirt and tennis

flannels. But then he wouldn't be Santa Claus! I

wrote and told the editor my embarrassment.

Then from his icy igloo in Monstrous Man-

<3[ John Mac\ Brown
is as fine as the best

but even johnny

didn't do it alone.

G[ Marie Prevost has never

forgotten the \indness

that helped her to get

started.

16



C[ Three jolly unselfish

talented players, Charlie

Murray, Harry Grihbon
and George Fawcett.

Santa Glaus has nothing

on them.

hattan the shivering edi-

tor wired back: 'Regard

Santa Claus merely as a

symbol—the Symbol of the Christmas Spirit.'

That was easy. For the Christmas Spirit is found most

generously in children. And Movieland is populated

almost entirely by children—not in their years but in their

hearts. Jesus knew of this Spirit. You remember what
he told his disciples: "Unless ye are as little children ye

shall not enter the Kingdom of Heaven.".

So I set out to find the Christmas Spirit among the

Children of Movieland. And where do you think it shone

brightest? Among the Stars? No. The Extras? No.
Strangely enough it shone brightest among the Character

Actors and Actresses. Unlike the Stars whose stardom

is often short and usually precarious, and the poor strug-

gling Extras who must fight to survive, they have reached

positions of security that permits them to give thought to

those who are still climbing. They are the 'Santa Clauses
1

esty

had
She

of Movieland.

It was an old Casting Director who
showed me the light. For two hours

he told story after story of the kindly

deeds of character people in helping

younger members of the profession.

He told, for instance, how Harry
Gribbon, in early Mack Sennett days,

started one of our present stars on her

road to fame. Mack was at his wit's

end to find among his bathing beauties

a girl to register innocence and mod-

Gribbon suggested a mousey little Extra Girl who
intrigued his interest. No. Out of the question.

'

couldn't act. No experience. Gribbon urged and

urged. Sennett finally agreed to a trial. For several days

Gribbon patiently coached the youngster in her part, and

when at last, frightened and trembling, she was put through

the scene, he stood on the sidelines whispering encourage-

ment to her. She just got by. In a short time, however,

with the help of Gribbon and the other old-timers she

found herself securely in the cast. Marie Prevost owes

much to the Santa Clauses of the old Mack Sennett Studio.

Then there was another girl attending the same great

college of custard. She was not considered beautiful but

she had decided flair for comedy. Louise Fa^enda reached

the heights by her own incomparable artistry, but she will

tell you how time after time she was helped over the rocks

by the kindly help and encouragement of Ford Sterling

and Charlie Murray Incidentally, to be loved as these

two men are is worth more than (Continued on page 96)
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C[ Clara has too much
richness in her own
nature to feel lone-

some.

(\Clara Bow
Lets Us Share

Her Roadster.

Ti/
- w n» he other day I dropped in at the Paramount

Studio to see Jannings do a scene and ran into

the red haired hoyden of Hollywood—Clara Bow.

'Come on out on the set, Fm posing for some

bath tub pictures—oh, it's all right—I don't get in. I

just powder my nose and trail up and down and throw

some perfume in the tub. That seems to plant the fact

that I'm eventually going to climb in. Isn't it silly?

I'm always having to take my clothes on and off in pic-

tures and it's some job to find different ways of doing it.'

Clara was very gorgeous in a gold lace negligee that

clung to her lovely body and melted into nothing in a

IonAram. She had with her a pretty white Spitz dog

that was all for climbing into the tub if Clara wouldn t.

And whenever she stood still the animal would flop down

on the graceful tram of her gown as though to hold her

stationary for a minute.
.

"Meet Martha," said the flapper's delight. She is a

very dignified dog and most important. In fact, she is

a dowager and has presented her country with seventy-

five puppies. Yes!"

As we trailed off Clara talked with one of the electn-

18



By Helen Ludlam

cians, asked about his wife and kids, laughed and joked

with a couple of dozen people standing about, and finally

got outside.

"That was Harry Thompson. Imagine—he was cn the

first picture I ever did, Down to the Sea in Ships. Gee!

That was some picture—and what I went thorugh! I

was scared to death half the time and so sick."

All this time we were walking towards Clara's sumptu-

ous dressing room done in black and gold with a rich,

soft raspberry red velvet carpet and hangings of just

the most luscious shade. Clara began taking off her make-

up and her maid put her into a stunning bathing out-

fit and covered her up with a light sweater and skirt.

"Come on down to Malibu with me for a swim, do

you want to? I can't wait to get in the

water so I dress here and save time."

So we started for Malibu, in Clara's

roadster. Half the time she drives herself.

"I was talking with Elmer

Clifton only the other night

about that picture, Down to the

Sea in Ships," I said, "and he

certainly gave you a send off."

"Oh, Elmer is wonderful! I

fen
fi[ Clara and Richard Arlen in

'Ladies of the Mob' in the

scene in which she actually

was hit by a bullet.

[ With James Hall in 'The Fleet's

In Clara was the hot number
that warmed a whole world.

C[ Clara Bow, the girl who
has everything—yet

who cares nothing for

social life.

don't know—well, I just wouldn't

have made the grade if it hadn't

been for him. We were in a

New England village and the

people were awfully nice and

kind but they thought 1 was ter-

rible. I'd been used to climbing

around like a tomboy and talking

to everyone. I can't see why people

shouldn't talk to anyone they want to,

can you? I always feel that there is some-

thing interesting and good about every-

body—I don't care what they have done.

The worst person (Continued on page 78)
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t ^APA aemmle's

(C Pic\ out these celeb' V
rities for yourself:
Tullio Carminati, Paul

Leni, Patsy Ruth Mil-

ler, Paul Fejos, Sol

Lesser, Glenn Tryon,

Barbara Kent, George
Lewis, Carmel Myers,

Lois Moran, Elise Bart-

lett, Laura La Plante,

the Brox Sisters, Carl

Laemmle, jr., Beth
L a e m m I e, Joseph
Schild\raut, Walter
Pidgeon, John Boles,

T^eU Hamilton, Wil-

liam Beaudine, Arthur
La\e.

({This pirate bold is

Carl Laemmle, Junior,

the heir to a fortune

in good will, and

other things.

ant to go to the circus?" inquired Patsy.

"Dont be crude," I retorted. "Go to a

circus when I could go up to Carl Laemmle's

to a party?"

"One and the same thing," answered Patsy. "Here s

the invitation." And she showed me a red poster with all

sorts of amusing circus legends on it, together with the

invitation to be present, dressed in character.

When we arrived with the musician, Price Dunlavey,

vv ho plays the organ at the United Artists Theater in Los

Angeles, we had no trouble in locating the circus. We
didn't locate it by the smell, though, nor yet the sound,

because all the animals were merely stuffed animals—funny

mechanical beasts which nodded their heads in soporific

aood-humor, tigers, elephants and camels alike

'

But, although the Laemmle estate is large, there was no

trouble in locating the circus, because who could possibly

have missed those two large lighted tents?

-Why if it isn't a two-ringed circus! exclaimed Fatsy

There 'were two large arenas, in fact, with mechanical

20



Hollywood IRCUS
By

Grace

KJngsky

life-sised clowns and mechanical animals placed around them inside,

leaving room for the circus ring.

Papa Laemmle, as everybody calls the president of Universal who
knows him well, greeted us at once. He was the manager of the

circus, all dressed up in checked suit, loud shirt, red crocheted tie,

diamond horseshoe stick pin, cane, derby hat and all. He was

having more fun than anybody.

Carl Laemmle, Junior, was dressed as Captain Kidd, and as he is

actually little more than a kid, but still is a captain at Universal

City, the costume was appropriate even if one did wonder what

Captain Kidd had to do with a circus.

Rosabelle Laemmle was hostess. She is the daughter of Carl, Sr.,

and an engaging little person, full of life and fun. She had made
herself up to look as much like a pony as a pretty young girl could

who stood staunchly on her two shapely legs. She wore brown

pony ears and mane and bridle, with brown silk tail and short

brown trousers. Already when she greeted us she wore a

blue ribbon, showing that she was a prize pony.

It seemed as though everybody connected with Universal was

there. The guest of honor, however, was {Com. on page 94)

C[ Papa Laemmle—one

of the best-\nown
and best-loved fig-

ures in all the pic-

ture world.
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C~Jhe RIDDLE of the

Hollywood Sphinxes

V?V«> - : '.W^^^m

'G[ It's nothing new for Mary Pic\ford to do

a little public speaking. She used to be

a stage star.

'ELL, for talking out loud!

The movie has found its voice and it has

turned out to be a deep bass. Everybody is

talking at once in Hollywood but from this

distance it sounds like a large masculine roar with only

occasionally a slight feminine shriek making itself scared.

The little ladies who have been sitting so pretty since they

won film fame and fortune are now wondering if there

isn't some other way of exerting their papa appeal. They

are practising 'a, e, i, o, and ooh, ooh, ooh!' every minute

of their spare time. The bathrooms and boudoirs of

Hollywood are resounding with trills, while the studios

are going in strong for English accents. The stars now say

'How d'V do?' in soft and subtle tones instead of crying

Pijf"
'"

By Delight Evans

"Hi!' in the good, old-fashioned way.

Who says women always have the lajt word?

Not in Hollywood. They're lucky if they can

squeeze a word in edgewise out there these days.

They are trying their best to make themselves heard

but they had better speak louder—and not so fun-

nier; or the art of the motion

picture will have to go back to

the old style of having all the

parts played by men as in the

days of Booth and Barrett—

I

mean Shakespeare.

But don't blame the girls.

How can they help it? The

trouble is, they were educated

in the gentle art of pantomime.

They never were encouraged to

speak up. All they had to do

was to look and to listen. The

film beauty (Cont. on page 92)

G[ George Bernard Shaw's

voice was a revelation.
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mm
Sin

HP™
in

When Will the

Picture Girls Speak

Up for Themselves?

H Tou may
have pre-
ferred her si-

lent but in

'Noah's Ark'

Dolores Cos-

t e 11 o will

have the last

word.

G[ M o vietone

introduced a

new and
more charm-

ing Madge
Bellamy.
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TO

\

(\Some Helpful Hints

from the Hollywood

Two-timers.

T
£["I got to go to night school

and prepare for my examina-

tion,'" said she laughingly.

. .here has been much discussion in our set on how to fracture an engage

ment How to keep him on the sucker list and yet give him the razzberry.

A real two-timer is so darn sweet about it that you get the idea that she is

suffering something terrible because you're not near Whereas if you really

got next to the facts you would feel as low as an old maid in a^hl^: J^J
are always kind to dumb animals. They let you believe they could pick you bhndfolded

If all the excuses of the Alibi Annies were laid end to end they would-but let

it he. There are plenty of sugars. Arbuckle said it Am t love granulated! jus

suit the little red book and call up the next on the list. Let that one go. After all.

nVZ%Tc^:^Lr guy's mama and get her to slip the boy friend the

alibi you r

Y
e L There's nothing so pleasant when necking as to get a wrist scratched by

another fellow's frat pin. w^u.
It is the two-timers who get the experience. Why not write a book.

'Why We Misbehave Like Human Beings?'

((When the party of the

second part gets wise there

ain't agonna be no party

and that he is a wet smac\.

con-

whv

Hosed by
Stan Laurel
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2>reak

C[ Especially posed by

Hal Roach's M.G.M.
Players.

<( "I'm so sorry but

Grandfather isn't

• feeling so good. Yes,

very sudden."

"J<[ope, can't today. I'm
under terrible pressure

here. I'm feeling li\e a

flat tire."

Posed by
Anita Garvin

and Ed Kennedy
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EMOTIONAL

OLSON

a He is talent, tem-

perament, and
tenderness combined.

C[ Irving Berlin

and AI ]ohon:
two million-
aires whose
genius was
never over-
paid.

OWN on Four and a Half Street, Washington,

D. O, Asa Yoelson lived with his emigrant father

and his emigrant mother in a ricketty, little

house.

A queer neighborhood it was. Right in the heart of the

capital of 'the land of the free and the home of the brave,'

the dingy little street leaned against the marble beauty

of this city like a weary beggar leans against the marble

palace of his king. It was just a step removed on the one

side from Pennsylvania Avenue, that stately thoroughfare

which connects the White House with the Capitol. And
it was just a step removed on the other side from that

district where rouged women smile from red-lit doorways.

There was trouble brewing on Four and a Half Street

whenever Guiseppi, the organ grinder, came around with

his monkey, to play melodies in this tenement district.

For little Asa Yoelson, aged ten,

always put up a terrible compe'

tition to the music of the barrel-

organ. As soon as Guiseppi

would start to rattle out 'O Solo

Mio,' Asa would commence to

sing—and how he could sing!

His voice had an inherited rich-

ness and sadness which had come
straight to him from the pains and the joys of

the Russian Steppes.

The neighbors were entranced with the fight

which Asa, the Jew, put up against Guiseppi,

the Italian. And to show their delight, with

the reckless generosity of the poor, they would
fling their pennies and nickles into the street,

where Asa would quickly pocket them and

run—leaving Guiseppi bereft, cursing his round, romantic

sounding oaths.

Years later, in the autumn of 1928, Asa Yoelson, now
Al Jolson, was still singing. Wide Broadway was filled

with theatre-goers, fighting their impatient way through

the rainy night to the Winter Garden. It was the open-

ing of the talking picture, The Singing Fool, and New
York's best had turned out to welcome the star, a favorite

son. Ermine evening wraps edged threadbare coats.

White, diamond-bedecked hands waved greetings to soft

emerald-decorated hands. Work-worn fingers lay quiet

in tired laps. Young blonde girls crowded aged Hebrew

matrons. A paunched cynical critic sat down beside an

elderly Jew whose back was curved from pressing many

pairs of pants.

The lights dimmed. The show began.
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By Rosa Reill)

G[ Ruby Keeler, now the happy Mrs.
A. Jolson, "She's the best tap

dancer on earth id Al.

The screen showed Al, the player, sitting broken-hearted before

the mirror in his dressing room, blacking his face to do his act.

His son, his only worldly possession, to whom he used to sing lullabies

and funny songs, will no longer hold out his arms and smile. For

the child is dead. But yet the show must continue. • And the father

must go out on the stage and sing. He must even sing the lullaby

'Sonny Boy' which he wrote for his son that third happy Christmas

as together they sat—father and son—in the nursery before the gay

little Christmas tree.

Scarcely conscious, Al the player, walks out and sings for the

audience. He sings 'Sonny Boy' with such rich agony in his voice

that frivolous blonde and work-worn Jewish mother, paunched elderly

critic and tired old Hebrew pants presser are all crying softly

together.

Ah, what a success! In the very theatre—the Winter Garden

—

where Al Jolson started out seventeen years ago, applause echoed

and re-echoed throughout the far-flung balconies of the vast play-

house. Once again Al Jolson, who has sung to delighted audiences

ever since he was the ragged tenement child, Asa Yoelson, playing

in the streets of Washington, D. C, had made a tremendous hit.

But this time he had done something different. Always he has

amused and delighted his audiences. Bu this time, with his pathos

he broke their hearts. He broke their hearts because his own was

bleeding. In the picture, he held Sonny Boy in his arms. But in

his own life there is no 'Sonny Boy/ Money Jolson has. Success.

Admiration. But the one thing he wants—a child—that has been

denied him.

Two days after the opening of The Singing Fool, as he sat in his

apartment in the Ritz; Tower, he said, "I'm never happy. I don't

know what it is to be happy. That's why whenever a show opens,

I almost have to be kicked out on the stage. (Com. on page 86)
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JMerry Qmstmas

to YOU

offers
you

Qjuletidz

Resent

(( Mary wants her fans to tell

her why they want her to

make a talking picture.

By Marion Brooks Jtitchie

RAMMY Shauer's locks were curly

just like Mary's, too, except that

Grammy's curls were soft with

gray instead of shining gold.

"My Mary's curls," she'd say to us, "my

Mary's curls are loveliest of all."

At ten, on certain days, the little black

silk 'bonnet' left its box, and spry as anyone along the

block, you'd see our Grammy hurry down the street. At

six, the little bonnet tucked away again, you'd hear her

wondrous tales of what had flashed across the screen in

Mr. Johnson's picture house.

She ought to know! From twelve to six took in four

({Write Mary Pic\ford a letter

ansiuering her question and a

beautiful des\ set will be sent

cs c. prize for the best letter.

shows. ,

And so she worshipped at the shrine, until one day

at Mr. Johnson's picture house they missed their surest,

staunchest Mary Pickford fan.

She couldn't seem to get the bonnet on. With sweetest

Mary at the show, she had to stay ' {Cont. on page 89)

C[ The six-piece solid sterling silver leather

bac\ed des\ set to be awarded to the

writer of the best letter—that is, the

briefest and dearest.

Address:—MARY PICKFORD
Screenland Contest Department

49 West 45th Street, New York City

Contest closes December 10, 1928
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LOYD 'S

IfllSJMAS GIFT

C[ Which do you pre-

fer—Harold Lloyd

as a shy country

boy, as a city boy

or as a college boy?

Why? The best an-

swer wins this prize.

nswer Harold's question and you are a cinch to have

one of Harold Lloyd's sterling silver knives to eat

your mashed potatoes with the rest of your life.

After that your only problem will be to get the

mashed potatoes.

The set of silver really would make a marvelous gift

your wife.

Take it home to the little woman on Christmas Eve.

She may secretly scan the newspapers the next morning,

paying particular attention to crimes

of shoplifting and burglary but she'll

never question
you too closely

(Cont. on page 88)

({Harold
with the
seventy-one

piece sterh

ing silver
set of table

ware which
he offers

for a fan
letter.

"4m

Address:—HAROLD LLOYD
Screenland Contest Department
49 West 45th Street, New York City

Contest closes December 10, 1928
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OHN
GILBERT'S

WRIST WATCH for

your Christmas
Q Write your opinion: Does a picturesque costume

add to the glamour of romantic roles or is

there more interest in a modern lover? Why?

C[ John Gilbert in a scene

from 'A Woman of Af-

fairs' with. Greta Garbo.

Tiote the watch upon his

wrist.

This beautiful watch

will be sent to the

writer of the brief-

est and most intelli-

gent letter.

C[ A sunny snap-shot

of ]ohn Gilbert who
offers his wrist watch

for the best letter.

G[ John Gilbert's
Gruen ivrist

watch, manu-
factured by the

Gruen Gild of

Switzerland, fif-

teen jewels,
Wadsworth case 1

—-exact size.

has offered for your Christmas

is an exact duplicate of the one

he wore in the scenes with

Greta Garbo. We asked for his watch

but he said he had given it very hard

wear and he felt the winner should

have a new one.

So the hero of The Big Parade bought a

duplicate for this Christmas contest.
_
He

would have given us the old one, too, if we

had insisted. Gilbert will give away any-

thing he owns and his whole-heartedness is

written in his face.

Make your letter brief and clear.

Address :—JOHN GILBERT
Screenland Contest Department

49 West 45th Street, New York City

Contest closes December 10, 1928
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Charlie Chaplin sends a

Graflex
Camera

for a

Qhristmas Qift

Contest

Q The question you

must answer: Which

doyou consider Charlie

Chaplin's best picture,

and why?

C[ You can win Charlie 's

camera if you \now and

love his pictures, and

who does not?

By Wm. H. McKegg

^HE greatest thing about Xmas
is that it comes to every'

one. Rich and poor alike

feel the spirit of cheer. It

is the one time of the year when
every person feels a wave of happiness

flow over him. What your
circumstances are, or where
you live, do not matter. At
Xmas you must feel happy.

Charlie Chaplin knows
this.

His youth was spent in

squalid poverty. His Xmas
days for many years were
no different than any other

days. The dank, bleak side

street in London's White'
chapel, where he lived as a

child, was enough to press

all the Xmas cheer out of its

poor inhabitants. Neverthe-
less, Charlie dreamed his great dreams of the days
when he would be able to make others beside himself

happier.

In those days Charlie had to enjoy looking through
lighted windows.
As a young man he was in vaudevillle, playing

the English music halls, travelling all over the British

Isles with Fred Karno's (Continued on page 100)

'X Charlie holding the Graflex

camera which will go to the

vjriter of the best letter.

Address:
CHARLIE CHAPLIN

Screenland Contest Department
49 West 45th Street

New York City

Contest closes December 10th, 192S
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({The good saint wants to know if

you would like to have this gown

that Greta Garbo wore while mak-

ing 'A Woman of Affairs.'

Greta Garbo' s boudoir gown will

be sent to the writer of the best

letter on the question of tragic

roles. The briefest and most in-

teresting letter will be selected as the winner

and the Garbo Nile-green robe will be for-

warded to the writer with the Christmas

greetings of Greta Garbo.

Greta has finished A Woman of Affairs

and so the dress that she wore in the film

has been released to serve as a prize for the

fan who will help her to decide her future

parts.

How do you feel after a sad ending? Is

an actress at the

(( The Garbo boudoir gown
designed by Gilbert Adrian

is of ~Nj\e-green transparent

velvet. The gown fastens

in front with a bow of self

material, a wrap-around

drape effect. An exaggera-

tion of the dolman sleeve

is a graceful feature.

mercy of the

character she

plays or does the

personality of the

player measure
her popularity?

Address :—GRETA GARBO
Screenland Contest Department

49 West 45th Street, New York City

Contest closes December 10, 1928

K Question: Is an actress' popularity affected favorably

or unfavorably by tragic roles? Why?
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MARY DUNCAN, a new high-powered

vamp, and Charles Morton in a scene

from Murnau's Four Devils.

Photograph by Autrey
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ANOTHER Mary and Charles, but the same

old love. Mary Brian and Charles Rogers.

Someone to Love is their next picture.

Photograph by Hommel

StRfiHUHD!



PANTOMIME has ever been the language

of clowns but Louise Fazenda has found in

the Vitaphone the perfect medium for comedy.

The Desert Song is her next talker.



azenda By Marion

Brooks Kitchie

FOR
A comely come-
dian with money,
fame and a cou-

pla dogs.

A* -
:

IF
you could have seen Louise at the

studio that Sunday morning, all rigged

out in flowing Grecian robes and
gilded crown tipped on the side of her

head at forty'five degrees, I would not have

blamed you a single bit if you hadn't rec-

ognized the Louise Fazenda who came to

the door of her Wilshire home on Monday
night to let me in. The change in

Cinderella wasn't half as marked!

At the studio Sunday I had said

to her:

"Doubtless, Louise, you will not

remember it, but ever since I

saw you with your mother on a

set about three years, ago I have

Louise has some
lively dogs of her
own every morn-
ing at seven.

meant to have a talk with you and then sit down to write

some sort of tale about you and your Mom."
Louise looked rather quizzically at me.

"Ye-es," she hesitated, "I guess I'm not exactly sure

just what you mean."
"Well," I started, "it was over at Paramount when

they lived at 1520 Vine. You had been loaned by

Warners to do a picture for them, and though, of course,

you did not know, I made a trip to that studio every day

for a week, simply to watch you with your mother."

"Ye-es," said Louise again.

"Yes," I went on. "I used to watch you move
your chair to where the action could be seen

the best, and then you'd sit her down in

it. At the end of a scene you'd go ever

to her and anxiously ask—Are you sure

you are warm enough
now, Mama?' and then

(Cor.t. on page 99)

C[ Louise Fazenda an
her proud mama.

Q She is Mrs. Hal Wallis, a

happily marriedandfamous
pantomimist who has made

good in talking pictures.

C[ In character

Louise ma\es
herself ridicu-

lous and rich.
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ORK
(\They Work Out West But

They Have to Come East

to Hear the Applause.

By Anne Bye

roadway has gone

Jolso'n. Just like

Hollywood and, in

fact, the whole mo-
tion picture business. The
big boy from the Winter
Garden has taken everything

by storm and, whether you
like it or not, you'll have to

hear more about him from
me. And I think you'll like

it. In the words of Al, him-

self : "You ain't heard
nothin' yet!"

I was invited up to his

apartment in the Ritz Tower
on Park Avenue—that hand-

some building which also

C[ Connie Talmadge sailed for France
to ma\e a picture over there—
smile and all.

<l Estelle Taylor is the

first film star to ma\e
a hit in a Broadway
play. David Belasco di-

rected her in The Big
Fight."

houses Madame Elinor Glyn,
Arthur Brisbane, and lots

of other celebrities. I—and
thirty or forty other fellows

from the newspapers and
magazines. Al was there.

Al was in his element. He
has to have an audience. I

arrived among the first few.

Al was silent. More guests

arrived and with each new
arrival our host waxed more
and more loquacious until,

finally, he let loose on us all

of that marvellous, vibrant,

powerful personality that

you all know so well. He
wise-cracked. He cried. He,
in other words, 'wowed' us.

"You ought to see me in

The Singing Fool," cried Al
Jolson. "You will—it opens

this week. Well, I'm—now
I don't wanna throw any
bouquets, but wait'll you see!

I ain't so bad. You know The Jazz Singer, my first picture? Well, a

monkey coulda played it—and did." Al paused for the laughter to

subside. "I didn't know anything about making pictures; I didn't even
know what they meant when they told me to 'speak a title.' Gradually
I learned. And you'll see the results in my new one.

"I've got plenty of help. That kid, Davy Lee, now—why, he's a

wonder! I love that kid, like he was my own. I got to crying in the

hospital scenes with him and I couldn't stop. We made 'em at night.

I cried for three days, I tell you. And every time I see the picture I

have to cry. I took a friend of mine to see it. He's hard-boiled—but

when the lights went up I looked at him and he was crying like a baby.

I don't blame him.

"And then there's Josephine, Dunn. She's a lovely girl and a good

little actress. I wanted Phyllis Haver for the part but we couldn't get

(f Master Jac\ie Coogan, erstwhile

'The Kid,' now a great big song-
and-dance man in vaudeville.
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her. We didn't know who to get when I happened to

see some pictures of this girl. 'That's the girl I want,
1

I said. So they sent for Josephine Dunn, and we signed

her up—and she's great. It's a mean part but the way
she plays it you can't hate her.

"Sure, I love pictures. My next one will be Mammy.
No—not in black-face. No more black-face for me. I'm

through with that. When I saw myself in The Singing

Fool and how good I look—like Barrymore or somebody
—I decided I wasn't going to sing 'Mammy' again. I

had to write the story myself. It's laid in the South and
I've got a lot of kids playing around me. I like kids

and I love working with them.

"I'm sailing for London Saturday, to make a personal

appearance with The Jazz Singer— the first Vitaphone,
talking picture ever presented in England. No, I won't
go on the stage over there. I've got along pretty good
over here and people seem to like me. I'm the kind

of a guy that if I went over there and played and just

one Englishman gave m,e the bird it would ruin my life.

I'll play safe."

The papers that day had carried the report of Jolson's

engagement to Ruby Keeler, Broadway tap-dancer and ex-

Texas Guinan 'little girl.' Everybody wanted to know
if it was true. "Why no," said Al. "She's a great little

girl, but—no, I'm not getting married."

And that same week he married her, and they sailed

off to Europe on their honeymoon, amid much newspaper
hooray and congratulations from millions of friends in-

cluding the former Mrs. Al. It only goes to show what

a great actor Al Jolson is.

* * *

The Broadway opening of The Big Fight was just like

a Hollywood movie first night—only bigger and better.

There were more flowers and cheers and celebrities than

have attended any other premier in New York in years.

All in honor of Jack Dempsey and Estelle Taylor, probably

the most popular Married Couple in the World.
Mayor Walker was there. Will Rogers, tanned and

genial, strolled in from a rehearsal of his own show;

Sophie Tucker and Hope Hampton were rivals in attention

and the number of diamond bracelets each sported; Jeanne

Eagels with her Alice-in-Wonderland coiffure, Greta Nis-

sen, Lya de Putti, Glenn Hunter, Norman Kerry, and

moustachios, Ethel Barrymore, all excitement—just to

mention a few. David Belasco directed the play, and all

the other producers in town were out front.

Jack played his own charming, boyish self. His big

scene is the big fight in the last act—in which he knocks

out a real heavy-weight fighter. Estelle's big scene comes

in the second act, in which she scorns the villain—and it

was as pretty a piece of histrionism as you'd ever hope to

see. The general opinion seems to be that Miss Taylor

has more beauty and ability than many actresses whose

names blase brightly on Broadway. Percy Hammond, dean

of New York dramatic critics, praised her to the skies

in his review next day. Among other things he remarked:

"The Big Fight would not be so big a fight if she were
absent from its affable hostilities. Pretty, efficacious, and

sincere, she is more needed by the Drama than by the

jumping tintypes." High praise from an expert!

Nevertheless, Estelle Taylor is not lost to the movies.

In fact, she is homesick for them. They're her first love

and her best. In spite of all the

applause and adulation showered

on her by New York, she misses

Hollywood—or at least, the film

studios. And don't be surprised

if you hear of her being signed

to star in a talking picture. She

is 'way (Continued on page 90)

C[ Two American institw
tions: the Goddess of
Liberty and Our Gang.
Loo\ sharp and you'll

see Fatty Joe, Mary
Ann, and Jean Darling,
not to mention Whec
zer with a cane 'n ever''
thing.



VISITING the Companies

On XoCATION

Braid,

AN DlEGO again! I couldn't bear it. A dirty, noisy

town full of clanging bells and ugly! At least

what I saw of it was. When I heard that I was

bound there for Ramon Novarro's picture, Gold

directed by George Hill, I groaned in spirit.

To cheer me up Clarence Locan, in charge of the Hill

unit publicity, told me that we only landed at San Diego

and then ferried across to Coronado. Another spiritual

groan. A ferry! Shades of Weehawken and Fort Lee

discomforts. No, I couldn't bear it; but I had to anyway.

I landed at eleven P. M. and was met by Mr. Locan

who bundled me into his car and took me across—which

(\All out-doors becomes screen-

struck when the picture

players go on location.

By Helen Ludlam

wasn't so bad. We pulled up at the Coronado Hotel

and the very first glimpse of it made me realize that I

had struck a bit of heaven.

You can't describe the Coronado Hotel. It is built in

J

m
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rounded turrets and pavillions that wind in and
out in the most bewildering manner. The lobby
is enormous and full of flowers and a feeling of
hospitality and friendship greets you. I have only
felt this in one other place, a certain suite of sun-
lit rooms at the St. Francis Hotel in San Francisco.

Just that long high-ceilinged living room hung in

soft rich shades of blue

velvet gave forth that in-

describable feeling of 'hom-

eyness.
1

The rest of the

hotel was purely commer'
cial. But I am sure that

long ago this beautiful

room must have been the abiding place of

a friendly spirit whose conviviality drew the

beauty and wit of old San Francisco within

its walls.

My room at the Coronado was on the

second floor and its approach was along a

wide, sheltered gallery that looked out upon
an enormous round patio filled with tall

palms. Quantities of flowers were there and

the scent of night-blooming jasmine was in

the air filling it with intoxicating fragrance.

If there is anything to this reincarnation

business I know I was an Oriental, for the

perfume of jasmine just sends me off my nut

with joy

!

This same patio was the location for one

of the love scenes in Gold Braid so you will

see Ramon Novarro and Anita Page in this

lovely garden.

Next morning, Mr. Locan, Bert Green

and myself breakfasted and drove out to

the Navy flying field. Bert Green is the

creator of the cartoons you have laughed at

in the movies and is now writing a series

of humorous stories for 'Liberty.
1

His

present mission was to chum around with

the Three Sea Hawks or, as the Navy
affectionately calls them, the Suicide Squad

that are thrilling thousands with their daring

stunts at the first national air races the

world has ever

Scene from 'Adrienne

Lecouvreur' ta\en at

Verdugo Hills, show-

ing Joan Craw f or

d

and J^_ils Asther be-

ing directed by Fred

Hiblo.

known.

Once inside the

Navy Base, which

is harder to crash

than the Canadian,

border— and Bert

Ramon ls[ovarro and Anita
Page; and, above, a scene

at San Diego where the

hydroplanes are being used
in 'Gold Braid,' J^ovarro's

new picture.

Green safely ensconced with 'Spig' Weed, a

navy man and author of Gold Braid, and the

sea hawks—I was piloted down to the shore

where the company was working and deposited

in a chair on the sand underneath a beach

umbrella.

Everyone was working at the moment so I

had time to get my breath and see what was
going on. There were three hydroplanes at the

water's edge and being held by Navy boys who
had on rubberised overalls reaching to their arm
pits. Sometimes they have to walk far above

their waists in the water to keep the planes from
drifting before the aviators board them.

The three planes were supposed to be the ones

that Ramon Novarro, Carroll Nye and Ralph
Graves learn to fly in. This scene showed them
hoping off for their last ride with their in-

structors.

As soon as it was over Ramon showed me his

flying regalia. He had some difficulty walking

with the awkward parachute outfit which hits

you just at the back of your knees at every

step. When you are in the plane you have to

sit on it.

"They told me if anything happened when
I was in the air to jump, count three and then

pull this ring. Now, where is it?" he chuckled

fumbling around among the unfamiliar gadgets

plastered all over him. "Oh, yes, here it is.

But- suppose I had been in the air then? Where
would I have been before (Com. on page 80)
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D e I i g h

REV
C[ The Big Parade of the Hoboes

LIFE
(\Tramp, Tramp,

Tramp.

Louise Broo\s and Richard,

Arlen are at their best

in 'Beggars of Life.'

ere's what I call a good picture. It's different.

Instead of the dainty trippings of debutantes,

or the measured tread of marching men, or the

clump clump of comedy villains, you have the
tramping feet of the begging brotherhood, eternally hitting

the road. Beggars of Life is the Big Parade of the Hoboes.
It reveals the private life of the knights of the road, from
haystack to box-car; and it maintains its originality until

the very end; the handsome youngest hobo does NOT turn
out to be the missing son of the wealthy farmer. He is

last seen bumming his way west and telling the girl of his

choice where she gets off.

William Wellman directed this picture which was based
on Jim Tully's book. Wellman also directed Wings. It

seems to me his latest soars much higher than the aviation

special. There's good stuff on and off fast-moving freight-

trains; there is equally good drama packed in one small

cabin, between Wallace Beery, a good bad man, Louise

Brooks, and Richard Arlen. Louise is a fugitive from

justice—wanted for murder. Richard is trying to protect

her from the law and from Wally at his worst. Beery

does his best to get the girl away from Richard. Then he

looks at the two youngsters quizzically, shrugs, and says:

"I've heard of it—but I never saw it before. It must be

love!" And you feel it is love—you'd swear it is, even

though when you think it over later you realize it can't

be because Richard Arlen is happily married to somebody

else. Mr. Arlen is the most intense young man in the

movies. You never feel when you are watching him that

he is a capable actor. He fools you into believing that

he is only a very earnest young man wanning his way

through sheer force of personality. This is the bunk. He's

one of the best actors you ever saw. Wallace Beery's

0\hhoma Red is the best thing he has done in a long

time. He sings a song, too—justifying this picture's claim

to sound distinction. But a picture like Beggars of Life

doesn't depend upon sound. It speaks for itself.

Have you been following these reviews? They are sprightly reading—but

do not let the clever style deceive you. Delight Evans calls

the turn on pictures with unfailing accuracy.
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C[ Clara Bow gives one of her very best performances

/LEET'
Q Clara's Beaux in Blue.

^he Fleet's in—in luck. It's co-starring with
Clara. She teases it and pesters it and vamps
it—until it loses its collective head and heart to

the little red-head. She plays Peachy, the siren

of the Roseland Dance Hall in San Francisco. She flirts

and plays with fire and accepts gifts from gobs—but she'll

have you understand she is only in fun—she walks home
alone and her nice old mother is always waiting up for

her. That's the kind of a girl she is, and she'll thank you
not to cast aspersions on her character—for every aspersion

you cast you'll get a sock in the eye from Peachy. Of
course you'll admit that a sock from this baby is better

than a smack from another girl. Life is one long sala-

mander sundae for our heroine until—along comes Jimmy
Hall. You know what havoc Mr. Hall can cause—and
in a gob suit—well, he's a downright dangerous boy. As
Eddie—Briggs is the name—a signalman on the U. S. S.

Vermont, who makes long-distance love with his sema-

phore flags but can get along in a clinch without 'em,

Mr. Hall is Uncle Sam's present to patooties. Peachy falls

for him—in a Big Way—only to discover he thinks the

worst of her just because she kids around a little. Imagine!
She teaches him his lesson before she is through—a lesson

every motion picture leading man must learn: that, no
matter how wild a movie heroine may seem to be, she is

really just a home girl at heart—heart of gold but you
have to dig for it.

Malcolm St. Clair has taken a slender little story and
oh, how lie has directed it! He makes you believe it. He
has inspired Clara to give enc of her very best perform'

ances. You'll love Peachy. She's grotesque and impos-

sible, but somehow, through the artistry of this Bow girl,

she becomes believable—and even a little pitiful. James

Hall? Maybe he isn't an actor—but only a nice boy with

a nice smile. But after seeing him in that Seventh Heaven
scene in The Fleet's In—carrying Clara up endless flights

of stairs only to be disappointed at the top—I've decided

I prefer him and his smile to the acting of some of the

other boys. The Fleet's In—and so is Mr. Hall.

C( A wovj—a riot—a panic, etc.

CQe SINGING FOOL
C| Those Vitaphone Boo-Hoos.

ell, what can I say? New York went wild.

The Winter Garden is packed. Everybody
laughs and cries and has a high old time.

The Singing Fool is a wow—a riot—a panic

—and anything else you want to call it that spells

S-u-c-c-e-s-s.

Al Jolson started it all with T/ie Jazz Singer. Now he
proves that was no accident. The Singing Fool is a bigger

and a better show in every way. It's all Jolson—but so

far nobody has been heard to complain. The audience

has not yet been found that can resist Al when he opens

up on 'em. He sings—oh, how he sings. 'Sonny Boy'

—

It All Depends On You'—Tm Sitting On Top of the

World'—There's a Rainbow Round My Shoulder'—and
others. He acts—and you'll be surprised. You may have

seen Barrymore and Chaplin act but you ain't seen nothin'

yet—until you see Al in the scenes with the baby in

The Singing Fool. In other words, the man who is said

to be the greatest box-office attraction on the American
stage also looms up as the big box-office man of the movies.

All for crying out loud!

This picture may be hokum. But it's grand hokum.
And it has moments of real and honest emotion. Al plays

a singing waiter enamored of a cabaret girl, Josephine

Dunn. He writes songs to her, and when one of them
makes a hit he rises to fame and fortune, and takes her

along. Then he's sitting on top of the world—with his

beautiful wife and an adorable baby. Until—his happy
world is shattered by his wife's desertion. He loses her,

he loses his baby. He can't sing any more. There's no
rainbow round his shoulder now. But with the help of

Betty Bronson, who has loved him all the time, he drags

himself up out of the depths and comes back. Once
again he is a success—when he is called to the bedside of

his little son who is dangerously ill. In a touching scene

he picks up the child and sings the song he wrote,

'Sonny Boy.' These last scenes of The Singing Fool are

remarkable for the warmth and the fervor Al Jolson

puts into them. The man's amazing vitality sweeps you
along whether you like it or not. And every man and
woman in the audience falls in love with Sonny Boy.

The critical can make cracks that The Singing Fool and
his sonny are soon parted. Go ahead. But Jolson defies

you to blink back the tears when he enacts those scenes

with the child and, later, sings Sonny Boy for the last

time. The star is aided and abetted by the child who plays

the son—a little boy named David Lee. He is half

responsible for the success of the picture — and Jolson

would be the first to admit it. Betty Bronson is most

appealing both vocally and optically. Josephine Dunn in

the role of the siren wife—a thankless part if there ever

was one—is a revelation. She's exquisite. It's easy enough

for Josephine to play nice girls. A part like this is a

real test of her ability. That she makes the wife such a

mean mama is no small achievement. Altogether, The
Singing Fool is a triumph for all concerned. Mammy

—

Daddy— Sonny— and money for the Warner Brothers.

And why not?
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Exposing the movie mama

^Mother
KNOWS
"BEST

Q But Daughter Knows

Better.

It's
really about time to expose the movie

mama. She has had everything her own
way too long. The movies have made
a plaster saint out of a human being,

but Mother Knows Best comes along to even

things up. Edna Ferber's story has been

made into a talking motion picture. It is

supposed to be based on the career of a

famous stage star. I don't know about that

but I suspect a few stage mothers will find

their ears burning. This picture strips the

sham right off the mercenary mamas and

shows up one in particular, played by Louise

Dresser, whose mad ambition for her

daughter, Madge Bellamy, wins fame and

fortune for them but robs the daughter of

her right to happiness. It isn't a pretty story. Several

years ago the movies wouldn't have dared to do it. I

admire the Fox Company for producing it even now, for

it is still dangerous to topple some of the good old'

fashioned cinema idols off their pedestals.

The real Sally Quail (Miss Bellamy) is sacrificed

—

made to stifle her emotions and give up the boy she loves

—and perform as a pretty lifeless puppet. Whenever she

rebels her mother tells her that 'Mother knows best'—and

she gives in. But the time comes when it is only too

evident that Mother doesn't know best—she knows very

little about human life and love and the pursuit of hap-

piness. Then Daughter comes into her own.

Little Madge Bellamy is a delicious person—appealing

and finely-fibred. She is not in the least like anyone else

C[ Barry T^orton, boy wonder of the movies,

and appealing Madge Bellamy, the lovers

in 'Mother Knows Best."

on the screen. Madge is the kind of girl you like a lot

or don't like at all. I like her and hope you do too.

Not her impersonations—but her very fine acting in the

emotional scenes, and her general becoming behavior. Ir

you have been decieved into thinking that Miss Bellamy

was all smiles and big eyes, you're in for a surprise. She

is a real actress, and her voice will interest you, too.

Louise Dresser plays the mother; she is very good but

I wish she wouldn't talk. She is permitted and even

encouraged to go the limit in maternal histrionics in two

talkers this month—I suppose it isn't her fault. Barry

Norton, besides being the handsomest boy on the screen,

bar none, is also a very capable young actor. He has a

voice, too. Barry is the boy wonder of the movies now
that Jackie has grown up and left us

C[ By far the best comedy Keaton has ever made

The CAMERAMAN ({Look Pleasant, Please!

s a special favor to your Aunty Delight, kiddies,

hustle and see Buster Keaton in The Camera-

man; and then come back to me and try to

tell me he isn't the funniest man in the movies

— just try and you'll get a good, hard smack. When I see

Buster being as funny as this I forget all about Charlie

and Harold and just sit back and shake. Keaton is

—

well, he's so—so funny, if you know what I mean. Take

that scene in the swimming pool, for instance, where Buster

loses his—er—dignity. Or that scene in the bath-house;

or in Chinatown — take practically any scene in The

Cameraman and try to control your mirth. This is by far

the best comedy Keaton has ever made. It is filled with

brand-new gags—what? not new?—well, they looked like

new to me. It is almost plausible, and it has a charming

touch of romance in the person of Marceline Day. There

is also suspense in this comedy. There is pretty nearly

everything that anybody can ask of any comedy. There is

even a monkey. Its antics wall make one of you.
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fi[ A personally-conducted tour of a big film factory

HOW EOPLE

(| Through the Studio

Key-hole.

IF
you're one of these people

who are always just dying

to get inside a movie

studio so you could watch

all the stars go round—as who
is not?—you'll enjoy Show
People. It is a personally con-

ducted tour of a big film fac-

tory, with intimate glimpses of

the stars at play. Marion
Davies and Billy Haines are the

co-stars, with King Vidor at

the megaphone. I doubt if Mr.
Vidor uses a megaphone; I'm

sure he never wears puttees; but he's a director, all right.

There is an all-star cast; here's your chance to see stars.

Charlie Chaplin, John Gilbert, Elinor Glyn, Douglas Fair-

banks, William S. Hart, Norma Talmadge, Estelle Taylor,

Renee Adoree, Aileen Pringle, George Arthur—well, that

gives you the idea. Marion plays a movie struck girl,

Polly Pepper, who makes good as a target for custard-

pies. But she has yearnings for the drama, and blossoms

into Patricia Pepoire, an emotional artiste with tempera-

ment and things like that. Billy Haines, playing the slap-

stick comedian who loves her, does another Excess Bag-

gage: just hanging around awaiting an opportunity to

C[ Marion Davies and William
Haines, the co-stars in 'Show
People."

prove his devotion. It doesn't seem good business to dis-

guise the face that launched a million fan letters under

a walrus moustache, but Bill laughs it off.

Show People is a neat little sugar-coated sermon to be

heeded by all, particularly those Hollywoodians who be-

lieve that the movies would stop moving without them.

Miss Davies is one star who can throw off the shackles of

stardom and simply have a good time in a part. Cheer-

fully she submits to the indignities demanded by her role

and seems to enjoy it. And consequently so does every-

body else.

(( That horse race is one of the most exciting ever made

HIP
(\A Cracking Good Picture.

<3[ Dorothy Mac\aill is

splendid as the hero'

ine of 'The Whip.'

T y ou know the dear old Derby? Now, now—don't say Derby. Say Derby. That's

\l better. And it's the British Derby, not Al's. Here's a picture about it. The

|
:, Whip is a good, old melodrama—it always was. But it has been all dressed

up and tricked out in new trappings so that you'd never recognise it—then

again, you might. But any picture that can boast in its cast such stars as Dorothy Mac-
kaill, Anna Q. Nilsson, Ralph Forbes, and Lowell Sherman is worth seeing—not to men-
tion the Derby. That horse race is one of the most exciting ever made. There's a rail-

road wreck for good measure—and a general smashing of hearts. Miss Mackaill is splen-

did and you'll be glad to see Anna Q. again. Welcome back, Anna—don't stay away so

long again.
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(\ The fun in this film is rough and ready

Heart to

HEART
Q Cardiac Confusion.

P
UT two and two together and you get

a good picture—sometimes. This is one

of the times. The two hearts of the title

belong to Mary Astor and Lloyd Hughes

1
I

and as I think this is their last appearance, posi

tively, on any screen together, you'd better take

a good long look at their love scenes. Three is

usually a crowd, but not in this case, because

the third party is Louise Fazenda. Miss Fazenda

very nearly runs away with the picture—in fact,

I'll be big and come right out and say it—she

does run away with it. She plays one of those

anxious wives, and achieves a genuine character-

isation. She's funny—and also convincing.

Lucien Littlefleld gives a composite portrait of all

henpecked husbands in his inimitable manner. The fun

in this film is rough and ready—but it suits me. Heart

to Heart pictures in lively fashion, the excitement that

({Louise Fazenda, the comedienne,
and Mary Astor, the lovely lady

in 'Heart to Heart."

ensues in a small town when a real, live princess descends

upon it—if the princess is a human being and in love

with the struggling inventor—and looks like Mary Astor.

C[ A movie version of the best-seller

({Kate Price and Alice White
as Mrs. and Miss Dugan in

'Show Girl.'

I R L
(^Show's Your Old Girl.

J P. McEvoy's novel, Show Girl, is one of the best-

sellers. The picture version should repeat the sue-

cess of the book. It follows the original with

more than the usual fidelity—well, anyway, it

does retain the original title; and it is all about Dixie

Dugan, the Brooklyn baby who makes good on Broadway.

Show Girl is a pint-size soubrette, with a plot to match.

Dixie attains popularity as a night-club dancer, notoriety

as the heroine of a stabbing scandal, publicity as a musical

comedy star—and eventual bliss as the bride of a news-

paper reporter. What more can any Show Girl ask of

life? Alice White plays Dixie Dugan. As Dixie herself

would say, she shakes a mean scantie in the show scenes

of Show Girl.
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C[ Sordid, but beautifully done from a pictorial standpoint

c
C3/« DOCKS of

'The D o c ks

of New York
1

has Betty
Compson as

its heroine
and George
Bancroft in a
typical role.

TS[eiv York
(\Dive In.

T-nJHIS is a rowdy picture. All about the water-
front of little old New York, with Betty Compson
trying to drown her sorrows, and George Ban-
croft jumping in after her. Josef von Sternberg

has made another of his sordid dramas. Fortunately he has
done it so beautifully from a pictorial standpoint that it

is always interesting. So if you don't always admire the
action you can always gasp ever the gorgeous photography
and composition of most of the scenes. It occurs to me
right here that the cameraman of this picture should be
given Screen (land) credit—so here he is: Hal Rosson.

Bancroft plays a stoker on a night ashore—dispensing
socks and blondes with a free hand. With his other hand
he is embracing the beautiful Betty. She, poor thing,
takes the amorous interlude seriously, and the smoking
stoker is surprised to find himself married to the girl he
rescued. Still hopeful of life, she believes in him—and
somehow he decides to try to make good. Miss Compson
is arrestingly interesting. In a part like this—a weary,
faded, but still rather lovely light lady, she is superb. She
made her hit in a role like this—Rose in The Miracle Man.
Considering how many pictures have been made and re-

leased since then, surely Miss Compson rates the title of
Miracle Girl of the Movies.

<C Filled with aerial thrills and spills

<lAit Circus
(\Making Swoopee.

HOLD tight. Here we go! Loop the loop—tail

spin—falling leaf, or any old thing—and bring
your own parachute. The Air Circus is filled

with aerial thrills. It shows you all kinds of
plain and fancy flying. And it isn't a war picture. Let
us all thank good, kind Mr. Fox for making this collegiate

comedy of the clouds, and resisting the temptation to put
in a couple of battles. Arthur Lake and David Rollins

are two high-school kids who want to learn to fly. They
manage to crash the gates of the flying school and take
their first lessons—rookies of the air. Lovely little Sue
Carol provides an added incentive. Arthur, gay and
debonair, passes his test and becomes a full-fledged man of

the air. But Davy, due to his mother's fears for his

safety, takes an awful flop. The rest of the picture con-

cerns itself with Davy's efforts to conquer his cowardice
and fly alone. Miss Carol and Arthur Lake share a speak-

ing sequence; so do David Rollins and Louise Dresser.

The former is a young-love theme, naive and delightful.

CC David Rollins

and Sue Carol,

in the colle-

giate comedy,
'The A it
Circus.'

The mother-son dialogue, with sobs by son, made me
squirm. Young David's grief over his failure to make good
sounded like a train puffing up an incline. And not his

fault, either. He is a natural, unspoiled boy, with the
only set of masculine dimples I can view without cringing.
As for Arthur Lake, he is in a class by himself. Arthur
is as original in his own sassy juvenile way as Chaplin
or Lloyd—and I can't say much more for the boy than
that.
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MIRRQrs

It
C[ The chiffon velvet ensemble is chic for

evening. Here is Josephine Dunn's ver'

sion: the simple gown with its smart
uneven hemline, and a wrap to match.

THE Hollywood girls set their own styles. They
can't always keep dashing off to Paris or New
York for their new clothes. So they create their

own, with the help of some of the clever designers
of the screen studios. They have their own ideas about
dress—usually original. For one thing, the successful

movie actress knows she must stick to her own style. Her

C[ The two-fox scarf is the

mode of the moment.
May McAvoy selected

a handsome silver fox
to go with the white.

individual personality is responsible for her success, so she

must dress to suit that personality. She may yearn to

embark upon new seas of fashion, but she knows better.

The girl who has made a great success in an ingenue role

would be foolish to forsake it even sartorially speaking to



(\The Pretty Girls

of the Screen Re-

flect the Fashions

of the Hour, and

Add a Piquant

Note All Their

Own.

<C Weasel is one of the furs

which lends itself to original

treatment. Lina Basquette is

wearing a motor coat of

weasel trimmed with beige fox

in a shawl collar effect.

<tOf imported Russian cara-

cul is the smart coat se-

lected by jeanette Loff.

The beige fur and the cuffs

of matching dyed fox set off

Miss Loff's blonde beauty

;

Myrna hoy, that exotic and
lovely lady, chose a fur

coat to match her own
special brand of charm.

It's a wrap-around model

of \olins\y with collar and

cuffs banded in cream

ermine.

don the dress of a woman of the world. The sirens can't afford to neglect

any chance to enhance their exotic appeal, so they dress the part, no matter

how much they may wish to wear simple sports clothes. On these pages you'll

see some of the film colony's prettiest girls, and you'll notice that not one of

them has overlooked the opportunity to make the most of the particular

charm that has won her screen success.
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NEW SCREENPLAYS
Reviewed By Rosa Reilly

Q" SHIPS

1
"sphere is a

love strong-

er than that

a man has

for his woman, a

child for his mother,

or a boy for his pal.

It is the love of a

patriot for his home'
land.

In the Ships,

the finest picture

which has ever come
out of England, this

love is exemplified

to its highest degree.

During the latter

part of 1917 and
the beginning of

1918, ten thousand

American naval offi-

cers and men, under

the command of Ad-
miral Sims, steamed

into the mine-infes-

ted harbour of

Queenstown, Ire-

land, to aid the

Allied cause. The
British Navy had

fought dauntlessly

through four weary
years, but still the

German submarines

were destroying
Allied and neutral

shipping at a stag-

gering daily rate.

Even the coming of

naval assistance
from America, while

it bucked up the Bri-

tish, did not lower

the daily losses

which were mount-
ing to a shocking

degree.

If I recall cor-

rectly, it was the

Britisher, Captain
Gordon Campbell,

who first conceived

the idea of the
lQ'

boats. Taking his

life in his hands,

leaving his wife and
his children in a

house perched on
the Terrace at

€[ Pretty Dorothy
Mac\aill plays
the daughter of

a tug-boat s\ip-

per in 'Water-

front.'

Queenstown, Gordon Campbell set out

to sea in what looked like a leaky old

sailing vessel. But underneath those

sails, powerful guns were masked. It

was Campbell's idea to sail out into the

waters where many submarines hunted
and permit the first he ran across to fire a

torpedo into his ship. His crew was to take

to the water after the first shot, in pretended

panic, while below he and his gunners lay

waiting for the submarine to come within range

of the sailing ship. At which moment, by his

command, the sails would drop, the guns would fire, and

the submarine would go to the bottom.

So far so good. But suppose the first torpedo from the sub-

marine sank the sailing ship instead. Or set her on fire. That

was the chance Gordon Campbell and his brave men took.

And it was the biggest chance, to my way of thinking, that

any man took, on land or sea, during the great world war.

Gordon Campbell lived to sink a number of submarines and

to win the V. C, the highest honor which England can con-

fer. The 'Q 1

boats broke the morale of the German submarine

commanders, broke Germany's hold on international waters,

and helped to bring the day of Armistice shortly about.

All this you
see in the new
picture which
was produced
with the official

sanction and co-

operation of the

British Ad-
miralty. And
never will you
find braver fight-

ing against insu-

perable odds than

this film flings

before your eyes.

C[ harry Kent, Lor-

etta Young, and
amusing Charlie

Murray in 'The

Head Man,' a

picture all small

town fol\s will

want to see.
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-te-

xt is more romantic than the most

impassioned love story, more thrilling

than the wildest story of political

intrigue, more tragic than any war
story ever unrolled. For these men,
both German and English, had to

struggle—not against a human foe

—but against that common enemy
—certain death.

STATE STREET SADIE

This is a 'talker.' And a brilliant

'talker
1

at that. For it has the re-

markable young actor, Conrad Nagel,

in the leading part.

I have heard it said that men use

profanity only because their every-

day language is not vivid enough to

express their thoughts. If that's true,

what I need is a couple of long-

shoremen to do my cussing for me.

Conrad Nagel plays the part of two
brothers in State Street Sadie, and

ever since I saw him kiss Dolores

Costello's neck—we'll call it that any-

way—in Glorious Betsy—oh Lordy, Lordy, give me words!

Rum and Romance, Girls and Gangsters, Motors and

Machine Guns, Death and Desire—these are the ingre-

dients of this film. Conrad Nagel may be an usher in

church on Sunday, but during the week what love he

can make! If you don't believe it, ask exotic Myrna

In 'Kit Carson,' Fred Thomson brings

to the screen several incidents from the

romantic life of the famous Indian scout.

(^ Sally Phipps and Charles

Morton in a scene from
'None But the Brave.'

Loy, who rounds out Nagel's per-

formance in a grand way.

Some of the ablest work is done

by little Georgie Stone whose talking

sequences with Nagel are perfect.

William Russell, as chief of the

gang, is splendid. There he stands,

hulling and eating peanuts, throwing

out wise-cracks to his gang while

underneath all the coarse comedy you
feel the overpowering cruelty of the

brute. A fine touch is the fact that

Russell has his headquarters behind

and over a toy shop which he runs

to stall off suspicion.

There is a remarkable dance hall

scene and in the exciting race and

fight between the police motor corps

and the gangsters which ends up on

the roof, you'll almost jump out of

your chair. Sirens whine, machine

guns rat-a-tat, pistol shot echoes

pistol shot, groans, curses—all these

sounds are brought clearly to you in

this excellent talker.

MAN MADE WOMAN
Every critic in New York may hurl opprobrious (I

just learned that word yesterday so I've got to use it before

I forget it) adjectives at this picture, but I like it—down
to the ground. (Continued on page 101)
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^Marian Islixon

TROUPER

(\A Siveet Girl

Steps Out.

By James M. Midler

FEW years ago, I stood in the wings of a theater

and watched a rehearsal of The Writers Revue,

a show put on by the Writers Club of Holly
wood for the purpose of building a new club'

house. The cast was made up of famous movie stars.

In the chorus were a few prominent people and several

unknowns. The prominent ones did not interest me. I

was attracted by a tiny little person with brown hair and

round, brown eyes that biased with interest. She had

pretty legs and what I decided were the prettiest knees

I had" ever seen. Naturally, I met her. That was not

hard to do. I was press-agenting that show.

The meeting gave me a view Of her personality and I

promptly forgot she had legs and knees. She was so

sweet, so nice, that I decided she was quite the finest girl

I had seen in Hollywood.

That was in 1923.

This is 1928. And here I- am writing about this same

Marian Nixon for Screenland.

Things have happened. She has found success in pic-

tures. She commands a salary of $1,500 each week. She

has been married. And divorced. People said, when she

wed, that she had made a mistake. The fellow was nice

enough. He was Joe Benjamin, a prise-fighter and a good

scout. But he wasn't Marian's type. People said it was

Marian T^ixon
has graduated

from the in-

genue class.

She's now an
actress.

(£ Marian Jvjixon

plays the \ind of
part she li\es in

'Oh Geraldine.'

a mistake. It must have been, for her marriage lasted

only a year, approximately.

Despite the addition of sophistication, Marian hasn't

changed a great deal in the five years since I first saw her.

She is prettier. She grows prettier each year, it seems.

She has a great deal more poise. Her eyes are softer brown
in color. Her smile is more lingering—not so quick to

come and go. Her hair is bobbed (Continued on page 98)
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NILS ASTHER is being groomed for bigger

and better parts. He is a good comedian

and a wicked lover. Adrienne Lecouvreur is

his next picture.

Photograph by Ruth Harriet Louise
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WHEN the Russian Baclanova starts vamp-

ing steppes should be taken. Her nextf

picture is The Wolf of Wall Street, not an

animal picture.

Photograph by Eugene Robert Richee

t
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DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., as he ap-

pears in A Woman of Affairs. He will

next make Saturday's Children and will play the

same part in the picture that he played on the

stage.

Photograph by Ruth Harriet Louise
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COACH
entertainingly, and so does Harry Puck, who staged the

dances and ensembles. Our favorite song, for our own
sentimental reasons, is "A Flat in Montmarte,' the music of

which is by Muriel Pollock. The Lief boys, Max and Nat,

did a nice job with the lyrics.

The Big Fight

The Big Fight will have passed from New York and

begun its tour of the country by the time you read this,

so no matter where you are you'll probably have a chance

to see it. Let us begin by saying that The Big Fight, as

a play is one of the worst things Milton Herbert Gropper
and Max Marcin have ever turned out, individually or

collectively.

And yet as entertainment it may have its place. Three

dollars to see Jack Dempsey and Estelle Taylor is a fair

price for curiosity. Jack is far from being Alfred Lunt:

his voice, curiously high'pitched for a heavyweight cham-

pion, is all in one key, and he puts no more emphasis into

saying, "I'll break your jaw" than he does into saying,

"Hello, Jim." Miss Taylor is a little better: she is adequate

for her role, but her voice, too, is against her.

But after all you don't quite expect great acting from

Dempsey, and he has a boyish charm that will probably

win you and let you forget that he isn't John Barrymore.

And when he strips for the ring, you are liable to get the

kick you got out of seeing the old Dempsey in action.

As Heywood Broun put it, "There are no actors who can

strip with Jack Dempsey. And few actresses."

David Belasco staged the piece, but we don't think he's

quite willing to stake his reputation on it. It has some

shrewd effects, but is not nearly as good as Ringside, whose

story it follows closely. But the fight is rather good.

Announced by Joe Humphreys, who imitates himself

better than anybody else, the tingle begins to creep along

your spine, and somehow you wish that the eminent literary

personage, Mr. Gene Tunney, would step into the oppo-

site corner.

As we intimated, there will be no second companies of

this. The Big Fight, without Dempsey and Taylor, would

be pretty awful and dull. But, as Messrs. Gropper and

Marcin would be the first to point out, The Big Fight is

with Dempsey and Taylor. And that makes a difference.

The New Moon
Well, here is the pretty nearly ideal romantic operetta.

For years we have gone along sneering at all of them.

Rose Marie rolled right off our back; Dearest Enemy was

just so much applesauce; The Desert Song we labeled

tripe, and, in spite of the fact that it made a fortune, it

still is tripe. Of course, some people like tripe.

Came then The T^ew Moon. Came, did we say? Came
and conquered. It has everything, including tripe, but so

little of it that we didn't mind. It's a tale, based appar-

ently on some historic foundation, of a French colony in

New Orleans in 1788. Fashioned by Oscar Hammerstein,

Frank Mandel and Laurence Schwab, and produced by

the latter two, it has beauty, charm, dignity, and distinc-

tion. Sigmund Romberg did the music, and, as far as

we know anything of music, it is his best score since

Maytime. For years Romberg has been resting cn his

laurels, and been doing hack work of the cheapest sort.

Here he comes back to make us feel that our first appraisal

of his efforts was right. The most applauded piece in

Conducted by

Mome Kyskmd

Photograph by Chidnoff

(( 'This Thing Called Love' is a new
comedy graced by the presence of

pretty Violet Hewing.

the score, to show what we mean, is not called "Vo-de-do-

do,' but 'Softly, as in a Morning Sunrise.' It takes some
courage, in these days, to write a lyric as Elizabethan as

that. And our hat is off to Hammerstein for doing it, and

to Romberg for writing music that could stand it.

For comedy there is Gus Shy, and that's pretty good

as far as we're concerned. For the rest there are romance,

pirates, revolution, a sea battle, a masquerade party, a

meeting of conspirators, all sound parts of a romantic

operetta and constructed in a workmanlike manner. See

The l^ew Moon, by all means.

Animal Crackers

A critic should be absolutely unbiased, and yet we found
ourself rooting so hard for the Marx Brothers in Animal
Crac\ers that we ran down to Philadelphia to see it and
review it for you.

But, after we admit that, we find ourself in what is

known as a nasty fix. Perhaps, after all, it wouldn't be

fair to boost a show because of our affection for the Marx
Brothers. Maybe you boys and girls would like to hear

what the Philly critics said.

The Ledger, which is not so biased as we are, says:

'Those four musketeers of mirth, the brothers Marx,
breezed into town last night. If you happened to be among
the large audience when they arrived, that's about all that

need be said. But in case you (Cont. on page 97)
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GREAT cry is

r ai sci in

our little

wilderness

for leading men.

Almost unanimously

the producers are seek'

ing for handsome
young fellows with

pleasing voices to carry

on the fall crop of

love-making in the

movies.

I met John McCor-

mick over at First

National and he was

exhausted after seeking

for three weeks to get

someone to play oppo-

site Colleen Moore.

John says there are a

lot of very young fel-

lows and a lot of al-

most middle aged ones

but mighty few who,

to quote him, "the pub-

lic could imagine in a

romance with Colleen."

Since then, John has

chosen James Ford, a

comparative youngster

who is a discovery of

Corinne Griffith's and

who played in her

Divine Lady.

Corinne, by the way,

is as much in a quan-

dary as Colleen. Now
that Ford is assigned to

the Moore picture, I

imagine Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

be given the opportunity to play

the same role in Saturday's Children that he

did on the stage here at the Belasco Theatre.

I remember seeing Doug Sr. between acts of

this Maxwell Anderson drama. I recall his

words: "You know it gives me a funny

feeling to see that kid on the stage. He's

got a real talent."

C H AT T E R
from HOLLYWOOD

By Martin Martin

'Adoration' is the name of

Billie Dove's next picture

and adoration is the name

of our emotions.

<C[ Given Lee as she ap-

pears on an ordinary

day and when dolled

up for the boy
friend.

Warner Brothers was in a most embarrassing

predicament this very week. Madonna of Avenue

A was six days in production and still no one
,

could be found to play

opposite Dolores Cos-

tello. This is the first

picture in four that

Conrad Nagel isn't

seen with the lovely

Costello. But Conrad

is becoming rather too

expensive for a mere

leading man now. Fox

paid $30,000 for him

for four weeks.

To get back to my
story, however, War-
ners tried ever so hard.

They talked with Rod

La Rocque, George
O'Brien, Edmund

-4-

Lowe, and finally set

upon Grant Withers.

Being still rather pan-

icky, they signed him

to a two-year contract.

Mary Pickford is

testing and testing to

find some one for her

leading man in

Coquette. It still seems

to me she is making a

terrific experiment in

producing this play,

and in choosing for

herself the part of a

flirtatious girl who is

capable of going to the,

great lengths that this

heroine goes to. But

Mary's art is equal to

emergencies.

I was talking with

Johnny Mack Brown,

one of the leading con-

tenders for the role of

the boy, and he is na-

turally keen for such

a grand chance. Johnny

has proven the judge-

ment of Marion Davies

when she gave him a

chance in The Fair Co-

Ed. He is one of

Hollywood's most pro-

mising.

When you come to

think of it, who are

the young leading men
in the film colony to-

day?

mm <i]oe Coo\ the permanent resident

on Broadway with 'Rain or Shine'

has ta\en the Movietone into

his confidence.
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that's about all.

Universal has nobody.

Warners has Grant Withers.

Pathe has George Duryea, who was
in The Godless Girl, and Eddie Quillan,

who has the makings of a great char'

acter comedian, but is scarcely a roman-
tic type.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has Asther,

Johnny Mack Brown, Eddie Nugent,
still pretty much of a kid and very slight

in build, and that about finishes their

list.

Among the free-lance players are

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Roland Drew,
a mysterious young Russian named Ivan
Lebedeff and a few others less known.

It is possible I have omitted some,

but not many.
The upshot of this survey is that

Hollywood needs new blood. I am not

counseling the best-looking boy in town
to 'go west, young man,' but there never
has been a greater need for youth, good
looks, and potential talent among the

masculine players here.

<C Olive Borden in 'Gang
War' with the latest

Chicago fashions.

Nils Asther, who is to play op-

posite Greta Garbo soon, is riding

on a wave of popularity, and
there is Johnny Mack Brown,
already mentioned. First

National has James Ford and
did have, until recently,

Donald Reed, a discovery of

John McCormick, and Larry

Kent.

Paramount has the depend-

able Dick Arlen and Jimmy
Hall, but they are old-timers

now, likewise Gary Cooper.
We haven't seen Mau-
rice Chevalier, the
French star Jesse Lasky
signed, but he is

scarcely a young man.
I can't think of a single

new face on this lot.

There isn't as much
necessity, however,
with Hall, Cooper and
Arlen in reserve.

Fox has the likable

young Nick Stuart,

Barry Norton, and

Ruth Roland is bac\ again

before the camera so every
thing is all right.

Antonio Moreno has just

completed 'The Air Legion'"

for FBO. Tony's smile is

as ingratiating as ever.

Every day I expect to hear that Eric Von
Stroheim has come to a disagreement with

Gloria Swanson and the powers that be at

FBO.
Many weeks now he has been working

on the story of J^ueen Kelly, and still is not

ready to start. No one works with a more
detailed script than Von Stroheim and I

imagine that the talkers, which demand more
detailed scripts from everyone, will lead Von
into even more involved trails.

To date,- Gloria and Joseph Kennedy have

stood by him firmly, though. I had a chat

with Gloria the other night at Lois Wilson's
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and she told me of purchasing a story to follow £ueen Kelly

It is to be called Clothes. Sounds hkc the old Gloria, doeen t

k?
Lucy Stone Tcrrill wrote the story which relates the adventures

of a demure school teacher who goes

to China, emerges from her cocoon and

becomes a beautiful butterfly. The

hardest part for Gloria will be to look

demure.

Billic Dove had the most painless

voice test on record.

Three men appeared at her dressing

room and when they left it was all

over without Billie ever having sus-

pected what was going on.

"I noticed they made me do most ot

the talking," she told me, "but it never

entered my head they were recording

my voice.

Billie Dove gives more attention to

her fan mail than almost any star I

know. „ ,

"Every letter is answered, she tells

me "I never fail to send a picture

where one is requested. Frequently I

answer leters myself. Many a night,

and a Sunday^ I've spent at home

writing to fans
"

You may be interested to know that

Billie received 37,320 letters from July

1 to July 31. I have a copy of a letter

from the postmaster at Burbank, Call-

fornia, attesting to the fact.

Generally speaking, you would say

<$i Peaches ]ac\son,

once a bud with

'Our Gang is

now a full grown
peach blossom.

C[ Colleen Moore as sketched by

James Montgomery Flagg, the

well \nown illustrator.

that Billies personal interest in her fan mail

might be partly responsible for this.

Yet, Lon Chaney, who frankly admits that

he never sent a photograph yet to a fan, receives

thousands, too.
(

Of course, mystery is part of Lon s appeal.

I was impressed with the drama of a

story told me by Wallie Beery.

Wallie, you must know, owns and flies

his own airplane.

One day this month he made a forced landing in Jackson

Hole, Wyoming, a little town that lives today about the way

it did in frontier times.

Wallies plane was the first ever to land there.
>

To take off again, after he had made minor repairs Wallie

had to get a tow two miles to a broad field. The only thing

he could get to tow him was an old stage coach, which dated

right back to the last century.
_ .

What a sight. A frontier stage coach towing an air-plane!

This is a month of

least four companies

<{ The ingenious swing contrived to photo-

graph William Haines and Leila Hyams

in 'Alias Jimmy Valentine.'

quickening competition in Hollywood. At

are planning sound pictures that center

upon musical themes and musicians.

"Universal has bought a story of

the old American minstrels. Warners

is producing the lovely Desert Song,

for which all of the Romberg melo-

dies will be sung. Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer is furiously at work on Broad-

way Melody, which will have New
York's famous Tin Pan Alley' as a

background. United Artists have

signed Harry Richman to do a talker.

And this one

<l Maurice Chevalier,

an actor of distinc-

tion in France, soon

to be in Paramount

pictures.

will have a

new feature.

Irving Berlin

has written
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two songs for the

picture and they will

not be heard before

it is released. They
are Js[ora and My
Castles.

Jolson is introduc'

ing 'Sonny Boy' as

theme song of The
Singing Fool, but

this piece was heard

quite a bit before

the release of the

picture.

It seems to me
that we are on the

verge of almost com-

plete verisimilitude

in pictures.

Sound is here

Color and sound are

here in Techni-

color's The Thrall

of Leif the Luc\y;

and more completely in Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer's The Mysterious Island,

which will be all-talker, all color.

What remains but the third dimen-

sion picture?

That the stereoptican movie is not

so far in the future is the view-point

of many in Hollywood. Robert Leon-

ard, the director, tells me that several

men have evolved acceptable proces-

ses, but that each depend upon two
lenses to the projection machine in the

theatre.

The immensity of the task of equip-

ping all the theatres with these lenses

can readily be seen.

But if the machines are to be

changed anyway for the projection of

<C Carl Laemmle, Jr., a Movietone microphone and
D. W. Griffith who led the toddling movies by

the hand long before they could tal\.

sound pictures—and they will have to be for

the inevitable film instead of disc-recorded

talkers—it wouldn't be so very much more
trouble to add the two lenses.

Then we will see figures on the screen who
have height, width and thickness, will see them
—in their natural colors, and will hear them
talk. . This will be close to life itself.

Jean Hersholt sounds a hopeful note for the

foreign players.

He points out to me: "It is comparatively

simple to memorise the correct pronunciation of

given lines of dialogue. Where the foreigner

makes mistakes is in extemporaneous address.

He isn't called on for this in the talkers. The
dialogue writers will be responsible for the gram-

mar. All the player has to do is to memorize

the lines. If he doesn't know how they should

be pronounced, a tutor could work with him
until he did."

Of my own knowledge, I can cite one case

where this was done successfully in a small way.

Paramount told Paul Lukas he could have a lead

in a certain picture if he was able to speak a

passage of dialogue by the following morning.

He did so perfectly.

^Josephine DeVora\, a young M.G.M. player, who
from acting as 'stand in' for Garbo has attracted

favorable notice, and why not 7
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By

Marion of Hollywood

-NiiME and tide and shooting a

movie wait for absolutely

nothing, ordinarily, but the ex-

ception has come to pass.

The Rescue was brought to a com'
1
plete halt. This month Ronald Colman

and his leading lady from foreign lands,

Lily Damita, rested whether or not they desired,

for their director, Herbert Brenon, boarded the

fastest train east.

Herbert Brenons mother was very, very ill. In

fact, so ill that it was possibly a question of

life. There could be no hesitation about it, for

there was only one thing for a man—at least

a man like Herbert Brenon—to do. He must

go east. As far as he was concerned, produc-

tion must stop.

Now, as I write, The Rescue is again moving

((George Ofierman and Sally

O'Heil, two cute youngsters

in "The Girl on the Barge.'

along at a great rate. The

blowing up of the 250-foot

three-masted brig off the

Isthmus of Catalina Island

will be completely 'shot'

and in the 'tin cans,' as

we say out here in Holly-

wood, when you are read-

ing this.

But the point is—pro-

duction did stop.

I wish you folks out

there could know the high-

strung, nervous, Irish Her-

bert the way I know him.

I wish there could be in

this queer old world of ours

at least a baker's dozen

more of Herbert Brenons

whom I could chance to

meet.

And the funny part of

thing is that the bitterest disappointment

e was caused by him. Some day 111

and I'll be reminding him of it, and

will scratch his head in that way he has

and will say in his clear English Irish

voice, "Why, why—I don't recall it!

and then I will laugh and tell him

how, after all, it turned out to be

the very best thing that could have

happened. .

I can see him now, with his shining

whistle hung round

Lovely Frances his neck, wearing the

Lee is getting wnite
' sweater and

better parts, we
whitg flannelS5 hatless

SaUT"
m

or white cap, maybe,

ers anc
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C[ 7<[orma Shearer, her sister Mrs.

Howard Haw\s, Mrs. Jac/j

. , j . tt 11
Conway, Paul Bern, Irving

m the dead of our Holly Thalberg and Howard Haw\s
wood winter. It does ojf for an air ride.

get cold out here, too,

and the rest of us are

muffled up with furs and winter

wraps while Herbert Brenon
wears his summer togs of white.

Ill never forget The Spanish

Dancer! First he and Tony-

Moreno in a terrible squabble,

and then the very next moment,
over to little Dawn O'Day with
the softest, tenderest chuckles

for the baby. I can imagine
what a heap of jollying Tony
and the director get out of

talking over The Spanish Daw
cer, because now, of course,

they are the best of friends,

just as they were a week after

the production was finished.

Then in The Brea\ing Point
—111 never forget how almost
frightened of her director was
Nita Naldi during actual 'shoot-

ing' days of the production.
His big police dog peacefully
sitting side of him, in contrast,

with never a waking moment
even when the master was most
excited, the lovely Nita started

action. Half-way through, came
the shrill whistle sound; then
the Irish voice

—
"No, no, no,

no, no, Nita! Didn't I say to

do it just the other way?!!"
And once again the action was repeated.
Then Peter Pan and working with all the boys and

girls who took a trip to Peter's Never-
Never-Land. I often find it hard to <C Beth Laemmle, a

realise that this is the same Herbert niece °f the &reat

Brenon who works so smoothly with
laemmle, stealing

i . .... ' down to the ice-ms picture children.
\}0X _

For a long, long time I used to won-
der why we saw him enter the tele-

graph office on Hollywood Boulevard
each night at about eleven. Later I

understood. And certainly, accord-

ing to Herbert Brenon, a mother is

entitled to at least such little con-

sideration.'

Oh, well, someone had to do that

impossible thing of stopping produc-

tion in Hollywood. It simply was
to be done.

And that dor-rty, Oirishman, that

lovable, quick-tempered artist, Her-
bert Brenon, had to be the one who
would do it for the sake of a beauti-

ful, beautiful mother.

"The car is waiting, Miss."

And before I really knew exactly

what was happening, Bebe's mother
and I were rolling along Hollywood
Boulevard. It is over four months
since I had seen Mrs. Daniels, and I

had almost forgotten how comfortable

the big, black town car is. We were
going to lunch together, and naturally

the conversation came around to Bebe, who returned

little Old New York City two days

to go into story conferences on her

latest for Paramount—The Great Scoop.

"That certainly is a lovely dress you have on, Mrs.
Daniels," I said.

"Yes," came the reply, "Bebe brought it back from
New York for me."

We talked on, and at last I simply had to say:

"Mrs. Daniels, those are corking shoes you have on.

"Where did you buy them?"

from the wicked

ago just in time

C[ Barbara Kent with a
brushed wool coat

and our warm ad-

miration.
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"Oh, Bebe knows my size

so well that she brought me

some from New York. This

is just one pair."

Since Bcbe's return, I have

heard, and have read and

read about the clothes she

brought back from New York

for Bebe Daniels, and doubt-

less you have, too, but I

could almost say for sure that

I bet you haven't heard or

read about the walking

clothes, the evening clothes..,

the afternoon dresses, the

shoes, the suits and so on

and on and on that Bebe

brought back from New York

C[ Dorothy Jam's, a

full blooded Che-

ro\ee Indian ha;

invaded the films.

Watch your scalps.

for Bebe Daniels'

Mother!

I think it was
King Lear who
said something
about -how terrible

it is to have a

thankless
daughter, and all

I am wondering

is how he would
have put it had

he had a thankful

daughter like

Bebe Daniels to

talk about. •

Once again

Fate has smiled

sweetly on two'

handsome youths,

and Fame and

Fortune seem al-

most near enough

for them to reach

out suddenly and grab. Oh, what a joy!

I am talking about Robert Castle and

Phillips Holmes—both signed by Para-

mount to long term contracts. Here's

crossing our fingers for them and wish-

ing them the successful walk up the

road that leads to one of those glitter'

ing, elusive stars.

I take my hat off to Lois Wilson!

While everyone else around sort of dis-

regarded the new talking pictures—or

at least, didn't pay any attention to them

—Lois found herself a couple of jobs on

the stage with Edward Horton and pre
ceeded to remind Mr. Producer that it

was all the same to her whether a pic-

ture needed silence or voice. She went

right and showed them that she could

do one as well as the other. And now
smart little Lois has a nice, fat contract

C[ Tom Mix and Sally Blane are ma\in>

This is not Tony in disguise.

tucked away in her top bureau drawer; and it says that she

is signed for a good long time to play leading roles in

Warner Brothers talking production. You just have to

remember that Lois always was up on her toes and out

catching the early worm.
* * *

It was only four days ago that I was talking with

Arnold Kent, and we were blarneying back and forth

about various things. Now, as I sit here writing, I can-

not make it seem true that we will never blarney back

and forth again—he with his soft Italian accent. For those

of you who have not heard, I say with very great sorrow

that Arnold has died from injuries he received when an

automobile hit and knocked him down. I simply cannot

make it seem true.
* * *

Over at the Chaplin ctudios, there is much conferencing

and excitement. Hammers are pounding. Everything is

busy, busy, busy. A
great big set right at

the entrance after

you come through

the Information
Desk, is almost fin--

ished, and it imme-
diately gives you an

idea that Charlie's

new picture is going

to turn him into a

'city feller.' It is a

huge square, made
into a city park,

with hedges, bench-

es, street lights and

a pond in the center.

All you have to do

is shut your eyes,

walk into the center

of the place, open

'em up, and you

think you are in the

park there in your

own home town.

City Lights is the

name of the new
picture, and if 'con-

ferencing' means
anything, this new
one of Charlie's h

'King Cowboy.'

Jesse Las\y presents a silver medal to Clarence Badger

for his production 'It' and a solid gold medal to Josef

von Sternberg for his 'Underworld.'
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going to be the best thing he has ever

done, because the whole staff starts in

talking story at nine in the morning,
and is still going strong at seven in the

evening

I have heard lots and lots of things

about the devotion of animals for their

masters, but I think I have never seen

a stauncher or a more loving devotion

than John Loder's little white fellow

has for him. John of the rosy London
complexion brought the wiggling young
one all the way from England, across

the continent to California, and the

two are scarcely ever a yard away from
each other. A couple of weeks ago
Tangy was lost for an entire morning,
and when he was brought home safe

and sound, John couldn't move an inch

without much worrying and whining
from the little dog. You know, when
you are so many thousands of miles

away from the old home town, it must
be a world of comfort to have a little

guy like that watching every move you
make, following you with his devoted
eyes, wagging a small tail in sympathy
of your moods, and caring, really, when
you come and go. When I see them
go by together, I can't help thinking

that John must be a pretty nice fellow

to have so devoted an admirer as Tangy!

* * *

When someone told me the other day
that Clarence Brown had shot the last

scenes ever to be taken at the Busch
Gardens, and said that the beautiful old

place is to be subdivided into lots, I

almost shed weary, bitter tears. It seems
as if nothing can remain the same in

our movies. Possibly you do not know <C Monte Blue, Pauline Frederick^, Lois Wilson
and Richard Tuc\er at Warner Brothers
Studios where they are ma\ing talking pictures.

<C Greta Garho and John Gilbert again directed by
Clarence Brown who discovered their possibilities

in 'Flesh and the Devil.'
1

it, but in all the pictures you
have seen, whenever there has

been shown a wide expanse of

lawn, and beautiful trees, and
bushes, it was taken at the

Busch Gardens location, and
doubtless two or three bus loads

of extras were motored out to

make it a great garden fete for

the production. Sometimes it

has been the gardens of the

queen; sometimes it has been

the garden where the little

prince, rich and lonely, is seen

playing with a stately butler;

then again it has been the scene

of an immense party being

given by the wealthy hostess.

I hate to see it go! It makes
me feel as if we are in too great

a hurry these days—as if we
are passing by or trampling over

the most beautiful things we
have. And that bus ride from

the location—it always was the

nicest, peacefulest, restfulest

ride home after the long day's

work!
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(Congratulations
Harold Lloyd:
CONGRATULATIONS AND ALL
Tin: BEST "I' &UCK TO YOU
STOP MILDRED CALLED MY_ AT-
TENTION TO NOTE IN LOULLLAS
COLUMN THIS MORNING AM)
WANTED ME TO BE SURE TO
EXTEND HER SINCERE WELL
\V 181 IKS.

Clara Bow:
CONGRATULATIONS TO Till:

ONLY WOMAX FAN MAGAZINE
EDITOR STOP ITS A GREAT
BOOST FOIt OUR SEX BEST
WISHES.

Tom Mix:
JUST LEARNED VOU HAVE BEEN
iPPOINTED EDITOR SCREEN-
|,\M) I'Olt A GIRL SO young
V(H Alii: DOING I'ItETT\ <i()OD

mvcii success axij 15est
wishes.

Bebe Daniels:
GREAT XEWS HOLLYWOOD IS

DELIGHTED THAT DEUGIIT
is NOW A FULL FLEDGED
FAN MAGAZINE EDITOR.

Richard Barthelmess:
AM DELIGHTED TO KNOW
Til \T VOL- ARE EDITOIt OK
SCREENLAND STOP ACCEPT
MY CONGRATULATIONS AND
BEST WISHES.

Charles Chaplin:
t ii \VE JUST LEARNED OF
YOUR APPOINTMENT TO EDI-

TORSHIP OF SCREENLAND
MAGAZINE AND USE THIS
MEANS OF CONGRATULATING
YOU \ND AT THE SAME
TIME CONOR ATULATIN

G

SCREENLAND GOOD LUCK.

Norma Shearer:
ALLOW ME TO EX-
PRESS MY BEST
WISHES TO YOU IN
YOUR NEW POSITION
SINCERELY.

Jack Dempsey:
MY DEAR MISS
CONGRATULATIONS
SUCCESS IN
EXDEAYOR.

EVANS
GREAT

YOUR NEW

Colleen Moore: ^
DEAR DELIGHT AM«
at THE NEWrS OF YOUR AP-

POINTMENT CONGRATULATIONS
THEY COULDN'T HAVE CI OSEX
\XYOXE BETTER BEST WISHES
FROM JOHN AND COLLEEN.

Samuel Goldwyn:
IT IS SELDOM INDEED THAT A
WOMAN AS YOUNG AS Y'OURSELF
IS GIVEN SO RESPONSIBLE A
POSITION AS EDITOR OF
SCREENLAND AND I WANTED
YOU TO KNOW THAT I CON-
SIDER IT A MOST UNUSUAL
TRIBUTE TO YOUR ALREADY
HIGHLY RECOGNIZED ABILITY
CONGRATULATIONS.

Richard Arlen:
SINCERE CONGRATU-
LATIONS AND BEST
WISHES.

Janet
Gaynor
BEST WISHES
AND CONGRAT-
ULATIONS ON
Y O U R NEW
JOB.

Gloria Swanson:
GREETINGS TO THE YOUNG-
EST GIRL EDITOR STOP
PLEASE ACCEPT MY SINCERE
CONGRATULATIONS OX YOUR
APPOINTMENT AS EDITOR
SCREENLAND I KNOW YOU
WILL MAKE A GRAND SUC-
CESS OF IT STOP ALL GOOD
WISHES ALWAY'S.

Lew Cody:
GOOD FOR YOU AND FOR
SCREENLAND BEST OF LUCK.

Carl Laemmle:
CERTAINLY GLAD TO HEAR OF
YOUR SPLENDID NEW POSITION
AND KNOW YOU WILL MAKE A
WONDERFUL SUCCESS HEARTIEST
CONGRATULATIONS AND EA ERY
POSSIBLE GOOD WISH.

Joan Crawford:
VXOT1IER GIRL
MAKES GOOD STOP
W E M U S T ALL
STICK TOGETHER
BEST WISHES AND
THE BEST OF LUCK.

Irene Rich:
CONGRATULATIONS
TO YOU AND
SCREENLAND.

Jack Mulhall:
I AM SURE WE
W I L L LIKE
SCREENLAND
MORE THAN EVER
NOW STOP BULLY
FOR YOU.
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torn Hollywood
(| The stars send best wishes to Delight Evans,

the new editor of Screenland.

William Boyd:
IT GIVES ME DELIGHTFUL SUR-
PRISE TO KNOW THAT YOU HAVE
BEEN APPOINTED TO EDIT SCREEN-
LAND STOP THE LADIES ARE CER-
TAINLY TAKING THE LEAD AND
THE BOSS OF SCREENLAND HAS
ACTED WISELY' TO PUT YOU IN
CHARGE.

Madge Bellamy:
MAY" YOUR REIGN AS SCREENLAND
EDITOR BRING YOU GREAT SUCCESS.

Dolores Costello:
WISH TO EXTEND CON-
GRATULATIONS YOUR NEW
POSITION STOP AM SURE
SCREENLAND IS TO BE COM-
PTJMFNTED ON CHOICE STOP
SINCERELY.

Ronald Colman:
HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS
ON YGUR NEW POSITION WITH
SCREENLAND I AM SURE THAT
Y'OU WILL FILL IT WITH HONOR.

Mary Philbin:
CONGRATULATIONS ON
NEW POSITION AND
EVERY GOOD WISH FOR
SUCCESS STOP HOPE
THE FUTURE HOLDS
MUCH OF SPLENDID
ACHIEVEMENT FOR
YOU.

Laura La Plante:
JUST HEARD THE GOOD
NEWS ABOUT YOUR
POSITION AND WANT
TO SEND MYr BEST
WISHES AND CONGRAT-
ULATIONS AT ONCE.

May McAvoy:
Y'OUR APPOINTMENT TRULY' DE-
LIGHTFUL NEWS STOP CON-
GRATULATIONS BOTH YOU AND
SCREENLAND AND HOPES FOR
HUGE SUCCESS STOP SIN-
CERELY.

Billie Dove:
MOST GRATIFIED TO
KNOW DELIGHT EVANS
HAS BEEN MADE EDITOR
OF SCREENLAND STOP
PLEASE CONVEY- TO HER
MY FELICITATIONS.

Monte
HAPPY
MOTION
LAND'S
PLACED
CESS

Corinne Griffith:
HEARTIEST CONGRATULA-
TIONS UPON YOUR NEW POST
AS EDITOR OF SCREENLAND
CERTAINLY" THIS IS A WON-
DERFUL ACHIEVEMENT FOIt
SUCH A YrOUNG GIRL HERE'S
WISHING Y'OU ALL POSSI-
BLE SUCCESS CORDIAL
GREETINGS.

Blue:
TO LEARN OF YOUR PRO-

STOP KNOW SCREEN

-

CONFIDENCE ADMIRABLY
STOP WISH YOU ALL SUC-
WORLD.

Ramon Novarro:
MY VERY" BEST WISHES
ARE FOR YGUR VERY
GREAT SUCCESS AS EDI-
TOR OF SCREENLAND
SINCERELY.

Jean Hersholt:
IT IS ALWAY'S A PLEAS-
URE TO SEE THE TAL-
ENTED SUCCEED AND IT

IS A REAL PLEASURE TO
SEND CONGRATULATIONS
AND ASSURANCES OF MY"
VERY BUST WISHES FOR
GREAT SUCCESS IN YOUR
NEW POSITION.

June Collyer:
CONGRATULATIONS
ON Y'OUR NEW
POST AND BEST
WISHES ALWAYS.

William Haines:
MERIT WILL TELL STOP
SINCERE GOOD WISHES.

Estelle Taylor:
DEAR DELIGHT THE TITLE
EDITOR IS NO SMALL THING
FOR SUCH A CHILD AS YOU
BUT WITH YOUR ABILITY I
KNOW THE PICTURE GOING
PUBLIC WILL THINK YOU
HAVE A LONG GRAYr BEARD
AFTER READING YOUR EDI-
TORIALS.

Reginald Denny:
CLEVER GIRL DO CONGRATULATE Y'OU AND
WISH YOU EVERY' SUCCESS IN THE WORLD
BUT AM SURE Y'OU WILL HAVE SUCCESS FOR
TALENT LIKE Y'OURS CANNOT BE HIDDEN
BEST WISHES ALWAYS.

Esther Ralston:
ALL THE LUCK IN THE
WORLD ON YOUR NEW
VENTURE IT IS INDEED
AN HONOR TO BE THE
ONLY" GIRL FAN MAGA-
ZINE EDITOR.
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^jVLarie Trevosfs Jjngerie

as won by

Miss Hulda E. Seyfert

Circleville, Ohio

C[ The contest over the color of Maries hair was an exciting

one. It was won by Miss Seyfert with a brief letter, logi-

cal, witty and wise.

(((Marie Prevost ta\es her ease for the last

time in her negligee, content and bru-

nette, for Hulda insisted that Marie's hair

must he \ept dar\.

£ot Talk
Laura La Plante had to pass an unusual

test during the making of The Last Warn-

ing under the direction of Paul Leni. She

termed it her 'scream test.'

In several parts of the production which

was made with sound and synchronization,

Laura was required to give vent to blood

curdling shrieks. These were developed,

printed, heard and seen to find if they

were too loud or too soft to produce the

proper audience reaction to the thrilling

situations. Laura sat in with the director

and viewed her 'scream test' and learned

the proper intensity with which to scream

a la Movietone.

It's been a busy week for Marie Prevost.

She completed her featured role in The

Exodus, the Mormon tale she made in Salt

Lake City with Ben Lyon and Russell

Simpson; and she received word the next

day that she was wanted for some dialogue

scenes they are going to add to The God-

less Girl.

A very unusual accident occurred on the

Douglas Fairbanks lot in connection with

the filming of The Iron Mas\. One of the

two hundred horses, galloping through the

village of St. Germain, threw a shoe which

struck the tripod of one of the cameras,

shattering the leg, and then swerving up-

ward narrowly missing the very valuable

right eye of Henry Sharp, chief cameraman.

While apparently the breaking of a

tripod leg is no serious matter, this par-

ticular tripod was specially built to dampen

the vibration of special speed shots and

will have to be rebuilt at great expense.

Things are not always what they seem!

Take, f'rinstance, the following titles of

forthcoming Paramount pictures

—

Redskin is not a story of sunburn.

There are no football sequences in In-

terference.

The Case of Lena Smith does not con-

cern a bootlegger's products.

The Drums of Oude hasn't anything to

do with a jazz band.

You won't find a ghost in The Haunting

Melody.
The' Doc\s of Hew Tor\ wasn't a med-

ical picture.

Neither The Four Feathers nor The

Canary Murder Case is a fowl story.

No wild animals have been hired for

The Wolf Of Wall Street.

Tong War isn't at all about ice men.

Abie's Irish Rose has no horticulturist.

And Sunset Pass doesn't deal with com-

plimentary theater tickets.

Hollywood's new super-power broadcast-

ing plant. KNX— Paramount Pictures-

Los Angeles Evening Express Station, has

made its formal debut to the radio-listening

public.

Extensive plans are being made for an

inaugural program unique in the history

of radio broadcasting when this station

begins operations on an exclusive wave

channel with 5000 watts power for the

first time from its headquarters at the

Paramount studio in Hollywood.

Recent tests of KNX's huge transmitter

located in the San Fernando Valley at

Sherman Oaks have brought replies from

listeners scattered throughout the United

States. Canada and Alaska. Reception in

the Middle West is particularly strong,

according to the reports, and it is expected

that when KNX operates on its exclusive

wave length beginning November 11. with

interference from other radio stations com-

pletely eliminated, listeners on the Atlantic

seaboard will have little difficulty in tuning

in the official station of 'Motion Picture

Headquarters.'

Reports from Hollywood describe excel-

lent results achieved in the filming of early

scenes of Harold Lloyd's first talking

picture.

"Harold's voice tests have registered ex-

ceptionally well," it was announce-d by

William R. Fraser, general manager of the

Harold Lloyd Corporation. "This was to

be expected as he has had many years of

stage training playing in stock and legiti-

mate companies before turning his talents

to the screen. His stage experience is

proving invaluable in the making of this

sound production."

Lloyd is seeking a new leading lady for

this picture and hundreds of tests have

been given. The choice will soon be

announced.
* * *

Pouring of concrete has been finished

on one of the big new 'sound' stages at

First National Studios, and the walls of the

second are rising rapidly.

The first unit is expected to be ready

for use within a few weeks, as three shifts

of workmen are busy twenty-four hours a

day on the contract.

Construction work on these stages for

'talking pictures' is probably more technical

than on any other form of building, as

the completed stages must be absolutely

proof against sound or vibration of any

kind.

The walls and floors must be on sepa-

rate foundations, with rubber packing and

air joints connecting floor and walls at the

foundation. This is to prevent vibration.

The foundations are provided by piers of

reinforced concrete, sunk into the ground.

Trenches are built to a depth of twenty

feet all around the building to prevent

surface vibrations, caused by trucks, trains

and explosions, from reaching the building.

Other unique features of sound stage

construction are:

All wood used must be kiln-dried to

eliminate resin, which generates electricity

that often causes vibration.

Nails can never penetrate more than two

thicknesses of wood, and they cannot be

used in hard wood.
All bolts must be insulated by washers

of lead.

All joints, whether of wood, plaster or

metal, must have special insulators.

The doors must be as ponderous as bank

vaults, to repel sound and vibration.

The entire floor area is composed of

earth, laid over an insulating layer of shock-

absorbing concrete.
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ORE 'Numerology

(| The letters of the stars represented

by numbers give strange prophecies

which the players enjoy discussing.

By Helen L d la m

EN Lyon proved to have very in-

triguing numbers to read and
while I spoke of him last month
I did not tell all the interesting

revelations given by his numbers.
This year being a 'One' for Ben it means

that he begins something new. Either it is

something that he has wanted to do for
a long time or else it is just that he begins
another contract or perhaps another type
of part. It may even be that he will begin
a new phase of existence—he might go to
another country or he might marry. (I for'

got to mention that last to him, thought.)

"That is interesting," said Ben, "because
I just finished Hells Angels with Caddo
which took me ten months to make, and
terminated my contract, too. I didn't re-sign
because having to stay so long on one pic
ture was a pretty severe strain, and I de-
cided that free-lancing would be better.
I went from Caddo to FBO. It has
interested me to see the different attitude
I have as a free-lance actor. I feel such
a responsibility toward the company I am
working for. I feel that I have to almost
break my neck to give the best I have.
Before when I was under contract I had a
sort of disgruntled feeling. I don't mean
that I shirked, but I felt I was being pretty
nice to them and every once in awhile I

had to catch myself for feeling actually
imposed upon. Just now, of course, I'm
all up in the air about flying. It's certainly
keeping me close to the field."

I told him that in 1923 there was a
change in his life which set the future
course of his work.

"Why, there was," said Ben. "That's
the year mother and Jessie Bonstelle persu-
aded me to do a season of stock which I

needed terribly for training. I did it and
then went back to New York and landed
a fine contract. If I hadn't had that year
of stock I'd probably be selling lawn
mowers somewhere for a living to this day."

June Collyer's sudden rise to fame inter-
ested me and I asked her what her numbers
were. I found from them that the early
part of June's life probably found her in
poor health which it was her job to over-
come. It was then her task to be a medium
for some individualized expression of work
which might separate her from her sur-
roundings and cause her to live alone but
which would give her an opportunity for
subjective development. The middle cycle
of her life helps her to make a name for

herself along some creative line of en-
deavor. The desire of her inner nature
is to do some fine thing for humanity and
to serve in an impersonal way. She im-
presses people as being a worker, either
physical or mental—that is up to her, and
she expresses originality of thought and
action; is inspiring, interesting and a charm-
ing companion. Before she changed her
name to June Collyer her companions
never thought of her as a worker, always
as a happy, carefree girl.

This year for her being a two she has
many details and adjustments to make be-

cause of a new beginning last year. In
June's case it was leaving her home and
going into pictures. This year, of course,

she is busy learning more of the work she
has chosen to do and trying to perfect
herself in all its details so that next year
she can express through her personality
what she has learned. June ought to give

us some very good work in 1929, so watch
out for it.

"Well, there must be something to it,"

Miss Collyer said when I told her what I

had discovered. "When I was a child I

was always ill—always fighting for life,

and it is only in recent years that I have
begun to feel well and strong.

"It seems an accident that I got into pic
tures, yet I suppose nothing is an accident
if numbers are true. Certainly last year
marked a beginning for me—a drastic one.

"Allan Dwan was looking for a society
girl to play in East Side West Side and
after he had taken test after test he got
discouraged. He seems to have a single
track mind because he wouldn't go on until

he found just the type he wanted. He was
at luncheon with some friends and a man
was present whom I knew only slightly but
when he heard Mr. Dwan's railings he
thought of me and told Mr. Dwan about
me. He said he didn't think I'd play the
part but something made him speak about
me anyhow. I was of course delighted but
more in fun than anything else I made
the test. My parents were willing for me
to play the part if I wanted to, but then
came the surprise. I was told that if I
played the part I would have to sign a
contract so that if I made good they could
put me in other pictures, and that meant
that I would leave for California as soon
as East Side, West Side was over.

"I was just frantic. My parents told me
to decide for myself; that if I wanted to

try it they would back me up though I

had never been a day away from home and
to part with me for so long was almost
too much for them to think about.

"It may seem a small thing to most
people but it was the first time I had been
called upon to decide anything important
for myself and I knew that my whole life,

perhaps, might be ruined if I didn't make
the right choice. Although I knew how
bitterly my parents would miss me I felt

that if I didn't take this marvelous chance
that seemed tossed to me from heaven, and
at least try to make good, they would
always be disappointed in me. I walked the
floor most of the night struggling with
myself. More than failure I dreaded lone-

liness and I knew that I would have to

go to California alone. But I finally de-

cided to sign the contract and with my
mind firmly made up my heart was at peace.

"But oh, it was terrible that first month.
I called New York on the phone almost
every night, and then my mother was able

to visit me for a few weeks with my
brother, and after she went home my other
relatives came out and then I went east for

awhile and could see my daddy whom I

missed as much as mother. Daddy and I

have always been so close. And now in

September mother and my brother are

coming out again and I am hoping against
hope that sometime soon Daddy will be
able to practice out here altogether. He
has so many clients in California that it is

just possible."

And so the little girl who had the
courage to give up all she held dear just

so these same beloved ones should not be
disappointed in her is finding that she will

not lose them after all.

While it seems to the outside world that

we just have a marvelous opportunity and
take a new job, these things are often in the
nature of lessons for us which we would do
well to give our best attention, for they
are really tests of our soul and indicate
by the way we meet them whether we are
ready to rise or just stay where we are.

Our decisions do not always launch us
upon the high-road of wealth and pros-
perity, but insofar as we can truly say that
sincerity and selflessness motivated our
actions we can label the chapter 'good.'

If any of you are interested further, if

you will send a stamped addressed envelope
with your letter I will be glad to tell you
what text book I use and with whom I

studied.
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She's Just a Lonely Kid — continued from page 19

in the world has something fine in him if

we had enough sense to see it. We re all

so darn stuck on ourselves, is the trouble,

and think that anything anyone else does

that we don't happen to do is not quite

"'"I thought I'd die with those hoop skirts

and would take them off and hang them

on a tree. Every time Elmer was ready

to take a scene he'd tell the assistant to get

me and my hoopskirts together, and he d

always give me plenty of time to get ready.

"Well I was only fifteen then, and 1 d

met a lot of d 1fferent kinds of people and

liked them, so I was as friendly as a puppy,

but gee 1 you should see the looks 1 got

from some of those dames! Elmer stuck

up for me and when I bawled my eyes out

he told me to forget it. Afterwards the

people discovered that I was harmless and

I made friends with some of them.

"Did you have red hair in that—it

looked so dark on the screen."

"My dear, it was. and how. 1 hat s

what made me so sick. I had to dye it jet

black and the dye couldn t have been good

or something, anyhow it poisoned my scalp

and went all through me. I thought I was

gone sure. . , i

"I boarded in the same house with the

cameraman and his wife and she took care

of me. Doing the picture was a lot ot

fun. Elmer used to tell me stories about

the scene I ..was to do. and then when he

had me all pepped up and interested and

my imagination going strong he told me

to go ahead and carry the scene as I telt.

That's the way we worked.

"There's Dorothy Arzner, I said, look

ing like a million dollars as usual. Miss

Arzner always wears tailored hats and

gowns, usually white silk.

Clara jammed on the brakes. You

hoo<" she squealed, and waving a frantic

hand to attract Dorothys attention

"Dorothys some peach. I didn t think

I was going to like having a woman direct

me You expect a man to try and boss

you around but you resent it in a woman.

? got the surprise of my life m Dorothy

She never bossed once but believe me you

knew there wasn't to be any fooling—

everyone did. She has so much strength

of character and it shows m her face and

in her walk. She doesn't stride, but you

know she's there.
_

"It's a job to be a director, particularly

for a woman. After everything else is done

here are the supervisors to talk to and

the people that are bothering about how

many dimes you are spending, bosh

We pulled up at one of those confec-

tions called houses in Beverly Hills.

"Do you mind waiting a minute, dear?

I want to run in and see Robert Castle.

He L a German boy that hasn't been over

here very long. He is awfully upset and

I iust want to cheer him up a little.

She bobbed out looking like a sunbeam

dancing up the stone walk.

Warm-Parted little Clara! So much de-

manded of her. and she is still scarcely

more than a child. And what a life the

Grid's most popular girl leads! No mat er

how upset she is about something that has

gone wrong: no matter how much she wants

to think out something m her personal lite

that troubles her, she has no time to do it.

And if she answers someone crossly or

abruptly or refuses to do anything it is

said: "Isn't Clara Bow a vixen? I knew

she must be, the high-hat minx!

So Clara just can't be cross.

I remembered what Elmer Clifton said of

her that day. And unconsciously he showed

a pretty fine spirit himself.

"Me discover Clara Bow? Not on your

life. No director discovers anybody. This

patter about directors discovering people

gives me a large pain. A director can^t

put one single thing into an actor that isn t

already there. All he can do is to cultivate

it and bring it out. That he can do if he

has the sense to see it and it is valuable

for the person, but he doesn't create any-

thing.

"When Frederick James Smith, who was

then with Brewster publications, and who

picked Clara as the beauty winner told

me about her I was looking for just such

<J[ One fine Day—in other words, Alice,

one of the latest movie girls to do

a talking picture.

a kid. She had the most acid test ever

handed out to a youngster and if she hadn't

had the goods she wouldn't have passed.

"We went up to a little office in Times

Square where a camera had been placed.

Clara had about six feet square space to

do her stuff. She had never faced a mo-

tion picture camera before.

"I told her that she was on a beach

and she was to throw rocks at some ducks

flying out over the water. Her little face

mirrored every emotion. For a moment

she was still; then, in imagination, she

picked up a rock and flung it at the ducks.

And in that little two-by-four room,

cramped for space, unfamiliar objects

crowding all about her, she gave us the

illusion that she was out on a wild shore

throwing rocks at ducks. She never did

the scene better. Later when I told her

that she was a little stowaway and had to

be careful to get on the boat without any-

one seeing her although there was no boat

for her to get on—just a fake entrance on

the shore which matched up with the long-

shot—her portrayal of fear was perfect.

"Why was she able to do that? Because

in her little mind she was on that shore

and climbing into that boat. And when

you talk to her, her face expresses every

thought that comes to her. It 1 said,

'Clara, you hate this man, you do thus and

so to him,' her expression would follow

every word, and become hard and ugly.

If you told her to show love for someone,

her face would be suffused by the most

marvelous, most radiant expression. An-

other thing about Clara that shows her

artistry: she is perfectly natural whatever

she does. That scene in Ladies of the

Mob. She fell down in the mud and dirt

of the gutter and took that man's head

in her arms. You knew darn well she

was thinking of that man and what to do

for him. What was happening to her

clothes or her make-up didn't matter a

hang. . ,

"She is a great artist. But she isn t a

better artist now than she was in that first

test taken in a Times Square office. She

is only a more finished one.'

Clara came' dancing back to the car, and

clambered in. "It's really too mean the

disappointments in this business. Robert

was to play the part, and then they give

it to someone else! Of course Paramount

has Neil Hamilton under contract and this

boy isn't and they
' have nothing else to

put Neil into and so they give this boy

the gate. That is the real reason. I suppose.

"That's where Dick Arlen used to live.

He and Joby have a darling house near

Tuluka Lake. They designed it themselves.

Their bedroom is adorable with little niches

all around for holy statues and candles

and ivy and books. Joby is a Catholic,

you know.

"Then the bath is so clever. It is enor-

mous with one of those sunken tubs that

you have to go down two steps to get to.

I should think a maid would drown her-

self trying to clean one. Shed have to

stand on her head, almost. .

"But the cutest thing is the way she

has the dressing tables fixed. They are

long, built-in ones, side by side. Each has

a full set of electrical appliances such as

vibrators, and for a curling iron, and

proper lights and everything. Joby says

she and Dick have so little time together

when they are working, and Dick always

is that she hit on this plan of having two

dressing tables—then they can shatter to-

gether while he is shaving and she is doing

her hair. It's bobbed now, though.

"Dick and I got shot in Ladies of the

Mob-d.d you know that? Gee! the bullets

whizzed all over-for some scenes he

have to use real ones. One hit me and I

went limping to my dressing room
J,

a portable one on the stage. Dick came

along after while and asked me where 1

was hit. I told him I couldn t ,ust say

but that I'd have to eat my meals standing

2 for a few days. When I asked Dick

where he was hit he said it was worse

th

We were passing one of the Beach Clubs

just then and Lina Basquette looking mar-

velous in just the shade of yellow crepe

de chine that suits very dark-haired people,

wandered out and toward her car. We

waved and you-hooed but Lina was ab-

sorbed in conversation and didn t hear us

"Speaking of accidents—did you hear

what happened to Lina' Well my good-

ness she was working on a platform and

"hings were all set when Pev Marley got

a brain storm and ^stopped every hing

'What's wrong, Pev?' said Cecil (Cecil

De Mille). 'Well/ said Pev scratching his

head 1 don't just know whether I 11 move

the camera forward a foot or Lina back

a foot Guess I'll move Lina back a foot.
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They had no sooner moved the platform

and Lina had climbed on it when, bang!

went an enormous iron bolt as big as a

base ball right where Lina s head had been!

Well, of course it was terrible. Everyone

turned white and one person got sick and

it was an hour before they could go on

with work and even then you could tell

that their minds kept wandering back to

what had almost happened.

"Lina has had so much tragedy in her

short life that everyone wants her to stick

around until something nice happens to her.

I think she is very clever and that she has

a great future."

As we turned into the long stretch

toward Malibu I asked Clara what she did

with herself after hours, and got a great

surprise.

The world's most popular girl has almost

no playmates. She chums around with a

little girl not in pictures, Tui Lorraine,

but in the industry she has no close friends.

"I guess we don't understand each other

very well. I like to talk and plan about

what I'll do when my day on the screen

is over and most actresses put that out of

their minds entirely and dodge the subject

whenever it comes up. I don't. I know
quite well that you can't overcome a thing

by ignoring it. The axe only finds you

unprepared when it falls. If you face

things and make some provision for them

you get the upperhand of fate and have

some chance of winning—otherwise—good

night.'

"Most of my friends are writers—isn't

that a scream—you'd not think it with all

the slangy publicity that's gone out about

me. I don't know what people think I'm

like but I bet it isn't anything like what I

really am. Do you know what you" are

like? I don't always know myself. Some-
times I do things that I never in the world

thought I would or could do. But I like

to talk to writers because they usually know
about things that interest me and talk with-

out effort. And I like all kinds of people

—I don't care what they do or what class

of society they belong to—if they are con-

genial I like to be with them.

"But I hardly ever go to parties or give

them, and goodness how I hate restaurants

and groves and night clubs! I like to sprawl

out on the beach and swim and all that.

Then I like to read. No—no one ever

thinks that of me. They always think I'm

trying to break some man's heart and they're

just disappointed if I don't. I really have

to keep a lot to myself and I'm happier

so."

By that time we had reached the beach

house and made one dive for the water

—

I had to climb into someone else's suit

that barely fitted my generous proportions

—but la, what's an inch one way or the

other.

After a dip and a dinner I was driven

back to Hollywood in state by Clara's

chauffeur. The last glimpse I had of Clara

was standing alone in the doorway of her

little cottage waving goodbye. The light

from the living room cast an aura around
her bright, luxuriant hair and graceful

figure and it struck me that the girl who
receives 35,000 fan letters a month, the

girl whose pictures draw double lines in

front of the box-office, the only girl in

pictures, whose name, according to statistics,

fills the house regardless of what picture

she is in (and the only man whose name
does this is Lon Chaney); the girl who is

the darling of America, as Mary Pickford

is its sweetheart, is Clara Bow, and that

she is perhaps the most lonely little girl

in Hollywood.
I don't mean that from a sob angle.

Clara has too much richness in her own
nature, too much vision into unseen things

for her ever to feel lonely. But the social

life that you would expect a girl like Clara

to lead is not there. For Clara has no
sympathy with the social whirl.

"What do you get out of it?" she de-

manded. "Nothing but late hours, and

I can't stand them. Oh, once in a while

of course—but when I'm working I have

to turn in early. What would my dear

public say if I appeared with rings under

my eyes? A star can afford new clothes,

if she wants them, but she can't afford

rings under her eyes. Particularly in the

frothy things I play. I'm just dying to

play heavy dramatic roles, but I'll never

be able to. The world wants' Clara Bow
to make them laugh and be happy, so

Clara has to do the best she can about

it and some of the sincere letters I get

make it all very much worth while."

The Newest Picture Girl— continued from page u

of luck and a straight nose and therein lies

the story.

The day before production started on

Reds\in the casting director's office on the

Paramount lot was sunk in gloom. A
Navajo maiden was their dire need, at least

a girl who could look and act like a

daughter of America's oldest race was the

unfilled order that haunted the 'no men'

of the industry.

Now a girl who can look and act like an

Indian lass is a rare thing in Hollywood.

The flora and fauna of this country runs

to preferred blondes, and the few brunettes

who are 'camera-broke' possess aquiline

French noses, trimly upturned Irish noses

or supercilious Italian noses, none of which

can possibly emulate the noble straight-

lined nose of the Navajo.

Technicolor tests were made by the mile.

According to the exhausted laboratory

workers, a round four hundred and sixty

three individual and separate tests were

through the 'soup' before a few yards of

film marked 'Gladys Belmont—test for jRed-

s\in was projected before a discouraged

array of studio officials.

One straight nose, two sparkling dark

eyes, and a pair of high cheekbones won
the day for Gladys.

The holocaust that followed is interest-

ingly told in Gladys' own words.

"Three days after I had made the test

for 'Cornblossom,' I had actually forgotten

the matter. One does, you know, in Holly-

wood. I was eating dinner when the tele-

phone rang. A strange businesslike voice

informed me that I had been selected for

the role and to be packed and ready the

next morning at eleven o'clock to leave for

the location in Arizona and New Mexico.

"I spent the rest of the night laughing,

crying, packing and calling a few friends

to pass on the glad tidings. I didn't get

a wink of sleep that night or the next one

on the train that rushed me to Gallup, New
Mexico. From Gallup a car drove us

through one hundred miles of the most

beautiful country I have ever seen. In

fact, I forgot that I was cross, nervous and

deadly fatigued. Arizona and New Mex-
ico are two wonderful places to cure a

case of frayed nerves."

Recent bulletins from the Redskin camp

in Arizona report that Gladys is surpassing

all expectations in her Indian-girl role.

According to Director Victor Schertz,inger

her part is one of the most difficult in the

entire production, and one that would tax

the resources of an experienced player.

The childhood and girlhood of our

Newest Girl in Pictures reads like that of

thousands of other dark-haired, brown-

eyed youngsters. She was born in Pueblo,

Colorado, in 1911. Because of her father's

business the family changed residence fre-

quently. When Gladys was three years old

she was included in the census list of Lewis-

ton, Montana. Later Mobridge, South

Dakota, enrolled the Belmont family, but

New England claimed them one year later.

Gladys' education was completed at Great

Falls, Montana, at the St. Angelena Ursu-

lme Academy.

Another change awaited the Belmont
family. This time it was California. Per-

haps Gladys had just a tiny hope that their

path would finally lead to Hollywood and

the studios, perhaps not. But it's a likely

hope for a young miss of sixteen to possess.

Fresno, the land of the grape, was the

first stop and then a call to Los Angeles

brought cheers from the entire family.

On a rainy day in January, 1928, Gladys

Belmont screwed up her courage and paid

a visit to the Central Casting Bureau in

Hollywood and succeeded in convincing

them that she was capable of doing extra

work. Several weeks later she received a

call for her first part. It was at the Para-

mount Studio and the production was Red
Hair, starring Clara Bow. Gladys was given

a lovely white satin evening gown and sent

down to a stage that had been transformed

into a gaudy cabaret. It was Gladys' first

introduction to Hollywood's gay night life

that goes merrily on in the midle of the

day.

Luck certainly followed the little Belmont

girl, for she worked in The Godless Girl,

Don't Marry, The Last Warning, The
Njght Bird, The Boss of Little Arcady,

and The Camera Man in quick succession.

Then the news was broadcast, as such

news is in Hollywood, that Paramount was
making a desperate search for a girl to

play the lead opposite Richard Dix in

Redskin. It would have been bad business,

according to the extra's code, not to try for

a test, and Gladys is a good business woman.
She took the test and forgot about it. You
would too if you had been before the test-

ing cameras as many times as Gladys.

The wheel of chance stopped for Gladys.

How far will it carry, her? Who knows?

Screenland for January will be edited by Delight Evans, the girl whose reviews have

made her famous. "Variety" labeled her the "Flapper Editor." She's the

youngest, snappiest fan writer. Get the January Screenland!
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I found the ring? I'm sure I'd be so

interested whizzing through space that I'd

forget all about pulling the ring until I

landed—and then it would be too late."

Pulling the ring, for the benefit of those

unfamiliar with aviation if there are any

such left, releases the parachutes. It can't

be pulled until the victim is turtling through

space.

Ralph Graves kept popping over to sit

near a very attractive young lady around

whom I immediately scented a romance.

"His fiancee?" I enquired. "No, his bride,"

said Harold Wilson, script clerk for Mr.

Hill. "Ralph met her

just after Christmas

in San Diego—she is

a San Diego girl, and

they were married a

few weeks afterwards.

This is his first pic-

ture since the honey-

moon and what does

he draw but a loca-

tion to San Diego,

which pleases them

both. Mrs. Graves

isn't in pictures and

wonder upon won-

ders, doesn't want to

be, though she is

pretty enough to

make quite a splash

if she cared to."

In a location chair,

with a bandaged foot

propped up on a

bench and a sateen

cushion, was a fa-

miliar face. "That

looks like Sumner

Getchell," I said.

"It is," replied

Carroll Nye who had

picked himself a soft

place in the sand.

"And he is the

sweetest, most good-

natured kid I ever

met. That foot has

given him a lot of

pain but you'd never

know it from him."

he thought I couldn't managebecause
alone."

I had heard so much about George Hill

that I was very interested to meet him and

watch him work. He didn't know it but I

was around the lot when he made his first

picture, eight years ago, and everyone

thought then that he would make a fine

director, but he was so good-looking that

they wondered why he didn't become an

actor.

Above our heads thundered seventy five

or more planes doing their daily dozen.

Each flier has to spend two hours in the

"Everyone in this outfit is cracked over

aviation," he said. "Gets into your blood

down here. You don't realize what limit-

less possibilities it offers until you see these

boys dashing up to San Francisco to week-

end with their family or running over to

Denver on an errand. Time and space is

reduced to nothing, comparatively speaking.

And think of the discomforts air travel

eliminates. No dust, no heat, no trouble

about changing cars, and snoring travellers."

"Sure. It would be great if you could

depend upon getting there." said I with a

wise look.

"Just as safe as

the train if you get

a responsible pilot.

- Look at the air mail.

For five years or

more those boys have

been delivering mail

with less accidents

chalked up against

them than the train

service shows. And
then, look at the

view you get. Will

you have some fruit?"

he asked offering a

community box of

pears, apricots and

grapes.

"I'm always dying

or something in pic-

tures," continued Car,

roll. "This one I get

cracked up on my
first trip alone, prob-

ably because I am
scared to death. A
good many of the

boys are scared on

their first solo flight,

I find. And for the

period of instruction

it is now customary

for each instructor

to carry a sand bag

or black jack so that

if a boy get's scared

and hangs on to the

controls too stiffly he

just gets a crack over

ow it from him." . , , .1
t outs hjm out and the

It seems that Sumner who has been doing air or be fined or court-martialled or some- he bean that put

several talking comed.es-and by the way, thing terrible, and it gave some of the boys «t0
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° ^ they did that

listen for his half apologetic little chuckle considerable worry to have to wait around rom the front eat y ^
when you hear them or see them—what to be movie actors when that two hours there were a im *
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y
go.ng to say now that we both see was hanging over their heads. "I wish,"

.

recruits and their *^rS

fl

ind hear a picture? Anyway. Sumner, a one of them said anxiously, with his eye Novarro is crazy about flying and wants

flver himself with about three hundred on the sinking sun, "they'd get through a plane of his own; so does George Hill

ours in the air to his credit without an with me so I could do my flyin'." There was such a sense of order and poise

accident sHps on the treacherous footing While they were 'setting up' for the next on this location that I asked a ew questions

of the concrete runway just beneath the shot George Hill gave me a eulogy on the about the boss for find that a the
^
bo

surface of the water and falling, does him- merits of air travel. "Just think. The thinketh so think the rest. There was no
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the Lexington and around three o'clock he found to some extent m the best regulatea
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((Carroll Nye and Sumner Getchall on location for 'Gold Braid.'

This is not a scene from the picture.

—all at once.
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in China in the morning and have chop that he knew exactly what he wanted to

suey at our Beverly Hills homes at night." do, how he wanted to do it and had pre
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"Isn't it, though! The Navy doctors sure

know their stuff all right. Between them

and Carroll here I'm getting along fine.

Carroll did everything for me at first

—

missed a trip to Tia Juana and everything

;y at our Beverly mns nomes <u rugut. uu, ~- —
„

"All ready, Mr. Hill," said Dave Howard, pared other work in case of emergencies,

his assistant; and as Mr. Hill burst into He arrives on the set each morning as a

action Carroll Nye dropped into the chair general arrives on a battlefield with every

he had vacated. thing thought out in detail. Consequently
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Under a Strange Light in Hollywood
We Learned the Secret!

of Perfect Make-Up
Now, Max Factor, Hollywood^

King of Make-Up, Will Re-

veal to You This Secret of
Beauty, Free! Mail Coupon

FOR YEARS we have studied beauty, here in Hollywood, and we have
learned how to create the charming visions that millions adore.

The art lies in perfect make-up. But the make-up used is new and utterly

different. It is based on cosmetic color harmony, the remarkable discovery of

Max Factor, Hollywood's genius of make-up.

You will find, with this wonderful make-up and the instructions given to

you by Max Factor, the way to bring out and accentuate your own personality;

to increase that alluring charm which is individually yours. Just as many a

"part" in "pictures" has been won with make-up, remember that you, too,

may win coveted admiration and adoration through this new art of developing

your own natural beauty.

The Discovery of Cosmetic Color Harmony
In working under the brilliant motion picture lights, Max Factor learned the

secret of blending cosmetics in color harmony. First, he developed make-up
which would photograph perfectly.—.and this make-up is today used universally

by the "Stars". He then developed, on the same principle of cosmetic color

harmony, make-up for social use, for day and evening. Now, all Hollywood is

using this wonderful Society Make-Up.

With Max Factor's Society Make-Up you

can actually realize your dream of beauty.

A complete make-up is created for you—

.

powder, rouge, and other essentials.—.which

is in perfect color harmony with your com-
plexion. Thus, only with Society Make-Up
can you avoid the "off-color", "loud" effects

so commonly seen whena varietyofcosmetics

are used in a haphazard fashion. No other

equals it, because none other is so popular

with theleading "Stars" ofHollywood. Why
be satisfied with anything less wonderful?

Learn, now, the secrets ofbeauty which Hol-
lywood's genius of |make-up holds for you.

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE
COMPLEXION ANALYSIS

Permit Max Factor to analyze your com-
plexion and suggest a color harmony in

Society Make-Up that will be most becom-

ing to you, that will express your personality

to best advantage, that will give you the beauty and charm
you have longed for. You will also receive a copy of Max
Factor's Book, "The New Art of Make-Up", which ex-

plains cosmetic color harmony and the correct method of
make-up. Fill in the coupon carefully and mail today to

Max Factor in Hollywood.

Josephine Dunn, Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,

featured in "Excess Bag-

gage" and "A Man's Man"
says: "Your makf-up was

recommended to me by my
many friends. Now I will

use no other
"

Sue Carol, William Fox
Studios, featured in "The
Air Circus"and "Win That
Girl" writes: "I want to

thankyou. Yourmake-up has
been a great help to me."

Vivacious Lina Basquette, De Mille Star, featured in "The
Godless Girl", writes: "I have found real enjoyment in using

your excellent make-ups. They are the last word in cosmetics.

"

Max Factor's

Society Make-Up for

Lina Basquette

Lina Basquette has a sparkling viva-

cious personality. Her hair is a beau-

tiful, true black; her skin, light olive;

her eyes, dark and luminous. Her

color harmony in Max Factor's

Society Make-Up is Olive Powder;

Raspberry Rouge; Dark Lipstick;

Brown Eyeshadow; Black Masque;

BlackDermatograph Pencil; Natural

Foundation; Natural Liquid V/hite-

ner; Brillox for the hair.

(NOTE: This make-up color harmony

can be duplicated only in Max Factor's

Society Make-Up. Do not confuse descrip-

tive colors with those of other cosmetics.)

Max Factor Studios
HOLLYWOOD

FREE—COMPLEXION ANALYSIS

Mr. Max Factor,—Max Factor Studios, Hollywood, Calif.

Dear Sir: Send me
of your book, "The

without any obligation on my part, a complimentary copy

New Art ofMake-Up", and personal complexion analysis. |

Name-

Addr,

City_
.4-12-5

Complexion Color of Eyes LIPS

Light Moist

Fair Color ofLashes Dry

Medium SKIN
Ruddy Color of Hair Oily

Dark Dry

Sallow Answer in Age

Olive spaces with check mark!
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^ koie/ oPrefiHen<iei>i tr/

50 EAST 58ni STREET

NEW YORK
In the fashionable Park

Ave. and Pla/.a districts

Large outside

sunny rooms
elegantly
furnished

Single Room and

Bath $4-$5

Double Room and

Bath $5-$7

Parlor, Bedroom
and Bath $10-$12

Special low weekly
and monthly rates

Telephone Regent 8100

Dept.

ANY FULL NAME EM- J

BOSSED ON EACH CARD.
ENVELOPES INCLUDED. These
cards are distinctive in color, de-
sign, and are worth $3.00. Money
cheerfully refunded if not satis-

fied. Shipped immediately upon
receipt 01 cash, check or money&
orderl

FORDHAM PRESS. INC.
G-12,2496 Webster Avenue. New_YorK

SuperfluoujHAIR'^llGONE

horevcr removed by the Mahler'

Method which kills the hair root

without pain or injury to the skin

in the privacy of your own home.

Send today 3 red stamps for

Free Boolclet

We Teach Beauty Culture

D. J. MAHLER CO.. 232-B Mahler Park, Providence. R. I.

A PLEASING PLUMPNESS
Fashion Leaders Say
adds greatly to any woman's charm.

Rounded Arms, Legs, Neck, Bust (with

or without increased weight) easily and

quickly, by a marvelous simple home
remedy. Full instructions and a demon-

stration treatment for ten cents in

stamps. (None Free). Act now, while

offer is open.

Madame Williams Dk. 22 Buffalo, N. Y.

ECZEMA
Insect Bites. Poison Ivy. Hay Fever, and all other

surface irritations Quickly respond to CTJTIbO-M.

the scientific new anesthetic salve. Absolutely

deadens all pain no matter how severe. Easy to

annlv—stainless and harmless. Liberal trial treat-

ment sent free on receipt of 10c to cover postage

and packing. Itegular size jar $1.00.

FREE Trial Treatment.
THE CUTISOM CO.

313 Power Bldg. Helena. Montana

Read Screenland every

month for all the latest

SCREEN NEWS

he is not tearing his hair between scenes

planning details in the action.

All directors do this after a fashion; few

do it systematically, but those who do save

production costs and frazzled nerves.

Incidentally, they get the best out of their

actors and staff.

"An amusing thing happened this morn-

ing," Ramon said. "Two aviators were in

a long shot with Carroll, Ralph and myself.

Just now George wanted to get a close-up

of the same scene and sent for the aviators.

The marine on duty told him that he

couldn't get those two boys just now because

one was in Los Angeles and the other over

the desert on his way to Arizona. He said

they would both be back in the morning

and asked George whether that would be

all right."

Although Ramon likes Gold Braid he is

restless to do a picture that has more to

it than the ordinary program picture offers.

"What difference do a few more dollars

make to me?" he demanded with kindling

eyes, "I have more now than I will ever

spend. I feel that I should be doing pic-

tures that give more than just amusement.

"Sometimes life seems very empty and I

wonder if what I have done has been any

use at all. I think not, and then I real-

ize that my work has been the means of

sending my brothers through college and

helping my father bear a heavy burden.

And then, too, a letter will come from

some sweet, clean-minded person telling me

what some situation or other in one of my
pictures has meant to them and to the

handling of their own problems, and I

think, 'well, it is worth while'."

My harvest on this location was pleasant

memory of everyone's hospitality, a craze

for the progress of aviation and a terrible

sunburn, which is still with me after three

weeks of care.

I had been told by Virginia Kellogg, who,

besides being script clerk for Fred Niblo.

does all of his personal publicity, that Mr.

Niblo's company would be working in

Verdugo Hills, about an hour's run from

Hollywood the next day, and invited me

to spend it with them.

The next morning Ralph Wheelwright,

press representative for the Niblo unit,

called to take me out to the location.

It was just ripping. Under the most

beautiful old oak trees was a regular

carnival scene. There was a stage, and two

or three circus-wagons and half a dozen

tables at which fifty or more lads and

lassies and soldiers made merry.

The story is supposed to be the life of

the famous French actress, Adrienne

Lecouvreur. It probably deviates some

from the historical account, but what does

that matter if it entertains?

This particular sequence was before the

child became famous. She was singing in

this traveling circus and at a request from

the soldiers leaves the stage and wanders

over to their table for a song. Of course

they tease her and it gets rather rough.

So rough that her guitar is broken and

the girl is reduced to tears of anger and

mortification. To her rescue comes Nils

Asther. commander of the troupe and really

a prince, though she doesn't know it. He

reproves the men sternly, restores the

broken guitar and bracelet as charmingly as

if the little songstress were a princess of

the blood, for the gallant young noble has

fallen in love with the beautiful girl. How-

ever, when she leaves the scene he winks

knowingly at his men, showing them that

he didn't mind their actions in the least

and had only come to the rescue so that

he could make a personal hit with the

young lady. So he wasn't such a gallant

at heart after all.

The clever thing about this treatment is

that the costumes are a heterogeneous

collection from every nation under the sun

so that there would be no hard feelings

when the picture is shown in foreign

countries. Even the actors are chosen from

several different countries and the salutes

belong to no army at all. It is simply a

tale of human nature — love, hate and

romance—which is the same fundamentally

in every land.

An interesting thing about this scene was

that it was supposed to be at night but such

is the trickery of photography, that, taken

in the daylight with the film treated with

dark blue, or shot through dark gauze,

the effect is much better than if it were

actually taken at night. All this was ex-

plained to me by Alexander Toluboff, Art

Director for the unit. Mr. Toluboff is a

graduate of the Russian Royal Art Academy

and is an architect and engineer of some

note. He is working on the set for the

new Garbo Picture, A Woman of Affairs,

and also did the Mysterious Lady set.

Harry Rheinhardt. son of John R.

Rheinhardt, the composer, is technical

director and told us an amusing experience

he had recently during an air flight. They

were circling over Palm Springs for a

location for a picture and got over the

most treacherous air currents in the west

which hover above Palm Canyon. Mys-

terious winds twist a plane into tail spin?

and do all sorts of curious things
—

"and

right over this interesting spot we ran out

of gas," said Harry. "We thought we

were sure gone, for there was no place

to make a quick landing, and then we

spied an alfalfa field on the other side of

the railroad. We came down and flew

under the telegraph wires—that's how near

beat we were. Just as we were climbing

out of the plane the farmer came running

up and balled us out for ruining his alfalfa

crop. 'Say, listen,' I said to him, 'When

you are up in the air with nothing between

you and death but a man's alfalfa field you

land on it. We'd have landed on your bed

if it had been big enough.'
"

The scene was taken where Joan, who

has been lifted to the table by the soldiers,

is tripped up and falls into their arms.

A close-up of her ankles was about to

be taken when it was discovered that Joan

wore an anklet. So the whole production

had to be suspended until Joan's anklet was

removed.
"Now boys," said Mr. Niblo, Remember

that catching Miss Crawford is
_
the most

important thing you have to do.'
.

"It's important to me, anyway, if it isn t

to you, Fred," said Joan.

"It's important to us," said Sven Borg

who was Greta Garbo's interpreter when

she first arrived in this country and who

is now doing exceedingly well himself in

pictures. "Because, if we don't catch you

we lose our yobs."

"Where's your English?" said the young

count Troubetskoy smiling.

"I said job," Sven retorted glaringly.

And they both burst out laughing.

Virginia Kellogg, who is the most

attractive location hostess I have ever

known, excused herself for a moment to

make some notes on her typewriter which

had been brought out to the location and

placed on a long table providing her with

a little office. In two seconds she was

back "Well, that was short and sweet

I said. Virginia laughed. "I don't see why

I should write more than is necessary.

Every night I complete the details in a
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"He can't play
turn on the radio

they all shouted a

but my revenge was sweet
"X TOW that everyone is here, let's tune

I ^ is on a good station and get some
snappy dance music."

Olive Murray was full of pep as she ad-

justed the dials of her radio. "Shucks,"
she said as she discovered someone making
a speech. "Let's try another station."

But there wasn't a note of dance music on
the air. "Something like this would happen
the night of my party," she moaned. "Never
mind, there'll be a good orchestra on at 10:30."
You could see disappointment written all

over the guests' faces. Suddenly I bucked up
my courage and took Olive aside. "What's the
piano closed for?" I asked.

"Why not? No one here plays. I only wish
somebody could play, though."

"I'll try to fill in for a while, Olive."

"You're joshing, Dick ! You never played
efore at parties."

"That's right, Olive, but I'll play tonight,"
assured her.

I could tell she didn't believe me. For as
she announced that I was to entertain with
some piano selections I caught her winking
to one of the fellows.

And what a roar the crowd let out when
I sat down.

"He can't play," called out a voice good-
naturedly from the rear. Let's turn on the
radio and listen to the speeches."

"Sure," added one of my friends
that he can't tell one note from
another. It's all a lot of Greek
to him. How about it, Dick ?"

I said nothing. But my
fingers were itching to play.

"Give him a chance," said

Olive, "maybe he can play."

'I know

A Dramatic Moment
That settled it. There was

no maybe about it. I played
through the first bars of Strauss'
immortal "Blue Danube Waltz."
A tense silence fell on the
guests as I continued. Sud-
denly I switched from classical

music to the syncopated tunes
from "Good News." Every one

started to dance. Pep was once more in order.
They forgot all about the radio. But soon, of

course, they insisted that I tell them all about
my new accomplishment. Where I had learned

when I had learned . . . how ?

The Secret

"Have you ever heard of the U. S. School
of Music?" I asked.

A few of my friends nodded. "That's a
correspondence school, isn't it?" they exclaimed.

"Exactly," I replied. "They have a sur-

prisingly easy method through which you can
learn to play any instrument without a teacher."

"It doesn't seem possible," someone said.

"That's what I thought, too. But the Free
Demonstration Lesson which they mailed me on
request so opened my eyes that I sent for the
complete course.

"It was simply wonderful—no laborious
scales—no heartless exercises—no tiresome prac-
tising. My fear of notes disappeared at the
very beginning. As the lessons came they got
easier and easier. Before I knew it I was
playing all the pieces I liked best."

Then I told them how I had always longed
to sit down at the piano and play some old
sweet song—or perhaps a beautiful classic, a
bit from an opera or the latest syncopation

—

how when I heard others playing I envied
them so that it almost spoiled the pleasure of
the music for me—how I was envious because
they could entertain their friends and family.

"Music was always one of
those never-come-true dreams
until the U. S. School came to
my rescue. Believe me, no more
heavy looking-on for me."

Pick Your
Instrument

Piano Violin
Organ Clarinet
Ukulele Flute
Cornet Saxophone
Trombone Harp
Piccolo Mandolin
Guitar 'Cello
Hawaiian Steel Guitar

Sight Singing
Piano Accordion

Voice and Speech Culture
Drums and Traps

Automatic Finger Control
Banjo (Plectrum. 5-String

or Tenor)

Half a Million People
Can't Be Wrong!

You, too, can now teacJi your-
self to be an accomplished
musician — right at home— in
half the usual time. You can't
go wrong with this simple new
method which has already shown
over half a million people how
to play their favorite instru-
ments. Forget that old-fashioned
idea that you need special

"talent." Just read the list of instruments in
the panel, decide which one you want to play,

and the U. S. School will do the rest. And
bear in mind no matter which instrument you
choose, the cost in each case will average the
same—just a few cents a day. No matter
whether you are a mere beginner or already a
good performer, you will be interested in learn-
ing about this new and wonderful method.

Send for Our Free Book
and Demonstration Lesson

Our wonderful illustrated Free Book and our
Free Demonstration Lesson explain all about this
remarkable method. They prove just how any-
one can learn to play his favorite instrument
by note, in almost no time and for just a frac-
tion of what old slow methods cost.

Read the list of instruments to the left, decide
which you want to play, and the TJ. S. School
of Music will do the rest. Act NOW. Clip
and mail this coupon today, and the fascinating
Free Book and Free Demonstration Lesson will
be sent to you at once. No obligation. Instru-
ments supplied when needed, cash or credit.
LT . S. School of Music, 32212 Brunswick Bldg.,
New York City.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
32212 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

Please send me your free book "Music Lessons
in Your Own Home" with introduction by Dr.
Frank Crane, Free Demonstration Lesson and
particulars of your easy payment plan. I am
interested in the following course:

Hare you above instrument ?.

Name - _

(Please write plainly.)

Address

City State.
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A NEW SKIN

Thousands-Both Sex-Rejoice!
READ FREE OFFER

WHAT would you say if you awoke some

morning—looked in your mirror and saw

a new, youthlike, clear skin on your fate, and

the ugly" blemishes all gone 1

You would jump with joy—just like thousands

of people have done who have learned how to

perform this simple treatment themselves—the

same that beauty doctors have charged enormous

prices for.—and, what was considered impossible before

—the banishing of pimples, blackheads, freckles,

large pores, tan, oily skin, wrinkles and other

defects—can now be done by the patient him-

self, or herself, in 3 days' time at home, harml-

lessly and economically.
It.

'

is all explained in a. new treatise called

"BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS," which is

being mailed absolutely free to readers of this maga-

zine So. worrv no more over your humiliating slcin

and complexion. Simply send your name and address

to MARVO BEAUTY LABORATORIES, Dept 63-Y,

No. 1700 Broadway. New York. N. Y.. and you will

receive it by return mail, without charge. If pleased,

tell your friends about. Don't delay!

WARRANTED
ADVERTISING

Every advertisement submit-

ted for publication in Screen-

land is accepted subject to

investigation. To assist Screen-

land in \eeping its advertising

columns clean, readers are in-

vited to inform the Advertising

Department of Screenland of

any instance that implies a lac\

of good faith on the part of an

advertiser.

SCREENLAND
lengthy paper—out here I just put down stones I had heard of her literati gather-

the thoughts so I won't forget." ings. "Oh," said Ailccn, with hands up-

This twenty-year-old girl ought to have raised, "I don't dare invite a writer to my

a special article all to herself and maybe house any more. They are banned. Musi-

she will some day, for, from a photograph cians, lawyers, or doctors, but no writers."

I saw of her, she would be a knockout on Virginia Kellogg had told me that Miss

the screen. She has all the eagerness and Pringle had tea served every afternoon,

enthusiasm of youth but with it she has "How on earth do you do it? Suppose it

poise and judgment that belong on much holds up production?
^

older shoulders. A writer herself, she "It should," said Aileen swiftly, and

knows what things about a production a it would save money for the company^ By

writer wants to know; and being very four o'clock one is all in, what with the

young she knows what the fans want to heat from the lamps and the waiting

know, so her chaperonage is an extremely around. A hot cup of tea and a Zed just

beneficent one. Puts new nfe int0 PeoPle and thcY can

In the fall off the table Joan smashes her do much better work the rest of the after-

banjo. "What a pity that instrument is noon."

broken," I exclaimed. "Why a Zed? I asked, thinking that

"That's just a break-away prop," Vir- there were much nicer biscuits to be had.

ginia informed me. "There are ten of Aileen's eyes twinkled with mirth,

them It isn't a real banjo, just an imitation "Because Zeds are good for what ails most

one There are about twenty hoops for the people. And they eat them and wonder

clowns to jump through. Airplanes are why they feel so much better. So I really

made the same way that have to have a feel that I am doing a great work by

crackup The pilot takes the plane up and having tea every afternoon at four regard-

changes to a real one in mid-air, though less of whether the lights ^are twinkling or

I have never seen that stunt done myself." not, and by serving Zeds.

Joan sat beside us while she adjusted Then we went over to see the seal. Yes,

her ear-rings "They are so heavy they a trained seal who got up on the stage

nearly kill me," she said rubbing her com- and balanced a ball on its sensitive nose

plaining ears. "I am not used to wearing and got fed for it The seal had to work

them and anyhow these weigh a ton. I the next day and its owner was all .or

think I'll hang them on with a silken leaving it there overnight. The decision

thread—they'll never show under this was put up to Jimmie Fleetwood.
_

She

thatch of hair." can leave it on the set if she wants to said

There were box lunches for everyone and Jimmie, ' but if it walks out on us during

we ate them picnic style on one of the the night or anything funny like that hap-

carnival tables — Joan, Virginia, Ralph pens, don't look at me. that s all I don t

Wheelwright Nils Asther, Fred Niblo and mind having it out here all night but 1

I. Mr. Niblo wondered why in the world won't be responsible." So the seal went

producers changed the name of a well- home.

known play or novel when it was pictur- And then there was a juggler and a con-

ized. Well, that has been one of my tortionist with the most gentle face 1 have

stumbling blocks too. and I was all puffed almost ever seen.

up to find that Mr. Niblo and I thought And suddenly it was over and everyone

along the same lines on this particular sub- made a break for the cars which pulled out

ject I never could see why a producer one after another in an unending line.

would spend half a million dollars for some "Look at the fleet," someone cried as about

yarn because of the publicity break it gave twenty cars whizzed down the road on

and then turn around and change the name, their way, not home, but to the studio

thereby losing all publicity value. thirty miles away to see the rushes ot the

"ft. -k £1™ A \Wn™»„ nf previous day. Then they could go home.
Thev say they cant film A woman oj *" / , ' u~-.,»;f.,1

a (T - t_ j. i" „;J \/tJ I think one of the most beautitul pic-
Affairs because it is immoral, said Mr. 1

... , „ , , . ,

*

O'Ht " j" k £im u ,M»r.nVi1 tures of the year will be Reds\\n and next
Niblo, and then they film the identical , T ./«-.«
story, even accentuating it in spots, call

, LUCKY
W&ART PHOTO RING

Genuine Venus IlLng, symbol of

. Luck in Love. Dazzling blue-
* white Bengal diamond of rainbow

fire. Ever considered the one true
talisman for good luck and suc-
cess. Change your luck! Secret
hole reveals lovely Queen of Beauty,
powerfully magnified. You'll be sur-
prised. Sent sealed in plain wrapper,
with secrets of how to use. Send SI. 98
stamps or M. O., or pay $2.20 on deliv-
ery. Maison Jeunesse, 19 Park Row,
New York, Suite V-48.

DEVELOP YOUR FORM!
Our scientific method highly recommended

for quick, easy development

LA BEAUTE CREME
for improvement of bust, neck, lace

arms and legs
Used with £reat success by thousands. In-
expensive, harmless, pleasant. Successtul
results or money refunded. Full particulars
and proof (sealed) free. Write for special
offer TODAY.

LA BEAUTE STUDIOS
857SU Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, Md.

it by another name and that's all right. It

isn't fooling anyone because it is explained

that the story is taken from A Woman of

Affairs. Therefore it would appear that

the immorality lies merely in the title. Now
what's immoral about the words, The

Green Hat, and what's immoral about the

title Rain? They call it Sadie Thompson
and it gets by: the same story, the same

action—only they make the erratic gentle-

man a missionary instead of a minister

—

heaven knows why since according to

statistics ministers are as human as the rest

of us and no stronger than most of us."

It did me good to hear this celebrated

director state himself thus, and I'd like

to have just one waterproof reason why
the habit continues.

Nils Asther saved all his candy, cakes

and grapes for his English sheep dog that

he brought with him on his last trip abroad.

It has no tail, after the manner of its kind,

and has long curly silver grey fur. It

was tied to Nils' natty roadster and looked

with longing eyes toward its master and

the goodies it knew he would bring.

Aileen Pringle is playing the Duchess in

this picture and a stunning one she makes.

I was quite surprised to find Miss Pringle

a very merry, witty person, not at all

the stiff highbrow I had imagined from the

month I shall tell you what the company

had to go through to give it to you.

C[ Alma Rubens as Julie _ in

'Show Boat.'
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This SingularBookWields a
StrangePower Over ItsReaders
Giving them a MAGNETICPERSONALITYalmost instantly!

Will You Read It 5 Days FREE-to Prove It

Can Multiply Your Present Income?
ASTRANGE book! A book that seems

to cast a spell over every person
who turns its pages!

A copy of this book was left lying' on
a hotel table for a few weeks. Nearly
400 people saw the book!—read a few
pages—and then sent for a copy!

In another case a physician placed a
copy on the table in his waiting room.
More than 200 of his patients saw the
book—read part of it—and then ordered
copies for themselves!

Why are men and women so profoundly
affected by this book?—so anxious to

get a copy? The answer is simple. The
book reveals to them for the first time
how any man or woman—old or young
—can develop a Magnetic
Personality instantly! It

explains how to gain over-

night the personal charm
that attracts countless

friend s—the self con-

fidence that insures quick
success in any business or

profession.

It tells how to draw peo-

ple to you at once, irre-

sistibly—how to be popu-
lar everywhere, in any so-

ciety—how to overcome
almost at once any timid-

ity or self-consciousness you
may have—how to be. a
magnet of human attraction,

popular and well-liked wher-
ever you go!

It not only tells exactly
how to accomplish these
things—it tells you how to

accomplish them without
delay

—

instantaneously

!

Book Tells You
How to develop a Magnetic

Personality.
How to use certain Oriental

Secrets.

How to gain perfect nerve
control.

How to read peoples' feelings

by watching their mouths.
How to read peoples'

thoughts by watching their

eyes.
How to develop a magnetic

eye.

How to make your face ap-
pear 20 years younger.

How to control others by a
glance.

How to use Magnetic Heal-
ing, i

How to end awkwardness
and timidity.

How to attract the opposite
sex.

How to get ahead in your
business or profession.

How to make your subcon-
scious mind work wonders.

And dozens of other vital
topics.

Whence Gomes This Uncanny
Volume?

Forty years ago, Edmund Shaftesbury, famous
student of the human mind, set out to discover
the secret of that rare quality—Magnetic Per-
sonality. He first applied his discoveries in his

own circle of friends. Results were astonish-
ing I His methods seemed to have the power
of almost instantly transforming people into
entirely new beings!

Quietly, almost secretly, Shaftesbury's fame
spread. Great men came to him. His students
and friends embraced such names as Gladstone,
Queen Victoria, Edwin Booth, Henry Ward
Beecher, Cardinal Gibbons, and others of equal
fame.

Until recently, Shaftesbury's teachings have
been available only to people who could pay $25
to $50 each for instruction books. But now
through the efforts of a group of his students,
his wonderful teachings have been collected in-

to a single volume, at a price u-ithin the reach
of all! And furthermore, Shaftesbury has con-

sented to reveal hundreds of

new discoveries never before
put into print.

Strange Effect on Readers
Readers of this book quickly

become masters of a singular
power to attract others

—

to in-

fluence men and women around
them. Not by force—not by
loud argument. But rather by
some subtle, insinuating power
that sways men's minds and
emotions. They are able to play
on people's feelings just as a
skilled violinist plays upon a
violin.

Folks are never the same
after reading this book. Their
manner changes. The tone of
their voice, the expression in
their eyes—yes, even their ac-
tual features seem to change

—

seem to grow more cultured,
more refined.

The eyes—windows of the soul—become clear, beautiful, ex-
pressive, luminous as a crystal
sphere. The voice grows rich,
resonant—mellow as a golden
bell. Folks listen spellbound

—

charmed by the fine modula-
tions—the cultured fluency of
the tones.

What Others Say
"What priceless benefits I So profound! So

far-reaching! Is it any wonder that thousands
of men and. women say that they are overjoyed
with the results they have received! One en-

thusiast said of this volume, "Things I have
read there I would never have dreamed of."

Another wrote, "Certainly wonderful; like walk-
ing up a stairway to a higher life." Another
wrote, "I would not give up what Shaftesbury
has taught me for $100,0001"

In your everyday life—in social life—and es-

pecially in business, you will find what these
people say to be true. Tou will find this book
of immense value. You will quickly learn to
fascinate people you meet—to attract new
friends—to gain the speedy promotion and big
pay which always come to men and women who
have developed that most wonderful of all qual-
ities—A MAGNETIC PERSONALITY I

Read This Book 5 Days Free
You must see this book for yourself—examine

it—let it influence indelibly your own person-
ality. Merely mail coupon below and this re-
markable volume, with cover in handsome dark
burgundy cloth, gold embossed, will be sent you
by return mail for 5 days' free examination. * If
you aren't stirred and inspired in the 5-day free
period, return it and it costs you nothing. Other-
wise keep it as your own and remit Special
Price of only $3 in full payment. This volume
was originally published to sell at $5—but in
order to reach as many readers as possible—it is

being offered at this special reduced price.
This offer may never appear again, so you are
urged to act at once, before it is withdrawn.
Remember—you do not pay unless you decide
to keep the book. You risk nothing—so clip
and mail this coupon NOW. Ralston Unversity
Press, Dept. 184-W, Meriden, Conn.

| RARALSTON UNIVERSITY PRESS,
|

. Dept. 184-W, Meriden, Conn.
All right—I'll be the judge. You may send '

me the volume "Instantaneous Personal I

Magnetism" for 5 days' FREE EXAMINA-
|TION in my home. Within the 5 days I
,

| will either remit the special low price of
|

. only $3.00 in full payment, or return it with- .

I out cost or obligation.

|
Name _ I

Address _ i

! City State

-I
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BEST SELLERS
For $1.00 Each

WHEN the dreary day is done, and

you head your tired body home-

ward, you dread the thoughts of

facing the evening. You know that your

library, originally small, has been sadly

depleted, and you have read every book

of interest it holds.

What greater feeling then, than to

think of the new books you have just

ordered. The latest brainchild of your

favorite author, and others you have often

wished to read.

After dinner, comfortably enconsed in

your big easy-chair, you spend what de-

velops into one of the most pleasant eve-

nings you've ever had. Then you realize

that you were glad you did not pass up

the advertisement offering this marvelous

collection of the most popular novels of

the day at the extraordinarily low price

of $1.00 each.

A special offer of six of any of the titles

listed below may be purchased for

Five Dollars

Al JolsOU — Continued from page 27

The Golden Beast....E. Phillips Oppenheim

The Enemies of Women,
Vincente Blasco Ibanez

D'Arblay Mystery E. Austin Freeman

Mine With the Iron Door,
Harold Bell Wright

Bella Donna Robert Hickens

The Desert Healer E. M. Hull

Big Brother Rex Beach

Face Cards Carolyn Wells

The Flaming Jewel....Robert W. Chambers

The Night Riders Rigwell Cullum

A Poor Wise Man..Mary Roberts Rinehart

The Poisoned Paradise....Robert W. Service

Yellow Shadows Sax Rohmer

When a Man's a Mam.Harold Bell Wright

The Pearl Thief Bertha Ruck

The High Adventure Jeffery Farnol

Fire Brain Max Brand

Child of the Wild Edison Marshall

On the Rustler Trail,

Robert Ames Bennett

The Celestial City Baroness Orczy

The Purple Mist Gladys Edson Locke

Horseshoe Robinson John P. Kennedy

AND HUNDREDS OF OTHERS

Published by

A. L. BURT CO.

Write and Tell Us What Bool: Toil Want.

It May Not Be Listed Here But We
Can Get it for You and Save Ton Money.

SCREENLAND, Dept. 12-28.

49 West 45th St., New York City.

I enclose $ for which please send

_ postpaid.me

Name .

Address

City State-

I know I've never had any training. I

ain't any good. And some day folks are

going to find out about it.

"Yea. I been married. But I never had

a baby. God, if I could have a baby"

—

his voice trembled. "I'm gonna get married

again. Ruby Keeler's the girl. She's the

best little tap dancer you ever saw. And
beautiful, too. Don't smoke or drink. And
say, out in Hollywood, I had the only happy

four weeks of my life. Ruby was there.

We swam and played golf. And laid out

on the sand. And now we're gonna get

married. If people'd only leave me alone.

I love Ruby and Ruby loves me. But every

body keeps writin' and telegraphin' and

advisin" . . . 'Don't marry her. She's

fifteen years younger'n you. You won't

be happy.' I've never been happy before.

And now—if I can only be happy . .

."

But he never finished. He walked out of

the room.
That same night he married Ruby Keeler.

And the boy from the Washington tene-

ment and the girl who has risen to fame

as a dancer from a New York tenement,

sailed to Europe in a floating palace, occu-

pying the luxurious bridal suite.

Al Jolson is an artist. Not because he

blacks up and sings and horses around.

Not because he is a comedian with years

of experience on Broadway. But because

as Asa Yoelson, he knows hunger and

poverty, cold and heartbreak. Because he

has tramped miles of pavement in search of

work. Work he didn't find. Because he

has stood out in the snow and pressed his

nose against the window pane of a smart

restaurant and watched over-fed women eat

strawberries in January when ten cents for

a hamburger and a glass of milk would

have lifted the misery from his shoulders

for that one night at least.

You seldom see rich men's sons writing

the great books, painting the great master-

pieces, or making a hard-boiled New York

audience break down and weep over the

commonplace story of a man who loses his

only son in death. Death is commonplace.

It happens every day, in hundreds of towns,

in thousands of streets. But Al Jolson has

grown so sensitive to laughter and to heart-

break that he can make emotion seem real

to you, he can actually bring it home to

you, even though you are sitting in a gaudy

theatre, surrounded by all the artificial ap-

pliances of the present day stage.

Al Jolson began life in a tenement house,

in Washington, D. C. His father was a

Russian emigrant who worked in a slaughter

house at Bennings, Maryland—a few miles

distant. His mother—a beautiful Caucasus

peasant girl—found the Land of Liberty so

strange. So strange that after her arrival

here she could no longer sing the lusty

contralto songs of her native village, which

she had always sung in the Caucasus when

she was at work in the fields, or home at

night making the porridge for the supper.

In America, she kept on working. But she

had the heavy heart. Pretty soon she

stopped working—and breathing. The thread

of her life was snapped by the terrible long-

ing for dear familiar home sounds and

scents. But the pattern of her life lived

again in her little son. Asa Yoelson. who
was now left alone to shift for himself.

Soon a step-mother came to help the

older Yoelson bear his loneliness. But Al,

as he began to call himself now, was too

young and too miserable to understand how
a man can bury the one love of his life

in the ground and yet a few months later

be attracted by the softness of red lips and

the warmth of gypsy eyes.

It wasn't long before sons commenced to

be born to the new mother. That completed

Al's childhood misery. To lose his mother

and find her place filled so promptly was a

bitter draught. But to discover that he

must share the only thing he had left in a

changing world— his father's love — with

these alien babies, that decided him. And
so he ran away from home. But he didn't

run far.

Around the corner from the then famous

Poli's theatre in Washington which fronted

on Pennsylvania Avenue, was a notorious

cafe called 'Bucket of Blood.' Nobody ever

went there—officially. But often, diplomats

wearied by a dull play or harassed over

political conditions, would slip out of their

theatre boxes, through the side exit of the

theatre, down the iron steps, into the

darkened street, and down again another

flight of stairs into the dim 'Bucket of

Blood.'

On this particular December night,

twenty-five years ago, the dean of the Dip-

lomatic Service in Washington, slipped away

from his theatre companions and descended

into the cafe for a little refreshment. He
was woried by news he had received that

day. The troops of the Sultan of Morocco

had massacred the Jews at Tesa. Perhaps

this unnecessary cruelty would embroil his

country. Perhaps even other countries.

"What misery seems to dog the destinies

of 'the chosen people'," he thought to him-

self as he carefully sipped his brandy.

"Hounded from one country to another.

Segregated in cities to their own walled

ghettos. Discriminated against in commerce,

in art, in politics—ah well, this brooding

won't do," and he was about to rise when
he heard the fresh voice of a child, singing

a curious chanting song. A song which

dealt with labor and pain and death. A
song which dealt with wine and life and

love on the Steppes of Russia.

Amazed, the Ambassador caught the

meaning of those Russian words. Putting

on his pince-nez, he peered across the

smoke-filled room to where a Jewish boy of

perhaps twelve was standing in front of

the piano. With one dirty finger he traced

out the melody along the white and^ black

keys of the old instrument. The child's face

was dead white. His hair shiny black. His

eyebrows made broad sable triangles on each

side of a pinched forehead. He sang with

an inherited, untrained richness which made

the elderly diplomat exclaim: "Clearly the

lad doesn't know one note from another."

With an impetuosity far removed from

the daily control which the Ambassador

wore like an iron sash over the region of

his heart, Monsieur walked over to the boy.

"What is your name?" he asked with

authority. "What is that song you are

singing?"

"My name's Asa Yoel—Al Jolson," the

boy corrected. "And the song is one my
mother learned me. I never heard no

name."
"Why are you not at home? Do you

not know the police will arrest you if you

are found here?"

The little Jolson's face became a study:

"I don't wanna go back home. I've run

away. The boss here—he lets me sing some-

times. Sometimes I get money. I gotta

earn my livin'."

The Ambassador stroked his white goatee.

Here was something entirely beyond the

confines of his knowledge of international
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NO WONDER YOU ARE A
"STAY-AT-HOME"

J~^0
YOU ever feel embarrassed in the presence of strangers? Are you

always bashful and confused when you meet people for the first

time or when you are hi company of the opposite sex?

SHY? NERVOUS? EMBARRASSED?
You Are Self Conscious!

Shame on you! There is no need for you to be nervous and embarrassed.

Stop being shy. You can learn how to conquer the terrible fear of

your superiors. Every individual now suffering from Bashfulness
(Self-Consciousness) will welcome this good news. Remarkable
discovery used with great success—whereby you can quickly and
easily overcome your faults. Be cheerful and confident of your

future! If you're Bashful—don't wait another day—Send 25c.

for my fascinating amazing book. Tells how to master and
overcome Self Consciousness. Write today.

If you are interested in yourself and your future
happiness send for a copy of my new book on how-
to overcome Nervousness and Bashfulness.

B-4011 Flatiron Bldg.

Send 25c coin or stamps. Edition

is limited. Mail coupon for your
coupon today.

New York

Richard Blackstone,
B-4011 Flatiron Bldg.,

New York City

Please send me a copy of

Nervousness and Bashfulness.
25c in coin or stamps.

your book on
I am enclosing

NAME

ADDRESS - -

CITY _ STATE..
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Does your sweetheart see a REAL MAN
like f?n's when she looks at you! Mail the

coupon and find out how this man got his

superb development

—

and how you can
get one, too.

"I Can't Give
You Anything
but LOVE!"

EVERYBODY'S singing it; you have sung it. Here's

a popular song that goes straight to the heart.

Sure, we'd all like to give that one wonderful
girl "diamond bracelets" and everything else her little

heart desires.

But never mind, she won't mind waiting "for our

ship to come in", if she's the right sort. But she

does expect LOVE—the love of a HEAL MAN. What
right has a sickly, puny WEAKLING got to offer

LOVE to a girl? How can he expect her to look up
to him if he's a human scare-crow? How can he ask

her to pass up the strong, handsome fellows and wait

for him' What chance has he got to make good in

life? You need STRENGTH and STAMINA and
VITALITY to get ahead in this world.

How do Y~OU stack up alongside of a REAL MAN?
Take a look at the picture above. Compare yourself

with that superb model of MANHOOD. You know
that EVERY" girl craves the love and protection of a

man like that! What a build! When an arm like

his steals around a girl's waist, don't you KNOW
she'R be thrilled?

Let Me Build YOU a Body
How would you like a development just like the one

you see in that picture? Sure you can have it! What
I did for that man, I'll do for YOU. Just give me a

few minutes a day in your own home. I'll lay out

a course of training for you that will GROW MUSCLES
ALMOST OVERNIGHT. I'll make you over from head

to foot. Just you watch the happy, admiring expres-

sion in your sweetheart's face when she sees the

marvelous change in your appearance!

Amazing New Book

"MIRACLES IN MUSCLE"
Tear off that coupon! Mail it today! It brings you

FREE the greatest physical culture book you've ever

seen—filled with astounding photographs of men re-

built—packed with Titus' own exclusive secrets of

making muscles GROW. Don't miss it.

The One TITI BCictfE.r^St
and Only III W »> NewarkCity

FREE

TITUS, Dept. V-133
105 E. 13th St., New York City.

Dear Titus: Send along your big new book, "Miracles

in Muscle"—FREE.

law. Presently, he put a shrewd hand into

a tight pocket and extracted a dollar. "Take
this and go home. You are too young to

be abroad by yourself. Run away—if you
must—but delay it until you are older."

"Yes, sir," answered the subdued Jolson.

"Come now with me—to make more
sure," the foreign envoy ordered on second
thought.

Together the white-haired Ambassador in

his long tailed coat, his high silk hat and
his many decorations, and the almost ragged

Jewish boy walked out into the snowy night.

But at the pavement their paths parted.

The Ambassador Extraordinaire returned to

his metier. The Jewish boy to his slum.

But for the first time in his life, Al had
sung for the world of the great and he has

been singing for that world ever since.

Back at the miserable house on Four and
a Half Street, Al couldn't stay. It was like

a knife in his thin little body to see another

woman, another family blotting out the

image of his welhloved mother. So again

he ran away. This time for good.

To see him today, sitting in his richly

furnished suite, surrounded by friends,

admirers, food, drink, music and laughter,

you can't conceive that this was the same
starved boy who ran away twenty-five years

ago. In the lowest dives and saloons of

this country, he wandered for years, singing

his little songs. He had to give up his

Russian folk chants for snappy American
songs. But while he changed his songs, he

did not change his method of singing.

Always he kept the richness, the pathos,

the beat of the Russian Steppes.

At first the saloons paid him nothing but

his supper. Or sometimes the privilege of

sleeping on a shelf at the back of the saloon

where the night watchman kept his lanterns

and clock.

But after a few years, the boy managed
to worm his way into Al Reeves' burlesque

troupe. A little later he tried vaudeville

by himself. But he wasn't very successful.

One night when he was down in South

Carolina he watched an old clown who was
work around the theatre. His speech, voice,

gait, everything he did seemed funny to the

northern bred Jolson. "I believe I'll black

up. Maybe people will think I'm funnier."

Al Jolson as a white face actor was just

another performer. But when he covered

his face with burnt cork, he was a hit over-

night. In 1911 he joined Dockstader's

minstrels. And it was while he was play-

ing with them that J. J. Shubert saw him
and liked him—and engaged him to play

at the Winter Garden with the famous

Gaby de Lys, in a play called La Belle

Paree.

Jolson only had a minor role in that

performance. And it wasn't such a sweet

part at that. For the Winter Garden had
up until that time been a livery stable. And
although the livery stable was ended, the

smell of the horses lingered on.

Nearly everybody is familiar with Jolson's

stage successes. It is hardly necessary to

follow him through the Whirl of Society,

The Review of Reviews, Vera Violelta,

Honeymoon Express, Dancin' Around,
Robinson Crusoe, Jr., Sinbad, Bombo, and
his last and most recent stage success Big

Boy.
Even in 1925 on the opening night of

Big Boy, even after playing successfully to

Broadway audiences for fourteen years, Al
Jolson had literally to be kicked on the

stage. That old fear, that old stage fright,

that old unhappiness still seized him: "I

ain't any good," he moaned, his head in his

hand. "I don't know how to sing. Maybe
my voice—maybe it'll go back on me to-

night. Oh God, I ain't
—

" but at that min-

ute two husky stage hands grabbed Al by
the shoulders, and Al found himself some-

what informally standing before the spot

lights. Moistening his lips with his broad

tongue—a trick he does every few moments
both in singing and talking—Al commenced
to sing. And it wasn't three minutes before

the blackface comedian held the audience

in the hollow of his wide, perspiring palm.

What Al Jolson wants we all want

—

Happiness! The poor man thinks if he were
rich he would be happy. But when money
comes to him. he finds he can only eat one
meal at a time, wear one suit of clothes

at a time, and that a Rolls Royce will carry

him no place he can't go in a Ford. There
are usually three ways that most people

seek happiness: one is by devoting them-
selves to a religious life. Another is by
creating a worthwhile book or picture or

play—some dramatic episode that will live

when the brightness of our eyes and the

softness of our hair has been forgotten.

The third is by leaving as our little con-

tribution to immortality, a healthy, worthy,

affectionate child. All the heartaches of

our lives can be forgotten in the happiness

of our children. All our dreams consum-

mated in the achievements of our sons. And
surely nothing could be more satisfying than

for a man or a woman, as Shakespeare

wrote:

To be new-made when thou art old.

And see thy blood warm when thou

feel'st it cold.

Harold Lloyd's Christmas Gift-Continued from page 29

Name

Address

Town. - State.

as to how you got it.

There are eight knives, eight forks, eight

spoons and forty-seven other things that

you nor your guests will know how to use.

For some unexplainable reason Lloyd's

success hangs, in the public mind, upon his

ability as a producer.

But. he is essentially a fine actor.

Else, how can we account for such a

continuous string of clever characterizations

from Grandma s Boy to Speedy.

And, speaking of gags, try to remember

just one in any picture you have ever seen

that compares to the fade-out in Grandma's

Boy.
Harold was carrying Mildred across a

creek, stepping from one stone to the other.

And the last stone against the farther

bank turned out to be a pig that jumped

up and scrambled away just as Harold

stepped on it.

For several years Professor Lloyd has

been conducting a school for comedy.

Bebe Daniels. Mildred Davis. Jobyna
Ralston. Marie Mosquini, Fred Newmeyer,
Sam Taylor. Tim Whelan, Fred Guiol,

Beany Walker and Snub Pollard at one
time or another graduated from this uni-

versity of hard laughs.

Others have written themselves self-ad-

dressed diplomas to this Hall of Fame but

their mail went to the dead letter office.

Copying Harold Lloyd is like imitating

Sousa's Band on a jew's harp.

Everybody knows Lloyd's rubber rims

haven't anything inside them

But there's lots behind.

Speedy is all about a gang of ruffians

trying to steal a horsecar line.

In spite of Harold's efforts to circum-

vent them, they do not succeed.
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Mary Pickford's Gift
(Continued from page 28)

away because she felt so sort of tired'like.

The next show came and went, and Mr.
Johnson knew that something must be

wrong.
"Never you mind if you miss a couple

of her pictures," I heard him say, as she

sat propped up in bed. "Your Mary's in

Europe now, but it wouldn't surprise me
one single bit to have you hear from her

any one of these fine days."

Then it came—a post card—name and
address fixed exactly right: "To dearest

Grammy Shauer, with much love from
Mary Pickford."

On a certain morning, in gay New
York, the papers told of how Mary Pick-

ford would arrive that day in town; how,
between boat-docking and train-leaving

time, she had two hours in which the city

meant to pay her homage.
In all the great big city of New York,

our Mary chose the bedside of her staunch-

est fan.

And so, when 'the Little Princess' was to

offer a Christmas gift through Screenland
Magazine, I felt the chance had come when
I might tell the year-round Christmas story

I have known. Sitting on the Coquette

set at the United Artists Studio, beside

Miss Coquette, herself, 'America's Sweet-

heart' hadn't the slightest idea that our

'interview' was all settled in my mind; she

hadn't the slightest thought that sitting

beside of her was Grammy's daughter's

daughter, who knew entirely about the ever-

Christmas spirit in her heart.

She wanted to give a nice desk set, she

said, because she felt that everybody, boys

and girls together, would like to have it

for their rooms. The vanity case she had

given some time ago didn't include the boy-

friends to such a nice extent, and particu-

larly for Christmas, she decided folks would

need a desk set very much to write those

many, many Christmas 'thank you' notes

of joy.

I agreed, and asked her what she'd have

me ask her friends. She said she'd like to

ask a question that she really needed

answered by her fans. She had thought

about it a great deal, and had decided that

she must know what were the opinions of

her fans about her voice. In her mail, so

many friends of hers have told how de-

lighted they will be to hear her voice in

these new talking pictures, but very few

have said exactly why. She wants to know,

for talking pictures are so new, and with

you fans her final judges, she knows that

what you have to say will be the greatest

help that she could have.

'"Why do they want to hear me talk?"

Mary Pickford said to me.

"I suppose they are just curious," I

laughed, with a twinkle in my eye, "or

maybe they think that such a little girl as

you are hasn't any voice at all!"

"No," said Mary, rather more seriously

than I had expected, "maybe they have seen

me so much on the screen that they are

tired of me, and want to hear my voice

to have a change."

That was too much for me. I really

should have put her right across my knee,

the way you've seen it happen to her time

and time again upon the screen.

Without a word I rose and left, never

turning back to say a last 'goodbye' until

I reached the corner of the set. Then,

with a smile, I used the words that Grammy
Shauer, with the fullest heart, had simply

said: "There couldn't be another Mary
Pickford."

Why Fat Returns
when folks stop starving

One may reduce by starv-

ing, but the fat returns when
one stops. The reason is this:

Most people who are over-fat

have an under-active thyroid.
That is the gland which large-

ly controls nutrition. Until
this deficiency is corrected,
much food goes to fat.

Modern physicians, in treat-
ing obesity, aim at this con-
dition. They use to correct
it the chief factor used in

Marmola.
Marmola prescription tab-

lets are made by a famous
medical laboratory. The formula appears in
every box, also the reason for results. Users
know what they are taking and why.
When science discovered this method and

proved it, the main factors were embodied in
Marmola. That was over 20 years ago. Since

then, people who were over-
fat have used millions of
boxes. Users told others the
results— the loss in weight,
the gain in health and vigor.

Thus the use has grown to
enormous proportions.
That is one great reason

why excess fat is nowhere
near as common as it was.
Slender figures are the vogue.

Beauty, health and vitality

demand that excess fat be
banished. To lose 20 pounds
means to drop ten years. Try
it in this easy, pleasant way.

No abnormal exercise or diet is required. Go
get Marmola. Watch results for a little while
and you will be delighted. Don't delay.

Marmola prescription tablets are sold by all

druggists at $1 per box. If your druggist is

out, he will get them at once from his jobber.

MARMOLA Prescription Tablets
The Pleasant Way to Reduce

dWee/c
What Others Are Doing

"It is possible for me to earn more
money now than I ever did.'*
Alfred Jacques.
' 4

It gives me great pleasure to
thank you for placing me. I ex-
pect to make great headway.'* C.
A. Harrison.
"I have made a connection as
Cameraman with the Universal
Pictures Corporation. $75.00 a
week isn't so bad for a starter, is

it?" W. B. Holcombe.

R.r TAKING,

PICTURES

Working in his spare time, J. H. Wade made $200 in 2 weeks. He
writes: "I find work only waiting for someone capable of doing
it, and the possibilities are beyond my fondest hopes."
AH oyer the world men and women are earning splendid incomes

in the fascinating profession of Photography. There are big
opportunities everywhere for spare hours or full time. Find out
how you can quickly qualify to make real money in Motion Picture
Photography, Portraiture, Commercial and I\

Tews Photography.
Turn your spare hours info profit; or step into a good paying
position; or open your own studio. The field is unlimited.

PROFESSIONAL CAMERA GIVEN
Tou can start making money almost immediately. Your choice of Motion

Picture or View Camera. See how easily you can get started in this fascinat-
ing work.

NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEEDED
Our staff of famous experts will teach you everything. And you can learn in

your own home or in our great New York studios.

FREE BOOK. Send for handsome, illustrated book explaining the many
opportunities in Professional Photography and how you can take advantage of
them. Job chart and details of Free Employment Service included. Write today.

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY, Dept. 60
10 West 33rd St., New York, N. Y.

Be a Movie
Operator

Motion Picture
Operating and Pro-
jection taught at

home. Get a good
pay job with Movie
or Vaudeville Thea-
tre. Projector given

with course. Write
for Folder.

A FAMOUS DOORWAY
in Hollywood that means home to travelers

The doorway of this hotel means home—personal
comfort—service—pleasant surroundings. It also

means that you are conveniently located in Holly-
wood—film capitol of the world—amusement center
of Southern California.

Good Food a Feature
A French chef has made the dining room famous.

Club breakfasts, luncheons or dinners at popular
prices. Also a la carte service.

Write for reservations or free booklet entitled,

"Hollywood,"—today

!

The Hollywood Plaza Hotel
—where the doorway means home to travelers

Vine St., at Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California
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ENDED FOREVER
in ONE EASY HOME^

.TREATMENT",
with

neosWenne
SAFE - PUKE SURE PERMANENT
Apply Neos-Hennf1 to hair. Natural color

returns

—

never fades. Mrs. P. 6. writes:

"I wish to tell every gray-haired person
about wonderful Neos-Henne. It took 20
years out of my appearance 1" Let Neos-
Honne improve your beauty. Send hair
cut close to scalp for FREE analysis.

Mail with your name to: NEOS CO., 366
5th Ave., Dept. 124, N. Y. C.

Ifl NeW York — Continued from page 39

Cyclash t^pcaulijier

Instantly transforms lashes into a
dark, rich luxuriant fringe oflove-

liness. Lends sparkling bril-

jVA liance and shadowy, invit-
' ing depth to the eyes. The
easiest eyelash beautifier to
apply . . . Perfectly harmless.
Used by thousands.Try it. Sol-

id or waterproof Liquid May-
belline, Black or Brown, 75c
at all toilet goods counters.

MAYBE LLINE CO., C/HICAGO
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ahead of the other Hollywood girls now
because she has had such valuable stage
experience—working under such direction
as David Belasco's and enjoying a profitable
run on Broadway. She says she will not
go on the road with The Big Fight because
she doesn't want to be away from pictures
that long. Monta Bell directed her in a

short-reel talking subject for the Actors'
Fund, and her voice is said to register very
well. Some smart producer will probably
try to snatch her right out from under the
movies' nose, and then her love for pic-

tures will be put to the test! Anyway,
Hollywood can boast that one of its best
girls has made good in a big way on
Broadway.

Norman Kerry is in town. Norman, the
debonair; Mr. Kerry, the slightly mysterious.
I say mysterious because, just when I think
I have tracked him down, he eludes me

—

he and his snappy little moustachios. I

see him here and I see him there—at the
theatres and at movie first nights. Mostly
alone; always immaculately and handsomely
attired; and looking oh, so interesting. The
story I hear says that Universal and Metro-
Goldwyn were both angling for his services

and that each company thought the other
had signed him, and so stopped bidding.
But I can't believe that any wise film com-
pany 'would stop bidding for Mr. Kerry's
services. I know I wouldn't. More about
him later. I'll get him yet.

Make me a child again, just for tonight!
Then I could play with Jackie Coogan. As
it is, Jackie is polite and charming and "well-

behaved but a little too formal. He likes

grown-ups all right; but he is slightly bored
with them, especially interviewers. That's
why I like Jackie. He remains, in spite of
all his fame and his fortune, just a per-

fectly delightful, natural and normal small

boy.

The Coogans, father and son, Jackies
Senior and Junior, have a vaudeville act

now. They played a week at the Paramount
Theatre in New York. All the town ap-

parently turned out to see the Kid and
his dad do their stuff. Their act is amusing,
though a trifle sophisticated for the children

who come to see Jackie in the flesh. Son
kids father and father spoofs son. I am
sentimental. I should have preferred a

more respectful and dignified presentation

of the talents of the Coogans. But Jackie

is a picture in his juvenile replica of his

father's Oxfordian attire. He dances, he
recites. And you're glad you came. But
Jackie, personally, is so much more charm-
ing. There is not much of the actor about
him and very much of the boy. He's going-

on-fourteen. He is nice and brown from
swims in the California sun. His big brown
eyes brim with life. His smile is engaging.

He looks for all the world like Douglas
Fairbanks when he grins.

"I'm going to school in Switzerland," said

Jackie. "We have vaudeville engagements
in London, Paris, and Berlin, perhaps other

foreign capitals. Then I'll enter school and
stay there a term. I'll only be allowed to

speak French, I think—and I don't know
any, yet—or very much. Yes, I want to

do pictures again. Comedy-drama—that's

the sort of thing I do. I like Wings and
The Air Circus. Arthur Lake is great; so

is Richard Arlen. I love aviation. I want
to fly in my own plane some day. They
won't let me now. On account of the

insurance."

He never saw The Kid. He was just
four years old when Charlie Chaplin chose
him for the role. His wise parents, and
Chaplin, thought it best not to let the child
see himself on the screen. And when he
grew up a little more, it just happened he
never did see it. He has seen several scenes
from it—he uses these shots in his act; but
never the complete picture. He likes

johnny Get Tour Hair Cut as well as any-
thing he has done.
He seems a singularly unspoiled child.

That is, he is even more unspoiled than
most boys of his age with doting parents
and prosperous surroundings. Before you
have talked to Jackie very long you are con-
scious that you're in the presence of a very
rare and unique person. You cease to re-

gard him as a youngster. You think of
geniuses and wonder if this small boy isn't

going to grow up to be somebody even
more important than the baby who won the
world's love in The Kid. Just keep your
eye on Jackie Coogan. He was no accident.

Connie Talmadge and Peg stopped off

before sailing for France. Somehow I

don't think Constance was so very happy
about going to Europe this time. She is

to make at least one picture at the Nice,
France, studios where Rex Ingram has been
working. Her first will be under the direc-

tion of Louis Mercanton, well-known French
director, and will be called Venus. United
Artists will release it. It is, I believe, a
little more serious than the sort of thing

Constance usually gives us. There's a rather

interesting angle on this Talmadge picture.

You remember Connie's last husband was
Captain Alastair Macintosh, the interesting

Scotchman who is said to be a good friend

of the Prince of Wales and other important
people. Well, he has just married again

—an American heiress named Leila Emery
is the new Mrs. Macintosh—and she, by the

way, was once rumored engaged to Michael
Aslen, the novelist. (And while we are on
the subject: Mr. Arlen is married to

Countess Atlanta Mercati—and isn't that

a gorgeous name?) The point is, that Cap-
tain Macintosh has been working with the

Ingram company at the Nice studios, in

some executive capacity. The question

arises, will he still be there when Constance
arrives to make her picture? Probably not;

but isn't it exciting to think about?

Hail, hail, the Gang's all here!

Fatty Joe Cobb, and little Farina, and
Jean Darling, and Mary Ann Jackson, and
Harry Spear, the tough one, and 'Wheezer,'

in private life Bobby Hutcheson—all here.

Our gang from the Hal Roach Studios

are on their personal appearance tour, and
so of course they came to New York to

do their act at the Capitol Theatre. Their

director, Robert McGowan, was here too.

He is just the nice, understanding, sympa-
thetic sort of man you would expect to find

directing a bunch of kids. They adore him
and he's crazy about them. No wonder
they get such results!

Joe Cobb looks just as you'd expect.

He's a nice boy. Farina, who is really

Allen Clay Hoskins, Jr., is the chocolate

drop of the troupe, as as lively as he looks.

Mary Ann Jackson is a cute little trick,

while Jean Darling, the leading lady, will

doubtless be a screen beauty when she grows

up; in fact, she is now. Harry Spear comes

of a theatrical family; his grandfather was
stage manager for Charles Frohman and his

father an actor. 'Wheezer,' the baby of the
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company, is just two and a half. Have you

ever heard how he got into pictures? When
he was thirteen months old his favorite

amusement was riding a trick bicycle his

father fixed up for him. A neighbor took

some pictures of him with an amateur movie

camera. Robert McGowan saw the pictures,

realized that the child was a miniature gold-

mine, and promptly signed him for the

Gang. Christened 'Wheezer,' he is world-

famous at two-and-a-half!

They are all happy, care-free kids. Their

parents, or some relative, accompany them

on this tour. In Manhattan they met the

Mayor, visited the Statue of Liberty and

City Hall and all other points of interest,

and made a great, big hit. What tales

they'll have to tell the kids back home when
they return to Hollywood!

~>

Books for Fans
{Continued from page 8)

chapter on the screen. Then his weird meet-

ing with Nina T—and a flash-back to ex-

plain how it was that she should be a

priestess in a native village could be shown.

Horn's determination to rescue Nina from

the natives, and Little Peru's arrival in

Africa would then have to be displayed on

the screen to hold together the thread of

the story. Finally there would be shown

the rescue of Nina, the fight with the

natives and the romance of Nina T—and

Little Peru. A closing shot would show

Trader Horn turning away from the beach

as Nina and his friend sail out of his life.

Perhaps the whole photoplay might be put

in a frame, using Trader Horn himself as

he is today in the beginning and at the

end of the picture, to give a suggestion

that he were actually telling the story.

Can you visualize such a picture? '
Cer-

tainly it has enough story and enough

material to rank with the best. Perhaps we

may handle it in the way I have outlined.

Perhaps not. That is a matter yet to be

decided upon. But, however we do handle

it, I am safe in making the boast that it

will be one of the most entertaining of

pictures. We intend to film it in British

East Africa, at a place approximately in

the center of the Dark Continent. This

correctness of locale, the exciting story we
have to work with, and the popularity of

the book itself should certainly make it a

picture worth seeing. I have never been so

eager to begin work on any picture as I

am to start filming Trader Horn.

The circumstances surrounding the pur-

chase of Trader Horn by the Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer studios for filming purposes are

interesting. On its first appearance in the

bookstores, Trader Horn was not very seri-

ously considered by the motion picture in-

dustry. As far as I know, during the first

few months of the book's circulation no

one made a bid to buy it for motion pic-

ture uses. Then, when it was an established

best-seller, Irving Thalberg read it while

abroad, and was so impressed by it that he

immediately wired to the home offices in

New York to purchase the book at any

price. Negotiations were entered into with

the publishers, and Trader Horn was bought

at one of the highest prices ever paid for

any book, and certainly the highest price

ever paid by a motion picture company for

a non-fiction work.

Not to have read Trader Horn is to have

missed one of the greatest literary pleasures

of the decade. Everyone, young and old,

light-hearted and serious, should read this

dim memory of bygone days and long-ago

adventures.

.$5,000 ofPrizes

I
AM going to give away ABSOLUTELY FREE, more than $5,000.00

worth of wonderful prizes, consisting of an 8-cylinder Studebaker

Sedan, a Chevrolet Sedan, two Phonographs, a Shetland Pony, a Radio,

a Bicycle, Silverware and many other high grade articles of merchandise

-besides Hundred, of Dollars in Cash. Already we have
,

given away

Thousands of Dollars in Cash and Valuable Prizes to advertise oui busi-

ness, but this is the most liberal offer we have ever made. It is
_
open to

anyone living in the United States, outside of Chicago, and is backed by a

Big Reliable Company of many years' standing.

Find
5

Objects

Starting with

the Letter

There are many objects in the picture of the circus above, such as

lion balloon Indian, automobile, rooster, boy, tent etc. If you can find

starting; with the letter "C," fill in the coupon below and send it to me
at once.

no Givcn for9(7Jv«vy Promptness
in addition to. the Studebak^^an^the Chevro^ Sedan ^nd the

many other valuable prizes

tt
S
°on
g
ce
lnS

An°y fvlnnefmay have Tash' instead ofThe. prize won and in case

of ?ies duplicate prizes will be awarded. First prizewinner will rece ve

?2 800 00 in cashTor the Studebaker Sedan and $550.00 m cash Get busy

riVLt away". Find 5 objects .starting with thefetter "C fill m,^coupon
below and send it to me just as soon as possible. E\ ERTBUUi ujl

WARDED.

L,. E. Wilferd, Mgr., Dept. 3819

315 So. Peoria St., Chicago, 111.

The objects starting with the let-

ter "C" are:

LIST OF PRIZES

S Cylinder Studebaker Sedan.

Four-door Chevrolet Sedan.

Victor Orthophonic Victfola.

Shetland Pony.
Seven Tube Console Radio.

Fibre Living Iioom Set,

Eleetrio Vacuum Cleaner.

Apollo Motorbike Bicycle.

100-Piece Dinner Set.

Ladies' or Men's Elgin Watch.

29-Piece Silverware Set.

Portable Phonograph.
New Haven Banjo ( lock.

Wrought Iron Bridge Lamp.
Ladies' Overnigbt Bag.

My Name

My Address..

MGRJCAN ACADGMY
OF DRAMATICARTS

Founded 1884 by Franklin H. Sargent

For 44 Years the Leading Institution

for Dramatic and Expressional Training

Prepares for

oActing leaching Directing
Develops Poise and Personality

Midwinter Term begins Jan. 15th

Extension Dramatic Courses in co-operation with
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Catalog describing all Courses from

Room 252-N, CARNEGIE HALL, New York

6 DAYS'
TRIAL

jr
foOnlya Buescher

Saxophone gives you these extra fea-
tures—Snap-on Pads, greatest im-

provement, easy to replace,
nocementing—Patented Au-

IF^omatic OctaveKey—perfect
F Scale Accuracy— convenient

key arrangement.

Be Popular Socially

Earn Extra Money
playinp a sweet-toned Buescher.
10 evenincrs—one hour each—will
astonisu and please you. It's easy
with a Buescher. Tell us what
instrument you are interested in.
We'll do the rest. (460)

. Buescher Band instrument Co.

2523 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Ind.
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A Christmas Suggestion!!
Now is the time to be thinking of that old

question, "What shall I give for Christ-

mas?" We suggest books. Something

which is enjoyed by everyone. Many of

the books listed herewith have been

made into movies, which gave us some

of our greatest SCREEN SUCCESSES.

Order any one for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

The Fleet's In

(Clara Bow edition)

Lilac Time
Beggars of Life

The River Pirate

The Barker
The Foreign Legion
The Grip of the Yukon

(Yukon Trail)

Wings
Sorrell and Son
The King of Kings

The Man Who Laughs
Glorious Betsy
The Lion and the Mouse
Four Sons
Hangman's House
The Cossacks

Uncle Tom's Cabin
Abie's Irish Rose
The Crowd
Tenderloin

The Legion of the Condemned
Speedy (Harold Lloyd edition)

Honor Bound
Anna Karenina

(Movie Title "Love")
Wild Geese
The Patent Leather Kid
Beau Geste

Beau Sabreue

Ben Hur
Seventh Heaven
The King of Kings
Resurrection

The Gaucho
Mother Machree

LILAC TIME
NovaiXKO BVCjatfownn

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE (Dept. 12-28)

49 West 45th Street, New York City.

I enclose $ for which please send me.

\ame.

Address..

Hollyzvood Sphinxes
(Continued from page 23)

knew how to make her eyes and her—er

—

general expression speak for her. She was
used to permitting her director to issue

orders to her, her leading man to make love

to her, her villains to deceive her—all with-

out answering back. And now—suddenly,
with no more warning than the pleasant

presence of Al Jolson in Hollywood—she
is called upon to rise and make a speech.

Unaccustomed as she is, she must talk on,
and on, and on—far into the night. (As
a matter of cold, hard fact, many of the

spoken scenes made so far for talkers had
to be made at night because the daytime
sounds penetrated the studio walls and
spoiled everything.)

A wistful look—a provocative glance

—

a pretty pout—a mocking smile, with varia-

tions—the girl stars of Hollywood were
experts of pantomime. But now they must
study a new art. And what are they
going to do, these Baby Talk Ladies? They
have always depended so upon lines. But
speaking them is a little different from
shaking them. The girls of the golden
west know all the tricks but now they must
learn the diction. They are bright girls

and it won't take them long to learn. But
they had better get busy right away.
Or they will be drowned out in the

general bedlam. What with Jolson and
Lionel Barrymore and Conrad Nagel and
George Bernard Shaw and Edward Everett

Horton and Barry Norton and Wheeler
Oakman and Cullen Landis and Arthur
Lake and all the rest making so much
noise. Hear, hear!

Jolson started it all. He would. The
Mammy singer is the Pappy of the talking

pictures. He did all the speaking and most
of the singing in The jazz Singer. Thus
the hale and hearty sex with the strong
voice was one jump ahead of the frails at

the start. But were we down-hearted?
Well, just a little. But May McAvoy came
to the rescue. May had kept quiet, with
great strength of character, all through The
Jazz Singer. But when she was cast in

The Lion and the Mouse she couldn't hold
her tongue any longer. Though the com-
petition was so keen, May spoke right up.
In a grand and noble speech she said: "I
don't want your money!" and the audience
cheered this little bit of a girl with the high
ideals. Just then Buster Collier with his

deep bass voice stepped in to share May's
scenes, and Alec Francis and Barrymore
added their baritones, and I must confess

that poor little May was more or less lost

in the melange of sound effects. In this

corner. Battling Barrymore. heavy-weight
champion of the speakies. And in the
other corner, a little mite of a wisp of

a girl trained for the silent drama. The
decision on The Lion and the Mouse verbal
battle went to the gents.

But May kept right on talking. She
held her own in The Terror—though she
had to scream to do it.

Dolores Costello, one of the loveliest of
all the silent stars, found her voice in

Glorious Betsy and Tenderloin. But

—

dear, dear!—if Conrad Nagel, veteran of
many stage productions, didn't have to step
in and with the best intentions in the
world, take the words right out of the
star's mouth! With a few well-chosen and
courtly speeches he stole those two pic-

tures. But Warner Brothers have all

kinds of confidence in Miss Costello's even-
tual ability to make herself heard as well
as seen. They have given her a great, big
part in T^oahs Ar\, which they call *a

picture to top any ever made.' Here's
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hoping Dolores' voice won't be drowned in

the flood. ...
Dolores' sister, Helene, was the heroine

of Lights of Hew Yor\ and had her chance

to speak as well as to exhibit lines. This

was the first '100% All-Talking Picture.'

Helene is thus made immortal—and her

voice, recorded in Vitaphone, a museum
piece for future generations. Won't she

feel silly, though!

Gladys Brockwell was the First Lady of

the Talkers. Her voice, it seems to me,

was the first to register effectively on the

speaking screen. Mary Carr, also of Lights

of Hew Tor\, managed to make herself

heard, but Miss Brockwell, with her stage

training, conveyed the illusion of reality,

and her voice rose above the mechanics

of the method. Chalk up Miss Brockwell,

boy, as the first feminine voice to compete

with the masterful men.
Don't forget, dear friends, that the sur-

face of the talking picture has not yet even

been cracked. It may sound as if it has

at times, but it hasn't really. It's only in

its infancy—just lisping along. You re-

member yourself, when you were in kinder-

garten—just feeling your way, cutting out

paper dolls or doing some other darn fool

thing, and bored to death all the time,

—

it's just something we must all get through

with, and as rapidly as possible. When
the Hollywood girls have all learned their

A, B, C's and their I, O. U's, then is the

time to begin to criticize them. Right now
all they need is encouragement. Come on,

now—stop making cracks about the way
they speak through their pretty little noses

—and only yesterday you were writing fan

letters to 'the shapeliest little nose in all the

world,' you big hypocrite, you!—and take

a long, deep breath for them. Listen to a

recording of your own voice and see how
good it sounds. There—I thought that

would shut you up! How about your own
sound defects?

What I think the girls should do is to

get up a round robin to present to John

Barrymore. This little petition should beg

dear, kind Mr. Barrymore to start a class

in voice culture, giving the untrained

actresses of Hollywood the bsnefit of his

wonderful experience. Mr. Barrymore must

realize his chanee to perform a great service

to mankind—saving both stars and audience

many weary, painful hours. Barrymore

could fill the Hollywood Bowl three classes

a day with eager ingenues. They would

prefer that he wear his Hamlet costume

while teaching, and they wish to remind

him that the first lesson should be 'How to

Say I Love You.' I really don't think it

is asking too much of Mr. Barrymore and

if he has the best interests of Hollywood
at heart I am sure he will accept this

opportunity to help the maidens of the film

colony to find their voices.

Of course, there are other teachers out

there. And they are all pretty busy, let

me tell you. Pretty actresses are spending

every minute they can snatch from their

work learning to talk. A fortunate few

apparently know how already. Mary Pick-

ford, for instance. Her very first voice test

amazed everybody who had forgotten that

Mary was a famous stage star once upon
a time, before she made a great name for

herself in pictures. A protegee of David
Belasco, dean of American managers, she

captivated New York as the star of A Good
Little Devil. Mary hasn't forgotten what
Belasco taught her, and when she spoke

into the microphone it was in a cultured,

well-trained soprano. Miss Pickford is

making Coquette, the stage play, in sound
—with herself and her company, mostly re-

cruited from Broadway, speaking the orig-

inal dialogue. She will also make an

entirely different, separate version—a silent

motion picture for those theatres which

have not yet installed sound equipment.

Her voice and diction will doubtless be an

inspiration to all the girls in Hollywood,

as Mary herself has always been.

Clara Bow has a voice to match her per-

sonality! This is great news—and it means
that a voice brimming with It and every-

thing will soon come to us from the screen.

So far, the most entirely satisfying

feminine voice to speak from the screen

—

or wherever it is it speaks from; let's not

get technical just now—belongs to Louise

Fazenda. Her voice is in character. It

matches ' Louise's richly comic spirit. Fa'

zenda has never disappointed us yet and

she never will. If they invent feelies

Louise will be good in those, too. And
I think that will be true with all of the

really great and potent personalities of

motion pictures. I'll bet you'll love Mary's

voice—and Clara's—and John Gilbert's. I

know you will like Harold Lloyd's voice

—

it is boyish and exuberant, and you will

hear it in his next comedy. As for Rin-

Tin-Tin's bark, it has a carrying quality.

Madge Bellamy and Louise Dresser in

Mother Knows Best demonstrate the value

of a former stage training. Just the same,

the untutored Barry Norton, especially

when he sang Sally, the theme song, more

than measured up. For one Fazenda and

Bellamy and Dresser, we have Barry and

John Miljan and Arthur Lake and David

Rollins and Neil Hamilton, in addition to

all the other men I have mentioned who
have made good in a big bass way.

When some of my best movie girl-friends

speak from the screen, I don't know them.

That Vitaphone-Movietone thing certainly

does something to nice sweet girlish voices.

It doesn't flatter Sue Carol's. And as girl

to girl, Josephine Dunn, weren't you startled

when you heard yourself talking in

The Singing Fool! You never talked

like that to me. On the other hand,

the Vitaphone reproduces Betty Bronson's

child-like treble with amazing fidelity.

Just as the movie camera is unkind to

certain faces, no matter how charming, so,

apparently, the recording equipment picks

on some voices for no good reason. It

may have something to do with lack of

training, or it may be accounted for

mechanically. I don't know anything about

that. But I do think we should make
allowances. Gosh—we have to!

They say the stage actors, who were
never much of a success in celluloid, are

having the laugh on our beloved movie
stars. Well, let them laugh. They look

forward, perhaps, to crashing the studio

gates with their vocal histrionics and show-

ing up our darlings. Well, let them try.

But don't let them forget that they may
have to learn screen acting if they hope
to make a howling hit on the screen. The
art of movie pantomime, which the merest
movie actor must master, is somewhat dif-

ferent from the broad and sweeping gestures

of the 'legitimate.' Thank goodness! I'm
not trying to pick a quarrel with Mr. Rys-
kind of The Stage Coach—but I am just

reminding everyone concerned that he who
laughs loudest iaughs longest, or something.

Boys and girls together, we're all learn-

ing. And any old invention that can
startle Hollywood right out of its Rolls-

Royce calm and snap it into its old-time

Ford enthusiasm is worth anything we have
to pay for it. It's a lot of fun no matter
who wins. So far the ladies have been
shouted down and the gentlemen hold the
stage. They'd better make the most of it

while they have it. Texas Guinan and
Fannie Brice and Sophie Tucker are on
their way.
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No. A295-S59

s,^ HO. A290-$6<T .

ggRBG Down-Si Weekv
>M 7 fine quality, genuine\.^»|

'/! blue-white diamonds set)
n solid platinum diskJ
dand engraved, 18 Kt/
'^white srold lady'a^

.rinft. Equal
5100 Rins-

$5 Deposit-$l Weekly
You've never seen a more exquisite rint

ftnan this. The fine quality, full cut, genuin<
ablue-white diamond is full of fiery brilliance

| Two smaller, blue-white diamonds are set]

[ in the sides of this handsomely, hand en-
grayed, IS Kt. solid white gold, lady's,
mounting:. Makes a wonderful engage^
t
ment or friendship ring. Yourfriends«fe

are bound to admire this mag;
nificent ring. Handsome,

r.
j&gpJSift case free_

Prices
Reduced forXmas
Jewelry makea the best
Xmas gift because it's last-

ing. We offer the lowest
prices, and easiest terms.
No extra charge for cred-
it- Our prices are lower
than others—because we
import our diamonds di-
rect and save the middle-
man's profits. We sell only
blue -white diamonds-
no off-color grades. Our
plan makes it easy for
you to buy Xmas gifts.
Buy now—pay next year.

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
You assume no risk in buy-
ing from this old establish-
ed, reliable concern. You
have lO days free trial.

If you are not satisfied that
article is not the biggest
bargain, return it and we
will refund every cent
you paid. Credit dealings
strictly confidential. No red
tape—no unnecessary delay.

SEND NOMONEY
Just fill out coupon below
that's all. When article is

delivered, pay the small de-
posit to postman and the
balance, in small equal pay-
ments for one whole year,

Write for FREE
Bargain f Catalog
It brings our large Jewelry
Store right into your home.
Full of bargains, S3 to $2000.

Gives weights, grades and
complete description so you
can buy diamonds like an
expert. Gives information
other jewelers dare not tell

A201
$53-95 Down; $1 Week
5 fine quality, sparkling,
blue-white diamonds and 2

sapphires in attractive, hand
engraved, 18 Kt. white gold
dinner ring. Reg, $S5,

S3 Down—SI Week

No. V38

4 Genuine D6AMONDS—4 Sapphires
Dainty, lady's wrist watch has L$_Kt. solid white gold,

hand engraved case set with 4 blue-white diamonds, and
4 sapphires. 15 jeweled movement is guaranteed accu-
rate. Silk grosgrain ribbon. Reduced from S55.

SPECIAL
$1 down—$1 wk
Attractive hand engraved,
white metal dust - proof
ease. Fitted with guaran^
teed CYMAmovement, jew-
eled, adjusted, regulated.
Comes in FREE .gift box,

11*19
S^fj $1 Down

SlWeek
y ,No.W30

Full 12 size; latest style,
thin model, octagon shape,
engraved gold filled case.
Guaranteed, jeweled ..timed,

regulated Elgin movement.
Others ask up to §35.

Agents Wanted—Earn S20O Weekly. Write lor details

STEMJNGgSCPc
i Diamond Importers — SI,OOO,000 Stock— Est. 1879

j^8 £540 BROADWAY Dept. 2558, N. Y. j

I _
| STERLING DIAMOND & WATCH CO., Inc.
* 1540 Broadway, Dept. 2SS6, N. Y.

| Please send No price t on ten days free

1 trial. I agree to pay for it according to your terms.

J
(Deposit can be sent with order if you prefer.)

1 QSend me your FREE, beautifully illustrated catalog.

SEND NO MONEY

I
Name .......

J Street
I Address—...

3 City &
3 State
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ARTISTIC
PORTRAIT

ENLARGEMENTS

FROMANYPHOTO
orSNAP-SHOT**
SIZE 16x20 INCH

(or smaller If desired)
The uaunl price of this work
is $5.00 but by taking advan-
tago of this Special

j \ J Offer you c:in pet a beautiful life-like enlarge-
ment of that favorite picture of mother, dad*

jweetheart, baby or any friend for only 98 cents.

SEND NO MONEY—Just mail us the photo—any size (Full
figure, bust or group) and in nbout a week you will have your
enlargement guaranteed never to fade. It comes to you
C.O.D. On arrival pay postman 98c plus a few cents postage,
or send ono dollar cash with orderand we pay postage. Money
back if not delighted. You can send us your most treasured
photograph, it will be returned to you unharmed,
pprr In order toadvertiso this remarkablo offer we send freo

with every enlargement ordered, a Highly-Glazed
Hand Painted miniature rt-nroduction of the photo sent. Theso
miniatures alone aro worth the whole price charged for the enlarge-
ment. Take advantage of this really Amazing Offer and seed
your order today. DO IT NOW.

At Papa Laemmle's Hollywood Circus

Continued fro??? page 21

ALTON ART STUDIO, Dept. '
1

5654 West Lake St., Chicago, M.
Please enlarge artistically the enclosed photo.
Return enlargement and FREE Hand Painted
miniature. C.O.D. 98c plus postage. (If $1.00
ia enclosed you are to send poatago paid.)

Name

Chech Size
Wanted
16x20 in.
lOx 16 In.

llx 14 in.

8 x 10 In.

Address

Town_

STOPS NOSE SHINF
wJ" MAKES POWDER STICK

A marvelous
^.t shine remover
JCNeXOr? and powder

base in an ex-
quisite little vanity box of royal purple
and gold, for your handbag. New and
different; not a cream, no grease. Pure,
sweet, fragrant. At toilet counters or
sent postpaid $1.00. Fully guaranteed.

THE NEZON COMPANY. Incorporated

24S Filth Ave., Dept. 20C, New York

FREE LARGE PHOTOGRAPH
Of Your Favorite Movie Star,
size 8 x 10, with every order
of $2.00.

Beautiful Photographs
3 for 50c. 7 for $1.00. 15 for
$2.00. 23 for $3.00. 40 for $5.00

Free 3 Large Photographs
with every $5.00 order

Send for your favorites
HOLLYWOOD SCREEN

EXCHANGE
Drawer V-l, Dept. F

Hollywood, Calif.

Stop Using a Truss
STUART'S ADHESIF PLAPAO-
PADS are surprisingly different

from the truss—being mechanico-
chemico applicators — made self-

adhesive purposely to keep the
muscle-tonic PLAPAO" applied
continuously totheaffectedparts,
and to minimize painful friction

and dangerous slipping. No
straps, buckles or spring at-

tached. Soft as velvet — easy to

* j j apply—inexpensive. Foralmost a
Awarded quarterof acenturysatisfiedthou- *w

5
r

J
ed

Gold Medal sandsreportsuccesswithoutdelay brand Prix

from work. Process of recovery natural, so no subsequent
use for a truss. Awarded Gold Medaland Grand PI»PP
Prix. Trial of "PLAPAO" will be sent absolutely rlffr
Write your name on coupon and send TODAY. | IlLla

Plapao Co.
;
54 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

.ddress ~
Return mail will bring Free Trial PLAPAO.

FORM DEVELOPED
My Big Three Part Treatment is the
ONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other danger-
ous absurdities. I send you a
GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

FREE
14-DAY

TREATMENT
If you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Won*
der Cream included.) Plain wrapper.
IS IT WORTH 10c TO YOU?
If not. your dime back by first mail.
Address NOW, with ten cents only

Madame K.C.Williams, Buffalo, N.Y.

a bosom friend of Rosabelle's, Mrs. Lillian

Ehrman, who came as a bareback rider.

Little Lord Fauntlcroy seemed at home
at the circus, even if he has grown up to

be a very big boy. He was Dr. Fejos with

his mask off, but even then it was hard to

recognize the director in the blonde curls.

"I had the worst time with my legs,"

he declared, "because I had to shave them
above the socks and kid shoes."

"Now doesn't that take the poetry out

of Little Lord Fauntleroy for you?" mur-

mured Patsy.

"And," Dr. Fejos went gaily on, "I

wore the costume at dinner, with my butler

giggling all the time he was serving, so

that I am sure I shall never again com-

mand the same respect in my own home."
Barbara Kent came with Dr. Fejos. We

see her about with him a good deal, but

both declare it is merely friendship be-

tween them. She looked adorable in Alice

blue circus riding costume, tarleton skirts,

tights and all.

Lois Moran looked adorable as a bare-

back rider. She and young Laemmle go

about a good deal together these days.

Josephine Dunn appeared soon, looking

very cute in a green velvet Spanish cos-

tume, declaring that she was a sword swal-

lower, but had just run out of swords.

Glenn Tryon offered to furnish her with

one, but she hastily declined, saying that

she was very psychic and this wasn't a

good evening for sword swallowing. She

said that she had intended coming as a

tight-rope walker, but that Edith Mayer

—

Louis B. Mayer's daughter—had got to the

costumer's before her.

One must say that Edith looked awfully

cute in the costume, with its wide gauze

skirts, even though she had bare legs in-

stead of the traditional tights, her legs

being a lovely dark tan. Irene Mayer was

there, too, looking charming.

Glenn Tryon obscured his undeniable

good looks behind the make-up of a circus

roustabout, but created a lot of fun. His

wife, a beautiful blonde, wore a long beard

which looked suspiciously like one of those

old-fashioned switches we used to wear, and

said that she was the bearded lady. We
decided it would take anybody as dainty

and pretty as Mrs. Tryon to get away
with that.

No circus performer ever looked as

lovely as did Patsy Ruth Miller in her short

black circus riding costume with its gold

trimmings. She pretended to tame a stuffed

lion, and of course she claimed a great

deal of masculine attention.

At the side of the tent was a contrivance

consisting of a cage containing a swing

and a large red couch, and at one side of

the cage was a target at which balls were

thrown. We saw Mrs. Ehrman swinging

happily in it one moment, and next we
heard a feminine shriek. The gag is that

if anybody hits the target, the swing in

the cage breaks and down goes the swinger

to the red couch below. Neil Hamilton
tried it afterward, declaring that he was

the spirit of the carnival. Patsy Ruth,

Barbara and some of the other girls took

tumbles also.

We found Carmel Myers looking pretty

in a leaf-brown costume, and she said that

she was "what was left over in the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer costume department!" I

believe she afterward made up her mind
that she was a gypsy fortune-teller, but was
taking a night off from her job.

Paul Leni, the director, was there dressed

like Emil Jannings in Variety, and there

were Sol Lesser, Al Hall and Wesley Ru^-
gles as clowns. Nat Goldstone also was
a clown, and Tom Reed and a lot of others.

"There are so many clowns," declared

Patsy, "that I do hope there won't be so

much professional jealousy that they all

forget to be funny!"
Arthur Lake was comical in a feminine

rider's costume, tarleton skirts and all.

Mcrvyn LeRoy was great as the ring-master,

the long tails of his cutaway coat dragging
on the ground behind his short figure.

Edna Murphy, LeRoy's wife, came as a

trapeze performer, but as there were no
trapezes, we don't know whether she could

really do gym stunts or not. Sam Jacobson
came as the village Simple Simon.

George Lewis was another clown, and
his wife was a charming' trapeze lady.

Agnes Christine Johnston's costume was
the most novel of all. In fact, she later

drew a prize for it. She was the Tattooed
Lady. Of course the tattooing was painted
on. The funniest feature was the picture

of a fat lady painted on Miss Johnston's

back, which changed expression of the

face when Agnes wriggled her shoulders!

Joseph Schildkraut and his wife. Elise

Bartlett, came quite late, because both had
been working late in Show Boat. Joseph
came as a Russian peasant, but a rather

wealthy peasant, one would say, inasmuch
as his smock was of cream-colored satin.

Elise was Juliet, and said that she belonged
to the wax works, if they ever had wax
works in a circus.

Laura La Plante was late, too, she also

having been working in Show Boat. She
still wore her dress of the nineties, declar-

ing that circuses had always been just alike

anyway, so they could pretend it was an
1890 circus.

John Boles looked handsome in evening
clothes, and probably was intended to rep-

resent the tenor in the concert of the circus.

Walter Pidgeon as a clown paid a great

deal of attention to the bearded lady, Mrs.
Tryon, dancing with her several times, so

that Glenn pretended he was going to fight

a duel with the handsome clown, but Pid-

geon said comically that he was quite will-

ing to be Pagliacci and give up the lady and
suffer.

Entertainment was varied and amusing.

There was a crystal-gazing fortune-teller.

Maurice Fleckles, who, made up as a Per-

sian shah, wasn't recognized by anybody,
and simply amazed everyone by telling each

one all about himself. He rather worried
Patsy Ruth Miller by telling her that she

was soon to be married.

There was the funniest of burlesque tan-

goes danced by Mervyn Leroy and Arthur
Lake; and there was a comic acrobatic act

by Messrs. Jackie Goodrich and Jack Leon-
ard, professionals, assisted by Glenn Tryon:
and there was a wow of a burlesque wire
walking act by Arthur Lake.

There was a grand march with some of

the beautiful girls ridmg the camels and
elephants, which were on wheels, and which
the actors towed along. Carmel Myers,
being without an escort, grabbed a life-size

paste-board man from his sentinel position

at the flaps of the tent and walked him
along.

After the show, there was dancing in the
arenas, and then there was supper, which
was served out by the big swimming pool,
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under the trees, at long tables, picnic

fashion.

"Just the jolliest party ever!" remarked

Patsy, as we made our way homeward, tired

and happy.

"Oh, here's Esther Ralston! My dear, I

hear you nearly got hit by a submarine over

there in Honolulu—I mean your boat of

course! What cute little freckles on your

nose!"

Jobyna Ralston was giving a shower for

Priscilla Bonner, who, you know, is about

to marry Dr. Bert Woolfan of Hollywood.

The shower was being given at Jobyna's

home in San Fernando Valley, where she

and her husband, Dick Arlen, have the

quaintest, loveliest Spanish home built be'

neath huge old walnut trees.

We had just met Esther Ralston, who had
lately come from a trip to Honolulu.

We gathered in the living room to await

Priscilla's coming, and when she did arrive,

she looked as radiant as a bride-to-be should

look.

Mary Lou Lewis, George Lewis's wife,

Virginia Brown Faire and a few others were
already there, and we discovered that a

number of the young actresses besides Pris-

cilla were going to be married. That cute

little Duane Thompson, for instance, is en-

gaged to Buddy Wattles of the Hit the

Dec\ musical comedy company, and Flo-

rence Gilbert we hear is going to be mar-

ried, too.

Nobody had told us that it was Duane
Thompson's birthday until somebody whis-

pered it to us. It was also Jobyna's and
Dick's wedding anniversary. So Duane and

Jobyna had to rise and make a couple of

bows when we found out.

Mary Lou and Marian Nixon are great

friends.

"And that's in spite of the fact that

Mary Lou used to come on the set when
I was George's leading lady, arriving some-
times right in the middle of a love scene,

but she never was cross about it. And I

was Richard Barthelmess's leading lady, too,

when his bride came on the set. She didn't

mind, either. I'm beginning to lose my
conceit. Maybe I'm not so nice after all,"

remarked Marian.
By the way, Marian was wearing a won-

derful antique bracelet which Ben Lyon had
given her.

Scotty, Jobyna's big dog, came into the

room.
"Oh, don't be scared, girls—he's perfectly

party-broke," declared Jobyna.
"All the girls are wearing that indelible

lip-stick," remarked Virginia Brown Faire.

"It doesn't come off on anybody, and it

doesn't even come off at night!"

Nearly all the girls were stockingless.

They had beautifully tanned legs, the

method of acquiring the tan being to oil the

legs, then lie bare-legged in the sun. The
oil keeps them from burning, but they tan

nicely.

And speaking of going stockingless,

Sally Eilers, who is, by the way, the very
newest Hollywood bride, she having eloped
and married a magazine writer, inquired
whether any of the girls manicured their

toe nails. We found out that Mary Lou
Lewis does!

There was a flurry toward the patio when
the last of the guests arrived, including
Barabara Luddy, Marion Douglas, Nan
Howard, Jeanette Loff, Mrs. Arthur Rankin,
Pauline Curley—who is married now and
seldom works—Mrs. Dorothy Reid and a

number of others.

Lunch was served out doors, under the
patio trees, and then everybody hurried into
the house to see Priscilla open her gifts,

which included all sorts of beautiful and
useful things for a house.

Then bridge caused the party to grow
quiet, and nobody left until the trees in the

valley were casting lovely long shadows at

sunset.

"Yo, heave ho, and a bottle of rum!"

sang Patsy, as she drove up to my bunga-

low door that morning.
"Why, Pat," I exclaimed, "Why so nau-

tical, not to say naughty from a Volstead

point of view?"
"We're invited," Pat told me, "to go

with Belle Bennett and her husband, Fred

Windermere, on their yacht for a week-end

vacation. Now isn't that enough to make
anybody break into song?"

I admitted it was. We were to dine at

the Yacht Club at San Pedro and leave on

Belle's yacht, the Wee Dove, for Catalina

about ten at night. Everything happened

as scheduled, and the night was simply

heavenly.

In the party were Mr. and Mrs. Jack

Ford, Irving Willat and Billie Dove, who is

Mrs. Irving Willat, you know, and one or

two others not of pictures, with Fred Win-
dermere acting as skipper.

Arriving at Catalina after the smoothest

trip in the world, we all went to sleep like

babies, after the yacht was moored. In the

morning we all tried to be very nautical,

using only nautical terms, and everybody

was fined who dared call going below going

'down-stairs.'

Billie Dove loves to fish, but the rest of

us put on bathing suits and took a dip

in the clear, smooth waters of the bay.

We were awakened in the morning by a

Filipino boy, the ship's cook and general

utility man, who brought us each a glass

of orange juice on a tray, accompanied by

a little package. Opening the package we
found that our sweet hostess had given us

each a present in the form of a silver-and-

cloisonne pin, some in the shape of boats,

others in the form of fishes.

Following our swimming and fishing ex-

peditions, we donned what we called our

pirate suits, which Belle provided for us,

and which were made of cretonne. They
consisted of loose trousers and long coats,

and we tied bandannas around our heads.

These were very comfortable and con-

venient.

We visited the Isthmus and landed at

Avalon a couple of times to take in the

concert and dance a bit at the big hotel.

On the trip to the Isthmus we sailed past

Doug McLean's yacht. Doug was enter-

taining a party of men on board his boat,

the Faith, named for his wife. He hailed

us and said he was out of gas to cook

with, and would we lend him some, which

we did. Next we sighted the Tiburon,

Conrad Nagel's boat. We hailed her, step-

ping aboard for a few minutes to say hello

to Nagel and his wife and their guests,

Leatrice Joy and Lois Wilson.

At Avalon we met a perfect bevy of film

people, including Jean Hersholt and his

wife and their little boy, the latter the

image of his dad, and we also met William
DeMille and his bride, Clara Beranger.

They had been fishing, but didn't give a

very good account of themselves as to

their catch.

Both Billie Dove and Belle Bennett
looked so cute in their pirate suits that

we told them they should have stories

written around those costumes.

Billie always has luck at her fishing, and
we ate some of her catch for dinner.

"This is the laziest, happiest life I have
ever known!" murmured Patsy, as she lay

stretched in her chair on deck.

Can You
Tell?

Look over some of the ads in this magazine.
What's wrong with them—can you tell ? There
is something wrong with every ad—no adver-
tisement is perfect. Sometimes it is the words
used in the headline. Sometimes it's the illus-

tration. Sometimes the ad is too crowded.
Again the wrong publication may have teen
selected—ithese are a few of the fascinating
problems confronting every advertiser. And
the man or woman with ideas and opinions
who can help solve these problems is being
paid startling big money.
JXillions upon millions of dollars are being
spent every month in newspaper and magazine
advertising—to say nothing of the many mil-
lions spent in mailing out catalogs, sales letters,

circulars, house organs, and broadsides. And
nearly every advertiser admits that his adver-
tising and sales literature do not pull any-
where near the business they should—that
there's tremendous room for improvement.

Get Into

Advertising
A DVERTISING is easy to learn—especially

under the right guidance. Can you imagine
anything more fascinating than taking just an
idea and developing it step by step into a
finished advertisement, or a completed sales
campaign ?

The amazing growth of the Page-Davis
School of Advertising (founded 1896) and the
success of our graduates is undoubtedly due
to our unique and practical method of instruc-
tion. No text books whatever are used. From
the start you are given practical advertising
work to do, just as though you were employed
in an advertising department.

Make Your Day Dreams Come True
If tomorrow you were offered the priceless opportunity

of going into a prominent Chicago Advertising Agency
for a year, to learn the business from beginning to
end—and you knew that every day your every step
would be guided by experts—and you knew that a
sincere interest would be taken in your progress

—

you would jump at the chance, wouldn't you? And
that is substantially just what the Page-Davis School
of Advertising is offering you!

Mail Coupon for FREE Book
Simply send the attached coupon and we will mail

you a remarkable booklet called How to Win Success
in Advertising which tells you how you may now
quickly learn advertising during your spare time at

home. It telis about the many
opportunities open to you in this
fascinating profession—how to de-
velop your Ideas and realize big
money for them in advertising.
Remember that sending the

coupon does not obligate you in
any way. Then get it in the
very first mail—it may be the
means of putting you in the big
money class almost over night.

Page-Davis School of Advertising

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6329, Chicago
r

!

i
PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING

> Dept. 6329, 3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago
J

[ Please send ma your free Booklet How to Win
i Success in Advertising—and full particulars re-

J

J
garding your Course in Modern Advertising. I >

i am not obligated. '

•

' \Tame : _ g

Street

City State-
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NewWaytoGet

a HighSchool

EDUCATION
Use tli is easy
question and an-

swer method to

get the High
School training
you missed. No
dry text-books or

drudgery. A few

minutes of pleas-

ant daily reading

quickly enables
you to master the

15 important High

School subjects.

IT'S not too late for you to get your High School

1 education. You can now remove your handicap in
the easiest, pleasantest way imaginable. You can

get the equivalent of a FOUR YEARS' High School
Training—simply by reading interesting questions and
answers. Even the subjects that you think of as diffi-

cult to master are made so simple, so fascinating,

that it becomes just fun to learn them by this method.
These famous Question and Answer books are used

and endorsed by thousands of students of all ages, as

well as by over 12.000 High School teachers and
principals throughout the country, because they really

teach, in he most interesting way.
No one realizes better than you what it has cost

you to have missed high school; and no one knows
better than you what your lack of a high school

education will cost you in the years to come—if you

do not acquire it.

Whv not make up for lost time in this easy, con-

venient, interesting and economical way?

Fascinating as a Game
The fifteen Blue Books are as unlike ordinary school

text books as day is from night. No hard study, no

drv-as-dust essavs, no examination papers, no laborious

digging for facts, yet you learn thoroughly the hfteen

important high school subjects of Biology, Ancient

History, American History, Civics, Arithmetic,

Elementary Algcora, Physics, Modern History,

Literature, Economics, Geography, Physiography,

Latin, English, Grammar, and Spelling.

Everv question in the Blue Books is

vitallv' important—and the answer, whnh
follows immediately, is boiled down and

simplified—and so interesting that get-

ting a High School education is like

plaving a game. The answers inspire

vou to THINK—and become a part

of your very being. This method of
' imparting knowledge has been in

use for centuries—nothing better

has ever been devised.

Write for Free Book,

"New Way To Get a

High School Education

at Home"
Send the coupon at once for

free book. "New Way to Get a

High School Education at Home."
Find out how the method is sent

on Free Examination, and about

the easy terms, the Certificate

awarded, etc. Don't do without

a High School Education any
longer. Mail the coupon now.

This simple act may change your
whole life for the better, as it has
done for thousands of others.

High School Home Study Bureau, Inc.

Union Square Dept. X-1911 N. Y.

HIGH SCHOOL HOME STUDY BUREAU, Inc.,

Dept. X-I9II, 31 Union Square, New York City

Please send me your new free book "New "Way to
Get a High Sihool Education at Home," which gives

full information about how I can obtain the equivalent
of a Four Year High School Course. It is understood
that this does not obligate me in any way and that
no salesman will call.

Address '. _ _ _

City _ State

C[ May McAvoy has never

fallen down in any part

she has played but when
she goes roller-seating

it's another story.

As They Do Unto Others continued from page n
the highest stardom.
The time came when Louise herself could

play Santa Claus, which she did on every
possible occasion. Her greatest role was.
when she played it for a bashful young
boy in the cutting room who had secretly

confided his screen ambition to her. Mack
Sennett was looking for a new juvenile.

"Try George," said Louise, pointing to

the lad standing in the doorway.
"George?" laughed Sennett. "Why,

George is a cutter. What does he know
about acting?"

"Well, I'll risk playing opposite him,"
answered Louise bravely. "I'll dare you
to give him a chance."

The Great Impresario turned in his

tracks. "George," he called out, "beat it

home and get into your best clothes. I

want to make a test."

"I'm sorry, Mr. Sennett," replied the

gaping lad, "but these are the best I own."
"All right, then wash your face and be

on the set in five minutes."

George O'Hara was on in four. Do you
remember the Fighting Blood series? Yes,

George has done well.

But the finest bit of Santa Clausing the

ancient Casting Director told me was re-

garding George Fawcett. This grand old

Character Actor while trouping in the

South, met a handsome lad playing on the

University of Alabama football team, and
not only did he tell the boy that he thought

he would screen well, but promised if he
ever came to California he would help him
get into pictures.- One of those long-

distance promises so easy to make and hard

to fulfill. A year or so of correspondence.

Then darned if the boy didn't come! Came
as a coach for the Alabama team in the

great East-West football game in Pasadena.

Did Fawcett welch on his promise? On
the contrary he arranged for a test at a

certain studio. It was rotten. Then he

sent the boy to M.G.M. The test wasn't

much better. Through? No. Next time

he took him personally to M.G.M. and

stayed with him during the trying ordeal.

At last the boy came through and was

put on contract.

Fawcett then took his protege right into

his home and during the weeks and weeks

that followed while the young neophyte

was doing 'bits' his patron saint was coach-

ing him in all the tricks of make-up,

camera angles and registration. Finally his

chance came. He was given the lead in

The Fair Co-Ed, playing opposite Marion

Davies. It's been Christmas ever since.
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Yet there are dull people who no doubt

wonder why Johnny Mack Brown believes

in Santa Claus.

Another charming example of the Christ-

mas Spirit came under my own observation.

I was directing Will Rogers in Two Wagons
—Both Covered, and one day returning to

our homes in Beverly Hills we stopped on

a side street of Culver City. Will got

out, and sauntering up to a little cottage

I watched him talking to a tearful woman
standing in the doorway. As he was leav-

ing I saw him slip her a roll of bills that

would have choked a rhinoceros.

"What's the idea?" I asked him when
we were on our way again.

"Oh, that's Buck So-and-so's wife," he

answered with embarrassment. "Poor old

Buck got himself all broke up doin' a horse

stunt at the studio a while back. The poor

fella's through, I guess, s'far as ridin' goes.

Of course the boys at the studio passed

the hat to help out on expenses. But you
know, Rob, it's after the excitement has

blowed over and things is quieted down
that the real trouble comes. I jest got to

thinkin' if her house was paid for the

missus wouldn't have to worry so much."

And now Will has gone East to take

Fred Stone's place in the show Fred was
scheduled to appear in. Publicity? You
don't know Will. The fact that it looked

like publicity was the hardest part of the

offer. No, it was the Christmas Spirit pure;

and simple. You see Will had encouraged
|

Fred to fly, and when his friend cracked-up.

Will felt terribly. And all the more so !

because Fred was worrying over his mana-

ger's bad luck. It had been a bad year

and the manager had counted on Fred pull-

ing him out of the hole. Then the crash!

In jumps Will and offers to help in any

way he can—even to cancelling his own
immensely profitable lecture tour and tak-

ing Fred's place. Don't you think that

Dillingham, Fred and Dorothv Stone be-

lieve in Santa Claus?

No, We may not have the props—snow,

sleigh, or reindeer—necessary to enact the

Legend of Santa Claus, but his Spirit is

here. Nor does it manifest itself only at

Christmastide. We have it in Movieland

the year 'round.

-4= <~

The Stage Coach
{Continued, from page 65)

were not, let us affirm our sure conviction

that all previous laughs record for the same
period of time were shattered by their

antics.' The Record, as enthusiastic about
the comedy, says of the dancing. 'The
16 Market Dancers, girls who have been
well trained, deserve special mention for

their good work.' The Bulletin praises the

fact that the other principals have been
so carefully chosen. The Inquirer boosts

everything. The News raves so that the

suspicion lingers that the press agent wrote
the notice.

So maybe we might just as well have
written the review ourself. At any rate,

we agree with all the kind things. And as

Variety says, it looks as though Sam Harris
has a smash hit on his hands. We want
to add our praise to Raymond Sovey, who
made the lavish sets, to Oscar Eagle, who
directed the book, to Kalmar and Ruby
for their songs, and to Gus Salzer, who
directs the orchestra.

We nearly forgot. Imagine! The book
of Animal Crac\ers is by George S. Kauf-
man and Morrie Ryskind.

This new self-massaging belt not only makes you look thin-

ner INSTANTLY but quickly takes off rolls of excess fat.

No straining your heart with violent gymnastics or weaken-
ing and harming your system with foolish diets and drugs.

THE only safe method of reducing—the only and you will receive our 10-day Trial Offer

scientific method—is -massage. This method and a detailed description of this most sub-

sets up a vigorous circulation that seems to cessful reducing method, the principles of which

literally melt away the surplus fat. Massage are highly endorsed by leading physicians and

is highly effective, but the services of a skilled professional athletes everywhere. For the sake

masseur are expensive. The popular Weil Re- of your health and appearance write now.

ducing Belt, made of a special reducing rub- The Weil Company
ber, takes the place of a skilled masseur, and Haven, Conn

produces exactly the same results, only quicker

and cheaper.

FREE PROOF
Try the Weil Reducing Belt for 10 days at

our expense. Take your waist measurement
before and after this Free 10-day Trial. Note
the difference in inches. Feel the improve-

ment in your -general .condition. . According
to the terms of our guarantee you must be

satisfied or you pay nothing.

Send no money. Mail the coupon below

3912 Hill Street, New

THE WEIL COMPANY, 3912 Hill St..
New Haven, Conn.

Gentlemen.—Please send me, without obligation,
complete description of the Weil Scientific Reducing
Belt and your Special 10-day Trial Offer.

Name

Addiess

City State..

THE GLORIOUS

HALF MCOM HOTEL
CONEY ISLAND M.Y.

Sea. Baths ^"Roller Chairs
Exceptional Restaurant
An Enchanting Hostelry

Offering Astounding Rates
&3°-2 Daily

865 22 Monthly

\
Convention

Facilities for

6? Banquet
50 to 1500

"Arlington Operated"

HOTEL ANSONIA
Broadway, 73rd to 74th Streets

NEW YORK CITY
5 minutes to Theatres and Shopping Districts.

12 minutes from Penn. and Grand Central Stations.

1,260 ROOMS (AH Outside)
New York's most complete hotel. Everything
for comfort and convenience of our guests.

TWO RESTAURANTS
Open from 6:30 A. M. until midnight.

Music, Dancing, 2 Radio Orchestras, Ladies'
Turkish Bath, Beauty Parlor, Drug Store, Barber
Shop, Stock Broker's Office. All in the

Ansonia Hotel.

TRANSIENT RATES
300 Rooms and Bath per day #4.00
Large Double Rooms, Twin Beds,

Bath #6.00 per day
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath (2

persons) #7.00 per Jay

Special Weekly and Monthly Rates

A restful hotel—away from all noise and
"dirt" of the "Roaring Forties." No coal
smoke; our steam pla nt equipped oil fuel.

Coolest Hotel in Neiv York in Summer

THE ANSONIA
In conjunction with the Hotels Marseilles,
Anderson, Richmond and Cosmopolitan

ISleYou Born UnderA lucky Star2
ARE YOU HAPPY IN YOUR LOVE AFFAIRS —

SUCCESSFUL IN BUSINESS?
Let Madame Charma, noted Astrologer, advise you
in your love affairs, help you by telling you your
"Lucky Day"—all about your own "Star of Destiny,"
and all the beautiful things that will help ease you
along Life's Highway. This I will gladly do. Send
me your full name, birth date, address and only 25c
and 2c stamp for my valuable Heading of your Life
according to the "Stars." Money returned if not
satisfied. MADAME CHARMA (Graduate Astrologe
Suite 62, 122 Fifth Avenue. New York, N. Y.
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OPPORTUNITIES
Rate 20c a Word — Forms Close 10th — Two Months Preceding Issue

MALE HELP WANTED FOR SALE

F1RKMEN, Brakemen, Baggagemen (white or

colored), Sleeping Car, Train Porter (col-

ored), $150—$250 monthly. Experience un-

necessary- 928 Railway Bureau, East St.

Louis, 111.
,

MEN, get Forest Hanger job; $125-$200 mo.

and home furnished; hunt, fish, trap. J' or

details write Norton Inst., 1533 Temple Court,

Denver, Colo.

BTO PAY: South American Work. American

firms pay fare, expenses. South American

Service Bureau, 14,600 Alma, Detroit, Mich.

FOREST RANGERS, Park Rangers, $135

month. Cabin; Hunt, Trap, Patrol. Get

details immediately. Rayson Inst., T-22,

Denver, Colo.

FEMALE HELP WANTED

HOMEWORK : Women Wanting obtain reliable

kinds Write for information. Stamped en-

velope. Eller Co., Z-296 Broadway, New York.

ADDRESS ENVELOPES at home. Spare Time.

$15—$25 weeklv easy. Experience unneces-

sary Dignified work. Send 2c stamp for

particulars. Mazelle, Dept. NR, Gary, Ind.

LADIES—MAKE SHIELDS AT HOME. $12

per hundred. Work sent prepaid reliable

women. Particulars for stamped addressed

envelope. LaMar Company, D-18, Drawer Y,

Chicago.

AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS—WE START YOU IN BUSINESS
and help you succeed. No capital or experi-

ence needed. Spare or full time. You can

easily earn $50-$100 weekly. Write Madison

Products, 564 Broadway, New York.

STRANGE BATTERY COMPOUND charges

batteries instantly. Gives new pep. Also

Gasoline Dve and Anti-Freeze. Big Profits.

Lightning Co., St. Paul, Minn.

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

Earn Christmas MoneyBOYS
GIRLS
Write for 50 Sets St. Nicholas Christmas Seals. Sell

for We each. When sold return $3.00 and keep $2.00.

St Nicholas Seal Co. Dept. 198-S. Brooklyn. N. Y.

DETECTIVES

BEAUTIFUL ALL WHITK POLICE PIPS
for sale. Arthur Anson, Mose, No. Dak.

BOOKS, MAGAZINES, Art Publications in

English, French, Spanish. Photo novelties,

etc., samples, lists, 20 cents stamps. Villaverde

Co., Dept. 212, Box 1329, Havana, Cuba.

ART PICTURES—300 WONDERFUL PIC-
TURES. All Different. You Will Like Them.

Particulars 10c. Howard Sales Co., Dept. 4,

Box 529, San Francisco, Cal.

"GIRL PICTURES"
7 C Art pictures and Bathing beauties 25 cents

• O (coin). Money refunded if dissatisfied.

Photo Sales Co., Box 44, Starthmoor Station,

Detroit, Mich.

ART—PHOTOS 4 -$1.00. SCR - GPO, Bx471,
N. Y.

GAMES
"HOLLYWOOD BURLESQUE," famous movie

game. Stars represented. Society in con-

vulsions. Hilarious entertainment. $1 postpaid.

Harden Hollywood Game Publishers, Hollywood,
California.

MOTORCYCLES

USED MOTORCYCLES. Low Terms. Also
Parts, Accessories. Catalog Free. Western

Motorcycle Co., 938 East 15th St., Kansas
City, Mo.

INTEREST TO WOMEN
GUARANTEED HEMSTITCHING and Pieot-

ing Attachment. Fits any sewing machine.
60c prepaid or C. O. D. Circulars free.

LaFlesh Hemstitching Co., Dept. 45, Sedalia, Mo.

EYEBROW BEAUTIFIER

MASCARILLO makes beautiful eyebrows and
eyelashes. A harmless preparation for re-

touching and beautifying. NOT A DYE. Made
in 9 shades. Price $1. Sample 10c. Charles

M. Meyer, 11 East 12th St., New York.

PERSONALS

TOBACCO or SNUFF habit cured or no pay!
$1.50 if cured. Sent on trial! Frances

Willard, 57241/2 Lemon Grove, Hollywood, Cal.

BE A DETECTIVE — Excellent paying work.

Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169

East 83rd Street, New York.

DANCING

SONG AND POEM WRITERS
DON LENO

Assisted
by MARIE LOUISE

SONG POEM WRITERS. Address, Monarch,

236 West 55th St., Dept. 286, New York.

COMPOSERS of Verse or Music, brilliant

opportunity. Write Burrell Van Buren,

1822 McClurg Bldg., Chicago.

SONG POEM or melody writers. Have "real"

proposition. Hibbeler, D14, 2104 N. Key-

stone, Chicago.

WRITERS

£1250 FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY by an
unknown writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.

We revise copyright and market. Located in the

heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the

demand. Established 1917. Postal brings

FREE BOOKLET with full particulars.

Universal Scenario Company.
204 Western & Santa Monica. Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

CHALK TALKS

LAUGH Producing Program, $1.00. Catalog 10c.

Balda Art Service, Dept. M, Oshkosh, Wis.

ESTABLISHED 1905

Teaches Ballroom. Charleston. Tango, Stage. Toe. Classic

and Technique. Strictly Private. Formerly dancing
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to Kudolph Valentino by DON
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray. Lillian Lorraine,

Paula Edwards. Norman Trevor, T. Roy Barnes. Her-
man Timberg, Jimmy Hussey and others. Students
prepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville. Posi-

tions secured for graduates. Booklets on request.

117 WEST 48th ST. Bryant 1194 NEW YORK

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes every evening
Booklet on request Phone Academy 15S1

"Dance Descriptions by Mail"

2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

TANPfl Complete Home-Study course
IrVllUV consisting of Booklet with
15 poses, chart showing position of feet.

Send $1.00.

Tonijf, IVTusif Latest Tangos direct from
aI1»u Argentine. Piano copy.

$1.00. Full Orchestration $12. Send money
order to FRED LEQUORNE. 1658 Broadway.
New York, Dept. 30. Write for free list of
Tango Music.

Marian Nixon, Trouper
(Continued from page 52)

and that makes her look slightly more saucy.

But she is still exuding that sweet charm

that had been her greatest assest in 1923.

She told me things about herself. She

feels that her marriage, while a great mis-

take, taught her things that will in time

improve her acting. Also, she thinks her

experiences have given her a more gen-

erous view of mankind in general.

"Until I married, I could never con-

vince directors that I could play any other

than innocent, wide-eyed ingenue parts,"

Marian said on the morning I met her.

The meeting took place in her home. Hers

is a little Spanish bungalow. It is situated

on a quiet street in Hollywood. Marian's

room is very feminine. Light blue walls

and lighter blue ceiling. A blue carpet that

melts under the feet. The bed, wide and

low, is covered with a lacey spread. Lace

pillows are everywhere. Fancy dressed dolls

sit on the bed, on chairs, in corners. A
chaise lounge stands beside a window.
Seated there. Marian looks out over her

garden and listens to the ripple of a tiny

fountain beneath the window sill.

"Until I married, directors would not

give me acting parts," Marian went on.

"But after I married 1

"

Yes, after she married came more sophis-

ticated things. Such pictures as Red Lips.

In this, Marian enacted a drunk scene. In

slight 'teddies,' she spent hours in a room
with Buddy Rogers. She kissed him. Held

him close. Vamped him. Marian Nixon of

1923 could never have done that. Yet Red
Lips she regards as her best picture per-

formance.

Marian told me that everything changed

after her marriage and divorce. She bobbed

her hair and went places. She won several

dancing cups. The old Marian never went
to dance halls.

"I had been so long relegated to the

type of old-fashioned, sweet girls that I

felt the part." Marian said. "When I

changed my life and appearance, my inner

self felt more modern. I must have looked

different, else why did Universal give me
a picture like Red Lips to do? And why
did First National give me Out of the

([ James Ford, a

neivcomer.
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Ruin's? And why has Pathe given me

—

Oh
Geraldine, a story not unlike Red Lips in

theme?
"Of course, I'm happy. I was never

satisfied in the parts I used to play. I

wanted to do things. I used to see people

like Lilyan Tashman and Evelyn Brent and
Madge Bellamy and Olive Borden and I

would sigh: 'Oh, if they would only let

me do such parts.' But they never did.

Not until I married and was divorced."

Marian's ideals haven't changed with her

ideas. She will marry again, she says; and
she adds, "for keeps, the next time." She
has saved her money and is fairly well to

do. She expects to save more and become
really rich. She wants to travel, to go

places abroad. Later, she wants to settle

down and have a home and children.

Right now she is dividing her time

between Ben Lyon and a certain very fine

fellow whose name means nothing to this

story because he is not a movie star. Ben
and his rival are having a merry fight for

Marian's hand, neither having won as yet.

If they should happen to withdraw, it

would only leave the way open for a dozen
or more other fellows who have ambitions
to become A-l with the little Nixon girl.

Marian did live with her father and
mother. Mrs. Nixon recently passed away.
Now Marian and her father are closer pals

than ever and keep house in Marian's
quiet little home. There are just the two
of them—and a canary and a cook who is

also the house maid. Marian was never
pretentious nor expensive.

So, despite the bobbed hair and the mar-
riage and the divorce and the new sophis-

tication, there isn't much change between
Marian Nixon, 1923 and Marian Nixon,
1928.

Unless it is the greater number of her
friends.

Fazenda for Laughter— Continued from page 37

you would pull her coat around her and
put out your hand to see if you could

feel a draft of any kind that might be

playing on her feet."

"Yee-ees?" said Louise.

"Yes," said I, "and that is why I am
here—to talk to you and then to write

something about you and your little

'Mama.'
"

Louise brightened.

"Oh, that is the easiest thing in this

great big world," .she smiled. "All I have
to do is invite you to my house, and to

sit you down with Mama for even ten

minutes! In that short time you will find

out that ever since I entered this world
there never has been a child anywhere near
like me; you will learn that I am a 'very

remarkable fellow;' you will be amazed to

find out what a terribly dull and ordinary
place this earth would be if it weren't for

Mama's little Louise.

"All you have to do is come over to

my house tomorrow night. That, remember,
is a date."

Now it was Monday night, and a much
different-looking Louise opened the door
for us and led us up the stairs into the
room where Mother Fazenda sat.

"Remember, Mama," laughlingly cau-

tioned Louise, "that everything you say is

going to be used against me, and you had
better not make me out either too good
or too bad."

Picture Mrs. Fazenda, glowing, ready to
talk on her favorite subject; picture her sort

of settling back on the couch, her white
hair soft and wavy, her eyes shining, and
making an even more beautiful painting
than the beautiful one, done in oils, which
hung on the wall behind her; just picture
her, smiling, ready to tell me about her
comedienne child, Louise.

"All mothers worship their children, of

course," began Mrs. Fazenda, "and because
Louise was my only baby, I likely made
more of her and thought more of her than
even most mothers do."
"You know, Marion," put in Louise,

"mother really didn't get me at my worst,
because she was gone all day and Grand-
mother took care of me."

"I guess maybe Louise is right," con-
tinued Louise's Mother. "You see, we were
poor—very poor—and I worked all day.
She was lucky to have a grandmother to
take care of her."

"I was lucky, all right," laughed Louise,
"but I don't think I'll ever get over the
way grandmother used to make me come
in the house every day and sew a patch-

work quilt! Nobody will ever know how
I hated it. Children just didn't have to

do these things, then. It was what grand-
mother had to do, so it was what I had to

do. Wait until I show it to you."
Louise left the room to get the quilt.

"She certainly did despise that sewing,"
went on Mother Fazenda, "but I firmly

believed that if her Grandmother were to

take care of her all day, every day in the
week but Sunday, I .should keep my hands
off and let Louise know that Grandmother
was boss. But Louise was really very easily

handled."
I could see that Mother Fazenda simply

could not resist that last line, and as Louise
returned with the lovely little quilt, I

couldn't help thinking how wonderful it

would have been if Grandmother could have
seen how sort of warmly the now success-
ful Louise carried it in. It was sewn every
stitch by hand, and it wasn't a bit hard to
picture the little Louise bending over it,

perhaps watching the children playing out-
side, pricking her finger, and hating the
thing as much as her eight-year-old self

could hate any other thing on earth.

"The funny little patch-work quilt," she
mused. "I really love it now as much as—oh, as much as I love to cook."
"Aha—you cook," said I, "and I sup-

pose the new husband has to suffer through
without a word."
"And I like that! The trouble is that

they keep me so busy at the studio that
I can't find a single second to do any
cooking. It's doubtless just as well, though,
because, honestly Marion, I am a good
cook, and if I had time to do very much
of it Hal— (Note—That's the new husband)
would doubtless gain pounds and pounds."

I laughed. However, I do agree, because
Louise is good at anything she undertakes.
When you have known Louise as long as
I have known her, there is never a doubt
in your mind about that. From the time
she was a small girl, she started doing things
and getting places. Many little girls

wouldn't feel that they could earn much
at the precious age of eight, but Louise
did—she had a paper route, and helped buy
her clothes even then, "to make it easier
for Mother."
"We had lived right here in Los Angeles

ever since I was a baby, but I didn't dare
suggest the movies. From working in an
office to being in the chorus on the stage
was all right, but I didn't dare suggest to
Mother that I enter the terrible, terrible
movies. And, as usual in such cases, when
I did get up courage to timidly and gently
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approach the subject, Mother thought it

was a great idea."

1 looked over at Mrs. Fazenda. It must

be pretty nice to have an understanding

mother like that, and it can't be very bad,

either, to know that your only chick, your

only curly-headed baby girl, has made a

mighty nice success of life. Some cynics

say that children aren't a comfort, but I

never did believe that, and Louise is just

another proof that I am right.

"The day I did my first day's work as

an extra was about the most exciting day

of my life. I don't know why it is, but

the movies get into your blood. Once
you are in them you might as try to live

without them as without your daily meals.

Don't you see the hundreds on the Boule-

vard, Marion, with perhaps nothing to do

for weeks at a time, but still the movies

are part of them, in their blood, and they

simply cannot leave them for something

else? It 'got' me like that the very first

day. I loved them."

"And at the studios they saw her ability

right away," put in Mrs. Fazenda, all smiles

and eyes shining. "It wasn't any time at

all before she was doing bits and things.

That's why I was so willing from the first

—I knew they could tell talent when they

saw it. Those producers know what they

want."
Louise looked at me and winked, as

much as to say, "I told you Mother thinks

I'm good, didn't I?"

"Of course I had the usual disappoint-

ments. Then one day Ford Sterling asked

me why I didn't go over to Mack Sennett's

and sec if I couldn't get some work.

Mother said she thought it was a great idea,

because I was always 'clowning around' any
way. After that, you know I played in a

number of comedies and was somewhat suc-

cessful."

I looked around the beautiful room, with

the great rafters, all the exquisite furnish-

ings and the quiet suggestion of wealth.

'Somewhat successful' was merely some-

where near right. We all know what Louise

did for Mr. Mack Sennett's comedies some
time back. When she started her roles in

feature length pictures, we all know what
she started doing for them and is doing

for them yet. Wait until you see her in

1-{odh's Arf{, and all those others. No
wonder she hasn't any time to cook for the

brand-new husband! They keep her so busy

that all she has a chance to do is kiss her

poor Hal goodbye!
I arose. It was time for me to go.

Louise stood up, and put her arm around
her lovely, gray-haired 'Mama.'

"Don't you think this Mother-of-Mine is

very, very sweet, Marion?" she asked.

"Be still, Louise, be still!" admonished
Mother Fazenda. "What if Marion put that

in her story?"

And there it is! And the only thing I

want to add is that Louise Fazenda Wallis

is exactly like her mother.

Charlie Chaplin Gives a Graflex Camera

15 Day Trial Offer

(Continued /

company. 'The Mumming Birds' went from

place to place, invariably playing Xmas
week in some out of the way town. Prob-

ably up in Scotland, where the cold at

that time suggests Iceland.

One December the company arrived in

Glasgow on Xmas eve. They had to open

up that night. Around the small fire in

their room, Charlie and his fellow actors

started talking about their work over a few

hot drinks.

"I'd like to do something better than

this," Charlie remarked. "The people see

me, but forget me the next day. I want

to play parts that are always remembered

—parts that mean a lot."

Out of his thirty-shillings-a-week-salary

Charlie and the others pooled together and

a couple of players were sent out to pur-

chase provisions for their Xmas dinner the

next day. Whatever else happened, they

could not let Xmas pass by without meet-

ing it with smiles and happy hearts.

Today, Charlie does not have to go to

such extremes. You all know where he is.

Today he has indeed done parts to be ever

remembered by all who have seen them.

Charlie's pictures are as popular today

as they were when they were first made.

This has been proved because all have had

another release and are still drawing crowds

to see them.
How many other, pictures, made ten and

fifteen years ago, could survive a reissue

today? Very few, I imagine.

Charlie's antics and clothes are for all

ages and time. The people who were, let

us say, five years old in 1913, when his

first comedies were made, are just as crazy

about him today at twenty.

In spite of his big position, his money,

he still thinks of his starved youth, his

poverty and his heart aches. These things

come to him like the remembrance of an

unfinished canvas to an artist. And in re-

calling his own early youth Charlie thinks
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of others.

To all the fans who admire him, Charlie

wants to extend a hand in Xmas greeting,

and a gift. As he can't do that in reality

he has decided to do so in spirit, through

the mediumship of Screenland.
The gift he offers is a Graflex Camera.

All you have to do to get it is to write a

letter stating which you consider is Charlie

Chaplin's best picture and why. The best

letter will win the gift.

Think of all the Chaplin films you have

seen. There is The Kid, in which Charlie

introduced Jackie Coogan to the world and
fame. A Dog's Life and Sunnyside are

other older pictures. You might prefer

them, or Shoulder Arms. The Pilgrim

showed Charlie as an escaped convict who
found himself mistaken for a clergyman.

The Cold Rush took him to Alaska. The
Circus was his last production.

At present Charlie is working on City

Lights. The city is none in particular.

For five months he has been working on

the story. It is entirely different from any

other he has made. At the beginning of

it he will be seen in a mythical kingdom,

dressed in brilliant uniforms, radically dif-

ferent from his battered derby, baggy

trousers and canoe-like shoes, though he

dons these for the story proper.

City Lights will not be released until the

beginning of next year. In the meantime,

consider all the others you have seen. Then,

filling yourself with Xmas cheer, sit down

and write out your opinions as to which

you consider the best and why you think so.

Charlie's Xmas gift of the Graflex Cam-

era is a worthwhile present. There will be

a silver plate on it, with the winner's name

inscribed thereon, as presented from Charlie

Chaplin.

So don't delay. Write up your ideas

and mail them in to Screenland who,

with Charlie, wishes every fan a Merry

and Happy Xmas.
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New Screenplays— Continued from page 31

It might be called 'The Metamorphosis
of Leatrice Joy,' for Leatrice in this film

turns out to be a brunette Greta Garbo.

Gone are the boyish bob and the negative

appeal. Here is a girl that any man could

love and all women will hate. So soft and
yielding she is, so humorous and fine. She
portrays the kind of girl every man seeks

—one who will be a good sport but one

who never forgets the true meaning of the

word 'gentil.' She's really splendid. And
she's really beautiful. I never thought she

was before.

The movie is only a light little comedy
about a young married girl who loves her

husband, John Boles, but all the same,

likes a good innocent time, too. The villain

comes in the person of H. B. Warner who
plays the man about town. His characters

zation is touching. He makes your throat

choke up when your sympathy isn't sup'

posed to be with him at all. But it some-

times happens that even a man of the world

falls for a pretty, decent girl. And when
such a man does fall, it takes many a

weary year to get over it. But when you
see Leatrice, the new Leatrice, in Man
Made 'Woman, it won't surprise you at all.

WATERFRONT
Pretty Dorothy Mackaill, as the daughter

of a tug'boat skipper, stepping about the

garden of her home built on the end of a

San Francisco pier, her rounded little hips

shown to excellent advantage in a pair of

tight'fitting, white-duck trousers.

That's all there is. Until Jack Mulhall,

after a couple of fist-fights in a dance hall,

persuades her to marry him and go live

on a farm—far from the temptations (if

any) of the Waterfront.
Still—the hips, topped by Dorothy, are

well worth seeing! See if they aren't.

HOME, JAMES
That little blonde cut-up, Laura La

Plante, has knocked another home run. This

time it is Charles Delaney, son of the de-

partment store owner where Laura works,

who endows her with one room, kitchenette

and bath—pardon me, I mean, with castle,

emerald necklace and Rolls Royce.
Delaney falls in love with Laura on sight.

But to keep from embarrassing (?) her
when he takes her out, pretends that he
is the chauffeur instead of the owner of the

car. Well, well, just imagine a boy like

that.

The film is a scream. Laura makes it

that way. The kid's clever. And deserves

another eighteen inches of diamond brace
lets. For a lot of impossible stuff was
handed her in this picture, but she grins

through it and carries off the honors.

THE HEAD MAN
Nowadays when people seem bent on

dragging politics and prohibition right up
to the very altars of the church, this new
picture, The Head Man, is one all small

town folks will want to see. It will teach

them a simple lesson that maybe nobody
has ever had the courage to mention to

them before: that small town politics are

apt to be just as crooked and just as rotten

as big town politics. There is usually only

a shadow of difference between Tammany
politics and the politics of Smith's Crossing,

Iowa, or Oklahoma, or Maine, or Utah.
For human nature is pretty much the same
all over.

Charlie Murray plays the role of a once
powerful politician reduced to a humble
attorney — without clients, because he

wouldn't join his fellow gangsters — my
error, I mean, fellow politicians in a crooked
deal. But Charlie, consistent anti-prohibi-

tionist that he turns out to be, stages a

come-back. And in spite of getting him-
self thoroughly plastered, licks the political

opposition and finds himself elected mayor—much to the mortification of the ladies

of the town, who had tried to get rid

of him.

Lucien Littlefield does excellent comedy
work. In fact, you'll have a hard time
deciding who is funnier: Charlie or Lucien.

SON OF THE GOLDEN WEST
Going to see a Tom Mix picture is like

coming home to familiar faces after long
and weary days spent in strange, crowded
cities. Tom brings the sharp fragrance of
desert country to enliven our tired nerves
and dusty minds.

. Mix is a consistently good performer and
in Son of the Golden West, you find him
at his best as a pony express rider carrying
gold and important documents necessary
for the construction of the United States

Telegraph which will bring law and order
to an unsettled country.

How he pulls the stockade down, rescues

the girl and brings the bandits to justice

at one fell swoop is a particularly novel
quirk. Something new in 'westerns' and
a climax that you will all enjoy.

FORBIDDEN LOVE
This is a picture that made me heartsick.

Here the director had everything to make
a marvelous film. And what does he do?
Well, you tell me.
Here he has a superb cast: Lily Damita,

the beautiful and clever actress with whom
princes and dukes are said to be greatly

fascinated; Harry Leidtke, one of the most
handsome and capable of actors; Paul
Richter who is a dead ringer in intelligence

and dramatic ability for Conrad Nagel; here
are scenes of unsurpassed loveliness, all the

witchery of Paris, all the beauty of the

surrounding country; here is a story of love,

intrigue and passion—a princess who gives

up love to do her duty to her country

—

all spoiled by the direction. This might
have been a little masterpiece.

THE DIVINE SINNER
Vera Reynolds does a Maria Corda on

us. She leaves her Austrian home after the

war and goes to Paris to recoup the family

finances and assist a blind brother. She
gets a job as a designer. There's a good
fashion show, a grand carnival scene, a

couple of check forgeries, and a crown
prince. Through it all Vera, like Maria,
retains her virtue and marries her prince.

MIDNIGHT LIFE

Broadway comes to Main Street. Yes
sir! Hot stuff in a New York night club.

Gertrude Olmstead teams up with Eddie
Buzzell, and puts on a good dance act.

(Eddie, by the way, has just been recruited
from musical comedy.) Francis X. Bush-
man plays the part of Lieutenant of
Detectives and plays it well. Plenty of
action, excitement and color.

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
If you want to see your old favorite,

Lewis Stone, whose work in The Patriot
was so magnificent, take in this newspaper-
underworld story which has as its climax
the bombing of the publishing plant. Mar-
celine Day and Malcolm McGregor con'
tribute good performances.
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crowded. Now— by a
unique new plan—you can
quickly secure the basic
and preparatory training
at home, in spare time.
Experts will teach you the
secrets and fundamentals
of Practical Aviation

—

give you all the inside
facts that are essential to
your success. And, the
study of Aviation by this
remarkable method is al-

most as fascinating as the
actual work itself.

Send for FREE
Book!

Sena coupon for our new
Jree book, lust out

—

Oppor-
tunities in the Airplane In*
dustrn. It Is vitally interest-
ing, readslikearomanceand
tells you things about this
astonishing profession you
never even dreamed of.
Write lor your copy todays

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. E329 Chicago

PICK YOUR
JOB!

Flying
Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector
Airplane Builder
Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor
AirplaneMotorExpert
Airplane Designer

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6329 , Chicago, III.

Without obligation, please send me your FREE book.
Opportunities in theAirplane Industry. Alsoinformation
about your Home Study Courseia Practical Aviation.

Name_ -A.ge_

Address^

City_ _State_
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Genuine

Diamondjewelry
$5/10/* 15

Tile reason we ean sell you these Genuine Diamonds at such

low prices is because of our tremendous Buying Power and
Quantity production. Were we to make a single ring it would

cost us more than we offer it to you for. This is an oppor-

tunity of a lifetime to buy Genuine Diamonds, not chips but

real cut diamonds, fiery and snappy—at such very low prices

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE— if for any reason at all

,\\\! \Ul.you are not entirely satisfied with your pumhjsejjl//^-

^™^^or if you feel that you have nol recei l^jr^55S8^
^?^\vcd more than your Dollar Value-

return article to us and Your
oney Will Be Cheerfully

undod Immediately.
Only Genuine Cut

Dia monds

,Refi

end
ash,

Money
Order or

we will send CO. D.

SOLITAIRE
A101 — 18k solid whit
Rold, s*t with irenuinr din

niond— full price . . S5.00.
SOLITAIRE — dummrul
mice thesiic. . . SJ0.00.
SOLITAIRE— AmitMnK'

51S.00

WEDDING
RING A 105— hand

carved, bios

som and wreath design,., 8k

solid white *gold with one
iiamond $ 5.00

Three diamonds . . 10.00

Five diamonds'. . . 15.00

Be Sure to Send Ring
Size. Every order will be
shipped in a handsome
presentation box.

BlaclT

ONYX
RING
Ladies'latest sport

model— 14k solid

white gold. Gen-

uine fiery diamond

in center. Full

price .... $5.00

DON'T MISS THIS WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE MONEY

NORDEL & CO. Th*s« Prices Are Complete.
No Further Payment.

FREE!
The rare, valuable se-

cret book which has
astounded the world.

Reveals the secrets of hypnotism,
telepathy, personal magnetism, mes-
merism, clairvoyance, mind-reading,
etc. This book—called the wonder of

the 20th Century—worth $3, but sent
Free to you if you order our remark-
able course in Practical Hypnotism

—

teaches you how to control others

—

make everybody obey your every wish and desire—conquer

bad habits, enemies, win success in life and Love,

obtain power, wealth, social position. Explains the
greatest force in the history of man. The most perfect, complete and
easily learned system. Pay only $2.45 on arrival '

"Hvnnotie Eve. grea'Hypnotic Eye,'* greatest aid to beginners.

EDUCATOR PRESS, 19 Park Row, N.

ncluding the

Y. C. Dept. H-48

Learn to Dunce
All the latest dances—Valencia, Black Bot-

tom. Charleston, French Tango, Canter, Fox
Trots, Waltzes, etc. Learn almost overnight,

at home, without teacher, music or partner.

Save embarrassment. New amazingly simple
method. Saves the expense of costly corre-
spondence courses or private teachers. Complete with 49
illustrations, 323 large pages, clothbound, including
FREE DOLLAR BOOK on Etiquette for ballroom and
all occasions. Only $1.98 for both. Send money order,
check or stamps, or pay postman on delivery plus 17c
postage. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

Educator Press. 19 Park Row. N. Y. Dept. K-48

irestRwgers
Men, get Forest Ranger job; $125-

$200 month and home furnished; hunt,

fish, trap, etc. For further details, write

NORTON INST. d5J£b££5

m ARTISTRE
mJB "WE CAN TEACH

YOU DRAWING ir.

your own home during your
epare time Thirty-Eve years of
euccessful teaching proves our ability.
Artists receive large salaries.

Write too*hy for Art Year Book

ochgd^Apmiepa&t
Boom 3 Battle check Mich,

Ask Me — Continued from page 6

DEVELOP FORM
14.DayTreatment FREE
My old original Three Part Treatment,
standby of women for 25 years, has
made thousands happy Only tested one that
gives FULL DEVELOPMENT without bathing ,

massage, exercises, pumps or dangerous appli-
ances.
Send 10c for 14-Day Demonstration

—

to cover postage. Why pay more when I give big
proof treatment FREE to all except mere curios-
ity seekers. Dime back if not satisfied.
Madame Williams Dk.83 Buffalo, N. Y.

Frankic at FBO Studios, 780 Gower St..

Hollywood, Cal. Buzz Barton, 13 year old

youngster who rides like the wind in

westerns, began riding horses at the age of

3 years. Buzz made his first picture with

Jack Perrin. You can reach Buzz at FBO
Studios.

Ray B. of St. Louis. A third cousin of

'Skeets' Gallagher and you want to find him
—-step up, Skeets, and meet your relation

from Missouri. You might try writing

FBO Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood,
Cal., where he has been working.

Adaline F. from Chicago. Personally

you're from the noisy city but I won't hold

that against you—some of us have to live

in Chicago. It is said that Ben Bard and
Ruth Roland are engaged. Ben plays in

Fleetunng with Barry Norton and in Dressed

to Kill with Mary Astor and Edmund Lowe,
filmed at Fox Studios, 1401 No. Western
Ave., Hollywood, Cal. Monte Blue was
born in Indianapolis, Indiana, but he doesn't

say when. He is 6 feet 3 inches tall,

weighs 195 pounds and has brown hair and

eys. Monte is in Conquest with Lois

Wilson and H. B. Warner, produced by
Warner Bros., 5842 Sunset Blvd., Holly-

wood, Cal. You can add-a-line to me any

old time.

Curious Leonore of Leicester, Mass.

Your praise of my department is vigorous

and impartial. Please accept my ill-con'

cealed thanks. Leatrice Joy was Babe Scott

and Elise Bartlett was Gertie in The Angel

of Broadway. Victor Varconi appears in

The Divine Lady with Corinne Griffith; its

a First National release. Victor was born

March 31, 1896. He has dark eyes ' and

hair, is 6 feet tall and weighs 180 pounds.

Leatrice Joy was born in New Orleans. La.

She has black hair, brown eyes, is 5 feet 3

inches tall and weighs 125 pounds. Charles

Delaney was born in New York City. He
is married. Charlie's smile is a cure-all for

gloomy disorders. His latest films are The
Branded Man with June Marlowe; Women
Who Dare with Helene Chadwick; The
Rtuer Woman with Jacqueline Logan and
Lionel Barrymore, and Show Girl, with

Alice White.

Jimmy of La Grange, 111. As a rule you
find it best to thank me both before and
after receiving— you win but what's the

answer? Louise Fazenda was born in Lafay-

ette, Ind., in 1895. She has light brown
hair and hazel eyes, is 5 feet 5 in. tall and

weighs 130 pounds. Louise has just finished

her work in N.oah's Ar\, for Warner Bros.

She plays with Mary Astor in Heart to

Heart, a First National release; also in The
Terror, an all-talking picture, with May
McAvoy and Edward Everett Horton.

Blondy of Minn. You are willing to

get in the movies with the prettiest figure

in your town, sparkling blue eyes and a row
of straight white teeth— that's all right.

Blondy; but the better studios require two
rows of straight white teeth. Virginia Lee
Corbin was born in Prescott, Arizona, Dec.

5, 1910. Jackie Coogan has been attend-

ing a military school and has not made a

picture since Buttons. I do not know the

religious connections of the screen players

nor do I know if Buddy Rogers has a

'steady girl* in Hollywood.

Miss Alice, Troy, ~N{. T. Here is another

S. O. S. for an intelligent mutt actor, Buck
or Byng— perhaps you want two mutts.

You tell me he played with Tom Mix and
also in Lightnin. That film was released in

1925. Your favorite actor must be quite

a gay old dog by this time. I can't seem
to remember him and I thought I knew all

the Hollywood dogs. I'll keep on the look-

out and if anyone can find that dog, I will.

Helen R. of T^ashotah, Wis. The genial

George Bancroft played Happy Joe in

Rough Riders and Noah Berry was Hell's

Bells. George was born in Philadelphia. He
is 6 feet 2 inches tall, weighs 195 pounds
and has dark brown hair and blue eyes.

Noah Berry was born in Kansas City, Mo.
He is 6 feet 1 inch tall, weighs 215 pounds
and has dark hair and eyes. Charles Far-

rell and the late Charles Emmett Mack were
in the cast of Rough Riders. William Boyd
and Elinor Fair played in The Volga Boat-

man.

A Stranger from Chicago. Put down
your weapons and I'll do my darndest to

please you. Billie Dove is the wife of

Irvin Willat, the director. She was born

May 14, 1904. She is 5 feet 5 inches tall,

weighs 114 pounds and has dark brown
hair and the loveliest dark eyes you ever

saw. Words fail me when I try to describe

these lovely screen beauties. .The 'H.ight

Watch is one of Billie's latest releases.

Donald Reed and Paul Lukas help to make
the film worth your money.

Muriel Lee M. of J^lew Jersey. My head

is in a whirl with all the favorable com-

ments on my department—it's meat and

drink to me. Have one on me. Irene

Rich can be addressed at Warner Bros..

5842 Sunset Blvd. She plays with Warner
Baxter in Craig's Wife. Richard Dix a

woman hater? That's bad news. But don't

you believe all you hear and only half

you see. Nils Asther played opposite

Marion Davies in The Cardboard Lover.

Nils was born in Malmo, Sweden. Jan. 17.

1902. He is 6 feet tall, weighs 170 pounds
and has dark brown hair and hazel eyes.

Thelma Todd is playing in The Haunted
House at First National Studios. Burbank.

Cal.

Just Bobby from Lake Javita, Fla. You
are some hoofer, aren't you? If you can

dance anything, and everything, swim, play

baseball, football, basket-ball, volley-ball,

captain ball, ride any kind of a horse, row
a boat and play tennis, I would call you

a finished product and all set for the movies.

So look out or some dumb-bell director

will get you yet. Your favorite, Glenn

Tryon, 'the Yankee Doodle Dandy of the

Screen.' is one of Universal's busiest boys.

Sue Carol is to play opposite Glenn in

It Can Be Done. Barbara Kent plays

with him in Lonesome. Glenn was born

in Julietta, Idaho. He has black hair, dark

gray eyes, is 5 feet 10% inches tall and

weighs 165 pounds. He was on the stage

16 years before going into pictures.

Edith E. of Fort Worth. You can

'heavy-date' anyone any time for a stroll

on Broadway if you resemble Laura La

Plante. She was born in St. Louis, Mo.,

Nov. 1, 1904. She has light brown hair,

gray eyes, is 5 feet 2 inches tall and
weighs 112 pounds. She is the wife of

William Seiter, the director. Laura will

play Magnolia in Show Boat. Joseph
Schildkraut will have the much-coveted
part of Ravenal.
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]onny G. H. of Chicago. Will I ask

Ken Maynard how old he is? Stop your

kiddirf! I don't care how old he is. Ken
was born in Mission, Texas, July 21, 1895.

He has black hair and gray eyes and is

married.

A Wolverine from Lansing. Isn't it too

grand for words? Mom and Dad will no

longer feel constrained to read aloud the

titles of our silent pictures to the neigh-

bors and the kiddies. Keep your eyes open

and you'll hear plenty with the new sound

films. The Lights of 7<[ew Tor\ with

Gladys Brockwell, Mary Carr and Cullen

Landis, is the first all-talking picture and is

worth your thin dimes. Harold Lloyd is

to do a speakie; what could be more fun?

M. H. Mc. of Deposit, X- T. Can I

tell you what pictures to see? Yes, I can

but that's too easy; ask me another. I

think you have reference to Norman Kerry

who played with Mary Philbin and Betty

Francisco in Fifth Avenue Models. You
think Norman is a wow on the screen, do

you? That sounds good but just what is

a wow? He played with Lillian Gish in

Annie Laurie, The Unhjiown with Lon
Chaney and Joan Crawford, and in The
Irresistible Lover with Lois Moran.

Alice W. of J{ewar\. Walter Pidgeon

was a well-known singer before the movies

got him. He was born in New York City

about 28 years ago. He is 6 feet 3 inches

tall and weighs 190 pounds. He played

with Dolores Del Rio in Gateway of the

Moon and in Clothes Ma\e the Woman
with Eve Southern. I believe he free-

lances but try writing him at Tiffany-Stahl

Studios, 4516 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,

Cal.

Screenland's Greatest Admirer. Whoop'
de-doo! Glad to meet you. Jane Winton
was born in New York City but I haven't

her age. She is the wife of Chas. Kenyon.

James Hall's first picture was with Bebe

Daniels in 1926, The Campus Flirt. Bebe

Daniels appeared in pictures at the age of

8 years. Dolores Del Rio was born Aug.

3, 1905, at Durango, Mexico. She has

black hair and brown eyes. Ethlyne Clair

was born in Talladoge, Ala., about 19

years ago. Her first part in pictures was

with the late Barbara La Marr in Sandra.

She has brown hair and eyes. You can

address her at Universal Studios, Univesal

City, Cal.

Ellen of Albany, Oregon. Is my work
a position or just a job? I've often won-
dered myself and when I get the right

dope on the situation, I'll let you know.
The Wampus Baby Stars of 1924 were

Clara Bow, Elinor Fair, Gloria Gray,

Carmelita Geraghty, Ruth Hiatt, Julanne

Johnston, Hazel Keener, Dorothy Mackaill,

Blanche Mehaffey, Margaret Morris, Marion
Nixon, Alberta Vaughn and the late

Lucille Rickson. Lina Basquette was a

dancer before going into pictures. I .
do

not have the home addresses of the players

so you have a couple of laughs on me.

L. C. W. of South Bend, Ind. At your
service, for I'm here to spread the per-

sonality. Several of your questions are

answered elsewhere in this department.

Read 'em and keep. Phyllis Haver is 29

years old. She and Marie Prevost have

been good friends for many years. Jack

Hoxie has brown hair, blue eyes and is 6

feet tall and weighs 198 pounds. Ken
Maynard is ? feet 1 1 inches tall and weighs
181 lbs.

Kitty from Moscow. Only in our coun-

try 7 months and you write a better letter

than many American-born fans. No won-
der you get your dates mixed when reading

so many stories about the ages of the

stars. Your favorites, Buddy Rogers, Clara

Bow and Barry Norton, are all 23 years

of age. Barry was born in South America.
He plays with Madge Bellamy in Mother
Knows Best and with Janet Gaynor, Nancy
Drexel and Charles Morton in The Four
Devils. Another credit goes to Barry for

his pathetic role in The Legion of the Con'
demned, causing many sniffles from the

ladies.

Christina M. of Philadelphia. Your
note has all the ear-marks of a well-

turned compliment for our magazine, for

which we give thanks. Percy Marmont
comes from a long line of professional

English people; doctors, barristers, and
clergymen. He was studying for the bar

in London when he decided to go on the

stage. He became popular and was soon

made a leading man. He came to America
about 10 years ago and entered pictures.

He has brown hair, gray eyes, is 6 feet tall

and weighs 155 pounds.

Robert B. of Sherburne. Hoot Gibson

is not married to Sally Rand but to Helen

Johnson. Hoot was born July 21, 1892.

He plays in The Flying Cowboy with Olive

Hasbrouck and in Burning the Wind with

Virginia Brown Faire. Address him at

Universal Studios, Universal City, Cal.

Bob Custer's real name is Raymond
Anthony Glenn. His wife is Anne Cudahy.

Bob was 28 years old on Oct. 18.

Precious Pat, Elysburg, Pa. You think

I hand the fans a real treat, do you? To
hand them anything else would be a crime.

The Vidors have been swamped with names
for their baby but I'll tell them your choice,

Camilla Colleen, and may let you know
how they feel about it, though they have

already named the baby Antonia. No,
Bill Haines did not play in Hoo\ and Lad-

der K[o. 9. Edward Hearne was Dan
Duffy, Dione Ellis was Mary Smith and
Cornelius Keefe was Johnny Graham.

]. G. from 'Virginia. Another twin come
to life or whatever twins come to when they

are looking for each other. We'll have to

give the movies credit for discovering more
doubles, twins and other paraphernalia.

Like that last word? As far as I know,

William Haines uses his own name in pic-

tures and as for a twin of the Haines clan,

I've me doubts. Bill was born in Staunton,

Va., Jan. 1, 1900. He has black hair

and brown eyes, is 6 feet tall and weighs

172 pounds. He has played in too many
films to record here but here are a few

of the older ones: Brown of Harvard,

Tell it to the Marines, Slide, Kelly, Slide,

A Little Journey, Lovey Mary, Memory
Lane and Mi\e.

Agnes of J{ewar\. Here's a quick one.

Theodore Von Eltz can be reached at

1722% Las Palmas Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

That's my definition of quick service or

Eltz why bring that up?

J. H. S. of Kemp, Wash. Of course the

late Enrico Caruso made a screen appear-

ance in My Cousin. My error. Thanks
for the correction. Is it any wonder Miss
Vee Dee is wide-awake when she has so

many up-and-coming readers to keep
tabs on her? You just keep right on
watching my step and I'll do the same.

What will you

be doing one year

from today?

Three hundred and sixty-five days from
now—what ?

Will you still be struggling along in

the same old job at the same old salary

— worried about the future never

quite able to make both ends meet
standing still while other men go ahead?

One year from today will you still be

putting off your start toward success

thrilled with ambition one moment and
then cold the next—delaying, waiting,

fiddling away the precious hours that

will never come again?

Don't do it, man—don't do it.

There is no greater tragedy in the

world than that of a man who stays in

the rut all his life, when with just a

little effort he could bring large success

within his grasp.

Make up your mind today that you're

going to train yourself to do some one

thing well. Choose the work you like

best in the list below, mark an X beside

it, mail the coupon to Scranton, and
without cost or obligation, at least get

the full story of what the I. C. S. can do

for you.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
f'The Universal University"

Box 2365-G, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of

your booklet. "Who Wins and Why." and full particulars

about the subject before which I have marked i.:

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Business Management Advertising

Industrial Management rjEnglish

Personnel Management EBusiness Correspondence

Traffic Management Show Card and Sign

Accounting and C. P. A. Lettering

Coaching Stenography and Typing

Cost Accounting Civil Service

Bookkeenin" Railway Mail Clerk

Salesmanship Common School Subjects

Secretarial Work High School Subjects
_

Spanish French Illustrating Cartooning

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical Engineer Architect

Electric Lighting Architects Blueprints

Mechanical Engineer Contractor and Builder

Mechanical Draftsman Architectural Draftsman

Machine Shop Practice Concrete Builder

Railroad Positions Structural Engineer

Gas Engine Operating Chemistry Pharmacy
Civil Engineer Mining Automobile W ork

Surveying and Mapping Airplane Engines

Plumbing anil Heating Agriculture and Poultry

Steam Engineering Radio Mathematics

Name..

Street Address..

City State....' -

If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal

lODlE-FATlSl
SOMETHING NEW!

KEEP A RECORD OF THE

MOTION PICTURE PLAYS
YOU HAVE SEEN—A handy vest pocket book—contains

column for picture titles, theatres attended, names of stars

and your comment. Special pages for pictures of your favor-

ites. By mail prepaid. 50c.

THE WHITE SALES CO. San Rafael. Calif.

Cuticura
Toilet Preparations

Delightfully fragrant, highly developed
toilet accessories—a most reliable method of
cleansing and beautifying the skin and hair*

25c. each everywhere—Samples free of
"Cuticnra," MP* pi. Mj 9 JtMaMe*t 9 Jffass*
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t costs you nothing

to belong to the

Book-of-the-Month Club
and these are the conveniences

you would enjoy:

P7ROM copies submitted to

them before publication by
the publishers of the country, a

group of five critics sift out for

you the new books, fiction and

non-fiction, that are clearly the

most readable, interesting and

important.

You receive unbiased and care-

fully written advance reports

about these books.

Each month, if there is one or

more among them that you feel

anxious not to miss, the system

provides that you receive it with-

out fail. You cannot miss it, as

you now do so frequently,

through oversight or procrasti-

nation.

If you take any book upon

the recommendation of these

judges and then disagree with

their opinion after reading it,

you may return it for exchange

or credit.

Thus, you are kept authori-

tatively informed about aii the

more important new books; you

never miss those you are anxious

to read; your choice among the

new books is wider and more

discriminating than before; and

every cent you spend on new
books is always satisfactorily

spent, under a guarantee against

dissatisfaction.

Is it strange, in view of these

unique and sensible conve-
niences, that over 85,000 perspi-

cacious book-readersnow belong

to this organization?

Your only obligation is to

take at least four books (though

you may take as many more as

you wish) out of 150 to 200 re-

ported upon during the year.

Send the coupon below for

full information as to how the

Book-of-the-Month Club oper-

ates. Your request will not obli-

gate you in any way.

Henry Seidei Caoby
Chairman

Dorothy
Can field

Cnristopricr

Morley

William Allen

White

THE SELECTING COMMITTEE OF THE BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH-CLTJB

29-M
Book-of-the-Month Club, Inc.

218 West 40th St., New York, N. Y.
Please send me, without cost, a booklet outlining

how the Book-of-the-Month Glub operates. This
request involves me in no obligation to subscribe

to your service.

Name '

Address

City State



Silent or Synchronized
These 2 Raoul Walsh Productions

Will Thrill Yon
NOWADAYS you can hear your film in many motion picture

theatres. Thanks to Fox Movietone, the screen is audible as
well as visual. When you see "The Red Dance" and "Me, Gangster"
you hear an orchestra of one hundred of America's finest musicians
play the musical background. This music is photographed right
on the film and reproduced without friction for your greater
entertainment.

William Fox presents
3 Raoul Walsh productions

Love is

a woman's
only cause. Torn
between her affection

for the handsome noble

played by Charlie Farrell,

and the great-hearted peasan I

enacted by Ivan Li now, Dolores

Del Rio discovers that even a clumsy
peasant can be noble. This colorful

melodrama produced by Raoul Walsh so

interested New Yorkers that it played 12

weeks at the Globe Theatre on Broadway.

DANCE

Direct,

rugged in its

simplicity, this

compelling story of

the regeneration of a

gangster through the love of

the beautiful June Collyer,

will hold your interest as did the
novel by Charles Francis Coe which

inspired the picture. Director Walsh
here submits for your approval the

Harvard football star, Don Terry, a new-
comer to the screen.

F xx

ME,
GANGSTER
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Parents Keep Slender
Youthful figures at all ages wmv

No need to tell you, if you look about,

that excess fat is disappearing fast. The

old term, "Fat and forty" no longer

applies to the many. Men and women

who are wise keep about as slender as

their daughters.

This change has come largely in the

past few years. Not by starvation, not

by abnormal exercise. A great factor in

it is a scientific discovery, now largely

employed by physicians. It combats a

major cause of obesity. This factor has

come into very wide use in late years.

All you who suffer excess fat should

know the facts about it.

Science Fignts Fat
Through an important gland

PeoDle used to think that excess fat

le from over-eating or under-

lse. So some people starved, but

slight effect. Some became very

active, still the fat remained.

men medical research began the

study of obesity. It was found that

the thyroid gland largely controlled

nutrition. One of its purposes is to

turn food into fuel and energy.

Fat people, it was found, generally

suffered from an under-active thyroid.

Then experiments were made on

animals—onthousandsofthem. Over-

fat animals were fed thyroid in

small amounts. Countless reports

showed that excess fat quite prompt-

ly disappeared.

Then thyroid, taken from cattle

and sheep, was fed to human beings

with like results. Science then realized

that a way had been found to combat

a great cause of obesity. Since then,

this method has been employed by

doctors, the world over, in a very

extensive way.

T^ext came Marmola

Then a great medical laboratory per-

fected a tablet based on this princi-

ple. It was called the Marmola pre-

scription.

Marmola was perfected 21 years

ago. Since then it has been used in

an enormous way—millions of boxes

of it. Users told others about it. They

told how it not only banished fat but

increased health and vigor.

That is one great reason—perhaps

a major reason—why excess fat is

nowhere near as common as it was.

TSlp Secrecy

Marmola is not a secret prescription.

The complete formula appears in

every box. Also an explanation of

results which so delight its users.

No abnormal exercise or diet is

required, but moderation helps.

One simply takes four tablets daily

untilweight comes down to normal.

Correct the cause. With lessened

weight comes newvitality and many

other benefits.

Do the Right Thing
'

This is to people whose excess fat

robs them of beauty, youth, health

and vitality. Reduce that fat—com-

bat the cause—in this scientific way.

Do what so many people, for 21

years, have found amazingly effec-

tive.

Try a couple of boxes and be

convinced.Watch the results. Then,

if you like the results, complete

them. Get a box ofMarmola today.

Marmola prescription tablets are

sold by all druggists at $1.00 per

box. Any druggist who is out

will get them from his jobber.

AT A T> A/T/^\T A PrescriPtion Tablets

jVl /Y^XViVJL V>/ 1 j/\ The pleasant way to reduce
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In these talking pictures WILLIAM FOX presents the
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<Z Anita Page, the Girl

on the Covei, will

be heard as well as

seen in the all-talk-

ing picture, "Broad-

wa\ Melody."

C[ Screenland is pub-

lished on the 5th of

the month preceding

date of issue.
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now it's on the screen—with
talking, singing and sound!

C. Thrill to the mag-

nificent voice of Jean

Hersholt! C. Hear

Nancy Carroll as she

sings, while Charle9

Rogers accompanies

her on the piano!

\

1 J

And watch for!

"Interference"
ThefirstQUALITYAll-Talking

Picture

Emil Jannings in

"Sins of the Fathers"
*

wThe Canary Murder
Case"

With Sound and Dialog

"The Case of Lena
Smith"

Starring Esther Ralston

Richard Dix in

"Redskin"
Sound and Technicolor

i «t sb»t
tered .Picture-

91
ttSt

t «re sure . resourc
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BEAUTY
that won't fade

T ASTING BEAUTY
is yours w hen you

use Katherine Mac
Donald' s Lash Cosmet-
ic. It's absolutely wa-
terproof. Will not stiff-

en or break lashes but
leaves them soft and
natural.

Have sparkling, fas-

cinating eyes. Get
Katherine MacDon-
ald's Lash Cosmetic at

most toilet goods
counters or Si direct

to Katherine MacDon-
ald at Hollywood.

IKAYTIHEIRIimE NLclDONALID'J

LASH

50 EAST 58th STREET
NEW YORK

In the fashionable Park
Ave. and Plaza districts

Large outside

sunny rooms
elegantly

furnished

Single Room and
Bath $4-$5

Double Room and
Bath $5-$7

Parlor, Bedroom
and Bath $10-$12

Special low weekly
and monthly rates

Telephone Regent 8100

PREPARE FOR AN

•—thru the only art school operated
as a department of a large art or-
ganization, who have actually pro-
duced over a quarter million draw-
ings for leading advertisers. Where
else can you get so wide an experi-
ence? Home study instruction.
Write for illustrated book telling of
our successful students.

MEYER BOTH COMPANY
Michigan Ave. at 20th St. Dept. 76 Chicago, 111.

Question:
WHAT? WHERE? WHEN?

ANSWER:
The Most Amazing Contest Ever Offered

by Any Magazine. You and All Your
Friends Will Want to Compete.

In FEBRUARY Screenland, on sale at all

news-stands January 5th.

Don't Miss It! Remember—

Screenland Magazine
FOR FEBRUARY — OUT JANUARY 5TH
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~)rue to Mark

oucjLVITAPHONE y,

c^tlie Qreotest bA&SmSftn

wl tke Mtfld lo-Daij^

Swiftly— surely— dramatically—Warner
Bros. VITAPHONE has revolutionized

the whole world of entertainment.

It has transformed the screen from a

silent shadow to a LIVING thing—vivid

and vibrant with the voices and emotions
of living people.

The Talking picture—yesterday a dream
— has been crystallized into reality in

VITAPHONE. The vision— the faith of
Warner Bros, have wrought this epic ac-

complishment.

And now VITAPHONE brings to you the

outstanding marvel of twentieth century
entertainment

—

DOLORES COSTELLO
in!NHAWS AVLK

with GEORGE O'BRIEN
Mo9t tremendous dramatic spectacle since the

birth of motion pictures. Vast pageantry of

moving masses of human beings. Epic love de-

picted against the shifting backgrounds of two
worlds. The climax—the Deluge—ringing down
the curtain on earth's most dissolute age!

"NOAH'S ARK"— see it—HEAR it— through
VITAPHONE.
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YOU have been wanting— bnl

Hani, powerful,.musical (one.

easy-playing qualities, expert

craftsmanship, handsome
appearance. Beginners and
professionals choose the

Gibson Mastertone

Paymentplan makes
it easy to own a Gib
son. Sendthecou
ponfor details

Gibson stringed in-

struments are to-

day's moat popular
instruments. Men-
tion which interests
you: Banjo; Mando-
lin; Guitar; Ukulele.

GIBSON, Inc. 120 Parsons St. Kalamazoo, Mich.

Gentlemen: Send Free Book and details of payment plan on

"[Instrument]'

Name. -

St.orR.F.D.

City .State.

ft
ACADGMY

OF DRAMATICARTS
Founded 1884 by Franklin H. Sargent

For 44 Years the Leading Institution

for Dramatic and Expressional Training

Prepares for

oActing 'Teaching Directing

Develops Poise and Personality

Midwinter Term begins Jan. 15th

Extension Dramatic Courses in co-operation with

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Catalog describing all Courses from

Room 252-A, CARNEGIE HALL, New York

^STRAIGHTjftz/r
can be made
SOltandW
Why envy other people
blessed with wavy hair?

Wonderful new preparation known as VLOTO-
LINE (Vlo-to-leen) guaranteed to transform the
straightest hair into beautiful, lustrous, nat-
ural soft waves. Amazing, colorless liquid—
Makes "Waves that Stay." Not affected by
dampness or heat. Lasts from shampoo to
shampoo. VLOTOLINE is absolutely creaselesa and
harmless—contains no alcohol. Special four-treatment
Bize sent postpaid for 50c. Money refunded if not pleased.

VLOTOLINE LABORATORIE, Inc.

224 E. 42nd St., New York City, Dept. 150

Working in spare time, J. H.
Wade made $200 in 2 weeks. A. G.

MASON earned $617 for a few

tlavs' work. You. too, can soon

uualifv for the wonderful oppor-

tunities in this fascinating, big

pay profession.

Camera Given aEE B00Ktens

BE A MOVIE
OPERATOR

We give projector
and teach you at
home. Big demand
by moyie and vaude-
ville theatres. Write
for folder.

vumui m vi. vii nuw famous ex-

ports teach, you money-making secrets of photography,

in Tour spare time at home, or in our great New York

Studios—how we help you get a fine position or start

5 our own business—how we give you a professional

camera. Write today for Book and Job Chartcamera. write Luuuy iut iwua a»m w«
N. V. Institute of Photography. 10 W. 33rd St.- N. v., Dept. 60

Eyelash Beautifier

Instantly darkens eyelashes and brows

Makes lashes appear longer and

more luxuriant. Gives depth,

brilliance, expression and charm

to the eyes. Harmless. Easily

applied. Approved by millions

of lovely women the world over.

Solid or water-proof Liquid

Maybelline, Black or Brown,
75c at all toilet goods counters.

MAYBELL1NB CO., CHICAGO

on tessions

of the

LA N S

<(This is the Fans Forum! It is YOUR department, where

you can reveal all your ideas and ambitions for the movies.

Lets hear from you! And send along your photograph,

too, because the other readers will be interested to set

you. The most interesting letters, on topics of general

'interest, will be printed. But if at first you don't suc-

ceed, write again!

The Editor

Glamour vs. Realism

Dear Editor:

I
have always been a movie enthusiast!

I can remember the opening week of

the first regular picture house in

Auburn. I was nothing but a kid, but

the tales of the new red velvet seats, and

the lovely white and gold decorations were

too much for me. Mother sent me uptown

to the store with a piece of silk to match

for which she was in a great hurry. I

had the promise of the nickel which would

be left, if I was speedy. I started off on

a run! By the time I reached the store

and made my purchase, my legs and am-

bition were dragging a bit. On my return

trip, I had to pass the theatre. How cool

and inviting it looked, and how hot and

tired was I. My steps began to falter, and

I tried to make excuses to my conscience.

"I'll only stay a minute—get rested
^

and

look around, and then go right home." I

fell! Only it wasn't a minute I stayed, it

was three quarters of an hour before I

realized where I was again. To my child s

eyes it was marvellous. I draw a veil over

the belated homecoming, but from then on

I was a dyed-in-the-wool fan.

I wonder what we like best in the movies?

I think I like the glamour, and pictures

that depict the life that I may never see

otherwise. I am not so far removed from

the child who devoured fairy tales and

games which began with "Let's pretend— ;

or the girl in her 'teens who loved the

uniforms and gay trappings of "The Prince

of Pilsen" and "The Merry Widow ;
and

that's why I like my movies "dressed up.

Of course, there is the percentage who

cry for "Realism." But isn't that per-

centage much smaller than that of those

who go to the movies for rest and relaxa-

tion and a change from the drab life most

of them are leading? They may not admit

it, but who hasn't at some time or other

lived through the picture with himself or

herself as the lead, and who hasn't en-

tered the theatre at the end of a tiring day

and found themselves after a couple of

hours completely refreshed through forget-

ting themselves and being transported to

another life entirely,

Say what we like, we enjoy having our

senses appealed to, and that is just
^

what

the pictures do. We laugh with "Show

Girl" one night, and weep with "The Sing-

ing Fool" the next; we marvel at the

bravery which made "Wings" possible, and

sit in awe before the grandeur of "Ben

Hur" and "King of Kings." It is a poor

sort of person who can not find a picture

to suit him.

I do not mean to scoff at realism, for

neither do I like a film which is too

utterly impossible, and I think strong pic-

tures like "The Perfect Crime" and "The

Docks of New York" have been weakened

by their endings. But I still contend that

nine-tenths of the people go to the movies

to see something which is a change from

their every-day life.
_

I think it is the same way with the

motion picture periodicals. How interested

we are in the parties of Hollywood, and

even in the smallest event which concerns

(Continued on page 8)
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FJttHfciJT IS NO
WORD FOR IT
You need "HILARIOUS,'?

"RIB-SPLITTING," and
"UPROARIOUS" to de-

scribe Colleen's latest

laugh success.

Brisk and bubbly, swift

and sprightly, it's the

kind of a hit you've been

hankering for ever since

"Her Wild Oat" and
"Oh Kay!" . . .

^ ^fc

She was too Good to be
Famous—so she HAD to

be Bad!

She wanted to Sin and
Suffer—and get it over
with! . . .

Til show Don Anthony
I can be Crushed and
Broken!— Then he'll

have to make me leading

new play!"

A gang war and a mis-

leading lady give her her
Big Chance . . .But her

only "crushing" oppor-

tunity comes in a role she

never expected to play!

You CanHEAR It!
If your theatre shows "Sound" pictures, you'll

HEAR a beautiful musical accompaniment by a

famous orchestra, and exciting sound effects in

"Synthetic Sin." You'll see handsome Antonio

Moreno, too, as leading man, in this William A.

Seiter production from the brilliant play by
Frederic and Fanny Hatton.



SCREENLAND
BEST SELLERS
For $1.00 Each

WHEN the dreary day is done, and

you head your tired body home-
'

ward, you dread the thoughts of

facing the evening. You know that your

library, originally small, has been sadly

depleted, and you have read every book

of interest it holds.

What greater feeling then, than to

think of the new books you have just

ordered. The latest brainchild of your

favorite author, and others you have often

wished to read.

After dinner, comfortably enconsed in

your big easy-chair, you spend what de-

velops into one of the most pleasant eve-

nings you've ever had. Then you realize

that you were glad you did not pass up

the advertisement offering this marvelous

collection of the most popular novels of

the day at the extraordinarily low price

of $1.00 each.

A special offer of six of any of the titles

listed below may be purchased for

Five Dollars

The Golden Beast....E. Phillips Oppenheim

The Enemies of Women,
Vincente Blasco Ibanez

D'Arblay Mystery E. Austin Freeman
Mine With the Iron Door,

Harold Bell Wright

Bella Donna Robert Hickens

The Desert Healer E. M. Hull

Big Brother Rex Beach

Face Cards Carolyn Wells

The Flaming Jewel. .. Robert W. Chambers

The Night Riders Rigwell Cullum

A Poor Wise Man..Mary Roberts Rinehart

The Poisoned Paradise-Robert W. Service

Yellow Shadows Sax Rohmer
When a Man's a Man.-Harold Bell Wright

The Pearl Thief Bertha Ruck

The High Adventure Jeffery Farnol

Fire Brain Max Brand

Child of the Wild Edison Marshall

On the Rustler Trail,

Robert Ames Bennett

The Celestial City Baroness Orczy

The Purple Mist Gladys Edson Locke

Horseshoe Robinson John P. Kennedy

-> <-

AND HUNDREDS OF OTHERS
-> *"

Published by

A. L. BURT CO.

Write and Tell Us What Bool' You Want.

It May Not Be Listed Here But We
Can Get it for You and Save You Money.

SCREENLAND, Dept. 1-29

49 West 45th St., New York City.

I enclose $ _for which please send

me postpaid.

City - State—

Confessions of the Fans — continued from page 6

our favorite star. The life seems so dif-

ferent to us back east, and so entertaining.

I, for one, don't know what we would

do without our movies and our movie books.

It is amusing, too, in the letters from fans

to see how heated the arguments become
over an actor's ability and even over his

personality. Ten to one, neither party of

the argument has ever laid eyes on the man
except in his pictures, but they feel they

are well acquainted with him. It is prob-

ably not so amusing to him, being picked

to pieces, but that is one of the penalties

of publicity.

I always read these letters and comments
and enjoyed them immensely, but I never

felt the urge to write myself until this sum-

mer, after seeing "Wings" in New York.

My, how we enjoyed that picture—I think

I shall always remember the character of

David Armstrong: How proud Richard

Arlen should be of his work in that role

—

for he was David. His personality was
further impressed on us because when we
attended the Paramount Theatre later in

the week, he was appearing there with

Clara Bow in "Ladies of the Mob." I just

couldn't help writing, and to think the

magazine should print the first fan letter

I'd ever written. Writing letters is rather

like a busman's holiday for me, for that

is what I do six days of the week, only I

am more accustomed to the kind which

begin, "Dear Sir, yours of the 10th re-

ceived." However, I do love to write, so

I kept on, and I certainly have been • ac-

corded the most courteous treatment in

return, not only from your magazine, but

from the studio and even Mr. Arlen himself.

Cordially,

Elizabeth J. Winter,
13 Westlake Avenue,

Auburn, N. Y.

From a Real Fan

num? The movies were the biggest in-

fluence in my life.

There really is nothing just like them,

and certainly nothing that can afford as

complete entertainment. Not only is it a

marvelous medium—what with the best

actors and the most beautiful actresses lend-

ing their talents to plots and stories of the

leading writers in the world; but it is un-

confined—we travel to the many and varied

stratas cf life in every country in the

world. We see peculiar customs and odd
styles—and it is indeed a great boon to

those like myself that desire to travel, but
hesitate, to join the navy just to see the

world!

We owe a small debt of thanks to the

movies for that essential by-product, the

movie magazines. Screenland is in my
opinion the leading and most thorough
publication in being of service to the movie
fan. What can surpass Screenland—
especially after you have had a slight argu-

ment with your girl friend and you want
to be alone with something good to read?

Nothing can, I know, for Screenland
and I have already spent a few nights to-

gether when the world didn't seem just

right—and it is a real tonic for depression.

Sincerely,

Dix Colbert,
4 Kenmore Place,

Albany, N. Y.

A Flapper s Slant

Memories of pleasures experienced in

our early youth are always with us. Even

after we have reached an older stage, we
don't exactly forget the generous uncle

who used to slip us a quarter on the sly,

when he visited the house. I know I don't

—nor do I forget the many pleasures that

I had sitting in the moving picture shows.

Can I ever forget the thrills, the inspira-

tion, the interest, and the enjoyment that

I received in watching William S. Hart?

Can I recall the laughter and joyous amuse-

ment afforded me by Charles Chaplin, over

whom I laughed so much that I cried? Do
I remember the sore muscles and bruised

body I received in attempting to imitate

the stunts of Douglas Fairbanks, who set

an example for the kids in the neighbor-

hood? And did I desire to be a fighter

as fearless and as invincible as Bill Far-

I have been a movie fan ever since I

can remember but since the advent of talk-

ing pictures—I am even more so. I love

'em and I crave 'em.

I saw "Our Dancing Daughters" with

sound. When Joan Crawford did her

whoopee dance the music got so hot, I

wanted to do my stuff, too.

I thought the whistling scene in "White

Shadows in the South Seas" was awfully

cute. Had it been a silent picture it

wouldn't have had half the kick for me.

Each new talker provides me with a new
line. That adorable Davy Lee had me
lisping

—"Daddy sing that song 'Sonny

Boy' for me." Then for the sake of variety

I'd alternate it with Al Jolson's
—

"Wait

a minute—wait a minute. I'll sing a thou-

sand songs for you." Lionel Barrymore's

menacing "Pacific Oil" kept me busy
^
for

a time. But Conrad Nagel's classic
—

"But

darling didn't I see you with my own eyes"

—put the skids under me.

I'm for talkers—long may they rave.

Sincerely yours,

Mildred Woods,
441 Gregory Avenue,

Weehawken Heights, N. J.
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I Shook Like a Leaf
When They Called My Name

But Now I Can Sway an Audience
of Thousands

A FEEBLE burst of applause sounded

as I sat down. But I wasn't de-

ceived. I had failed. Here was my
chance to put myself over big with the

high officials of the company. And I'd

messed it up. Why?
I knew that plan as well as my boss

(who had been scheduled to explain it

but had suddenly been called away). But
when I rose to my feet I was nervous as

a cat. I groped for the right way to be-

gin. A sea of faces swam before me, and
my brain and tongue seemed paralyzed.

Instead of explaining it in the logical

step by step way, I began in the middle,

contradicted myself several times, and
left out the most important part.

Then and there I made a resolution. I

would get over this habit of stage fright

and self-consciousness if it was the last

thing I did. And if ever again I got an
opportunity like this I would be ready
for it.

It was by pure chance that one day about
a week later, while thumbing thru a magazine
I ran across an advertisement which I had
seen many times before. This story described
a remarkably easy home study method that
developed the natural speaking ability of every
man. It told about certain principles that elim-
inated stage fright, nervousness, and timidity.

I started this twenty minute daily training
shortly thereafter. And I was elated at the
rapid improvement that was evident to me almost
right from the start. Very soon I realized that I
was no longer thinking of myself when making
an extended address or conferring with business
superiors; my thoughts were concentrated on

my subject. I had developed poise, and self-

confidence. People began to listen more atten-

tively when I voiced opinions. And when the

firm sent me as their delegate and speaker to

the annual trade convention, I knew at last

that I had wiped out the

memory of my previous fail-

ure. Also my newly discov-

ered talent has opened up
new social gates. I am
called upon to address after-

dinner banquets and am in-

vited to select social affairs

thru my ability to converse
fluently.

the coupon below. It describes an amazingly
simple way by which any man can overcome
stage fright, self-consciousness, and bashfulness.

It shows how easy it is to become a dominating
speaker and brilliant conversationalist, by spend-

ing only 20 minutes a day
in the privacy of your own
home. And it reveals a
short cut to advancement in

position, and salary, social

popularity, personal power,
prestige and real success.

Simply mail the coupon be-

low for this free book

—

without obligation.

What 20 Minutes a Day

Will Show You

Today promotion in business
and social popularity are most
easily won by the man who
can dominate one man or
thousands by the sheer power
of convincing speech. It is

this talent alone that causes
one man to jump from a clerk-

ship into the management of a
department; a shy, diffident

wallflower to become a much-
sought after-dinner guest; an-

other from the rank and file of fraternal or

political circles to blossom overnight as a power-
ful, dynamic orator and leader.

Yet there is no magic, no mystery, no so-

called "natural gift" about effective speaking.

Any man can now conquer timidity, stage-fright

and self-consciousness and become a magnetic,
'dominating speaker and a brilliant conversa-
tionalist. This has been made possible thru
the perfection of an amazingly simple home
training developed by the North American
Inst itute.

Send For This Amazing Booklet
This new method of training is fully described

in an interesting and informative booklet en-
titled How To Work Wonders With Words.
This book will be sent free to those who mail

How to talk before your club or lodge
How to propose and respond to toasts
How to address board meetings
How to tell entertaining stories

How to make a political speech
How to make after-dinner speeches
How to converse interestingly
How to write better letters

How to sell more goods
How to train your memory
How to enlarge your vocabulary
How to develop self-confidence
How to acquire a winning personality
How to strengthen your will-power
riow to become a clear, accurate

thinker
How to develop your power of con-

centration Now Sent FREE
NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE

3601 Michigan Avenue, Dept. 6321, Chicago, Illinois.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE,
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6321,
Chicago, Illinois.

Please send me FREE and without obli-

gation my copy of your inspiring booklet,

How to Work Wonders with Words, and
full information regarding your course in
Effective Speaking.

Name

Address - i_t -

City State..
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Take

MAKEMONEY
We train you quickly athome. Noexperienee neces-

sary Full timeorspare time. Splendid opportunities

now'inModern Photography.This is the pictureage.

Newspapers, magazines.advertisers, and manufac-

turers use thousands of photographs every year.

Portrait photographers also make more money to-

day than ever before. Commercial photography also

a big pay field.

Get into business for yourself, or make money on the side.

New plan Nothing else like it. You can also make money
while learning. Easy method. Quick results assured.

SEND FOR
FREE ROOK

Write at once for inte.

e^ting book Opportuni-
ties in Modern Photogra-
phy, and full details.

// THE GLORIOUS

HALF- MGOM HOTtL
CONEY IS1AND M.X

Sea Baths "Roller Chairs
Exceptional "Restaurant

An Enchanting Hostelry

Offering Astounding Rates
S3°-2 Daily

$65 -Monthly
Convention & Banquet

FaaHtiesfo^^o^O^^

Bi g Money
with a Buescher

First-class Saxophonists make
big money and the work is easy
and pleasant. You might become
a great record-maker like Clyde
Doerr, whose picture is shown
with hisBuescher. $100toS500a week i3

not unusual for good musicians to
earn. Even if you don't care to be-
come a professional, you can have a
lot of fun and earn extra money with
a Buescher Saxophone.
6 Days' Trial on any Buescher Saxo-

phone, Cornet, Trumpet, Trombone or
otherinstrument. Mention instrument
in which yoa are interested for free
literature. (494)

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
2645 Buescher Block, Elkhart. Ind.

C[ Jeanne Eagles and Monta Bell, reunited as star

and supervising director of '"The Letter. He

directed her in "Man, Woman, and Sin.

Looking %hem Over
Fan's-Eye View of Coming Films.

By Evelyn Ballarine

F
IRST let's all take a deep breath

before the New Year and the new

crop of pictures come along!

Now, we'll step over to the Para'

mount studio and see what they have to

offer. Ooh! There's Jeanne Eagels! If

you'll get into a huddle I'll tell you how

Jeanne got her 'letter,' I mean, the femme

lead in "The Letter." (Of course, it's a

talking picture.) Monta Bell who directed

Jeanne in "Man Woman and Sin," is a

great admirer of her work, and since she

photographs like a million and has a gor-

geous voice and since they are making the

picture in New York and since he is super-

visor of Eastern Productions and since

—

well, anyway, she got the job! ^Evelyn

Brent was slated to do "The Letter" but it

seems that it interfered with "Interference"

which she was at work on. Incidentally,

there are no extras in "Interference." The

cast consists of, besides Evelyn, Clive

Brook, Doris Kenyon and William Powell.

It is Paramount's first all-dialogue picture.

Maurice Chevalier. Paramount's French

importation, looks a little like both Conway

Tearle and Edmund Lowe. "The Inno-

cence of Paris" is the title of his first

American picture. Chevalier's wonderful

talking and singing voice, in English—but

with an inimitable accent—will be heard

in this production.

That grand guy. George Bancroft's new

picture is called "The Wolf of Wall

Street," but don't get the idea that it is

the story of Little Red Riding Hood.

Large doings at the Metro studios.

Imagine! La Garbo's next picture is "Heat."

It'll make you take off your fur coat. For

some reason you just can't talk about Greta

Garbo without mentioning John Gilbert,

so here goes! He is now at work on

"Thirst." Mary Nolan has the feminine

lead opposite him. Bessie Love and^ her

uke are busily engaged in making "The

Broadway Melody," while Joan Crawford

is doing a sequel to "Our Dancing

Daughters." It's called "The Brass Band."

Ta-dah!
Over at First National Colleen Moore

has finished "Synthetic Sin" from the stage

comedy, and is now making "That's A Bad

Girl." Colleen promises that this is a per-

manent title— positively not subject to

change. That's a good girl. Colleen! "The

Man and the Moment," Elinor Glyn's

story, will be Billie Dove's next. Then

there's "Hot Stuff," with Alice White. If

the picture lives up to the title you'd bet-

ter reserve your seats now.

At the Fox studios, Janet Gaynor plays

a pretty Dutch girl in "Christina." Mary
Duncan, the torrid mama of "Four Devils,"

is in Murnau's "Our Daily Bread." Cut

yourself a piece. George O'Brien and

Lois Moran are together again in "Blind-

fold." In it George is a policeman and

so's his old man—I mean his father was

really the Chief of Police of San Francisco,

so Georgie ought to give us an arresting

performance. Now, now!

La Marquise Gloria Swanson has started

work on "Queen Kelly." It is promised

to us any time now but remember that

Von Stroheim is directing; and his art is

long, and time is fleeting, or something.
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David Rollins
with

Nancy Drexel
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V

Joy to the World

!

The beautiful sentiment of Handel's Christ-

mas carol, popular two centuries ago, is

still the spirit of Yuletide today.

But in this miracle age, we have the

newest of Christmas gifts—Fox Movietone
Yuletide Entertainment, FORGET ME
NOT. All in dialog! A charming toyshop
romance among a toymaker's treasures,

which come to life as if by magic.

You hear it all—the voices, the jingle of
Christmas bells, the music, ballet dancing.

Young and old will delight in this

lavishly produced Holiday Entertainment,
presented by William Fox, developer of

Movietone.
Story and direction by

MARCEL SILVER
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SCREENLAND'S
WONOR TAGE

Qfiravo, Janet Gay-

nor—"Angela Mia!''

(£ Janet Gaynor's rainbow

of success: reading from

the left—with Charlie

Farrell in the unforgettable "Seventh

Heaven"; with Frank Borzage, her

director, and Charlie again; and^ her

pathetic portrayal in "Sunrise."

HE'S done it again! The little angel from

"Seventh Heaven" has come down to

earth. Janet Gaynor, as the love-lorn

heroine of "Four Devils," has one of the

most difficult roles ever assigned any actress.

But Janet makes her human. She emerges tri-

umphant, a little angel with both feet on the

around. No—Tanet's success was no accident.

12



C[ Janet's happy — why
not? She's only twenty
two, and she has an
unhro\en record of screen successes.

Above: in "2 Girls Wanted"; with
her mother at home; and in a love

scene from "Four Devils" with
Charles Morton.

HE has a wistful charm quite her own.
She's little and pretty and puckish. But
don't overlook the fact that in Janet Gay'
nor the motion picture has a real actress,

actress who can play any part—from the
tragic wife in "Sunrise" to the romantic girl

in "Street Angel." She has earned Screen-
land's first Honor Page for the new year!

13
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1929

IAPPY New Year

—with sound ac-

companiment!

Or if you prefer your

pictures silent, put on your

ear-muffs; but let's get to-

gether.

Fve been a Movie Fan

ever since I could toddle

down town to the 'nickel

show.' And now that Santa

Glaus has made me Editor of Screenland, I m
more of a Movie Fan than ever.

In fact, Fve grown up with the movies. Fm

a Fan who got the breaks. The difference be-

tween me and all the others who go to the

movies regularly is that I was lucky: I man-

aged to get inside the studio, meet the stars,

and find out what makes the movie wheels go

round. Fve watched them writing, casting, di-

recting, acting, photographing, cutting, titling,

editing, and projecting motion pictures. I know

the low-down
1

and the 'high-hat.
1 And Fm

going to pass on what Fve learned about movies

to you!

You'd think it would be an old story. People

say: "Don't you ever get awfully tired of see-

ing so many movies and interviewing so many

stars?
11

I suppose, being an Editor, I should

yawn and agree. But when I recall seeing such

fine films as "Seventh Heaven,
11

or "The

Patriot," or "the Singing Fool
11

;
when I think

of lunching with Janet Gaynor or John Gilbert

or Dolores del Rio, I have to be honest and

answer 'No
1

to both questions.

A real Movie Fan cant see too many pictures

Delight Evans,

Editor.

Her Page.

or meet too many stars. A
real Fan may deplore the

fact that the latest picture

isn't so good, that a favorite

star's technique seems to be

slipping a little—but it

doesn't make him change

his mind about the movies.

A real Fan is like a fond

mother. No matter what

her child may do, she loves

it just the same—maybe

more.

Other Movie Fans write

to me and ask me to tell

them what picture studios

or stars are really like. I

couldn't answer them all

—

but now I can let Screen -

land speak for me. I'll try

to tell you all I know!

I used to write fan letters. Once I wrote to

a very talented young actor whom I saw play-

ing a crippled-boy bit. When I met John

Gilbert, right after his success in 'The Big

Parade," when Broadway and Hollywood were

ringing with his praises, he said: "You wrote

me my first fan letter. I still have it."

They're human. I like them. Actors arc-

people. I knew Mary before she became Mrs.

Douglas Fairbanks. Bill Hart gave me my last

doll. Tommy Meighan warned me never to get

'up-stage.' Lillian Gish taught me to swim.

Malcolm St. Clair asked me if I'd like to work

in his picture. (I may take him up on that yet!)

It's all been fun. And Fm still curious—still

fascinated by this amazing business of motion

pictures.

It's no longer the step-child of the arts, as

it used to be when I first went to the movies.

It's grown up. Not only the real Movie Fans,

but other audiences, who used to sneer, now
never miss a good movie. In fact, they say that

25,000,000 go to the movies every day.

25,000,000 people can't be wrong. Let's get

together every month in Screenland.

14
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Constructed by Forest A. McGinn

\-\ere s Hollywood! A composite picture of the most mysterious and romantic

city in the world: city of dead dreams and living hopes—and lots of whoopee.



cTJ^fysteries of c^ollywood

Hollywood is the Mystery City. Few really know it as Rob
Wagner knows it. He was production associate of Chaplin and

Will Rogers. He is the official chronicler of the cinema for the

Saturday Evening Post and Screenland. In a series of articles he

will solve for you some of the mysteries of movieland. This, the

first, explains the most hated man in Hollywood: The Supervisor.

"E were dining with the 'Foreign Legion' at a

beautiful home in Beverly Hills. The table

was set for sixteen. One place was vacant.

The hostess, speaking charmingly in broken

English, explained. "M'sieur So-and-so," (mentioning the

name of a tall, handsome Frenchman), "is ill. He cannot

come."

A smile passed around the table. Ill, indeed! An hour

before he was exceedingly well. Capt. Hagar was sent

to investigate. The result was as expected. The naughty

Frenchman's car was parked outside a certain lady's house.

And he a married man!
These light-hearted foreigners! What trouble they'll

take to make a joke! Hans Kraley suggested we send Capt.

Hagar back with our cards to stick in the steering wheel

of the deceiver's automobile, so as to let him know we
were aware of his guilt. Paul Leni suggested we add in'

suiting epithets to our cards. Good! Thus the pasteboards

bore such legends as 'Traitor!' 'Home-wrecker!' etc. A
French actor, conjuring up his most damning national

insult, wrote, 'Big potato!' while an innocent Hungarian

ascribed canine ancestry to the delinquent. At last Ernst

Lubitsch was inspired to the sublime insult. He wrote on

his card the one terrible word

—

'Supervisor!'

Nor does this episode stand alone in proclaiming the low

esteem in which this curious individual, the supervisor, is

held. There are two other classic definitions of him current

in Hollywood. One is : 'A supervisor is a man who knows

what he wants but can't spell it!' The other goes: 'A

supervisor is a man appointed to keep the directors from

making artistic pictures.'

Who then is this mysterious creature that calls forth

such brick-bats?

Like the undertaker he was born of necessity.

Let us go back a bit and explain his birth.

The director has always been the back-bone of the

cinema. For the cinema is primarily a picture and the

director is the painter, the silver-screen his palette, and

the actors his paints. Naturally he does better with fine

paints, but whether his actors are hams or Hamlets he

alone is responsible. He rises or falls upon the

or failure of the result.

Nor is there any formula

for directorial success. An
illiterate may equal a Herbert

Brenon, for reasons I cannot

go into here. Certain direc

success

'A
man

tors, like Fitzmaurice and Tourneur, excel pictorially;

others like William De Mille are masters of story con-

struction; still others, like Griffith and Mickey Neilan,

are weak in story construction but masters of incidental

business. One and all know 'entertainment value' and

are 'box-office.' Therefore the successful director is the

most powerful functionary in picture-making.

But many of our directors, though artistically valuable,

are otherwise incompetent. And power in the hands of

incompetents is a dangerous thing. There was little trouble

while pictures cost only five thousand dollars and the direc-

tor was often the writer and cameraman as well, but when
picture-making became a highly social product requiring

many minds, and production costs mounted into millions,

trouble began. Many directors, grown drunk on power,

became arrogant with their co-workers and simply went

'hay-wire' with so much money; and the poor producer,

who himself used to supervise expenditures when he had

but two or three companies working,, became utterly in-

capable of watching the costs of ten or twelve tempera-

mental spendthrifts.

Enter Jesse Lasky with a nifty idea. He divided his

twelve companies into four units of three companies each,

and over each unit he placed a new administrator whose

function it was to arrange schedules, attend business de-

tails, keep harmony within the unit and, above all, to

supervise costs.

Thus was born the Supervisor.

Fine! But ! Again the danger of power! Super-

visors not only began to curb riotous expenditures of

'crazy' writers and 'damnfool' directors, but they horned

in on the story and even attempted to tell the director

how to shoot his stuff. Fireworks! What does a business-

man know about story construction? And why should

a $500 a week 'dub' sit in artistic judgment over a $2000

a week director? If he is so darned smart why isn't he

directing and drawing the big wage? A director could

respect his producer, howsoever inartistic, for, after all,

he was paying the piper. But these upstarts! Who were

they to tell writers, costumers, technical experts and

directors where to get off? Hounds! Dogs! Skunks! Big

Potatoes! Yes—Supervisors!

The final blow came when
famous directors began to see

their immortal works upon the

screen 'Supervised by Emil

Gat?.' (Cont. on page 94)

supervisor," says Hollywood, "is a

who knows what he wants but

cant spell it!"
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How Real are those

Q Would You Mind If Your

Szveetheart Earned a Living

Making Love to Others?

C[ It looks as if Clara Bow is getting her man

again, but Richard Arlen is only acting.

Upper right: Arlen vamps a little lady,

Hancy Carroll— all in the day's wor\.

IF
Jobyna Ralston were really disposed to be jealous

of her husband, Richard Arlen, she would be

miserable at all times, for Dick has made screen

love to Clara Bow, Mary Brian, Nancy Carroll,

Bebe Daniels and many others.

But Jobyna believes in Dick and is willing to rely

on his affection for her. There are times, of course,

when he seems a trifle more fervid than is really neces-

sary, and a little twinge of something enters her heart.

"It isn't jealousy," say Joby, "it's just that I dis-

like to see Dick's valuable kisses wasted. You see, I

happen to know that he is a wonderful lover and it is

not because I see him caressing some one else as a

matter of business that I envy the fortunate girl! I've

never had to complain about his love making at home

and I would never be willing to stand in his way

towards success.

'There is no real reaction, so far as I am concerned,

from these love scenes. To me they are only make-

believe. I do not believe Dick has any reaction either.

If he does it never comes out in his relations to me.

Should I see him too familiar with a girl away from

the studio I might seriously object, but so long as he

confines his kisses to the screen where they may be

seen by all I only hope he makes them seem real.

And then, there are the characters of Mary Brian and

Nancy Carroll to be considered. I know these girls,

too, and believe their reaction is much the same as

mine when I play opposite a handsome man. To me

his kisses mean -nothing but make-believe. I do not

even think they all kiss exceedingly well. There is a

lack of ardor in these screen portrayals that is never

found in real life.

"You see, there is a lot of difference between the

({Richard Arlen loves Jobyna Ralston and

his celluloid love affairs after wor\ing

when she

18



Love Scenes?
(\Richard Arlen Does It

Every Day. Read What
Mrs. Arlen Thinks.

V

domesticity too much to give a- thought to

hours. He even helps around the house

as\s him to!

Lilyan Tashman's tempting technique jails

to register with Mr. Arlen, actor. Left:

he only pretends to fall a victim to Mary
Brian's girlish wiles. He's a ivor\ing man!

familiarity of the screen and private life. One learns

to take things as they are in pictures and there is no

Dame Grundy to scatter little seeds of discord. I

much prefer haying Dick all to myself but that is

impossible if he is to remain a star. I would be very

ungrateful to him if I even intimated he should be

less emphatic in a scene. If I never have real cause

for jealousy, Dick will have no reason to think my
heart is hurt by his screen attentions to other actresses.

"Repetition makes common," says Jobyna. She then

explains that the first time she saw her husband kiss

an actress in front of the camera, she was struck by a

terrific pang of jealousy. "As I saw Dick kiss her, it

suddenly dawned on me that this being the wife of a

screen star might not be so pleasant. He is offered too

many temptations.

"In any other walk of life, it is difficult for a man
to find out whether he would enjoy the kisses of other

women because he hardly dares kiss other women. But

on the screen it is a part of his business.

"Of course, experience has taught me that screen

kisses are not so real as they sometimes look. They

are real, too, I suppose; but only temporarily. Dick

has told me that he has a mild flirtation with each

picture. I know that I do, too. But that must be

to make the thing alive. Imagine two people not

liking each other, trying to make a love scene realistic.

It couldn't be done; not well, at any rate.

"So I take this screen loving as a matter of course.

Kisses aren't all important in life. They aren't impor'

ant at all, as a matter of fact. They are only a luxury;

a wonderful luxury in which we all should indulge

and so few of us do. The realization that they are

not really meant takes away the sting of them."
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((Director Sam Wood prompts Tiorma Shearer

and johnny Mac\ Brown in rehearsals for the

spea\ing sequences of "A Woman of Chance.
'

(T Everyone is asking how Sound Pictures

are made. Here's Greenland's Answer,

(C Here's how they made the court-room scenes for "On

Trial" in sound. See the sound-proof camera booths

at left and right, and note the microphone over the

head of Pauline Frederic\ on the witness stand.

Sound
zAppeal

By Rosa Reilly

SHOT cut through the still tropic night.

Then one staccato groan.

Again more shots.

Midnight silence draped the porch of the

Singapore bungalow. A man, riddled with bullets, fell

to the floor. Over him a woman crouched, a smoking gun

in her hand.
.

Servants, aroused by the gunfire, scuttled in from then-

quarters in the \ampong. A neighbor dashed up the

steps of the porch: "In God's name," he shouted,

all this?"

"He he attacked me," the woman lied,

w/hat's

and 1

killed him.
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A crash broke the tense atmosphere—the sound of

delicate wood breaking on a concrete floor. An elderly-

Chinaman, very short, very rotund, shuffled on the scene,

the picture of misery: "Me velly solly, Mist' Muir. Me
dropee yampun. Velly, velly solly."

The murdered man on the floor rolled over and laughed.

Jeanne Eagels, the smoking gun still in her hand, smiled

nervously. Jean de Limur, the handsome French director,

threw out his hands in despair.

The scene was the sound-proof stage of Paramount's

Long Island Studio. De Limur was directing the murder

sequence of the.new talking picture taken from Somerset

Maugham's play, "The Letter," when one of the Chinese

musicians—nicknamed Peach Blossom by the mechanics

standing outside the set, accidentally dropped his Chinese

guitar and splintered it on the concrete floor. The re

suiting crash cutting in on the murder scene ruined the

sound sequence.

"It is all right this time, Peach Blossom," de Limur said

to the stricken Chinaman, "but you mus' be more careful.

There mus' be absolute silence

for these soun' pictures." Turn-

ing to Jeanne Eagels, the star,

he continued, "I am so veree

sorry. I 'ate to keep you 'ere so

late but we mus' do this scene

again. I 'ope you don' mind,

Mr. Marshall," he was speaking

now to Herbert Marshall who
plays the role of the murdered

lover. Then addressing the en-

tire assembly—actors, musicians,

mechanics, electricians, camera

men, clerks—he said: "We mus'

'urry. Mr. Marshall 'as to leave

for the t'eatre in ten minutes."

Visualise this setting if you
can. The setting" which is hous-

ing one of the romances of the

twentieth century—the talking

picture :

The huge stage, with padded
walls, padded ceilings, and doors

of double thickness covered all

around with felt to render the

set, as far as humanly possible,

sound proof.

Great incandescent lights glar-

ing into the eyes of Jeanne Eagels

who stands, high-strung and
nervous, like a race horse at the

barrier waiting for the webbing to go up.

Herbert Marshall, borrowed from the legitimate stage

where he is playing in "The High Road," leans with
apparent nonchalance against a huge G. E. light. But his

fingers betray him. They tremble as he lights his cigarette.

On the stage he has made a name for himself but this

talking picture business is all new. What will it mean
to him if he goes over—goes over big?

Jean de Limur, a striking-looking man of perhaps thirty-

five, his brown hair broadly streaked with gray, sits on
his camp chair, conscious of everything, impatient of noth-

ing. Around his neck is a telephone transmitter into

which he talks when he wants to communicate with the

camera men in the action camera booth or the sound

camera booth. Both cameras have been placed in glass

booths so that the noise of their grinding will not penetrate

into the sound picture.

Masked in the middle of the set by a bit of drapery,

is the microphone which carries the sound of the players'

voices to the sound camera booth stationed some distance

away.

Carpenters put last minute touches to the bungalow
which is completely furnished even down to cups and

saucers on the shelves. Electricians mount their lights.

"On your spots, boys, on your spots," yells the Chief

Electrician to his assistants.

"Stand a bit to your left, please Miss Eagels," de Limur
says quietly. "And don' raise your 'ead too 'igh at the

climax. About 'ere." He pointed to a mark on the wall.

"All ready ?" he asked into the telephone transmitter.

"O.K.," came the answer from the camera booth.

A red light flashed signifying that the machinery of

both cameras was set for action. "Quiet, please," says

de Limur, "Absolute quiet."

After counting ten very slowly—the timing agreed upon
—de Limur presses a button to start the recording

machinery, beckons Miss Eagels to begin, and once more
a shot cut through the still tropic night. Then one stac-

cato groan. Again more shots. . . . This time the

sound sequence is completed without the crash of Peach

<{Alan Hale
Benjamin

in the rescuing scene from "Sal of Singapore."
Glazer, the director, waggles a warning finger,

talking on sound proof stages.

Blossom's guitar, and one of the most dramatic scenes
from "The Letter" has been permanently and successfully

recorded for all the world to hear and see.

Jeanne Eagels snatches her wrap from her maid, steps

into her big limousine and rolls over the Fifty-ninth Street

Bridge to star-lit New York to keep a vaudeville engage-
ment. To make better time, Herbert Marshall jumps into

the subway. Electricians, mechanics, carpenters pour
towards the elevated and the street car. The great Long
Island studio is almost deserted. Only Jean de Limur
remains behind. Wiping his forehead with his colored
handkerchief, he seats himself again on his folding chair

and looks across the vacant building.

"What's the matter, Mr. de Limur?" I asked. "Aren't
you satisfied with today's work?"
"Oh yes, I am quite satisfy'," he answered, "but nobody

knows w'ere we are in this business. We all are working
in the dark. It makes it veree, veree 'ard. These new
talking pictures, they are like that animal that you call

the Ass—they are like an Ass with
;
Continued on page 96)
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Before
they sailedfrom
foreign shores

((The Emil fannings of

Europe loo\ed li\e this.

l^ow glance across the

page to the new Emil

who is sehr gliickUch in

American movies.

From Paris, Berlin,

Budapest and Stock-

holm They Came —
All For Art!

<C Lily Damita, the toast

of Paris, becomes the

rage of these Delighted

States after a few deft

touches that you can't

learn even in Paris.

Greta Garho left Sweden in

this snappy Swedish creation—
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and After
they made good
in Hollywood I

Would you ever believe

that the alluring beauty

to the left, center, was
once the demure Vilma
Ban\y of Budapest,

across the page?

And then Holly-

wood Took Them
in Hand. See the

Results!

C[ Lya de Putti had Vari-

ety before. But now
she has added charm,

having gathered helpful

hints from the Holly
wood experts.

C[ And the same Greta became the

screen's smartest in America.
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In New York

<C Billy Haines was met at the

Grand Central Station by his

sister. Yes, she is, too

-y-EW York knows the movie stars

better than Hollywood itself.

Believe it or not—I know

what Fm talking about! These

screen celebrities can be themselves in the

Big City. Out in California, they are

watched and pointed at and whispered

about. But in Manhattan they are not so

important. There are other people in our

town—bankers, and writers, and artists, and

By

Anne Bye

cynics New Yorkers go about their usual business whether there

are famous screen stars in their midst or not. For instance, one

afternoon I walked up Broadway for a block with Marion Davies

—and nobody even looked our way. And a week later I watched

Mary Pickford—herself, in person, not a movie—stroll up the

white way unobserved and unmobbed. It's that way here. You

can tell more about a screen star's private life by watching her

for five minutes in New York than you can spending the day

with her in her home town of Hollywood.

You heard me—Marion Davies. And Mary Pickford. lne

two leading lights of Hollywood. The queens of cinema society-

the two most admired and envied and applauded and feted and

fawned-on of all the lovely movie ladies. Mary is perhaps the

more impressive of the two, by virtue of her long reign as

America's Sweetheart and her muclvtalked-of aloofness in the

film capitol But Marion is a close second: she's Hollywood s

most popular hostess. It is just about as important to be invited

to one of Miss Davies' elaborate parties as it is to be one of the

fortunate guests at Tickfair/ And in New York they are just

two nice girls.

Mary's visits eastward are so few and far between, we d better

consider her first, so she'll come more often. She stayed only

four or five days-and she came on some legal business which

doesn't interest us. But it was our first glimpse of the brand-

new Mary Pick-

ford. And I want

assure you she

a new Mary!

isn't just the

new bob, though

that may have
something to do

with it. It's more

than that. Mary
Pickford is another

Mary from the one

you used to know.

She is a woman of

the world now.

She has tasted

every good thing

that life has to

offer. Naturally she

is different from

the rather wistful

quiet Mary I met

years ago. She's

much prettier than

she used to be.

She has learned

how to dress

—

smartly, subtly.

She has dropped

all her Pickford-

;
Lovely Marion Davies came bac\ from Europe. isms-she is a girl

to

is

It
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Q When Hard Workers

from Hollywood

Come East to Play.

absolutely devoid of pretense or pose. The
one thing unchanged about Mary is her

pathos. She is still wistful. She still has

that questing look—that tremulous, hurt

expression of a little girl who has grown
up suddenly and somehow missed all the

fun she should have had. In a woman of

Mary Pickford's experience, success, and

importance, it is a fascinating quality. It

piques the imagination. It makes you won-

der if, after all, Mary Pickford is really

happy.

There she sat. She and Douglas Fair-

banks, this trip, re-visited the Algonquin,

that little hotel on West 44th Street, owned
by their friend Frank Case, where they

used to stay before they were quite as

famous as they are now. That alone was

a departure for these two. They have

stopped at the Riu in recent years. This

time—was it only my imagination, or was

Mary perhaps trying to recapture some of

fl[ A commonplace Pullman becomes a royal

coach when Mary and Doug travel on it.

.
]ane Winton. She li\ed 7<[ew Yor\ so well she

didn't want to leave, even to start a new picture.

the glamour of old familiar scenes?

"I'm so tired!'" she said, with a weary little smile. Her
left hand—with its little diamond circlet and its enormous
square diamond ring—tugged at her smart gray hat top-

ping the bright gold hair. 'Tve been dashing since nine

this morning. Fll be so glad to get on the train going

back home. Then I can rest.

"We saw 'Rosalie' this afternoon." Marilynn Miller,

who used to be married to Mary's brother, Jack, is the star

of that show. "And tonight we see the "Vanities.
1 And

I have such a headache!"

"Why don't you stay away from the 'Vanities' and
rest?" I asked her.

That weary look came back. "Oh " she said, "we
have made our plans, and Douglas wouldn't go without
me "

Celebrities can't rest. Not while they're in New York!
The life of a movie star, especially on a trip east, is a

tread-mill. They can't stop even when they want to.

"I'm wild about doing 'Coquette,' " she said. "It will

be the biggest thing I have ever done, I think, since

'Stella Maris.' "
(Cont. on page 98)
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GARBO GIRL
SWAYS THE ODE

C[ Garbo wearing

the plaid-col-

lared sports

coat d e-

signed for

her by
Adrian.

(![ Gilbert Adrian, famous fashion designer, has been secured by

Screenland as special fashion advisor. Adrian originates

modes. He understands clothes—and women! Read what he

has to say about the 'Garbo Girl.' He will be glad to help

Screenland's feminine readers with their own clothes prob-

lems. Designer for Garbo, Aileen Pringle, Norma Shearer,

and many other smart stars, his costumes are admired by

women everywhere. Adrian will discuss the different types

of femininity in this Magazine from month to month emphasiz-

ing the correct costumes for each type. He will also answer

any questions you may care to as\ concerning clothes. Address

Adrian, care Screenland's Fashion Department.

CT Gilbert Adrian has

designed a group of gowns

'and coats to suggest to

Screenland readers the mean-

ing of the Garbo mode. They are

original creations, and the drawings

are also by Adrian. From left to right

up the style strip: a daring evening wrap of

me sort that only the Garbo Girl can wear, an

afternoon froc\ of satin; a smart formal frock of

blac\ chiffon, with snug hipline and long dripping

lines- a striding street coat; an evening ensemble; and a

sports coat created for Garbo for "A Woman of Affairs,

which Greta is wearing in the photograph on this page.
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Trend

G
Every

Follow

-omen who feel that they have a resemblance _ to

Greta Garbo must be particularly careful in fol-

lowing her style of dressing to adapt that particu-

lar style to the role that they themselves play in

life, because Miss Garbo plays such a varied assortment of

women and types of women that she can take liberties that the

average woman who simply looks like her cannot always take.

In following Miss Garbo, one realizes that simplicity is the

key-note to her smartness, as it should be with all women of

taste. Her natural aloofness and the manner of her bearing

make it possible for her to put meaning into simple clothes.

The girl who feels she is the Garbo type should be truthful

with herself and analyze her nature to find out whether the

appearance is only skin-deep or if her mental qualities and

her manner can carry, with the same dignity and charm, the

simplicity that Garbo knows how to handle.

Garbo's flair for and understanding of drama is coupled

closely with the clothes she wears—in other words, she knows

how to handle, without being clothes-conscious, the most con-

' Adrian and Garbo in a fashion conference

for the benefit of Screenland readers.

scious kind of clothes. That is an art. Therefore,

remember, when you are following Garbo, that you

are taking dynamite sticks into your own hands.

You can be blown into the realms of the ridiculous

by lack of knowledge as to how to handle the things

you most admire. But if you are clever enough

to bring the dramatic in clothes into the more-or-

less ordinary circumstances of life, you can copy

Garbo. If not—let her (Continued on page 90)
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LAURA LA PLANTE OFFERS

A Corona Typewriter FRE
FOR THE BEST LETTER

Q The Question You Must Answer: Are Costume

Pictures More, or Less Romantic than Modem

Films? Why Do You Think So?
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C[Tfie writer of the best

letter answering Laura

La Plante's question—
that is, the cleverest and
the clearest letter—will

receive a Corona port'

able typewriter complete

with carrying case.

C[ Laura La Plante, below,

as the famous artist,

James Montgomery
Flagg, sees her.

C[ Laura answering a fan letter on her own Corona.

She hopes the fan who wins her gift Corona
typewriter will write the first letter to her, at

Universal City, California.

IAU
aura La Plante is a friendly girl. You can tell that

to look at her. And because she is genuinely
,

friendly

yshe likes to write letters and loves to receive them.

She really reads her fan mail—and answers it. And
her portable Corona typewriter even goes with her on loca-

tion. The other day when she was reading a typewritten

fan letter, she said: "I wish all the nice letters I receive

were typewritten—it makes them so much easier to read."

And then she had the idea: why not offer a fan friend a

Corona, just like her own, through Screenland? A Corona
portable is not only useful, but attractive. It is an ideal

gift for the boy or girl with literary aspirations, the college

student, the school teacher, the grandmother who wishes to

copy prized recipes—in fact, just about everybody! Laura
would like the winner to have a Corona in her own favorite

shade—blue; but if the winner doesn't like blue, then green,

scarlet, and maroon are the other colors in which the type-

writer is available. Mention your preference. Answer
Laura's question in your best style. The winner will receive

the Corona.

Address:—LAURA LA PLANTE
Screenland Contest Department

49 West 45th St., New York City

Contest closes January 10, 1929
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(.{The Mayfair Club dinner dances are social events in the film colony. Find
George Lewis, 7<[ancy Drexel, Maria Corda, Mr. and Mrs. Conrad J^lagel,

Olive Borden, Evelyn Brent, Lilyan Tashman, Jean Hersholt, Louise Broo\s,

Stepping Out
By Grace YJngsley

"71 ^he Mayfair is making whoopee tonight," Vernon
Rickard and Cornelius Keefe telephoned to Patsy
and me, "and we want you to go with us."

We don't have to tell you our answer, I hope.

Nobody of course was dancing much, that first dance,

because everybody was busy saying hello to everybody else,

it being the first Mayfair dance of the season, given in

the beautiful ballroom of the Biltmore.

"And almost everybody," Vernon remarked, "is related

to everybody else by marriage!"

If Vernon weren't handsome and possessed of a voice

to match, he would be a comedian, instead of acting and

singing in Warner pictures and over the radio.

As for his remark, to be sure there were a lot of ex's

present. Louise Brooks was with Buster Collier and a

big party, while Eddie Sutherland, whom Louise so lately

shed as a husband, was with May McAvoy's party, and
May herself is engaged to Maurice Cleary, who had
brought her, while once on a time she was engaged to

Eddie Sutherland. Which does sound complicated,

doesn't it?

Then there were Claire Windsor, who came with that

tall, handsome John Loder, and Bert Lytell, to whom she

used to be married, but who had brought Phyllis Haver,
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your favorites: Corinne Grifith, Patsy Ruth Miller, Betsy Lee Claire Windsor,

Mr. and Mrs. Alan Hale, Mrs. ]ac\ Miilhall, Lupe Velez Laura La Plante

Lois Moran, Belle Bennett, Dorothy Sebastian—well, everybody!

with the Stars
(\No Hollywood party is complete without

Grace Kingsley. Let her take you along!

to whom he is much devoted; and there was Helene Chad-

wick, who used to be married to William Wellman, but

who came with a large party of friends, while Wellman

brought his wife.

Sally Eilers was there with her latest fiance, William

Hawks, while Matty Kemp, to whom she was engaged

a few short weeks ago, brought beautiful Sharon Lynn.

Clarence Brown, the director, brought Dorothy Sebastian,

his fiance, while Ona Brown came with her wealthy and

charming husband-to-be, Harvey Barnes.

Mrs. Irene Day was to have been hostess at our party,

but she had to take Alice to New York, for some picture

work, while Marceline Day couldn't come because her

fiance, Richard Dix, was ill. So Ona Brown presided

charmingly.

"Well, not everybody has changed partners, remarked

Patsy, "there are George O'Brien and Olive Borden. But

I haven't seen Bebe Daniels and Jack Pickford dancing

once, though they used to be such great friends. Bebe is

with Gary Cooper, and he seems very devoted."

There were also Wesley Ruggles with Katherine Crau-

ford, to whom he is said to be engaged; and Sally Blane

and 'Arthur Lake; Reginald Barker was all attention to

a pretty, vampish sort of girl; and there were Bessie Love
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and Eddie Foy, Jr., who is giving Bess quite a rush these

days; and Bryant Washburn was with Virginia Southern.

Of course Ben Bard and Ruth Roland were together. Tom
Mix had brought Lupe Velez in his party, I believe. At
any rate he was dancing with her a lot.

"It seems to me we see Madeline Hurlock about twice

a year," remarked Connie Keefe, "that's when she goes

to the around'Christmas-time parties which Mack Sennett

gives, and at the first Mayfair of the year. She's with

Wilbur May, the wealthy department store owner, you

know—tonight."

Sally O'Neil and Molly O'Day came all by themselves.

Molly lately had undergone an awful operation, having

some of the 'too, too solid flesh
1

actually cut away from

her limbs. She looks very lovely, but says that the opera-

tion was a strenuous one. However, one doesn't have to

undergo it but once.

"I suppose that after a while," remarked Patsy, "we'll

all go to get a permanent thin, just as now we go to get

a permanent wave."

Reginald Denny brought his cute little fiance, Bubbles

Steiffel; Lina Basquette came with Peverell Marley; Wil-

liam deMille brought his bride, Clara Beranger, the scenario

writer; and there were Jackie Saunders, who used to be a

star, with her husband, J. Ward Cohen; Fred Niblo and

Enid Bennett; George Lewis and his wife; Corinne Griffith

and Walter Morosco; Robert

Leonard and Gertrude Olm-

stead; Leila Hyams, Zasu

Pitts and Tom Gallery, Lu-

pino Lane and his wife,

Clyde Cook and Mrs. Cook,

Nancy Drexel, June Collyer,

Jack and Irma Warner,
Laura La Plante and William

Seiter, Lois Moran, Mr. and

Mrs. Kenneth Thomp-
son, John Boles and his

wife, Jack Conway and

his wife, Robert Ede-

son

At
his wife, Camilla Horn,

Billie Dove and Irvin

Willat, Norma Shearer

and Irving Thalberg, Belle

Bennett and Fred Winder-

mere, Leatrice Joy, and

just dozens of others.

Texas Guinan came
very late with a young
dancer from the east

whose name we didn't

learn, but whom she in-

troduced later, and who
turned out to be one of

the niftiest little solo step-

pers we have seen in the

west.

Tex introduced him as

the 'best dancer in the

east'—which was tactful,

inasmuch as the west
thinks it has all the
dancers cornered.

After his performance,

Mike Levee's sectional

pride was aroused to such

an extent that he trotted

Johnny Hines out to show
what the west can do in

is wife, Robert Ede-

>n and Mrs. Edeson,

Lntonio Moreno and v^.

\

the way of dancers of the Black Bottom, buck-and-wing,

etc., and Johnny did the wild-and-wooly proud.

Mike Levee was the master of ceremonies. He got up
right after dinner and declared that, as there was to be

some other entertainment, and as it appeared to be hard

to keep the crowd quiet, he suggested the use of 'social

silencers.'

Of course these turned out to be all-day suckers, and

the rubber-faced Joe Brown arose to demonstrate. He
said, though, that his sucker was an old 1914 model, or

anyway that's the way it tasted, but in any event we got

the idea. Everybody was supplied with the sticky candy.

Gus Edwards was dug out from his party and made
to come out and play the piano while he sang 'School

Days,' and everybody was permitted to let loose of his

social silencer long enough to join in the chorus.

Then Levee announced there would be a dancing con-

test with a wonderful prize. This he unwrapped from its

elaborately decorated box. It turned out to be a rubber

hot-water bag decorated with a design in brilliants! "A
diamond-studded hot-water bag" was the way Mike put

it. That was good for a howl from the mob.

The contest finally narrowed down to four couples,

including Lupino Lane and Leila Hyams, Clyde Cook and

his wife, Robert Leonard and Ruth Roland, besides Gus
Edwards and Dorothy Sebastian.

Gus and Dorothy seemed to have a little the edge in

the final applause, and drew the prize but as Clyde and

Leila seemed about to burst into tears, Mike
promised them a duplicate.

Lupino Lane and Clyde Cook performed a

very funny burlesque Flora Dora dance, and

Joe Brown gave his famous 'Little Mousey"

recitation. But it all seemed spontaneous and

charmingly easy.

The electrics were going off and the sun

coming on as we fared homeward, and we
all hope to be invited to the next Mayfair.

"Phyllis Haver wants to give a house-

warming party," declared Patsy over the

phone to me one morning, "but she says that

her house is a bit too small for all her guests,

so she is going to warm it vicariously by

giving the party at the Rondo, a big apart-

ment house, built in Spanish style, which the

owner is quite (Continued on page 92)

d["Come on over to my house for

a party]" says Lois Wilson. We II

he right over.
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The ^Most "Beautiful Still of the ^Month

MARIE PREVOST in "The Exodus"



ANOTHER lovely lissome lady becomes

converted to the films. Meet Leone Lane,

the latest and stateliest Hollywood beauty.



GIVE her regards to Broadway—she's in

the movies now. Pretty, happy Nancy Car-

roll brings a stage-trained voice to the talkers.



Hnth Harriet Lmu*r

LLOYD HUGHES steps out with a new per-

sonality in "The Mysterious Island." No

wonder, with such an inspiration as Jane Daly.



WHY young men want to go in the movies.

If they're lucky like Antonio Moreno

they may make love to Billie Dove.



GARY COOPER'S ambition, they say, is to

go off to his Montana ranch and lead the

simple life. But his fans won't let him.



OTHER stars smile. Evelyn Brent has won

her way to fame by her genuine abihrv

and this seductively sulky expression.



ALL the pretty girls in Hollywood aren't in

pictures. Here's Fanchon Royer, who pro-

duces them. The water babies are her sons.



qHow They Made

"Redskin" with

Richard Dix, and

Real Indians and

Everything.

Schertzinger, the actors, and the technical staff, as well as

in this picture, endured discomforts under a broiling sun—
ivhile the cameras grind, the assistants precariously perched

emotional aid on his tiny organ—at the upper left.

(C Richard Dix as the Hnvajo hero of "Redskin,'

Paramount's natural-color epic of the problems,

loves, and hatreds of the modem Indian.

wide-brimmed hat at home and got well broiled,

but I did have sense enough to take along a coat.

Ruth Tildesley, another writer whom you prob-

ably know, and I were the only guests, and we

found ourselves comfortably installed in a com-

partment on the California Limited bound for

Gallup, New Mexico, which was 92 miles from

the Chin Lee trading post and the 'Redskin' camp.

Ld like to tell you all about the fun we had

getting there, but I will sternly overlook it and

get to what happened at camp as quickly as

possible.

We were met at El Navajo's Hotel, the Harvey

House in Gallup, by Ken Whitmore, in charge of

the publicity for the unit, and during luncheon we

heard about all the hardships we were to endure

at camp. And then we began the 92 glorious

miles to camp.

Ken said the roads were terrible, and they were.

However, our chauffeur was Frank Sayer, one of

the finest of the fine 'Harveycar' drivers. Those

boys can take you over the bumps at 35 an hour

so easily you wouldn't know what you were

escaping.

It was just sunset when we reached Fort Defi-

ance, that sturdy post with memories of a bloody

past; and the journey for five miles afterward was
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a fairyland of color. There is room to breathe pure air

in the West. There is room to think pure thoughts. There

is the clean, pungent odor of the sage. There are the

garbled, twisted rocks that only the desert knows, and

changing beauty that the art of man can never hope to

confine; not in words, on canvas or even in music. Its

grandeur is intoxicating, mysterious, limitless.

(Well, I wasn't going to emote over the desert, but I

couldn't help that bit!)

Soon it was very dark and

we rode through miles of dense

pine forest with here and there

a clearing which showed the

slender crescent of the moon

and the billions of brilliant

stars. Then came miles of

rock—no road at all, the car

simply made its way over solid

rock. At one side yawned a

black abyss. "That's Canyon

de Chelley (pronounced Shay)

and a sheer drop of seven

hundred feet," drawled Frank,

"so I'll drive real careful."

"Good night!" I said to

Ruth as, although going very

slowly, we were rattled about

from one side of the car to

the other like dry peas in a

pod.

We finally arrived at Cosy's

trading post where we were

to spend that night because

there was no room in camp.

There wasn't a sign of life.

"All over to the movie camp,

I guess," said Frank, and

hearing a faint groan he

added, "but it's only two

more miles."

We passed the Indian school

where little Navajos are sent

by the United States Govern-

ment to unlearn their own
wisdom for what we so-called

civilised beings call by that

name. Several days before it

seems that two little boys,

wretched from home-sickness,

terrified and ill from the effect

of their first earthly bath,

strange clothes and food, had run away and had not yet

been found. The teachers are kind but not always under-

standing, and by the way, that is the theme of Elisabeth

Pickett's story—the trouble caused by lack of understand-

ing on the part of both the white man and the Indian.

At last a grove of cotton-wood trees were picked up

by the lights of our car and a number of smothered lights

from the gloom ahead told us we had reached camp.

Frank drew up in the plasa, switched off our lights and

• went in search of Syd Street, business manager for the

unit. We sank back too hungry, tired and cold for speech.

Suddenly out of the blackness in front of me appeared

a plain of snow-white drifting sand, red craggy rocks

rising to a brilliant asure sky, with a stalwart figure, lithe,

sinuous, clad in a close-fitting black doublet open at the

throat, outlined against the rocks. Confining his straight,

jet-black hair was a band of red, and about his neck was

a handsome necklace of carved silver and turquoise. It

was a joyous, eager, commanding figure.

I rubbed my eyes and sat forward with a jerk wonder-

CRed man, why are you blue? But
'

Richard Dix was really enthusiastic

about his role in "Reds\in."

ing whether I was dreaming or not. "The rushes,' " I

breathed, hanging on to something concrete. "The

'rushes!'
"

Of course! How clever to show them out of doors. I

thought I was seeing things for a minute.

But it took me another minute to realize that the

romantic young Indian on the screen was our old collegiate

favorite, Richard Dix, in some of the scenes that had been

shot that very day.

Then came the welcoming

voice and hand of Syd Street

who took us toward a hud-

dled group done up in coats

and blankets who were watch-

ing the "rushes" outside the

commissary.

There was Richard and his

director, Victor Schertdngcr;

Gladys Belmont, the diminu-

tive and youthful leading lady .

Elizabeth Pickett, the author:

Tully Marshall, who needs no

introduction; Jane Novak

—

yes, you will see her again,

in a lovely part—Larry Steers,

Joseph Girard, George Rigas,

Noble Johnson, Jack Duane,]

and oh, seventy-five others.

"Where have you been all

this time?" demanded Richard.

_

"You should have been here'

last week for the Fire Dance.

It was the most gorgeous sight

I ever saw in my life. We
were unbelievably lucky to get

the Indians to do it and it

will probably never be done

again on the screen. It is a

sacred dance, you see, and

they are a little fearful that

they are going to be punished

for performing it for us.

"We had a lucky break

with the weather, and that

put us in right. Dew fell

which turned into rain the first

morning after our arrival and

the Indians took it to be a

good omen and a sign that

the Great Spirit approved of

us. Had frost come that

night, it would have been goodbye to us."

Then we were taken into the mess tent and fed_ some

delicious lamb chops, fried potatoes and coffee. As it was

ten thirty and we had had nothing since noon we did

justice to the meal. While we ate Richard brought us up

to date on the doings of the camp.

"It is too bad you missed the concert."

"A concert! How did you have a concert out here?'

"Why, Dolores and Roy are with us." Dolores is a

violinist, and is she pretty! And Roy is an organist. They

always play together at Paramount and go on many of

of the locations. Roy has his own portable organ and it

was a funny sight indeed to see it perched on the brow

of a rock and Dolores in her stunning riding togs stand-

in* on the very edge of the cliff playing for all she was

worth They put life in the party one morning, 1 11 say,

after we had all climbed up to the pueblos—but that came

later.

"The concert was great," continued Richard. "We had

a bonfire out there in the plana (Com. on page 103)
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All

About

A

Good

Bad

Man

By
Sydney Valentine

The

Cause

of a

New

Crime

Rave

Robert

Armstrong

Y day he is a bold

bootlegger — a

gangster—a pugi-

list—a crook; in

other words, an all-round

bad boy.

By night—and Sundays

and holidays—he's a gen-

tleman and a golfer, one

of Hollywood's favorite citizens and a good husband.

Robert Armstrong. There's no actor in pictures who

has had a more instantaneous success. What's more, its

lasted. Armstrong is only just completing his eighth film,

but he is securely established among the important per-

sonalities of the screen. Since his first picture, "The Mam
Event," in which he played a prise-fighter, he has been

identified with 'tough guy parts. But he has invested

these roles with real charm. In "The Cop" he copped

the acting honors from experienced movie troupers. "Celeb-

rity" and "Show Folks" followed, and with the release

of each new picture Robert Armstrong climbed a little

higher in public esteem. That's why Pathe put him under

contract.

And he didn't want to be an actor! As a youngster he

played at 'producing' plays in the wood-shed or furnace

Robert Armstrong is having a good laugh at this

double exposure of himself. Center, with his

wife. Below, his bad behavior in a film.

room with the neighborhood kids as members of the cast.

Later on he seemed to be

in half the amateur shows

produced in his home

town, Seattle. But when

family and friends would

say: "You really must go

on the stage," young Arm-

strong would reply : "Not

for me. I want something

more serious for a career. I'm going to be a lawyer."

His reputation for dramatic ability, however, pursued

Bob to the University of Washington, and he soon found

himself writing, producing, and acting in many skits put

on by the college dramatic club. Acting was fun, he ad-

mitted. And he somehow found himself an actor instead

of a lawyer. His uncle, Paul Armstrong, the distinguished

playwright, helped him to get a start on the^ stage. Be-

ginning as stage manager for one of his uncle's vaudevrile

acts, young Armstrong was propelled into the leading role.

And he has been playing leads on and off, more or less,

ever since.

Paul Armstrong died in 1917, just a few weeks after

his favorite nephew enlisted in the army. Bob Armstrong

spent eighteen months in service, and held a first lieu-

tenant's commission when the war ended. It was after

the war that his promising career (Cont. on page 111)
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Go to
Screenland's Revuettes will Answer Your Question: "What

Picture Shall We See Tonight?" Read Them!

Submarine

Suppose as the crack diver of Uncle Sam's

Navy you came home one afternoon and found

your wife in the arms of your best pal? Sup-

pose a week later your pal's submarine was

sunk and nobody but you can get. air to him

and his ship-mates? What would you do? This

is the tremendous situation facing Jack Holt.

Jack, Dorothy Revier, Ralph Graves and

Clarence Burton all give remarkable perform-

ances in this splendid film which is awash with

the swing of the sea and the bravery of men.

Lonesome

To flirt or not to flirt—that is the question confronting Bar-

bara Kent and Glenn Tryon. They're human, and lonesome,

and so! This is Universale first talking special. \ ou 11 like it

because the charming co-stars do good work.

The Baby Cyclone

This isn't any tornado—just a summei shower. But you 11

want to see it before you select your 1929 wardrobe, for Arleen

Pringle's clothes are marvelous. Modernistic settings are ot

interest ; also Gwen Lee and Robert Armstrong.

Red Lips

Here is a campus story that treats college men as if they

really were men. Charles Rogers is the hero: he is sincere and

lovable. Marian Nixon is great, too. The best college picture

in a long time.

Women They Talk About

What will we do with Irene Rich if she. doesn't stay out

of politics 7 Here she is threatening to run for Mayor. A
talker, with Audrey Ferris and Buster Collier as heart inter-

est, and Claude Gillingwater as good acting.
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the zMov
Consult these Comments on Current Films and You Will

be Guided in Your Quest for Screen Entertainment.

Me Gangster

This film is the autobiography of a crook.

Don Terris, new to the screen, plays the role

of an East Side bad boy, crooked even from

childhood. He loves June Collyer but hates

work more. Rather than work, he steals. His

father is magnificently played by Anders

Randolf. Terris and Miss Collyer are particu-

larly good in the climax in which Don's former

pals in crime try to hi-jack him of the stolen

money he is returning to the rightful owner.

It's excellent entertainment as well as a moral

preachment.

Stocks and Blondes

Jacqueline Logan and 'Skeets' Gallagher, making whoopee

among the night clubs and the ticker tape. Gertrude Astor

in a sister role gives a knock-out impersonation. An investment

in amusement, not a speculation. Jackie is prettier than ever.

Melody of Love

Making talkies is like matrimony—you may have^to walk up

to the altar a few times before you know what it's all about.

Another talker—and not so good except for Mildred Harris

and a boy named Tommy Dugan.

Heart Trouble

It's Old Home Week for Harry Langdon for in this comedy

he is just like his old self again—one hundred percent funny.

As a small-town boy he creates laughs on all sides. Pretty

Doris Dawson is in it.

Tenth Avenue

Phyllis Haver is in love with Victor Varconi, a gambler; but

because Joseph Schildkraut, a weakling gangster, appeals to

her maternal instinct or something, she promises to marry him.

Which all leads up to robbery and murder. Phyllis is stunning.
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Things They Don't Talk

(\The Stars Keep Their Good

Deeds to Themselves. But Some-

times They Are Found Out!

By Helen Ludlam

ften, around the Christmas season especially,

people check up on themselves. They ask them-

selves whether, during the busy year, they have

stopped a moment to bring a little cheer to one

who is sad, or helped a pal over a tough bit of road that

seemed all bumps and no breaks.

Yet this business of helping people is not as simple as

it sounds. It takes tact as well as heart. It takes intelli-

gence as well as generosity, to do the thing neatly.

Stage and picture people seem to be legitimate prey for

those who have the 'gimme
1

disease. Humanity looks

upon them as Santa Clauses to whom it writes letters de-

manding anything from a worn-out

collar to a house and lot. Yes,

actually, one star was
asked to give her house,

because the writer wanted one and felt the star had plenty

of money to buy herself another house! It didn't occur

to her that the star had wor\ed for her house—that it was

not a gift from Santa Claus.

The stars have had to learn how to give, and when

They have learned to wait until a real need presented itself

and that takes strength of character that is usually termed

stinginess. . .

Some of the kindest things one does seem trivial, yet

they are greatest because they fill an instant need.

As an instance, Edmund Lowe was returning home from

the studio at a late hour and stopped in a drug store to

buy some shaving cream. There was a very small boy

standing near his car when he came out who asked

whether he would buy a "Ladies Home Journal

Between several chuckles Eddie said that The Ladies

Home Tournar was one of the magazines he never had

time to read, and patting the boy on the head jumped

into his roadster and slammed the door.

As he turned once more to smile at the youngster,

for a picture of himself sitting down for an evening

with "The Ladies Home Journar amused him. he

noticed how drooping the little figure looked. Even

the six or seven magazines were slipping and

sliding under the tired arm of the child and

a tear rolled down the cheek that should

have been round and rosy.
_

"What's the matter, sonny? Isn t

eleven o'clock pretty late for you to

be out?"

"Yes, sir," gulped the boy, too

miserable and weary to check fur-

ther the sob that rose to his

throat. "But I have all these

pa-a-pers!"

"Do you mean that you

have to wait until you

sell those magazines be-

fore you can go home?"

Eddie asked, astonished.

"Yes, sir."

"Well, that's easy."

And taking the load

from the child's arm he

' J^orman Kerry always

insists upon having the

same extras in all of his

pictures in which extras

are required. They're

jor him!
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About
pressed a bill into the grimy

little paw.

The thing stuck in his mind

and he spoke of it to his wife,

Lilyan Tashman, the next

morning at breakfast.

"There was a case of a round

peg in a square hole if I ever

saw one," he said. "Most kids
^

get a thrill out of being a newsie
1

but that youngster was certainly

not in his right place."

And it was Lilyan who told me;

about it.

Moral courage was displayed in a

recent act of Carmel Myers'.

A young man stepped up to her and

asked for a small amount of money.

Carmel had just entered her car, which she

was driving herself. After a moment's hesi-

tation she rather disdainfully opened her

purse. Then, her feeling of resentment was so

strong that she looked again at the man. He

was well-dressed and had the appearance of

breeding. Camel's little jaw shot out.
^

"You don't look like a man who would beg for

money, and particularly you don't look like a man

who would beg for money from a woman. Why are

you asking it of me?"

The man looked down, but only for a moment,

and a faint tinge of red showed on his cheek.

"I'm not," he said. "But I thought I could get

into talking pictures because I heard there was a

need out here. I have a voice, and have had some

stage and screen experience. I landed m Hollywood

almost with my last cent and it

didn't take long to spend that.

You know how much chance any-

one has of crashing the gate out

here, either in silent or talking

pictures. It's different if you're

invited in. And I have not been

able to get work of any sort so

far, and have not eaten for three

days.

And Carmel knew it was true.

She gave him enough for a good,

square meal and the address of

someone she thought could help

him to some work, as she herself

had nothing she could give him.

It is not always easy to give

and at the same time allow the

beneficiary to retain self-respect,

but I think Carmel managed it

nicely.

Norman Kerry always insists

upon having the same extras in

all of his pictures in which extras

are required. These extras know,

then, that when Norman is work'

ing they will work, and eat, too.

This may seem a simple matter,

but it isn't. A good many actors,

G[ The Bebe Daniels

you see on the

screen loo\s li\e

a generous, warm-
hearted girl,
doesn' t she?

Well, she is.

John Gilbert proved a friend in

need and helped a pal in a crisis.

even stars of assured positions,

dislike to ask favors of the com-

pany they are with. To round

up the same bunch of extras for

each picture a star is in, is a job

for the casting director, or the

assistant. It is so much easier to

call Central Casting, order the

required type and number, and let

who will, come.

Ben Lyon did rather an un-

usual thing for a boy who had

been impersonating him. This boy

found it a simple matter to go into

a store, order whatever he wanted

and charge it to Ben Lyon whom
he strongly resembled. He even

had the nerve to register as Ben

Lyon at the Biltmore Hotel in

New York, and he got away with

it for a few days. Then the real

Ben Lyon began receiving bills for

things he had not ordered and had

not received. There was a big

bill at the hotel and the case be-

gan to look serious.

Ben went to (Cont. on page 102)
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New
KID

n's Oivn

Account of his Dis-

covery of Davy Lee.

"H

C[ They call him 'Jackie Coogan's successor.'^

He -made his hit in "The Singing Fool.'

e's only three—but the kid's a born actor!

"We had to have a kid to play Sonny Boy

in 'The Singing Fool.' The casting director

looked at one hundred and eighty kids—and

was still looking. We had to have somebody—and get'

him quick.

"I was hurrying into the studio one morning when 1

noticed a youngster playing around on the grass plot in

front. I stopped and asked him what he was up to. He

said he was going to play. Something about that kid got

me. I squatted down beside him and asked him his name.

"'Davy Lee;" he said. 'Are you an actor?'

"I admitted it. 'A good actor?' said the kid.

"That made me laugh. He laughed, too—and threw

his arms around my neck and asked me for a ride. That

settled it. I knew I had found Sonny Boy.

"So I picked him up and walked into the studio and

hunted up the director and said:
^
'Here's Sonny Boy.

You can send the other kids home.''

"And the funny part of it turned out to be that this

kid this Davy Lee, wasn't even applying for the part. His

mother had brought him along with her when she brought

his older brother, Frankie Lee, a well-known child actor,

to the studio about the part of Sonny Boy—simply be-

cause Mrs. Lee didn't have anybody at home to eave

Daw with. And while the casting director was talking

to her about Frankie, Davy slipped away—and that s how

I met him in the yard.

"Well, I was so sold on the kid for the part that I

agreed to take all the responsibility. He had never been

in a picture before. Frankly, I was a little nervous about

him when we got going on his scenes. But I decided to

trust my hunch. So I taught him his lines and how to

wait for his cue, and so forth.

"It was funny. We got to the scene where I tell Sonny

Boy bed-time stories. I delivered my lines and then

waited for Davy to pick up the cue. He never said a

word. I waited a few seconds more and still Davy didn't

talk. The director gave the order to cut camera, and I

knew the scene would have to be retaken. Suddenly

Davy looked up at me and said: 'Why didn't you speak

your words?
1

"Then I remembered that I had changed part of my

dialogue when the camera began to grind, and Davy had

refused to follow a wrong cue. He remembered the words

I had told him to wait for, and he waited!

"After that, I knew Sonny Boy didn't have to be

watched. When the picture was begun, I said to him

pointing to the camera: "Never look at that thing.' And

he ignored it as if it were not there. Not a bad general

rule^for older actors to follow, either!

"I think Davy Lee has a great future. Warner

Brothers have signed him on a three-year contract and in

his next picture he will co-star with Rin-Tin-Tm. That

ou<mt to please any three-year-old kid. Yes—Im mighty

proud of my discovery. I feel just like Columbus!
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Elmer Fryer

DAVY LEE is the latest boy wonder of the

movies. Read all about Al Jolson's dis-

covery of him on the opposite page.



.Xew Jork

EVERY girl has a clothes problem.

Marion Davies is no exception. She

brought back sixteen trunks tilled

with clothes from her European vacation:

creations of the most famous French de-

signers. But when she arrived m New

York she decided to have one more shop-

ping spree before going back to work.

And she selected some of Sally Milgnm s

smartest models. Now she doesn't know

which to wear!

Qiibor KdfT

Jackets to be worn

with the long eve-

ning gowns are very

special — and thi>>

one worn by Marion
boasts a unique ruf-

fled cape collar

outlined in ermine.

This evening

ensemble is of

white trans-

parent velvet.

Below: What is called in

smart fashion circles a day-

time frock. It's of slate-

blue marocain, made in

intricate flares, with a

fitted girdle held in place

bv a bow of self-material.



or Taris

?

MARION admits she is

amused. She needs smart
clothes for her pictures,

so she can't have too many cos-

tumes. She likes the French
creations—but she also admires
the American. Now she wants you
to glance over these pictures and
make up her mind for her.

Which group of models are
most becoming to an American
beauty? Are French fashions

smarter , but domestic designs
more practical? Girls, go to it!

Ape,A>«

Dull gold lame, printed in an intricate design of
pink and blue, is the fabric of this formal evening
wrap that Marion included in her Paris purchases.

Above: Dolman sleeves and a profusion of

long'haired fox fur mark this wrap-around
coat from Paris. Note the slight trend toward
fullness and the generous elegance of this

French model.



Lansing Brown

WONDER if Sue Carol knows about the

forfeit demanded by tradition when a

girl puts on her boy friend's hat? Now, Sue!



NICK STUART looks happy—and why
not? It happens to be his hat. And Sue

Carol is Nick's favorite motion picture actress.



Henry Freulich

COLLEEN MOORE, who started all that

flaming youth stuff, takes a fling at posing

as the most flaming of them all—Carmen.



Ruth Harriet Louise

MADEMOISELLE from Hollywood: Renee

Adoree. The little French girl will give

Tahiti a treat on location for "The Pagan."



Edwin Bower Kesser

YOU will see and hear a new Mary Pickford

in "Coquette." She says it's her best dra-

matic role since the memorable "Stella Mans.'



\

Cross My Heart

A conventional musical comedy with the conventionally

mild entertainment. Bobby Watson, Lulu McConnell,

Don Barclay and Franklyn Ardell handle the comedy,

and do pretty well by it. Clarence Nordstrom does the

young hero with lovely Mary Lawlor opposite him. Miss

Lawlor dances awfully well, but just a wee too much.

Indeed, the whole show is a little top-heavy with excellent

dancing—and quite natural, too, inasmuch as it is pre-

sented by Sammy Lee. Our own heart landed, however,

not at' the feet of any of the artists mentioned above, but

at the tripping toes of Doris Eaton, sister of Mary.

Gods of the Lightning

Whether propaganda has any place in art is one of

those few controversies your correspondent is not capable

of deciding. But certainly Mr. Shaw proves, time and

again, that having something to say doesn't seriously in-

jure a play. And, so far as we are concerned, at any

rate, Maxwell Anderson and Harold Hickerson have no

difficulty in proving that a lot of genuine emotion on

the parts of the authors can rouse a lot of genuine emotion

in the audience.

It is a thunderous play, this "Gods of the Lightning."

But for most of a slow-moving first act, you are inclined

to wonder what all the thunder is for. Then, toward

the close, the authors catch you in their wake, hold you

spell-bound in a savage second act, and then proceed to

tear the heart out of you in a brooding

third.

It relates how two men, caught

in a web beyond their under-

standing woven by men

of no understanding, go

to their death for a crime

they have not committed.

Maxwell Anderson has

never, to this writer's

knowledge, lifted his pen

but to write something

fine and sincere. "What
Price Glory," "Outside

Looking In," "Saturday's

Children," and now
"Gods of the Lightning."

Something, ladies and gen'

tlemen, of a record.

Crashing Through

It is in a Shaw play—
"Getting Married," we
think, though you needn't

bother to correct us if

we're wrong—that an avi-

ator crashes through the

skies to upset a house-

hold. Here the aviator

is changed to a riveter.

Nevertheless, we had a

nice evening.

We are afraid that the

hard-boiled crust on our

heart has all but worn off. At any rate, when one of the

old-timers, in this instance Henrietta Crosman, comes into

a scene, we melt right away. We are clay in her hands.

Whatever she does seems to us to be good acting. Maybe
it isn't, but that's our story. And so it is, that in spite

Sylvia Sidney, one of the most

promising of the younger actresses,

in "Gods of the Lightning," a

stri\ing new play.

of poor riveters and rich young society women, in spite

of the dreadful amount of divorce in the best circles, we
liked "Crashing Through."

These Few Ashes

Confronted with the nice situations and nice dialogue

of this one, we are compelled again to trot out one of

our pet phrases, and term it a deft comedy. During the

course of the year, a fellow with our limited vocabulary

probably refers to a dozen shows as deft comedies. Those

that aren't deft, Sophonisba, are, obviously, dumb. There,

there, we're sorry the subject ever came up.

At any rate, we liked "These Few Ashes." It has a

swell idea: one of those great lovers goes to his death

mountain-climbing in St. Moriu. His body is cremated

and his ashes are held by his butler to be given to the

lady who wants them. Enter four ladies, fighting for

ashes. Come four scenes, in which each lays her claim,

with the movie flash-back telling the story. Exit four

ladies, leaving ashes behind. Nice? What did we tell you?

Deft comedy.

This Year of Grace

There have been times when bitter thoughts have en-

tered what we like to think of as our mind. There was
the girl who didn't keep the date; there was the girl who
did keep the date. Oh, we have pondered self-destruction

in the wee hours of the morning, even as other lonely souls.

There was the time we decided finally to

end it all by turning on the gas. Only the

circumstance that there was no gas

in the apartment brought us

through the crisis. After

all, it's not so easy to die

by just turning on the

electric light.

So now we have turned

Mohammedan — haven't

you heard?—and just ac-

cept Fate and all that.

And there must be some-

thing to it. Because if we
had done away with our-

self on any of those pre-

vious occasions, we might

not have been able to see

"This Year of Grace."

And then the laugh

would have been on us,

wouldn't it? Because "This

Year of Grace" is just

about the grandest thing

that's come out of Eng-

land since that first revue

of Chariot's. The book,

lyrics and music are by

Noel Coward, thus mak-

ing him practically the

English J. P. McAvoy.
Only, in addition to that,

Noel sings, acts and
dances in it, too, so that

he really is the English

Geo. M. Cohan. Or may-

be he's just Noel Coward.
Of course, the point about all these accomplishments is

that Coward does every one of them with ability and

charm. And then, to make sure that everything is going

to be just so, Beatrice Lillie is in the cast.
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Hot from Hollywood!

QScreenland's

Gossip-Straight

from Studios

and Stars.

—^x XTRA! Extra! Clara Bow at-

hA tends her first premier!

' j You might think that Clara

attended all the openings and

all the parties in Hollywood. But she

doesn't. She would rather have a crust of

bread at home than a banquet in a swell

restaurant. The Montmartre, the Cocoanut

Grove—all the smart epicurean rendezvous carry

on their gaiety without Clara. She is a 100-per-

cent home girl.

As for an opening—well, no one has ever yet

been able to drag her to one, until the other night,

when she was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer

Clifton. Mrs. Clifton was Helen Kiely, remem-

ber? Charlie Byer escorted Clara.

How did Paramount^ little red-head happen to

break her iron- clad rule and go this time? Well,

it was this way. She was dated up with the Chi-

tons for that evening and they wanted to see the

opening of 'The Marriage Bed," the play directed

by Robert Milton, the well-known New York pro-

ducer, and co-starring Alice Joyce and Owen

Moore. Mr. Clifton thought a stags opening might

be interesting to Clara and that she wouldn't be

mobbed because so many in the audience would be

picture people. Clara didn't want to go and I

don't suppose she would have for any-

one in the world except Elmer Clifton.

But Clara remembers the time when a

struggling little girl wanted a job and

Elmer Clifton was the only one who

believed in her. And she remembers

during the years afterwards, which

envy and jealousy made bit-

ter ones for her, the kindly

advice and loyal encourage-

ment she was always sure of

from her first director. So I

don't think there is much that

C[ Dorothy Mac\aill as

the Spirit oj Holly-

wood Whoopee,
posed especially to

inspire Screenland
readers to plan a trip

to California 1

.

C[ A formal
and Mrs.

portrait of Mr.

George Lewis.

Clara wouldn't do for Elmer Clifton

and certainly she wouldn't upset her

host's plans for an evening he evidently

expected to enjoy thoroughly.

What interested Mr. Clifton was that

Clara was the cynosure of all eyes that

night, particularly among the members of her

own profession. Few of her fellow players

know, or have even seen, Clara—she is that

much of a recluse. After the play she was be-

sieged on all sides for autographs and had signed

twenty-five before she got down the aisle. In the

lobby the crowd became so hysterical in its effort to

come near her that Mr. Clifton and Charlie Byer had

to do something drastic and she was finally carried

bodily to her car.

But that's why the darling of America is so seldom

seen in public.

She wore a gown with a white satin bodice and

white ostrich feathers from her waist to the floor

Her cloak was silver and white and was trimmed

with white fox. You all know that her curly hair

is flaming red; but perhaps you don't know that her

skin is like a magnolia petal.

* * *

Edna May Cooper will be in the cast of Eric

Von Stroheim's picture in which Gloria Swanson

stars. Edna May was the wife of

Karl Brown, who directed "Stark

Love"—until they decided to part.

When she talked to Von about the

part she said, "Well, Mr. Von Stro-

heim, I don't know whether you are

a great director or not, but there is

one nice thing about you."

"Yes," said Von- bracing him-

self for almost anything after

such a beginning. "Yes," said

Edna May demurely, "there

is one very nice thing, and
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C[ Start Laurel not only \eeps movie audiences

in hysterics. He \eeps his wife and baby

amused, too. Mrs. Laurel is so pretty she

should go in pictures.

that is that even if one has a

small part in your picture, it

lasts a long time!"

And Von signed her on the

dot.

Greta Garbo has flung

another surprise to Hollywood.

The Swedish siren has always,

except in her work, scorned

clothes until recently. If she

felt like wandering around all

day in a house dress or a smock,

she would. But about two

months ago Greta met Lilyan

Tashman and the two girls have

held a mutual admiration soci-

ety ever since. The convivial

Lilyan has revolutionised the

life of the aloof Miss Garbo

who now is seen here and there

and exquisitely gowned.

The slender willowy Garbo,

hiding her grace under an ill-

fitting frock, was too much for

Lilyan whose taste in dress is

a joy to all who know her. It wasn't long before her fingers itched to

take Greta in hand and now she has gone and done it. Greta can't wait

to go shopping every day and her sense for pretty clothes now fully

awakened, she judges with a keen eye. When a creation not to her

liking is shown she remarks with an arch look at Lilyan, "Thees^one

goes "to Sweden!" When something pleasing appears she exclaims, "Ah,

I will be a dish in that, no?" This term came originally from Ernst

Lubitsch who stood a moment in admiration of Lilyan at a recent May-

fair dance and said in his attractive accent, "Tash-mann, you are what

we call a swell ihsh!" It amused la belle Tashman so that she included

the word in her vocabulary and Greta is now amused by it too.

Frequently the Lowe telephone rings and a silver sweet voice floats

over the wire, "Leeli? Thees ees Ga-arbo. We will go shopping today

—yes?"
$ * *

Virginia Valli has just finished a seven week's engagement in "Tarnish,"

and she likes the stage so well that she wants to step right into another

production. She might even accept one of four offers for stock that

have come her way, which if

she does accept will show a

devotion to art. Stock is the

best training in the world for

an actress, providing of course,

that she has a fine director; but

for a girl who has a lovely

home and all her friends in

Hollywood it is a lonesome

thing to vanish from their

sight.

And then there's Charlie Far-

rell.

Cupid has been trying to

manage something there but

times aren't what they were.

The girls these days don't have

to marry for either money or

position or to be taken care of,

so it takes a good hard left over

the heart to send them to the

altar. Still, Virginia told me
very innocently that when she

could spare some time from her

garden in which she was plant'

(( Billie Dove about to resolve not inS jasmine, lemon verbena and

to ma\e any resolutions for 1929. tube roses; that she just runs

over to the house Charlie is

building to see that everything

is going all right. "Charlie is

working, you know, and can't

attend to things, and anyhow
men don't know about how
houses should be built as well

as women do, and they forget

all the essential details, such as

plugs in proper places for

lights, and comfortable things

like that." So after all I guess

Cupid is licking his chops over

that.
* * *

Just the same the son of

Venus is either fast asleep or in

love himself just now, because

he is certainly off the job. The
only really, truly engagement

seems to be between William
Hawks and Sally Eilers and I

guess that's set. Sally has left

'.Alice White is the \ind of a girl

who ma\es every man want to

play Santa Claus.
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C[A Hollyiuood girl who still believes in Kris Kringle!

Clara Bow \nows that if she and her watch-dog just

manage to stay awa\e they'll be rewarded.

those two ever escaped getting married in

Italy was more than I could sec. Sue says

they nearly did— that she doesn't know
herself how they escaped, but as she talked

I thought I saw the reason. There were

tears in her eyes—oh, I' don't mean to get

mushy, but Sue thinks that marriage would

spoil Nick's career, and I know that Nick

thinks marriage would spoil Sue's career.

A little altruism on both sides.

* * *

These talkers are turning the whole

world upside down. Here is George Hill,

the popular Metro director, having to move

from Culver City to Hollywood so he will

be sure and not miss any of them. Direc

tors and producers have been accustomed

in the past to have any picture they wanted

to see run off for them in the studio pro-

jection room or their own home. But you

have to go to headquarters for the talkers.

Few studio projection rooms are yet

equipped with sound device and as far as

I know no homes have it installed except

Harold Lloyd's.

So now you can go to Warners' Theatre

any night of the week and see as many as

a doxen stars in the audience who ordi-

narily attended only the premiers.

* * *

Samuel Goldwyn is in another quandary.

Again he is looking for a leading man for

Vilma Banky. Walter Byron was loaned

to play opposite Gloria Swanson in her

next picture which Eric Von Stroheim is

to direct. But there is always a delay

where Von is concerned and the picture

Mr. Goldwyn expected would be finished

long before Miss Banky was ready to start

her next has not even begun, although

Sennett's to free-lance. Joan

Crawford and Douglas Fair'

banks, Jr.? Well, Joan has been

wearing a wedding ring for

months, as everyone knows, but

when you ask the provoking

creature whether it means any-

thing she just smiles and shakes

her curls at you. She has

gone the length of announcing

her engagement but although

her marriage was reported in

the paper this is denied by

M.G.M., and since I can't get

Joan on the phone this after-

noon Fm going to take her

studio's word for it and call it

a day.
SiS 5£ Sj!

When everyone had Kenneth

Harlan and Marie Prevost all

made up they go and split

wider than ever. Marie says

definitely that the adjustment is

all off and the divorce very

much on, but you never can

tell. And just look at Sue

Carol and Nick Stuart. How

GJ Television for the first time is used as a dramatic device to supply the

unusual climax of "The Wolfs Daughter." Gertrude Olmstead, Bert

Lytell, Director Al Rogell and Lilyan Tashman seem to \i\e it.
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Walter Byron said today that he expected to start

any day.

It was a shocking thing to hear that Vilma, the

princess of the films, was to stoop from her throne

and become a waitress in a Childs' restaurant on

Fifth Avenue, New York, in her next picture.
^

"Banky has been the aristocrat long enough," said

Mr. Goldwyn. "She is a fine actress, too fine for me

to allow her to become one-sided. So I am taking

her from her throne and putting her in the 'kitchen

with a problem to solve that will endear her to every-

body. She is just a little girl with nothing to help

her but her own youth and beauty and courage." I

know that is going to please Vilma's fans because

I have heard from some of them and they are so

afraid people will think she can only be The Beauti-

ful Lady. Now everyone will have a chance to see

that she is just a regular girl.

^ * *

No one seems to know what they are going to do

in Hollywood today. And you can well believe the

starlets are taking advantage of the holiday. Sue

Carol was cabled for to play the Spanish girl in "In

Old Arizona" but when she found it was a talker

and that she would have to speak with an accent,

C[ Theodore von Eltz, Philip Strange and Ronald

Colman are residents of Malibu Beach, the ex-

clusive beach colony half an hour from any movie

studio and inaccessible even by phone.

Sue balked. "I'm not sure of my voice over the air

in my own native tongue and I don't want to try

dialect until I am a little further on in talker

technique." Which shows that Sue is wise.

Then I met June Collyer and asked her what

her next would be. June giggled and said she

didn't know, which put it into my head that she

was going to try and wangle a trip to New York.

It is in June's contract that she is to be allowed

two trips a year to her home town, and as her

mother and father, Mr. and Mrs. Heermance, are

here it is a safe bet that she will return when they

do. Mr. Heermance said he was still scratching

the 9,976 mosquito bites he had acquired in Rome,

which has nothing to do with June's next picture

but just shows that Italy isn't all it's cracked up

to be. I did think the land of romance would not

be pestered with skeets.

But there you are. Virginia Valli doesn't know

what she is going to do, Marian Nixon doesn't

know what she is going to do and Dick Arlen

doesn't know what he is going to do. And Joby

<C Ruth Chatterton and her prize angora \ittens register

appreciation of Ludwig Berger's impromptu concert.

Berger directed Miss Chatterton in the Jannings

film, "Sins of the Fathers."

Ralston is so happy keeping the home fires burning brightly

that she almost hopes she doesn't get too tempting an offer.

Of course by the time these words are read, all the kids

will have done a coupla pictures, but that is the state of

affairs today.
* * *

At the Montmartre the other day Lilyan Tashman told me

of her immediate precipitation into "In Old Arizona," the

picture that has had such difficulty in getting under way.

(£ Albert Tangora of Paterson, H. ]., world's champion

typist, burned up a machine on a recent visit to the

Metro-Goldwyn studios. Horma Shearer and John

Mac\ Brown head the volunteer fire department.
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Raoul Walsh was going to direct and Sue Carol

was cabled for to play the Spanish girl. Raoul

Walsh was injured and the picture was minus

not only a director but a heavy. But now, it

is all set. Irving Cummings is to direct, Edmund
Lowe is to play the lead, and Warner Baxter

the heavy. Dorothy Burgess, the young lady who

made such a hit in "The Squall" when it played

here, is to play the Spanish girl and Lilyan

Tashman the dance-hall girl. The locale is the

Mexican Border. And it will be interesting to

see Eddie Lowe and his wife Lilyan in the same

picture.
* * *

Richard Dix and Hal Howe, Hollywood bon

vivant, attended a party recently where there

were several Spanish dancers. Now it seems

that it is an old Spanish custom for a young

lady to dance upon the hat of the caballero of

her choice—anyhow, one of the young ladies

did and much to the amusement of both Rich

and Hal who sympathized with the unfortunate

owner of the hat.

Now Hal has a complex about hats. He hates

'em, and as lots of people go hatless in Cali-

fornia he gets away with the social error when-

ever he can escape his wife's eye. The morn-

ing after the party he started out bare-headed.

"Where's your new hat, Hal?" asked Pete (his

wife). But instead of the protest she expected,

Hall stopped short and dashed back into his

room. "No, it isn't there. What do you sup-

pose I did with that hat? Now I told you not

to pay $10.00 for that hat, Pete. I told you

I'd leave it somewhere. And now I have!"

Very much amused at his consternation Pete was
.

already at the telephone. "You probably left it at the Rich's. That's what happened! Well, 111 just go bare-

party last night. Oh, yes, I know it is my fault, of headed all winter. It will serve me right!

'

Before they were famous! That young man at the left dancing

with the blonde—don't you recognize him 1 Charles Farrell.

of course, playing an extra in a Warner Brothers film of four

years ago—"Bridge of Sighs." And the blonde- at the right

dancing with Cfeighton Hale is—yes, it is—Ruth Taylor'.

course, darling. How could it be yours?" But the hat

was not there. The only odd hat had been the one the

girls had danced on and one of them had taken it with

her. "My grief," said Hal dramatically, "I know now

what happened. Those girls saw a cap and a new hat

and naturally thought Rich belonged to the swanky one.

That girl danced on my ten dollar lid thinking she had

Lucien Pnval finds himself in the strange predicament

of having had his contract bought by Caddo from First

National to do "Hell's Angels" which took ten months

of his time, and now being borrowed back from Caddo

by First National for "Adoration," Frank Lloyd's picture

starring Billie Dove. And they want him for another

after that.

Ben Lyon has his pilot's license! Yes,

C[What San Francisco children saw when they were coming home from school:

Corinne Griffith and Edmund Lowe on location; riding in an old cable

car and being 'shot' by the camera on a platform erected alongside. What

you will see on the screen in "Outcast": the scene within the white lines.

C[ And here's the scene that they went

all the way to San Francisco to get!

It might have been made in a studio,

but these days the movie directors

go in for authentic atmosphere.
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(£ Douglas D'Artagnan

out. Jimmie Cruze was making "A Man's Man" with

William Haines and Josephine Dunn, and it seems that

in the picture, these two go to the opening of "White

Shadows of the South Seas" at Grauman's Chinese

Theatre in Hollywood. As usual, Fred Niblo was a

master of ceremonies and announced the celebrities as

they arrived over the radio. When Bill Haines and

Josephine Dunn appeared Mr. Cruze took shots of them

listening in and admiring all the screen stars that Mr.

Niblo was announcing. Later, at the studio, closeups of

this scene had to be taken and Mr. Niblo told his friend

Jimmie that he would turn actor for an afternoon.

On the day appointed Mr. Niblo gave his own outfit

a half holiday and donning evening clothes skipped over

to fulfill his engagement.

Jimmie Cruse 'shot' twelve scenes in half an hour, an

unheard-of thing for most directors—and even Mr.

Cruze had to hurry. Mr. Niblo walked off the set with

a perspiring brow. "I thought I worked, but you are

a punisher,
3
Jim. I never slaved so in my life." This

being Mr. Niblo's bow to the public as a picture actor

he now throws his sympathies with all actors in the

sir, he has. And now he can take passengers. Ben

is a terrific air enthusiast and .is out every day he isn't

working. It was awful while he was on location

because he had no time to practice but he flew back

in a mail plane and got started bright and early the

next morning. His first passenger was his chauffeur.

Ben told Marie Prevost that he would fly over the

Pathe studios at noon and wave, but he got an earlier

start than he expected and the company was still work-

ing on the sound stage when the drone of hs motor put a

stop to everything. Everyone ran out to try and get

the number of the plane that was flying so low over

a sound stage. Eddie Quillan's sharp eyes discerned

the number 5013. "Why, that's Ben Lyon's plane,

said Marie, and they gave the new pilot three cheers-

that he couldn't hear.
;!f ;j; %

Fred Niblo has discovered that, after all, the actors

do all the work. This is how he happened to find it

<£ Laura La Plante went calling over at the First

Xational Studio—to watch Colleen Moore

wor\ and incidentally to say hello to her

director-husband, William Seiter.

fl[ Bebe Daniels is said to be the best bridge player

in Hollywood. Here she is explaining some fine

points to Jean Arthur, Lane Chandler, Clara Bow.

Doris Hill, Robert Castle, and 7\[eil Hamilton.

future. "Particularly those who work for Jimmie," he adds.

This seems to be the first time in motion picture history

that one director has worked in a scene for another director.

King Vidor recently appeared in "Show People" starring

Marion Davies, but he directed that himself.

Carroll Nye hasn't a moment to call his own so much is

he in demand these days. His next is a two-reel talker,

"Confession," and the first to introduce Lionel Barrymore as

a director. Carroll is to play a heavy and was fixing himself

up as the traditional 'bad actor.' "Oh, no," said Lionel.

"Not a heavy heavy—just a medium-weight one. The sort

of boy who annoys brothers, don't you know."

Ruth Chatterton has knocked Paramount right between

the eyes. They are mad about her, talking or silent. What

a break for a woman! Her first talker is Sir James M. Barrie's

"Half an Hour" directed by William De Mille. I think the

title is changed to "The Doctor's Secret."
* * *

Patsy Ruth Miller has turned inventor. The boys have

such a time at the studio to light their cigarettes that Patsy

has taken pity on them. She took a little block of wood,

fastened a candle to it and a box of matches along side of it.
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<\, Phyllis Haver and Alan Hale share starring

honors with a brand-new member of the cast.

Presto! The thing is no sooner said than done,

and a match in the hand is worth two lighters

at home on the highboy.
* * *

When Aileen Pringle was a child she incurred

the deep displeasure of her teacher because she

used her hands constantly when talking. "Keep

your hands still, my child," said the good lady,

"people will think you have no vocabulary!" And
poor Aileen kept her little hands locked tightly

behind her back in the vain effort to let her tongue

do all the work, an impossible task for a child

with Latin blood. But now those natural ges-

tures help her put over a part.

* * *

Mrs. Wallace Reid has taken

up the megaphone in earnest,

swelling our list of women di-

rectors to three, now that Lois

Weber has retired. The first is

Dorothy Arzner, the second

Elizabeth Pickett. And now
Dorothy Reid. Her first effort

is "Linda," with a cast that in-

cludes Warner Baxter, Helen

Foster and Noah Beery.

I was surprised to find that

instead of the languid lady I

had for some reason pictured

her to be, Mrs. Reid is a

smartly tailored little person

who, wore, that day, a tightly:

fitting soft blue felt hat over

crisply curling bobbed hair. Her

grip is hard, her smile quick

and flashing and her step buoy-

ant with the joy of living.

* * *

Poor little Eva von Berne!

After all the ballyhoo, she has

been let go and told she can

return to her native country

any time she wants to. The little Austrian girl, 'dis-

covered' by Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg during
1

their European honeymoon trip, and brought over here

with a great burst of publicity, appeared in only one

picture—-"Mask of the Devil," opposite John Gilbert

—

and then only after she had reduced to fit the role.

Eva, they say, reduced 'so drastically that she was ill

for a while. Then she finally made the picture, only

to be told, while she was hoping for another part, that

she wasn't just the type. Her contract didn't expire

until December but the company released her in October

and she sailed for home. She was a self-possessed

youngster and always said that even if she didn't make

a hit in Hollywood, she would have had a fine trip out

of it, anyway!
* * *

Hollywood turned out en masse to welcome Marion

Davies home. But wait a minute

—

en masse isn't strictly

accurate. Only Hollywood's elite are welcomed among

Marion's friends; and so the welcome committee con-

sisted only of those stars who are in the movie's Who
Who. A group composed of Chaplin, Harry Crocker,

Harry D'Arrast, Samuel Goldwyn and his wife, and

Louella Parsons gave a big party for Miss Davies, al-

<( She goes to wor\—we mean, "She Goes to War."

Eleanor Boardman returns to pictures as the heroine

of a Henry King production. Welcome bac\, Eleanor!

C[ Samuel Goldwyn, proud professional papa of this quartet of famous

stars: Vilma Ban\y, Walter Byron, Lily Damita, and Ronald Colman.
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most as soon as she'd set foot in Los Angeles again. She's Hollywood's

favorite child.
* * *

They say that Phyllis Haver's voice registers practically 100 per cent per'

feet over the
L

mike.' And Phyllis' voice exactly matches her personality.

It's striking.
% % ;H

Have Bebe Daniels and Paramount come to the well-known parting of the

ways? It looks that way. They say that upon the completion of another

picture Bebe will leave the lot where she has practically grown up and estab'

lished herself as one of the screen's premier comediennes, and make a new
cinema connection. It won't seem natural around the studio with Bebe gone.

* * *

Ramon Novarro has just signed a contract with M.G.M. that gives him

a great deal of pleasure. For six months of the year he is to make pictures

and the other six months he is to

do as he pleases, and he pleases first

to appear in "Tosca" with The
Berlin Opera Company in Germany
immediately after his next picture,

"The Pagan," is completed. The
story by John Russell is to .be

directed by W. S. Van Dyke and

C[ Gloria Lloyd objects being called

'Baby'; she says she's a big

girl now!

C[ Josephine Dunn's new roadster

dressing-room. This innovation

in ma\e-up boxes fits on the door

of any automobile and is easily

attached and removed.

<C Chic Sale welcomes two other

funny fellows, Clar\ and McCuI-
lough, to Hollywood, where they'll

ma\e Movietones.

photographed in the Isle of Hilo out

Honolulu way. What a tough break

these actors have!

* * *

George Jessel signed a contract yes-

terday to make his first feature length

sound picture.

Jessel, the original 'Ja2£ Singer,' stage

star, vaudeville headliner and singer of

homely melodies, will appear in a spe-

cial production called "Lucky Boy" that

will be in every sense of the word a

talking picture.

This means, it is announced, that

there will be dialogue sequences, musical

interpolations and the star will sing a

half do2,en songs that are tied up with

his name.

Jessel's only appearance in sound pic

tures has been in two short subjects

in which he presented part of his

vaudeville act.

Jessel is now appearing on the

stage in New York in "The War
Song," where he will divide his time between the stage and the picture, prob-

ably going to the coast later to make part of the production.

Many of the sequences will be made in lower New York with the roar or

the East Side caught by Tiffany-Tone and the sunlight and shadows of east of

Broadway shown through the camera.

(C Director Fred T^iblo ma\es his movie debut as an actor in William Haines'
picture, "A Man's Man." He's the man behind the microphone, with
]ohn Gilbert beside him and Greta Garbo at the side in the white wrap.
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((Will Rogers is pinch-hitting for Fred Stone in "Three

Cheers," with Fred's dancing daughter, Dorothy.

Three

Cheers

Will

Rogers

Your Old

Friend in a

New Role.

!

IN
big electric lights above Broadway these nights you'll

see a sign that reads: "Will Rogers Pinch-Hitting for

Fred Stone in Three Cheers with Dorothy Stone."

That's all. But there's a story back of it that Broad-

way likes to talk about. A story of friendship and gal-

lantry and good will among actors who are also good

fellows. Fred Stone, famous stage comedian, and Will

Rogers have been friends for years.

Fred is better known on the stage than the screen.

Will, the humorous, gum-chewing comedy philosopher,

divides his time between the stage, lecture tours, newspaper

reporting, and the screen. You know him as our 'Un-

official Ambassador' to foreign countries via the movies.

Will Rogers was in Hollywood when he heard the bad

news_his friend Fred Stone, on his first flight as a lone

pilot, had crashed in his plane and fractured both his

dancing legs. And with rehearsals for the new Stone show,

'Three" Cheers," scheduled to begin immediately.

Will Rogers had other engagements. But he forgot all

about them. He wired C. B. Dillingham, the producer:

'Til go into the show to pinch-hit for Fred until he can

dance again."

So it was that Will Rogers became a song-and-dance

man—in his own inimitable way. Rogers made it possible

for "Three Cheers" to open in time. The only condition

he made was that the billing read: "Will Rogers, Pinch-

Hitting for Fred Stone." He wants the audience to re-

member Fred!
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C[ Vidor has assembled these players for "Hallelujah"

:

Fannie De Knight, Daniel Haynes, Honey Brown,
and Harry Gray, eight-six years old and formerly

a slave.

"Hallelujah/
About King Vidor's New Picture By Val ^Lewton

HY didn't I think of that?" is the probable of all the races and classes which make up a part of the
query of the film impresarios as they throw American scene is the one whose story should be told by
a glance over the studio fence and see King means of sound pictures.

Vidor hard at work on "Hallelujah," the Vidor, a Southerner, has for a long time looked forward
first serious picture to be made with an all-Negro cast, and to the day when he could film the first all-colored film,

which will bring the sweet sounds of plantation melodies, With the advent of sound pictures he saw his opportunity

to make such a

film opened to

him in a more
effective way than

he had hoped for.

Having once
made up his mind
to film a Negro
story, Vidor, who
holds that motion

pictures should be

written with a

camera rather
than with a pen,

began to revive

his memories of

the South and of

Negro life. Soon

he had recalled

enough incidents

to furnish him

with one of the

most dramatic
stories ever pre-

pared for motion

pictures.

The music and

tempo of the
"spirituals"; the
work songs, the

hymns, the heart-

breaking "blues"

—will all be re-

corded.

the furious ca-

dences of revival

meetings and the

weird tones of

Negro spirituals

to those thea-

tres which are

equipped with

sound devices. It

is generally con-

ceded in Holly-

wood that the

young director of

"The Big Parade"

has picked the

subject and
theme most suita-

ble for represen-

tation in sound

pictures.

One can hard-

ly think of the

Negro without

thinking of his in-

fluence on Amer-
ican music; one

can hardly pic-

ture him at work
without at the

same time imag-

ining the song on

his lips. There-

fore, it is clear

that the Negro

(C The young director of "The Big Parade," King Vidor,
himself a Southerner, rehearses Honey Brown and
Daniel Haynes for "Hallelujah," his all-colored epic.
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A DICTIONARY

(\By Popular Demand—

A

Neiv Edition of Screenland's

Dictionary.

pleas'ant. Ben Lyon

Having, or characterized

by, pleasing manners, be-

havior, or appearance;

agreeable; as a pleasant

fellow. No matter what

he plays Ben agrees with

t°he public taste. In fact,

we can't think of a more

thoroughly agreeable fel-

low. Ben has taken to

flying.

out-lines. Olive Borden

Contour. Nobody ever

had to cultivate a taste for

this particular Olive, es-

pecially when she plays

one of those artist's models

she specializes in. Olive's

art has nothing to do with

paint but a lot to do with

form.

u-nique'. Polly Moran

Being without a like or

equal; single in kind or

excellence; sole. (Not

filet.) There's only one

Polly. She's the shamrock

of comedy and in "Hon-

eymoon" she once more

proves her supremacy.

chic. Lily Damita

Artistic cleverness; good

form; style. No one who

has met Mile. Lily in the

flesh or on the screen can

deny she is the epitome of

good form—in fact her

form is simply elegant.

She's the Parisienne par

excellence, ne plus ultra,

etc. She's Ronald Col-

man's heroine in "The

Rescue."

soul. Ramon Novarro

Inspirer; moving spirit;

nobility. In the history

of the world perhaps only

one man has ever won

girlish hearts by being soul-

ful

—

and that one man is

Ramon Novarro. He's a

hero!

vi-va'cious. Sue Carol.

Active, animated, sport-

ive, light-hearted. Sue is

never still. She is always

all a-quiver: maybe be-

cause her screen career

started as a harem dancer

in "Soft Cushions." Now
she is one of our foremost

sub-debs.

suave. William Powell

Blandly pleasing: supple;

urbanely persuasive. He

plays underworld kings as

no other actor can—he is

silken and smooth and

while he always gets his,

he takes his medicine as if

he likes it. The good sport

among villains.
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tem-pes'tu-ous. Baclanova

Stormy; turbulent; violent.

The stunning Russian lady

has swept like a little Rev-

olution across our screens.

From "The Street of Sin'
1

to "Forgotten Faces" she

has blamed her ruthless

way into our esteem.

sweet. Esther Ralston

Arousing pleasing emo-

tions; hence, dear or be

loved. Or both—or all of

'em. The emotions Esther

roused when she played

Mother Darling in "Peter

Pan
11

have never waned

and she's now a star. Her

sweetness lasts.

whole'some. Harold Lloyd

Sound; healthy. No mat-

ter how many roles he

plays he will always be

"Grandmas Boy" to us.

His pictures have brought

him millions, in friends

and in dollars; but he stays

the same unspoiled Harold.

Here's to him!

spar-kling. Renee Adoree

Emitting sparks; flashing;

lively. Melisande of "The

Big Parade" will always

be the doughboys' best

girl. Little Renee of the

big eyes and heart bubbles

as enticingly as the best

champagne from her own

gay land.

(\How Well Do You Know

Your Adjectives? Here's a

Fresh Assortment.

ro-man'tic. John Gilbert

Of or pertaining to ro-

mance; fanciful; extrava-

gant; fantastic; wild.

When you think of John

Gilbert you think of head-

strong princes—as Danilo

in "The Merry Widow"
of wicked memory—

a

young man who knows

what he wants—and takes

it.

temp-ta'tion. Greta Garbo

That which tempts; allure-

ment, enticement. It was

in the title role of "The

Temptress" that Greta

Garbo made her American

bow. She carried on in

"Flesh and the Devil"

—

and the nicest thing about

Greta is that she's always

yielding to her own
temptation.

ver'sa-tile.

Norma Talmadge

Turning with ease from

one thing to another;

many-sided; as versatile.

genius. Anyone who can

tickle her audiences as

"Kiki," then turn right

around and make them cry

as "Camille," is versatile,

( no doubt about it.
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({Fay Wray is wearing unique ear'

rings made from an old East In'

dian belt, which were once traded

to a Norwegian sailor for a $1

American iwitch.

'hich Alice

w ^iilm beauties may be emotionally magnetic, but they

|>i cannot wear costumes that are electrically magnetic

fl if they are to succeed in the new talking pictures.

For instance, Dorothy Mackaill was playing a

cabaret dancer in scenes for "His Captive Woman the

GeorgeFitzmaurice production in which Milton bills is

co-starred. In some scenes there was a static crackling m
the microphones. f

"What are you wearing under that costume? one ot

the engineers asked her. Miss Mackaill told him. That

ended the difficulty, for the offending garments were re-

placed with others not so static.

In another picture, "Naughty Baby," in

White and Jack Mulhall are co-

featured, a similar question was put

to Miss White.

Her answer, with a blush, ^ was:

"Nothing—that has silk in it."

The fabrics in her dress materials

were found to be too soft to broad-

cast. Then the electrical engineer had

an inspiration.

"It's your hair," he said. "Put some

oil on it. That's where this static is

coming from," he said as he ran his

fingers through her shock of blonde

hair.

And so silk-wear and dry hair are

taboo on the talking stages.

Every man has an achievement of

which he is proud. Tittle Billy' is

the most famous midget in the amuse-

ment world. And he claims he was

instrumental in bringing Charles Far-

rell to the screen. When Little Billy,

who left a Broadway play to be fea-

tured in "The Sideshow," travelled

to the Coast for the first time,

Charles, he says, went along as his

valet. The motion picture magnates

£0T
c&ALK
took one look at Farrell, and his diminutive boss soon

had to take a couple of looks for another valet.
^

Tittle Billy' shares the featured roles of "The Sideshow

with Marie Prevost and Ralph Graves. Erie C. Ken-

ton is directing.
* * *

Now Hollywood film players have something else to

worry about. They used to complain about 'the face on

the cutting room floor,' which meant that scenes in which

they appeared before the camera failed to reach the screen

With the coming of talking pictures, a new nightmare

presents itself. Not only are they apt to lose their favorite

scenes, but their choicest bits of dialogue are liable to

be sacrificed to the cutter's shears. Before long we will

be hearing sad tales about 'the voice on the cutting room

floor.' \xt-w
This actually happened a day or two ago when William

C De Mille was filming a scene for "The Doctor's Secret,^

based on Sir James M. Barries play, "Half an Hour,"

which features Ruth Chatterton, H. B. Warner, Robert

Edeson and John Loder. Loder was called upon to be

run over by a motor truck. A crowd was to collect and

their excited voices were to be heard as they gathered

around Loder's body. De Mille was careful to select extras

with English accents, for the setting of the picture is in

London, but it happened that a too

thoroughly Americanized player got

close to the microphone. When the

film was shown later in the projection

I . room the extra was heard to say:

"Stand back, you eggs, ^and let the

poor bimbo get some air!" His is the

first case of "A voice on the cutting

room floor.

* * *

Hundreds of motion picture extras

had an opportunity to eat and drink

—cider and near beer—all they

wanted recently when Ernst Lubitsch

staged a Swiss masquerade party as

sequences in his new production, star-

ring John Barrymore. The picture

is being made under the working

title of "King of the Mountains."

The festivities lasted all day and

most of the night, and by the time

Lubitsch had completed the dancing

and feasting scenes, many of the

merry-makers were so full of Swiss

edibles and beverages that they de-

clared their intention of fasting for

a week.

Extras, garbed in every conceivable

C[ George Bancroft or Wallace Beery '

Xo, no'. It's Richard Arlen all

dressed up for his role in "The Four

Feathers," the picture directed by

Cooper and Schoedsac\ who made
"Grass."
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kind of fantastic masquerade costume, at first needed no urging when the

director told them to dive into the food and drink. But as the day wore on,

and the action was shot again and again from different angles, eating and

drinking became an ordeal. Lubitsch, a stickler for detail, kept the studio

commissary department busy replenishing tables with mountains of food and
barrels of what was supposed to be heady wine and beer, but what was in

reality cider and near-beer.

Barrymore himself, Camilla Horn, leading lady; Victor Varconi, Mona
Rico and other principals had to consume their share. Hobart Bosworth

alone escaped the drinking detail; he's a clergyman in the Alpine romance.
* * *

Pat Rooney, stage comedian and song and dance man, has been signed for

sound pictures. Marian Bent, his wife and stage partner and Pat Rooney,

3rd, have also been engaged.

The contract obtains their exclusive services in the presentation of movietone

novelties for a period of several years. Comedies of sophisticated home life

will be prepared in continuity and dialogue by Edgar Allan Woolf, noted

playwright and stage producer.

The Rooneys are now playing in vaudeville in and around New York.

The present tour will be completed by the first of the year, at which time

they will leave for Universal City and commence production January 15th.

Pat Rooney is the son of the original Pat Rooney of a preceding genera'

tion; one of the highest salaried vaudeville favorites of his day. Pat was
raised on the stage where he learned all the tricks of his noted father and

his talented mother, Josephine Grainger, the popular soubrette of that day.

Rooney has been on the stage for twentyfive years. Mere mention of

that popular song, "She's The Daughter of Rosie Grady," recalls to two
generations the names of Pat Rooney and Marian Bent as does "The Side-

walks of New York" recall another favorite son.
* * *

The most unusual and dramatic use of sound yet employed in the making
of talking pictures has just been achieved by Benjamin Glazer to record the

beating of a baby's heart as the infant hovers between life and death in a

striking scene in "Sal of Singapore," starring Phyllis Haver.

Already a tense scene as silent drama, its dramatic power is greatly in-

creased as the audience actually hears the throbbing of the little heart while

Phyllis Haver and Alan Hale hold their ears to the baby's breast.

Thump! Thump! Thump! it beats. Then as the illness reaches a crisis

the beat grows fainter and more irregular. Finally it ceases altogether, and

after what seems to be an interminable silence the audience hears a faint

beating again and realises that the baby has pulled through.

The way in which such a scene was recorded is a secret that only the

special Photophone experts who made it know, but needless to say it was
accomplished without danger to baby Rosemary Wilson, who plays such an

important part in this production.
* * *

During the recent nine-week personal appearance tour in the East just com'

pleted by 'Our Gang,' the youngsters did 287 performances in the largest

theatres of the Eastern states, playing to approximately 1,516,700 paid

admissions. Adding in the thousands who thronged the streets everywhere,

the additional thousands who were turned away from theatres, and the

crowds of people who saw them at various appearances, visits to schools,

orphanages, children's hospitals and impromptu receptions the warmth and

volume of the 'Our Gang' welcome are said to have exceeded all advance

expectations.

It is a safe bet, their several mentors report, that no children anywhere

ever had a more exciting trip. Added to their joy at breaking theatre records

with startling regularity, they had a jolly good time all the way. They were

feted and dined under most interesting circumstances.

In Detroit they were the guests of the Ford plant, investigating the big

factory from top to bottom and even taking a joy ride in one of Mr. Ford's

planes.

C[ "Hello, there!" says Barbara Kent.
This is the young lady who plays

in "Lonesome," but how could she

ever be?
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By

Miss Vee Dee

Qj Here's the Questions-and-

Ansvoers Girl All Dressed

Up in a New Department!

'Miss Vee Dee is so popular we had

to give her more space. She will

answer your questions as soon as

possible, but every letter must await

its turn. If you desire a ^personal

reply by mail from her, please en-

close a stamped addressed envelope.

Address: Miss Vee Dee, Screen-

land Magazine, 49 West 45th Street,

X[ew Yor\ City.

({Clara Bow and Bebe Daniels are the most popular

stars among Miss Vee Dee's correspondents this month.

They're nice girls and good friends.

Yvonne Van B. of Anvers, Bel

gium. Here's a pretty 'how-de-do,'

but you can't fool me, Cherie.

]e me'en fiche; or as our great-

grandmothers used to say, "I should

worry!" Florence Vidor is not the wife

of Clive Brook. Florence was married on

August 20, 1928, to the world-renowned

violinist, Jascha Heifers. Johnny Hines

is not the husband of the charming Bessie

Love or of any other fair charmer. Bebe

Daniels is not married and as far as I

know, not engaged as we sail into our

air-port. Bebe made a flying trip to^ New
York City, gave us 'the once over,' and

back again to Hollywood to work until

January, when she goes to Europe for a

long vacation.

A Reader from Alabama. How tall is

a screen star without her shoes? Tush-

tush, gentle reader, that's a very ticklish

subject. Leatrice Joy is 5 feet 3 inches

tall Billie Dove is 5 feet 5 inches. Bebe

Daniels is 5 feet 3% inches. Alice Terry

is 5 feet 6. Marion Davies is 5 feet 4V2 .

Renee Adoree is 5 feet 3. Maria Corda

is 5 feet 3. Jetta Goudal is 5 feet 7 and

Vilma Banky is 5 feet 2 inches tall. What

a head for figures you must have. It's

quite a feat!

Mozelle of Roanoke, Texas. You have

been told that William Powell has brown

hair and blue eyes, but you want the^ 'you '

know-what' about him. Now here's my
Big Moment. William was born in Pitts-

burgh, Pa. (The city that's filled with

smoke, but don't breathe it!) He is 6

feet tall and weighs 160 pounds. He has

appeared in "Beau Geste," "Love's Greatest

Mistake," "Nevada," and "She's a Sheik."

Dick Barthelmess, Ronny Colman and Bill

Powell are great chums. Wouldn't they

be a riot on your Main Street?

Clara Bow the 2nd of Logansport, Ind.

By popular consent that title was wished

on you so why try to reject 'it?' Do I

think you will ever be an actress? I do

not like to commit myself or broadcast

bread upon the waters and get hit with

the usual stone, but you have the same

chance that thousands of other girls have

and with the 'Clara Bow back-ground' you

should be able to fan your way into fame.

Clara is 5 feet 2 inches tall, weighs 109

pounds and has brown eyes and red hair.

Colleen Moore has one brown and one

blue eye, brown hair and is 5 feet 3 inches

tall. Louise Brooks has black hair, brown

eyes, is 5 feet 2 inches tall and weighs 120

pounds. Betty Bronson has brown hair,

blue eyes, is 5 feet tall and weighs 100

pounds. Alice White has reddish-gold hair

but I don't know her other good points.

Your home-town girl, Ann Christy, (real

name, Gladys Cronin), has not sent me

her life history. She was Harold Lloyd's

sprightly sweetheart in "Speedy."

E. H. W. of Hartford, Conn. Yes, I'm

the Big Splash in this department for divers

reasons, but don't ask me! Renee Adoree

was born in 1901 in Lille, France. She

was in "The Michigan Kid" with Conrad

Nagel and with John Gilbert in "The Cos-

sacks," also in "Tide of Empire" with

George Duryea and William Collier. Jr.

You will see William Powell with Louise

Brooks and Jean Arthur in "The Canary

Murder Case."
'

Wichita Slim of Kansas. So you are the

hot news to all the fat guys, are you?

Gertrude Olmstead was born in Chicago,

111. She is 5 feet 2 inches tall and weighs

117 pounds. She has chestnut brown hair

and gray-blue eyes. You can write her at

FBO Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood,

Cal. Gertrude was in "The Hit of the

Show" with Joe Brown, Gertrude Astor,

and that adorable cut-up, Daphne Pollard.

Vera Reynolds was born in Richmond, Va.
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She is 5 feet 1 inch tall, weighs 110 pounds

and has brown hair and hazel eyes. Ad'

dress her at Pathe Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Nancy Carroll was born in New York City.

Her real name is Nancy Lahiff. In private

life she is the wife of Jack Kirkland, the

scenario writer. You can reach her at Para'

mount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Holly-

wood, Cal.

Blue Eyes of Mapletown, Pa. You have

waited a long time to write to your favor'

ite, Marion Davies, and now in desperation

you appeal to me for help. To be exact,

you want me to whisper the sweet wor,d

that will wring a letter from Marion. I

can't promise anything as grand as that

but don't be scared—drop her a note at

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Studios, Culver

City, Cal.

Ella. L. from Chicago. Slam, bang! Don't

shoot. That's just my quiet way of a

friendly greeting. Leslie Fenton was in

"The Showdown"
and "The Drag Net."

He was born in

Liverpool, England.

He has been called a

scholar, poet, and

actor. He attracted

the attention of the

fans with his work
in "What Price
Glory" as Lieutenant

Moore. His latest

release is "The First

Kiss," starring Gary
Cooper and Fay
Wray. You will see

your favorite, Joseph
Schildkraut, as Gay
lord Ravenal in the

Universal production

of "Show Boat." He
was chosen from
among a number of

fine players for that

role. Cullen Landis

and Rex Lease are

not brothers. Cullen

has made a big hit

in the first 'all-talk'

ing' film, "Lights of

New York."

Francis Feeney. He is 5 feet 9 inches tall

and weighs 140 pounds. Bebe Daniels

and James Hall were injured while making

"The Fifty-Fifty Girl" but they are all

okay now. Bebe has made "Hot News"
and "Take Me Home" since she was laid

up for repairs. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. is

18 years old. Charles Farrell is 26.

Madge Bellamy is 22. Mary Pickford is

3 5. William Boyd is 30. Mary Brian is

20. Esther Ralston is 24 and Clara Bow
is 23 years old.

A. Connor from Manitoba. You
wouldn't give a fig for all your dates when
George O'Brien pictures come to town!

He weighs 145 pounds, is 6 feet tall and

has blue eyes and brown hair. He was

born in San Francisco, Cal., in 1900. "Paid

to Love" and "East Side, West Side" are

two of your favorite's well-known successes.

George has a long-term contract with Fox

Studios, 1401 No. Western Ave., Holly-

wood, Cal., but was loaned to Warner

Sally Mc. of he-

onia, J. Some one
has given you a couple of wrong numbers.
Now listen to me! Buddy Rogers was born
August 13, 1905, and is 6 feet tall, has

black hair and brown eyes. His latest pic
ture is "Varsity" and his next one is "Some'
one to Love." That will stop traffic, but

not" Buddy. Richard Arlen was born in

Virginia in 1899. He is to be seen with

Fay Wray in "Four Feathers." Richard

can be reached at Paramount Studios, 5451

Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.

A Future Star from 7s[. J. You can put

any expression on your face but can you
take it off? If you are a full-fledged aviator

at the age of 16, a good actor, and have

the determination to get in pictures, the

ups and downs of a movie career should

not floor you. Hop off. Buddy, and take

a test. Some of the Eastern studios are

opening for sound pictures and you may
get a hearing. Good luck to you and lots

oi it.

fust K[ellie, Philadelphia. I'm smacked
right down with all your questions. Do
I like answering letters? I like nothing

better. Think that over. Donald Keith is

about 25 years old. His real name is

C[ More questions were as\ed of Miss Vee Dee about

Richard Barthelmess than about any other male star

this month. Here's Dic\ grabbing a bite between

scenes on location for "Scarlet Seas.

Bros, for their special production

"Noah's Ark."

of

Won'dring Anne of Pleasantville, N.. ]
You think I must be hounded with ques-

tions —• believe me or refuse, I'm going

straight to the bow-wows. Harrison Ford

can be found at the Pathe Studios, Culver

City, Cal. Madge Kennedy and Alice

Brady have not been in pictures for quite

some time but are on the stage. Bryant

Washburn appears with Lila Lee in "A
Bit of Heaven," a film released by one of

the smaller companies. Ethel Clayton and

Ian Keith did a turn in vaudeville; right

now Ian is a hit in a stage play on Broad-

way: "The Command Performance." Ruth
Chatterton, the well-known stage star and

ex-wife of Ralph Forbes, is Emil Janning's

leading lady in "Sins of the Fathers."

Elliot Dexter is in vaudeville, presenting

a speaking version of an old Famous
Players picture, "Something to Think
About."

Kathleen G. of Philadelphia. Where is

that big handsome blond boy, Arnold Gray?
That's what I want to know. Has any-

one seen Arnold? My last record of him is

with Kathleen Collins in "Fangs of Fate."

And where is Rosalind Fuller? At present

you can say she's a quickie cutie but 'if

the producers will give her a chance, that

baby will be hard to stop.' Just try and

do it. Your grand words of praise for

my department put quite a crimp in my
inferiority complex. I'll pass the good

word along to Rosa Reilly, as one of

Screenland's best bets. We thank you.

And if I hear from any eighteen-year-olds

in either Richmond, Va., or Charleston, S.

C, I'll surely let you know.

D. B. of Mattoon, III. Why take a

year to write a novel when you can buy
one for 50 cents? My word! I never

thought of that. Jean Paige has married

and retired from the screen some time ago.

I have no information on Monroe Salis-

bury. Estelle Tayor was born in Wilming-

ton, Delaware, but she doesn't say when.

She is 5 feet 4V2 inches, tall, weighs 125

pounds and has dark brown hair and eyes.

She is playing on the

stage just now with

her husband, Jack

Dempsey, in "The
Big Fight"; but she

says she will be back

on the screen soon,

probably in a talkie.

Mary B. of Mon-
treal. Will I give you
the high lights on

your favorites? I ask

you, can I do any-

thing else in this

gloom-chasing depart-

ment? Here is where

we snap our fingers

at care and laugh at

the merry-go-round
of trouble. I don't

blame you a tidbit

for trying to follow

up Sue Carol but

you'll have a hard

time catching her

for she's "Chasing
Through Europe"

with Nick Stuart.

Just the title of her

new picture. But

write her at Fox
Studios, 1401 No.
Western Ave., Holly-

wood, Cal., and she will be glad to read

your letter. Sue was born in Chicago, 111.,

in 1908. She is 5 feet tall and weighs 100

pounds. She has brown hair and big dark

brown eyes. William Boyd's next film is

"Masquerade" with Lupe Velez and Jetta

Goudal.

Violet W. of Oakland, Cal. I want to

answer you the worst way about your

friend who went into the movies in 1913,

but with such a slight clue to work on,

I haven't been able to locate her. I'm

some little detective and I seldom lose a

case, gin-erally speaking—but I must tod-

dle along on that one.

Ruth Viola from Indianapolis. You're

right; I'm the interpreter, the Who's Who
and When of this department. To say

nothing of 'And How.' H. B. Warner, one

of our finest actors of the screen, was born

in St. John's Woods, London, England.

Before coming to America in 1905 he

appeared with many of the famous English

stars on the stage. He was in "Sorrel and

Son" and plays with Corinne Griffith in

"The Divine Lady." He is now making

(Continued on page 108)
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The Garbo Girl Sways the Mode-continuedfrom page 27

fascination remain on the screen, for her

alone. , .«„

The Garbo figure, of course, is the

foundation for the Garbo modes. Greta

Garbo might be classed, anatomically, as

a tall, attenuated girl, with a supple young

body and with no spare flesh on her well-

made frame. This is the type that seems

to be overshadowing the rounded little crea-

tures of some years ago. One important

trait of the Garbo figure—there are no

bulging hips. So it can be seen that

the long straight silhouette is the

basis of any design. Often the tall girl

*eeks to minimize her height — and

personally I think this is a mistake

Let us, first of all, inspect the modes

of the early morn.

The girl of the Garbo type should

wear pajama ensembles; geometric

designs in vivid colors; scarfs wrapped

around the head. Sandals or plain

mules can be worn with such outfits.

Chinese dressing gowns in black with

rich embroidery are extremely attract-

ive—and an odd little ring on the

finger aids the impression of exotic

charm which is one of the rare gifts

of this type of girl. As to the hair

a long bob, or knot at the nape

of the neck, are the ideal types of hair-

dress.
, 111

The girl of the Garbo type should

NOT wear negligees of taffeta with

ruffles, or handmade flowers, dainty

pinks or blues, or bandeaus with rib-

bon streamers. Ostrich plume trim-

ming on dressing gowns ought to be

an unpardonable crime for a girl of

the Garbo type. Frills don't go with

her figure or style, at all.

Now for the street dress. Lovely

tweeds in shades of grays and browns,

made in ensembles consisting of

tailored . coats with quite short skirts

—tailored satin blouses or woven

sweaters, preferably designed in hori-

zontal stripes, suede pull-on gloves—

these are the best elements of the

Garbo street costume; while medium-

low heel Oxfords or one-strap pumps

are the ideal footwear for the street.

As to sports wear—the Garbo girl

must never wear anything that would

come under the descriptive category of

'dainty.' Such things are for flappers, and

a Garbo is not a flapper.

Conservative sports costumes giving an

attitude of freedom for movement are essen-

tial to this type of girl. Tweed overcoats

or homespun materials should be worn with

two-piece sports dresses or one-piece dresses

trimmed with braiding.

Ensembles in tweed or jersey consisting

of short jackets, tailored, with skirts with

roomy side pleats and with sweaters in

horizontal stripes are effective, in particular,

for this type of wearer. Sports furs made

either in coats or short jackets with linings

matching the dresses, and cravat scarfs are

charming embellishments. These come m
beaver, raccoon, astrakhan, and calfskin.

Suede or leather coats and the trench coats,

are excellent for both sports and ramy

weather wear. Cardigan jackets of knitted

wool, too, are appropriate for a Garbo.

I remember that I designed a two-piece

sports costume in Boi de rose duveteen,

made with a sleeveless jacket and a short

skirt with roomy kick pleats, for Miss Garbo

to wear in "A Woman of Affairs." A
tucked-in blouse, with boyish collar and

leather belt, further carried out the athletic

type of costume in this instance. Topping

this was a trench coat of the same material

finished with a bright plaid Tuxedo collar.

With a bright little muffler encircling the

throat and small hat of felt, the costume

was complete, and used in scenes depicting

yachting and motoring.

Just a word about hats, incidentally, as

we discuss costumes with which they go.

Miss Garbo's face is well-proportioned;

burgundy. But strong, vivid reds must be

shunned.
The Garbo girl must never wear her hair

puffed out at the sides, but invariably

brushed back, even with ears showing.

Large pearl earrings add an artistic touch

and embellish any form of hat on this par-

ticular type of girl.

One of Miss Garbo's favorite costumes

is a two-piece dress of dark green camels-

hair jersey. The skirt has plaits on

the side, and the blouse is in three

tones of green. Over this is worn a

short suede jacket in green, with an

unusual collar, lined with velvet, and

a novel scarf. Another of her cos-

tumes—and this will illustrate what I

said about negligees—is a negligee of

fashioned gold cloth and a pajama en-

semble.

The formal afternoon frocks of the

Garboesque girl must be quiet in color

and design. Knife-plaited chiffons or

satins, fashioned in dipping lines, are

ideal. The hipline should be always

snug. Real lace, at the neckline and

cuffs, can be effectively used in these

costumes, and sleeves should be long

and clinging. Sheer hose and unobtru-

sive pumps are essential.

A great mistake of many girls of the

C[ Greta Garbo
posing in the

correct pajama

ensemble em-

phasized by

Adrian in his

article. The
drawing is the

Horrible Ex-

ample of what

the Garbo
type must not
wear — frills

and ribbons
and furbelows.1

shaped like an egg, it forms a perfect

oval. This oval face, and the tall slen-

der girl usually has it, is ideally

adapted to the new lines in millinery.

Berets, turban and bonnets are the

shapes now in vogue, and any of the

three shapes are becoming to a girl of the

Garbo type. The berets with wide gros-

grain bands are ideal for sports wear and

-an be worn in the soft felts.

Dressy hats with feather trimmings are

well carried off by this more sophisticated

type; black hatters' plush with feather brim

and side trims may be used to special

advantage by the girl with wide-apart eyes.

Ostrich feathers used in long curled plumes

extending over the shoulder can only be

worn by a well-groomed Garbo type. To

others, it would be fatal.

Drooping side brims with smaller brim

in front, also drooping, and weighted down

by satin bows or heavy trimmings, are be-

coming. They tend to cut off the height

and to emphasize the mystery of a halt-

hidden face. All shades of browns from

the blonde shade to a deep negro brown

are becoming. Blues in bright electric

shades or soft gray blues are good. So are

pure grays, orchid, purple, old rose, and

Garbo type is, that they often wish to

appear more 'ingenuish' than their type.

They become attracted to crisp taffetas. As

a matter of fact, this type of material

should be studiously avoided, unless

fashioned in a clinging design. Puffs and

perky bows don't belong to a Garbo. Her

evening gowns should be of clinging vel-

vets and moires. Laces are smart, but

tulles with their tiers of ruffles may be

admired, perhaps, but never worn by her.

Solidly beaded gowns are excellent for her

type for formal occasions. Scarfs and

drapes appearing from the shoulder line

give her grace of movement.

Evening wraps are specially interesting

for the Garbo type of girl—she has so

many to choose from. If she admires the

short jacket, for instance, she can appear

in one of Russian ermine or moire, or the

popular cocktail jacket of spangles. If she

wishes a long cape, she can wear the

Moused bodice cape with snug line from

hips down. (Continued on page 101)
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Helena Rubinstein Cosmetic
Proclaim the Artist!

T

Mme. Helena Rubinstein
World- Renowned Beauty Specialist

For color, for texture, for

staying quality, for whole-

someness, the cosmetic
creations of Helena Rubin-

stein are unquestionably

the finest in the world.

Beforeyouapply your finishing touches,

cleanse the skin with Valaze Pasteurized

Face Cream—the soothing, revitalizing,

protective cream. It molds the skin in

beauty (1.00). Valaze Beauty Founda-

tion Cream makes rouge and powder

doubly adherent, doubly flattering. An
ideal powder foundation (1.00, 2.00).

Now your skin is ready for

—

Valaze Powder. Clinging, exquisitely

textured, subtly fragrant. In a rich

variety of smart and enhancing shades,

Novena for dry skin. Valaze for average

and oily skin. 1.50, 3.00.

It is essential that you visit Helena Rubinstein's

Salons at this trying time of year, so that your

beauty may present a harmony of perfection—skin,

contour, eyes, hands and hair all exquisite. Here

you -will receive the last uord in scientific beauty

treatments and expert guidance on home treatments

and make-up.

HE secret of a successful facial ensemble? . . . Make-up that

is as perfect in texture as in color . . . lipstick that lends satin

smoothness as well as luscious tone . . . rouge you can blend with

ease . . . powder so gossamer it becomes one with the skin . . .

Such are the cosmetics of Helena Rubinstein. For they are the

creation of one who is artist as well as scientist . . . one who for

years has divided her life between laboratory and atelier . . . study-

ing constantly to bless all women with the wondrous coloring of

immortal beauties.

When you touch the new Cubist Lipstick to your lips, when you

bring the glow of Red Raspberry Rouge to your cheeks, when you

clothe your skin with the gentle fragrant radiance that is Valaze

Powder, then you realize the magic that lies in make-up.

Valaze Rouges (compact or en creme)

impart a luscious bloom that actually

protects the skin! For daytime you will

choose gay piquant youthful Red Rasp-

berry and for evening, Red Geranium,

the vivid, the provocative. For the con-

servative woman there is the subtle

Crushed Rose Leaves 1.00.

\ic Lips

Cubist Lipstick—Helena Rubinstein's

newest cosmetic creation. Brings to the

lips a softness, lustre and beauty rivalled

only by the rare loveliness of its color-

ing. In two enchanting shades, Red
Raspberry for day and Red Geranium
for evening. To be chic one must have

both. Smart, enameled cases, Golden
or Black, 1.00.

are masterpieces of the jeweler's craft!

Enameled inJetBlack,ChineseRedJade
Green or Golden. Double compact

2.50, Golden 3.00, Single Compact

2.00, Golden 2.50.

Accent the Beauty of Your Eyes with

Valaze Persian Eye-Black (Mascara)

—

instantly darkens the eyelashes giving

them an effect of silky, soft luxuriance.

Wonderfully adherent, yet does not

leave lashes stiff or brittle. 1.00, 1.50.

Valaze Eye Shadow [Compact or Cream
in black, brown or blue] 1.00.

Valaze Eyelash Grower and Darkener

promotes luxuriant growth of lashes

and brows. 1.00, 1.50.

Your Daily

Beauty Treatment
Cleanse with Valaze Pasteurized Face

Cream (1.00). Clear, refine and animate

the skin with Valaze Beautifying Skin-

food—Helena Rubinstein's skin-clear-

ing masterpiece (1.00). Brace the tissues

and tighten the pores with Valaze Skin-

toning Lotion (1.25). Complete treat-

ment—a two months' supply—with

detailed instructions (3.50.)

If there are blackheads, conspicuous

pores, wash the skin with Valaze Black-

head and Open Pore Paste Special

(1.00). This unique preparation gently

penetrates the pores, ridding them of

all impurities. Use instead of soap.

LONDON PARIS

8 East 57th Street, New York

Philadelphia, 254 South 16th St. 670 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Boston, 234 Boylston Street 951 Broad Street, Newark

Cosmetic and home-treatment creations ofHelena Rubinstein are obtainable

at the better shops, or directfrom the Salons
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P
No. 40-$62

^$5Down-$ 1 .25Week\t^
l This exquisite diamond ring is con- \

i siUered extremely handsome. The beat
N

it quality ecnuine blue white diamond is

I full of fiery brilliance and sparkling col-

\ ors It makes a wonderful engagement 1

\ring or friendship ring. Your friends/

\w3l think you paid 1100.00 for it^
k. Everyone will admire it. The^^

.gift case is free. Writ*
i
for Catalog.

Grace Kingsley's Gossip— continued fro??? page 32

SEND NO When yon pet„.„ r -v-the ring, payM O N E I only $6.00 to

the postman. If you keep it,

pay only $1.25 a week for one
whole year. All credit deal-

ings kept strictly confidential

-no unnecessary delay. State

if white or colored

We are Money Back
firm °of Guarantee
diamond importers.You take
no risk. If you are not satis-

fied that the ring is the big-

gest bargain youever got, re-

turn it and wo will refund
every cent that you paid.

II wime vi wjuiw. _
-— • j ——— —

PRICE CUT TO $62—WORTH SlOO
You can now buy this gorgeous ring at the wholesale

price. Compare it with similar rings at $100. We guaran-

tee it to stand any test or comparison. Greatest bar-

gain offered by any Diamond Importer. We allow 8,.

annual increase in exchange for a larger diamond ring.

Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog
It brings our large Jewelry Store right into your home.
Gives weights, grades and complete description so you

can buy diamonds like an expert. Gives you information

other jewelers dare not tell. Diamonds from $197 Ct. up
AGENTS WANTED—EARN $200 WEEK. Write tor details.

STERLING E'^SS Cf£:

PERSONAL
Appearance
is now more than ever

the key note of success,

both in social and bus-
inesslife. Bow-Leogeii
and Knock- Kneed men
and women,both young
and old. will be glad to

hear that my new ap-
pliance will successful-

ly straighten, within
a short time, bow-
leggedness and knock-
kneed legs, safely,

quickly and perma-
nently, without pain,

operation or discomfort. Worn at night My new
"Lim -Straitner", Model 18, U.S. Patent, is easy to

adjust; its results will soon save you from further

humiliation, and improve your personal appearance

100 per cent. (Model 18 is not like old-fashioned

splints or braces, with bothersome straps, hard to

adjust, but a scientific, modern device of proven

merit, used and recommended for the last 8 years

by physicians everywhere.)

Write today for particulars, testimonials and my
free copyrighted physiological and anatomical book

which tells you how to correct how and knock-Kneed

legswithout anyohligation. Knclose a dime for postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
1680 L, W. U. Building, Binghamton, N. Y.

Are You Troubled?
Are you worried or ill?

Send full name, date, month and year of

birth and I will diagnose your health

FREE of charge.
I answer questions on Love, Marriage oi

Business—$1 a question. If I cannot answer
your question, I will return your dollar.

Thousands who know my work say I have
NEVER been mistaken in my answers.

Dr. Beatrissia Marye, P. O. Box U-l,

Dept. E, Beverly Hills, California

DEVELOP YOUR FORM!
Our scientific method highly recommended

for quick, easy development

LA BEAUTE CREME
for improvement of bust, neck, face

arms and legs
Used with great success by thousands. In-

expensive, harmless, pleasant. Successful
results or money refunded. Full particulars

and proof (sealed) free. Write for special

offer TODAY.
LA BEAUTE STUDIOS

357SW Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, Md.

MONEYFORYOU
Men or women can earn $15 to $25 weekly
in spare time at home making display cards.

Light, pleasant work. N o canvassing. We
instruct you and supply you with work.
Write to-day for full particulars.

The MENHENITT COMPANY Limited f
ominion Bid sr.,Torontom 'oronto, Can. sr" '

XCCCUJ

willing to turn over to her."

Mrs. Clarence Brown was co-hostess with

Phyllis Haver and her mother, and we
found that Phyllis had chosen wisely in

selecting a whole big apartment house in

which to entertain her friends, because that

friendship list includes all Hollywood.

Both Phyllis and Mrs. Brown are brilliant

hostesses, so the party was sure from the

beginning to be the success which it turned

out.

The house boasts, in the Spanish style,

a huge patio, and though there is a great

drawing room for general use, it was in

the patio that everybody gathered, just as

everybody should in California.

The evening was cool, and there were

huge braziers in big kettles filled with coal,

to warm the patio, on which, by the way,

Marie Prevost, without stockings, burned

her leg, and there was a big fire in the

drawing room fireplace. A charming pipe

organ has been installed in the drawing

room, and there later gathered some musical

souls, including Price Dunlavey, who plays

the organ at United Artists Theater, Walter

Pidgeon and Vernon Rickard, who sings,

and a group of admirers, listening to the

musicians.

There were great tables loaded with food

in the patio—the salad, we heard afterward,

had been made in one of the bath-tubs!

—

and there was an orchestra to play for the

dancers.

Bert Lytell is supposed to be engaged now

to Phyllis Haver, but neither will admit it;

but at any rate Bert came early and stayed

late.
.

We wondered how Bert and Claire

would get on, but Bert smiled when he

saw Phyllis and Claire Windsor later eating

together.

'That's democracy!" he remarked.

Claire was escorted by Gino Conti, a

very handsome young Italian actor.

Sid Grauman was there and so was Texas

Guinan, and Texas exclaimed: "I'm cer-

tainly going to take off my shoes and^stock-

ings and wade through Sid Grauman's hair

before I go back to New York!"

Grauman is a big theater owner in Los

Angeles, you know, and one of his most

noted physical characteristics is a terrific

mop of curly brown hair.

Robert Leonard and Gertrude Olmstead

had come from the football game, as had

many of the other guests.

I forgot to say that the party was an

informal affair, with everybody told to come

in their everyday clothes, or at best dinner

frocks. So nobody was dolled up, and I'm

sure they enjoyed themselves more for that

fact. .
£•

"It's fun to doll up sometimes, con-

fided Marie Prevost, who looked cute in a

white sport suit and tama o'shanter, "but

the beauty chase is always a nuisance, and

I do love affairs like this!"

I don't know who Sally O'Neil came

with, but she was with Buster Collier most

of the evening. Buster lives in the apart-

ment house, and he invited a number of

the guests to his suite, where Walter Pid-

geon entertained with his singing.

Bebe Daniels was there, almost hidden

away in a great black droopy hat. I don't

know who she came with. She danced three

or four times and then went home.

Sally O'Neil ate supper with D. W.
Griffith, and then made him come out on

the floor and dance. He is a very won-

derful dancer, but I'm not sure he wouldn't

rather have sat at his table and discussed

talking pictures with Paul Sloanc. Paul

has just been signed by Fox for Movietone,

and is very enthusiastic. As for Griffith,

he says that he thinks the silent pictures

are done for.

Paul brought his lovely wife, Lillian

Sloane, who was once a grand opera singer.

After being married twelve years, they had

a baby a few months ago. Paul declared,

"You know you come home and see a

baby carriage in the hall, and, forgetting

that, after all those years, you have a child

of your own, you wonder who's visiting

you!
Roland Drew was there, having come all

by his good-looking lonesome; and there

were Sharon Lynn and Barney Glazer,

Harvey Barnes, Cornelius Keefe, Al Rogell

and Marion Douglas, Norman Kerry, Hugh
Allen, Ethelyn Claire, Peggy Prevost, Wil-

liam Russell and Helen Ferguson, Pauline

Garon, Darryl Zanuck and Virginia Fox,

Jack Warner and his wife, Ben Lyon, Lila

Lee, John Davidson, Loris and Finis Fox,

Larry Weingarten and his wife, Sylvia Thal-

berg, Holmes Herbert—looking lonely with-

out his fiance, Shirley Dorman, who is now
in New York— Blanche Sweet. Mike

Cudahy, Belle Bennett and Fred Winder-

mere and a lot of others.

Priscilla Dean arrived with her new hus-

band, Lieutenant Arnold, the world flyer.

And Mrs. Maddox, whose husband owns

the Maddox planes which fly up and down

the coast, told how Priscilla and her hus-

band happened to get married the day they

did, down there in Mexico.

"We had flown down in our plane, the

four of us," said Mrs. Maddox. "At the

hotel at Auga Caliente we found only two

rooms. Priscilla and I decided to sleep

together, but my husband suddenly remem-

bered it was our wedding anniversary, and

declared that he thought it only right under

the circumstances that we should be to-

gether . So that left nothing for Priscilla

and the Lieutenant to do but get married.

Isn't that just like one of those old-time

farces?"

We sighted Steve Gossoon. Steve used to

be engaged to Phyllis, you remember. But

she dispensed food and smiles quite impar-

tially to both Bert and Steve.

"I hear it was announced over the radio,"

remarked Bert, "that Phyllis and I are en-

gaged; but I told her I wasn't going to give

up any more jewelry until I find out

whether she is really serious or not."

Isabel O'Neil, who lately married John

Howard, wealthy business man, came alone.

She said her husband wouldn't bring her

because she insisted on wearing socks in-

stead of stockings.

Chet Franklin, the director, looked rather

lonely, too, without his beautiful wife, Mil-

dred, who is back in New York on a visit

at present.

Lupe Velez held court as usual for a

lot of men, sitting on a hammock swing

until it broke down and precipitated them

all to the floor. Then she moved her court

into the drawing room. Lupe is an amusing

child. She tells about her latest beau with

the utmost frankness— whether they are

quarreling or not, and just how serious it

is, and we heard her exclaim:

"I wouldn't call up any man!"

"She probably doesn't have to," mur-

mured Patsy.

Bert Lytell and Texas Guinan hob-nobbed

about New York and New York people,

and Texas said to us that she considered

Bert 'the Peter Pan of the underworld!'
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Once We
Called Him a
Wallflower
Now He's the Best

TalkerandMost
PopularMan in Town

5 COULD never figure out what was
wrong with Jim Begley. Knowing him

intimately I knew he wasn't the dumb-
bell that everybody had him labeled. When
alone with me, he was his natural self.

On the subject of business, he could sit

for hours and tell me how he would like

to change things in his company's sales

policy. And darn good ideas they were,

too!
' He could be witty as the best of

them. He could discuss politics in a very
logical way.

But, oh boy I How he'd close up when
in a business conference or when talking

to strangers! And socially—what a dud
he was I He'd sit back like a clam, trying

to make himself as inconspicuous as pos-

sible. And one night there occurred an
incident that crushed his pride. A girl

whom I knew Jim admired came up to

me and said:—"Say, why don't you leave

that wallflower home ? He doesn't con-

tribute anything to the fun."

Luckily for Jim, he was standing close

by and overheard every word. When the

party broke up, Jim had vanished. I

called him up next day but the operator
told me he had quit his job. I tried to

locate him but was unsuccessful, so I

soon dropped him from my mind.

A Chance Encounter

One night about a year later I heard
some one calling me from a passing auto-
mobile. I turned around and—lo and
behold! Here's Jim. Sitting at the wheel
of a snappy red sport coupe, dressed like

a fashion plate and looking like a million

dollars. Observing my astonishment, he
winked and said hastily—'"All questions
answered later, Bill. Meanwhile, let's dine
at my club. I've got to address the House
Committee."

During the evening I couldn't help but
marvel at the change in the man. Gone
was the old air of diffidence and bashful-

ness. He was the lion of the party every
minute. He completely dominated the con-

versation. Once he'd send us into gales

of laughter in relating a funny experience

he had with an Irish janitor. Next we
breathlessly followed him through a descrip-

tion of his adventures as a doughboy in

France. Later he told us about his won-
derful position and how he expected to

leave for Europe in a few days as a market
investigator for his company.

But it was not until wo were driving
home that he unfolded the most amazing
story of all; the explanation of his change
from a timid, self-conscious wallflower to a
fascinating dominating personality. He told

how a remarkable new training had enabled
him to overcome his lack of self-confidence

and stage fright; taught him how to be-

come an interesting, convincing speaker

;

and how it had shown him a short cut to

advancement in business, social popularity,

and real success.

"Take my tip, Bill, and do what I

did," he said. "You know I was always
afraid to talk in front of a group or at

a party because I had such a limited
vocabulary—I never could pronounce words
correctly or say what I wanted to say.

So I just kept silent. But after that awful
jolt I got at Helen's party I made up my
mind to overcome that handicap. At first

I tried looking up words in the dictionary
but I made no progress at all. Then one
day I heard about an amazing new method
of learning correct pronunciation and be-

coming an easy fluent speaker—able to

converse on any subject. I could actually
hear a Speech Specialist pronounce hun-
dreds of difficult words—right in my own
home.

"The first evening I learned to pro-
nounce exactly 39 words which I had been
mispronouncing almost every day, and in

less than one week I had enriched my
vocabulary beyond my expectations. Today
I am using hundreds of words that I
never would have dreamed of using a
month ago. And I never suffer from stage
fright or timidity any more because I know
what to say and how to say it—I've merely
found out how to express all the thought
and ideas I kept bottled up for so long!"

Your speech, perhaps more than any-
thing else, reveals what you are. Correct
speech is the first mark of education and
culture. Cultivated speech is a business
and social asset of prime importance. No
matter how poor your "ear for words", or
incorrect your pronunciation, you can now
master cultured speech and accurate pro-
nunciation—easily and quickly. Through
an amazing new "learn by listening"
method you can conquer the handicaps of
poor expression, limited vocabulary, awk-
wardness, and self-consciousness.

Send for Free Brochure

Right now, we offer to send you FREE
a copy of our interesting brochure which
tells how to become a splendid conversa-
tionalist, and a convincing, fluent talker.
It contains surprising facts that have
opened the eyes of hundreds who have
been struggling along under a social and
business handicap they never realized.
Among other things it contains a fascinat-
ing Self-Test which is both absorbing and
revealing. See it today. There is abso-
lutely no obligation. Just fill out the
coupon and mail it now.

THE PRONUNCIPHONE INSTITUTE
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6321,

Chicago, Illinois

Overcome These Handicaps
This New Easy Way

Stage Fright
Limited Vocabulary
Lack of Forcefulness
Poor Expression

Self Consciousness

Lack of Self-Confidence
Awkwardness With Words
Timidness
Lack of Self-Control

The Pronunciphone Institute,

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6321,

Chicago, 111.

Without obligation please send me a FREE copy
of your Brochure, which tells how to become an easy,

fluent talker, including interesting SELF-TEST.

Name

Address

City State..
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NewWaytoGet

a HighSchool

EDUCATION
u s c th 1 s easy
question and an-

swer method to

get the High
School training
you missed. No
dry text-books or

drudgery. A few

minutes of pleas-

ant daily reading

quick ly enables
you to master the

15 important High

School subjects.

IT'S not too late for you to get your High School

education. You can now remove your handicap in

the easiest, pleasantest way imaginable. You can

get the equivalent of a FOUR YEARS' High School

Training—simply by reading interesting questions and

answers. Even the subjects that you think of as diffi-

cult to master are made so simple, so fascinating,

that it becomes just fun to learn them by this method.

These famous Question and Answer books are used

and endorsed bv thousands of students of all ages, as

well as bv over 12,000 High School teachers and

principals throughout the country, because they really

teach, in he most interesting way.

No one realizes better than you what it has cost

you to have missed high school ; and no one knows

better than you what your lack of a high school

education will cost you in the years to come—it you

do not acquire it.

Why not make up for lost time in this easy, con-

venient, interesting and economical way?

Fascinating as a Game
The fifteen Blue Books are as unlike ordinary school

text books as lay is from night. No hard study, no

dry-as-dust essays, no examination papers no laborious

digging for facts, yet you learn thoroughly the fifteen

important high school subjects of Biology, Ancient

History, American History, Civics, Arithmetic,

Elementary Algebra, Physics, Modern History,

Literature, Economics, Geography, Physiography,

Latin, English, Grammar, and Spelling.
_

Everv question in the Blue Books is

vitally ' important—and the
_
answer, whirh

follows immediately, is boiled down and

simplified—and so interesting that get-

tin" a High School education is like

plaving a game. The answers inspire

you to THINK—and become a part

"of your very being. This method of

imparting knowledge has been m
use for centuries—nothing better

has ever been devised.

Write for Free Book,

"New Way To Get a

High School Education

at Home"
Send the coupon at once for

free book, "New Way to Get a

High School Education at Home.
Find out how the method is sent

on Free Examination, and about

the easy terms, the Certificate

awarded, etc. Don't do without

a High School Education any

longer. Mail the coupon now.

This simple act may change your

whole life for the better, as it has

done for thousands of others.

High School Home Study Bureau, Inc.

31 Union Square Dept. X-I9II N. Y.

He's always playing in that sort of drama,

you know.
Louise Fazenda came with Hal Wallis,

her husband, but left shortly, as she had

another party to attend.

There were a number of writers present,

including Rob Wagner and his wife; and

Helen Ludlam, Screenland's Location Lady,

not to mention scenario writers like Lenore

Coffee.

If you could tear yourself away from

the fascinating chatter and the fascinating

dance music, you could find a fortune teller

and a numerologist shut up mysteriously in

a couple of rooms.

Marion Douglas, who used to be Ena

Gregory, came forth charmed because the

numerologist had told her that Marion

Douglas was exactly the right name for her

—that if anybody even so much as called

her Ena, it was bad luck!

"Lois Wilson is going to have a real

house-warming, I hear," remarked Eduard

Raquello, who had come to take Patsy and

me to Lois' party.

"And she surely has some house to

warm!" retorted Patsy, as we rounded a

curve in one of those charming curving

streets in Beverly Hills, and caught sight

of the big English mansion which Lois

built recently. There was a long line of

cars parked in front of the house.

"An English mansion somehow suits Lois

as a setting, doesn't it?" Patsy went on.

Inside we found any number of notables,

including Gloria Swanson, May McAvoy
and Leatrice Joy, who are Lois' dearest girl

friends.

Bert Lytell was there, too, and Edward

Everett Horton, Prince Troubetskoy—but he

makes us call him 'Bill' now, because he

says that his title doesn't mean a thing in

Hollywood—and a score of others, includ-

ing some writers.

Peggy Hamilton, who runs a fashion sec-

tion in the Los Angeles Times, arrived still

clad in the aviation suit she had been wear-

ing that day, out at the flying field, where

the air circus was in progress. The suit was

white, with trousers something like riding

trousers, with edgings of black. She hadn't

had time to go home and change.

Gloria Swanson declared that she was

going to make a habit of flying just so she

could wear a costume like Peggy's.

A pathetic little incident occurred, Peg
said, when Wanda Hawley, who used to

be a star, but of whom we haven't heard

in a long time, and who was among the

flyers, sent a radio message to her husband,

who is in the east and who it is feared is

going to lose his sight.

Lois proved a radiant hostess, and the

party moved along in joyous spirit.

We chatted with Gloria Swanson, who
said that she is looking forward to going

abroad to meet her husband, the Marquise

Henri de la Falaise, who has to make the

trip to France every so often on account

of being an alien.

"But Europe is no place for hurry,"

declared Gloria, "and when I get there I

mean to stay a little while."

Leatrice Joy was making the talking

sequences in "The Bellamy Trial", and

made a clever little remark about the talk-

ing pictures

—

"You can no longer say of the pictures,"

she remarked, "that actions speak louder

than words!"
After supper, which was buffet, some of

the guests played the radio or the piano,

others danced; but Gloria, Leatrice and some

of the rest of us became absorbed in a word

game called Guggenheim, which proved so

fascinating that we kept on until twelve

o'clock. Gloria found the talk around us

so disconcerting that she ran off with her

pad and pencil and sat on the stairway,

refusing to talk to anybody until she had

filled out her squares.

Prince Troubetskoy dashed over to kiss

Patsy's hand, but she reminded him that

nobody named Bill ever kissed a lady's

hand.
"Oh, but in Hollywood you just must be

different!" he reminded her.

The girls at the party were of course all

hugely interested in Lois' furnishings, which

include her lovely petit-point lace chairs,

heirlooms in the family, and two exquisite

German cabinets, in warm colors with much

dull gold, which had belonged in her

family on her mother's side for generations,

having once embellished a German castle.

"Just as you'd expect of the aristocratic

Lois," remarked Patsy.

Although the party had begun early,

nobodv left until it was very late.

Mysteries of Hollywood
Continued from page 17

Who the devil was Emil Gats? And why
should he be supervising the work of a

'best-selling' author and a world-famous

director? Out! Out! ! Out! ! !

The big producers were puzzled. No
one man could possibly look after ten or

twelve companies. They simply had to

have supervisors. But anarchy and rebellion

were rampant.
Then came the inspiration. I don't

know which of the immortals had it. But

it was—temporarily at least—a grand idea.

The trouble was in the name. That super-

lative syllable super made the supervisor

appear superior to the director, writer and

actor, which of course was absurd. He
was merely a businessman and referee.

All right; they'd simply change the name.

Adopt a name that didn't insinuate super-

vision and one that had always commanded

respect.

They called them Associate Producers!

Yet there are many who still believe the

old axiom
—

'That an onion by any other

name is still unsweet!'

HIGH SCHOOL HOME STUDY BUREAU Inc

Dept. X-I91I. 31 Union Square, New Yoik City

Please send me your new free book
7,
N™ Wa^'°

Get a High Sihool Education at Home which gives

full information about how I can obtain the eminent
of a Four Year High School Course. " >s undei stood

that this does not obligate me in any way and that

no salesman will call.

Name

Address
State..

You don't really know your Hollywood unless you

read Rob Wagner. Don't miss the next instalment

of his amusing exposures of the "Mysteries of Holly-

wood." In February Screenland.
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Iwas heartbroken

but a few months later. .

.

I
FELT I had never played so well.

It was a popular number with a

catchy air. My own pleasure in the

music helped me struggle with the diffi-

cult chords and tricky notes that always

seemed to lie in ambush for me.

A glow of pride swept over me—at last

I was coming through with flying colors!

The piece finished, I turned around, con-

fident of applause. Instead

"Thank goodness, that's over!" came a

disgusted whisper clear across the room.

"He sure does murder music!"

The burst of laughter that immediately

followed showed what a fool I had made
of myself . . .

Burning with shame and anger, I swore I'd

never play again I For years I had "enter-

tained" at parties with musical selections. I

never realized the crowd considered me a bore

—they'd been polite enough about it until to-

night. That's what hurt . . .

If only there were some way I could get back
at them I But what could I do? My musical
education consisted of a few piano lessons, taken
years ago. I had practically picked up playing

by myself. And I was too old

to begin taking lessons all over
again, now

Suddenly a thought struck

me. The very thing 1 I'd show
them . . .

It was a good many months
before I attended another party.

Most of the old crowd, who had
witnessed my humiliation, were
there. As I passed a secluded
corner I overheard some of them
talking about me.

"Seems an age since Ralph's
been round. Wonder what hap-
pened?"

"Why, didn't you know?
Someone razzed his playing at

one of Jane's parties about a

year ago, and . . .

"

I moved on, smiling. This
was just what I wanted. Join-

ing the rest of the party, I

noticed an embarrassed grin on the faces of

one or two, but soon everything was forgotten
in the enjoyment of the moment. The fun was
at its height, when someone suggested dancing.

That stopped us short. Arthur, who usually
supplied the music, had been unable to come.
No one else could play. Here was my chancel

My Surprise

Pick Your
Instrument

Piano
Organ
Ukulele
Cornet
Trombone
Piccolo
Guitar

You should have seen the look of annoyance
that quickly spread from face to face as I

walked towards the piano and sat down. I

had to keep from laughing as I turned around
and asked

:

"Is there anything special you folks would
like me to start with?"

No one answered. Smiling to myself at the
thought of the shock I had in store for them,
I waited another moment to prolong the sus-
pense—then I suddenly struck the first bars
of "Just a Memory I"

But with what a difference! Gone was the
nervous, stumbling manner with which I had
formerly "murdered" music. No wonder gasps
of astonishment came from all sides! This was
not the irritating, heavy-handed performance
they had dreaded 1 They crowded around the
piano, unable to believe their ears

I played smoothly, easily, with the
alull and expression I had always
longed for. First one, then another,
began to sing. Soon they were aU
joining in the chorus.

From that moment on I didn't
get a chance to leave the piano.
I'ieee after piece was called for until
I had to beg for a moment's rest.
When I finally stopped playing the
applause was deafening. My dream
had come true

!

Violin
Clarinet
Flute
Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin
'Cello

Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Sight Singing

Piano Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture

Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-String

or Tenor)

"What do you mean, 'home-study course'?" he in-
terrupted. "Didn't you take lessons from a teacher?"

"No! I taught myself. When the lessons arrived
I started right in, giving a few minutes of my spare
time each day. It was great fun—even from the very
beginning I There were no monotonous scales—no
tedious exercises—no tricky methods—just a simple,
common sense system that even a child could under-
stand. Why, I was playing my favorite numbers
almost from the start

* * * *

This story is typical. Anyone can learn to play this
easy, no-teacher way—right at home. The piano if

desired; or any other instrument that you may choose.
More than half a miUion people have learned to play
by this simple system in less than half the time it

takes by the old-fashioned methods. And regardless
of what instrument you pick, the cost averages only
a few cents a day.

Send for Free Booklet and
Demonstration Lesson

To prove how simple and practical this remarkable
course is, the TJ. S. School of Music has arranged a
typical demonstration lesson and explanatory booklet
which you may have for the asking. So if you really
want to learn to play—if you wish to win a host of
friends—to be popular everywhere—write for this Free
Booklet and valuable Demonstration Lesson.

Don't delay, act at once—fill in and mail the
attached coupon today—no obligation whatever.

Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit.
TJ. S. School of Music, 3221 Brunswick Bldg., New
York City.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3221 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

Please send me your free book "Music Lessons in

Tour Own Home." with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane, Free Demonstration Lesson and particular's of
your easy payment plan. I am interested in the
following course:

As we walked home that night
Jim demanded,
"What's the answer? Bow did

you do it?"

I laughed. "Remember that last
party I attended?" He nodded.
"Well, when you folks showed me
what a fool I was, I suddenly got
wise to myself. That's all. I de-
termined to prove that I could play
—so I took up a home-study course
that I had noticed advertised some
time before . . .

"

Have you above instrument?..

Name
(Please Write Plainly)

Address

City State..
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SHERWIN CODY

Do You Make
these Mistakes

in ENGLISH?
Sherwin Cody's remarkable invention has

enabled more than 50,000 people to cor-

rect their mistakes in English. Only 15

minutes a day required to improve your

speech and writing.

MANY persons say "Did
vou hear from him to-

day?" They should

say, "Have you heard from
him today?" Some spell cal-

endar "calender" or "cal-

ander." Still others say
"between you and I" instead

of "between you and me."
It is astonishing how often

"who" is used for "whom,"
and how frequently the sim-

plest words are mispro-
nounced. Few know whether
to spell certain words with one or two "c's" or

"m's" or "r's," or with "ie" or "ei." Most
persons use only common words—colorless, flat,

ordinary. Their speech and their letters are life-

less, monotonous, humdrum.
Every time you talk, every time you write,

you show what you are. When you use the

wrong word, when you mispronounce a word,

when you punctuate incorrectly, when you use

flat, ordinary words, you handicap yourself

enormously. A striking command of English
enables you to present your ideas clearly, force-

fully, convincingly. If your language is incor-

rect it hurts you more than you will ever know,
for people are too polite to tell you about your
mistakes.

Wonderful New Invention
For many years Mr. Cody studied the prob-

lem of creating instinctive habits of using good
English. After countless experiments he finally

invented a simple method by which you can

acquire a better command of the English lan-

guage in only 15 minutes a day. Now you can

stop making the mistakes which have been

hurting you. Mr. Cody's students have secured

more improvement in five weeks than previously

had been obtained by other pupils in two years 1

Learn by Habit—Not by Rules
Under old methods rules are memorized, but

correct habits are not formed. Finally the

rules themselves are forgotten. The new Sher-

win Cody method provides for the formation of

correct habits by calling to your attention con-

stantly only the mistakes you yourself make—
and then showing you the right way, without

asking you to memorize any rules.

One of the wonderful things about Mr. Cody's course

is the speed with which these habit-forming practice

drills can be carried out. Tou can write the answers

to fifty questions in 15 minutes and correct your work

in 5 minutes more. The drudgery and work of copying

have been ended by Mr. Codyl Tou concentrate always

on your own mistakes until it becomes "second nature'

to speak and write correctly.

FREE BOOK ON ENGLISH
A command of polished and effective English denotes

education and culture. It wins friends and makes a

favorable impression upon those with whom you come

in contact. In business as well as in social life cor-

rect English gives you added advantages and better

opportunities, while poor English handicaps you more
than you now realize. And now, in only 15 minutes a

dav—in your own home—you can actually see yourself

improve by using the 100% self-correcting method.

A new book explaining Mr. Cody's remarkable method
is ready. If you are ever embarrassed by mistakes in

grammar, spelling, punctuation, pronunciation, or if

you can not instantly command the exact words with

which to express your ideas, this new free book, "How
to Speak and Write Masterly English." will prove a

revelation to you. Send the coupon or a letter or

postal card for it now. SHERWIN CODY SCHOOL
OF ENGLISH, G91 Searle Building, Rochester, N. Y.

SHERWIN CODY SCHOOL OF ENGLISH,
691 Searle Building, Rochester, N. Y.

Please send me your Free Book "How to Speak
and Write Masterly English."

SoWid Appeal— Continued from page 21

Golden Ears. Now this beast is stupid, has flashed and the girls walk on the set

stubborn. We don' know w'at to do wit' and commence to speak into the hidden

'im. And w'en we 'andle 'im wrong 'e microphone. As the brunette begins: "This

lets out a terrible braying noise. But w'en is where we were to meet the boys," her

we learn to 'andle 'im the right way, ah words are transformed by this delicate lit-

then Madame, the worl' will 'ave found tie microphone into electrical vibrations,

somet'ing vere'e beautiful. For from this These vibrations next travel through wires

animal's golden cars, the beauty will be —just like telephone wires — into a big

plucked. And 'is ugly, mechanical body black box. This box is called an amplifier,

will be forgotten." -And 'n ]t are powerful vacuum tubes which

Just as de Limur says, the world knows increase the intensity of the brunette's voice

nothing about sound pictures. And yet one million times. Actually one million

from Broadway clear across the continent times. To grasp this, if a fly had been

to Hollywood Boulevard every man, woman sitting on the microphone, the buzz of its

and child wants to know about them—to wings after it passed through the amplifier

understand them. would have sounded like a tornado. No
The reason you have 'talkies' today is fooling!

a sound one. Ahem! The people are de- Now that the sound of the brunettes

manding them. The theatre owners who voice has been increased a million times it

have playhouses wired for talkers are sold travels through wires again into the Sound

out Once upon a time silence was golden. Camera. This Sound Camera contains a

But not any more. Your little whim to powerful light within it. And this power-

hear your stars' voices has caused Papa ful light is focused on a little mirror sus-

Producer to reach his hand deep down in pended in front of an opening in the

his pocket William Fox alone has just camera which exposes a small strip on the

spent eight million dollars in building a side of the film. Now this little mirror

plant for the making of 'talkies.' Eight is as sensitive as a wall flower at a fra-

million dollars for a gamble! ternity dance. And as the vibrations of

You've seen and heard Al Jolson in the brunette's voice increase or decrease

—

"The Singing Fool," haven't you? To that is, as her voice rises or lowers—the

my way of thinking this film is the best increased or decreased vibrations cause this

talker made to date. It is a Vitaphone small mirror to swing from side to side,

picture and illustrates what the Brothers Beams from the light which is focused on

Warner can do with their sound equip- the mirror are deflected. And these de-

ment plus a great emotional artist like fleeted beams strike the exposed part
_

of

Jolson. Of course, Warners got started the film in zig-zag lines. And each portion

two years before anybody else and they of these zig-zags represents a different pitch

are way out front in the parade. But of the human voice. Isn't that a marvellous

Movietone and Photophone are stepping process?

right along.

I am going to explain the Photophone
Now you have your sound recorded on

one piece of film and your action on

to you first for a good reason: It is the another piece. How to get these two on

easiest for me to understand! And since friendly terms—on the same strip?

I am the lowest common denominator in Simple. The two original films are super-

electrical intelligence I am sure what I can imposed—in plain language one is placed

graSp -electrically—can be understood by on top of the other. When finished the film

anybody. l°°ks exactly like an ordinary strip ofanybody
At the Photophone Studio the 'set-up' film except along one side there is the

Name

Address

is approximately the same as at Paramount magic zig-zag black margin of sound on

except' in this instance we have a street the transparent film.

scene. Two girls, one a blonde and one a Here is your picture and here is your

brunette, are standing on the street in front sound—all on one piece of film; but what

of a little grocery store where from the good will it do unless the whole world can

ceiling a tiny microphone is suspended, hear it? We want the voices of those

The director is Bert Lennon who because Photophone girls to be heard from Bixby

of his excellent craftsmanship as camera man Oklahoma, to Benares, India. From Cal-

in "The Patriot" was promoted to director cutta to Kalamazoo. Therefore, this film

a year ago. He is about thirty, nice dark must be run through the projection machine

hair, keen blue-gray eyes, a Leland-Stan- before it can be translated back into sound,

ford man, and quite, quite good-looking. And that's not difficult. Now that you

(Don't push, girls. I don't know if he's understand the first process so well the

married but I'll find out the next time second will be a lot simpler. So listen

I am invited to the studio.) carefully.

Now you must remember the action is When your boy friend calls tonight to

being filmed by the action camera at the take you to the talkers, you can explain

same time the sound is being filmed by the it all to him . And you 11 only have to

sound camera. Both cameras are located use one technical word. i hat word is

off the set and enclosed in separate glass Photo-Electric Cell. And it looks to me

booths exactly like the old-fashioned night lamp

Another important point to remember is folks used to burn in the country,

that every action, word, scene and sound To get these zig-zags on the film back

are most carefully rehearsed before the into sound, just imagine the strip of film

actual shooting begins because once the film is passing straight down through the pro-

starts recording, if the director gave a jection machine. On one side of it is a

direction you would hear his voice in the strong light. On the other side is the

picture In this Photophone scene, over Photo-Electric Cell. Now the light reflects

and over Mr. Lennon drilled the girls to through that little slot you learned about

walk on the set, pause before the hidden before and strikes on the zig-zags of the

microphone where the brunette begins: film, through to this cell. This cell is

"This is where we were to meet the boys, sensitive, just as the mirror was. And as

but they haven't come yet." And so on the light strikes on it according to the vary-

to the end. ing zigs and zags in the film, this cell sends

At last we're all ready. The red light out different amounts of electrical current.
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This current strikes on the loud speaker.

This sound is amplified again, just like

the brunette's voice was in the first process,

and then it bursts forth out into the

theatre—to delight your ears and mine.

That is the Photophone method. Of
course we've left out a lot of tricks and
gadgets, but you get the idea nevertheless.

The Movietone is very much like the

Photophone except for two main points:

( 1 ) The same camera records both the

sound and the action. (2) Instead of

registering on the film in zigs and zags,

the sound registers like tiny lines, one over

the other, shaded from light gray to heaviest

black.

The Vitaphone is something else again.

For the sound by the Vitaphone method
is cut on a wax record—somewhat similar

to a phonograph record. But this disc is

run at the same speed as the moving pic-

ture action camera so that they are both

synchronized and can't get out of step.

There you are. You have the three

methods—all as clearly presented as Eiiv

stein's Theory of Relativity—whatever that

is.

And now, class is dismissed, but before

you go I want to say that it looks like the

Ass with the Golden Ears is here to stay.

Whether we like it or whether we don't,

it is interesting to recall something that

DeQuincey tells us about the Ass in its wild

state. A wild Ass is one of the few ani'

mals which won't run from its enemies.

This talking picture has many enemies

—

mechanical enemies of reproduction. But
I daresay, like the wild Ass, the talking

picture will plant its feet firmly in the

ground and remain to fight its way to per-

fection where it will ultimately beautify

and amuse the world.

The other night I heard a sound record

of John Charles Thomas, singing a passage

from the opera Pagliacci. He sang it mag-
nificently. And as I live, when I closed

my eyes, I could not tell whether it was
Thomas in the flesh or a mechanical re-

production. And so I thought back to

what it would have meant to me as a

child, loving music so terribly and yet so

far removed from every artistic center that

the only music I ever heard was once
when Creatore and his band passed through

our little town and stopped between trains

to give a concert. It was the highlight of

my whole childhood. I was transported

to heaven. But today, tomorrow, whole
operas and symphonies will be brought to

the smallest movie house, in the smallest

village. Not only will our little brothers

and sisters throughout the country hear

transcendent music but they will actually

see the finest living singers and actors

before their eyes. To me, that seems the

greatest romance of the twentieth century.

And that will surely be brought about by

the stolid Ass with the Golden Ears.

Screenland for February

offers a contest to interest

and amuse everybody. It's

unique—original. Watch

for it in the next issue!

.

\

Waist and Hips

Quickly Reduced
without dieting, drugs or exercises

WAIST and hips 2 to 4 inches smaller

—

in 10
days. That's what the new Perfolastic Reduc-

ing Girdle has done for thousands of delighted
women. We urge you to try it, too

—

at our risk.

Made of finest quality, fresh, live Plantation Rubber
by the famous Goodrich Rubber Co., Perfolastic
reduces by automatic massage. With every breath you draw,
every step you take, its continuous gentle pressure breaks
up fat cells, moulds away flabby flesh as an expert masseuse
would. Cool, comfortable, light—some models weigh as little

as 9% ounces (garters included)—full of tiny holes to let

skin breathe.

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK gives full details about this
marvelous girdle and special 5-day trial offer with money-
back guarantee that protects you from all risk. Send for it

today. No obligation. Simply fill out coupon and mail to
Perfolastic, Inc., Dept. 31, 79 Madison Ave., New York City.

Perfolastic, Inc., Dept. 31,
79 Madison Ave., New York City.

Without obligation, please send me FREE BOOK describing and illus-
trating the new l'erfolastic Girdle, also special 5-day trial offer.

Name ,._ _

Address

City _ State-.

Id)

Puzzle fans attention: J. C.
Long, Charles Vogtmann, Mrs. J. E.

Fields, Viola Javins, Alvin Smith. Mrs. John
Gillies, Jacob Braucher

t
each won sedans in our last

auto puzzles. Over 800 prizes awarded in one year. Over
$11,000.00 in prizes paid by us in October, 1928. In next few

months will award between 300 and 400 prizes through our puz-
zles. Here's the new one for you.

FIND THE "DIFFERENT" AUTO
The ears in the oval all look exactly alike at first glance. They are not

all alike. One is different from all the others. There is a real difference.
Something is purposely left off all the other cars but this one. The difference
may be in the fenders, bumper, nameplate, radiator or top. The one that
is ' different" is the real Buick Sedan I am giving away in addition to three
other cars in my great friendship advertising campaign. You may be the one
who will find it

AND WIN BUICK SEDAN OR $1800.00 CASH
4 sedans and 28 other prizes totaling over $5,000.00. 32 prizes and duplicate
prizes paid in case of ties. If you can find the "different" auto you may
be the one to get this great prize.

Certificate for $480.00 to apply on grand prize eent
immediately as below if you find the "different'*car.

Immediate quick action—no delay.—we Bend certificate for $480.00 to add to
the first prize at once if you win and directions forgetting Buick Sedan.
We spend over $150,000.00 this way each year to advertise our products.

NO MORE PUZZLES TO SOLVE. Nolistsof wordsto makeor write
or any other puzzles. This is all. Everyone rewarded if actively inter-

ested. Nocostor obligation. Nothing tobuy now.later.or ever.
Just send the number of the "different auto in a

letter or on a postcard. That's all. send no money.

B. H. France, Dept. 2 17,
500 N. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, III.

32 mmm
Cuticura Soap
is more than a fine soap
It is sanative, antiseptic and not only cleanses,
but heals irritations and restores the normal

action of the pores.

For fifty years the standard of excellence

s ?V IPHOTOS
All the famous Stars—in their lat-
est and best poses. 8x10 originals—Special for a short time, 25c each
or 5 for $1. Scenes from all the
recent photoplays. 8x10 photos 25c

each in lots of 5 or more. Send 2c stamps or
money order. Satisfaction guaranteed.

S. BRAM STUDIO
729 - 7th Ave. Studio 272 New York City

Dealers Invited
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C7% crippled girl

19 who became
the worlds most
perfectly formed
woman

Annette Kellermann's

Own Story

M

hi NeW York — Continued from page 25

fANY people will be

surprised to hear
that as a child I

was so deformed as to he
practically a cripple. The
world knows me today as

"the most perfectly formed
woman," and it is natural

to assume that I have al-

ways been fortunate enough
to possess a symmetrical
body.

Quite the opposite is true

however. I was formerly so

weak, so puny as to be an
invalid. I was bow-legged to

an extreme degree ; I could

neither stand nor walk with-

out iron braces which I wore
constantly. No one ever
dreamed that someday I

would become famous for

the perfect proportions of

my figure. No one ever
thought I would become the

champion woman swimmer
of the world. Yet that is

exactly what has happened.

I relate these incidents of

my early life simply to show
that no woman need be dis-

couraged with her figure,

her health or her complexion . The truth is

tens of thousands of tired, sickly, overweight
or underweight women have already proved that

a perfect figure and radiant health can be
acquired in only fifteen minutes a day, through
the same methods that I myself used.

I invite any woman who is interested to write

to me. I will gladly prove to you in 10 days
that you can learn to acquire the body beauti-

ful, how to make your complexion rosy from the

inside, instead of from the outside, how to

freshen and brighten and clarify a muddy, sal-

low, pimply face, how to stand and walk grace-

fully, how to add. or remove weight at any part

of the body; hips, bust, arms, shoulders, chin,

limbs, waist, abdomen ; how to be full of health,

strength and energy so that you can enjoy life

to the utmost, how to be free from colds, head-

aches, neuralgia, nervousness, constipation,

weak back, and the many other ailments due

to physical inefficiency; in short, how to acquire

perfect womanhood.

Just mail me the coupon below or write a let-

ter and I will send you at once my interesting,

illustrated new book, "The Body Beautiful." I

will also explain about my special Demonstra-

tion Offer. All this costs you nothing and may
show you the way to become a stronger, health-

ier, more graceful and more beautiful woman,
as it has already done for so many others. Just

send the coupon or letter now. Do this at once,

before my present supply of free books is ex-

hausted. Address, Annette Kellermann, Suite

241, 225 West 39th Street, New York City.

ANNETTE KELLERMANN. Suite 241

225 West 39th Street, New York City

Dear Miss Kellermann : Please send me entirely

free of cost, your new book, "The Body Beauti-

ful." I am particularly interested in Re-

ducing Weight. Body Building.

Name - — -—.-—
Kindly Print Name and Address

Address —

City._ —- state

"It's a daring thing for Mary Pickford

to do," I said.

She smiled. "I don't know. It isn't as

if the heroine is a bad girl. It isn't as if

I were to play 'Rain,' for example. I

couldn't do that. I wouldn't want to do

that—although I suppose I should, being

an actress, not hesitate to play any part so

long as it is artistically sound.
^
But I am

not afraid of doing 'Coquette.'
"

"Then it isn't true that you have had

letters from your fans begging you not to

do it?"

"If there have been any letters like that,'

said Mary Pickford, "I have not read them.

My company would keep them from ^me if

any came in. But in any case—
—

" and

her little head was held high " my mind

is made up. I am pleasing myself. I

want to do it—I feel it is a great chance

—

and besides, it isn't what you do, it's how
you do it. If 'Coquette' does not please

the public it will be because we have not

made it good enough. It is always like

that. Whenever I have attempted some-

thing and it has not been a success it is

simply because it wasn't good enough."

It takes courage for a star to say that.

Mary Pickford has courage. She went on

to talk about the talking pictures. Her

voice tests were said to be the best of any

of the picture stars—though of course she

didn't tell me that. It is correctly pitched,

neither too high nor too low.

Mary Pickford is going to do something

very interesting. She is at the turning

point in her career. Frankly tired of the

things she has been doing for so long, she

wants to explore new picture paths. Mary
Pickford is an institution, but unlike most

institutions she isn't self-satisfied. She is

as modern as 1929.

Marion Davies came back from her

European vacation looking lovelier than

even Marion ever looked before. She's

the play girl of pictures. If I were to

choose one girl out of millions of girls to

pose for the Pretty Girl of America, I'd

choose Marion. She is just downright

pretty—deliciously pretty. The fairest skin

and the bluest eyes, the shapeliest nose and

the palest yellow hair! And there's that

ingratiating friendliness about her. I never

realized just how nice she is until I

dropped in on her with Betty Bronson.

I'd had lunch with Betty, who was catch-

ing the Century that afternoon and wanted

to say goodbye to Marion. All the Holly-

wood girls adore Miss Davies, by the way.

So Betty and I just dropped in—I should

say, dropped up—to Marion's apartment in

the' Warwick. She was entertaining Mrs.

Holbrook Blinn at luncheon, and she is

the most hospitable soul I ever saw. She

kissed Betty goodbye and they said they'd

see each other again soon in Hollywood.

And then Betty—but more about Betty

later!

I saw Marion again at the Metro-Gold-

wyn office on Broadway. She was com-

pletely surrounded by office boys, each

armed with a large-size photograph. The

office force had rifled the photo files and

grabbed all the available pictures of Marion

and rushed to her to have them auto-

graphed. Marion said: "Of course—I'll

be glad to," and she spent half an hour

patiently inscribing pictures to 'The ship-

ping room boys' and 'The mailing room

boys.' And let me tell you right here that

Marion is the only star of her standing

who would take the trouble to do a thing

like that. Most of them are too busy, or

too tired, or something.

It would never occur to you, meeting

Marion, that she could possibly be shy or

a little unsure of herself. She looks so

beautiful, she dresses so well, and^ she has

such marvelous pearls, that you'd think

she would be the most self-confident girl

in the world. But she isn't. She thinks

she is homely when she laughs! And she

says she is scared to death of making a

talking picture.

"But didn't you sing on the stage before

you went into pictures?"

She laughed. "If you want to call it

that," she said. "I did have a few songs

in a musical show but I always told my
friends to sit in the front row if they

wanted to hear me.'

Her next picture will be "The Five

O'Clock Girl," adapted from the musical

comedy of the same name. It will be a

comedy—Marion likes comedy better ^than

drama and is at her best in it. "The

Patsy" is her favorite of all her own pic-

tures. And I suspect it was her excellent

work in that picture that had something

to do with the honors she received abroad.

She received two decorations—one, the

Medal of Homage, presented by Prime

Minister Rivera, of Spain; and the other,

nominating her as an Officer of the Acad-

emy, from France. I saw them both. They

are really beautiful and Marion should be

proud of them. But she said: "I don't

know yet what I ever did to deserve them."

Duse and Bernhardt are the only other

actresses ever to receive the French medal.

Charles Chaplin is the only other motion

picture star.

She brought back sixteen trunks filled

with clothes from Paris! And then while

she was here she bought some American

clothes, too. And when I asked her which

set of creations she liked better, she looked

puzzled and said she really didn't know,

"But," she brightened, "I'd like Screen-

land readers to see them. Suppose we

have pictures taken in the Paris things

and also in the dresses and hats I bought

here in New York, and then put it up to

your readers?"

So that's what we've done. And you 11

see the pictures in the rotogravure in this

issue.
* * *

You have heard all about Billy Haines,

the Peck's Bad Boy of Hollywood, haven't

you? The clown who keeps his leading

ladies in such stitches that they can't act

—

why, he made Marion Davies laugh so that

she couldn't keep a straight face while they

were having pictures taken; and at the mere

mention of his name Josephine Dunn and

Alice Day, who have played opposite him,

shake their pretty heads and gasp. He's

the pride and terror of the lot in Culver

City. Only Polly Moran can keep up with

him.
But there's another Billy Haines you

haven't heard so much about. That's the

Billy who is the ideal son and brother.

Why, when he was in New York this time

—he came east to see about some contract

or other—he spent almost all his time with

his mother and his sister, Mrs. Robert

Stone. He is devotion itself to his mother

—who, by the way, is a very charming and

handsome woman—it's easy to see where

Billy gets his charm. The Haines family

are Virginia aristocrats and Bill's back-

ground is evident when he can forget his

wise-cracking role for a moment and be a

nice boy.
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If we were classifying movie favorites

according to mythology Jane Winton would
be our Juno. Jane is statuesque and you'd
know without being told that she was once
a bright shining light of the Follies. She
has a perfectly proportioned figure. She
is graceful and she is pretty. Also, she

is humorous. You feel about Miss Winton
that, ambitious as she is for screen success,

still, if a film career were ever denied her,

she could always find something just as

interesting to occupy her time. She is

happily married to Charles Kenyon, the

scenario writer. And she is one of the

few picture girls who manage to preserve

a private individuality, quite apart from
her career.

For instance, she had a wire from the

Coast during her eastern vacation asking

her to jump on the next train as she was
wanted for a good part in a new picture.

She thought it over and then decided she

wouldn't accept—because her birthday was
the next day and she didn't want to spend
such a gala day alone on a train! You
see she is individual!

* * *

Betty Bronson didn't go to Europe after

all. She's had so many offers to do pic-

tures here she hasn't had time. She came
east to make personal appearances with
"The Singing Fool" but she couldn't stay

long because Warners sent for her to come
back to Hollywood to play in a new talk'

ing picture.

Betty is doing her best to grow up. She
is having sophisticated gowns and wraps
made for her by Natacha Rambova—yes,

Rudolph Valentino's former wife has a very
smart gown shop now in Manhattan. And
she is taking entire charge of Betty's sar-

torial ensemble. But no matter how Betty
dresses she continues to look like a little

girl—a sweet little girl, too—though I know
she'll hate me for saying it! She has a

new bob, and a brand new shade of lip-

rouge—and Greta Garbo is her ideal; but
I can't help it; she's still Peter Pan to me.

Salute, Chevalier!

Meet Monsieur Maurice Chevalier, the

idol of the Parisian theatre-goers, who has
come over here to make talking pictures for

Paramount. He's a charming man—modest,
quiet, unassuming. Madame Chevalier ac-

companied him—she is a very chic person,

extremely French.
Paramount gave a dinner dance for the

new star at the Rit?—a party generally

agreed to be the nicest film affair since the

Pola Negri and Gloria Swanson soirees of

cherished memory. When the Paramount
company undertakes anything it is apt to

be a success. The Messrs. Zukor and Lasky
are elegant gentlemen and the entire organi-

zation reflects the importance and pleasant

personality of the big bosses. And now

—

Chevalier! If his agreeable presence regis-

ters on the screen as it does face to face,

you're certain to like him. He is neither

very old, nor very young. He has not the

cynical sophistication of a Menjou nor the

exuberance of a Dix; but he has a certain

quiet charm all his own.
& *

Dorothy Gish has made the hit of her
young life in a stage play by Samson
Raphaelson, author of "The Jazz, Singer,"

called "Young Love." It's a very frisky

—

and a little risque—comedy-drama, and co-

starring with Dorothy is her husband, James
Rennie. But he doesn't play his wife's

husband in the play—if you follow us! He
is married to somebody else, and that makes
it all the more interesting. Miss Gish has

a role after her own talents—that of a

most modern and daring girl.

A Christmas Suggestion!!
Now is the time to be thinking of that old

question, "What shall I give for Christ-

mas?" We suggest books. Something

which is enjoyed by everyone. Many of

the books listed herewith have been

made into movies, which gave us some
of our greatest SCREEN SUCCESSES.

Order any one for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

The Fleet's In

(Clara Bow edition)
Lilac Time
Beggars of Life
The River Pirate

The Barker
The Foreign Legion
The Grip of the Yukon

(Yukon Trail)
Wings
Sorrell and Son
The King of Kings
The Man Who Laughs
Glorious Betsy
The Lion and the Mouse
Four Sons
Hangman's House
The Cossacks
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Abie's Irish Rose
The Crowd
Tenderloin

The Legion of the Condemned
Speedy (Harold Lloyd edition)

Honor Bound
Anna Karenina

(Movie Title "Love")
Wild Geese
The Patent Leather Kid
Beau Geste
Beau Sabreue
Ben Hur
Seventh Heaven
The King of Kings
Resurrection

The Gaucho
Mother Machree

LILAC TIME

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE (Dept. 1-29)

49 West 45th Street, New York City.

I enclose $ for which please send me

Address
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Win a
SCREENLAND

Nash Sedan
Or $2,750.00 in Cash
zz'zawas* Mynfi^sffiS*
fui ra in' in cash ($2.0(10.00). We uro also Riving away a

Dodw Sedan, a Brunswick I'hono.iao.i and many other va -

Solve this Puzzle
There are 7 cars in the circle. By drawing 3 straight linos

you can put each one in a apace by itself.Jt may mean

winning a, pita) if sou send mo your answer right away.

$750.00 Extra Sor Promptness
In addition to the many valuable prizes and Hundreds of

Dollars in Cash, wo are also giving a. Special Prize of

wsnnn in Cash for Promptness. First prize winner will re-

ceiveI

°2 750TOO in cash, or the Nash Sedan and $75"-00 m
cash in case of ties duplicate prizes will be awarded each

one 'tying Solve the puzzle right away and send me your

answe? together with your name and address plainly written.

W.500.00 in prizes—EVERYBODY REWARDED.

John T. Adams, Mgr., Dept. 381 1.323 S. Peoria St.. Chicago. III.

7/,A(NSOrNIA
BROADWAY AT73 STREET. NEW YORK
Patrons of Prominence Choose The Ansonia!

1400 Homelike Rooms
very spacious and sumptous furnishings

—rates will surely please—
• » —$3. per day up

Room with private bath... -
$& pgr day up

Parlor, sStoST^ B^Z^ZZZZZZIse. per day up

Restaurants of exceptional merit!

-wire at our expense for Reservations—

Notice to Mail Subscribers

Send Request for Any Change of Address on Your

Screenland Subscription Direct to

Publication Office

Considerable delay has been experienced

in many cases due to sending the notice

for a change in address to the agent.

Notifying the Subscription Department,

Screenland, 49 West 45th St., New York,

N. Y., before the 15th of the month, will

insure the receipt of the next issue at your

new address.

The Girl Producer

(Continued from page 41)

for the girl to meet his casting director,

Jimmie Hogan.
Fanchon had long curls, then, a la Mary

Pickford. These, combined with her blue,

blue eyes settled the question for ^Mr.

Hogan. "You don't want to write," he

told her and, since Doug was between pic-

tures, gave her a note to Lou Goodstadt,

that most beloved of casting directors.

Which all sounds very easy. But after

the first day's extra work, the little girl

became one of a mob of extras storming

the studio doors. One day when she had

no work for a week and found herself list'

ening to the same old story about "Nothing

today, dearie," she tripped out of the Fox

casting office and went around to the back

of the studio. Here she climbed the fence

onto the roof of a warehouse and thence

down into the lot.

Shaking out her skirts and dusting her

hands, she wandered about until she dis-

covered some activity on one of the stages.

The company had gone to lunch but two

or three technicians were lounging about.

By a series of careful questions. Fanchon

acquired the name of the director and his

assistant and managed to have the assistant

pointed out as he returned.

She went to him with her prettiest smile.

"Why, Mr. Brown, it's just ages since

I've seen you!"

"So it is," he agreed, warmly. ' You

ought to work on the Fox lot oftener."

"That's what I think," beamed the girl;

and then casually, oh ever so casually, "Is

there anything in this picture you're

making?"
"Nothing to interest you—just a few

extras needed," sighed the regretful Mr.

Brown.
"Too bad," murmured the young hypo'

crite. u
Presently she insinuated that "nothing

one does is wasted," and by adroit maneu-

vering succeeded in getting the offer of one

of the extra roles, not at the plebeian wage

of $5 but at the bit player's salary of $15!

Nothing daunted her. Once, for^ weeks

she worked during the daytime in "Every

Woman" at one studio and in "Heartsease"

all night at another, snatching what sleep

she could on the long ride to Culver City

where the latter picture was filmed.

"That one year in pictures contained

more heartbreaks than I have ever known

before or since," said Fanchon, her blue

eyes clouding with remembered tears.

Casually, during that year she had met

Raymond Cannon, then assistant director

to the great Griffith and also publisher of

a movie magazine called "Camera!" At his

invitation Fanchon joined the staff. She

stayed with the magazine three years but

at the end of the first year, just before

her 18th birthday, she married the pub'

lisher, Raymond Cannon, who had then

become Dorothy Gish's leading man.

"I enjoyed my work as an editor. I

don't believe anything I have ever done

has been wasted. It's all been a steady

building up. Three years after my mar'

riage my son Royer was born. He s part

of my experience, too," smiled the young

mother, proudly.

By this time, Mr. Cannon was a well'

established scenarist under contract to

Douglas MacLean. Just being a wife and

mother soon palled on his ambitious con'

sort. Royer was two months old when his

mother opened an office as a free-lance

publicity woman.
As you may have guessed, Fanchon.
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Royer was not an ordinary press agent.

She went around making 'discoveries' and
pushing them to fame and fortune. There
was Grant Withers, a son of Iowa neigh-

bors. Fanchon took him under her wing
and found him a job on a local newspaper.

He proved a dismal failure at this and used

to spend his spare time in her office watch'

ing her write stones about her starry clients.

"Gee, if that fellow can get on in pic
tures, so can I," he remarked one day
after listening to her enthusiastic eulogy of

a rising young player.

"Try it and see," she advised.

The next day she took him to Lou
Goodstadt who gave the lad his first extra

part and from then on, she deliberately

plugged for him. Grant freely admits that

his steady rise is due to his estimable press

agent.

Then there's Armida. A year ago, she

was a little unknown Mexican dancing at

the Plaza in Los Angeles. Fanchon saw
her possibilities and at once put the girl

under a five-year contract before bringing

her to the attention of the West Coast
Theatres, Inc. Now Armida is a headliner

on the Orpheum circuit.

One night last March, Fanchon was
sitting in a Hollywood cafe waiting to go
home with Raymond who had been dc
tained at the studio. She had been dis-

satisfied with publicity for some time and
had been pondering over her future.

"I enjoyed publicity just as I did my
editorship but I had grown as much as I

could in that job and I refuse to stagnate!"

her blue eyes snapped at the word and
she set her lovely mouth. "I had had offers

from every studio publicity department in

town but I prefer to be a lone wolf. Act-

ing was definitely out and Ray was doing

all the writing necessary for one family.

I thought and thought and then suddenly
the idea came! I would produce a picture."

The next morning she took the 'idea'

to her banker. He listened carefully to all

she had to say, then stated: "Miss Royer,

I have watched you for years and feel that

you can put this over. Go ahead and
we'll back you."

"Life's Like That" violated most of the

accepted moving picture canons. There
was no advance planting of characters; the

camera simply picked them up as they en-

tered the story. Although an uproariously

funny comedy, there were no gags; every

laugh was secured by a natural bit of busi-

ness. Very few close-ups and no fade-outs.

The absence of the latter nearly cost the

young producer her camera man. The

story was an original of her husband's
whom she had engaged as the director.

Mr. Cannon had determined to use a new
traveling shift of his own invention but
when this device was explained to the

camera man, he objected strenuously. "Peo-
ple will hoot at it," he declared, "it'll hurt

me in the industry."

After the first preview, his apologies

were profuse. That same preview brought
a contract from Fox for the author-director

while the two leads, Grant Withers and
Wade Boteler, found themselves in the
enviable position of picking and choosing
among several choice roles. Need I remark
that the canny Fanchon Royer had put both
actors under personal contract to her?

. "They're slated for my next two pic-

tures," she announced. "I'm planning to

produce four in the next year and after

that—well, it's a secret but I'll tell you.
I'm going to make a picture in China; my
story's settled on, the locale picked out and
I'm taking two Chinese advisers and possi-

bly three of my cast from Hollywood."
Raymond Cannon will not necessarily

direct any more of his wife's pictures.

"I'd be lucky to get him, of course, »but

if he's tied up elsewhere, I'll engage an-

other director. Perhaps one reason why
our marriage is a success is because we have
learned not to interfere with one another.
He respects my judgment and I respect his."

Little Royer, who has now reached the
advanced age of five years and a half, has
a baby brother, Elwood, aged two and a

half. These fortunate youngsters have a
swimming pool, a pony and fourteen acres

spread over a hill overlooking the San
Fernando Valley as a playground.

Beyond the pool, pony, two dogs and a
goat, the children are not provided with
amusement.

"Let them develop their imaginations,"
decides their wise mother. "Expensive toys
won't get them anywhere. If they want
airplanes and machines, let them make
them. The money is used instead for good
books, color plates and high-class records."

Fanchon has ideas about education, also.

Organized education, according to her, ruins
the thinking mind. At three, Royer knew
all his letters, at four he played the violin

and his greatest amusement is to sit on the
floor with a globe and travel over the world.
He has an instinct for words and is now
learning to use a dictionary intelligently,

as he is never satisfied until he knows the
meaning of each new word.
Not satisfied. Growing and building up

like his mother!

The Garbo Girl Sways the Mode
Concluded from page 90

necessary with bouffant skirts, won't do for

her, however.
Satins are also good for evening wear

for the Garbo type, with panels shirred on
the hip, falling into a longer line than the

circular skirt, and giving the popular back
line. All the gowns of the Garbo girl show
low decolletage—in fact, she must concen-
trate on the backs of her gowns, as that is

the line of interest.

A few words about accessories to the

dress. There are certain little rules that

should be borne in mind always. For in-

stance, in the matter of shoes. Garbo girls

must avoid shoes that attract attention

—

medium-high heels in skins that tend to the
dark shades best accomplishing this. The
fads in footwear shouldn't be followed by
the tall girl. Her evening pumps should

match the conservative color in her costume.
Satin shoes in plain colors are fine, but
jeweled straps and rhinestone buckles are
verboten to a Garbo.

All the bizarre jewelry belongs to the
Garbo type—vividly enameled sports sets
consisting of choker necklace, bracelets and
watch fobs, for instance. Plain but unusual
earrings are permissible. She should never
wear more than one ring but that should
be large and of unusual type or setting.
Small pearls belong to fluffy-haired flappers;
not to her.

Purses usually are made to match some
details of costume; flat envelope models be-
ing most popular for evening and pouch
purses with daytime ensembles.
One last word—that matter of makeup!

The Garbo girl cannot stand too-vivid hues.

He Gives You

A New Skin
Smooth, Clear and Beautiful

On Any Part of Your Face,
Neck, Arms, Hands, Body

READ FREE OFFER
WHAT would you say if you awoke some

morning—looked in your mirror and saw a

new, youth-like, clear skin on your face, and the

ugly blemishes all gone ?

You would jump with joy—just like thousands
of people have done who have learned how to

perform this simple treatment themselves—the

same that foreign beauty doctors have charged
enormous prices for.—and, what was considered impossible before

—the banishing of pimples, blackheads, freckles,

large pores, tan, oily skin, wrinkles and other

defects—can now be done by any person at

home, in 3 days' time, harmlessly and eco-

nomically.
It is all explained in a new treatise called

"BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS,"
which is being mailed absolutely free to readers

of this magazine by the author. So, Worry no
more over your humiliating skin and complexion,

or signs of approaching age. Simply send your
name and address to WM. WITOL, 63-Z, No.

] 700 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and you will

receive it by return mail, without charge. If

pleased, tell your friends about it.

M ASCARILLO
An absolutely harmless preparation for re-
touching and beautifying: eyebrows and
eyelashes. NOT A DYE. Prepared *-|
in nine shades. AM drug stores. Price vA

&xoraRouge t^^tf&l™
Waterproof. Six shades. $1 a jar. M
Samples of Mascarillo, Exora I fly
Rouge, cream and powder.,... mi

Charles Meyer, 21 East 12th St., N. Y. C.

FATGET RID
OF TOUR
Free Trial Treatment
senton request. Ask formy "pay-when-
reduced" offer. I have successfully re-
duced thousands of persons, without
starvation diet or burdensome exer-
cise, often at a rapid rate.
Let mo send you proof at my expense,

DR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician

State of New York 286 Fifth Ave., New York DeskM
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Are You Afraid

to Face the Truth

About Yourself?
There are occasions in

he life of every man
when he realizes how

miserably he has fallen

below what others have ex-

pected of him and what he

had dreamed for himself.

The "big" man faces

the truth, and does

something about it.

The "little" man finds

an excuse for his

failure and does
nothing. What are

your answers when

you ask yourself
"questions like these ?

Things They Don't Talk About

Am 1 not drifting along

aimlessly?
What, after all. is my

purpose in life?

Am I trusting too much
to chance to bring me
success?

What is my greatest weak
point?

Is it lack of will, poor

memory, mental laziness,

mind-wandering, or

what?

Am I "licked" by life,

am 1 a "quitter"?

What can I do, now, to

"find myself"?

Continued from page 35

How 650,000 People Have

"Found" Themselves

Through Pelmanism
Pelmanism is a scientific system of mind-training;

it takes the well-established principles of psychologj

,

simplifies them so that they can be understood by

everybody, and arranges them into a really remark-

able" system, which is designed to re-arouse and to

train ' certain mental faculties, which in most of us

lie absolutely dormant and atrophied.

WHAT IT HAS DONE
Pelmanism originated in Great Britain. Members of

the rmal family, leading statesmen, distinguished

military and naval officers, world-famous authors,

artists? actors, editors and publicists. leaders in in-

dustry and finance, people of the highest distinction

in the Empire—became just as enthusiastic Pel-

Sanis s as clerks and ••tommies" and day-laborers

When the movement spread in America the same

storv was repeated—captains of industry and finance,

men of affairs, jurists, writers, leading business men,

P?ofessional people of all types-adopted

as enthusiastically as wage-earners and college stu-

dents Andnow "over 650,000 people in
.

every part

flip world men and women usually of the highest,

t.vpe ^f in'telUgence. have adopted and use Pelmanism

to help them "find themselves."

SEND FOR FREE BOOK
When people like General Sir Robert Baden-Powell,

Judge Ben B Lindsey. Frank P. Walsh. Major Gen-

eral Sir Frederick Maurice. Admiral Lord Beresford.

T P O'Connor. H. It. H. Prince Charles of Sweden.

Jerome K Jerome. George Lunn. Sir Harry Lauder

and thousands of others eaually famous find that

?here is "something in Pelmanism," can you afford

to i-nore its possibilities lor you?

We win be glad to send you., without charge a book

called "Scientific Mind-Traimng." This tells the

romnlete story of Pelmanism. what it is and what itSi is filled with stories-some of them almost

urfbeUevUle^f People whose . lives have been com-

pletely made over by Pelmanism. To send for U s

hook involves you in no .obligation Address ine

Pelman Institute of America. Suite 161. 71 west,

45th St., New York.

Offices in London, Paris Stockholm, Delhi, Dur-

ban and Melbourne

The Pelman Institute of America,

71 West 45th St., Suite 161, New York

I want you to show me what Pelmanism has actually

ft fit-f-JBsffi ^TrS"^^
me under no obligation whatever.

the Biltmore, and made the young man go

down to his attorney's office where he con-

iessed all. He was to have been sent to

prison but when Ben heard that his thumb

prints would be registered and his picture

put in the rogue's gallery, Ben called a

halt.

"He is only twenty years old, Ben told

a close friend who told me. "It is a boy's

prank, and while it is a bad one I wouldn't

want a boy marked for life with a prison

record on account of it." Ben gave the

culprit a good talking'to and told him what

he was heading for if he kept up such

actions.

So the boy went back to his home and

as far as Ben knows he has not repeated

the offence. That was a thoughtful thing

for one boy barely over twenty to do for

another whose idea of 'right' was a little

bent, wasn't it?

A young man told me about a recent

severe illness he had suffered which had

found him pretty close to the financial

margin. He had made a lot of money and

had immediately bought two or three cars,

several bits of real estate and taken on a

retinue of servants. All would have been

well had he remained on the payroll as he

expected to do instead of landing in the

hospital. This turned the comedy into a

tragedy. He could dispose of the servants

and two of the cars, but he could not sell

the real estate without taking a terrific

loss. In the meantime what was he to do

about hospital bills?

Well, Jack Gilbert, who was a friend,

heard what he was going through, sent

word to the hospital to spare no expense in

giving him the best of care and told the

young man to relieve his mind of all

secuniary worry.

Bebe Daniels, I've been told, is unusually

kind to her .servants. Her personal maid

attends her both at home and at the studio

and Bebe is very exacting. But when it is

time to play Bebe wants her maid to have

as good a time as she, herself, has; and

for this purpose she gives her many pretty

clothes, not left-overs of her own always,

but new ones. And recently she gave her

a new Chevrolet so that she could go about

and visit her friends, an impossible thing

out here for one who has not much time

and no car.

It was Mrs. Joe Brown who told about

the nice thing Marion Davies did. Marion

is always doing nice things for people.

She is one of the most generous-hearted

stars in Hollywood. She and Mabel Nor-

mand have become legendary where their

charities are concerned. It was said of

Mabel that she gave away half of what

she earned. But here is what Mrs. Brown

related. She was in a hospital visiting a

friend of hers. On her way down the

corridor she passed an open door and

glanced in. The room she saw was a

veritable flower garden. It was a bower

of roses and every other imaginable lovely

blossom. Moreover, it was the room de

luxe of the floor. Mrs. Brown asked who
the lucky occupant happened to be. And
she learned that the patient was a young

mother—the wife of a property man on

Miss Davies' set at the studio. The film

girl, learning that the prop man's wife

might not be able to afford the luxury of

a private room, arranged everything. More-

over, she made it possible for the mother

and baby to have the services of a trained

nurse for as long as was necessary after

leaving the hospital. Maybe that property

man doesn't swear by his star!

Al Jolson won't like it when he reads

this. And we'll make it easier for him by

not mentioning any names. It seems that a

little actrress in one of his pictures was

downright hard up. She had a family to

support and she wasn't making very much

of a salary. Al made it his business to

try to get her a raise. Failing in this, he

went to her and said: "Look here. You're

doing splendid work in this picture.
_

I

know you aren't making as much as you're

worth, so as long as you are working in

my picture I want you to accept an addi-

tional check for good work in the right

spirit." And Al was supposed to be a hard-

boiled guy from blase Broadway.

George Fawcett, whose name gives pres-

tige to any picture he is in, continues to

do a very gracious thing for two daughters

of a life-long friend. These young ladies,

partly from necessity, partly from the thrill

it gives them to be in movieland, came

to Hollywood and asked Mr. Fawcett

whether he could help them get into pic-

tures. The result has been that they work

in almost every picture Mr. Fawcett is in.

and a good many that he is not in. Several

times during the first year they were out

here, Mr. and Mrs. Fawcett—who was the

lovely Percy Haswell of the stage—took

them to the studio in their car for some

night scenes they had to work in and re-

mained until they were through work. This,

just so they would not feel embarrassed and

out of place.

Because I know of many kind and help-

ful things the Fawcetts have done for

people I asked Mr. Fawcett the other day

what he thought about giving. Whether

he thought it helped. His answer was very

interesting, I thought. He said one must

have above all things imagination in giving.

An ability to discern what a person needs

or is capable of doing and then help him

to it. And I think that's a pretty good

summing-up of the case.

Name

Address

LUPINO LANE'S KOLSTER RADIO SET
has been awarded to

MR. EARL A. McINTYRE
University of Missouri

6 Woodson Way
Columbia, Missouri

For his clever and original letter. Of all the letters received

this college boy's was the best.

City-
City.
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which threw that strange light over the

tents and the trees. Then the moon was

full, and the mesa (pronounced Maysa)
was like an enchanted garden. Everyone

who could, did something, but Vic cli-

maxed the evening. He reached for

Dolores' violin, leaned "up against a tree

and, boy, how he did play! You know
many people play; some play well, but

few have the touch, and Vic has. It was

the first time any of us had heard him,

so we sat spellbound."

And not until then did I realize that

Victor Schertzinger, popular director was

also the author of one of my favorite

songs, Marchita. Of course—and Just an

Old Love Song and Somewhere and Old

Adobe, and there's a new one, Clalita.

just then Gladys Belmont came in and

told us how much fun it was to put on

Indian make-up.
"How do you get it off without hotel

facilities of hot water?" we wanted to

know.
"Are you insulting our camp? What if

we are nearly one hundred mile's from a

railroad? What if we are in the desert,"

stormed Richard, working himself up, "I

have the pleasure to inform you young

ladies that this is a camp de luxe. We have

hot water. Plenty of it. And cold water.

And a shower bath
"

"What? Out here? Oh, I don't believe

it. You're joking. Who ever heard of

tents with a shower!"

"Yes, it really is true," said Gladys,

laughing like a child at our astonishment.

"And that isn't all they have," Richard

went on dramatically. "There are two

rooms, a living room with a sheet-iron

stove and Navajo rugs on the floor. A
bed-room also with Navajo rugs and a

bath with a shower, wash-stand and—well,

complete in every detail!"

"What I want to know is," said I gulp-

ing hastily my scalding coffee, "how^ they

do it? How do they get the water?"

"They drilled for it out here, and piped

the water to each tent. The men came out

nearly a week ahead of us. They also laid

telephone wires so we can get Gallup. Oh,

we are wonderful. And now, my children,

I am going to be a bum and leave you

flat. Four o'clock comes pretty soon and

when you see the make-up I have on you

will forgive me. Frank will take you back

to Cozy's and bring you over in the morn-

ing for breakfast at five," said Richard with

a wicked look.

"Do we have to get up at that ungodly

hour? What for? We don't put on make-

up."
"When in Rome " Richard began,

and laughed heartily at our dismayed faces.

No sleep on the train—a five o'clock call.

Why did we come to the desert? "Good

night, girls. You'll hear the siren, even

over there. It would wake the dead."

But Richard was joking. The siren blew

at six, which was bad enough, but it wasn't

five, and we had breakfast at camp at

seven. Then Elizabeth Pickett and Jane

Novak showed us through their tent and I

found that Richard had not exaggerated.

This camp was owned and operated by

William L. Anderson who operates camps

all over the west. Some are movie camps,

some mining and some relief. Mr. Ander-

son is taking on the gigantic task of main-

taining 1500 men for five years during the

construction of the San Gabriel dam which

will be started around the first of the year.

Earl Bartlett was manager of our camp,

which had about twenty-four tents, a large

mess tent, a commissary where everything

could be bought, especially guns and clasp

knives. I never saw so many clasp knives,

and Richard seemed to have a mania for

them. Every time he went in that com-

missary he came out with at least one
clasp knife. He said he had a lot of kid

cousins and they liked them.

Meals are fine in this menage. There
is fried chicken, mince pie, country sausage,

cooked just right, and good coffee. Also

plenty of it.

The Technicolor outfit had a laboratory

built there. I don't just know where it

was at Chin Lee camp because we only

remained that one dr.y when it was moved
200 miles to the Valley of the Enchanted
Mesa, but at the mesa an old freight car,

de-wheeled, was used for the purpose.

There, a thousand miles from anywhere,

the film of the day was developed to see

whether there were any flaws and sent

immediately to Los Angeles where it was

examined, and a negative sent back to the

location which would be shown on the

screen that night. An operator's booth

was built on one end of the mesa tent

where the projection machine was kept

and a screen adjusted to a tent about fifty

feet away.
But to get back to our first day's loca-

tion: we all piled into cars and went back

to Cozy's trading post where the action

took place. The Indians were there ahead

of us, hundreds of them, all in the most

picturesque colors. You would never think

that a scarlet shirt and a pair of butter-

yellow trousers would go so well together.

The hill looked like a garden of zenias,

and the sunlight there is so brittle that

light and shade is sharply drawn—shadows

looked angular like a cubist's sketch.

The women had on anywhere from eight

to ten petticoats and wore shawls over their

heads and shoulders. I noticed that many
of them were not of their own weaving

—

they were cotton things to be found in

the basement of any department store—all

bright colors. They had several children

as a rule, one on their back, held in place

by the blanket, and the others toddling

along holding on to one of the ten petti'

coats.

Here and there were scattered hogans

which the Navajo calls home. A hogan is

built of mud and straw and is shaped like

half a sphere. There is a little door on the

east which is the only entrance. All Indian

houses open to the east to get the first rays

of the rising sun, driving the darkness

back. No evil can remain in such a house.

If there is a death the door is forever

barred. No one ever enters that hogan

again. Even the corpse is taken out

through a hole cut in the back of the

building. Death is evil and no Navajo

will have anything to do with a place that

has been touched by it. But you will have

an illustration of that in "Redskin", for the

boy's mother dies in giving him life.

The day's work concerned that part of

the story where "Redskin" is renounced by

his tribe because, having been educated in

American schools and gone to college, he

no longer believes all the superstitions of

his people and has refused the blanket of

Medicine Man which his father wore be
fore him.

In the tribe of the Pueblos there is a

girl, Cornblossom, who has also had the

white man's training and is at odds with

her people because of her changed ideas.
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SCREENLAND
It is not surprising that Redskin and

Cornblossom fell in love with each other,

which is another thing their people do not

like. Things arc going pretty badly for

them both when Tully Marshall and Larry

Steers burst in to say that the oil Richard

found has been registered in his name.

Redskin promptly turns over half of the

vast fortune that is now his to his tribe

which makes him quite the cat's whiskers

once more.

Ruth and I sat under an umbrella with

Elizabeth Pickett and heard all about the

exciting time she had getting the material

for "Redskin" which she wrote four years

ago. She loves the Indians and spent many

months among them studying their manners

and customs and getting an understanding

of them. And she does understand them.

Richard wandered up between scenes and

told us about an interesting thing he had

seen. He was out duck shooting at dawn

and lying flat on his stomach on the edge

of a cliff. He noticed an Indian man and

woman far below on the plain but took

no notice of them at first. Then he became

aware that they were staging a love scene

"I felt a little mean because they of

course thought they were alone, but I had

heard that Indians did not kiss and it

looked to me as though whatever they did

in place of kissing was about to be done.

I couldn't resist watching—and besides I

was so far away that if I ever saw them

again I wouldn't know what they looked

like Well, the Indian put his arm around

his girl and he did kiss her, just as we

kiss, and then they went into the hogan.

That afternoon we broke camp and went

the 92 miles back to Gallup. The drivers

had to make two and three trips to get

the whole company transported, the last

car arriving at El Navajo Hotel about 5

A.M. The tents and equipment went the

200 miles between camps in the trucks and

in 24 hours from the time they left Chin

Lee the tents were up and the outfit slept

in them The first dinner was complete

as far as edibles went but the tools to eat

them with were shy. Everyone reverted

to type and used the implements nature

supplied for such an extremity and we all

got along very nicely.

Tully Marshall did not come with us to

the Mesa location. His work in the pic-

ture was finished so he went back to Los

Angeles from Gallup. He rode from Chin

Lee in the same car Ruth and I did and

kept us laughing over his funny jokes. He

told us about Harry, the man who does

the camber work at camp. Harry surprised

him one morning by telling him that he

remembered a Shakesperian play Mr_ Mar-

shall had been in years ago m Harrys

home town in Michigan. He knew the

names of every principal in the cast and

could quote from all the Shakesperian plays

and Sonnets. Mr. Marshall tried him out

by quoting several obscure lines himselt,

whereupon Harry said, "Oh, that's all right

too. That's from 'The Tempest, Act II

Scene I."

It developed that Harry's father owned

the local paper and Harry, a young man

then, did a good deal of reporting for it.

But such are the mysteries of lite that,

after many travels, Harry is perfectly happy

in his work with Mr. Anderson's camps.

He gets a good salary, comes in contact

with interesting people, and keeps active

and young at heart.

The new camp, unlike the old one, was

right against the railroad so that water

could be easily gotten, there not being time

to drill. The location was eighteen miles

from camp so we had quite a ride morning

and evening.

The first night we were there, there was

great excitement outside of our tent. We
rushed out to find half a dozen men stand-

ing about, and Ken Whitmore clapped a

box down over a rattling, writhing thing

on the ground. I didn't have to be told

that we had caught our first rattler. I

don't remember who got it from under the

box and killed it, but Eve's tempter was

the topic of conversation for the evening.

Next morning Richard told us he banged

his boots so hard on the floor to see if

there were snakes in them that Victor

Schertzinger, who had the next tent, called,

"Come in!"

It was grey and threatening that first

morning. Richard came to breakfast with

a bath towel wrapped around his neck for

a muffler. He said he was something like

an ostrich. If his neck was warm he was

warm all over.

Work was impossible for that day. A
snow storm seemed nearer than anything

else, and at that time of the year at nearly

a 7000 foot altitude you can never be sure

what you will get. Something had to be

done, though, so every man in the place

took turns at the limited number of^ shovels

and to the rousing camp tune of "There's

a Fallen Arch for Every Heel on Broad-

way" (Music by Schertzinger, words by Dix)

a diamond was cut to the left of the plaza

between Mr. Schertzinger's tent and the

doctor's in preparation for a ball game. Oh,

yes, there was a doctor. Dr. James Doyle;

but he didn't have a great deal to do be-

cause no one was hurt except one lad who

was kitchen helper. He dropped a cake

of ice when they were moving from Chin

Lee camp, and broke his foot, but the doc-

tor had already started for the Mesa when

he arrived in Gallup so the foot was set at

the Gallup Hospital.

I peeked out of our tent which Elizabeth

Pickett and Jane Novak invited us to share

with them, to see how the diamond was

getting on, and there was Richard, done up

in a big brown overcoat and straw hat,

carrying a stove in one hand and its pipe

in the other. The sight of him was so

comical that next morning when the sun

was out I had a picture taken of him.

That is just the way he looked around at

me when I checked his determined effort

to furnish his tent with warmth. Of course

we all got stoves, and being the star Rich-

ard's would have been the first one put in,

but that's what makes him so popular, he

is always one of the boys' and ready to

carry his own.

And then everyone got into the game,

the women cheering on the side lines, and

when the California Limited rolled by about

300 feet from the diamond, the blase

occupants of the observation car•little

dreamed that they were gazing at a $15,UUU.

base ball game. That's what that game

cost Mr. Lasky and Mr. Zukor. $15 000.

a day it costs them to maintain the Ked-

skin" company on location, salaries inclu-

sive, and a day of work lost is just the

Boss' hard luck.

In the afternoon almost everyone went

walking, and the walk Elizabeth Pickett

picked for herself led to a horse caught

in the quicksand. She and her companion

worked over him and it so happened that

Tane Novak saw him too and came back

for aid. They took ropes and a truck and

all the men left the camp and went to the

rescue. The poor animal had given up

hope, and sunk to above the shoulders

seemed resigned to its fate. With shovels

the mire about it was dug away and a rope

placed around its belly. Then came the
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tug of war. But it was saved. It was too

weak to stand and fell flat. The men,

most of them fine horsemen, massaged its

legs and then it suddenly smelt grass. In

an instant it went like a wild thing to

reach it. The men remained until the

animal was fairly steady on its feet and

sighted some of its friends on a neighbor'

ing hill.

'Til bet that horse won't forget you,"

we said that night as we hugged our nice

warm stove and ate candy while hearing

the story.

"No," said Elizabeth with her happy

laugh, "no horse that had that rope tied

around its middle would ever forget who
pulled it!"

Ruth and I had been taken on a drive

through the country by Ken Whitmore,

and little Dick Abeita went along to point

out the places of interest. Dick is sixteen,

a full-blooded Indian, and his father was

a sheriff. Dick has a writer's mind and

will some day be heard from, for he has

also picked up a very fine education and

has a graphic method of description that

makes his stories live in your memory.

Coming home we saw a snake in the

middle of the road and the men got out

to kill it thinking it was a rattler. The
poor thing was so cold that all it could do

was raise its head and hiss. One of them,

gave it a crack with a small stick which

meant nothing to it at all, and then they

discovered it was a bull snake and not a

rattler. Bull snakes are good. They are

harmless arid clear the country of pests, so

they lifted it out of the road into the sage

brush.

"I'll bet that bull snake thought we had

our sense of humor all right," said little

Dick. "Cracking it over the head one

minute and saving its life the next."

I forgot to say that during the day we
spent at Gallup the sacred Sand Paintings

which decorate the walls of El Navajo

Hotel were explained to us by Mr. E.

Purdy, agent for the Sante Fe Railroad.

Dick Mattox, trader and guide, whom you

will see in the picture also told us about

them. It is the first time they have ever

been put on the walls of any structure,

and a good many Indian research workers

won't believe that they are there until they

see them with their own eyes. They are

the symbols of the Indian religion and are

made with different'coloured rocks which

have been ground into powder and sifted

through a funnel, just as a confectioner

decorates his cakes. They are done on the

sand, and never left after sundown. You
will see one in "Redskin" for, because they

thought the Good Great Spirit was bene-

ficiently inclined toward these white men,

they made a sand painting for them.

I discovered that the Indian religion was

fundamentally no different from the Chris-

tian. There is one Great Spirit. By our

thoughts our acts are governed. If we
think good thoughts we do good, and if

we think bad thoughts we do bad deeds,

and the Great Spirit exalts or punishes

accordingly. Clouding this pure truth are

various superstitions, just as the truth of

every so-called Christian religion is clouded

by the material minds that interpret it.

Certainly it seems to me an impertinence

for Christian missionaries to try and teach

these Indians a religion that is no better

than their own, nor productive of better

results.

It seemed to me familiar, that among
the Indians, everything is blamed on the

woman! If a hunter comes home empty-

handed it is not his fault, no indeed! It

must have been that his wife was not
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b
monthly Experience un-

necessary. 923 Railway Bureau, hast St.

Lou is, 111. ;

BIG PAY: South American Work American

firms PflV fare, expenses. South American

Service Bureau, 'u,600 Alma, Detroit, Mich.

FOR SALE

BEAUTIFUL ALL WHITE POLICE PUPS
for sale. Arthur Anson, Jlose, No. Dak.

BOOKS, MAGAZINES, Art Publications in

English, French, Spanish. Photo novelties,

etc ,
samples, lists, 20 cents stamps. Villaverde

Co Pept 212, Box 1329, Havana, Cuba.

FEMALE HELP WANTED
ART PICTURES—300 WONDERFUL PIC-

TURES. All Different. You Will Like Them.

Particulars 10c. Howard Sales Co., Dept. 4,

Box 529, San Francisco, Cal.

HOMEWORK: Women Wanting obtain :reliable

kinds Write for information. Stamped en

velope Eller Co., Z-296 Broadway, New York.

LADIES—MAKE SHIELDS AT HOME. $12
,

,*i- hundred. Work sent prepaid reliable Detroit> Mich

women. Particulars for stamped ^addressed

"GIRL PICTURES"
7 C Art pictures and Bathing beauties 25 cents

• O (coin) Money refunded if dissatisfied.

Photo Sa'es Co., Box 44, Starthmoor Station,

ZXpe. Sa?lacUaW^ra
d
Drawer Y, lir^FoS 4 - $1.00. SCR-GP^Vl,

Chicago. N
-
Y

-

.

AGENTS WANTED INTEREST TO WOMEN

AGENTS—$50. WEEKLY SELLING SHIRTS

No capital or experience needed. Commissions

in advance. Samples Free. Madison Products,

564 Broadway, New York.

STRANGE BATTERY COMPOUND charges

battels instantly. Gives new life and pep.

Immense demand. Big Profits Gallon free.

Lightning Company, St. Paul, Minnesota.

GUARANTEED HEMSTITCHING and Picot-

ing Attachment. Fits any sewing machine.

60c prepaid or C. O. D. Circulars free.

LaFlesh Hemstitching Co., Dept. 4o, Sedalia, Mo.

EYEBROW BEAUTIFIER

DETECTIVES

MASCARILLO makes beautiful eyebrows and

eyelashes. A harmless preparation for re-

touching and beautifying. NOT A DYE Made

in 9 shades. Price $1. Sample 10c. Charles

M Meyer, 11 East 12th St., New York.

RT? A DETECTIVE — Excellent paying work.

Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169

East 83rd Street, New York.

LEG PADS

SONG AND POEM WRITERS

"LEGPADS" MAKE SHAPELY LIMBS; DEFY
DETECTION. Rubber Busts; Reducing Rub-

ber Garments; Wigs; Tights; Female Imper-

sonators' Outfits; Opera and Service Weight

Silk Hose; Theatrical Supplies. CAMP, S-235

Fifth Ave., New York.

SONG POEM WRITERS. Write for my booklet.

Valuable information given Ernest Shonheld,

2236 Olive Ave., Pasadena, Calif.

SONGWRITERS, submit poems, successful

songs earn fortunes. Brennen, Musical

Direcior, N1656 Broadway, New York.

SONG POEM WRITERS—"Real" proposition.

Hibbeler, D14, 2104 N. Keystone, Chicago.

SONG POEM WRITERS WANTED. Write

immediately. Manganella, 4695 Hollywood

Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

DANCING
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler'*

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancins

from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes every evenins

Booklet on request Phone Academy 15bl
"Dance Descriptions by Mail"

2726 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

WRITERS

$1250 FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY by an

unknown writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.

"We revise copyright and market. Located in the

heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the

demand. Established 1917. Postal brings

FREE BOOKLET with full particulars.

Universal Scenario Company.
204 Western & Santa Monica Bids., Hollywood. Calif.

TAMPfl Complete Home-Study course

1 x\l\VlVJ consisting of Booklet with

15 poses, chart showing position of feet.

Send $1.00.

TanfSn Music Latest Tansos direct from
1 angO Argentine. 1'iano copy,

SI 00 Full Orchestration $12. Send money

order' to FRED LEQUORNE. 1658 Broadway.

New York, Dept. 30. Write for free list of

Tango Music.

CHALK TALKS

LAUGH Producing Program, $1.00. Catalog 10c.

Balda Art Service, Dept. M, Oshkosh, Wis.

OLD COINS

MADE WAVY
Amazing new French prepara-
tion transforms straight, un-
lovely hair into soft, lasting
natural waves in a few minutes
at practically no expense. Wa-
vette adds new beauty, life and
luster to your hair -- new loveli-
ness to your appearance. Be
your own hair dresser. Wavette
is a perfectly harmless liquid
discovered by a famous French
beautician. Even one application
will work wonders for your hair,

exciting admiration and envy
among yonr friends. Withstands
heat and dampness. Send only
50c stamps, coin or M -O., for full

size bottle on money back g'nt.

Henderson Products Co., 757 Broadway, New York, Dept. S.C*

f\\ n minivirv WANTFn Do 50U 250 Movie Stars New Photosc^7o125c
ULli lVlUllI-' I W All 1 "^nJnecrorepM J± P««y poses, glossy postcard photos 60c doz. Mill- ±,Collectors pai

no to $100.00 for certain TJ. S. Cents? And high

premiums for all rare coins? We buy all kinds Send

4c for Large Coin Folder. May mean much profit to you.

NUMISMATIC CO., Dept. 127, Ft. Worth. Tex. f
Pretty poses, glossy postcard photos 50c doz. Min-
ktures 2 3-4x1 3-4 in. 25c doz. $2. per 100. Por- ft
traits 2 for 50c MOVIE SCENES 8x10 in. 25c

each. FREE SCENE PHOTO iriven with II orders. ,

FREE. Novels 20c each. BELMONT SHOPPE, Sd- J\_
42, Downers Grove, Illinois. h\

thinking good thoughts for him. She

might have been thinking about a new

blanket she wanted or something equally

frivolous—anyhow, had she been speeding

her man with good thoughts he would not

have missed his kill. So apparently the

woman, who rules the hogan, rules the

hunting ground too, if by her thoughts

she determines her man's success or failure.

Their explanation of how the red man

got to North America before the White

Man is this: An offspring of the Navajo

god who mated with the badger in those

far-off days of mythology when gods did

anything, burrowed straight through the

earth which is a perfectly simple means of

locomotion for a badger, and that is why

the red man got here first!

That night at dinner Gladys Belmont

could not eat. "You've been at that soda

pop again," said Mr. Schertzinger. "How

can the child expect to be hungry when

she fills herself with that stuff!"

"I only had two, and two couldn't hurt

me, surely," said Gladys with a suspicious

tremble to her lips.

"Well, you must eat some garlic with

me Gladys," called Richard from his end

of the long table. "I'm going to make love

to you tomorrow, young lady and if you

don't eat some of these delicious anchillaties

that Augustina Lopez has been making all

afternoon, I can't eat any. And I simply

must. So eat garlic with me, Gladys, like

a good girl."

Gladys managed to get down a lew

mouthfulls, and as garlic is a good appetizer,

she ate more dinner, too. Mme. Lopez

plays the part of the grandmother and

being hungry for her country s dish had

prevailed upon the cook to let her invade

his kitchen and make enough for the entire

crowd. . , .

And not wishing to start anything, per-

haps I'd better explain Richard's speech.

The love scenes were to be done the next

day and naturally Richard couldn't breathe

garlic over his little leading lady unless she

was inoculated, too. Just another thing an

actor has to watch out for!

Across the table Henry Hathaway, chief

assistant, was having his own troubles.

"What are we going to do for Corn-

bhssom's costume, Vic? The Indians won t

rent us anything." _ ,

"Oh sure they will, said Elizabeth

Pickett, who was used to Indian ways of

procedure.

"Well I've been trying all day to get an

outfit from the Governor's grandmother.

And if the Governor's grandmother cant

get one I don't know who could!'
=

The costume was finally procured from

the War Chief's wife and Gladys was

dressed the first morning by her. the

Indian women of this tribe wear layer

after layer of buckskin around their legs

to show that their men were fine hunters.

"Can you imagine putting this stuft on

every morning of your life? asked Gladys

the first time she tried winding them her-

Sd
The War Chief is sort of out of a job

now that there is eternal peace among the

tribes. He arranges the fiestas and any

public ceremony.

The first morning everyone was exhausted

by the 300-foot climb up the sand-gravel

mountain. But if we were exhausted with

nothing but our clothes to carry what do

you think the camermen and grips were

with all equipment? A camera weighs over

90 pounds. ,, . , tt

"I don't care where I set up said Harry

Hallenberger wiping his forehead. inat

took all the fight out of me.
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Harry Hallenberger was one of the two
black-and-white camera men. Eddie Cron-
jager was the other. Eddie is Richard's

permanent camera man and has been with

him on seventeen pictures. Out of 300
men tested to get the job Eddie won, and
he was just a kid then; it was his first

chance.

The two Technicolor men were Edward
T. Eastabrook and Ray Rennahan; and
they and Andrew J. Callaghan, sales mana-
ger for Technicolor, came in for a lot of

rawing. Sometimes the things that are

fine for a black-and-white camera are not

good for Technicolor, and when the 'set-

up' was all made this would be found out

—

you can imagine the remarks cast in their

direction. But the result is marvellous.

To make Gladys look as forlorn as pos-

sible a black shawl was selected for her;

then Technicolor was remembered. "Come
on now, Technicolor," said Mr. Schertz-

inger. "Make all your last complaints about

this black shawl."

"It's okay," said Estabrook, "But
"

"Oh, sure, but. It's okay, but . Why
can't you forget that word?"

Andrew J. Callaghan, Ruth and I went
across the pool and sat on a rock for a

better view. "Those two, Richard and Vic,

have razzed me these whole three weeks.

Sometimes I have a hard time to think up
wise-cracking answers. Rich is great when
he gets going. Full of fun. The worst was
when they asked me to play a part. During
the whole twenty-five years I've been in pic-

tures I've steered clear of acting and to

think I would have to do it now! But

a man didn't show. up for the part and I

was the type so I stepped in. Maybe I

haven't been razzed for that! I've had
fifty telegrams if I've had one."

Mr. Callaghan ought to have a story of

his own—-that's the trouble with this loca-

tion, everyone had a story, and I am miser-

able because I can't write them all. But

Mr. Callaghan, having grown up in the

business, knows almost everyone in pic-

tures—he gave a start to many players at

his own studio years ago, the Essanay.

Now he is heart and soul for Technicolor,

though on the side he has turned producer

again having presented "Jarnegan" to New
York this winter, with Richard Bennett in

the title role. And Jeanne Cohen, who for

so many years was private .secretary to

Jesse Lasky, is executive manager.

All afternoon we listened to Mr. Cal-

laghan's memories of the early days and

the beginnings of most of our biggest stars.

It was an interesting scene, this, taken at

the water hole, a beautiful pool which the

Pueblos have used for centuries for their

drinking water. We had to be very careful

to throw nothing near it. Along the tops

of the rocks squatted the Indians, watching,

and when Richard suddenly grabbed Gladys
in his arms it amused them hugely.

Next morning the 300 feet weren't any
easier. Richard and Gladys sat under an
umbrella to make up while Harry Pringle

the make-up man, got out the cosmetics.

We were pretty silent, all of us, and Roy
and Dolores, to cheer us, began playing all

the favorite songs. I don't know how Roy
managed with the organ. He must have
had help up the steep grade.

Ernie, the property man, appeared over
the top of the rocks with two water can-

teens slung from either shoulder. His de-

jected face put us all in good humor.
"Gee! That's great for a guy that owns
one of those Hollywood hillside lots He
could run right up it after this and not
know he was doing anything."

Henry Hathaway appeared with a little

awning of gauze over his nose to protect

it from the sun.

The cameras were a long time appearing
that morning. "I suppose they want us

to go down there and shoot the picture,"

said Mr. Schertzinger.

Before we stopped laughing he told us

what happened to him that morning. Each
tent has a stove and the wood sometimes
comes too near the hot pipe.

"What was my embarrassment to hear
Al— (Al Sullivan, his brother-in-law who
shared his tent)—announce that we were
on fire. Out we pranced in the early dawn,
me in my B.V.D's, with a couple of tumblers

of water to put out a fire. We didn't have
a pitcher.

"It reminded me of a story I heard about

a travelling salesman who ran up to the

desk of Main Street's one hotel and beating

his fingers-nails together demanded water.

The astonished clerk pointed to the cooler.

The salesman rushed over, filled a lily cup
and dashed up stairs. In a few minutes

he was back for another cup. After about
five of these trips, each one more hurried

than the last, someone asked whether there

was anything wrong. 'I should say there

was!' stormed the little man, 'My room's on
fire!'

"

When we started to photograph the vil-

lage, Homer Watson, wardrobe master, was
the picture of distress. "We've come a

thousand miles to photograph a Hollywood
street. No one in the world would believe

we moved off the lot to get this."

There was some truth in what he said,

yet I am sure the cameras—picked up the

unusual feautres: the dome oven that is

on every roof, for instance, and that is

the .system the fireless cooker was taken

from. A squaw heats stones until they

are white hot, puts them and her bread in

the oven, and leaves it or any food, and
when she comes back—'there is her dinner.

Then there are the funny little ladders that

are the only entrances to the upper stories.

Apparently they are built along the apart-

ment idea—several families living in each

house, one to each of the two or three

stories, and each with separate ladder

entrances which even the dogs use.

On the way back home Dick Mattox
told us about some mountains that no white

man has ever explored, and he is longing

for the leisure to do it. An Indian took

him part way along a path and he knows
from a few things he found that the earth

is rich in precious ore. Dick has count-

less stories that would fascinate anyone.

He is also a very interesting character and
possesses the most amazing pair of eyebrows

and mustachios in captivity. You will see

them if you look sharp, for Dick is in the

picture. He has a home filled with trea-

sures from all over the world and
wears, along with his buckskins and
checked flannel shirt, an exquisitely

carved turquoise watch fob from Tibet.

At first glance you take him for a

plainsman and then you notice, first a

beautiful sqaure emerald stick pin, a stun-

ning ring and then the watch fob, and you
realize that Dick is very finely appointed.

That night in camp we all showed each

other pottery we had bought and blankets,

but the bitter draught for me was five

turquoise matrix, the largest the size of a

fifty cent piece, which I was going to buy
for $5.00; and while I was thinking about

it, Eddie Margolis, second assistant bought
them for $2.50!

Oh, and there is much more to tell but
no more room; so see the picture!

GetInto
Aviation!

ARE you a red-blooded,
. daring he-man? Do

you crave adventure,
popularity, admiration,
and the applause ofgreat
crowds? Then why not
get into the Aviation In-
dustry—the greatest ad-
venture since time began
—the greatest thrill ever
offered to man?

Think what Aviation offers you. The praise and
plaudits of the multitude. And a chance to get in
on the ground floor where rewards may be unlimited!
Aviation is growing bo swiftly that one can hardly
keep track of all the astonishing new developments.
Air-mail routes have just been extended to form a
vast aerial network over the entire U. S. Many Com-
mercial Airlines and airplane factories are now being
organized. Men like Henry Ford are investing mil-
lions in the future of commercial Aviation for they
Bee its great possibilities.

Easy to Get Into Aviation By
This Home Study Method

Get into this thrilling
profession at once while
the field is new and un-
crowded. Now— by a
unique new plan—you can
quickly secure the basic
and preparatory training
at home, in spare time.
Experts will teach you the
secrets and fundamentals
of Practical Aviation

—

give you all the inside
facts that are essential to
your success. And, the
study of Aviation by this
remarkable method is al-
most as fascinating as the
actual work itself.

Send for FREE
Book!

Bend coupon for our new
tree book, Just out

—

Oppor-
tunities in the Airplane In-
dttstry. It Is vitally Interest-
ing, readslikea romanceand
tells you things about this
astonishing profession you
never even dreamed of.
Write for your copy today.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
360t Michigan Ave., Dept. 632 |, Chicago

PICK YOUR
JOB!

Flying
Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector
Airplane Builder
Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor
AirplaneMotorExpert
Airplane Designer

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 632 1 , Chicago, III.

Without obligation, please send me your FREE book.
Opportunities in theAirplane Industry. Alsoinformation
about your Home Study Couraeiu Practical Aviation.

Name_ -Age_

Address^.

City _State_
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I Was Ashamed Before

My Vast Audience

DAVID
. . BUSH

The man who
astounded
America

But It Ended My Stoutness
My first and only attack of stage fright showed

me the way to banish excess fat—forever

MY heart beat fast! In 15 minutes

I was going to face a vast audi-

ence! In 15 minutes I was going

to speak in Carnegie Hall, New York—
the most famous lecture platform in

America! One of the largest crowds

that had ever assembled in that great

hall was waiting for me.

"Why did my heart beat fast? Why did

I hesitate to face my vast audience? I

was a seasoned speaker. I had lectured

for years. I had spoken before thou-

sands of people in the greatest audi-

toriums in the United States. Why
should I feel afraid?

The answer was simple. That very

afternoon I had received a critical letter

from one of my followers. Here's what

the letter said:

"Why is it you are so fat?" my critic

wrote. "You—David V. Bush—America's

greatest authority on right living. You tell

others how to live—what to eat—how to

care for themselves mentally and physically.

And yet you do nothing about your own
stoutness."
This letter stung me like a lash! My methods

of right living had proved wonderfully beneficial

to thousands of men and women. They had
proved beneficial in my own case. Yet there

was one thing I had been unable to conquer

—

my stoutness.

Vain Efforts to Reduce
For years I had tried to reduce. I had tried

fasting, dieting, exercises, and mechanical ap-

pliances—everything I could think of. Nothing

seemed to help. I remained as stout as ever.

I couldn't figure out the cause of my stout-

ness. I am not a heavy eater, but to look at

my rotund figure, anyone would think I ate

too much. Such was not the case. I ate mod-
erately—lived temperately and took a normal

amount of exercise.

A Startling Discovery
That night after the lecture a comforting

thought came to me. I-t was this: All the re-

ducing methods which I had tried were other

peoples' inventions. I had never tackled the

problem myself. I had never tried to invent

a reducing method of my own.
For weeks I studied. For weeks I tried to

find the secret. Finally I came to the con-

clusion that there was only one logical way
to get rid of fat. Then I began to experiment

on myself.
Imagine my astonishment. Imagine my de-

light I In 24 hours I lost 2 pounds! During
the next 24 hours I lost 3 pounds morel Day
after day I continued my new method of re-

ducing. Day after day I continued to watch
my weight. And day after day I continued

to lose excess pounds.
I felt better than I had felt in years. I

felt vigorous—vital—overflowing with energy.

I slept soundly. My appetite increased. I lost

that sluggish feeling that fat brings. My mind
grew crystal clear. I was able to go through
a long, hard day without the slightest fatigue!

Needless to say, I continued my amazing re-

ducing treatment. In three weeks I was back

to normal weight! To say that I was pleased

would be putting it mildly. I was overjoyed!

Nature's Method of Reducing.

It Works or It Costs Nothing!
I want to tell you all about this amazing

method of reducing which I have discovered.

It is simply wonderful. I am delighted with

it. My friends are delighted with it. Everyone
who hears about it becomes enthusiastic 1

I don't care how stout you are. I. don't care

how many times you have tried to reduce and
failed. My amazing new method will make
your excess fat melt away like magic—give you
a normal, youthful figure—make you slim, buoy-

ant, energetic, as Nature intended you to be, or

the treatment won't cost you a single penny 1

No starving—no exercising, no drugs—no ex-

ternal agencies—no mechanical appliances. You
simply follow my instructions for a few days

until your excess pounds disappear—until the

scales tell you that you weigh exactly what
you should.
This method is so simple that anyone, even a child,

can understand how it works and why it works. It

is so logical, so reasonable, so sensible that the moment
you hear about it you will know instantly that it works.

Send No Money
Merely send me your name and address. When the

postman brings you my complete instructions, "How to

Reduce," simply pay him the special, low price of only

$2.98 plus a few cents postage. If at the end of two

weeks you are not completely satisfied—if you do not

lose weight rapidly and easily—then simply tell me so

and your monev will be instantly refunded. You risk

nothing. WRITE TODAY. DAVID V. BUSH, Dept.

H-U60I, 225 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, 111.

David V. Bush
Dept. H-U601, 225 N. Michigan Blvd.,

Chicago, 111.

Please send me your complete method, "How to

Reduce." I win pay the postman $2.y8 plus a few

cents postage. I understand that if I am not com-

pletely satisfied at the end of two weeks. I may
return treatment and you wOl refund my money

at once.

Name ...

Address

...StateCity -

Sometimes C.O.D. packages are delayed. To get Quick-

est action send cash with order. If cash accompanies

order, we win pay the postage.

Ask Me
(Continued from page 89)

"Conquest" with Lois Wilson and Monte
Blue. You can write him at Warner Bros.

Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,

Cal.

M. J. C, Kingston, Ontario. You tell

me my chatter is good to the last page

—

now what's wrong with the last page?

Richard Arlen and Charles Rogers were

certainly up in the air in "Wings." Would
I say they were sky-larking? Well, that may
get by but not if the Editor sees this first.

As far as I know, Joseph Striker is not

married. He is 27 years old, 6 feet 9%
inches tall and has brown hair and eyes.

That's his real name. Mary Pickford has

not retired from the screen but will soon

be making another picture, "Coquette,"

.scheduled for release on Easter Monday.
Right away won't be too soon for us.

Mary Kornman and Johnny Downs, two

of the original members of 'Our Gang'

are in vaudeville. I do not know their

ages but I'd say Mary was about 12 and

Johnny 14. I can't hear what they say.

Dorothy M. of Jamestown, Pa. Thank
you for your faith in my ability. I may
have the goods but not always the display

space, if you get me. "Ladies Must Dress"

was made by Virginia Valli, Nancy Car-

roll, Lawrence Gray, Tom Cooley, Earle

Fox, Wilson Hummel and William Tooker,

for Fox Films. Virginia Valli was born in

Chicago, 111. She has dark brown hair,

blue eyes and is 5 feet 3 inches tall and

weighs 120 pounds. Virginia is now play

ing in "Street of Illusion" for Columbia

Pictures, 1408 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.,

and also in a stage play. Madge Bellamy

and her husband are separated. Vilma

Banky's latest picture is "The Awakening."

Norma Shearer is not retiring from the

screen but is busy at work on "A Lady of

Chance," at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,

Culver City, Cal., and then she is to make

"The Trial of Mary Dugan." I understand

in sound.

Betty W. of Hew Tor\ City. If I gave

you all of Tom Mix's pictures made in the

last three years, there'd be a lot of gun-

play, some first class hold-ups and I'd be

way behind trying to keep up. Tom has

made 25 pictures, more or less, during the

past 3 years; I haven't space for the list

but here are a few of them: "Riders of

the Purple Sage," "The Best Bad Man,"

"The Rainbow Trail," "The Yankee

Senor," "The Great K and A Train Rob-

bery," "Outlaws of Red River," "The

Circus Age," and "Silver Valley." Wallace

Reid's last picture was "Thirty Days." He
was a sick man then but worked to the end

of the film. He started work on another

picture, "A Gentleman of Leisure," but

after a few days before the camera, he had

to give up the fight. No one has ever

taken Wally's place on the screen.

Lloyd K. of Richmond, Ind. I can tell

you a lot of nice things about Janet Gaynor

but you crave a letter from her in her own
hand-writing and ever'thing. Will she

answer your letter? Janet knows, I don't.

She was born in Philadelphia, Pa., in 1907.

Her hair and eyes are brown. Her next

picture will be "Street Fair" with Charles

Morton. Drop her a letter, written in your

best bib and tucker, and see what you get.

Crayce B. from Brooklyn. My idea of



a grand pain in the neck is to have the

subtitles of my favorite picture read aloud

by kind but thoughtless neighbors. inat

always puts a crimp in my sunny disposi-

tion Well, the talkers will fix em! Olive

Borden was born in Virginia 20 years ago

She is 5 feet 2 inches tall and weighs 105

pounds. Irene Rich was born in Buffalo,

N Y on October 13, but she doesn t say

what 'y^r. She is 5 feet 6 inches tall,

weighs 13 5 pounds and has brown hair

and eyes. Norma Talmadge was born at

Niagara Falls, N. Y., May 2, 1897. She

is 5 feet 2 inches tall and weighs 110

pounds. Norma Shearer was born at Mon-

treal, Canada, on August 10, 1904 She

is 5 feet 3 inches tall and weighs 109

pounds. Esther Ralston was born in Bar

Harbor, Maine, September 17, 1902. She

is 5 feet 5 inches tall, weighs 12? pounds

and has blonde hair and blue eyes. She

is the wife of George Webb.

Becky of St. Louis. You want the pri-

vate life of the stars, but what is there

private about the life of a star? We great

big-hearted fans get the low-down on them

before they do and who wouldn t? Gard-

ner James was born in New York City.

He is 6 feet 8 inches tall, weighs 139

pounds and has light brown hair and dark

brown eyes. He was on the stage before

going into pictures. Clara Bow has red

hair and plenty of it. Gloria Swanson s

husband is Marquis de la Falaise de Coud-

ray. There's a title for you. And one that

wont be changed.

C L C of Warsaw. H- Y. I'm reduced

to a' shadow wading through the avalanche

of letters that want to be answered m
next month's issue.' Give me time; its

all the same to me—I'm used to staying in.

Gaston Glass was born and educated m
Paris, France. He was on the stage before

going into pictures. He has dark hair

brown eyes, is 5 feet 10% inches tall and

weighs 160 pounds. Address him at 3800

Mission Road, Hollywood, Cal That is

an old address but it may reach him. Big

Boy' (Guinn) Williams has appeared in

"Back Stage," "Lightning and The Col-

lege Widow." He is in My Man, star*

ring Fannie Brice. You can write to Guinn

at Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset

Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

] E L of Cromwell. Minn. What

would the world do without this arbitrator?

That's me! All disputes, family fights and

other friendly relations settled on
_

a

moment's notice. Marian Nixon is a native

of Wisconsin. She was born October 20,

1904, in Superior. She has brown hair and

eyes, is 5 feet. 1 inch tall and weighs 109

pounds. Marian was in "Out of the

Ruins" with Richard Barthelmess You

can write her at Universal Studios, Univer-

sal City, Cal.

Eleanor K. of The Dells. Wis. You'd

like to see me, would you? Just use your

imagination and you'll have a fair idea of

my vivid personality. Buster Collier is not

married. He is 26 years old Ben Lyon

was born in Atlanta, Ga., on Feb. 6, 1901.

He has brown hair and dark blue eyes,

is 6 feet tall and weighs 160 pounds.

Ben's next picture will be "The Air

Legion."

M. M. M. of Des Moines, la. Life means

Zero to you without some good news of

Richard Barthelmess . That's bad. He

was born in New York City, May 6, 1895.

His mother was an actress of note. He
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was 21 years of age when he appeared

in "War Brides." His work in "Tol able

David" was one of the outstanding films

of 1921. Richard is 5 feet 7 inches tall,

weighs 138 pounds and has black hair and

brown eyes. He looks the clean-cut type

of the typical American. He is the proud

father of little Mary Hay Barthelmess. He
was married again not so long ago to Mrs.

Jessica Sargent.

Jeanne Bow from Chicago. Here is a

silent boost for Ben Bard. Step up, Ben,

and give us a smile—and we'll give you a

hand. You can write to Ben at Fox

Studios, 1401 No. Western Ave., Holly-

wood, Cal. The Wampus Baby Stars of

1923 were Eleanor Boardman, Evelyn

Brent, Dorothy Devore, Virginia Brown

Faire, Betty Francisco, Pauline Garon,

Kathleen Key, Laura La Plante, Margaret

Leahy, Helen Lynch, Derelys Perdue,

Jobyna Ralston and Ethel Shannon. You

can reach Ricardo Cortez at Tiffany-Stahl

Studios, 4516 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,

Cal.

Lee B. of Houston, Texas. You'd like

to frame the stars on our cover page but

how would they like it? What is this, a

frame-up? All right, Lee; I'll pass the

request on to the new Editor and give her

something to think about. Carol Dempster

has not made a picture since "Sorrows of

Satan." She lives in a beautiful home at

Beverly Hills, Cal., with a sister and

brother, and does not worry her pretty

head about pictures. She studied dancing

under Ruth St. Denis and was on the stage

as one of the Denishawn dancers before

going into pictures. Under the direction

of D. W. Griffith she played in "Scarlet

Days," "The Love Flower," "Dream

Street," "America," and others.
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Who Else Wants to

Win Success in

Advertising?

At Sea, Toronto, Canada. You won't

be at sea very long after reading my depart-

ment, sailor! George Lewis has appeared

in several feature pictures since "The Four-

flusher." He played with Patsy Ruth

Miller in "We Americans," in "Give and

Take" with Sharon Lynn, and in "Honey-

moon Flats" with Dorothy Gulliver.^ Tim

McCoy's next release will be "Sioux

Blood." Ken Maynard was born July 21,

1895, at Mission, Texas. He played the

role of Paul Revere in "Janice Meredith"

in 1924 and in 1926 made his first picture

for First National, "Senor Daredevil." His

next will be "Cheyenne."

<C Miss Mary Duncan and

a very \uc\y dog.

Many Earn

$4*000 to
$15,000
Yearly!

If you are tired of dull, routine work,

with little chance for advancement

—ifyou want to break into a big field

teeming with opportunities for in-

teresting work, good pay and rapid

promotion—then get into Advertis-

ing now, by this new easy method.

Why place a limit on your weekly

pay check? Cash in on your ambi-

tion, ability and ideas. Advertising

may be your opportunity. Find out

how you can now qualify, at home,

during your spare time— in a few

short months, for a good position

just as hundreds of others are doing.

Free Book Tells the

Whole Story
Our new free book, Hoiv to Win Suc-

cess in Advertising, is crammed full

of valuable information you want to

know about Advertising and its

many opportunities. For 31 years

the Page-Davis School has been

training men and women in Ad-

vertising. Many of our graduates

now hold responsible positions pay-

ing handsome salaries. This inter-

esting free book tells how they won
success—and how you can do it. Our prac-

tical method gets definite results quickly.

We guide you in developing your ideas-

mouldingthem into compelling, forceful, ac-

tion-getting Advertising.No textbooks used

whatsoever—all practical advertising work.

Send for this
book today. Ev-
erything sent free

and prepaid.
Many a man and
woman has found
this the beginning

of a successful
career. It may
mean the turning

point for you.
Write at once.

SEND ME YOUR BOOK
PAGE-DAVISSCHOOL OFADVERTISING I

Deot. B32I 3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago I

P&se send me your free *^*SS£g*2ffiZ
in Advertising. Also send m\^ill parUculars reqaraing |

your home study Course in Modern Advertising. I am ,

not obligated. I

I
Name |

Street...
j

City... -
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"Breakers
ATLANTIC CITY N.i

AS a view of a super-

photo-play fills one with

satisfaction—SO will a visit

to the seashore and our

Hotel prove a vacation pro-

gram par-excellence!

HILLMAN MANAGEMENT
When in Washington Visit

Hahvey's Restaurant
11th & Penna. Aves.

Famous since 1856

FORM DEVELOPED
My Bier Three Part Treatment is the
ONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercise3, pumps or other danger-
ous absurdities. I Bend you a
GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

14-DAY
FREE

30

Day
FREE
TRIAL
ANITA INSTITUTE,

TREATMENT
If you send a DIME toward expenses.

(A Large Aluminum Box of my Won-
der Cream included.) Plain wrapper.
IS IT WORTH 10c TO YOU?
If not. your dime back by first mail.

Address NOW, with ten cents only

Madame K.C.Williams, Buffalo. N.Y.

©ERECT
your NOSE
to perfect shape while

you sleep. Anita Nose
Adjuster guarantees
SAFE, rapid, perman-

ent results. Age doesn't

matter. Painless. 60,000

doctors, users praise it.

Gold Medal Winner.
BOOKLET FREE
Write for it TODAY

A69 Anita Bldg., Newark, N. J.

C[ Betty Boyd and her novelty nec\-

piece. When she isn't lending

her pretty presence and talents to

Educational Comedies Miss Boyd

is a fancier of 'Persian cats per'

fumed and fair.' This handsome

feline is one of her prize-winners.

He hasn't scratched yet.

Studio Qhatter

Cf0PS NOSE SH1NFJiV MAKES POWDER STICK
A marvelous

4^.1 ' shine remover

INezoP and p°wder,v-^ base in an ex-

quisite little vanity box of royal purple

ond gold, for your handbag. New and

different; not a cream, no grease. Pure,

sweet, fragrant. At toilet counters or

lent postpaid $1.00. Fully guaranteed.

THE NEZON COMPANY. Incorporated

243 Fifth Ave.. Dept. 20D, New York

SupQrfluoufHAIRallGONE

Forever removed by the Mahler'

Method which kills the hair root

without pain or injury to the skin

in the privacy of your own home.

Send today 3 red stamps jor
Free Booklet

We Teach Beauty Culture

D. J. MAHLER CO., 3-B Mahler Park, Providence, R.

TOUR HANWRITING REVEALS CHARAC-
TER TRAITS—know your traits, talents and

•what you are best suited for in life. Write

several lines in ink on unruled paper. Fee

$1.00. Jeanne E. French—Graphologist, 2125

Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

ill talking pictures open up a

new field to trained animals?

This would seem to be so,

judging from a letter received

by Charles Richards, casting director at the

Pathe Studios.

The letter reads in part as follows: 1

have a talking and singing parrot that I

believe would go over big in talking pic-

tures. This bird can sing the following

choruses: 'It's a long way to Berlin,' and

I'm forever blowing bubbles,' and he car-

ries the tune wonderfully well with piano

accompaniments. Would like for you to

hear him, and also would like to know if

you will give him a tryout."

Richards says he doesn't mind listening

to tryouts of singing parrots, but when it

comes to guinea-hens and peacocks, birds

which look a lot better than they sound,

he draws the line.

—o

—

Two faces familiar to the moving picture

fans of the past decade appear
^
in Douglas

Fairbanks' newest picture, "The Iron

Mask." They are those of Florence Turner

and Francis Ford.

Miss Turner portrays the role of the

Mother Superior of the Carmelite Convent.

Mr. Ford enacts a gentleman of the court

of Louis XIII. Both Miss Turner and Mr.

Ford were screen stars of the first magnitude

in the early days of motion pictures, when

Douglas Fairbanks was making his first step

from the stage to the screen.

Mr. Fairbanks plays D'Artagnan, the

bravest soldier of France, in "The Iron

Mask," the sequel to "The Three Muske-

teers," which he filmed six years ago.

Sandstorms on the desert are all right in

sheik pictures when they are specified in

the script and manufactured to order, but

according to Director George Melford, who

has just returned with his company from

the vicinity of Yuma, Arizona, they are not

so good when supplied by the local weather

man.
With a company that includes Olive

Borden, Noah Beery and Hugh Trevor in

the principal roles, Melford went to the

Arizona sand steppes to film exterior scenes

for "Love in the Desert." The director

is right at home on the camel playground

insomuch as he directed the late Rudolph

Valentino in "The Sheik" and made several

other desert pictures, but he was obliged

to call 'time' for one hundred and fifty

extras and all the rest of the outfit when

sandstorms blew up two or three times

a day. Husky extras were obliged to hold

down the tents where Miss Borden and the

other players sought refuge and only the

camels seemed to enjoy it.

Willard Mack, who recently arrived at

the coast to assist in the production of

talking films, has completed an original

story, "Hunted." This will be an all-

talking picture, and Mack will direct as

well as portray the leading character. The

story concerns the events following a man's

break from prison. Duane Thompson, who

has played in comedies, and Mary Doran

will have the chief feminine roles in

"Hunted," and the cast will also include

Robert Ames and John Miljan.

Lois Wilson returns to the Columbia lot

this week to be featured in "Object-Ali-

mony," a take-off on the girls who make

marriage a venture of high finance. She

will play a dashing divorcee, a role entirely

different from her usual wholesome debu-

tante characterizations.

During the past few months Miss Wilson

took a flyer in the legitimate which was

followed by several appearances in 'talkie'

productions.

Lane Chandler, tall young Westerner who

has played in several Paramount pictures,

has made good. Word came from the

West Coast yesterday that Chandler has

been signed to a new contract which will

continue his services with Paramount for

some time to come. Chandler at present

is enacting the juvenile leading role in

"The Wolf of Wall Street," George Ban-

croft's latest starring film.

Chandler, six feet two inches tall and

the product of a Montana ranch, is a col-
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lege graduate. His screen career commenced

less than two years ago when a director

for an independent film company discovered

him working as a guide in Yellowstone

Park.

Russell Gleason, son of James Gleason,

has lost no time in following in the foot'

steps of his father, mother and other mem'
bers of his family. He has just been signed

by Benjamin Glazer to play one of the

leading roles in Pathe's first all-talking pic

ture, "The Missing Man."
Young Gleason's introduction to the

screen came recently in "The Shady Lady,"

starring Phyllis Haver. Though a novice

the acting talent that is his heritage made

his work so satisfactory that he was given

voice and dramatic tests for "The Missing

Man." His engagement followed.

—o

—

Paramount has imported a German hero'

ine to play opposite the French music hall

idol, Maurice Chevalier, in his first Amer-
ican talking picture. Her name is pita

Parlo. Her first picture will be "The
Innocents of Paris" from the novel by

C. E. Andrews.
American picturegoers will have an early

opportunity of seeing Miss Parlo who is

starred in "The Homecoming" a UFA
production, filmed under the supervision of

Erich Pomme'r, which is to be released here

soon by Paramount. Miss Parlo, a great

favorite among European filmgoers, is

young, brunette and slender with the per-

sonal magnetism of Greta Garbo and Clara

Bow combined, according to one enthusiast,

who saw her in "The Homecoming."

With other sections of the country shiv-

ering in the face of winter, Hollywood joins

Paris and New York by laughing at Old
Jack Frost and joyfully getting ready for

the spring. But Hollywood goes further

than either New York or Paris by actually

wearing many of the spring styles now.
The newest thing in the way of gar-

ments being purchased by stars of the

screen is in the form of undies. Spring

frocks are slightly longer than they were
last season. Many of the smartest evening

dresses dip to the floor in back, some of

them showing trains. But, by way of com-
pensation, the smartly dressed woman who
wears a frock with the uneven hem line

extending to her ankles in front and trail-

ing the floor behind her, has knee-length

night robes and pajamas to don when she
returns to her home.

This ultra new fashion has been intro-

duced to Hollywood by Alice White, who
has imported several of the knee-length

night robes which are of silk crepe and

elaborately trimmed with insets of lace.

Miss White also had some of the knee-

length pajamas, which are of silk crepe and

tailored.

Wallace Beery yesterday took his final

flight and is fully licensed by the Govern-

ment to act as an aviation transport pilot.

The actor has been a keen enthusiast on

the subject for two years, ever since he made
the comedy, "Now We're in the Air." He
took lessons in flying and recently purchased

a plane. He has flown frequently from the

Hollywood studios to a cabin he owns about

100 miles distant and back again next morn-
ing in time for work. Beery is now acting

in "Tong War," a melodrama of the

Chinese-American underworld. Florence

Vidor is co-featured with him.

What good is that 'school-girl complexion'

when it is all covered with lampblack?

That's what half a dozen beauties, playing

in Lupino Lane's new comedy, "Be My
King," want to know. Lane is pictured as

a stranded sailor on a South Sea Isle in

this comedy, and the girls are cast as beau-

tiful cannibals. Hence, 'that skin you love

to touch' is covered with the black coating.

—o

—

Finding children that look like prominent
stars in their infancy is one of the bugaboos
of the harassed casting director. But it

can be done.

After weeks of intensive search, Edward
Molnar, Leon Ramon and Virginia Mar-
shall have finally been selected to represent

the three juvenile leads in "The Younger
Generation," in the prologue of the pro-

duction.

The three youngsters will portray Ricardo

Cordes, John Darrow, and Lina Basquette

at the age before they dreamed of cameras

or a screen career.

Lila Lee is making "The Black Curl"
which is to be made with sound device

accompaniment. Miss Lee is finding this

a busy season. She had just completed
one of the feature roles in "Queen of the

Night Club" at Warner Brothers when she

was signed for this new production. Lila,

who had an early stage training, is well

qualified to make 'talkie' films.

Belle Bennett is going in for bicycling.

The film star said she enjoyed that par-

ticular sport greatly when she was a school

girl and she sees no reason in the world
why she shouldn't again indulge in this

form of relaxation.

"Fortunately I have moved out in the

country where I can ride unnoticed," says

Belle.

Robert Armstrong— Continued from page 31

suffered a set-back. It was a case of be-

ginning all over again. For five months
Armstrong couldn't get a job. Finally he
landed a small part; then another. And
then a lead. His luck changed. But it

wasn't until he met James Gleason and
Mrs. Gleason, Lucille Webster, that Robert
Armstrong really came into his own.

James Gleason had written a play, "Is

Zat So?" He staged it in Milwaukee, with

Robert Armstrong in the role of the prize-

fighter. It was a hit from the start. Such
a hit that a New York producer offered to

put it on. "Is Zat So?" ran on Broadway
for a year, in London nine months, in Los
Angeles five. The royalties and film rights

have already netted Gleason a fortune, while

Armstrong's performance of the prize-
fighter won him an international reputation
as an actor—and a contract in the movies.

This man who plays crooks and rough-
necks on the screen is a quiet chap after
the studio whistle blows. He is devoted to
his wife, Ethel Kent. He has a great
respect for her opinion of his work.
"And don't think," he says, "that she

does any 'yessing,' either. Once or twice
I have been afraid she wouldn't let me
ride home with her from previews of my
pictures. She didn't exactly 'pan' me—
oh, no. She just pointed out spots where
she thought I might have been just a little

bit better. And I don't mind telling you
I think she's right!"

"How we saved our

first $500"
"MaeY and I had been married four years, but we
couldn't save a cent. Fact is, we were constantly

in debt and I was always worried for fear I would

lose my position.

"Then one night I saw that something must be

done, so I told Mary I was going to take up a course

with the International Correspondence Schools. 'I've

been hoping you would do that,' she said. T know
you can earn more money if you really try.'

"So I started studying after supper at night, in

the spare time that used to go to waste. It wasn't

hard and pretty soon I began to see it was helping

me in my work. In three months a new position

was open and the Boss said he'd give me a chance at

it because he'd heard I was studying with the I. C. S.

"Well, that was the start. Before the end of the

year I received another raise in salary and we began

to save a little each week. We've got $500 in the

bank now and we're going to have a lot more soon.

The Boss says he's going to give me a still better

position if I keep on studying with the I. C. S.

'

For thirty-seven years the International Correspondence

Schools have been helping men to win promotion, to earn

more money, to get ahead in businsss and in life.

Ton, too, can have the position you want in the work
you like best. Yes. you can.

At least, find out how by marking and mailing the

coupon printed below. It doesn't cost you a penny or

obligate you in any way to do this, but it may be the

means of changing your entire life. Do it now.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
"The Universal University"

Box 2366-G, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of

your booklet, "Who Wins and Why," and full particulars

about the subject lefore which I have marked X:

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Advertising
English
Business Correspondence

Business Management
industrial Management
Personnel Management
Traffic Management
Accounting and C. P. A.

Coaching
Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping
Salesmanship
Secretarial Work
Spanish French

Show Card and Sign
Lettering

Stenography and Typing
Civil Service
Railway Mail Clerk
Common School Subjects
High School Subjects
Illustrating Cartouning

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Architect
Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder

Electrical Engineer
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer Minin
Surveying and Mapping
Plumbing and Heating

Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry Pharmacy
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry

Steam Engineering Radio Mathematics

Name <

Street Address

City State

// you reside in Canada, send this coupon In the Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal

LEARN theBANJOS
underHarryReser (m\
the Worlds GreatestBanjoistW^m
The Famous Leader of the widely broadcasted
Clicquot Club Eskimos offers you an amazingly
simple, new Banjo course by mail which any-
one, even without musical bent, can master at
home in a few spare hours. Positively the only method of
home learning thru which a person of ordinary intelligence
may become a Banjoist. Each lesson easy to understand.
The course is in 5 units of 4 lessons each.

SEND NO MONEY— PAY AS YOU LEARN
No restrictions! No conditions! Take as few
or as many units as you wish. Send your
name for explanatory booklet, "evidence,"
testimonials, etc. A postal will do.

Harry Reser's International Banjo Studio No. 9
148 West 46th Street, New York, N.Y.

9
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Cow?or
Which Do You
Want to Be?

* mm

DCEYtDC Here's the way this man
DE-rvJrVEj looked before he wrote to

Titus. A pale-faced, pepless, undeveloped

weakling.

ACTCD And this picture shows what a

Ar 1 JLtV few weeks of Titus Training did

for him He's as hard as nails now, with big

powerful muscles all over his body.

UNDER the silky hide of the lions, tigers

leopards and panthers, long, rippling muscles

and thews of spun-steel crawl and flex in eternal

readiness. Their power is terrific Their action

swift and sure. Are your muscles like that t Are

you a panther?

Does strength mean beef to you? A bull is strong,

but can you imagine the outcome of a one-round

bout between a panther and a bull? Place your

bets, gentlemen ! Place your bets! What odds

would vou want if you were backing the bull? A
great mountain of stupid, clumsy, useless beef-
led by a ring in his nose '.

It was the speed and agility, of the panther that

made Jack Dempsey heavyweight champion of the

world. It is the panther system of body building

that* has made my method the most famous in the

physical culture field.

In 30 Days TilWrap
YourBody inMuscle

muscles!
7
Tm' going to DOUBLEthe size

.
o you,

r
bicepj.

broaden your shoulders by INCHES! In just
;
s0

,
s™^

days, every muscle In your body Is going to stand out

like a sculptor's model. You're going to be one of the

most magnificent specimens of MANHOOD you ever laid

eyes on.

My Amazing Book

"Miracles in Muscle"

The greatest book on body-building ever written! Filled

with astonishing demonstrations of men remade—weaklings
transformed into PANTHER-MEN ! This wonder-work-

ing booTi? yours FREE— if you hurry. Mail the coupon

or write, TODAY.

The One TITT TO. 105 E
l
st

,

13t
*,
S
v'

and Only 1 1 1 UO New York, N. Y.

TITUS. Dept. V-134
105 East 13th St., New York, N. Y.

Dear Titus: I'd like to have your big new book

"MIRACLES IN MUSCLE." Send it along FREE.

C[ Here's Raquel Torres exhibiting the very latest in

flower ornaments which, when opened, reveals a coin

purse to contain, we suppose, car-fare.

Will "Talkie" Actors Speak

English or American?
By Augustus Barratt

(\Professov Barratt knows his vocal

vegetables. Read what he has to say.

FREE

Name

Address

City State.

N old Persian proverb observes that

"The misfortunes of others are

easy to contemplate," but we must

not forget that farce is founded

on tragedy, and that the troubles of the

actors and the misgivings of the managers

in the silent movies seem very real and

potent to themselves.

No one can doubt that the merely me-

chanical defects of reproduction will be

overcome, so the main difficulty will be

with the performers. Apart from any spe-

cial ability for acting, the first question to

be studied is voice quality.

Now we all know that the profession of

singing and speaking voice culture needs

de-bunking. Probably not more than two

per cent of the teachers in this country

are really qualified. I have been conduct-

ing a Teacher's Class' all winter and have

had highly intelligent students from all

parts of the Union, but I certainly would

not consider them equipped to tackle deli-

cate cases of voice adjustment. The mam
trouble hitherto has been that actors and

other people dependent on their voices have

not realized that the speaking voice can be

trained to be as elastic as a prima donna's,

and that there should be no difficulty in

adapting the tone, pitch, quality, and place-

ment at any given moment to meet an un-

foreseen - emergency. My students are

taught to speak their lines from the softest

pianissimo to the strongest fortissimo with

the exact nuance of expression maintained,

so that the effect demanded by the pro-

ducer can be registered however near or

far the microphone may be. That is merely

a part of the day's routine. Moreover,

voices are changed entirely and made to

suit the personality of the speaker. If a tall,

well-set-up girl arrives with a high-pitched,

squeaky voice, she leaves with it placed

permanently three or four tones lower; and

vice versa, if a small girl comes in with

a ringing baritone quality. Harsh voices

can be softened, and mushy voices strength-

ened and given timbre, in a very short

period, if the student has application, and

the faculty of imbibing instruction.

It seems to me, after many years of ex-

perience, producing plays on both sides of

the Atlantic, that the gravest question of

the moment is pronunciation. Shall the

actors speak English or American? If they

speak American as the British understand

it, full of western and New Jersey 'R's,'

nasal twang, and the local peculiarities from

different States, the producers will lose

their entire foreign English speaking mar-

ket. If they speak English, it will be just

as foreign to the States, for the British

have as many variations of dialect as we

have. Dictionary English, without traces

of country or locality, would solve the

problem, and would be acceptable the wide

world over. If our American actors study,

they need not fear competition. The pres-

ence of an expert director who not only

knows how to criticize but to correct, and

instruct, would save actors their positions

improve the quality of the speaking part of

the picture five hundred per cent, and save

millions a year in time at rehearsals.

Our American actors need to acquire

style. What is style? Perfect tone, pol-

ished diction, unaffected by peculiarities of

pronunciation, correct breathing, precise

emphasis, a sense of climax, ease of man-

ner, mobile facial expression, to fit the

emotion of the moment; in short—the acme

of finished artistry. Think it over! It

doesn't matter how good your voice is, if

vou don't know how to use it.



METRO-GOLDW AYER
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A man isnt safe any more

Not if he has Camels in his case.

For the young ladies of the land,

with their usual penetration, have

discovered the excellence of this

famous cigarette. ... So that now-

adays, whenever a male voice is

heard to say, "Have a Camel,"

echo answers in a soft but prompt

soprano: "I'd love to."

© 1928. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem. N. C.





cJLs told tO

PrincessYat
by

10,000Men
"Women Use

Too Much Rouge

THE MEN, pOOr
dears, are not

P*« quite correct. They
" judge by appear-
ances solely. What
they really protest

is the ' 'painted
look"—and "too
much rouge" is not

really a question of

quantity. It is a

matter of kind; for even the tiniest bit

of usual rouge does look unreal.

Women have startling procf of differ-

ence in rouges once they try Princess

Pat. Have you sometimes watched

fleecy clouds at sunset shade from

deepest rose to faintest pink, every

tone pure and luminous? So it is with

Princess Pat rouge. Every tone is pure

and luminous, seeming to lie beneath

the skin and not upon it. You obtain

more, or less, color by using freely or

sparingly. But there is never a ques-

tion of too much, never the unlovely

"painted look" to which men object.

Purity, delicacy, the most costly color

tints, and a secret formula combine to

make Princess Pat the most natural

rouge i: Jx world. And whether blonde

or brunegte, you can use any and all of

the six Princess Pat shadeswith perfect

—instead of being limited to one

as with usual rouges.

Velvet Your Skin with Princess Pat

Almond Base Face Powder

Velvet is just the word; for the soft,

soothing Almond Base imparts to

Princess E\t
PRINCESS PAT LTD. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Princess Pat
an entirely new
"feel," makes its

application a verit-

able caress. Most pow-
ders contain starch as a base

—hence their drying effect. The Al-

mond in Princess Pat definitely helps

the skin, assists it to remain pliant

and fine of texture. And there has

never been a powder to go on so

smoothly, or cling so long—never be-

cause only in Princess Pat do you find

the soft, naturally adherent Almond
Base—instead of starch.

Princess Pat Almond Base face powder

now comes in two weights. Medium

weight in the familiar oblong box-
lighter weight in the new round box.

It has been possible because of the Al-

mond Base to make the lighter weight

powder just as clinging as the medium.

Get This

Week End Set

-SPECIAL

The very popular Princess Pat

Week-End Set is offered for a

limited timefor this coupon a nd

25c [coin]. Only one to a cus-

tomer. Besides Rouge, set contains easily a month s

supply of Almond BasePowdcr and SIX other Prin-

cess Pat preparations. Packed in a beautifully decorat-

ed boudoir box. Please act promptly.

Justwhatyou'vewanted
—lip rouge that colors the

visible part of the lips and that also

adheres to and colors the inside, moist

surface. Thus, parted lips show beau-

tiful color all the way back—no un-

lovely "rim" of color as with usual

lipsticks.

Try the Seven Famous Aids-to-Beauty in

Princess Pat Week End Set

This is really an "acquaintance" set

—

enough of each preparation for a thor-

ough trial—enough for two weeks.

And the beauty book sent_ with set

contains information on skin care of

real value—besides artful secrets of

make-up which vastly enhance re-

sults from rouge,

powder and lip rouge.

You will be delighted

with the set.

PRINCESS PAT LTD..

2709 S. Wells St., Dept. A-542, Chicago

Enclosed find 25c for which send me the

Princess Pat Week-End Set.

Name [print].

Street.

City and State

.
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EVERYBODY
TALKS in

FIRST ALL-To Iking

FARCE COMEDY

^.4L •

TALK//
There's a thrill a minute in
the action and a laugh every

other second in the side-

splitting dialog written by
Frederick H. Brennan and
Harlan Thompson!

WILLIAM FOX, in this newest
Movietone Feature, introduces a

new technique on the screen

. . . don't miss this all-

talking farce comedy when
it comes to your favorite
motion picture theater!

Qhe
GHOST
TALKS
andso
does the

Screen
in this

latest",

§5

MOVIETONE
3Kl

Directed in dialog by

LEWIS SEILER
with

Charles Eaton Helen Twelvetrees Earle Fox Carmel Myers
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fl[ Who is the Masked
Girl on the Cover?

See Page 41 for Con-

test Announcement.

<( Screenland is pub-

lished on the 5th of

the month preceding
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"PARAMOUNT
takes an easy lead

in talking pictures"

"INTER-
FERENCE'

q So stated the New York

Morning "World" on the

presentation at the Criterion

Theatre of "Interference",

Paramount's first All-Talking

Picture. And public and crit-

ics from coast

to coast have

echoed and

re-echoed

Paramount's

triumph in

this new form

of entertainment! But great

as "Interference" is, it is only

a hint of the amazing Para-

mount Talking Pictures that

are coming to you. q Between

now and July 1, 1929, Para-

mount will present 22 ALL-

TALKING Pictures with play-

ers selected from the cream

of Broadway

talent and

Paramount's

own great

stars. In every

particular—

in story, in

casting, and

in direction, they are Para-

mount—commanding all the

"THE
DOCTOR'S
SECRET"

**NIGHT
CECR'

resources of

the greatest

organization

in motion pic-

tures. Today,

as for16years,

only Para-

mount will ever surpass

Paramount! q In addition,

Paramount presents 17 part

talking, singing and sound

hits. <fl
Many of these sound

pictures will

have "silent"

versions as

well, so if the

theatre you

now attend is

not equipped

for sound,

you will still be able to see and

enjoy these great Paramount

Pictures. <J Paramount's

JEANNE
EAGELS

THE LETTER"

"THE CANARY

Short Fea-

turesProgram

consists of 13

Paramount.

Christie short

plays, 28
MURDER CASE" paramount

Talking and Singing Acts,

and Paramount Song

Cartoons and "Famous Com-

posers" Series. <J Soon, the

news reel that you all know

as the best and most timely

will be in sound, and when

you hear Paramount Sound

News you will realize that

here, too, Paramount is su-

preme. CJ No longer do

talking pic-

tures attract

on novelty

alone. You

demand qual-

ity and Para- «ABie's irish
ROSE"

mount sup-

plies it. q "If it's a Para-

mount Picture it's the best

show in town"!

(Paramount
tpictur&s
PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORP., ADOLPH ZUKOR, PRES., PARAMOUNT BUILDING. N. Y. C.
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eye§ for old
If your eyes lack lustre and tire

easily, rejuvenate them with
Murine. This long-trusted lotion

impartsa youthful sparlde to dull,

weary eyes and makes them feel

ever so much stronger.

Murine positively contains no
belladonna or other harmful in-

gredients. Therefore you may use

itfreely to brighten and invigorate

your eyes.Alsouseitafter prolonged

exposure to sun, wind and dust

to prevent a bloodshot condition.

[/R/i\E>
f-oR Y°VR

ON THE OCEAN FRONT,

"Breakers
ATLANTIC CITY N.J.

AS a view of a super-

plioto-play fills one with

satisfaction—SO will a visit

to the seashore and our

Hotel prove a vacation pro-

gram par-excellence

!

HILLMAN MANAGEMENT
When in Washington Visit

Harvey's Restaurant
11th & Penna. Aves.

Famous since 1856

({Lily Damita plays the important role of the dancer in

the film version of "The Bridge of San Luis Rey."

(("The Bridge of San Luis Rey' is now Being Filmed.

Charles Brabin, who is directing, tells you about it.

any persons who have enjoyed

"The Bridge of San Luis Rey"

as a novel apparently have been

worried as to the method that

would be followed in making it into a pic-

ture. Persons who enjoyed Mr. Wilder's

original method of treatment were prepared

to be disappointed if this unique flavor

was lost in the film.

The story gives the reader practically the

same effect that he might get from looking

over a series of very interesting, and very

boldly designed woodcuts, where everything

is in vivid highlights or blackest shadows.

Our problem, therefore, was to get this

same effect on the screen, else we would

not truly be picturizing Mr. Wilder's work.

We finally arrived at the conclusion that

the only solution was to strive to do in

pictorial effects what the author succeeded

in doing in word pictures. That is, we saw

that our task was to take the word pictures

of the author, and translate them into cor-

responding pictures on the screen.

Lighting proved the main problem, and

in many cases it has meant rather elaborate

experimenting. In almost every scene it

was necessary to throw salient features of

faces into vivid highlight and black shadow,

and still keep intact the surroundings, or,

in other words, keep practically a full pho-

tographic light on settings.

The story itself is a series of vignettes.

The Marquesa and her daughter: Pepita,

the convent girl, Esteban; Uncle Pio: the

dancer and so on.

Finally, in one swift drawing together

he interlocks these lives. The Marquesa

takes charge of Pepita; Uncle Pio and the

dancer come into the circle—and they all

meet on the Bridge of San Luis Rey where

a catastrophe works the parallel that links

each factor of life in the story into a single

idea.

So, in making the picture, we are trying

to do the same thing—to show in bold

relief not only the characters, but, by

sketchy sequences, the salient features of

each story—then, as the author did, bring

them together in a dramatic climax. It is

the strangest form of story telling in the

world, and, never having been done on the

screen before, provides no rules or prece-

dents with which to work.

We are happy, however, in that we have

obtained a remarkable cast. Lily Damita

plays the dancer. Raquel Torres is the

convent girl. Emily Fitzroy is ideally cast

as the Marquesa. Ernest Torrence will lend

great artistry to the role of Uncle Pio.
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WILLIAM HAINES in

ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE
with

LIONEL BARRYMORE— KARL DANE— LEILA HYAMS

A Jack Conway Production

From the play by
Paul Armstrong

Adaptation by A. P. Younger

Continuity by
Sara Y. Mason

Titles by Joe Farnham

JIMMY GETS
THE THIRD DEGREE

Slowly . . . silently . . . ominously . . . the great steel

door swung shut, locking within that airless vault a

helpless little child—the sister of the girl he loved . .

.

He had endured the third degree— could he stand

that pitiful appeal? To "crack" the safe was a con-

fession—not to, was— murder! What did "Jimmy
Valentine" decide?

It's an evening you'll remember all your life. A
smash hit on Broadway at $2 admission . . .

acclaimed the perfected dia-

logue accompaniment. You'll

have all the same thrills

when your local theatre shows
this record-breaking Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer him, either

silent or with dialogue.

\ THE CONSPIRATORS
WILLIAM HAINES-KARL DANE-TULLY MARSHALL

oA METRO-GOLD
"More stars than there are in Heaven'*

WILLIAM HAINES WITH
LOVELY LEILA HYAMS

It's in our safe—$501
Have you the right combination?
Answer these simple questions

and win the prize!

Come all you safe-crackers with bright ideas!

There's $50 and a valuable prize waiting for

you in the M-G-M safe! The best set of answers

to these five questions turns the trick. Read
the rules below and send in your safe-cracking

answers.

To the man winning the contest, William

Haines will give $50.00 and the electric flash

lamp he uses in "Alias Jimmy Valentine". To
the woman, Leila Hyams will send $50.00 and

the beautiful handbag she carries in the same
picture. The next fifty lucky ones will receive

my favoritephotograph specially autographedby

Yours cordially

1—Name the six popular young players who
appear in "Our Dancing Daughters."

2—Which do you prefer—Sound or Silent

movies? Give your reasons within 75 words.

3—What popular murder story listed as a best

seller novel and serial story last year has

been made into a talking picture by M-G-M?
4—Name the Indian Chief in an M-G-M

western who posed for the head on the

Buffalo nickel.

5—Who is directing the first all Negro feature

planned as an epic production of the col-

ored race?

Write your answers on one side of a single sheet of paper
and mail to Competition Editor, 3rd Floor, 1540
Broadway, New York. All answers must be received

by February 15th. Winners' names will be published in a
later issue of this magazine.

Note:—If you do not attend the pictures yourself you
may question your friends or consult motion picture

magazines. In event of ties, each tying contestant will be

awarded a prize identical in character with that tied for.

Winners of

The William Haines Contest of October

Mr. A. Humphrey Mrs. John Maloney
Redwood City, California Racine, Wisconsin

MAYER TALKING
PICTURE

It's Great with Dialogue or Silentl
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Take

SOUSA'S
TIP

"CONN instruments
have been used in my
hand for years simply
because wo have found
them to bo the best."

Get Into a Band;
TryaConnFREE!
YOU can take your place in a band almost

immediately. Conn easy-playine instru-

ments and the newinstruction methods enable

anyone who can whistle to play tunes in the

very first lessons.

Free Trial, Easy 'Payments on any Conn instru-

ment for band or orchestra. Send for free litera-

ture and detai Is of trial offer; mention instrument.

C.G.Conn,^. 284 ConnBldg.Elkhart.Ind.

^^^^^
VTm&csn acadgmy

51I
OF DRAMATICARTS

Founded 1884 by Franklin H. Sargent

For 45 Years the Leading Institution

for Dramatic and Expressional Training

Prepares for

oActing Teaching Directing

Develops Poise and Personality

Midwinter Term begins Jan. 15th

Extension Dramatic Courses in co-operation with

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Catalog describing all Courses from

Room 252-B CARNEGIE HALL, New York

BE A MOVIE
OPERATOR
Projector
Given

We teach you at
home. Bigdemand
bv Movie. Vaude-
ville Theatres.

10 West 33rd Street

Slf^APHERS
You can soon qualify for the wonderful
opportunities in this big pay profession.

TAMFRAFREE BOOK explains oppor-

^t»,7-iii tunities as Motion Picture Carn-
GIVEN era Man. Portrait. Commercial

or News Photographer or in your own busi-

ness Learn atTiome or in our great New
York Studios.

Write for Free Book and Job Chart

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY

New York Department 60

PREPARE FOR AN

—thru the only art school operated

as a department of a large art or-

ganization, who have actually pro-

duced over a quarter million draw-
ings for leading advertisers. Where
else can you get so wide an experi-

ence? Home study instruction.

Write for illustrated book telling ot

our successful students.

MEYER BOTH COMPANY
Michigan Ave. at 20th St. Dept. 76 Chicago, 111.

«I>4*rf-i>lSuJ'U teach you by mail, or at

CSmJIAIV school, In spare time Enormous
"BfflllP* demand. Big future. Interesting

iSr^ work. Oldest and foremost school.W EARN SSO TO $200 WEEKLY
Otto Wiegand. Md.. bome-study graduate, made

$12,000 from his business m one year. John

Vassoe. N. Y., gets (26 for
ford. ri. C. writes: '"Earned ?200 while taking

course" ' Write for complete information.

DETROIT SCHOOL OF LETTERING
186 St.mgo?A°.

IT5C
Est. 1899 DETROIT

C[ Remember when a fa-

mous star of the 'legiti'

mate' mould as soon

have been seen dead

as in a motion pic-

ture! How times have

changed! With the

vogue for tal\ing pic-

tures, almost every

Broadway star of any

distinction at all is pre-

paring to invade the

movie studios. They're

welcome!

({It is easy to turn the

other chee\ to the for-

merly scornful stage

stars if they are as

charming as Ina Claire.

Miss Claire, one of the

loveliest ladies who ever

graced a theatre draw-

ing-room, has deserted

the 'legit' to have a

fling at the tal\ies.

Vathe is the luc\y

company.

/Poking Them Over
Os^/ A Fan's-Eye View of Coming Films

By Evelyn Ballarine

]/ w -^i here's one on every lot. Some

have more than one. Wait a min-

ute! I'll tell you what I mean. 1

1

tell you without giving the usual

three guesses. Now! Stage players.

It used to be that when movie stars re-

tired from the screen the stage was their

goal but now the tables have turned I he

west has lassoed the stage actors—Holly-

wood and the talkers have lured them from

Broadway.
Ina Claire is the newest stage actress to

be signed for talking pictures and Pathe

is the lucky company. Her great beauty

and fine speaking voice will be seen, heard

and felt by all. •

,

Metro-Goldwyn tracked down Willard

Mack, playwright, actor and director, to

make "Hunted." Mack will appear in it

personally as well as direct. His wife,

Beatrice Banyard,, and pretty Sylvia Held,

both of the stage, are in the cast.

Paramount has Jeanne Eagels. Jeanne

signed a contract for the staggering sum

of $125,000. And for only two pictures.

Such a contract must be deserved, Jeanne.

Herbert Marshall is also with this com-

pany. Marshall is an English actor with

lots of S. A. You wiH see him with Miss

Eagels in "The Letter."

Claudette Colbert is to make two^ pic-

tures for Paramount. The first is ' The

Hole in the Wall." The second is to be

"Gentlemen of the Press" from the suc-

cessful newspaper play which is now run-

ning on Broadway. Walter Huston, also

of the stage, will have the male lead.

William Collier, Sr., papa of Buster

Collier, has been snagged by Paramount,

because of his stage training. He is to

assist with the supervision of Richard Dixs

first talkie, and may do some acting and

talking himself. Buster was one of the first

talkie heroes and now he can say, 'So s my

^United Artists has Eleanor Griffith late

of "The Spider," for the feminine lead in

the underworld thriller, "Nightstick."

Sylvia Sydney has been signed, for two

years, by Fox. Her first picture will be

"Through Different Eyes."
_

And still they come—Dorothy Hall is to

have the feminine lead in William De

Mille's "White Collars."

Even Ethel Barrymore may 'go talkie!

(Continued on page 8)
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Audiences are saying it, Everywhere

7

\t last, PICTURESthatTALK
like LIVING PEOPLE/"

Vitaphone Talking Pictures

are electrifying audiences

the country over!

For Vitaphone brings to you

the greatest of the world's

great entertainers . .

.

Screen stars! Stage stars!

Opera stars! Famous orches-

tras! Master musicians!

Vitaphone recreates them
ALL before your eyes. You
see and hear them act, talk,

sing and play—like human
beings in the flesh!

Do not confuse Vitaphone

with mere "sound effects."

Vitaphone is the ONE
proved successful talking

picture— exclusive product

of Warner Bros.

Remember this— if it's not

Warner Bros. Vitaphone^
it's NOT the real, life-like

talking picture.

Vitaphone climaxes allprev-

ious entertainment achieve-

ments. Seeandhearthismar-
vel of the age— Vitaphone.

H
BROS.

a WARNER PICTURE it'sIN*. VITAPHONE
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How to have Lovely.

Lustrous Hair'-—'always/

Does your hair ever seem dull to you—drab, life-

less? Have you not wished for something that

would keep it looking prettier—richer in tone?^

The secret lies in proper shampooing! Not just

soap-and-water "washings", but regular use of a

shampoo that really beautifies—one that was created

especially to improve dull hair and add that little

something extra so often lacking.

Ifyou really wish to makeyour hair bewitchingly

lovely—just one Golden Glint Shampoo will show

you the way! No other shampoo, anywhere, like

it! Does more than merely cleanse. It gives your

hair a "tiny-tint"—aiveelittlebit—not much—hardly
perceptible. Butwhat a difference it makes in one's

appearance; that exquisite softness of tone that

everyone admires! Millions use regularly ! You'll

like it! There's a youth-imparting touch—a beauty

specialist's secret in its formula. At your dealers',

25c, or send for free sample.

J. W. KOBI CO.
633 Rainier Ave., Dept. B, Seattle, Wash.

Please send a free sample.

Name
Address,

City . State-

Color of my hair_

BEAUTY
that won't fade

T ASTING BEAUTY
is yours when you

use Katherine Mac
Donald' s Lash Cosmet-
ic. It's absolutely wa-
terproof. Will not stiff-

en or break lashes but
leaves them soft and
natural.

Have sparkling, fas-

cinating eyes. Get
Katherine MacDon-
ald's Lash Cosmetic at

most toilet goods
counters or Si direct

to Katherine MacDon-
ald at Hollywood.

KATMERBNE MUcDONALD'S
LASH
COSMETIC

(WATERPROOF)

HAM CO tEAUTY PRODUCTS
hOLLVWOOD

h00ktng Them Over— Continued from /utge 6

Miss Barrymore made pictures long, long

ago but she never 'wowed' 'em as did her

brothers Jack and Lionel Barrymore.

Harry Richman, popular Broadwayite,

night club host and also chief laugh-getter

of George White's "Scandals," is jetting

set to star in "Say it With Music."

Charles King, Broadway stage favorite,

did such good work in "Broadway Melody"

that Mctro-Goldwyn rewarded him by giv-

ing him the male lead in Marion Davies'

first talkie—"The Five O'Clock Girl."

Ailcen Pringle, Polly Moran and George K.

Arthur make up the rest of the cast.

We mustn't forget Al Jolson who really

started it. He's out at Warners' studio

making more talking pictures for us.

"Mammy" is the title of his next. Accord-

ing to report, Ruby Kceler, his wife, may

play opposite him. And why not? After

all she's his Mammy, now.

Which goes to prove that the voice with

the smile signs the contract.

Did you hear about Richard Arlen?

They've made a sheik of him.^ (Yes, I

always thought he was 'sheiky,' too, but

this is different.) He has whiskers 'n

everything for his part in "Four Feathers."

It is said to be a choice role. Another

feather in his cap.

Get thrilled! Janet Gaynor and Charles

Fa'rrell are going to be together again in

"Blue Skies."

The Perfumed Touch that
jflakes Your Toilet Complete <

Cuticiira
Talcum Powder

Oclicately Medicated and Antiseptic
............^....AAAAAAAAAAAAAAii

A certain party named Clara Bow is

making "That Wild Party." Watta title!

It is to be Clara's first all-dialogue picture.

The story is by Warner Fabian, author of

"Flaming Youth"—and that's good news,

too.

The Moderns of today are coming in for

their share of glory in the movies.

Joan Crawford is going to make a series

of pictures depicting the modern girl.

Ruth Taylor and Buddy Rogers are

going to be co-starred in pictures about the

Moderns. The first is "Young Sinners."

Columbia Pictures has "The Younger

Generation" with Lina Basquette and Rex

Lease.
,

Corinne Griffith is at work on "Saturday s

Children." We all know that Saturday's

children must work for a living. At the

same studio. First National, Dorothy Mac-

kaill and Jack Mulhall are making "Children

of the Rits." That ought to make every-

one happy.
Lucky Lorayne DuVal extra-ed for only

three months when Carl Laemmle. Jr., dis-

covered her and gave her the feminine lead

opposite Reginald Denny in "His Lucky

Day." Whose lucky day?

Lily Damita will have the chief feminine

role in "The Bridge of San Luis Rey."

Ernest Torrence and Raquel Torres are also

in the cast. That leaves Ronald Colman

( Continued on page 10)

BROWNIE NAME CARDS
50 Perfect Nome Cards tvhh Qenuine

Black Leather Case 50c

SIZE card I'A x 2K. Name in Old
English type- Price complete 50c-

Send stamps, coin or money order.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded. Agents Wanted.

MIDGET CARD SHOP. INC
34 Bridge St., New Cumberland, Pa.

<3[ Eleanor Griffith of Broadway is now a Hollywood luminary.

United Artists signed her to play the leading feminine role

in "Xightstich" a drama of the underworld. Yes—she 11 tal^
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Howl
Licked the

Whispering'

\ftices of

Stage Fright

!

It wasn't so long ago that I used to shrink in

the background all the time. How often I've

wanted to spring a new idea at a business con-

ference—tell a funny story at a social affair—or

stand up and talk at lodge meeting ! But no—stage

fright, nervousness, and timidity kept me silent

while men of less ability won business promotions
and social popularity. Now I am a changed man.

BEFORE I explain how I overcame

these handicaps, let me say this.

Years ago I noticed that almost

invariably the promotions in business, the

positions of honor in civic affairs, the

invitations to the best social circles—all

go to the man who can dominate one

person or thousands—who is known as an
interesting talker.

But I always felt I could never be

that type of man. I used to think good

speakers were "born that way" . . . that

somehow these faults that kept me silent

were part of my physical makeup and
that I could never correct them. I know
that sounds silly—but then we humans
are always making silly excuses for not

getting the things we want in life.

But there was a girl . . .

well, ^ou see, she was the

boss' secretary, pretty as

a picture, smart as a whip
—and I fell hard. There
again my "inferiority com-
plex" kept me from trying

to cultivate her, especially

as I knew she was receiv-

ing attention from men
who were making more in

a week than I made in a
month. But one day she

stopped at my desk to tell

me that my department
head was leaving in a few
months, and asked me
point blank why I didn't

apply for his job. I stam-
mered out something about
being unable to handle such a big job.

"Look here," she said softly, "I've

been watching your work for two years.

And I know you can handle it. The
trouble with you is that you don't know

What 20 Minutes a

Day Will Show You
How to address busi-

ness meetings.
How to propose and

respond to toasts.

How to make a politi-

cal speech.
How to tell entertain-

ing stories.

How to write better
letters.

How to enlarge your
vocabulary.

How to develop self-

confidence.
How to acquire a win-

ning personality.
How to strengthen your

will-power.
How to be the master

of any situation.

how to sell

yourself. Wait
a minute." She
walked to her

desk and came
back with a

clipping in her

hand. "Here's

the kind of

training you
need. Don't let

this opportunity slip by."

That clipping changed my whole

career. It told about a marvelously

simple home study method of training

by which any man could become a dom-

inating speaker. I sent for it. And in

a few weeks I was amazed at the speed

with which I overcame my
lack of confidence and
poise. Then one day I paid

a surprise visit to the big

boss and asked him for

the department head's job.

I talked for ten minutes
without interruption, tell-

ing him my plans for run-

ning the department, while

Martha looked on approv-
ingly. To make a long
story short, I got the job
and a fat increase in sal-

ary. (P. S. Six months
later I got the girl, too.)

become a powerful speaker. Now through an
amazing home study training you can quickly
shape yourself into an outstanding, influential

talker able to dominate one man or five thousand.

Send for This Amazing Booklet
This new method of training is fully de-

scribed in a very interesting and informative
booklet which is now being sent to everyone
mailing the coupon below. This booklet is

called, How To Work Wonders With Words.
In it you are told how this new, easy method
will enable you to conquer stage fright, self-

consciousness, timidity, bashfulness and fear.
Not only men who have made millions, but
thousands of others have sent for this book-
let and are unstinting in their praise of it.

You are told how you can bring out and de-
velop your priceless "hidden knack"—the nat-
ural gift within you—which can win for you
advancement in position and salary, popular-
ity, social stand
ing, power and real
success. You can
obtain your copy
absolutely free by
sending the cou-
pon now.

Now
Sent FREE

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
Dept. 6322, 3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

There is no magic, no
mystery, no trick about
becoming a popular speak-
er. No matter what work

you are now doing or what may be your
station in life; no matter how timid
and self-conscious you now are when
called upon to speak, you can bring
out quickly your natural ability and

North American Institute, Dept. 6322,
3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Please send me FREE and without obli-

gation my copy of your inspiring book,
Hoiv to Work Wonders With Words, and
full information regarding your Course in

Effective Speaking.

Name _

Address -

Uity State..
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The Story of

Helena Rubinstein's

Pasteurized Face Cream
Over thirty years ago, when I was a young medical student in Vienna

I worked under the direction of a famous physician and skin specialist

who had remarkable success in treating the greatest variety of skin

doubles And although he gave different prescriptions to his patients,

they were all founded on one special base.

T marveled at this unguent which had power not only to soothe and heal

Ih? skin bu to invest it with great beauty. And I began earnestly to

w -ight Lw about this wonderful P-paration

and benefit by it . . . I dreamed of possessing the^fl^;Ct^ft
it in the form of a beauty preparation that would be a cleanser, moiaer

and revitaW^n oL . . ! a balm soothing and protective to the delicate

skin of a baby.

I will spare you a recital of the struggles and the failures bridging this

vision of mine and its realization. It took years and years of persistent

Effort befoTl finally persuaded the Viennese physician to part with his

secret recipe ttJ price was a fortune! From this recipe after many,

many more
P
year; of research and experimentation, I solved my Pasteur-

ized Face Cream. And nothing can equal my ,oy^^J^)^^r

completed, when I held in my hands this concentrated beauty treatment.

WHAT IS "PASTEURIZED CREAM"?

TU - nasteurized" is the keynote to the cream's extraordinary won-

ders Whe/LouTs Pasteur discovered the process that would purify milk

and crlm- and make it safe for the most delicate of children, he unknow-

ingly discovered also the finest process for purifying face cream too.

Pasteurized Face Cream is far more than a cream ... it is a reproduction

o "he skin's namral oils and youth essences! Here is no mere temporary

freshener of the skin, on and off in a twinkling-this is a beauty-builder

which works hand in hand with Nature! The skin we comes it
.

.

hunSrrfor its beauty-giving essences. And the longer it is eft on the

greafer the benefits derived from it. There is no necessityfor washmg tt away!

As a cleanser Pasteurized Face Cream is perfect. Pore-clogging dust and

fmpurhies S appear at its touch. And while it cleanses Pasteurized Face

Se
P
am r'italiz^ the tissues ... it lifts away the

yo^^^
Which rebel agXt most face creams, respond amazingly to Pasteurized

Face Cream.
.

unparalleled value. *p - ^J) ^

PASTEURIZED FACE CREAM 1.00

The Largest Selling Quality Cream in the World

Newark, London, Paris.

Helena Rubinstein Beauty Preparations and ^^ZuZrd^i^.
at the better shops. If your dealer cannot supply you, order direct.

without a leading woman again. First

Vilma, and now Lily! Who will be next?

Ronald Colman is to start work on "Bull-

dog Drummond."
Carol Lombard, blonde graduate of the

Mack Scnnctt School, and Conrad Nagcl

have been selected by Cecil B. De Millc

for "Dynamite," his first picture under the

Metro banner.

Reports from England have it that Pola

Negri has obtained George Bernard Shaw's

consent to film his play "Caesar and Cleo-

patra." Of course, Pola will be Cleo, and

die picture will be made in England—if the

report turns out to be true.

There are three all-colored pictures com-

ing along—and I don't mean Technicolor.

King Vidor's "Hallelujah." Pathe has the

film rights to "Porgy." Fox is making

"Hearts in Dixie."

Tiffany-Stahl have signed our old friend

Conway Tearle for talkies.

Did you ever hear of a 'Noise Library?'

Metro-Goldwyn has one. Some of the

records on file are: the wail of an infant,

snores of a sleeper, machine gun bullets

spattering on pavements and a complete

football game. The only_ thing that seems

to be missing is the cat's meow.

Everyone who comes to New York visits

the Roxy Theatre to see Maria Gambarelli.

The beauteous 'Gamby' is the premier

danseuse and is known to thousands of

radio and picture fans. She and her gang

of dancing girls will be seen in the nighty

club sequence of "The Hole in the Wall."

-[Clip and mail immediately-it means new beauty for you]-

on the daily care of my skin, which is:

Average Skin

Name.

Address

Oily Dry Wrinkles Blackheads Flabby

_State_

ff Claudette Colbert created on the stage

two roles which were later- played on the

screen by others: Behe Daniels m A
Kiss in a Taxi" and Dorothy Mac^ail! m
"The Barker." How Claudette will speak

„b for herself in a talkie, The Hole
P 1

in the Wall."
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A NEW HIT
FOR THE NEW YEAR

!

New York has a new thrill . . . You'll have it soon

!

Twice a day— every day— at §2.00 per seat, "THE
BARKER" is making film history.

As one man twenty famous critics declared
—
"The picture

is.there! "...

And since then Broadway's been a one-way street— all

Manhattan headed for this First National Special from a

famous stage-hit.

''Have your money ready" the day it plays your town!

r"KALE-E -E -MA !—
SHE POSITIVELY
DANCES TODAY!"

"And when she dances, folks, she
makes old men young and young
men old. She's just one of the
scores of big feature attractions

of the Carnival . . .You can't afford

•loimiss it, folks!— YOU CANT
AFFORD TO MISS IT!"

Broadway fends ljou it* latest^Icofematiorv

¥lh<E IBAE&KIEIR.
Now you ean
hear these
FOUR FAMOUS
STARS TALK

In New York — In Los Angeles
Every Paper — Every Critic

Joined in this

ALPHABET of ACCLAIM

Acting marvelous

Best since "The Sea

Hawk"

Completely .engros-

sing

Daring

Excellent

Fine

Gets" you

House in uproars

Intensely interesting

Joy to hehold

Knockout cast

Loud praises

Marvelous job

Nothingundone or ov-

erdone

One of the year's win-

ners

Pleasure to watch

Quite credibly tough

Real thing

Sizzling entertain-

ment

The picture is there

!

Uniformly high merit

Vital

Wholly intriguing

a GEORGE FITZMAERICE Production

From the play by Kenyon Nicholson. Stage Produc-

tion by Charles L. Wagner. Adaptation by Benjamin

Clazer. Presented by Richard A. Rowland.

FIRST NATIONAL'S FIRST
"The most interesting picture on Broadway"— said N. Y. Evening World!

She-
hired another wo-

man to win the Love

of the man she fear-

ed! You'll gasp at

the strange secret

drama that seethes

sinisterly hehind

the gaudy glamor of

the Midway. "Be-

hind-the-tent stuff

is the intimate sort

that 'gets' you," said

N. Y. Daily News.

PICTURE
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tfUl': simplest, auicli^t

1 "beauty treatment" m ^
'the world is a deft, touch •s^

tJp/TSf li

Uie world is a ( wi "™> ^v
i r phantom Bed Upstlok -syr

t artless because it is M-
I the "ruby-ted of your own

|j
r

ji,,3 .
sophisticated

I becau'so it Rives your Ups
' smart allure. Spreads

I evenly. Healing. 1 e-

y vents chanumg. Ultra
'
red - and - black enamel

fcase. $1. Junior 50c.

\ Send 10 Cents

' Send this adv. and 10c.

; for Vanity Size 1'hantom

: SftuW'SS MARY.PHILBIN;

?S"d,« Phantom Bed Bouse. Compact).

CARLYLE LABORATORIES INC.

Dept. 156 54 Dey St. New York

See the Movie!

Read the Book!
Your Favorite Moving

Picture in Novel Form
for $1.00

Order any one for $1.00

or 6 for $5.00
.

4-
f

,

—

Our Dancing Daughters

The Wind

The Fleet's In (Clara Bow Edition)

Lilac Time

Mother Knows Best

White Shadows in the South Seas

The Divine Lady

Me Gangster

Interference

Dry Martini

The Barker

Wings

Four Sons

Seventh Heaven

Anna Karenina (Movie Title "Love )

Beggars of Life

Revenge

The Patent Leather Kid

Resurrection

The Gaucho

The Grip of the Yukon (Yukon Trail)

The Legion of the Condemned

Sorrell fe? Son

The Man Who Laughs

SCREENLAND, Dept. 2-29

49 West 45th St., New York City.

I enclose $ for whicl1 Please send

postpaid.

BE AN

Old Timer!

you feel as spry and skittish as tne very
whether you are six-

SCREENLAND for you. , r 1

Read SCREENLAND and keep up

your favorite films. SCREENLAND, every month, keep y

m the worm—me peupio , - AUTCC

SCREENLAND, THE MODERN MAGAZINE of the MOVIES

Name

Address

City-
State..

(T You'd never guess, so we'll tell you A scenejrom ™ j« --
ot£„tha« Cecil

^
Warrens of Virginia," in 1908. ^«*^*J^»£2 director. He hasn't

B. De Mtlle. Then an actor, he xs ™w °ur most moa
Keenan—then as

kept up with the ^rnes-hej^way^eadj.^^^ \ho has also \ePtm foremost character^ actor. ^-'^ ^ tal^,
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GrowsYks grow^Eyelashessm
Eyebrows like this in30days

By Lucille Young
America's most widely
known Beauty Expertfor
fifteen years. Beauty Ad-
viser to over a million

•women.

The most marvelous discovery has
been made—a way to make eye-

lashes and eyebrows actually grow.

Now if you want long, curling,

silken lashes, you can have them

—

and beautiful, wonderful eyebrows.

I know that women will be wild to

put my new discovery to test. I

want them to—at my risk. Doubt
all you want to. It does seem im-
possible, I know. Everything here-

tofore has failed. But my search of

years has at last disclosed the secret.

So now I say to women that no
matter how scant the eyelashes and
eyebrows I will increase their length

and thickness in 30 days—or not
accept a single penny. There are no
strings attached to my guarantee!

No "ifs," "ands," or "maybes!" New
growth or no pay. And, you are the

sole judge.

'Proved Beyond the Shadow

of a Doubt

Not just a few, but over ten thou-
sand women have proved that my
wonderful discovery works—proved
it before this, my very first adver-

tisement, appears. I have from these

women some of the most startling

voluntary testimonials ever written.

I print a few of them on this page.

And I have sworn to their genuine-

ness before a notary public. Please

note the first testimonial—an amaz-
ing statement that my discovery

actually produced hair on the fore-

head, as well as growing eyelashes

and eyebrows. Every one_ of the
women who have tried my discovery

did so on my guarantee. And not a
single one has reportedfailure. On the
contrary all have been wildly en-
thusiastic.

What My Discovery Means
to Beauty

To fringe the eyes with long, curling,

natural lashes—to make the eye-
brows intense, strong, silken lines!

Think of it. All the mysterious, al-

luring charm of veiled eyes, the
witchery and beauty only one wom-
an in a hundred now possesses in

full. Merely darkening the eyelashes
and eyebrows is a poor substitute.

It helps. But what you really desire
with all your heart, what every
woman longs for is this marvelous
beauty of naturally luxuriant eye-

eNpw Eyelashes and Eyebrows can be made to grow.

My new discovery MUST accomplish this, or its cost

'will be refunded in full. Over 10,000 <women have

made the test. I have the most marvelous testimonials.

Read a few here. I have attested before a notary pub-

lic, under oath, that they are genuine and voluntary.

lashes and eyebrows. Now you can
have this beauty—impart to your
loveliness this greatest of all single

charms.

'•Results Noticeable in a Week!

In one week—sometimes in a day or
two—you notice the effect. You
merely follow simple directions. The
eyelashes become more beautiful

—

like a silken fringe. The darling

little upward curl shows itself. The
eyebrows become sleek and tract-

able—with a noticeable appearance
of growth and thickness. You will

have the thrill of a lifetime—know
that all you have to do is carry out
use of my discovery the allotted

time. And there is instant beauty, too;

for my discovery combines with its

own marvelous virtue the advantage
of darkeners. But it does so without
messiness and artificiality. It gives

the effect, but itself, cannot be

detected.

oAn Entirely New, Scientific

Principle

For years, I have sought my discovery

—

tried thousands upon thousands of ways.
But they were the ways others have tried.

I, like others, failed utterly. Then I made

Dear Miss Voung: I have just
used your Eyelash and Eye-
brow Beautiner and have re-
ceived good results. Further-
more, while I was applying it
to my eyes, I thought I'd put
it on my forehead at the side,
to make a dip. I continued to
do so and was astonished one
day when I saw that there
actually was hair on my fore-
head. I will have a natural dip
on my forehead.

Luretta Prinze,
1952 Cudaback Ave.,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Dear Lucille Young: I am
more than pleased with your
Eyebrow and Eyelash Beau-
tiner. My eyelashes are grow-
ing thick, long, and luxurious.

Miss Flora J. Corriveau,
8 Pinette Ave., Biddeford, Me.

Dear Miss Young: I certainly
am delighted with the Eye-
brow and Eyelash Beautiner.
I notice the greatest difference
and so many people I come in
contact with remark how
silky and long my eyelashes
appear to be.

Mile. Hefflefinger,
240 W. "B" St., Carlisle, Pa.

Lucille Young: I have been
using your Eyelash and Eye-
brow Beautiner Method. It is
eurely wonderful.

Pearl Provo,
29S4 Taylor St.. N. E.,

Minneapolis, Minn.
• • •

Dear Friend: A million op
more thanks to you Miss
Young. I am greatly pleased.
My eyebrows and lashes are
beautiful now. I will praise
you to all my friends and I do
not need to speak that praise—my appearance tells the tale.
Naomi Otstot, 5437 West-
minster Ave., W. Phila., Pa.

My Dear Friend: Your eye-
lash and eyebrow beautiner is
simply marvelous. The longer
I continue to use it the better
the results. People are asking
me how I do it. All I say is, "I
owe it all to 'Lucille Young.'"
Frances Raviart, R. D. No. 2.

Bos 179, Jeannette, Penn.

a discovery, found that the roots of the
eyelashes and eyebrows were marvelously
responsive to a certain rare ingredient

—

found that this ingredient must be applied
in an entirely new way. There is a secret
about my discovery—but no mystery. It

accomplishes its remarkable results just
as nature does for those women who
possess beautiful eyelashes and eyebrows.
I know that I have given to women the
wish of their hearts—made the most as-
tounding beauty discovery yet recorded.
And I have waited until I was sure before
offering it to the world at large. The more
than ten thousand women who have tested
my discovery have been my regular patrons.

You Can Have Proof
At My Sole Risk

Remember. . .in 30 days I guarantee re>
suits that will not only delight, but
amaze. If your eyelashes and eyebrows do
not actually grow, if you are not wholly
and entirely satisfied you will not be out
one penny. The introductory price of my
discovery is $1.95. Later the price will be
regularly $5.00. ^ Lucille

Send No Money With Order tnJfeYomlg
Send no money . . . simply mail coupon. f Wdg>» Chicago, IU.

When package arrives, pay postman only # Send me yournew
$1.95 plus a few cents postage. Use my discovery for grow-
wonderful discovery for full 30 days, f Jng eyelashes and
Then if not delighted, return it and I eyebrows. On arrival
will refund your money without com- f \ wiH pay postman only
ment. Mail coupon today to Lucille * $1.95 plus a few cents post-
Young, Lucille
Chicago, 111.

Young Building, f age# jf not delighted, I
A will return it within 30 days,

and you will at once refund
my money without question.Screen Stars, Actresses, Society *

women and professional beau-
, _7 ... a IName

ties please note. You are vitally f
interested in this discovery, f St. Address

2709 S. Wells Street, / Ci*y

Chicago, Illinois jr NOTE: If price of :

will be prepaid.

State

1.95 sent with order. postage
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Take j /Pi&twm

MAKEMONEY
We trainvou quickly at home.No experience neces-

FSHimeorSparetime.Splendidopportunitie3

nowinModern Photography.This is the Pjctureage.

NPwsDaDers. magazines*, advertisers, and manufac-

nirlrs usl thousands of photographs every year.

Portrait photographers also make more money to-

day than ever before. Commercial photography also

r^fj?„hnSes for yourself, or make money on the side,

Set
Nothing el °e like it. You can also make money

ShUefcing'Eafytlthod'Quick results assured.

SEND FOR saifttm-^ __, tio, in Modern Ihotoaro-

FREE BOOK and ,u" detal

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 6322

50 EAST 58th STREET

NEW YORK
In the fashionable Park

Ave. and Plaza districts

Large outside

sunny rooms
elegantly
furnished

Single Room and

Bath $4 "$5

Double Room and

Bath $5 "$ 7

Parlor, Bedroom
and Bath $10-512

Special low weekly

and monthly rates

Telephone Regent 8100

(fjo nfessions
o f the Charts
« This is the Fans' Forum! It is YOUR department, to

which you are invited to contribute your opinions of

and ambitions for the movies. Let's ^fromjo^
Send along your photograph with your le^.because

the other readers want to get acquainted 1 he most

entering letters, on subjects of general interest, wtll

be printed. The Editor.

Small Town-
But Not
Small Time!

A T last,

f\ whai

MX me!

STANTLY, makes them appear
naturally dark, long and luxuriant.

Adds wonderful charm, beauty and
expression to any face. Perfect y
harmless. Used by millions of lovely

women. Solid form or water-proot

liquid. BLACK or BROWN, 7Bcat
youT dealer's or direct, postpaid.

MAVBELUNE CO., CHICAGO

Dear Editor.

last, a chance to tell the world

what the movies have meant to

This department is a fine

-2-^- thing.

We in the small towns, depend upon the

movies for the major part of our diversion.

The local theatres mail us their programs

and know that they've booked a customer.

We see every picture and enjoy it—mostly.

Of course, we like to pan the bad ones

but we do it ever so gently.

Bill Haines is very popular here Excess

Baggage" showed us a wistful Bill we never

knew existed. , .

Erich Von Stroheim, too, gave us a shock

with his touching love scenes in The Vv ed-

ding March." He was absolutely lovable

at times and we had to forgive him for his

inevitable sausage eater.

But what about sound pictures lor us.'

I suppose the high cost of sound repro-

duction equipment will deny us the pleasure

of hearing them at home. But why get that

way about it when New York is only titty

miles away! . _ .„

I saw Al Jolson in The Singing Fool

and he certainly made a 'crying fool out

of me It was wonderful, and brought

me back to the first talking picture I saw

when I was a kid. The managers wile

read the lines behind the curtain and

changed her voice to suit her idea of each

character. It must have been awful but

I remember how wonderful I thought it

was.

Remember those good old melodramas?

Compare them with the new pictures.

Each one has its little innovations King

Vidor introduced lip reading in Ihe Big

Parade." Charles Chaplin's pantomime is

unique. Murnau's camera angles are

startling—and now Victor Seastrom depict-

ing the player's thoughts as he did m
"Masks of the Devil." What next? What-

ever it is, I'll see it.

We keep close tab on the stars through

the medium of the movie magazines, ot

which Screenland has always been my

favorite, principally because it has never

carried any sensational scandals or divorces.

This seems to me a very wise policy. Ihe

tabloids seem to cover that side of things

so perfectly!

May I thank you for this opportunity

and unburden myself again when the spirit

moves me?
Sincerely,

Mrs. F. A. Cuneo,
Brightwaters, Long Island,

New York.

Hear, Hear!

Dear Editor: l

Do you mind if I cry a little? In other

words, what do you think about these new

talking motion pictures? Sometimes 1 do

and sometimes I don't. See what I mean?

I mean sometimes I think they are swell,

and then I've heard a film cutie that I ve

always been pretty crazy about say some-

thing like, "Oh, don't you love me? or

"It's time to go home," and I decide unan-

imously, "No, I don't love you, and

"Well, I'd just as soon go home.
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"A Delicate Subject
—but these girls must be told"

—a dean ofwomen says, in discussing

this phase of modern feminine hygiene

/

Unfortunately this delicate subject

is seldom discussed. Now, a new
patented process deodorizes* this

scientific sanitary pad, which excels

in comfortand ease ofdisposability.

TIVEN among girls who are very frank

I ' with each other, there is a question of
daintiness, of fastidious personal care that is

unfortunately seldom mentioned. Yet many
women are unconsciously guilty. At certain

times they are seriously offensive to others.

With realization comes constant fear.

Today these fears are ended. Science has

discovered a way to counteract this offense.

itself. It is easily disposed of, no laundering is

necessary. A new process makes it softer than

ever before.

Buy a box today . . . 45c for a box of twelve.

On sale at all drug, dry goods and depart-

ment stores; also through vending cabinets

in rest-rooms by West Disinfecting Co.

*Kotex is the only sanitary pad that deodorizes
by patented process. (Patent No. 1,670,587)

5 Important Features

:

X— Softer gauze ends chafing; pliable filler

absorbs as no other substance can;

2 — Corners are rounded and tapered; no evi-

dence of sanitary protection under any gown

;

3 — Deodorizes— safely
, thoroughly, by a new

and exclusive patented process

;

A— Adjust it to your needs; filler may be

made thinner, narrower, as required;

and

5— It is easily disposed of; no unpleasant

laundry.

Of course, I knew all the time that these

film beauties could talk, but I never thought

much about it. They looked so darned

good as they were that I didn't care whether
they talked or not—I just looked at them
and let it go at that. Well, now they're

talking, aren't they, and the sudden out'

burst has frightened me.

Maybe the thing has got my goat because

I've thought of them as beautiful silent

ladies, sort of statues like Galatea. I've

loved them like that. Then they suddenly

open their mouth and utter something like,

"I'll have an erster cocktail and a plernked

sterk," and I feel like running to the

nearest exit.

I suppose I'll have to get used to the

thing, won't I? Perhaps when I hear them
talk in a couple of pictures I'll want to

hear them talk all the time. I may go to

Hollywood and become a professional eaves-

dropper just to hear them talk. Maybe I

may do so much listening that I'll forget

how to talk myself. You can see that the

whole thing has got me pretty worried.

On the other hand, take Al Jolson. Mr.
Jolson can talk all he wants to and sing

all he wants to and I'll listen. Is it be-

cause he was a great stage entertainer that

I like him, editor? When I first saw him
in "The Jaz,2 Singer" I thought, 'Here is

something great! How long has this been
going on!' And when I saw him in "The
Singing Fool," I thought, 'Let's insure his

voice! Let's egg him on!'

Well, I suppose there are others like Al
and I suppose there will be more coming
along who will be as good. I'll wait. I'll

not only wait, I'll write you about it

whether you like what I say or not. I'll

unburden myself to you just as pleasantly

as I know how.
Wait a minute, editor! I saw one pic-

ture with a couple of my favorite girl

friends in it, and they can talk all they
want to on the screen. Did you see "The
Barker?" Well, do you remember when
Milton Sills poked his head into the dress-

ing room of Betty Compson when she was
the hula dancer? And Betty said, "C'mon
in!" Well, I got up in my seat without
reaching for my hat. I decided I could
beat Milton Sills into that dressing room
even if he did have a few rows head start

on me. That was the first time I ever heard
Betty Compson speak and I'm ready to

hear her again. The same goes for Dorothy
Mackaill in the same picture. Those two
girls are my ideals at present. They can
talk on and on for all I care, and I'll

listen. Betty Compson's voice even sounded
good after Milton Sills had choked her,

and if a girl's voice sounds good after she's

been choked I'll say she's got vox appeal.
Get it?

Well, I guess I've said enough. Who
knows but what next time you get an
envelope from me you'll take out a blank
piece of paper and look at it and then
you'll hear my own voice come out of it

instead of reading it. I don't think such
a thing is likely very soon, of course, but
look at the telephone! Look at the radio!

Look at the submarine! Look at the elec-

tric light bulb! Go ahead and look at 'em
if you want to! I'll look at Betty Compson
and Dorothy Mackaill and others of my
favorites—and at the same time I'll listen

to 'em! Four out of five have IT—the
other one can be an extra in the back-
ground and wave a flag. A minute ago I

said I guessed I'd said enough. All right,

I'm packing!

Best to Screenland,

J. Clarence,
Virginia Apartments,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Kotex now completely deodorizes*

Kotex has brought a new idea of feminine

hygiene to women all over the world. In

the past ten years they have learned new
comfort, new ease ofmind through this san-

itary protection. Now a process has been

perfected that completely ends all odors.

In Kotex laboratories the one remaining

problem in connection with sanitary pads

is solved.

Shaped to fit, too

Because corners of the pad are rounded and
tapered, it may be worn without evidence

under the most clinging gown. There is

none of that conspicuous bulkiness so often

associated with old-fashioned methods. You
can adjust the filler. Cellucotton absorbent

wadding takes up 16 times its weight in

moisture. 5 timesmoreabsorbentthan cotton
K O T e X
The New Sanitary Pad which deodorizes



SCREENLAND'S
DEDICATED TO

(( Evelyn Brent is

always convincing.

Tou forget she is acting

and live her roles with her.

he's a moody, amazing actress. Can

you think of anyone who even re-

motely resembles Evelyn Brent on the

screen? Of course not! She is in a

class by herself. Where other stars gurgle, she

looks glum Where most movie beauties spare

no pains to be pleasantly alluring, Betty Brent

achieves her effects by directly opposite

methods. She has sulked and stormed her

way into fame! And now as the bold, bad

girl in "Interference" she scores again.

((Here are glimpses of

Evelyn as the fascinat-

ing Feathers of "Under-

world," as the actress in I he

Last Command," and as a dar-

duchess in "His Tiger Lady.
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Honor Page
Evelyn 'Brent

C[ Even the European
art of Jannings could not

dwarf her individual artistry.

The profile picture shows the

'Betty' Brent who is one of the

film colony's favorite children.

((Sombre or smil-

ing, she challenges
your interest and stimu-

lates your imagination.

Evelyn Brent has been in line for our
special applause for a long time. But it always
happened that just as she was about to step
into her hard-earned position as the heroine
of the Honor Page—a reward coveted, if we
do say it, by every artist in motion pictures

—

some other star rose on the horizon. There
was Jannings, in "The Last Command."
George Bancroft grabbed the pages for his

portrayal in "Underworld" when Evelyn's per-

formance was just as good. But here she comes
as a talkie heroine to claim her own.
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NHE movies are

growing up. It does

look that way,

doesn't it? Well, let's see.

Consider George Ber-

nard Shaw who, having

fallen very hard for him-

self in Movietone, is said

to have agreed to permit

Madame Pola Negri to

enact Cleopatra in a film

version of his play, "Caesar and Cleopatra.

If true, it will be the first Shavian drama to

reach the screen.

No less than three productions based on

Negro life and character are being filmed. A
year or so ago, no producer would have dared.

Today, it's being done, done, done!

In New York City, a four-screen theatre is

being built. The first of its kind in the world,

it will be an amazing structure, in which films

can be projected simultaneously on four screens.

The whole theatre, in fact, is to be one huge,

four-sided screen. (I didn't dream it. It s

happening now.) The motion picture itself,

they say, can be thrown on all four screens at

once so that the audience will feel itself an

actual part of the drama being unrolled. Sup-

pose a war picture is the program. The spec-

tator will see long lines of camions winding

down the side screen, and air battles being

fought over his head on the ceiling screen-

while hero, heroine, and villain—at least, they

won't be changed—perform their parts on the

"personal" saucer-shaped screen on the stage.

Enough to make an old-fashioned fan dizzy?

But wait a minute! This new-fangled theatre

Delight Evans

Editor,

Her Page.

is being built to feature the

Motion Picture— not to

show off vaudeville acts and

jaw orchestras. That isn't

so crazy, is it?

And let me tell you the

rest of it: the interior of

this theatre is so designed

that it can be transformed

in a flash to suit the setting

of the picture— from a

night-club to a newspaper

office; from the heroine's

drawing-room to the adven-

turess' underworld. I can't

understand it myself—but

it sounds wonderful!

And then—now here's

why I love the movies!

They will be quaint; they

will be defiant and different!

They sign Dorothy Parker, one of America's

most famous humorous writers, to do dialogue.

Great! But what do you suppose her first

assignment is said to have turned out to be?

"Madame X!" Madame won't know herself.

And Robert Benchley. You met Mr. Bench-

ley in his incomparable "Treasurer's Report

and "Sex Life of the Polyp." Well, it seems—

I don't know how true it is, so don t quote me

—it seems that the other day he devised an-

other humorous classic, based on the adventures

of a home man fixing the furnace. What was

his amazement, according to advices when

having turned in his story he received the fol-

lowing wire from the producer: "Cant you

put a little sex into it?"

A fan's a fan, no matter where he sits. In

New York he waits in line to loll in the luxuri-

ous loges of the palatial Paramount or the com-

fortable Capitol or the romantic Roxy. In a

little movie theatre in Wisconsin with old-

fashioned wooden seats he brings his own cush-

ion—and likes it!

Have YOU been wired for sound yet?



r The Big Night
V\i NJOnight's the night! Come along to the grand movie opening—stupendous, amazing, spectacular first night of a new film.

You'll see stars, more than there are in heaven! You'll see them roll up to the door of the picture palace in their

I motor cars; you'll see them step out to face the camera batteries and the flash-lights and the crowd. You'll watch
JUL

. them, one by one—or even two by two—speak a few words into the microphone when they are introduced. You'll

love it. Above is an impression of one movie opening, that of "Interference" in Los Angeles. But it is like them all

—bright lights, color, crowds. Here are Theodore Roberts, the grand old movie man, with the Vaughn sisters; Bebe Daniels,

escorted by Joseph Schenck; Baclanova and Nicholas Soussanin; Fay Wray; Lois Wilson, with Mr. and Mrs. Neil Hamilton;

and Dorothy Mackaill.
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J^adies for the

(\Bubbles of Beauty

Bursting Upon the

Screen

C[ Doris Hill has

]ac\ Holt mak-

ing love to her

in pictures and

all the men in

the audience
feeling li\e i£ -

C[ Mary Duncan, to

the lower right,

made Broadway
audiences gasp.

Ktow she is elec

trifying the Fox
lot.

GCarlotta King brings a big-time

to the Warner Brothersvoice —and that's not all.pictures-

no to woo? That's the big question in

Hollywood now—and all the time.

Hollywood is always looking for variety.

New faces for our cameras—new voices

for our microphones-new leading men-and new

arris to love. Especially new girls to love You can t

blame the boys of the screen colony for demanding a

change now and then. They want new girl friends m

their new pictures-and who are we to stop them?

In fact well be broad-minded and call some new girls

to their attention. Consider Carlotta King. She is all

set to make some leading man very, very happy, bhe

makes her debut on the screen as the golden-voiced sweet-

heart of John Boles in "The Desert Song.

Hora Lane— little,

lovely, and Irish.

She was discovered

first by Frances
Marion—and later

by all the movie

fans. (Left)
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Jlollywood
(\New Kissees for

the Close-up

Champions.

<C Helen Twelvetrees:
nineteen, born in

Brooklyn, stage expe-

rience. Acting and
tal\ing in "The
Ghost Tal\s"—very

nice, too.

<t Mona Rico started

out in pictures as

'The girl with the

pretty hands.' Then
they discovered the

rest of her.

Then there is Doris Hill. Five feet, two and a half
inches of titian-haired, blue-eyed loveliness, Doris
has arrived as Jack Holts leading lady in "Ava-
lanche." And Nora Lane! She played opposite

Fred Thomson, and now you'll be seeing her as the heroine
of "Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City." Mary Duncan
—ah, there's a lady to love! Well-known on the Broadway
stage, Mary is making even more friends in the movies—as the torrid mama of "4 Devils" and the love interest
in "Our Daily Bread" with Charles Farrell. Little Helen
Twelvetrees is in "The Ghost Talks." Helen talks, too.

Mona Rico plays with John Barrymore in "King of the
Mountains." A Lubitsch discovery, this Mexican beauty.
Dorothy Janis is playing with Ramon Novarro in "The
Pagan." Maid to love!

,

Dorothy Janis' ances'

tors were Indians.

That may be the rea-

son she specializes

in scalps.



ysteries ^"ollywood

What Happens to Your Favorite Story or Play in its Screen

Adamtion? Often It Emerges with No Resemblance to he

OritinaI You Must Have Wondered What Accidents Befell It

H
,. *- j„„^_ rKai-art-pr^ react to dramatic situations the same in one

3L™'S classical ^X^J^S "weXr "s in another A man can get just as

Ta fXnd^en To site sSen^Sn of jealous of his wife whether she be making love on a san*

_ _ & The Trail of the Lonesorne Rne^ ^eora^f^
^ ^ ^ ^w

When it was all over the friend turned to Fox and sai
. ^ w ^ alas!-Ramon

"John, the only thing left of your story is the pi k.
particular studio. And if he

"Yes," replied the bewildered author, and that s a red is noc ^ ^ ^ Victor MacLagkn ls!

wood!" .
__ , ,

thlt it wasn
'

t a (just to use Vic as an example). In fact, Vic has been

John was an optimist. He w"/^Aa^\^ed drawing a huge salary for six weeks and he simply must

mulberry bush. Queerer changes than d»t ^gg£* be
g
t0 w0

*
k . No director ever found all the people

when an immortal work comes forth from tne ciu f ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ avalkbk at one and the
. . 4.: TV,, oicir f-n Hpcrribe
the cinema.

Why? Well, youve asked

something regarding which the

heaviest brick-bats have -been

hurled at Hollywood. But as

Hollywood apparently hasn t

the time nor inclination to ex-

plain the reasons, I'll unravel

the mystery for you.

Let's take an extreme case.

Supposing you, dear, hope-

ful reader, write an immortal

work, and straightway sell it to

a picture company for a tat

check. Naturally you expect to

see your story on the screen.

And quite as naturally the stu-

dio intended it to be as faith-

ful to your story as the vicis-

situdes of the game permit. But,

oh, the vicissitudes!

Supposing, for instance, you

have written an Alaskan story,

the bi^ punch of which takes

place in a blizzard. But suppose

the Studio's program compelled

them to set the shooting sched-

ule for August. Alas, there

isn't any snow in August! Well,

says the Production Office,

there's only one thing to do-
make it a desert story. "Out-

rageous!" you cry. But is it

outrageous? What sold them

your story? Plot and character-

isations. Well, plot is plot, and

((Portrait of a Contented Author-Very Rare.

Kenyan Hicholson wrote a Broadway hit, ifte

Barker." First National bought it for the movies,

and the screened results more than satisfied Mr.

Nicholson. He said: "I have never seen a film

so faithful to its original" Is this the millennium!

aaiiiv^ Liinv/. - — j

your characters exactly as you

wish them in a novel, but just

try to match them up for a

screen production.

Quite correctly you had

picked out Dolores Costello as

your heroine, and she certainly

would have fitted the part. But

August will find Dolores in a

studio in Cuba shooting a siz-

zling Spanish story, perhaps.

Greta Garbo! Now Greta and

Vic are miles away from the

stars you had selected for your

immortal story, but I ask you,

as man to man—or man to girl

as the case may be—if Vic and

Greta won't make a snappy

team. You must think of 'box-

office' in such matters!

Furthermore, as good as your

plot is, you've neglected two

important things— you've no

comedy relief and you've no

pets. That's bad. But the

Scenario Department can help

you out by writing in a part

for Louise Fazenda and ringing

in a basket of kittens. Louise

and the kittens will no doubt

surprise you, but they'll help to

put over your immortal work.

They start to shoot. Now
look out for vicissitudes'! Who
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C[ An exception to the rule that authors are always

disgruntled when they see screen versions of their

boo\s is S. S. Van Dine, who wrote the sensation'

ally successful "Canary Murder Case." Paramount's
filmization of his boo\ pleased Mr. Van Dine.

(Si Is it possible—still another? Yes! Bartlett

Cormac\ wrote "The Rac\et," which scored a
success on Broadway. He was delighted with
the movie version of his play—so much so that

he is now engaged in writing movies himself.

could have foreseen, for instance, that big, husky Vic
couldn't stand up against Greta in the love scenes? But he

hasn't a chance. You had written a man's story, but after

seeing the rushes the order comes down from the High
Executives to play away from Vic and build up Greta. It

is now a woman's story

Oh, well, the plot is safe, and that's the important thing.

But wait!

Ten reels of stuff now go to the cutting-room to be

reduced to approximately feature length. The whole staff

views it first in about eight reels, and to their consternation

several of the scenes essential to the plot don't click. Why?
Nobody knows; or else everybody has a different reason.

Perhaps they weren't shot right; or maybe they are in the

wrong place; or maybe the tempo is too fast or slow.

Queer!—the stuff read fine, but it doesn't get over in

pantomime. And don't think this case is too extreme. It

happens to the biggest and best directed productions.

Scenes that cost fortunes, and that everybody from the

author to the Big Boss had bet on, die ingloriously at the

first preview. Tinkering, or even reshooting, may save them;

then again it may not. If it

doesn't—out they come!

"Comes the dawn!"—or in

other words the titling. And
here is where the plot has to

be alibied, or, alas, funda-

mentally changed.

Yet there is still hope.

Especially in this case, for

it is discovered that Louise

Fazenda has stolen the pic-

ture—not an unusual thing

for Louise to do. All right.

This is no time for squeam-
ishness; two hundred thou-

"Hollywood is littered with the

remains of indignant authors who
endeavored to shoot their stories

as they had written them."

"It is an intellectual and a phys-

ical impossibility to predetermine
the finished motion picture."

sand dollars is at stake! Cut Greta down and save every

foot of Louise!

Your Alaskan drama has now become a comedy!
Obviously therefore your main title, "Frozen Passion,"

will not do. It is changed to "Tarantula Tillie."

Then on a fateful night you go to the Superba to see

your story on the screen. You are aghast. You fail to

find even the mulberry bush!

But remember this, dear, hopeful reader—and writer

—

that you got a nice fat check, and you have been given

screen credit for one of the best comedies of the year.

Better far that you take your bows and leave brickbats

to the checkless and creditless.

And while you are remembering, remember this—

-

It is an intellectual and a physical impossibility to pre'

determine the finished motion picture!

You'll show us that it can be done? You'll come out
with a million dollars and show those bone-heads up?
Don't! Hollywood is littered with the remains of indignant
authors who endeavored to shoot their stories as they had
written them.

Lubitsch comes closest to

performing such phenomena.
But even Lubitsch antici-

pates his changes before

shooting. Furthermore, he

is a genius.

On the other hand, Charlie

Chaplin never knows whither

his stories will go or how
they will end. And he's a

genius, too.

Figure it out on a paper

pad—preferably a pad of

fool's cap!
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J{ow to Qet
Just to Show She's Big-

on Robert Castle, the New
About Women From Clara

Exclusive Photographs

for Screen lakh by

Eugene Robert Riches.

^^Jhen he passes,

Straight and tall,
rop your bag—just

fall!

Sceeexlax'o, with o,

low, deep bote, acknowl-

edges indebtedness to

Miss Clara. Bow and
her assistant, 3Ir. Rob-
ert Castle, for these

especially.- posed photo-
graphs.

^IjlJwEN he hastens

To your aid

—

*Jt's just so much

Marmalade!
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Tour ^M-an!
Hearted, Clara Bow Practices her Wiles

LeadingMan from Vienna,Who Learns

in noTime at All. Girls, Gather 'Round!

/ ET the It Girl, Clara Bow,

Show you what you all should know:

How to snare the male you like

While you're on your morning hike.

Study every move she makes

Carefully, then get the breaks.

View every picture, left to right

—

And you'll make a date tonight!

RMS entwine you

—

Rather quaint!

^T^Ow's the time to

Seem to faint

—

ollow Clara's little plan

And you'll surely Get your Man!

2?



C[ Charlie Chaplin's new
1

eading lady, Virginia

Cherrill, used to be a

Chicago society girl.

>{ow she adds zest to

the Hollywood social

round.

otiose

By

Grace KJngsley

SCREENLAND S PARTY REPORTER

(( George O'Brien

loo\s as if he

wishes he had

ta\en up butter'

fly chasing in-

stead of movie

acting. Olive
Borden is such

a beautiful but-

terfly! ((Below is William

Collier, Jr., other-

wise 'Buster,' who
goes alone to pic-

ture parties now.

yow I ask you—anybody who will walk

down fifty stone steps and then back

again, just to greet a guest, is a real

- host, isn't he?

That's what Mervyn Le Roy did for us when

Patsy, Dr. Howard Updegraff — who makes

movie peoples faces over for them—and I went

up to Mervyns house to a party which he and

his lovely wife, Edna Murphy, were giving in

their picturesque home on the side of a Holly-

wood hill. .

Mervyn told us all about how to park our

car and just how to climb those fifty stone steps

set in the upright lawn, without stubbing our toes and

falling into the fountain. Of course there were a lot of

lights, so that we probably shouldn t have alien into the

fountain anyway, but Mervyn s attention all goes to show

how very, very nice he is.

The house is built in the Spanish town-house

style but the rooms are not too large to give the

impression of cosiness and hominess.

Sweet Edna Murphy greeted us at the

hospitably lighted door, and though we

W were a little early we found a number

^ of people already there.

"Of course Mervyn, having been a

gag man before he was a director, would

just have to gag up his house a little,"

Patsy remarked, as we caught sight of a

little wooden Indian, like a cigar store sign, which

decorated an alcove. "It should be^a statue of

Shakespeare or some other highbrow.

But when Mervyn explained that it was a statue

which he had brought with him from the Yosermte

where Indians carve these things, Patsy realized

C[ Edna Murphy
and her direc-

tor - husband,

Mervyn Le
Roy, do their

high-flying to-

gether!

((Left: Jiorman
Kerry's following

among his movie

friends is almost

as large as his fan

following.
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UTTERFLIEg)
and Boys

The Picture People Give Perfect Parties Because

They Know How to Play!

that no decoration could be more suitable to a Spanish house, and

hid her diminished head.

That lovely young leading lady of Charlie Chaplin's, Virginia

Cherrill, was almost the first person we met.

She is blonde, and Charlie told us afterward that he thinks

she looks like Edna Purviance; but we didn't think so. She has

a gentler expression than Edna, and is much more vivacious and

friendly in her ways. We afterward saw a test of Virginia, and

she has a wonderfully expressive, sweet face. She was a Chicago

society girl, but like lots of society girls, she tired of that sort of

thing.

It is very thrilling, the way in which she happened to meet

Chaplin. She told us all about it that night.

"I had never seen any boxing contests," she explained, "and like

all young girls of this generation I was dying to see one. So a

man I knew invited me over to the Hollywood American Legion

Stadium to see some fights. All the Hollywood girls go, and it is

rather a social event. You see, I was out west visiting Sue Carol,

who is an old school chum of mine, and she wanted me to have

just as good a time as I could.

"You hear about these magnetic gases, and you don't believe

in them. All the same I felt somebody looking at me, and I

looked around to see a man staring at me very hard. He
was off at one side. I felt I had seen him. Then I realised

he was Charlie Chaplin and I nearly fried in my blushes. In

other words, I was fussed!

"I went again to the fights the next week, and this time

Charlie sat very near me, and quite miraculously the man who

had taken me knew Charlie. We were introduced, and Charlie

asked me right away to come and take a test for his picture.

He told me he thought I was Edna's type. Of course I was

awfully thrilled, and of course I went.

"I've been out with Charlie quite a lot (Cont. on page 101)

({Below: Lila Lee and Bessie

Love—two of the gayest and

sweetest of all the hard-wo

ing butterfly girls of screenland.
C[ Remember Helen of

Troy, whose Private

Life was revealed to

you sometime ago on
the screen? Well,

here's Helen herself—really Maria Corda—above, who has

come bac\ to Holly-

wood pictures and
parties after an ab-

sence in Europe.

C[ Barry 7^[orton is one of film-

dom's most popular bachelors.

He's from the Argentine and
he dances a devastating tango.
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((Sue Carol wearing the smart cabachon-cut real

carnelian necklace and bracelet, mounted m
sterling silver with a flower design, which she

offers to you for a letter.

1UE Carol's fan mail is getting heavier and heavier.

Which means that the fans like her. And Sue appre-

ciates it She actually does. So in her best co legiate

manner'she asked if she could thank her fans through

Screenland's contest department. Did Screenland say

Xo? NO! Right.

Sue offers this smart cabachon-cut real carnelian necklace

and bracelet. It is mounted in sterling silver, dull-gold

plated, and has a flower design. Just the thing for the

junior Prom, Senior Hop or what have you? You can have

it if you write the best letter answering her question about

whom she should play opposite.
\xnmpnt

'

We all know Nick Stuart is really her Big Moment.

She plays with him in "Chasing Through Europe

In "The Air Circus" Sue 'had both Arthur Lake and

David Rollins. And they were a cute tno, too
„

Douglas MacLean was her crush in Soft Cushions.

Remember Hugh Trevor in "Beau Broadway, or could

you care for Richard Walling? Sue played with him in

"Walking Back."

SUE
Q The question you

must answer:

ShouldSue Carol

play opposite boys

like Nick Stuart

or men of the

world like Lew

Cody? Why do

you think so?

(T Sue looks, acts, and is nineteen. Do you

thinh she should play with the younger

boys or with sophisticated men like

Lew Cody, Rod La Rocque, or maybe

John Gilbert' You select the man

and Sue will try to do the rest.
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CAROL Offers You

Her Carneltan TSleeklace

and bracelet

For the Best Letter from a Fan
(( Sue Carol is the cuddly

type. She collects French
dolls, bulldogs and hearts.

,ue Carol hasn't been in pictures

very long but look at the rapid

progress she has made. Sue is

grateful for her success and to

show her appreciation she offers this

lovely gift to you. Sue is sorry she

didn't get something more general

—

something for both boys and girls. The
necklace and bracelet sets are 'quite the

thing' this season and Sue, being very

modern, selected them. However, the

contest is open to all. Sue says, "If a

boy writes the best letter he gets the

gift. He can give it to his mother,

sister or the girl-friend."

Write the best letter—that is, the

cleverest and clearest—answering Sue's

question, and you may win the gift.

Address:—SUE CAROL
Screenland Contest Department

49 West 45th St., New York City

Contest closes February 10, 1929

G[ Sue Carol's necklace and
bracelet will be awarded
to the writer of the best

letter answering Sue's

question. By 'best

letter' is meant the

clearest and
cleverest.
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Marriage Problems
By Helen Ludlam

Iov:
OVE is the basis of all things. Love is the motive

power that stirs every living thing into being,

, and without some phase of it there could not

-> -si be a world. , .

They say the reason there is trouble when Cupid hurls

his dart is that Man, generic Man, feels his incompleteness

and resents it. Which is perhaps near the truth. Uer-

tainly we are not tempted if we do not feel the need of

anything. Is the most delicious food tempting to a man

who has already dined well?

People raise scandalised brows over the divorces of Holly-

wood; but until they can truthfully point to their own

lives as perfect I don't think they can with any dignity

criticize a situation they know nothing whatever about

As a matter of fact I think Hollywood tries as hard

as any other community to make a go of marriage. Holly-

wood may have more difficulties to overcome - mo

Temptarions. Although most of the players I talked with

don't admit those difficulties, those dangers.

One day I asked Gloria Swanson why she thought film

marriages were harder to live through successfully than

those outside the film circle. Gloria rose and walked

almost the length of the room before she turned and faced

me with blazing eyes. The question had been bo ted from

a clear sky and I could see that she was deeply moved

by it Though when she spoke her voice was calm enough.

'Tor one who knows nothing about it I should say that

film marriages are not harder to make successful than other

marriages." „ . ,

"But the separations—the temptations, 1 said

"If there is an actor alive who is separated from his

wife more than doctors are from their wives or who

is more uncertain of his time, I'd like to meet him.

Then look at sailors, and traveling salesmen and big

business men! As for the irregular hours—it

you are not married to a madman he would

QBehw: Eddie Lowe and

Lilyan Tashman, who manage

to be happy though married

and movie stars. Next, Chve

Broo\ and his pretty English

wife. She's not in pictures.

C[ Gloria Swanson's third matri-

monial venture with the Mar-

quis de la Falaise—totherwise

"Han\"—is as happy as they

loo\ here.



of the STARS
Q It is Harder to be Happily Married in Hollywood

Than Anywhere Else. But It Can Be Done!

know that as a business woman his wife's first duty was

to her business. If it calls her at a time when she had

planned a day of recreation with her husband it has to

be forgotten—just as a wife understands, or should under-

stand, that her husband can't help her buy a new bonnet

if unexpected and urgent business claims his attendance

at the office.

"I was divorced twice and I'm glad I was. There was

a lot I had to learn and a lot they had to learn, but I'm

not going to be divorced a third time. Hank and I under-

stand each other." ('Hank' being the name Gloria is privi-

leged to call the Marquis de la Falaise et de la Coudray.)

"My husband, being a Frenchman, has a much saner

viewpoint of the marriage relation and a better compre-

hension of how to keep love than the average Ameri-

can. I respect it tremendously. I think there are

two things essential in marriage: trust and tol-

erance. No, there is an important third.

Congeniality.

"As for the slave chain some men and women lash

around their mates with regard to the companionship of

other men and women—to me there is something indecent

in it. As though sex was all there was to marriage! It

may form the fundamental reason for its consummation,

but oh, it is such a very small part of what a marriage

should be!

"Twice a year Hank has to go to France. The last time

I traveled back alone from New York after seeing him

off, a newspaper woman met me at the train in Chicago.

'Oh,' she said, 'Did you know that your husband took

Peggy Hopkins Joyce to the theatre the other night? Aren't

you jealous?' Of course I wasn't jealous. Do I expect

him to spend all his time alone or entirely with other

men? Not any more than I would expect to shut myself

up just because our business separated us for a few months.

And naturally he would take a woman of our world. But

d[ One of America s most famous mar-
ried couples-' the Dempseys. Jac\
and Estelle Taylor co-star on the

stage as well as at home.

Below: ~Wally Beery believes a wife's

place is in the home and Mrs. Beery

agrees with him. They're happy!

Corinne Griffith and her manager-
husband, Walter Morosco, are soul

and sail mates.
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(f When the bride is as beautiful arid charm-

ing as Mrs. Jessica Sargent Barthelmess,

marriage, even in Hollywood, is a pipe.

what could I say? It simply

would not have been believed

or it would have been twis-

ted, so I replied, merely, 'I

am on my way to Cali-

fornia.
1 "

As everyone knows, Rich-

ard Barthelmess recently mar-

ried outside of filmland. But

Richard thought it would be

pretty tough for a brand-new

wife to have him go off on

location for several weeks,

leaving her entirely alone.

Dick was doing "Scarlet

Seas
1
' at Catalina, but on the

opposite side of the Island

from the village of Avalon
and the comfortable St.

Catherine Hotel. The road

between the two places was
impassable, three cars having

broken down in an attempt

to make the trip. The tents

at the Isthmus which were all that housed the company,
were over-run with ants. It was just at that season of

the year when it was impossible to keep them out. They
were in the beds, on all the furniture, all over one's clothes.

Anyway, it was no place to take a lady with the idea of

giving her a good time. Almost on the point of giving

it up Dick bethought him of his yacht 'Pegasus,'' and the

day was saved. 'Pegasus
1

was anchored a mile from shore

and the new Mrs. Barthelmess found out what it was like

to be 'on location.
1

Corinne Griffith was determined not to marry a man
inside the profession. She had, she thought, seen too many
couples go on the rocks because of professional jealousy.

When she met Walter Morosco he had given up pro-

ducing plays and had gone into the plumbing business.

However, the drama was his first love, and married to a

woman who was a part of it, it wasn't long before he felt

compelled to step into it again. He has turned down
several offers to direct so that he can supervise Corinne's

pictures. And now Corinne doesn't know how she got

on without him. She fights her own battles, but perhaps

she feels a little more secure knowing that her husband

is back of her should she need help.

"In our case professional jealousy is almost impossible,"

said Corinne. "No matter how brightly I shine it never could dim my
husband's glory, for he has no ambitions as an actor. And no matter how
big a business man he becomes it won't make me feel that I must look

to my own laurels or be lost in reflected glory. We work together on

the same picture, our hours are the same, our companions are

the same and our interests are the same. We have a better

chance for happiness than many couples and we are very

grateful."

Corinne's is an exceptional case. But not all Hollywood

marriages are as easy to adjust. There are Edmund Lowe and

Lilyan Tashman. Both are actors. Both are successful and

charming. Both are popular. They have a few tastes in com-

mon and they diverge on some things. Eddie loves sports and

Lilyan hates them. They both love music and books and both

like to entertain. Such are the requirements of their pro-

fession, however, that entertainment is often impossible, or

possible only if they care to chance embarrassing situations.

During the days when Edmund was making "What Price

Glory
11

a formal dinner was to be given. Invitations had gone

out well in advance and not all the guests were picture people.

The dinner hour arrived and with it the guests, but the host was
conspicuous by his absence. Ten minutes

late he stalked in, an incongruous figure

in the brilliant room, and it was brilliant,

for I happen to know that Lilyan is one

Hollywood lady who is also a correct

hostess. In the midst of the evening array

of the guests stood their host, breathless but

not at all abashed. He had on a pair of

torn army pajamas over which he had

thrown an army overcoat. His face was

covered with mud and powder stains. His

shoes were in the same condition. During

the course of the afternoon it had been

decided that the company work a greater

part of the night so that the sequence

could be finished up. It had been difficult

for Eddie to come home at all. He couldn't

wash up, because then the evening scenes

would not match up with the afternoon

scenes and he had only half an hour. He
begged to be allowed to eat in the kitchen

but no one would hear of it. And long

before dinner was over the host was on his

way back to the studio. Of course it was

hard for Lilyan to carry off such a situation

for there were some raised eyebrows among

the uninitiated; but John and Lionel Barrymore, and Mr.

and Mrs. Henry King, who were guests, stepped in and

helped their hostess in explanations and smoothing things out.

Adolphe Menjou thinks when both husband and wife

are in pictures it is easier because each has had a day of

activity and won't feel cheated if the other is tired and

wants to stay at home in the evening.

Estelle Taylor thinks there is an art in making a suc-

cess of any marriage, on the screen or off, and at the

same time for each to retain his individuality, which she

thinks the most important thing in the world for anyone

to do.

"Once you put yourself under the domination of another

personality you cease growing yourself. No one should

do that. Each should have freedom. Jack's life and mine

are crammed with perfectly hectic happenings. Perhaps

not all couples could survive it but we both love excitement

and we love one another.

"At first Jack wanted me to leave the screen and I

tried to, but the strength of his personality was too great.

I felt crushed and stifled and knew if I couldn't find some

self-expression that I would become bitter and resentful

and that we would part. Jack was a dear when I told

him about it and he let me work again. (Com. on page 94)
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e <JMost "Beautiful Still of the <JMonth
LUPE VELEZ and GARY COOPER

m "Wolf Song"



\ Sweetheart Time



in Hollywood

All Photographs Posed Ex
pressly for Screenland by

Ruth Harriet Louise.

fa*
Joan Crawford

:

"Here s winking
at you!" Why,

Joan!

Have a heart, Raquel!
"Thanks," retorts Miss
Torres. "I have one."

Just a quaint old
Mexican custom!

Dolores Bnnkman is

all a-quiver pinch-hit-

ting for Cupid. Cupe
is the busiest boy in

all Hollywood.



RuJh Harriet Lnitise

JOHNNY MACK BROWN, former Ala-

bama football star, was chosen from all the

heroes in Hollywood to play in "Coquette."





WHILE other actresses have been worry-

ing, Alice Joyce has been playing on the

stage, in training for the talkies. Wise Alice
1



While

ANEW movie girl? No—sorry! Georgia
Warren prefers painting stars' portraits

for SCREENLAND'S covers.





Q The Question : Who is the

Masked Motion Picture

Actress on the Cover of

Screenland? Her picture is included

among the twenty-jive on the opposite

page. Georgia Warren, our cover

artist, painted her portrait from life.

Identify her. $500.00 to the Winner,

How well do you know your movies? Screenland
wants to find out! Look well at the girl on the

February cover, outside. Who is she? Name her

correctly, and write a letter, brief and to the point,

giving your reasons for identification.

In other words: who is she and why do you think so?

What is the basis of your identification? What particular

qualities caused you to recognise her? Her smile? Her type

of beauty? Just what? The cleverest: that is, the most original

and interesting—letter accompanying the correct name of the

motion picture actress on the cover will win the $500.00 prize.

She is well-known in motion pictures. She has been on the

screen long enough for all movie-goers to know and like her.

She is a splendid actress, a charming personality, and has had

a distinguished career. She sat for the cover portrait to Georgia

Warren. It is a life-like portrait. She says so herself. Con-

sider her carefully. Consult the opposite page, where her

picture is included among twenty-five other motion picture

actresses. Then get to work!

The contest letters will be judged by Miss Georgia Warren,

Screenland's Cover Artist, who painted the portrait of the

masked motion picture actress, and thus is better able to judge

the merits of the contesting letters than anyone else. No mem-

ber of Screenland's staff is permitted to compete. Address:

The Cover Contest Editor, Screenland Magazine, 49 West

45th Street New York. Contest closes February 10, 1929.

(( $500.00 for you if you
name correctly the
mas\ed motion picture

actress on the cover and
state the basis of your

conviction.

C[ The portrait painter,

Georgia "Warren, tan'

talizingly invites you
to loo\ across at the

opposite rotogravure

page and find the

face of the star who
posed for the mas\ed

cover.

One of the Girls on the Opposite Page is The Cover Girl!

1. Mary Brian

2. Leatrice Joy

3. Dolores Del Rio

4. Lupe Velez;

5. Joan Crawford

6. Bebe Daniels

7. Norma Talmadge

8. Evelyn Brent

9. Aileen Pringle

10. Corinne Griffith

11. Madge Bellamy
12. Estelle Taylor

13. Florence Vidor
14. Marceline Day

15. Marian Nixon
16. Patsy Ruth Miller

17. Billie Dove

1. Pola Negri

19. Renee Adoree
20. Gloria Swanson

21. Sue Carol

22. Irene Rich

2JL- . -Mary Astor

24. Sally O'Neil

25. Raquel Torres
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In New

(CAbove: Vilma Ban\y ar-

riving in New Tor\ to ma\e loca-

tion scenes. Center, Hedda Hopber

tuho is in a new stage phy; and Richard

Dix, bac\ to the Broadway he loves'.

Old New York Feels Young When

By

ELL, look who's here!

Where? Why, on the side-walks of New York. Over there-

coming up out of the subway. Can it be? Yes-it W. Its

J't'!^secret. Hundreds of New Yorkers jostled and pushed

But we're the only one n on^ the:

seer ^ & pictufe

the pretty litt e blonde girl andI wt c ne or t hpm g ^
aetress. For all they knew she was jus^ ,

fo

y

r her to
^

look llke a humble wage-

to office and shop every morning. It was part ot tne p ^
earner rather than a planed ^ an^th

-

^

use > ^ y

Vta enjoys her work. She's
1 tfffi&TS shfS jfdS

hours at a stretch, if necessary, to secure
that New York exhibited its worst weather

jf waiting for the sun to come out! I regret

]

to repo
^^^ their ^ m h

a^^^5^*™ '

set v and the star walting_w sun

>
Me" that she 15 gomg t0 take
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C[ Above: Lillian Gish re-

turning from a long visit to

Europe. Center, sister Dorothy Gish,

who's a hit on the stage. Bert Lytell is

rehearsing for the 'legit.'

It Sees So Many Screen Stars!

Anne Bye

out naturalization papers on her own, so that she will be. doubly sure of being

one of us!

She's a nice girl. Fll bet Rod missed her while she was away.
* * *

Lillian Gish returned from a long sojourn in Germany. Lillian is one of the most

romantic figures in our movies. She is picturesque; she is always doing interesting things,

such as being reported engaged to George Jean Nathan of the intelligentsia; or spending six

months in an old castle in Salzburg, the guest of Max Reinhardt.

Lillian met almost every important personage in Europe while she was there. Reinhardt is a great

man over there, and since he is to direct her for United Artists, she was received into his artistic

circle. And of course Lillian Gish is celebrated in her own right. She is considered among the Euro-

peans our foremost film actress, and when she is abroad she is feted accordingly.

The castle was as large as the Grand Central Station, Lillian reports—only the ceilings were higher!

She spent much time rehearsing with Reinhardt and also supervising the designing of her costumes for the pic-

ture. I don't know exactly what that picture will be. Some say it will be "The Miracle," which Reinhardt

produced on the stage. Others say it is an original screen story, written expressly for Miss Gish. What-
ever it is, it will be interesting, because it will mark Max Reinhardt's first screen effort, and Lillian's first film

since "The Wind."
Of course the very first thing Lillian did was to go to see her sister, Dorothy, in the stage play, "Young Love."

Dorothy has scored a distinct personal hit as the heroine of the Samson Raphaelson comedy, in which her husband,

James Rennie, also appears. The play is just a little bit risque, and so all of the friends of (Cont. on page 104) I
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Clothes the

C[ The Horma Shearer Girl should "ta\e a defi-

nite stand for simplicity around the nec\line."

j^orma accepts his advice, and the result

is her reward!

Screenland presents Adrian, famous de-

signer, as special fashion advisor. Let him

solve your costume problems. Ask him

questions concerning clothes. Address

Adrian, Screenland Fashion Department.

The Flapper Is Passe. Norma Shearer

Young Woman who has Taken her

tally Alert Maid of the Moment! Adrian

What the 'Shearer Girl' Should Wear

HAT has become of the flapper?

She is as passe as the songs and dances she made

famous.

With her has gone the short skirt that swung in tune to

the discordant music and that displayed stockingless knees for public

approval or disapproval.

Her day started in 1918 immediately following the war. Now m
1929 when the pendulum has swung back and things are more balanced,

there is quietly emerging a different type of girl to take her place.

This girl is mentally alert and vitally interested in solving the important

questions of the day. The type of books she reads points to the keen-

ness of her mind. She finds expression in the little theatre movement

and follows the modern art of music and painting.

Special

for the

noon j

day-tim

drawings by Adrian of his own designs

Xorma Shearer type. A formal after-

y wn, emphasizing restraint; next, a

costume—informal, hut sophisticated. mi

The hostess gown, left, below, de-

signed by Adrian for Miss Shearer

is of silver fabric which gracefully

clings to the body. The black-and-

white leather coat is described as

'amusing by Adrian.
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JMART ChoUNG GIRL

is an Ideal Example of the Smart
Place: the Physically Fit and Men-
Solves her Clothes Problem.

By Gilbert Adrian

This mental attitude is reflected in her clothes which
emphasise simplicity and a knowledge of her own type.

At first glance of her costumes, so free from affectation,

one wouldn't realize that hours had been freely spent in

the painstaking attention given to the blending and har-
monising of all the accessories, so in tune is the whole
idea.

Norma Shearer is an ideal example of this 'smart young
Woman' of today. She has the sincere and fine air of the

American woman whose mental qualities have been de-

veloped and whose knowledge is well directed. Sophis-

tication is blended in an American manner which differs

so much from the continental viewpoint. Her direct frank-

ness of manner is reflected throughout her wardrobe from
her smart pajamas to her most formal gowns.

Yes — she represents the ideal American girl.' She
might be classified as the true 'sports' type, except that

that would do an injustice to one-half her personality, for

she is as mentally alert as she is physically so. She rep-

resents the American girl at her most charming best: a

Style Credo of the Norma Shearer Type:
1. See that your clothes are wearable, fashioned

along lines that allow freedom of movement.
2. Eschew a too obvious character of daintiness and

languor ousness in costumes.
3. Place a taboo on fancy jewelry and fussy acces-

sories.

4. Choose evening gowns and wraps of a distinct

formality.

5. Exercise restraint in formal afternoon gowns.
6. Choose clothes that have grace rather than pep;

charm, rather than an exotic quality.

7. Take a definite stand for simplicity around the
neckline.

8. Wear small, close-fitting hats, rather than the
drooping, picturesque kind.

9. Take care not to add a flower, a piece of jewelry,
or a bow or ruffle too much to your costume.

10. Adopt simplicity, in other words—but see to it

that it is a distinct and sophisticated simplicity.

product, highly developed, of feminine charm indigenous
to this continent and this age. As such she has a host of
sisters.

If the American girl would make the most of her ap-
pearance, aid and abet her personality by the mode of
her dress—and it is no longer necessary to set forth to the
modern woman, a set

of arguments as to

why she owes it to

herself to appear at

her best—she can do

(Cont. on page 112)

/

t.

C[ The picture below shows Gilbert Adrian, fa-

mous fashion designer, and J^orma Shearer,
whom he has selected as the 'Smart Toung
American Woman,' discussing clothes for

SCREENLAND.

At the right: Adrian s\etches an
evening gown for the J^orma Shearer
Girl. "The gown," he says, "of a.

young lady who thin\s!"

'A V
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(\The Story of

Four Pennsyl-

vania Boys

Who Became

Magnates of

the Movies.

C[ A scene jrom

A! Jolson's pic

ture, "The Jazz
Singer," that started

the tal\ie craze.

THE "ROMANCE^—' By

TI7
> w si HE telephone gave one long ring.

The soft-eyed mother, standing over the hot

kitchen stove with a heavy pot of noodle soup

suspended from her hands, listened. Their tele-

phone was on a party line so maybe it wasn't for them,

after all Their signal was three longs and two shorts.

She didn't like to talk over that telephone. These new

inventions were all right, but she liked the old way best.

Two more long rings sounded, then two shorts.

-Answer that telephone, Albert," she said to the second

of her twelve children as she shifted the soup to a nearby

table and started to ladle it out into thick white plates.

-Your papa is hungry and I don't want him to wait any

((Major Albert Warner

longer for his Mittag-Brot."

"All right, mama," Albert answered immediately and

walked towards the old-fashioned wall telephone—a big

six-footer of twenty-two with steady blue eyes and a

deep, calm voice. "Hello," he said, and then stopped short

as a volcano of words poured into his ear.

It was a pleasant day in late May but the lingering

coolness of a Pennsylvania spring made the kitchen cozy

and gemutlich. At least that's what the boys and their

father thought as they waited for the noon-day soup.

"Mama manages wonderschoen," Benjamin, the father

considered as he dried his leather-stained hands on the

coarse white towel. And wonderfully did she manage!

No matter how the family finances

stood, the pretty, plump mother al-

ways had the good fire in the stove

and the good soup in the pot and the

clean checked table cloth on the old

oak table. Benjamin gave his hands

a final wiping and reached for his

Tarmxki, a sort of black cap which

Orthodox Jews wear in the Syna-

gogue and at meal time, and placed

it on his head. As he looked at the

long table it struck him a little sad

to think that only five children were

home now where twelve used to be.

But Milton was away pitching ball

for the Cleveland team. Several of

the girls had married—as girls will.

And one was working in another

town.

The father leaned over and

touched his son Sam who was read-

ing near the stove: "Come, son, our
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Walter Frederick Seely

JACK MULHALL is not only handsome, he
is a good actor. And not only that, he
has a sense of humor. Trish? Sure!



TT'S one thing to be a great directors dis-

1 covery It's quite another to carry on. Fay

Wray von Stroheim's 'find; is really arriving.



A NEW picture of Clara Bow? Wrong!
^ * Dita Parlo, latest import, does resemble
our red-head; but Dita has a charm all her own.



LniiMim Broun

IT'S a nice Day! Marceline, who began by

playing dramatic parts, now lends her grace

to such fluffy roles as "The College Coquette."



ANOTHER lovely Day: Alice, who used to

be a Sennett comedienne but has gradu-

ated into serious drama. She's in talkies now.



h'ulk Harriet Lomixe

A BEAUTY from Alabama who became one

of the most popular girls in Hollywood:

Dorothy Sebastian, dainty and delectable.



EDDIE NUGENT brings a new brand of

boyish humor to pictures. He is breezy

but not bumptious—an ingratiating young man.



Max Mun Aulr&y

DOROTHY BURGESS, from the stage, and

Warner Baxter contribute to the torrid

atmosphere of the all-talker, "In Old Arizona."



tion was used which had to be reached by a long
winding dangerous road along the side of a moun-
tain. Camilla Horn, Jack's leading woman, stood

the torment of being driven up to location every
morning, but never could be persuaded to return

home by motor. "I walk on my feets," she declared,

and limped into camp hours after the cars arrived.
% % %

Bill Haines and Joan Crawford are skipping

through "The Duke Steps Out" with Jim Cruze
directing. On location Bill thought he would do
some riding during his leisure moments. He was
just going good when Zam! the horse stopped
short, but Bill kept on going! "Darn the luck,"

said Bill, ruefully picking himself up unhurt.

"That's the third horse that has played such a

trick on me."

"Dolores," said Michael Curtiz to Mrs. John
Barrymore at the wedding reception, "I have a gift

for you. It is the gift of a day for your honey-
moon." And Dolores was very much touched
because she knew that Mr. Curtiz must have had
a difficult time arranging his schedule to meet the

closing date of the picture and at the same time

give her a day's freedom. Married on Saturday,

the bridal couple had counted on having Sunday
together. Her director's thoughtfulness added Mon-
day as well.

*H % s&

Sue Carol is a very distrait young lady these

days. The most unheard of things happen to Sue.

(f Just a second after 'Bubbles' Stiefel, \nown on
the screen as Betsy Lee, became Mrs. Reginald

Denny. Here's happiness!

from her visit to Sweden in time, though this seems unlikely
at the moment. John is to do Tolstoy's "Redemption," and
it is to be an all talking picture and directed by Fred Niblo.

_
Lee, the adorable baby who helps make "The Sing-

ing iuu, a picture not to be missed, is getting a bunch of
fan mail. His father, who is head of the Paramount printing
department, says he gets between fifty and seventy-five letters
a clay, which is a fine record.

Sjj^ * * *

Almost me-nfirst question President Coolidge asked Douglas
Fairbanks on his recent visit to the White House was how
the producers were planning to handle the foreign market
now that sound pictures were so much in vogue. It seems
chat American pictures, in addition to being a medium for
die foreign nations to understand our slant on things, sell

^American cars, American clothes, American foods and other
mmodities, to Europe. If sound pictures cut off our Euro-
n film commerce, American merchants will suffer a severe
idicap and in turn their landlords, grocers and so on will

- so suffer. In other words, the little old pictures are a main-
y of the nation and not to be despised at all.

-7 ' * * *

During the filming of the "The King of the Mountains,"
United Artists picture starring John Barrymore, a loca-

djThe first portrait of Mr. and Mrs. John Barrymore—
ta\en immediately after the wedding ceremony at the
Beverly Hills home of the former Dolores Costelh.
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<T At the studios Anita Page is a movie star;

but when she goes home ttf that little

bungalow she's just Sis. Here she w with

her father, mother, and brother.

I suppose you all know that Douglas MacLean had

her tied up to a five-year contract. To protect him-

self in case Sue was a flop Mr. MacLean had in the

contract a clause which permitted him to drop her

every six months if he cared to. If he wished to

retain her services he stated this fact in a letter and

each half year the contract was renewed. There was

no opportunity for Sue to release herself, however,

if she was not satisfied. Well, it seems that for some

extraordinary reason Mr. MacLean forgot to renew

Sue's last option which terminated while she was m

Europe doing a picture for Fox. And now Sue is

free and MacLean is trying to prove that he did

write to her. He had demanded $150,000. for her

contract from William Fox who wanted to buy it,

and Mr. Fox was on the point of paying it when it

was discovered that the date of option had been

overlooked by Sue s manager. Satisfying themselves

that she was really free the Fox Company signed

Sue to a five-year contract with a sliding scale m

salary which begins at $1500. a week And now

Sue will get her whole salary instead of the $oUU.

allowed her by her former manager while he reserved

$1200. for himself. That is, she will unless MacLean

proves that he did write to her.

* * *

Openings in Hollywood are something to remember.

At Grauman's Chinese Theatre "Noah's Ark" made

its initial bow. There were incandescent lights for

two blocks along either side of Hollywood Boule-

vard There were lights on the tops of the suroundmg

buildings. The hills, half a mile back of the theatre,

had bunches of coloured spots that played a rainbow

of h>ht across the heavens. Even though people had

not read the papers and did not know that the Warner

Brothers' special, directed by Michel Curtiz and featuring Do.ores

Costello: George O'Brien, Noah Beery and Louise Far.cnda was

opening _that night, the brilliant display of lights uould tell them

that something was doing.

It seemed as though every car in the world was trying to ge

tc the Chinese Theatre that night! The national guard was out

in full force. The streets were roped off for a block on either

side of the entrance and the crowd surged into every available

crevice The guest cars were provided with yellow satin ribbon

badges which announced their right to be there by the words:

'Police pass this car to restricted area.' Then if you drove your

own, an attendant jumped to the running board while you

climbed out and faced the glare of about one hundred Khegs.

Blinded by them you groped your way past the radio announcer

and into the lobby, between lines of cheering citizens I didn t

hear any cheers when I walked in but you should have heard

them make whoopee over Dolores Costello who floated by on

the arm of John Barrymore, and the wild cheers that went up

o greet Sue Carol who came with Wallace MacDonald because

Nick Stuart had not yet returned from Europe; and Belle Ben-

nett who arrived with her director-husband Fred Windermere^

Belle wrapped from head to foot in an ermine cloak looked

more dazzling than the brightest lights. Her hair is hke spun

gold' her face is lovely with a radiance that only kind deeds and

a sweet nature can give.
^ ¥ *

Another opening was for "Interference" the first alhtalking

nicture offered by Paramount-Famous-Lasky. The Cartnay

Circle was the theatre, and an opening at that house is ab ut

the most stirring thing a newcomer can witness The approach

_ t-L p partV,av is along a boulevard bordered by tlo\\erinb

Ire^J^Z nd ornamental lights Your car swings into

the circle about fifty feet square and from the curb is a long

ilk under an awnmg to the lobby. There are the lights, the
walk unaer

^
an &

h di announcers and the wide

r^dC: t~to be traversed between the cheering

xanfhned'up outside the ropes. There is so much space that
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ii hundred thousand people could gather there—and
do. '-^Hiey begin coming at four o'clock in the after-

noon. The; bring blankets and sandwiches and
thermos bottle of hot coffee. Some bring camp
chairs and others buy from a man who drives up
with a truck load of boxes.

Little Betty Bronson seemed a great favorite.

"Come this way, Betty," squealed the fans. "Just

let us touch your hand!''''

There is a new game in Hollywood. It is called

Kamra, and was originated by Mrs. Tom Miranda,
wife of a prominent writer here. It is a card game,
and instead of the ace, king, queen, jack, ten and
smaller cards it has producer, director, star, lead,

cast and extra people. They play it everywhere.

I was introduced to it at the home of Mrs. J. Ward
Cohen, (Jackie Saunders), who is so proud of her

tall, ten-year-old daughter and her wee new
daughter and who is such a charming hostess.

Billie Dove, Leatrice Joy, Ona Brown and Doris

Arbuckle were trying to master the game and do
you remember Ruth Stonehouse? Well, she was
there, and sometime I may tell you how happy Ruth
is making a lot of crippled children.

* * *

You know how stately and aloof Corinne Griffith

is on the screen? Well, she's not like that in real

life at all. She is full of sparkle and fun. She
moves quickly, not languidly, and her eyes are

merry. She has the trick of being the pampered
star and the unaffected, laughing girl at one and
the same time, which is something of an achieve-

ment. For instance, Miss Griffith's set is always
encompassed by a 'box' which admits only those

who have business there. Not even people work-
ing on other stages are permitted inside this box
without a pass. The reason for this is that Corinne
likes quiet when she works. Strange faces upset
her and the less the confusion the better work she

location calls for a spill from a nice, comfortable canoe into
submit to scenes for "What a Hight." What a life!

<C There is no \ic\ coming from this don\ey. He is so set
up supporting Lupe Velez in "Wolf Song" he actually

thin\s he is playing the title role.

does. Then she has a tiny dressing-room on wheels with her
name engraved on a brass plate on the door, which can be

wheeled from set to set. It is a perfectly equipped
dressing-room, with table, chairs, a couch and a light-

bordered mirror. The bungalow dressing-room on the
lot is quite a walk from the stages, and this simple
arrangement is a great time saver and a great con-
venience. Out of make-up Corinne doesn't play the
part of a great star. Not many players are able to
have their set boxed in and a dressing-room on wheels
without a battle. But Corinne doesn't battle. She
just asks for things and perhaps there is something
in the way she asks, or perhaps it is the spirit in
which she asks, that gets it for her.

* * i\'

First National Studios have plenty going on and
a thing or two in the offing that looks good. There
is Elinor Glyn's "Man and the Moment" which will
star Billie Dove, only the title will be changed to
"Polobot." Polobot is a game invented by the versa-
tile Agnes Christine Johnstone who is writing the
screen story, and which will give a thrill to the pic-

ture. The idea of naming the picture "Polobot" came
from George Fitzmaurice who will direct the piece.

Corinne Griffith's next will be "Prisoners," by Franz
Molnar. William Seiter, who did such a good job on
"Happiness Ahead," will direct. Corinne toboggans
the social scale from Lady Hamilton in "The Divine
Lady" to a waitress in "Prisoners." The locale is

Budapest.
* * *

The most unheard-of things are happening in

Hollywood these days. All the producers are signing

stage players for talkers at the rate of one a minute.
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(Si Director Sam Taylor rehearsing Mary PicJtford

and Johnny Mack Brown in a. love scene for

"Coquette." The device above their heads is

the dreaded 'mike,' nightmare of many movie

actors. It holds no horrors for Mary and Johnny
—they passed their voice tests 100%.

And when they get them here they don't know

what to do with them! Sylvia Field was per-

fectly happy in "The Royal Family" which was

then playing in New York. Winfield Sheehan

persuaded her to sign a contract for Fox. Miss

Field wanted to wait and travel to the coast with

the production which was soon to go on the

road, but Mr. Sheehan wouldn't hear of it.

"You'll be working long before the company gets

there; you must go right out." That was six

months ago and Sylvia is still a lady of leisure

because the organization can't make up its mind

what to put her in. In the meantime Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer decide that they want her and

it may develop that her first picture will be under

the Metro banner. Sylvia Field is in her early

twenties but for four years has played featured

parts on Broadway almost steadily, and is a great

favorite.
* # *

And as they sign new players and keep them

waiting around—Sylvia's is only one instance—

they let other screen favorites go without raising

a finger to stop them. Bebe Daniels bought

back the remainder of her contract with Para-

mount without a struggle and that company also

let Louise Brooks walk off the lot. Warners

have let May McAvoy go and are boosting Edna ^'urphy

for stellar honors in the near future. Her voice, it seems,

records beautifully, and she knows her w#y around before

the incandescents.
* * *

Paramount has signed O. P. Heggie, the English actor who

has made himself so famous and so loved on our stage, to

one talker with an option on his further services. The yarn

will be "The Genius," an original story by one of the Yale

boys who came out here recently, William N. Robson^

There is a toss-up for the feminine lead between Ruth

Chatterton and Lilyan Tashman, whose husky voice was a

mild sensation when it was heard over the wax. 'Wax' is

another new technical term.
* * *

Frederick March, a young man who has been playing in

the west coast company of "The Royal Family," has been

signed to play opposite Clara Bow in her next picture. It

is "The Wild Party" and Warner Fabian, who wrote

"Flaming Youth," is the author. Mr. March will also

appear in "The Dummy," an all-talking picture which will

be directed by Robert Milton.
* * *

One of the toughest breaks I have ever seen anyone get

It is_{t isn't—well, it might be Lon Chaney! But it is

'

only Buster Keaton, that little cut-up who has more

darn fun trying to make up to look hk* Lon -

C[ Billy Haines teases Horma Shearer for a ride m her brand-

new motor car. It was a present from her husband, Irving

Thalberg. (P. S. He got the ride.)
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has been handed to Ruth Elder by the public. For

some absurd reason people think Ruth's flight almost

across the Atlantic went to her head. Ruth's whole

story is too long to tell here but she never posed

as a person who attempted to fly across the ocean

solely in the interest of aviation. She was making

$17.50 a week as a dentist's assistant in Lakeland,

Florida. Her husband was making nothing at all

at that time. He was, she said, a perfectly charm-

ing companion and one she always delighted in

being with, but he was helpless when it came to

providing a living.

Ruth had several sisters and brothers, the young'

est under ten, and a mother whose life was being

crushed by poverty. When Capt. Haldeman, whom
she met in Florida, offered to teach her to fly she

was very grateful, and when the trans-Atlantic

flight was proposed she looked things squarely in

the face and decided that she had nothing to lose,

except her life which she was willing to take a

chance on, and everything to gain. It was her

chance to make good, to provide a living for herself

and her family, for she thought she might be

offered a job that would pay her perhaps two or

three hundred dollars a month.

Ruth told me she didn't dream of getting the

deluge of offers she received, and I believe her. It

was bewildering and fascinating. She accepted the

one from Paramount and they made full use of

the publicity of her name. It was agreed that she

pay the backers of the flight a percentage of her

salary and this she did to an amount between thirty

and forty thousand dollars, which almost returns

their principal to them. She also gave George
Haldeman a percentage, because she owed the whole

thing to him and yet he had gained nothing by the

trip. The fact that a woman had been his com-

panion dimmed the recognition he would otherwise

<3[ Wallace Beery was one of the first film stars to

go up in the air over aviation. He pilots his

own plane. And just tal\ to Wally if you
don't believe it. We dare you.

Greta Garbo in the Javanese bridal gown she wears for her

new picture. Soon after she finished this film she sailed

away to her native Sweden, for a vacation of several

months. Wonder what the home fol\s say?

have received for his bravery and clear thinking.

It has been said that Ruth is 'high hat,' but those who say it

do not know that she refused a big special picture which would
star her amid a blase of publicity. She thought it much better

to take a modest part for awhile until she knew her camera. This

she was not permitted to do but the management compromised
by having her play the lead with a popular star. You saw the

picture
—
"Moran of the Marines," with Richard Dix.

Her option with Paramount was not taken up. She was dying

to make good. , She didn't go to parties or accept any of the

dozens of tempting pleasures Hollywood held out to her because

she wanted to give all of her time and strength to win. It has

been said that she was so 'stuck on herself that when Paramount
made her a liberal offer she turned it down. This was not true.

She never had even the chance to turn one down.
Her mother and the children are still on her mind, for out of

what she earned, because of her just obligations, she was only

able to retain a very little of the amount for herself. For awhile

it looked as though her picture career was over, and then she had

an offer from Hoot Gibson to play the lead in his next picture,

and she gratefully accepted it. The salary is huge in comparison

to the $17.50 of two years ago, but small compared with what

the average player's salary is. And some of it still goes to those
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who made it possible for her to earn it at all.

Ruth Elder has courage and strength of character and loyalty,

and this shows in her face.
* * *

The death of Patsy Ruth Miller's mother saddened all the film

colonj Mrs. Miller had a weak heart and had suffered a slight

attack 'three days before her death. She had gone immediately

' "
bed d was thought to be almost completely recovered. The

end came suddenly and with terrific shock to the father, husband

d Zldrcn of die woman ^**^^*^*Z
trraciousness Patsy was playing in Henry Duffy s Nightstick at

fl e Pres dmt Theatre, but after the first necessary arrangement

Wl heen made and her brother Winston, who had just entered

plc*on UnteSy, notified, Patsy took to her bed with a high

Tever An understudy had to go in her place. She rose
.
only to

rZet-her brother's train so that during the long ride from the Santa

Fe denot to Beverly Hills she could prepare the lad for what he

had o iUet But Winston had guessed, and his only thought

was to be able to face his father bravely-to give courage and

not to get it.
* * *

€[ Jimmy Murray an

newest newly-weds.

d Lucille McHames, Hollywood's

married in TiaThey were

CTThe world's most highly-paid and popular

carpenter: Charlie Farrell, who pitched right

in and helped build his own house, opposite

the La\eside Golf Club.

William Fox dedicated his new sound stages built

at Fox Hills the early part of this month. Ihree

separate luncheons were given the press. 1 he maga-

zine writers were entertained at one hotel with

Victor MacLaglen as host and Lois Moran Sylvia

Field and Helen Twelvetrees as hostesses. The news-

paper people went to another hotel and the trade

paper writers to still another. We all met on the

dedication platform at Fox Hills where a crowd of

nearly a hundred thousand people had gathered. It

looked like Aviation Week, there were so many cars

After the speeches the bronze tablet commemorating

the dedication of Fox Movietone City was unveiled

by Mary Duncan, the siren of "Four Devils. Then

]uana, Mexico. Yes—she's in pictures, too

remained at home for a day in strict seclusion.

It was thought that she might make a picture

under his direction while in Sweden, but all this

is changed and her stay there may be very short.

By the time you read this she wi 1 perhaps be

on her way back, but as I write she is just be-

ginning her long journey, having left for New

York on The Chief.
* * *

What a cruel girl that lovely Phyllis Haver is!

I found Margaret Livingston In tears on the set

of 'The Office Scandal" and across her back was

a terrible welt raised by a lash in the hands of

her jealous screen husband. And as though the

poor child hadn't had enough of torture Phyllis

must pinch her arms until they are black and

blue Yes, they really were. But as soon as

Z camera stopped grinding Phyllis was patting

the bruised places with witch hazel and other

soothing lotions and berating herself for haying

such sfrong fingers. "The Office Scandal is

directed by Paul Stein and looks great.

<( 'Alias jimmy
an
oh

Valentine' of the films—alias William Haines,

AH '

B Warner alias 'Jimmy Valentine' of the stage, alias—
d
SlJ_one created the' role and the other played it on the

screen. Figure it out for yourself!
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Photograph by Raoul Barba, Monte Carlo

((So this is The Kid! ]ac\ie Coogan, touring
Europe in a vaudeville act with his father, finds
time for a little golf at Monte Carlo. Ho<hum!

the stars were introduced and welcomed by the
crowd. There was Pauline Starke, Louise
Dresser, Sue Carol, June Collyer, Fritsie Ridge-
way, Lilyan Tashman, Edmund Lowe, Andreas
de Segurola, Bodil Rosing, Helen Twelvetrees,
Lois Moran, Janet Gaynor, George O'Brien,
Victor MacLaglen, Sammy Cohen and others.

It interested me to hear the most enthusiastic
welcome go to one who has long been familiar
and dear to us—Louise Dresser. Bodil Rosing
was also given a lusty cheer. Of the younger
players Sue Carol got the heartiest applause and
to my intense surprise Janet Gaynor 's welcome
was nothing at all to write home about. Little

Helen Twelvetrees didn't get much of a welcome
but when the announcer said, "Come on now,
Helen, step up here and say 'hello

1

as though
you meant it," and Helen, summoning all her
breath by a visible effort, gasped 'hello!' with
an hysterical little quaver into the mike, the
accomplishment of which doubled her up like a
jack-knife, the audience burst into wild applause
and laughter. She never did straighten up, but
backed away and down the aisle to her seat, half
laughing and blushing furiously, while the crowd
went into fits of mirth.

Of the men, I think the laurel wreath goes
to Sammy Cohen whose only words were, "Well,
I hope my papa and my mama are listening in!"

Although Edmund Lowe, George O'Brien and
Victor MacLaglen were strong favorites.

* * *

Various rumors as to the future affiliation of
John Gilbert were dissipated with the announce-
ment that the star has signed a new long-term
contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Thus it

is definitely assured that Gilbert will remain
with the company under whose supervision his

outstanding successes were produced.

Dr. Paul Fejos is now finishing the first talking motion pic-
ture with sequences in French, German and English.

Before starting on "Broadway," Dr. Fejos had completed the
shooting of "Erik the Great" featuring Conrad Veidt and Mary
Philbin. It is rumored that Conrad Veidt refused to making
a talking version in English unless he could make one in Ger-
man and Dr. Fejos compromised by making it in both English
and German and also adding French.
The prints with the German and French sequences will be

sent abroad immediately and Fejos will be remembered in mo-
tion picture history as the director who solved the question,
'What about Europe with talkies.'

Dr. Fejos is a versatile linguist and besides possessing com-
plete mastery of French, German and English, also speaks
Hungarian, Italian and Russian.

* * *

When you see the ancient coach move across the French street
in Douglas Fairbanks' new picture, you will not suspect the near
tragedy associated with it.

During the making of this scene in "The Iron Mask," the
horses broke away from the control of their driver. Terrified
by the noisy approach of D'Artagnan and his musketeers, and
bewildered by the market day crowds of French villagers, the
horses took their ancient bits in their own teeth. Madly they
dashed around the fountain playing in the square, and were
stopped only when they blindly smashed into the stone wall
of one of the buildings.

The driver was thrown from his seat onto the tongue of the
wooden carriage and miraculously escaped death. The coach
was so badly smashed it had to be rebuilt. The hundreds of
villagers, who grabbed their possessions and rushed to places of
safety, barely escaped serious injury.

((Alice Joyce and Owen Moore in a scene from Miss Joyce's
stage play "The Marriage Bed," which is a distinct successm California and may he brought on to 7<[ew Tor\.



GAY
Belong

GOOD
Edmund Lowe-

Hollywood's Crooked Hero

G[ Here's the only

dog Eddie Lowe
puts on.

'HO is there

who can de-

fine the differ-

ence between

a screen hero, and a screen vil-

lain?

Oh, you don't say! A villain is a man

who does mean things and a hero is a

man whose deeds are kind and good. That

i simple, is it?

Well, what about Edmund Lowe?

Hollywood is much interested in the answer

to Lowe s baffling personality on the screen. How

can he do things that villains are commonly sup-

posed to do, yet remain a hero? A popular hero,

at that. . l ,

It was only a few years ago that Lowe was a white-

washed hero/ That term, in Hollywood means goody

W goody man A man who could do no wrong; that was Edmund

f Lowe in 1926-before "What Price Glory." In one picture,

he fought and whipped seven

•villains single-handed. In an-

other, barricaded behind a flimsy

door, and armed with a lone re-

volver, he carried on a battle

with nine bad men, while the

heroine cowered behind a wall of

furniture. One by one, Lowe's

sharp shooting ended the lives of

By Yranklyn ]ames

the attackers and thus preserved one heroine

as well as his own life.

"I disliked those parts thoroughly, Lowe

told me over his coffee in a quiet nook of

the Hollywood Athletic Club, where we had

lunched. "They weren't real. Hating them

as I did, I know that I failed quite often to

give my best efforts. I tried! I worked hard

with those impossible characterizations. But

my heart wasn't in my efforts because I

didn't believe in the thing I was doing. A
man can't do his best when his heart isn t

in his task."

Coming from ninety per cent of Holly-

wood's male stars, that little speech would

have sounded prosaic, as if a press agent had

rehearsed it with Lowe behind closed doors.

But it was convincing, coming from Edmund s

lips He revels in his parts now. He en-

thuses in his work; and I, who remember him

when he was a white-washed

hero,' know that he did not en-

thuse a few years ago—before

"What Price Glory."

"What Price Glory" was the

turning point in Lowe's life. His

dressing-room wall features a

number of still photographs of

(Continued on page 10S)

C[ Edmund Lowe plays croo\s and rough-nec\s

and turns them into heroes. Left, in "Dressed

to Kill." Right, in "What Price Glory?
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DOGS'*
To

ACTORS
Nils Asther—

Mysterious as Lon Chaney

By Betty Boone

HE hails from Sweden, but he looks more

like an Italian; he has no secrets what-

soever, still he's one of the most

impenetrable mysteries of Hollywood.

His name is Nils Asther—but Hollywood

calls him The Mysterious Swede.
1

His sudden

leap to fame—his uncanny ability at depicting

characters so foreign to his own nature, and

the queer, indefinable something that makes him

an object of guesswork and conjecture at first

sight—these are the things that make the young

Nordic actor a man apart.

At the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, where

he is under contract, he is one of the most

popular of the younger set
1 among players—

and the least understood. He says it's all a mis-

take—that there's nothing about him that every-

body doesn't know—and that people seem to

make up mysteries about him. But just the

same, the fabled Sphinx was no more mysterious

than his good-looking young fellow.

He's conceded to be one of

the greatest lovers the screen has

ever seen, but says that personally

he has never been in love

—

despite the rumors that this or

that fair charmer has captured

his heart, which daily emanate

from varied sources about the

studios. Like Lon Chaney, he

doesn't go to parties much—pre-

fers to stay home and read and

study; his most constant com-

panion is a huge English sheep-

dog rejoicing in the descriptive

name of 'Clumsy.'

T feed him dog-biscuits,"

was Asther's explanation of the

close friendship between him and

his great shaggy pet. "Or some-

times maybe some pieces of meat

—he likes that," he added.

This is one of Asther's odd

tricks. He speaks little,, and

when he does he usually answers q- ^st jj er

a question in a few simple words terious, but

C[Hot dog—
T^ils Asther!

that aren't at all the answer

one would expect.

"Making love on the screen?

It is like posing for still pictures

—

you find out the best angle what you

photograph with—then you use your

own judgment," he explains. "No—I think

I have never been in love—and maybe that

is good. To fall in love—then one gets excited,

and one cannot drive an automobile or act in

pictures or on the stage when one is excited. Love
is too exciting for one who calls himself an artist."

Leading women describe him as 'hot and cold.' He
makes love fiercely, fervently, while the camera is going-

and becomes a human iceberg when the whistle blows. Joan
Crawford, opposite whom he acted in "Dream of Love," re-

marks that she'd like to see what he'd do if he were really in love.

But they all concede that whatever he does looks great on the

screen.

He is a natural actor, but didn't inherit it. His father, Anton
Asther, managed a big factory in Stockholm, where he was born,

and intended Nils to follow in

his footsteps. But instead, after

taking a business management
course at Lunel University, he
entered the Royal Dramatic
School and thence went on the

stage. He was one of that

notable company of Swedish
artists which included Lars Han-
son, Karin Nolander, Victor

Seastrom, and, in later days,

Greta Garbo. Hanson came to

America and returned to his be-

loved Sweden just about the time

Asther, discovered through a pic-

ture he made in Germany, was
brought to America and played
the leading male role in "Sorrell

and Son."

Asther thinks the stage is a

better medium of expression than

the screen, and has an idea that

talking pictures will give the

stage actor the opportunity he

(Continued on page 112)

from Sweden insists he is not myS'
he can't ma\e anyone believe it.
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([Harriet Hoctor is one of the dancing darlings

of Manhattan. She is a Ziegfeld star.

Paris

T one time and another, this department has dis-

cussed the merits of the various lyric writers

of the day: Hart, Gershwin, Caesar, Wode-

house, the Lief boys, Wodehouse, Diets, Kalmar,

De Sylva, Brown and even Ryskind have had bouquets

from the flowering pen of your critic. Having seen—

a

little belatedly, to be sure—"Paris " we hereby move that

all discussion be closed. It must be evident by now that

Cole Porter is first, with few seconds in sight.

Of course, there is one thing to be said for our previous

oversight. Since Porter became rich and abandoned

America for the Continent his contributions have been few.

Wealth, after all, is enervating. Indeed it is wholly pos-

sible that even your correspondent, in spite of his devotion

to the art of theatrical criticism, were he suddenly to fall

heir to a fortune, might abandon writing this monthly

critique of the drama. At a late hour last night, however,

Aunt Hetty was enjoying splendid health, and we were

still forced to hew to these lines. Aunt Hetty lives in

the poorhouse, but rumor says she has a snug fortune in

Confederate money. And after the way the Solid South

tage

£oach
By

yiorrie Ryskind

broke, we are in favor of another Civil War. In that

event, Confederate money should be worth something,

don't you think?
.

Still, on the other hand—we are getting a little mixed

up, perhaps, and we want to remind you that we are

discussing not so much Aunt Hetty as Cole Porter—
Porter did turn out, a year or so ago, a song called

'Let's Misbehave,' and that alone was pretty nearly

enough to lift him way up, even if he had never

written anything else.

But here's a follow-up on that song—and a success-

ful one, too. 'Let's Fall in Love' is just as good as its

predecessor. And let's not forget 'Don't Look at Me

That Way and 'Babes in the Wood.' All three have

the indubitable advantage of being sung by Irene

Bordoni—oh, yes, didn't we tell you? She's in it. As

a matter of fact, Martin Brown wrote Pans as a vehicle

for the Bordoni.

Time takes its toll of Bordoni as it does with all ot

us, but somehow he manages to let her ride half-fare

Maybe it's just sentiment; but she looks almost as good

as ever she did fifteen years ago. And she is still an

artist at delivering a song. She still insists on letting her

audience hear the lyrics of her numbers, in contrast to

those singers—accept if from a battle-scarred veteran ot

musical comedy wars—who still think all an audience

wants to hear is a high note. And she still makes you

believe that a French farce is worth-while
_

Good entertainment, say we. We liked it immensely.

Go and do likewise.

Tonight at 12

Well, bless my soul, if it isn't another play by Owen

Davis! This is not a Pulitzer Prise Play, but it should

serve for one of these long winter evenings.

This time it seems that there are several families whose

husbands and wives are not sure about which house they

belong to. So one of the wives invites her Very Best

Friends and accuses them of tampering with her Hus-

band It is another mystery story, except this time a

husband has been stolen instead of a diamond necklace.
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(\Amusing Comments on Current Broadway Plays.

And, as in most mystery stories that are any good, you
can suspect everybody—and with darned good reason. At
one point in the proceedings, indeed, it was all we could
do not to halt the play and admit that we were the
Guilty Person.

It not only gives Owen Davis, Jr., a chance to act, but
it has some amusing and novel stuff. Something, we take
it, you will enjoy after a session of nights at home with
highbrow reading. At any rate we wish it luck. Her-
man Shumlin produced it and Raymond Sovey did the
sets. Which is undoubtedly another reason why we wish
ftr well.

Peter Pan
We went down to Fourteenth Street the other night

to see Eva Le Gallienne as Peter Pan. We are getting on
in years, but we never saw Maude Adams in the part.
In fact, except for the movie version that the beauteous
Betty Bronson made, we had never seen the show at all.

So you are spared the comparisons of the past. All we
can report is that we had one of the grandest times of our
entire career.

Somebody has probably dis-

covered this fellow J. M. Barrie

before us. That, of course, is one
of the difficulties a writer for the
monthly magazines labors under.
The boys on the dailies can herald
their find on the following day.
But we have to wait a month be'

fore we can record our discoveries.

Sometimes it's discouraging.

But, albeit somebody has been
ahead of us by twenty-nine days,

we want to go on record as hail-

ing the author of Peter Pan. There
are two Dolly Sisters and there are
Four Marx Brothers—and we are

fervent admirers of all six-— but
there is only one James Barrie.

Sir James to you.

What with Dr. Freud having
told pretty nearly everything, we
know nowadays that almost all

great writing is, to some extent,

autobiographical. And certainly

whatever the years have done to

Barrie, he himself, in the inner-

most places of his heart, was the
child who refused to grow up.
Tarkington knows something
about the heart of a boy, too, but
Barrie knows the boy before he
has reached boyhood. Forgive us.

But whatever you do, unless child-

hood is so far from you that you
have forgotten it altogether, see
Eva Le Gallienne's Peter Pan.
And, may we add, Josephine
Hutchinson's Wendy, perhaps the
best performance in town.

Conga}

Sam Harris presents Helen
Menken in a locale new on the
stage, Anam, new to this observer
at least. It is a colorful place and

a colorful tale. Yet something about it doesn't altogether
satisfy.

That fault may not be the story's. It may be ours!.
Given a setting in Indo-China, we are prepared not only
for sights and sounds unknown to us, but for thoughts
and emotions that are a little strange, too. What availeth
it to travel in search of far places only to find that the
woman of Anam is exactly like the woman of Peoria?

Sisters under the skins may be all right in poetry, but
on the stage we like them different. When an Oriental
lady begins acting Occidental, something of the old roman-
ticist in us jumps up and objects. And you know that
or devil romanticist. You may bring sociology, psychology
and economics to prove your case, but ol' man romanticist
just keeps rolling along.

But then it is the author's intention, no doubt, to
show that they are alike and, since he has been to Anam,
maybe he's right. Granting then his premise, he tells
a straightforward story, showing how the white man's
burden gets to be the cross of the other races. Helen
Menken is the native girl who gets around.

^\ZuTarT^ZL
hear

i
Rut\£tti^ ^ Paramount tal\ies, while HewI orders are applauding her in the new Eddie Cantor show, "Whoopee."
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<( Elizabeth Median—above

—

who

wrote the scenarios for "Laugh

Clown, Laugh," "Sorrell and

Son," and "The Rescue," used

to be Betty Williams—right of

the Ziegfeld Follies.

ou have heard of

all the Ziegfeld Fol-

lies girls who have

made good in the

movies. There was Mae Mur-

ray, once the toast of New York

as 'The Nell Brinkley Girl
1 m a

number in Mr. Ziegfeld's select

entertainment. Mae went into

movies and—you know the rest

Marion Davies used to sing and

dance for Ziegfeld, before pic-

tures claimed her. Billie Dove

began her career as a member of

the Follies beauty brigade. Look

at her now. It's no hardship.

And Louise Brooks, too, once

soothed the optics of the tired

business boys who flocked to see

what Mr. Ziegfeld had to offer.

In fact, it's no novelty for a

devotee of the Follies shows to

see his favorites later on in pic-

tures. It has become quite the

thing for Follies girls to graduate

into the silent drama and star-

dom. Now here's a Follies girl

who made good in a different

way. You'd hardly look for one

of the lovely creatures behind a

big, business-like desk, now would

you—even pounding a type-

writer on occasion? You wouldn't.
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Follies Girl

^Makes CjOod!

Q But Instead of Playing

in Pictures, Elizabeth

Meehan Writes Them.

By Sydney Valentine

But I'll show you one. ...

A very pretty girl who used to be in the Ziegfeld

shows and went into the movies, just like her sisters of

the Follies—but instead of starring on the screen, she

supplies scenarios for others to act in. Elizabeth Meehan

^who used to be Betty Williams-is one of the most

successful scenario writers in the picture business; and

is well on her way to joining the ranks of the favored

women scenario writers who command a, high

salaries as the stars. Elizabeth Meehan has mv

portant scenarios to her credit and one of these

days she will be in the Frances Marion-Jeame Maepherson-

Bess Meredyth class. , , ,

-I started out to be an actress!" she admitted he othci

day "I left my home in Philadelphia to come to New York

—for a career. I wasn't quite clear (Cont. on page 108)

C[In SOT U- Errol u»<w supported b, .-^ "™ fi*3
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MAX FACTOR
Creator of Make-Up

for Hollyn ood's Famous
Motion Picture Stan

Read What These
and Other Leading

Stars Say:

Joan Crawford

- Renee Adoree
Linn Basquette

Phyllis Haver
Dorothy Mackaill

Mae Murray

Sally Eilers

Elinor Fair

Julia Fayc

Dorothy Gulliver

Anita Page

Mary Philbin

Sally Phipps

Vera Reynolds

Irene Rich

Leila Hyams
Margaret Livingston

Jeanette Loff

Louise Lorraine

Ann Pennington

Alma Reubens

Raejuel Torres

Alberta Vaughn
Lupe Vclez

Claire Windsor
Loretta Young
Myrna Loy

Josephine Dunn
Madge Bellamy

Ma rion D.ivies

Sue Carol

Amazing New Beauty Secrets

By Hollywood's Make-Up King

SILE]
his

ma

MLENT for years, reserving

his discoveries and his

make-up secrets for the

exclusive use of the professions

of the stage and screen, Max
Factor now speaks.

In his book just published
"The New Art of Make-Up",
Max Factor reveals the secrets

of beauty and make-up which
every woman will prize. Hints,

suggestions, information, advice

and instructions which will mean
everything to you in improving

your beauty, and enhancing the

charm of your personality.

There is a vast difference in

the haphazard use of cosmetics

as practiced by women in every-day life, and the scientific

and artistic use of make-up as practiced by the stars of
the screen and other beautiful women of Hollywood who
have become acquainted with the knowledge given
by Max Factor.

The charm and fascination of beauty lies in its

naturalness, its unartificiality. There is more beauty in
a puff of powder and a pat of rouge than the average
woman thinks. And it has been Max Factor's life

work to develop make-up to the art which is now in

Hollywood. The days of the painted, loud, off-color

FREE
Read Hoiv the Blazing Motion Picture Lights
Caused a Discovery Which Means Qreater
Beauty for Every Woman. How Max Factor's
Discovery Cosmetic Color Harmony
Revolutionized Make-Up In Hollywood.
Learn the Method of Make-Up Practiced by
Screen Stars and Proved Best by Screen Tests.

Hoiu You May Double Your Beauty With An
Individualized Color Harmony In Your Every-
day Make-Up. This Fascinating, Informative
Book Max Factor Now Offers to Send to You
Free, With Your Own Complexion Analysis

and Make-Up Color Harmony Chart.
Mail Coupon Below Now.

and spotty make-up are gone
forever. Make-Up now is

natural, almost indetectable,

yet giving to woman's natural

charm the. artist's finesse of
color and of contour. Make-
Up for street wear, for day and
evening wear, as created and
applied according to the tested

methods of Max Factor, will

actually double your beauty

and actually double the allure

of your personality.

You'll Discover.—
—Why all Blondes should not use same color harmony in make-up.—Why all Brunettes should not use same color harmony in make-up.—Why Titian Types may ruin beauty with "off-color" make-up—How to make up a dry skin. —How to make up an oily skin
—How to acquire a perfect skin for faultless everyday make-up
.—The difference between theatrical and street make-up.
.— Three secrets of successful everyday make-up.

.—-Answers to twelve make-up problems.

—How new beauty effects are created in the beauty laboratory for
the screen stars.

Max Factor's Make-Up Studio
HOLLYWOOD

Mi

What a prize this book is

for you! What wonderful
secrets it holds which you your-

self may use to bring out your
beauty, your charm and your

personality. Think how wonderful to have the ad-
vice and suggestions of the very man who has personally
been the beauty .advisor of screen stars, for years.

Send for this amazing book, "The New Art of
Make-Up"—NOW. Learn these secrets. Secure your
individual complexion analysis and your own color
harmony make-up chart from Max Factor. Learn what
wonderful beauty is in store for you. Fill in coupon
carefully and mail today to Max Factor, Hollywood, for

the most sensational free offer ever made in Screenland.

FREE—COMPLEXION ANALYsTs
"~

Max Factor,-Max Factor Studios, Hollywood, Calif.

Name

A ddress_

City

4-2-10

Complexron Co'lor of Eyes LIPS
Light

| iMoist I

Fair
| Color of Lashes Dry

j

Medium
| 1 SKIN

Ruddy-
| Colorof Hair iOily

|

Dark
| jDry

|

Sallow
|

Olive 1

Answer in :;Age
spaces with check mark)



FROM CONSOLE TO CLOSE-UP!

Or, THe Rise of Jeanette Loff
"<'f°p^

pYay the organ in the movie theatres of P° rtl

°f>
° r°*°";

^Jhathave you, yearned to play in pictures

screen and, between renditions of "Hearts and Flowers or ™™" a™>
organist and seek her fortune

instead of for them. One day she decided to give up her steady job as an organ ,st an

I Hollywood. A beautiful blonde of Danish descent^ ^anett Lo
*'J*™j£ m ' Her ambition?

welcome, and so she rose from extra and bits to feat leads at the r
stardom.

To make enough money to install a ptpe organ in her Hollywood home.
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Findthekey tounlock
FREEBagefGold
HERE are 19 keys pictured

Jj^
here. To be sure, they all

look alike, but, examine them
closely. 18 of them are exactly alike

but ••ONE," and only one is DIF-
FERENT ;FROM ALL THE
OTHERS. It is the key to

THE PADLOCK on this

00 FREE "Bag of Gold."
F YOU CAN FIND IT.

The difference may be in the size, the shape, or even
in the notches." So, STUDY EACH KEY CARE-
FULLY and if you can find the "ONE"KEY that

is different from all the others SEND THE NUMBER OF IT TO ME ATONCE. You may become the winner of a Chrysler "75" Royal Sedan or $3,000.00
SL^?!1jPoney.—without one cent of cost to you. I will give away ABSOLUTELY
i^.rlr"

5 neW six"cylinder 4-door Sedans and the winners can have CASH
^^Yr^. STEAD of the automobiles if they prefer it. 25 BIG PRIZES TOBE GIVEN FREE—totaling $7,300.00 cash.

Or Win a CHRYSLER "75" Sedan
££?

!^<

&^fi beautiful ChTyWr <!75" Royal Sedan or $3,000.00 cash. We pay all the freieht

$1,000.00 CASH—EXTRA FOR PROMPTNESS
I will pay $1,000.00 cash money extra JUST FOR PROMPTNESS. Duplicate prizes will be

S'Vns^ouick: you can win Chrysler "75
" Royal iedan ^SSS.S5

Absolutely everyone who takes full ad-
vantage of this opportunity will be

iiAuxt 7 _ . ,._ - _ _ _ rewarded. But, hurry, — find the-ONE** key that is different from all the others and RUSH THE NUMBER OF IT anHy^r
h^
amC anC? a?4reSS to

,
me TODAY on a postal card or in a letter. And, just say:-<<K?t

^s Afferent from all the others. Please tell me how I can get this magnificent

£Stome» 9y Sedan-°r-$3,000.00 CASH MONEY without obligation orra! penly

loan. miownK yuitlv,

You Cannot Lose

£• COLLINS, 537 South Dearborn St.
Dept. 57i, CHICAGO, ILL.
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*ASK

fl[ Beautiful Billie Dove

is the most popular

girl among Miss Vee
Dee's correspondents

this month. Billie,

ta\e your bow!

((Richard Dix is al-

ways a favorite but

he seems even more

so right now, if Miss

Vee Dees readers

are any judges.
(They are'.)

By Miss Nee Dee

((The Answer Girl will be glad to hear from all fans

^
She will answer all letters in the order received Plea ,

be patient if you have to wait a little while Miss

Vee Dee is practically as popular as Clara Bow!

GT If you desire a personal reply by mail from Miss Vee

Dee please enclose a stamped, addressed envelope.

And wont you sign your full name and address!

Address: Miss Vee Dee, Screenland Magazine, 49

West 45th Street, Hew Tor\ City.

yrtle D. of Savannah, Ga. So

I'm a radiator? Just another

name added to my long list of

honorary titles. All right—it

suits me. Now watch me sizzle! You

want Mabel Normand to come back to the

screen again, and who doesn t? You d like

to see Charlie Chaplin back m his old

strides-well, they say he does some smart

stepping in "City Lights." Torn Mix is

making pictures at FBO Studios 780 Cower

St., Hollywood, Cal. Claire Windsor has a

contract with Tiffany-Stahl Studios 4516

Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal. Buck Jones

has his own producing company. You can

write him at Buck Jones Prod., Holly-

wood, Cal.

Barbara Ann of Winnipeg, Man. You

want youth to be served but you forgot

to say how. On the level, now, and no

foohn'! Gladys Belmont is Richard Dix's

leading lady for his next picture, "Red-

skin." Anita Page played opposite Ramon

Novarro in "Gold Braid," re-titled "The

Flying Fleet," at the Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer Studios. Ralph Graves, Carroll Nye

and Eddie Nugent help to make the cast

interesting. Another call to arms that will

dazzle the eye and give the old heart a

case of high-blood pressure.

Jessie A. from Barnesville, Ohio. What
chance has a girl with eye-lashes oyer an

inch long, to get in the movies? I'd say,

she has a better chance than if the lashes

were over two inches long. No, I won't

breathe a word to Norma Shearer about

how sorry you are that she is married

—

but what's a pretty girl going to do? They

can't please everybody. ,

Norma is 24 years

old Olive Borden was born in 1904. You

can write to Olive at Columbia Pictures,

1408 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal .

Anthonv of Fall River, Mass. Sorry I'm

a little late in answering but what would

a modern girl do with her time if she

wasn't late once in a while? Mary Brian

is playing opposite Charles Rogers in

"Someone To Love." Mary was born reb.

17 1908, in Dallas, Texas. She has curly

brown hair and blue eyes, is 5 feet 2

inches tall and weighs 105 pounds John

Gilbert is all American, born m Logan

Utah, July 10, 1897. His father and

mother were both on the speaking stage.

A Salt La\e City Fan. A call from Utah

for the Marion Morgan Dancers who

high-stepped so beautifully in "The Night

of Love." They danced in the cabaret

scene in "The Escape," a Fox film From

now on, I'll keep my eyes open and take

a good look for Marion's girls. Here s a

dish of news for Greta Garbo admirers.

She is to be co-starred with Nils Asther,

in a series of pictures, for M-G M, the

first one to be called "Heat." That will

burn the cherries off your grandmothers

bonnet.

Mince of Del Rio. Meet 'the' fan from

Texas—yes, one in a million. Mary Astor

and Kenneth Hawks were married Feb. 23

1928. Pauline Starke is the wife of Jack

White the producer. Sue Carol's real name

is Evelyn Lederer. Richard Barthelmess

uses his own name in pictures. Lloyd

Hughes can be reached at First National

Studios, Burbank, Cal. He is married to

Gloria Hope and there is a little Hopelet.

V V from Kalamazoo. Do I look like

Clara Bow and how do I act? My extreme

modesty prevents a full-length description

of myself but I act like the very dickens.

In the March 1927 issue of Screenland

you'll find a fine picture of William Boyd

and two stills in character portrayals. Bill

is 6 feet 1 inch tall, weighs 170 pounds

and has light brown hair and blue eyes.

Lupe Velez and Jetta Goudal play with

Bill in "Masquerade."

Blue Eyes from Philadelphia. Have I a

sense of humor? You'd be surprised how

I can snap my fingers at dull care and

laugh in the wrong place. Jobyna Ralston

was born in Tennessee but I don t know

her birth-date. The late Emar Hanson s

last picture was "Barbed Wire with Pola

Nesri and Clive Brook. Clara Bow played

in "Ancient Mariner," once upon a time.

Lena of Hew Haven, Conn. You couldn't

bother me with any amount of questions.

I love to answer you the worst way. Vilma

Banky is making pictures at Samuel Gold-

wvn Productions, 7212 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Hollywood, Cal. Ronald Colman s new

leading lady is Lily Damita. His new pic-

ture with Lily is "The Rescue We do

not send out photographs of the stars.

Write to them and make your request. All

(Continued on page 92)
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I Guarantee NewHair

in These Three Places

o
ARE you sincerely anxious to be

done with dandruff, itchy scalp,

falling hair and baldness? Do you
really want to grow new hair?

Perhaps you've already tried hard
to overcome these afflictions. Per-
haps you've put faith in barbershop
"tips," and used all kinds of salves,

massages, tonics, all with the same
results . . . lots of trouble and
expense but no relief!

Now, consider what I offer you.
And figure out for yourself what a
handsome proposition it is. I

GUARANTEE to grow new hair on your
head—on the top, front or temples—IN
30 DAYS ... or not one red penny of
cost to you.

Isn't that a different story from those you've
heard before? I don't say, "try my wonderful
remedy—it grows hair!" I say, and I put it in
writing, "I GUARANTEE to grow hair . . .

or no cost
!

"

My Method Is Unique!
Naturally, you say to yourself, "How can any-

3ne make such a guarantee? It's hard to grow
hair. I know, for I've tried a lot of thing's and
failed."

Ah, that's exactly the reason thousands who
formerly suffered from scalp troubles bless the day
they heard of me. For my treatment is based on
science, on years and years of research. I studied
scalps, not how to sell treatments. And I found, as
did leading dermatologists, that ordinary surface
treatments of the scalp are futile. Baldness begins
at the BOOTS. If roots are dead, nothing can grow
new hair. But in most cases, roots are only sleeping,
waiting for the right treatment to bring them back
to healthy, normal life.

I Reach the Roots
Now, I leave it to you. How can ordinary treat-

ments penetrate to the roots of your hair? How can
ordinary tonics or salves remove the real cause of
baldness?

My treatment goes beloiv the scalp, right down to
the hair roots, awakening them to new action. My
treatment works surely and quickly, all the while
stimulating the tiny blood vessels around the roots
to new life and action. And with just the mere
investment of a few minutes a day, thousands get
these results from my treatment ... or they never
pay a cent!

FRONT
Here thinning hair does great-
est damage to your appear-
ance. Don't wait till forelock
disappears entirely. ACT
NOW to forestall baldness!

Most baldness begins here.
Is this YOUR thinnest spot?
Decide today to get that hair
bacl; and MORE!

TEMPLES
Thinner and thinner on each side

until thev meet and forelock too

goes. Dandruff and itchy scalp

are common to these cases. Why
suffer a lifetime of regret? MAIL
THE COUPON TODAY I

I Welcome Investigation

Do you want absolute proof of the true
causes and proper treatment of baldness?
Consult your family physician. Or look
up medical reference books.

Do you want positive proof that I can
and do apply these accepted scientific

principles? I offer you the best proof of
all . . . my personal guarantee, backed up
by the Merke Institute, Fifth Avenue,
New York.

A Square Deal Guaranteed!
Others may make rosy but flimsy promises.

I could do that tool But I don't. I couldn't
afford to, for every statement I make is guar-

anteed by the Merke Institute. This
scalp research bureau, established 13
years, is known to thousands from
Coast to Coast. It has a reputation to
keep up. It wouldn't dare to back me
if I didn't tell the truth. So when I
guarantee to grow hair or not a
penny of cost, you're absolutely sure
of a square deal.

Why Suffer Years of Regret?
Before you turn this page take a

look in the mirror at those thin spots
on your head 1 Think how you'll look
when all your hair is gone. Consider
how much prestige and attractiveness
you'll lose. Then decide to act at
once! Bight now, tear out the coupon
shown below and mail it in for the
FBEE booklet giving my complete
story. In it you'll find, not mere
theories, but scientific FACTS, and
the details of my "hair grown or no

pay" offer. My treatment can be
used in any home where there is

electricity. Send the coupon NOW 1

And by return mail the booklet
is yours without the slightest obli-

gation. Allied Merke Institute,
Inc., Dept. 672, 512 Fifth Avenue,
New York City.

"MAIL IT TODAY/]

DANGER: One, two. three—BALD! And
perhaps total baldness, say leading dermatolo-
gists, if you neglect any one of the three
places shown above. But so gradually does
hair depart, so insidiously does baldness creep
up on the average man, that thousands fail
to heed the warnings. But there is hope for
everyone, no matter how thin the hair. Head
my message to men growing bald. Study my
guarantee. Then ACT!!

Allied Merke Institutes, Inc..
Dept. 672, 512 Fifth Ave., New York City.

Please send me—without cost or obligation
—in plain wrapper, copy of your book, "The
New Way to Grow Hair," describing the
Merke System.

Name _ _ ..

Address -

City _ State..

(My age is )
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16X20 in.
From any Photo
or Snapshot

ONLY98 Each

Usual Value
$5.00

THATfavoritepictureof mother, dad, Bweetheart,

hubby, baby. etc.. can be made into a tou >f4

life-like enlargement for Iesa than one-fifth of the

reeular price by accepting thia Bpecial offer.

FAlTHFULKEPRODUCTlONfromanyphotograph
ruaranteed. Samepriceforfull figure, tart;oW»
picture or for enlarging one or more persona alone

cut of a group picture.

SEND NO MONEYS

B- r- In order to advertise this remarkable offer

UTDEr we will Bend t REE with every enlargement"HtU ordered a highly-glazed, hand-tinted mm-

Bejd your order today. DO IT NOW!
UNITED PORTRAIT CO.

IG52 Ogden Ave., Dept. B-209 Chicago, III.

A CLEAR SKIN
makes a good impression. Belle Peau easily removes

pimples and blackheads. Takes only a moment to

apply it. Brings prompt results. Whatever is unat-

tractive about your skin. Belle Peau can cure. Write

for free information. Belle Peau Company, E. 231

Twenty-fifth Avenue, Dept. B, Spokane, Washington

SCREENLAND
I can do is to furnish the address—and

the inspiration (?).

Berniceslaw S. of Clinton, Mass. There's

no law against little blonde girls falling for

big handsome movie stars—or little stars,

cither; so you can sob out your story on

my slender shoulders indefinitely. Rex

Lease dashes around from one studio to

another so it's hard to keep track of him.

He appears in "Broadway Daddies" with

Jacqueline Logan and Alec B. Francis, a

Columbia film; and in "Stolen Love" with

Marceline Day, Helen Lynch and Owen
Moore, produced by FBO Studios, 780

Cower St., Hollywood, Cal. Rex Lease was

born in Central City, Va., Feb. 11, 1903.

He is 5 feet 10 inches tall, weighs 150

pounds and has brown hair and green eyes.

Lucille C. from Detroit La\es, Minn.

I'm always glad to make a correction even

if it breaks a thousand hearts—I'm just

that kind. Paddy O'Flynn is married.

Now you know the worst—but Paddy says

it's really the best for him. Bebe Daniels

is to have a new leading man for her next

picture, Robert Castle, the handsome young

Viennese actor recently signed by Para'

mount.

Eve of Marietta, Ca. What, you ask,

would all the movie fans do without Miss

Vee Dee. You would have to curb your

curiosity, anyway. Clara Bow, Richard

Arlen and Gary Cooper can be reached at

Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,

Hollywood, Cal. Clara's latest films are,

"The Fleet's In" and "Three Week Ends."

Richard Arlen plays with Louise Brooks

in "Beggars of Life." Gary Cooper and

Fay Wray were in "The First Kiss."

JIN APT1STREHJ WE CAN TEACH
YOU DRAWING ii

your own home during your
spare time. Thirty-6ve years of
successful teaching proves our ability.

Artists receive large salaries.

Write todHy for Art Year Book

Schgdi^Apmiepakt
Boom 3 battlecheek Mien.

^Height Increasing—
Is Report of Hundreds

Results have been re-

markable. Letters from
all over tell of 3 to 5

inches gained in a few
months. They tell of im-
proved health, more pep
and life, greater effi-

ciency, more joy in liv-

ing because of better
physical condition. Noth-
ing like our Course.
Based on sound, proven,
scientific principles.

No Drugs— No Dope
We have no magic medi-
cine to sell. Only a sys-

tem of simple exercises

and special diet, assisted

by a simple apparatus.
Takes but a few minutes
each day. The Glover
system helps overcome
the flattening of the ver-

tebrae and the sagging of the supporting mus-

cles. Permits cartilage cushions in spinal col-

umn to expand. Strengthens muscles. Stimu-

lates the nerves. Results have been permanent

because based on true physiology. Unusually

successful in under-developed young men and

women. EASY— INEXPENSIVE— CERTAIN
Write today for FREE Information

GLOVER INSTITUTE — Dept. IA 11

508 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois

Alto of Everett, Mass. How are you.

Alta? Glad you have joined our little

so-and-so circle. Billic Dove plays in The

Night Watch." Paul Lukas and Donald

Reed are in the cast. Gary Cooper and

Clara Bow are not engaged to each other

or to anyone else; and as far as I know,

Greta Garbo is not seriously thinking of

changing her name. Joan Crawford has

announced her engagement to Douglas

Fairbanks. Jr. Milton Sills has a daughter

about 16 years of age and I believe her

name is Dorothy. Mr. Sills, you know,

was married to a non-professional before

he and Doris Kenyon were wed.

Robert B. from Sherburne, H- ,
T. As

one joker to another, you think I'm quite

a card, do you? I'm glad that's settled.

Esther Ralston is 26 years old. She is 5

feet 5 inches tall and has golden hair and

blue eyes. Molly O'Day is 5 feet 2%
inches tall and has dark brown hair and

dark hazel eyes. The two Russian girls

in "Lost at the Front" were Nina Romano

and Nita Marfan.

Miss Vera of Two Rivers, Wis. You'd

give your last quarter to get Screekland.

Atta' girl! Give me your hand, I'd like

to shake one like that. Pauline Starke

does not work at any particular studio but

makes pictures occasionally. Write her in

care of her husband, Jack White. Pauline

was born in Joplin, Mo. She has brown

hair, hazel eyes, is 5 feet 3 inches tall and

weighs 110 pounds. She plays with Marian

Nixon and Norman Kerry in "Man, Woman
and Wife," Universal film. Gilbert Roland

was born in Mexico in 1905. He has black

hair and brown eyes. His latest pictuie is

"The Woman Disputed" with Norma Tal-

madge. John Gilbert was born in Logan,

Utah, 30 years ago.' He is 5 feet 11 inches

tall, and weighs 160 pounds.

<T Since Ramon Hovarro is the third most popular player according to the

,Sl receded by Miss Vee Dee this Wonth, she *ough^ou™ft
be interested to see him off for Tahm where he wx\\ J!m

The Pagan

Renee Adoree and Dorothy Janis are his leading ladies, and the gen-

tleman on the left is the stopper.
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DoritRayMeaCent

IfICaritGive\bu
aMagneticPersonality
-5 Days FREE Proof!

NO matter how lacking you are

in qualities of leadership, no
matter how colorless, timid, unsuc-
cessful and discouraged you may be,

I GUARANTEE to so magnetize
your personality that your whole life

will be completely transformed!
I can give you poise that ban-

ishes self-consciousness, charm that

makes you irresistibly

popular, personal

power that will indeli-

bly influence the
minds of others and
amaze your friends.

I'll make you a fas-

cinating force in so-

cial life, a powerful,

dynamic, command-
ing figure in your
profession. You'll be-

come more popular,

more prosperous,
more gloriously suc-

cessful than you ever

dreamed possible

!

Let me send you
the proof—absolutely

free ! If within 5 days
you do not experience
a decided change in

your personality, if you do not find

yourself making new friends with
ease, if you do not discover yourself
already on the way to social popu-
larity, business success and personal
leadership—just say so ! Tell me my
principle of personal magnetism
can't do every single thing that I

said it would do. And you won't
owe me one penny

!

What is Personal Magnetism?
What is this marvelous force that

raises the sick to glowing, vibrant

health, the timid to a new, confident

personality, the unsuccessful to posi-

tions of wealth and astonishing

power ?

You have it—everyone has it—
but not one person in a thousand
knows how to use it! It is not a fad
nor a theory. It is simply you,
yourself—your manner—your own

What Is Sex
Magnetism?

What is that magnetic
powerful influence that draws
one man to one woman

—

forever, irresistibly ? What
is that strange, never-failing
spark that awakens love?
What is it, in man or wo-
man, that seems to draw and
fascinate—the hypnotic pow-
er that no one can resist ?

You have it. Everyone
has it. But do you use it?

marvelous personal force, released
and magnified a hundredfold in an
amazingly clear-as-crystal, scientific

way ! More necessary than good
looks. More valuable than money.
For without it a salesman is hand-
cuffed! Without it a business man
is powerless to command ! No actor,
no teacher, no orator, no statesman

can long hold his au-
d i e n c e spellbound
without this supreme-
ly influential mag-
netic force

!

Personal Magnet-
ism ! How easy to re-

lease it ! How won-
derful its results ! No
long study or incon-

venience. Not the
slightest self-denial.

Just a simple, clear,

age-old principle that

taps the vast thought
and power resources

within you, releases

the full sweep of your
magnetic potentiali-

ties and makes you
almost a new person
from what you were

before

!

Personal Magnetism is not hypnotism.
Hypnotism deadens. Magnetism awakens,
inspires, uplifts. Personal Magnetism is

not electricity. It is like electricity in
one way—while you cannot see it, you
can observe its startling effects. For the
moment you release your Personal Mag-
netism you feel a new surge of power
within you. You lose all fear. You gain
complete self-confidence. You become al-

most overnight the confident, dominant,
successful personality you were intended
to be—so fascinating that people are
drawn to you as irresistibly as steel is

drawn to a magnet!

The Facts are Free
The fundamental principles of Personal

Magnetism have been put into an extra
large volume under the title of "Instan-
taneous Personal Magnetism." It is bound
in beautiful dark burgundy, with the title
gold embossed. Its scope is as broad as
life itself. "Fires of Magnetism," "Sex
Influences," "The Magnetic Voice,"
"Physical Magnetism," "The Magnetic

Send Coupon
Today

You must see this

wonderful volume

—

examine it—let it

influence indelibly

your own personal-
ity. You send no
money with the
coupon—you pay no
C. O. D. You get
the book first. If
you aren't stirred
and delighted in the
5-day period, return
it and it costs you
nothing. Otherwise
keep it as your own
and remit $3 in full
payment. You are
the sole judge. You do not pay unless
you are absolutely delighted. And then
only $3.

You simply can't delay. Clip and mail
the coupon NOW.

Ralston University Press
_Dept. 184-B, MERIDEN, CONN.

RALSTON UNIVERSITY PRESS
rJept. 181-B, Meriden, Conn.

t)l
riBht-ri1 be Hie judge. Ton mav send me thevolume 'Instantaneous Personal Magnetism- for Idays- FREE EXAMINATION in mv home Within

of
e

onU
da
«nn

WiU ei
!
her remit '«e special low price

obligTtion*
3 ' 00

°
r retU™ the b00l; «»st

P
or

Eye," "Oriental Secrets," "Rapid Mag-
netic Advancement," "The Magnetic
Mind," and "Magnetic Healing," are only
a few of the subjects covered in this
amazing book. A magnificent book that
tells you just how to 'cultivate the mag-
netic influence of your nature.
You can sway and

control others. You
can command suc-

cess. You can influ-

ence people to do
the things you want
them to do. Through
this amazing book
you gain the key to
a magnetic person-
ality in 5 days—or
you don't pay one
penny. That is my
free offer to you!

What Others
Say!

"Has been worth
ten thousand dol-
lars a year."

"I am glad that
I dared to buy the
books."
"The Personal

Magnetism Books
have raised me
from poverty to my
present position."

"I would not part
with them for any
sum of money."

"O ne of the
greatest books I
have ever seen

—

the greatest in ex-
istence."

"Made me a suc-
cess — financially,
socially and morally."

"I regard it as
the biggest and best
investment a man
could make. Real-
ized the experience
of entering a new
realm of life."

"Certainly won-
derful; like walking
up a stairway to a
higher life."

"Have examined
'Personal Magnet-
ism' and am aston-
ished how dormant
my faculties were in
that direct-ion."

Name

Address

City-
State.

.

connnn Thf«
tnCe

,
$2 00 if Wment accompaniescoupon. Tins saves heavy bookkeeping and clericalexpense Money refunded if dissatisfied and book Isreturned within five days.
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ANSON I

A

BROADWAY AT73 ST. NEW YORK

Patrons of Prominence

Choose The Ansonia!

1400 Homelike Rooms

VERY SPACIOUS AND
SUMPTOUS FURNISHINGS

—rates mill surely please—

Room with private

Bath $3. per day up
For two $5. per day up

Parlor, Bedroom and

Bath $6. per day up

Restaurants of exceptional

merit!

—wire at our expense

for Reservations—

-

42 Minutes from Broadway

The Glorious

HALF MOON HOTEL
Coney Island, N. Y.

400 ROOMS WITH BATHS!

Attractive Winter Rates—Now
$3.00 Daily $65.00 Monthly

ROBT. J. McCABE
Mgr. Dir.

Marriage Problems of the Stars

Continued from page 32

Any marriage can succeed if there is

love, tolerance and understanding on both

sides. If it is a one-sided affair, the bond

may hold together for the sake of appear

ances, but it isn't a happy marriage."

"Understanding and tolerance, I think,

are the secrets of a happy marriage, on the

screen or off," Betty Compson told me.

Betty is the wife of James Cruze, the

famous director. "No two people are cast

in the same mold—one has to understand

the other if there is to be perfect harmony.

But the understanding should be equal; I

don't hold with a one-sided understanding.

I am sure 1 couldn't be happy married to

a man outside the profession. I should

feel that there was so much he couldn't

understand, and I should feel that some-

how I was cheating him of what he had

expected to find in his wife. With Jimmy
it is different. He knows the business and

what a taskmaster it is.

"I li\e Jimmy Cruze," said Betty thought-

fully, "I like him as much as I love him.

We are splendid pals. But we are toler-

ant. For instance, Jimmy would never go

out to anything on a bet. He never goes

to openings—never goes to dances—never

goes to parties. Nothing could persuade

him to leave his own comfortable fireside

once the day's work is done. But he

doesn't expect me to share his dressing-

gown-and-slipper mood with him if there

is something I very much want to do. He
expects me to go out and expects me to have

a companion. And on my side I don't

expect him to remain alone during the

evening if he wants companionship. Often

when I have worked late I come home to

find that a lady has been his dinner guest.

Sometimes there are two or three. Why
not? I am glad to know that he has not

been lonely.

"Jimmy's one firm gesture toward con-

viviality is on Sunday when we have open

house. That was his custom for years be-

fore we were married and we have con-

tinued it.

"He sometimes sees his first wife, with

whom I am also friendly, and they confer

about the future of their child. I would

be very much upset if I thought that I

was standing in the way of this counsel or

if Jimmy wasn't interested in the future

of his child.

"If I resented his interest and he re-

sented my going to dances and parties our

marriage would have foundered long ago.

But I am sure it never will because we are

pals. I don't object to the things some

women object to. I feel that individuals are

entitled to their own opinions and to free-

dom of action.

"Jimmy loathes to wear a coat. Do you

think I would ever ask him to? I guess

not. On the rare occasions when a formal

dinner is given in our house, Jimmy's man-

ners get the better of him and he struggles

into a dinner coat. He is then thoroughly

miserable the whole evening.

"In our case it is our tolerance that has

kept us together,"

Clive Brook thinks that if film marriages

are harder to pull off successfully it is be-

cause fewer couples have children. If a

woman wants a career the year given to

motherhood is a serious handicap. Yet

children often hold people together. Mrs.

Brook left the screen at the birth of her

first baby and has not returned. She has

two now and she declares that they more

than make up to her for the loss of her

screen work.
Directly in opposition to this viewpoint

is the opinion of Wallace Beery. Mrs.

Beery is not in pictures.

"My wife and I talked it all over and

this is our arrangement," said Wally when
I talked with him on the Paramount set.

By the way, he and Florence Vidor sup-

ply the romantic interest in "Tong War."
"I go out and hustle the dough and I

provide my wife with the kind of house

she wants, a car, clothes, and all the

material luxuries most of us crave. But

there is a very strict rule in our house.

Unless I am working at night, which is a

very rare happening, we dine together. And
we spend our evenings together. We sel-

dom go out and all our entertaining is

done in a quiet way. I usually turn in at

nine and am up at six. We breakfast

together. I love to do a bit of gardening

in the morning and Mrs. Beery loves it

too. I am at the studio every morning

at 8.30 when I am working."

"But suppose taking care of a house is

not enough to occupy the minds of all

women," I ventured. "Suppose she wants

other recreation."

"Don't get me started on what most

women want to do with their time or I'll

hit the ceiling! Those bridge parties where

women congregate to gossip are responsible

for a lot of trouble. Oh, once in a while,

of course, but not as an every-day affair!

What lovelier occupation can a woman have

than making her home beautiful and rear-

ing her children?" Wally wanted to know.

"Well, she has to get out and see some-

thing of the world, or how is she going

to know what to teach her child?" I de-

manded, in defense of the modern woman.

"Well, she doesn't learn anything worth

teaching her child at any bridge party!"

exploded Wally. Which was most certainly

true, but it didn't answer my question.

"Speaking for myself alone, I couldn't

be happy married to a wife who was in

pictures. I know that working hours are

01 His jans have heen as\ing for him in

Screenland; so here he is—Cornelius

Keefe, one of our most romantic

leading men.
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These photographs show Miss Peggy Sidway, before the Marvelous Marcel
Molds were adjusted to her perfectly straight long hair. . . . Mine. Sylva'3
molds—easily and comfortably adjusted to Miss Sidway's brunette tresses.
When the molds came out of the hair, she exclaimed with delight, "That's

the loveliest wave I ever had. Prom now on, I'm going to use these molds
myself. You can't imagine the time and money we models must expend on
our hair, for we must always look well."
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Here is a manufacturer with
such pride in His product

—

such confidence in its excel-

lence—that in photographing
a demonstration of this prod-

uct for publication, he in-

vited these representatives of

great papers to be present,

that readers may be assured

of complete truthfulness and
entire sincerity in every phase

of this advertisement. Such
is the straightforward, clean-

cut policy of ARCADY
HOUSE.

Marvelous Nev? Marcel Molds
MakeAny Hair GloriouslyWavy
In 20 Minutes—At Home— Your hair will look just wonderful!

Beauty Specialist Discovers Secret ol Successful
Home Marcelling

And now the Beauty Parlor brought
to your own room!
No more expensive treatments.
No more "appointments," delays, dis-

appointments.

No more tedious "processes"— no
more danger from hot irons.

For here Science combines with the Art of
the Professional Beauty Specialist to give
you what every feminine heart and head has
longed for

—

the perfect waver.
So simple a girl of ten can use it with

perfect results.
So speedy that 20 minutes span the gap

between straggly, unkempt hair and the glo-
rious waves of your favorite style.

So sure that you can hold any wave you
have, or reproduce it perfectly, or create
something wholly new.

In your own room—without work of prep-
aration—without electricity or hot irons—
free from danger of drying out or searing
your hair.

There has never been a waver like this
before. Never anything so simple and effect-
ive. It is the scientific result of long, intel-
ligent and ingenious invention on the part
of an American Beauty Specialist of high re-
pute and established success.

The great difference between this and
all other wavers.

This waver slips into the hair as easily
as you pass your fingers through. But it
does something no other waver ever does

:

it locks in! By a simple clip, it holds in
place—stays where you put it—and locks the
leave in, MOLDING every contour firmly,
gracefully, lastingly.

It makes a soft, undulating wave that lasts
from one shampoo to another.

If you see your wave becoming faint and
loose, all you have to do is slip these mar-
velous molds into your hair, lock them in
place over the wave, remove them in 20 min-
utes, and, lo ! there's your fresh new wave
again !

Can such good news for womankind be
true? We refer you to every woman who
has so far had the opportunity to try out,
test and use this marvelous new device. Head
what just one of them says :

I think the Marcel Molds are wonderful. My
girl friends could hardly believe I had done it
all myself, yet it is true that I got a delightful,
soft marcel wave in so short a time it surprised
one. Will you please send another set for my
chum? (Signed) B. M. T.

The Art of Beauty, the Sureness of
Science, Create this Marvelous

New Molder.
One of America's finest Beauty Specialists

brought this waver to us. It is the result of
her work and hopes and dreams over many
years of professional hair dressing, plus the
skill and science we placed at her command
with our expert manufacturing facilities.

Margaret Beynon Sylva, of Illinois, in her
17 years of Beauty Parlor proprietorship,
with women's hair as her personal specialty,
learned all the longing that women have for
a successful home marceller. She knew as
keenly as you do the expense, the trials, the
disappointments—the dangers, even—of the
beauty parlor method, with its rush, its new
help, its hot irons.
Mme. Sylva helped to make many other

wavers before this final success arrived.
They slipped out of hair. They were hard
to set in

—"tricky." She found at last the
touchstone of triumph :

"Make It SIMPLE!"
And with that great idea she came to us.

We worked it out. But not so swiftly or
easily as these words imply. It took months
of the costly time of precision experts to
fashion into these few strands of metal that
priceless ingredient of simplicity. When you
first hold these molders in your hand, you,
seeing nothing but some simple frames, may
wonder what there was so difficult to make.
But when you remove them from your hair
and see the glorious results so easily achieved
for you, you will know and sav, with us,
they are worth a hundred times the money

!

Priced Far Below Real Value—at only
$2.97 per set—complete

You have the opportunity to obtain and possess a
set of these marvelous new molders at ANNOUNCE-MENT cost.

We want to celebrate with the women of America
this genuine advance in the home dressing of "woman's
crowning glory.' We want you to have a set of these
perfect marcellers. So we set the price at a nominal
"figure

—

less than the average cost of a single visit to
the Beauty Parlor.
And for it, you get a Beauty Parlor of your own,

so far as hair waving is concerned, to be yours for-
ever. Because these marvelous molders will last for
hundreds

—

yes, we know by tests, for thousands of waves.

Send No Money—Just Mail the Coupon
Trial Certificate—Liberal Offer-

Money Back Guarantee
Give these marvelous molders a thorough and complete

trial when you get your set. Then, if for any reason you
can bring yourself to part with them, and admit that you
can not get a perfect result, you will have your money
returned promptly So far, we haven't found anyone who
doesn't enthuse after 20 minutes' use. Remember, a girl
of ten saw immediately how to use her set. put them in
her hair, and got a beautiful marcel in 20 minutes.
Surely you tar do the same.
You need not risk a penny. Just sign and mall the

coupon Trial Certificate. Note that our announcement
cost is only $2.97. We can not afford to carry a book-
keeping charge at this figure, so we ask you to deposit
with the postman the sum of $2.97, plus a few cents'
postage, when h* brings your set. Order now, so we can
serve you immediately out of our yet limited production.
Get yours now and be first to astonish your friends with
the glorious, enviable waves these molders fashion. Fill
in and mail the Coupon Trial Certificate this minute.

ARCADY HOUSE
7 W. Austin Ave. Chicago, III.

j
COUPON

TRIAL CERTIFICATE

ARCADY HOUSE S-53

I
7 W. Austin Ave., Chicago, III.

I
Gentlemen- I want a set of your marvelous I

molders. T agree to deposit $2.97 (plus postage) I

|
with the postman when he makes delivery. If

J
results are not to my entire satisfaction, I will I

I

return the marvelous molders within five days
and you are to refund the purchase price.

| Name |

_ Address !

| NOTE—If you expert to be out when the post- |man comes, enclose $3.15 with your order and
I the marvelous molders outfit will be sent post- I
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M,Z IEachWeek

M^c BIG MONEY—Spare-Time or

VWaYWx Full-Time—with Hawaiian Guitar

.%\\V^ Bo the lite of every party-be paid 010 for

your Bpare-tirne hours! Dances J"'""-
l*V3S^ or"he"tras-all pay REAL CASH for the

WB^aweetTnelodioua music of the Hawaiian

M\A\ G nt;ir VI) 1 1 can make $25 a week and up

Sim ' ; sor' tu *
lu0aw" 1" u"" tim ':

"
a>

!MS^NoMusicalKnowlcdgeNeeded;Lcarn

MffltV QuickRightatHomein 1 to3 Months

V%%V»V, My easy method explains everythl

y|J|\\\V N„ hard practice, no tares.

V
PROOF
"Had learned

only a few chorda
when I was asked
to play at a dance.
Received sixteen
dollars (S16) for
one night's play-

—fi'.A.Prutrman,
Lehiahton.Pa.
" Only quarter

way through
course and already
playing 3 evenings
a week, spare-
time, for S10."
-J.KrulichU Kit-
chener, Ont., Can.
**Have made al-

most $200 with my
Hawaiian Guitar in
spare-time.''
-John B. McMul-
lin. Cadet, Mo.

jresomo
•"aeales" to" learn.' You play real

tunes from the very first! And in

only 1 to 3 short months you can
actually be playing/or pay. I H
vrove it to you without cost:

get my FRfcE Book below I

PHONOGRAPH
RECORDS

andComplete Outfit
at No Extra Cost

Yon also receive
clear, correct, fool-
proofDemonstration
Phonoara-ph Records
of every selection in
thecourse. And NOT
ONE CENT OF EX-
TRA COST to you I

FREE BOOK
Shows You How
Shows how I train

ycu at home, quickly
to playHawaiian Gui-
tar; how you risk ab-
solutely nothing to
learn: how I sendyou
everythingyou need.
Clip the coupon and
Bend it today. NOW!

Ohis Genuine

HAWAIIAN
Guitar Come*

[

with 1st ie$$on\\

mail nenvf
. F. Bloch, President,
lawaiian Studios 24029 01

lew York Academy of Music,
.00 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Without obligation, send rne FREE
BookVHow to Learn Hawaiian Gui-

tar ' 1 with facta on how I can make
BIG MONEY, spare-time or full-time.

Name

Address-

30

Day
FREE
TRIAL
ANITA INSTITUTE,

CORRECT
your NOSE
to perfect shape while

you sleep. Anita Nose
Adjuster guarantees
SAFE, rapid, perman-
ent results. Age doesn't

matter. Painless. 60,000
doctors, users praise it.

Gold Medal Winner.
BOOKLET FREE
Write for it TODAY

B69 Anita Bldg.. Newark, N. J.

FAT

State of

GET RID
OF YOUR
Free Trial Treatment
sentonrequest. Askformy "pay-when-
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sometimes impossible to control. But when

I get home 1 want my wife there to greet

me. And except, as I said, on the occa-

sions when I am working, I go home. It

may seem one-sided, but Mrs. Beery and I

are congenial, and sticking to what, in our

opinion, are the essentials for a happy mar-

riage, we get along fine."

In the opinion of William Scitcr, the

director, and the husband of Laura La

Plante, the greatest danger to film mar-

riages is the curiosity of the public regard-

ing them and the determination on the

part of the press to circulate rumors of

estrangement whether they have any foun-

dation or not.

"About two weeks ago Laura went to

New York with Hedda Hopper. I had

hoped to take her but had to start my new

picture sooner than I expected so at the

last minute Laura decided to take the short

holiday due her with Hedda. She wanted

to fly across but sensing how I would feel

both girls made their arrangements and told

me only an hour or two before time to

start. It did give me a turn. They got as

far as Council Bluffs, Iowa, when a storm

forced them down and they made the rest

of the way by train. Well, there was some

excitement about it in the papers and when

it was found I was not along the wires

began to hum. Newspaper men called me

up the other night and said they heard

Laura and I had come to the parting of

the ways. I denied it. Not believing me

they called Laura in New York. She

denied it. Not believing her, they called

me back again! What can you do? Thank

heaven Laura will be home tomorrow. Her

merry little self will make me forget this

nonsense. But it takes a strong bond to

keep two people together with everyone

apparently making it their business to part

them."
Eve Southern says there is no reason why

film marriages should not be as happy as

other marriages. But she thinks it would

be better for both sides to be in pictures,

at least in some capacity. For instance,

a husband who knew nothing about the

business might be worried about the love

scenes. In his experience a man didn't

kiss a girl unless there was some attraction.

Whereas an actor would know from per-

sonal experience that few actresses even stir

his pulse when he embraces them, and he

would know that his wife probably felt the

same way about her love scenes. And if

either one thought there was an attraction

they would be wise not to mention it

thereby letting the half-unconscious ro-

mance die a natural death. Mentioning it

would, in all probability, make a reality of

it, and then there would be grief.

"My parents are devoted to^each other

after thirty years of marriage," said Eve.

"The first thing my father says when he

comes home from business is 'Mother.'

And from wherever she is my mother

answers him. Our world is a different one

from theirs of years ago, but I can't see

why it can't be just as loyal and beautiful.

Then there is Belle Bennett who had a

son but whose first marriage was an un-

happy one. Belle is stronger for both

man and wife being in pictures than a

mixture. "I was very young when I first

married." she said, "and there were many

things I did not know. I was probably

as much to blame as my husband for our

unhappiness, I don't know. He objected

250 Movie Stars Newest Photos Sot 10c

t
Pretty noses, glossy postcard photos 50c doz. Min-
iature« 2 3-4 jr 1 3-4 in. 26c doz. . S2. -100. Portraits W
2 for 60c. REAL MOVIE SCENES 8x10 in. 25c

cach FREE SCENE SENT WITH SI orders. FREE.
Novels 20c Dealers invited. BELMONT SHOPPE,
Sd-5, Downers Grove, Illinois.

to my work and I objected to being left so

much alone. After we were divorced I

made a grave mistake in trying to idealize

him in my son's eyes. Every birthday and

Christmas I sent gifts which were supposed

to come from the father my boy hardly

remembered. He just knew that he was big

and handsome and I tried to build on

that foundation a father whose tenderness

never failed. But when the child was near

death he called only for his father—and it

was my punishment to realize that because

he did not come the child half blamed me.

His father had married again and so had

I. Both my present husband and I

implored my boy's father to see him before

he died. But so determined was he never

to face me again that he thought we were

not telling the truth. He wouldn't believe

even the wires the doctor sent. When the

death notice was sent to him he sent me a

wire full of contrition and ended up by

saying he would never forgive himself. It

was moral cowardice that made him fear

to face me, and he will suffer until he

straightens his own backbone. I hold no

resentment though it was hard at the time

because I felt surely that his presence

would have saved my son's life. But again

I was to blame too, because I shouldn't have

sent those presents. I thought I was doing

something fine, but it was not true and it

was unwise.

"I have had no difficulties in my second

marriage that were not easily adjusted. My
husband is a director. We work on dif-

ferent lots almost always, but our hours are

about the same and we usually have the

evening together. Dinner is a great oc-

casion in our house."

I started to tell how much harder it is

for film marriages to succeed than marriages

in other circles and I find almost in every

case that the film people don't think so.

Those who have been divorced don't blame

the business, at least not the ones I talked

with. They blame it on hard luck or lack

of understanding, incompatibility, but not

once did they say 'it is this business.' As

Betty Compson said, "If there are more

divorces in film circles than elsewhere, and

I doubt it, it may be because most film

people won't try to hang on to love when

they know it has gone, or that what they

had mistaken for love was just a passing

emotion." ,

Dealing in emotions in their work the

children of screenland are quick to detect

pretense in real life and they don't want it.

They know that love and happiness are

somewhere and they are bound to find it.

'Try it again' is their motto if needs must.

The women are economically independent

in most cases and do not cling to their

men for the sake of a meal ticket as so

many wives not in the professional and

business world feel they have to do.

And after all, if you look at the divorce

columns of the daily papers you will find

a long string of private citizens and maybe

not one film divorce. Of course, when

there is one of any prominence there is a

terrible hullabaloo raised so the public gets

the idea that everyone in the business is

changing partners.

Taking it by and large, and not forget-

ting how the rest of humanity measures

up to the marriage question, I can go on

an honest crusade for Hollywood and feel

reasonably certain of reaching my goal with

as high a banner as anyone.

For her excellent letter, Miss Bertha M. Sokolove,

Tordan Court, Harding Road, Nashville, Tennessee,

was awarded Dorothy Mackaill's Coat which was offered in the November Screenland.
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In OneMiserableEvening
Bv Martha Barnard ^

—

7By Martha Barnard

TT was the night of Helen's party. Every-
one was talking about the one absent

guest—Tom Hartell—what a good scout
he was—how brilliant and clever—what a
success he was making of his law practice.
Of course I discounted their praise and
resolved that I for one shouldn't like him.

And then he arrived. Clear across the
room I recognized him. I had never be-
lieved in love at first sight, but here was
my ideal man—the one man I had been
waiting for all my life. At almost the
same instant he saw me. He leaned over
and whispered in Helen's ear. A minute
later he was being presented to me.

Immediately he began to ask a thousand
questions—what amusements I liked—what
plays I had seen—what books I had read.
We discovered that we liked the same
things—our tastes were almost identical.
I was so happy—I could hardly believe all
my dreams were coming true.

And then suddenly he seemed to grow
bored and indifferent. He began to look
around the room—to notice the other
women. "Pardon me a minute," he said,
and was gone. Three minutes later he
was deep in conversation with another
girl. For the rest of the evening he
did not notice me. I was crushed—heart-
broken—bewildered. I hadn't the least
idea of what was wrong.

The next morning Helen dropped in to
see me.

"You know, Martha, dear," she began,
"Tom Hartell was terribly smitten with
you last night. He told me that you were
the girl of his dreams. And then you
spoiled it all! Yes, dear, I know you
didn't realize what happened, but Tom
told me afterward that you simply mur-
dered the King's English—you mispro-
nounced every fourth word. Martha, why
on earth be handicapped that way? Don't
you know that now you can learn the
right way to pronounce difficult words
from phonograph records? Today it's so
easy to learn cultured speech and to in-
crease your vocabulary at the same time
just by sitting down and listening for a
few minutes each day!"
That was a month ago. Last night I

sat next to Tom Hartell at a dinner party.
We talked books, art, the theatre and I
could see that he was amazed at the ease
with which I used difficult words and the
fluency with which I expressed my ideas.
All his old interest revived—he told me

that never before had he met a girl who
could talk so well or so charmingly as I!Now I know that my dreams are coming
true—I know that never again will I
make the terrible mistakes that almost
wrecked my romance.

Your speech, perhaps more than any
other thing, reveals what you are. Cul-
tured speech is a social and business asset
of the first importance. No matter how
meager your vocabulary, nor how incorrect
your pronunciation, no matter how poor
your "ear for words" nor how limited your
education, you can now master cultivated
speech and accurate pronunciation—easily
and quickly!

All that you need do is to listen to
some marvelous new phonograph records
for a few minutes each day. You hear
the actual voice of an expert in refined
speech. Over 2,200 stubborn words are
covered—words which should be familiar

to every person ambitious to succeed in
business or social life. Through this
amazing new "learn by listening" method
you can overcome the handicaps of poor
expression, limited vocabulary, awkward-
ness, and self-consciousness—banishing
timidity, and stage-fright.
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Puzzle fans attention: J. C.
•- Lonpr, Chark-s VoRtmann, Mrs J. E.

^ Field* Viola Javins, Alvin Smith, Mrs. John

Gillies Jacob Braucher. each won sedans in our last ,

r auto puzzles. Over 800 prizes awarded °™ ^"-O^r
r $11 000 00 in prizes pa d by us m October, 1928. In next few

months will award between 300 and 400 prizes throut'hour puz-

zles. Here's the new one for you.

FIND THE "DIFFERENT" AUTO
The ears in the oval all look exactly alike at first glance. They are not

alike One is different from all the others. There is a real difference.

Some hinc i 3 p irposely eft off all the other cars but this one. The difference

ma^ be .n the
PSers; bumper, nameplate, radiator °^ top The one that

!? 'Mifferent" is the real Bmck Sedan I am giving away m addition to three

other cam in my great friendship advertising campaign. You may be the one

who will find it ^ - —
AND WIN BUICK SEDAN OR $1800.00 CASH
4 sedans and 28 other prizes totaling overW,£™9

a2d
toaml^

prizes paid in case of ties. If you can find the different auto you may

be the one to get this great prize.

Sited. Nocostorobltoaon.NothnwtobOTnow,lator,or over.
.

Innt send the number of the different auto in a

letter or on a postcard. That's all. send no money.

B. H. France, Dept. 479,
50O N. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, III.
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Back,

For
more than ,
50 years The
Keeley Treat-
ment has been sue
ccssful. . .in thousands -

and thousands cf cases. It
has been tried and tested, and
it offers you t he easiest, quickest,

surest way on earth of stopping the

use of tobacco without inconvenience or

unpleasant effects.

Thousands Praise Keeley Treatment
Heavy, inveterate tobacco users are amazed at the ease

with which this wonderful treatment enables ttem to stop

using tobacco. Itisthesafe. reliable method-known to and
endorsed by the medical profession for half a century.

Take Treatment At Our Risk
It, after you have taken this treatment, you are not satis-

fied, it will not cost you a cent. The Keeley Treatment sel-

. dom fails; tuatiswhy wecanmakesuch anun-
"&ed guarantee. You are judgeand jury.

This Booklet FREE
Everytobacco usershould read tneamaz-
a" facts in this booklet. It tells you.what
physicians have found out about the

harmful effects of tobacco : what lnsur-

ancestatistics reveal, and many other

interesting facts. It is free. Send today.

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
.

Dept. E.50O Dwight, Illinois
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How I Lost
QtfPounds

I weighed 279 lbs »

Aft
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ter I had tried many ways

reduce, a medical advisor of one

America's leading insurance com]

nies told me of a new way . . .

natural way, pleasant and

healthful. No dangerous jK<
drugs, no tiresome courses
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tracts, no sweat baths, lo-
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Hart Bldg. Dept. 51 New Orleans,
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Can You Speak Hollywoodese?

(Continued from page 56)

engaged in an animated discussion of the

latest football game with Tony Moreno, her

leading man—and what girl can talk em-

phatically without swift gestures and fre-

quent bobbing of the head? Nevertheless,

Lucille persevered, Colleen approached the

climax of her description of Don Williams

latest touchdown for Southern California s

sensational eleven, and Tony bent an eager

ear. Meanwhile, Seiter had completed a close-

up of Gertrude Astor, and he interrupted

the conversation by calling to Colleen:

"Olleenca! Eadyra orfa yma extna

otsha?" . , .

And Colleen, slipping easily into this

strange tongue, replied:

Notice to Mail Subscribers
Send Request for Any Change of Address on Your

Screenland Subscription Direct to

Publication Office

Considerable delay has been experienced

in many cases due to sending the notice

for a change in address to the agent.

Notifying the Subscription Department,

Screenland, 49 West 45th St., New York,

N. Y., before the 15th of the month, will

insure the receipt of the next issue at your

new address.

"Esya, Illba. Omingca!" and returning

to English, finished her description of the

football play with a shake of the head that

completely disarranged the square-cornered

bob, jumped down from her stool and

hurried over to the cameras—followed by

the patient Lucille.

Whereupon, believing I had stumbled

upon evidence indicating that Colleen was

of some other nationality than her Irish

name indicated, I rushed over to her.

"Not to be too personal, but how did

you happen to speak Persian?" I inquired.

Colleen's big eyes grew bigger in wonder.

"Persian?" she repeated, on an ascend-

ing scale. "Oh! I see! Bill and I were

just talking Hollywoodese!"

It was my turn to register bewilderment.

"And what—or who—is Hollywoodese?"

I asked. ..

"If you'll just wait a minute,^ Bill will

finish this scene, and I'll explain."

I waited, Bill finished, and Colleen re-

turned to her stool.

"Hollywoodese is awfully easy, and lots

of fun," she began. Having struggled

through a foreign language at school, I

gallantly withheld a belief that she was mis-

taken. "All you have to do is to take the

first letter from a word, add it on at the

end, and then add a final A," Colleen

explained, and beamed at me. I must have

looked even more blank than usual, for she

added, "Don't you understand?"

A weak grin and a shake of the head on

my part.

"Why, it's easy!" she insisted. For

example. Bill said to me, 'Olleenca! Eadyra

orfa yma extna otsha?" which means 'Col-

leen! Ready for my next shot?' And I

answered, 'Esya. Illba. Omingca!' which

means, 'Yes, Bill. Coming!" You see, we

just took the first letter, or first double-

consonant, from each word, tacked it on

at the end, and added 'A,' which is pro-

nounced long, as in acorn. See?

The light of understanding penetrated.

"Esya!" I replied, proud of my linguistic

accomplishment.

Colleen was pleased, and coached me for

several minutes, until I was rattling off

Hollywoodese like a native.

"Of course," said Colleen, "so many

people are talking Hollywoodese now that

you can't tell secrets and get away with it.'

"What does one do when it is necessary

to be super-confidential at the top of

one's lungs?" I enquired.

"Well, I'll tell you, but don't spread it

around," said Colleen. "We talk Double

Dutch. I'll give you a lesson. Suppose I

wanted to say 'Where will you be tonight?'

I'd say in Double Dutch, 'Whopere Wopill

ycupou bope toponopight.' Now you try

it—hey! Where are you going?"

But as far as I was concerned, school

was out and I was headed for the studio

gate, gasping for eathbra!
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LaughedWhen I Sat Down
At the Piano

When I Started to PlavU
ARTHUR liad just played "The Rosary."

The room rang with applause. I de-
cided that this would be a dramatic mo-
nent for me to make my debut. To the
imazement of all my friends, I strode con-
fidently over to the piano and sat down.

"Jack is up to his old tricks," somebody
chuckled. The crowd laughed. They were
all certain that I couldn't play a single
note.

"Can he really play?" I heard a girl
.vhisper to Arthur.
"Heavens, no!" Arthur exclaimed. "He

never played a note in all his life. . . But
just you watch him. This is going to be
good."

_

I decided to make the most of the situa-
tion. With mock dignity I drew out a silk
handkerchief and lightly dusted off the
piano keys. Then I rose and gave the re-
volving piano stool a quarter of a turn, just
as I had seen an imitator of Paderewski
do in a vaudeville sketch.
"What do you think of his execution?"

called a voice from the rear.
"We're in favor of it!" came back the

answer and the crowd rocked with laughter.

Then I Started to Play
Instantly a tense silence fell on the

guests. The laughter died on their lips as
if by magic. I played through the first few
bars of Liszt's immortal "Liebestraum."
I heard gasps of amazement. My friends
sat breathless—spellbound

!

I played on and as I played I forgot the
people around me. I forgot the hour, the
place, the breathless listeners. The little
world I lived in seemed to fade—seemed

, "t?BW) A i-ejpnea. -rney nave a new
to grow dim—unreal. Only the music was slmPllfled method that can teach you to
real. Only the music and the visions it

pla^ any instrument by note in just a few
brought me. Visions as beautiful and as

moilths "

changing as the wind-blown clouds and
drifting moonlight that long ago inspired How I Learned to Play Without

Quit your kidding," laughed Arthur,
himself an accomplished pianist. "You've
been studying for years. I can tell."

"I have been studying only a short
while, I insisted. "I decided to keep it a
secret so that I could surprise all you
folks."

Then I told them the whole story.
"Have you ever heard of the 17. S

School of Music?" I asked.
A few of my friends nodded. "That's

a correspondence school isn't it?" they
exclaimed.

_
"Exactly," I replied. "They have a new

the master composer. It seemed as if the
master musician himself were speaking to
ne—speaking through the medium of music—not in words but in chords. Not in
sentences but in exquisite melodies!

A Complete Triumph!
As the last notes of the "Liebestraum"

died away, the room resounded with a
sudden roar of applause. I found myself
surrounded by excited faces. How my
friends carried on! Men shook my hand

—

wildly congratulated me

—

pounded me on the back in
their enthusiasm! Everybody
was exclaiming with delight-
plying me with rapid ques-
tions. . . "Jack! Why didn't
you tell us you could play like
that?" . . . "Where did you
learn?"—"How long have you
studied?"— "Who was your
teacher?"

"I have never even seen
my teacher," I replied. "And
just a short while ago I
couldn't play a note."

a Teacher

Pick Your
Instrument

Piano
Organ
Ukulele
Cornet
Trombone
Piccolo
Guitar
Hawaiian Steel Guitar

Sight Singing
Piano Accordion

Voice and Speech Culture
Drums and Traps

Automatic Finger Control
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-String

or Tenor)

And then I explained how for years I hadlonged to play the piano.
"It seems just a short while ago," I con-tinued, "that I saw an interesting ad of the
«. i

School .of Music mentioning a newmethod of learning to play which only averages
a few cents a day I The ad told how a womanhad learned to play the piano in her spare time
at home—and without a teacher! Best of all thewonderful new method she used, required' no
laborious scales—no heartless exercises—no tire-some practising. It sounded so convincing that
l filled out the coupon requesting the Free
Demonstration Lesson.
"The Free Book arrived promptly and I

started in that very night to study
the Demonstration Lesson. I was
amazed to see how easy it was to
play this new way. Then I sent
tor the course.
"When the lessons started I

found it was just as the ad said—as easy as A.B.C. ! And, as the
lessons continued they got easier
and easier. Before I knew it Iwas playing all the pieces I liked
best. I soon was able to play
ballads or classical numbers or
jazz, all with equal easel And
L never did have any special talent
tor music 1"

Violin
Clarinet
Flute
Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin
'Cello

self to be an accomplished musician—right athome—in half the usual time. You can't gowrong with this simple new method which hasalready shown almost half a million people how
to play their favorite instruments by note.
Forget that old-fashioned idea that you need
special

_
talent," Just read the list of instru-ments in the panel, decide which one you want

A n f I
7 a"-d th

? P-
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-
Sch001 do the rest,And bear m mind no matter which instrumentyou choose, the cost in each case will be thesame—averaging just a few cents a day No

ZUr, whethf y°" are a mere beginner oralready a good performer, you will be interested

method
rnmg Ut thiS new and wonderful

Send for Our Free Booklet and
Demonstration Lesson

Thousands of successful students never dreamed
vp»iL

P
?
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?f

ed "lusical abil% until it was re-vealed to them by a remarkable "Musical Ability
lest which we send entirely without cost withour interesting Free Booklet.

If you are in earnest about wanting to playjour favorite instrument—if you really want togain happiness and increase your popularity

—

send at once for the Free Booklet and FreeDemonstration Lesson. No cost—no obligation,
feign and send the convenient coupon now In-struments supplied when needed, cash or credit.

New York Oty
3222 Brunswick BHg.,

U. S. School of Music,

3222 Brunswick BIdg., New York City.

Please send me your free book "Music Lessonsm Your Own Home," with introduction by Drirank Crane Free Demonstration Lesson and
particulars of your easy payment plan. I am
interested in the following course:

Have you above instrument?.

Name

Play Any Instrument
You, too, can now teach youi-

(Please write plainly)

Address

City-.. State ...
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HIS SECRET CAME OUT
ON OUR HONEYMOON

How a Farmer Outshone Government

Officials, School Teachers and a Doctor

MY acquaint a]

Franklin Anc

gan while

could

thing

"Frank," I said, "here's

something I've long wanted

to ask you . .
"

nee with

Andrews be-

I was a govern-

ment teacher in an Indian

school in Arizona. From the

first there was one thing

about him which I

never figure out—

a

that puzzled all of us.

'All of us" included the

reservation "doctor," the In-

dian agent, the superintend-

ent, the supply clerk and us

teachers—and occasionally a

high official from Washington

or other government head-

quarters.

I suppose all of us had

a better-than-average educa-

tion. Anyway, we all tried

to keep well read and well informed. Among us

we subscribed to a rather imposing list of maga-

zines and newspapers—passing each publication

around so that each was read by all. We were

miles away from a town of any size, so reading

was our chief amusement and recreation.

How Did He Do It?

Now comes the thing about Frank Andrews that struck

us all as strange.

He was a farmer—and a very busy one—with little time

for readme-. His farm was off in what people sometimes

called the "Great Nowhere," with our little colony at the

Indian Agency his nearest point of contact with the rest

of the world. Yet in spite of all that, when any subject

relating to the outside world came up Frank always seemed

to know more about it and to have his facts straighter

than any of the rest of us. We couldn't understand it.

As our acquaintance ripened, Frank and I became en-

cao-ed. Naturally enough it gave me both pride and satis-

faction to see him so often outshine the others m the

conversation around the dinner table and elsewhere But

I could see that the others sometimes felt a bit of chagrin.

Even the officials who dropped in from Washington or

other big cities never seemed to be so well informed as

Frank.

Something I Had Long Wanted to Ask

I often wondered about it. Then, on our honeymoon, the

secret came out. It was in a room in our hotel m Kansas

City Frank was talking about a recent development m
China—an event of world-wide interest and importance.

"Frank " I said, "tell me how you do it—it is something

I have long wanted to ask you. How do you manage to

keep so well informed on everything that is going on, with

so little time to spend in reading?"

For answer he reached into his bag and brought out

that week's issue of The Pathfinder, with the remark:

"About everything new I know comes from that.
,

I am ashamed to confess that although I had often

heard of The Pathfinder I had never before read it 1

ea-erly held out my hand for it-and I found it so full

of interesting things that I read

almost every page without stop-

ping. Frank had to remind me
three times that it was time to

dress for a show we had tickets

for.

/ Was Quickly Converted

From that day to this I have

depended on The Pathfinder to

keep me informed and to help me
in many other ways. Honestly, I

get more from The Pathfinder

each week than I used to get from

half a dozen publications—and

get it in a fraction of the time.

To anyone as busy as I am, this

matter of time-saving is very im-

portant. Frank and I now live on

a big fruit ranch in California,

with so much to look after that

we are both kept going from

morning to night. We just glance

over the headings of our daily

paper to get the local news. We depend on The Pathfinder

to set us right on everything really worth while. We simply

couldn't keep house without it—our minds would soon be

ages behind—Mrs. Frank K. Andrews.

Three Million Others Get the Same Help

Every week in the year The Pathfinder is doing for more

than three million other readers precisely what it is doing

for Mr. and Mrs. Andrews—saving their time by telling
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oneself a perpetual treat. It is a many-in-one publication
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at the Nation's Capital—a truly "capital" paper Its eon-

tents gathered from all over the world. Bead all over

America. Bright and lively, but free from anything racy

or too "clever." A genuine paper for the home. Every

page is immensely worth while.

An Amazing Bargain in Good Reading

The proof of the pudding is in the eating. You are
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socially since then, and at first, hearing
what a high-brow he was, I was very much
frightened of him. But one night at a
friend's house he began to clown and play
charades—and since then I've thoroughly
enjoyed being with him. He has a quaint
and whimsical wit, and is a lot of fun."
Some guests arrived then, including Esther

Ralston and her husband-manager, George
Webb. Esther looked adorable in a pink
afternoon gown.
"Do you notice how informal these

social affairs are becoming?" whispered
Patsy.

"The Hollywood set doesn't doll up as
much as it used to, and I think that is jolly."

Esther told us that she is looking forward
to a trip to Europe with her husband soon.
She has worked awfully hard and has earned
a rest. She was very tired that evening,
she said, because she had been playing a
Hungarian peasant girl in "The Case of
Lena Smith," all day, bearing a great pack
strapped on her back. She said they
wouldn't lighten the load because they
wanted the scenes realistic.

Tom Geraghty and Mrs. Geraghty were
there, and E. H. Asher and his wife,
Darryl Zannuck and his wife, Virginia Foxe;
Mr. and Mrs. Al Rockett, Mr. and Mrs!
Ray Rockett, Alan Crosland and a lot of
directors and producers.

Kathryn McGuire came with her husband,
George Landy; Robert Leonard brought
his wife, Gertrude Olmstead; and Lew Cody
came later with George Sidney.

Mervyn's sweet little mother, Mrs. Percy
Teeple, was there, as was also his step-
father.

Colleen Moore and John McCormick
came late, having attended another party.
They are a great comedy team, and are al-
ways doing funny, amusing, kidding things.
Colleen happened to sit down on John's
knee, whereupon John pretended she was a
ventriloquist's dummy.
"What do you do, young lady?" John

demanded, catching Colleen by the back of
the^ neck and turning her head around.

'|Make whoopee!" answered Colleen.
"Why do you make whoopee?" asked

John.

"Because I've got a whoopee shirt," an-
swered Colleen.

h
Then Mervyn LeRoy came to announce,

'There's dancing in the gold room, but
please don't take the gold!" And everybody
decamped in that direction.

However, Colleen danced only once, and
when she returned we asked her about her
recent long yachting trip on her own yacht,
and she said she had a lovely time. Asked
what she did, she answered:

"I just sat, and that's the most fun I
could have after all the hard work I'd been
doing in pictures."

However as we chatted I found out that
she had done a lot of fishing—had caught
a lot of fish and had the pictures to show
to prove it. She said she caught only a
small fish at first and was so proud she
wanted to have it stuffed, but John wouldn't
let her!

She said they had carried off a baby
seal from an island off the Mexican coast
where there is a great seal colony.
"We carried it out to sea with us a long

way, just to see what the other seals would
do. They all followed us. Then we put
it back into the water, and my, weren't
those seals glad to get it back!"

Just then our host put his head into the
door and called out:
"Come get a box lunch! Food's free!"
He had comically pulled a derby hat down

over his ears.

The supper was a buffet affair, very won-
derful, with wild ducks stuffed with wild
rice.

Everybody sat about and chatted or
danced to the music of Mervyn's studio
orchestra, which played beautifully for us

I M really completely worn out with the
troubles of that sweet little Dolores Cos-
tello and that noble George O'Brien!" ex-
claimed Patsy. "I don't know as I am equal
to a party!"

We were on our way to Bess Meredyth's
house following the opening of "Noah's
Ark" at Grauman's Chinese Theater in
Hollywood. She was giving a party for
the director, Michael Curtiz, to whom she
is engaged.

"Noah's Ark" in a Chinese Theatre is
enough to wear anybody out, even if
Dolores hadn't been drowned and train-
wrecked and bombed every few minutes,"
put in Price Dunlavey, our escort.
As soon as we arrived at Miss Meredyth's

Patsy and I joined Olive Borden, and we
all

^
wrung out our little hankies together.
I cried so much I'm sure my eyes are

all red," remarked Olive, peeping into her
vanity case mirror. "And when George
was ^in his deepest difficulties in 'Noah's
Ark,' I got so excited that I almost chest-
heaved myself out of my dress " she went
on, as she reached around to fasten a little
hook on the side of her dress that had be-
come undone.

Dolores Costello herself was present,
looking just as ethereal as she does in the
picture. She came with Arthur Lake, and
we learned that she, too, was a bit tired
after all the excitement of the opening, es-
pecially as she had made a personal appear-
ance.

Olive had come with George O'Brien, to
whom she is said to be engaged, and pres-
ently while we were chatting with Mervyn
Le Roy and Edna Murphy, George came
over. Mervyn and George love to hash
over their old days together, when they
dwelt in a couple of rooms.

^ "We lived together," announced Mervyn.
No, I mean we existed. We lived in a

covered wagon, and did our own washing
and cooking."

"When we had anything to wash or
cook," laughed George.

"George O'Brien," remarked Patsy, when
Olive and George had left for the supper
room, "has quite as wonderful a personal-
ity off the screen as on. He is awfully
popular with everybody."

Helen Ferguson declared that she had
cried all evening at the picture, too, and her
husband, William Russell, said that he had
supposed she got into the habit of crying
while playing "Lombardi, Ltd.," on the stage.

That handsome Victor Varconi and his
sweet wife were there, Mrs. Varconi look-
ing very well despite the fact that she has
been so ill of late.

We caught sight of Lily Damita, sur-
rounded, as usual, by a trail of men, includ-
ing John Davidson, who flattered us by
leaving the Damita circle to chat with us.

Paul Leni introduced us to his charming
European wife, who told us that Hollywood
wasn t a bit as she had pictured it
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"You sec I was told that it was all very

wild western, that I should have to ride a

horse to the post-office because there were

no motor-cars nor roads," she laughed.

Jack Warner was there with his pretty

wife, and so was Harry Warner, who has

come out from the east for a little while;

and there was that amusing Bryan toy

who is always kidding about, but who, all

the same, is a genius for organization, and

is leaving for New York to manage the

Vitaphone studio back there.

Eddie Foy, Jr., came, bringing Bessie

Love. Eddie is getting to be quite a

S1

Guinn Williams, who plays George

O'Brien's pal in "Noah's Ark," came in,

bestowing that wide, engaging smile on

everybody quite impartially; and there was

Irene Rich, with her handsome millionaire

husband, David Blankenhorn; and Edward

Earle Joseph Jackson and his wife, Ethel

Shannon; Robert Vignola, Mike Levee, Bay-

ard Veiller, James Flood and his wife; Carl

Laemmle, Jr., Chuck Reisner Eddie Brand-

statter Mr. and Mrs. Al Rockett, Mr and

Mrs. Hunt Stromberg, Mr. and Mrs. Larry

Weingarten, Ethlyn Claire.

Michael Curtis stood near the door, help-

ing Miss Meredyth to receive, during the

early part of the party, and then both

busied themselves in taking care of their

guests at the buffet supper.

Louise Fazenda came with her husband,

Hal Wallis, and Maria Korda was with her

director-husband, Alexander Corda Ot

course Miss Korda, Mrs. Varconi and Mrs.

Paul Leni made a little group delighted to

chat together in German.

As nobody had arrived at the party

until one o'clock in the morning, of course

it was nearly daylight when we left; and

yet even as we departed the orchestra was

striking up another dance tune, and we

saw Lily Damita captured and carried ott

for a fox-trot with Michael Curtiz.
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Naturally you would expect Mitchell

Lyson, Cecil B. DeMille's art director to

have an artistic home. And he has It is

in one of those beautiful Hollywood studio

apartment houses, a Spanish house, and

appropriately furnished with just the right

luxurious rugs and pictures, chairs and

sofas. And there is a great open fire-

place, which glows and shines its hospital-

ity to all Mitch's guests.

Patsy and I went over to Mitch s house

with Max Constant, the other night, when

our host invited us to his party

"Oh, who is that pretty girl that Mitch

is dancing the tango with?" inquired Patsy,

after Carol Lombard, who was aiding our

host in receiving in the absence of his wite,

Stella Seager, who is playing an engage-

ment on the stage in San Francisco, had

taken us upstairs to leave our wraps. 11

just bet/' Patsy went on, that that girl

can't speak a word of English!

However, it turned out that the pretty

girl does speak English—that she is very

American indeed, since she has Cherokee

Indian blood in her veins. She is Mar-

garet Daily, formerly premiere danseuse

with the Chicago Grand Opera Company,

but now in the west for pictures.
_

Lily Damita came late, with we don t

know whom. You never do know who

Lily's escort is, she is so soon surrounded

by admirers. ,. .

Max Constant told us a cute little story

about her.
, , T ,

"We were all at the Catahna Island Isth-

mus working on a picture not long ago,

he said "We came in late from location,

and found the commissary closed—we were

all living in tents—and the cooks gone.

There was a hungry crowd, including grips

and electricians, hollering for their dinner

"Lily, without any fuss or noise, slipped

into the kitchen and in a trice had cooked

us a first-class dinner, which we were glad

enough to serve for ourselves."

Barry Norton came in just then with a

fascinating young South American named

Alberto Sanchez, whose torrid tangoing was

fascinatingly wicked. We asked Barry what

he thought it was that made Lily so fascinat-

ing, and he said, "Novelty. American

girls are fine, just the thing for a steady

diet, but here'is a new and intriguing sort

of gal." c
We observed by that time that Mr. San-

chez had, with South American Spanish

precipitancy, already fallen headlong in

love with Margaret Daily, and we were

sure he would have proposed to her then

and there if she had let him. At any rate

she let him tango with her, and the danc-

ing part of the party turned into a tango

contest from then on.

Barry Norton danced beautifully with

Carol Lombard, while Mitchell Lyson danced

with Sally Blane, and Paul Ivano with Lia

Torra. , ,

Paul told us afterward that he had photo-

graphed dozens of South American beauties

when he was down there, but that he had

found only Lia who really fitted into our

idea of a motion picture star.

Phillips Holmes, son of Taylor Holmes,

who is rapidly making himself a name in

pictures, was there, and that cute little

Betty Collins.

A number of guests came in rather late,

including Carlotta King, who is singing

the lead in "The Desert Song," and who

has an exquisite voice. She sang some ot

the music of that piece for us. Her hus-

band, Sidney Russell King, was with her.

David Mir came late, too, and then a

perfect rush of guests, including Alice

White, who came alone, saying she had

hoped to be able to chisel a beau!"

Mir sang in a most pleasing voice, and

then he settled down for a chat with us,

telling us about the beautiful new Russian

Cafe he is to open soon. He is interested

in the Russian Art Club Cafe now —
-

a

place where any Russian of high or low

degree, will be fed and housed if only he

will give a bit of service. Many a Rus-

sian duke, I understand, has aided a Rus-

sian peasant to wash dishes in the kitchen

there! . . ,

"And please don't ever give me my title

of Prince!" begged Mir. "You know it

doesn't mean a thing in Hollywood.

Sally Blane told us that her sister, Polly

Ann Young, had had an operation on her

lips, which is to improve her mouth so that

she will look all right in pictures.

Julanne Johnston came with Michael

Cudahy very late, saying laughingly that

they "hadn't been invited but had crashed

the ^cite!

Well, that charming couple know they

are welcome anywhere.

Carol Lombard told us how she had been

yachting with a party on Mitchell Lyson s

vacht. and how she had practiced the surf-

board, and that she enjoyed surf-boarding

very much once she had learned not to tall

into the water.

John Maschio, Cecil B. DeMille's charm-

ing assistant director, had cooked the

spaghetti and ravioli supper himself, and it

he makes as good a director as he does a

cook, he may put Von Stroheim in the

shade!

"Will you a-yachting go sometime with

me7" inquired our host as we left, and ot

course we easily chorused 'Yes' without any
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ensemble rehearsal at all.

to look forward to now.
So we have that

"I'll just bet that Finis Fox wishes that
he had on that gorgeous dressing gown his
wife, Loris, gave him for a birthday pres-

ent tonight, instead of his moonlights!"
quoth Patsy. Patsy explained that 'moon-
lights' is Hollywood slang for evening
clothes.

Loris Fox was giving her writer-husband
a surprise party, but we had arrived too
late to find out just how surprised Fmis
was—if any.

We found a whole wagon-load of gifts

piled on the floor in front of the big brick
fireplace, in which glowed a hospitable blaze.

The whole O'Neil and O'Day clan was
there, including Molly O'Day, Jack O'Neil,
Sally O'Neil, and Isabel O'Neil, the last

named with her bridegroom husband, John
T. Howard, whose dad got rich making a
very special kind of salad dressing, and who
is very charming in his own right. He was
once Ora Carew's husband, you know, but
was divorced a long time ago.

Isabel told us what an exciting time she
had had on her honeymoon motoring tour,
when their auto was wrecked.

"We had an awful accident in Colorado,"
she explained. "Our auto turned over in a
ditch, miles away from anybody. I managed
to climb out, but John was unconscious,
pinned under the wreckage. I had to drag
him out all by myself. I found a little

stream and brought him to by bathing his
face with cold water!"

Molly O'Day was still looking a little pale
following that operation she underwent
when she had literally pounds of flesh cut
away from her fat little limbs.

"It seemed to be the only way for me to
reduce," she said, "but I want to tell you
a good deal of nervousness follows an opera-
tion like that."

Don and Ann Alvarado were to be sepa-
rated for the first time in their lives, they
said, when Ann goes to New York shortly
with Claire Windsor.

Bebe Daniels came in looking blooming,
along with Lila Lee.

"I must say that Lila looks a lot prettier,
now that she is wearing a little make-up,
than she did when she was living with her
husband, Jim Kirkwood. You know he
wouldn't let her use any," remarked Patsy.

Lila wore an evening dress, without any
stockings, explaining that she started out
with stockings, but had discovered a run in
one of them; so had decided to be very
ultra and wear none at all.

Pauline Garon greeted us a bit huskily,
saying she had a cold and her voice sounded
like Aimee Semple McPherson's.
A lot of engaging young men arrived

without any girls, including Norman Kerry,
Buster Collier, Roland Drew, Dr. Harry
Martin, John Farrow, Rex Lease and some
others.

After the buffet supper, we all danced or
played cards. Some of us played bridge,
but the greater number thought it great fun
to learn that new card game -called Kamra,
which Mrs. Tom Miranda, wife of the
scenario writer, has lately invented.

While the rest of us were grasshoppers
and danced all summer," remarked Sally
O'Neil, "Mrs. Miranda was the busy bee
that invented the card game. And look out
that you don't get stung when you play it,

too, because you can play it for money."
"Also," chimed in Billie Dove, who had

just come in with her husband, Irving
Willat, "you can play this game with your
own husband without quarreling over it."

We found it a lot of fun, and we clinked
glasses to Mrs. Tom's success with her game.
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Spilman won $1000, and many others. You may be next. Everybody taking activepart rewarded. You get your choice of Buick Sedan or $1875 in cash. Send answerquick—You may be the one who will see this ad and solve it correctly

And WIN BUICK SEDAN or $1875 CASH
$555.00 check sentyou at once as an additionalprize as below ifyou answer auicklv

^rV.e^dAOT^Fk^l?D
~wpfend you check already won Prizes and now to advertise our busi-for $555 to add to First Prize Buick edan if you

win, and directions for getting a 4-door Master Six
Buick Sedan. Send answer at once. Costa nothing.
No tricks or chances.

5 Cars Given—No More Puzzles
To Solve

I will give a beautiful Buick Sedan, also a
Chrysler Sedan, also a Nash Sedan, also an Essex
Sedan, and a Chevrolet Sedan—5 Cars and a large
list of additional costly Prizes—over $6,500. Every
Car has four doors and will be delivered FREE
to winners by nearest auto dealers. Many have
L. M. STONE. 844 WEST ADAMS STREET, Department 3^

nessyoucangetthisnewBuiekSedan,or$l,875Cash.

$555.00 Extra for Promptness
Be prompt. Just find the"one"pieture of John

...
a £lat 13 d

,'?ereBt from all the rest. Look care-
fully. They all look alike, but "one" is different.Send me the number of the "one" that is different
with your name and address at once, then we will
tell you how to win Buick. That's all. Send nomoney. All who answer can share in Cash and
prizes. In case of ties, duplicate prizes will be given
those tying. If you can find the answer send it
right away. Hurry! $555,000 Cash for promptness.

BetheTbmBrown
of Your Town
You have heard of Tom Brown
of the famous Tom Brown's
Clown Band. You have prob-
ably heard his records. You. also,
might develop into a Saxophone
Wizard and earn a princely in-
come. At least, you can have a lot
of fun, be popular socially and in
college, and earn easy money on
the side. It's easy to leam on a
BuescherTrueTone Saxophone
and easy to pay for it by our spe-
cial plan. 6 days' trial on any Saxo-
phone, Cornet, Trombone, Trump-
et or other instrument. Mention
instrument for Free circulars.

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
2682 Buescher Block (505) Elkhart, Indiana

Kissable

Per-
il.

Lips that tantalize can be yours In two months.
rn
c

-. *
shaped an<l without cost or discomfort.

Inlety s new lipshaper has been used with
miraculous results By thousands of men.
women and girls. Reduces thick, protrud-
ing, prominent lips to normal size. Wear
it at night for two months and vou will
have lips that, rival those of the most
famous beauties of screen and sta<*e
Write for full information and copies of

letters from many who have used thew
Trilety Lipshaper. No obligation on your part.

M. TRILETY, 254 S.P. W. U. BIdg., Binghamton, N. Y.
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Button Rupture
NewestWay

fWithoutl
IPressure J

Science now advises disenrd-

lilg cni.-l steel springs, barbarous

Ick straps, and other harness

that press aKalnst the raptura anil

tints prevent nature from healing it.

\ ne.v sensible method has been per-

fected, called Mititic Dot—entirely dif-

ferent from any other way. Instead o

"pressing." « "seals" rupture, and

Allows users to run. jump, bend ana

couuli la perfect safety.

With this l-25th oz. devico Is a new

kind Of pad, air-porous and washable.

It actually breathes air, and cannot

slip off the rupture—a feature you'll

riankly admit that is lacking in your

present appliance. In fact, it is so

superior and different that it is

praised by physicians as "an en-

tirely new departure." Users report

they have rorKOtten they arem wearing it. But don't bus

it yet.

' See It First

You can now have it sent to your h omr
without obligation to wear it. Juat write tot

full description of Magic Dot and details ot

this unusual "no obligation" offer, tear oue

this ad and write today, for quick reliet ,

NEW SCIENCE INSTITUTE

3757 Clay St. Steubenville, Ohio

MinTrouuTcs
CLEARED UP-OFTEN IN 24 HOURS

Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on

the Face or Body,. Barbers Itch, Eczema,

Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny Skm.
• 'Clear-Tone" has been tried and tested m
over SOO, 000 cases. Used like toilet water.

Is simply magical in prompt results. At

All Druggists—with Proven Directions.

Ask Your Druggist—You Can Rely on

In Nctv Yovk~~ Continued from Pa$e 43

the Gish girls vowed they couldn't wait

till Lillian saw it—to hear what she'd say!

"Well" says Dorothy, "what she didn't

say! First of all, she said she was shocked.

In the second place, she said she didn't

think I was very good in it—to put it

mildly." Of course, Dorothy adores Lillian,

and Lillian thinks Dorothy is the greatest

girl in the world. But they have always

been frank with one another; and so it was

no surprise to me to hear that Lillian had

refused to endorse Dorothy's play for news-

paper advertising! Around town they are

quoting a cablegram which Dorothy is sup-

posed t.o have received from Lillian on the

occasion of the premier of the play:

"Remember, whatever happens, mother and

I love you."

Dorothy is one of the rare persons who

tells jokes on herself. I asked her if she

were through with pictures. She retorted:

"They're through with me!" Seriously,

though, I've no doubt she will be coming

back in a talking picture. Her voice is

beautiful, and you all know what a splen-

did actress she is. Both the girls were

child actresses, so Dorothy is as much at

home on the stage as on the screen.

r-tone
FOR SKIN AND COMPLEXION

LearntoDance
ThisNew EasyWay
You can learn all the modern daoces-

tbarleston. Black Bottom, Valencia Can.

ter French Tango. St. Louis Hop, Latest

Waltzes Kon; Trots, etc., at home easily

and quickly New chart method makes
dancins as

?
simple as A B-C. No.music or

partnef required. Learn anywhere any-

time. Win new popularity. Be in demand
it parties. Same course of lessons would

cost $20 if taken privately.

SendNoMoney
Just send your name and address. We 11

ship the complete course-323 pages. 4J II-

lustrations-without one cent in advance. ,

When package arrives, hand postman only!

SI 98 plus delivery charges, and this won-
\

lerfu. course is vours. Try for 5 days NOW.
F?rnklin

C

Pub. Co. 800 Vciark St.. Dept. B-700. Chicago

My Big Three Part Treatment is the
ONLY ONE thct gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other danger-
ous absurdities. I send you a
GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

14-DAY
TREATMENT .

If you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Won*
dor Cream included.) Plain wrapper.
IS IT WORTH 10c TO YOU?
If not. your dime back by first mail.
Addres3 NOW. with ten cents onW
Madame ICC. Williams. Buffalo. N.Y.

FREE

FORM DEVELOPED

DO YOU REALLY KNOW WHAT HAPPENS

ctTTtiinc FACTS that Science has actually

*f»
z^ s

ind Proven Vout after-death and
discovered and ™uvt

sent for 10c in stamps.

P°on£r p4k bept. 144, Hollywood, Cal.f.

Richard Dix is happy. He says so him-

self. He's back in New York, and if he

has' his way about it he won't be leaving

again in a hurry. You know when Para-

mount closed its eastern studios and ordered

all its stars to Hollywood, Richard protested

long and vigorously. It didn't do him

any good—he was transferred to fulfill his

contract in California. But he never

stopped wishing he was back!

Rich is one of the few famous screen

stars who actually welcomed the talkies.

He was a matinee idol in stock before he

ever went into pictures, you know so his

voice is excellently trained—and by the

way, it's a thrilling voice, guaranteed to

send the Dix fanettes into raptures. Its

sort of low, and vibrant, and-^well, take

my word for it; it's good. So Richard

is one of the first Paramount stars to be

called to the eastern studios to make sound

pictures. He was to have done "Bull-dog

Drummond" as his first; but Samuel Gold-

wyn exercised his option on it, and it goes

to Ronnie Colman. Instead, Dix will do

"Nothing But the Truth" — the stage

comedy, with William Collier, Busters

father, supervising the sound

When I talked to Richard he said he

had been working night and day over at

Paramount in Long Island City making

voice tests and what-not. But I know he

found time to see a few shows, because 1

heard a story about his attendance at a

popular revue. Seems that a little chorus

girl saw him out front and passed the word

around to her sister chorines that she had

once worked as an extra in one ot his

pictures, and wouldn't it be thrilling if he

only recognised her! The other girls framed

a note to her and signed his name to it,

saying he spotted her and was coming

around after the show to say hello She

was thrilled and told everybody. Then it

came out that it was all a joke. A kind-

hearted stage manager sought out Richard s

seat on the aisle and explained the situa-

tion And after the show there was

Richard, back-stage asking for the little

chorus girl, who had the surprise of her

life! It's just like Richard Dix to do a

nice thing like that. He's absolutely de-

void of pretense. He is honest with him-

self and with everybody. I hope he stays

in New York a long, long time!

Hedda Hopper has come into her own.

She is a real success in a Broadway play;

which gives her the opportunity to shine

that the films have denied her. In "To-

morow," a new play, she enacts the role

of a more mature Lorelei Lee. She loves

the part. It calls for humor and charm,

and Hedda has more than her share of

both.

She came back from Europe, which she

toured with Frances Marion, and almost

at once began rehearsals for this play.

Hedda is one of the lucky ones. Her

stage experience and her prestige in New
York, where she was one of the most

popular 'legitimate' actresses before going

into pictures, made it easy for her to step

into a Broadway production. Many screen

stars would give at least eleven diamond

bracelets and their pet Pekingese to play

even a small part in a Broadway show!

Hedda is living at the Ritz, shopping on

Madison Avenue, and in her spare time

taking tests for the talkies. Everybody is

taking tests these days. Famous stage stars

throng the studios, eager to submit their

voices and talents to camera and 'mike.'

You'll see Hedda Hopper in a talking pic-

ture soon. Watch out for her.

That handsome Bert Lytell is a familiar

figure in our town these days. Yes, he is

handsome! And feminine New York,

reportedly blase, has been known to turn

and look after that stalwart, immaculate

figure swinging down Fifth Avenue. When

you look at Bert you can perfectly well

understand why Claire Windsor married

him, and why a certain other blonde star

is said to miss him awfully while he is

in the east.

Bert is living at the Algonquin while he

is rehearsing in a stage play. He has been

seen more often on the stage than on the

screen the past two years, but the talking

pictures will change all that. He will prob-

ably combine stage appearances with talkie

work.

Nick Stuart, with David Butler, director,

and staff, returned from five hectic months

"Chasing Through Europe." That s the

name of the picture they went abroad to

get They had carte bhnche from the Fox

company and the unit might have been

there yet, if Butler had not finally cabled

Wmnie Sheehan. general manager, that they

had shot 84.000 feet of film—enough, he

said for two pictures. Sheehan then told

them to come on home and do the interiors

in Hollywood.
. f

Sue Carol, in the capacity of heroine ot

the picture, was over for a while, but re-

turned long since. Nick had the adven-

turous role of a news photographer—and

he really went through all the exciting

routine of an ace cameraman. He pursued

the Prince of Wales through parts of France

before he, in his character of a camera-

man, had the good fortune to snap the

British heir and then stand shoulder to

shoulder with him in a wreath-laying cere-

mony Mussolini shook hands with Nick

twice You will see a dozen celebrities on

the screen in "Chasing Through Europe.

Nick photographed two kings, two dictators,

one royal prince, and one Sultan!
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On Location
(Continued from page 55)

picture when left to himself is a standard
joke and always good for a laugh. But
it is somewhat overdone. I was inter-

ested to observe his attitude on this

picture that he has been given ten weeks
to make. He agreed to do it, and I wager
he will, and that it will be one of his best.

You know how it is with some people.
When they have all day to do a thing they
keep thinking of more things to do. When
they have an hour the job gets finished just

the same and often it is a better one. Von
Stroheim struck me as being a person who
would do his best work under pressure.

"In about a minute Gloria will be here
and I'll have to make all sorts of apologies
for not being ready," fretted Von. "Say,
when is that sun coming out?" he
demanded.

"In about three minutes, Mr. Von. And
I think it will stay out about fifteen."

"Good," said Von springing into action.

"G-6't ready! Girls you have to do your
stuff before you reach that post. You are
out after that. Walter? Who's doubling
for Mr. Byron?"

"Himself," shouted Walter brandishing
his sword in the air and looking very hand-
some in his cream white uniform, flashing

armor and helmet. His mount was a
spirited chestnut mare.

"Fine," Von shouted back. "Send your
men back, Walter, when you see the girl

who is doubling for Gloria—ride beside
her and flirt with her."

"Oak," yelled Walter with another
flourish.

Out came the sun and Von made the
most of it. He certainly showed himself
to be a man of action that day and not a

dreamer. His decisions were quick and his

work rapid.

The white-robed nuns and girls were
walking two by two along the country road
with here and there a blossoming fruit tree

and a tiny shrine of Our Lady. The
soldiers in their stunning cream uniforms
pranced on horses. The girls giggled, shook
their curls and flirted as much as they
dared. Walter rode beside the girl who
was doubling for Gloria in the long shots

—a pretty, slender, dark-eyed lass. Don't
get the idea that Gloria makes a habit of
being doubled. But two nights before she
had worked until five o'clock in the morn'
ing and was pretty tired. If you don't get

enough sleep you know what happens, don't

you? Circles under your eyes and dull

optics. How do you think that would
photograph in a close-up? Hence the

double that morning, for the close-ups were
scheduled for the afternoon.

During the next wait Walter Byron took
off his helmet and fell into the chair next
to me. 'Fell' is right. Walter had a cold.

"I think I have bronchitis by now," he
said. "Everything hurts and I can't talk

right." He was as husky as a raven.

"You ought to be in bed," I declared.

"The picture must go on!" he smiled. "It's

just the same as a performance on the stage.

When the call boy says 'Curtain' an actor

is at his post, and when 'Camera' is called

it is just the same."
I imagine you are all well acqainted with

Walter Byron by this time. He played

opposite Vilma Banky in "The Awaken-
ing," succeeding Ronald Colman as Vilma's
screen lover. Walter didn't have very much
to say this day, because you know how it

is when you have bronchitis. And he was
all stuffed up in the tight cream uniform
and armored breastplate. I remarked that

Now You
2 to 4

Can Reduce
Lbs. in a Night

Eat what you please

Wear what you please

Do what you please

Take no risky medicine

Send the coupon for your
Fayro Baths

first three

Thousands of smart women have
found this easy way to take off 2 to 4
pounds once or twice a week. These
women take refreshing Fayro baths in
the privacy of their own homes.
Fayro is the concentrate of the same

natural mineral salts that make effective
the waters of twenty-two hot springs of
America, England and Continental Eu-
rope. For years the spas and hot springs
bathing resorts have been the retreat of
fair women and well groomed men.

Excess weight has been removed, skins have
been made more lovely, bodies more shapely
and minds brighter.

The Hot Springs are now Brought to YouA study of the analyses of the active in-
gredients of the waters from twenty-two of
the most famous springs have taught us the
secret of their effectiveness. You can now
have all these benefits in your own bath. Merely
put Fayro into your hot bath. It dissolves rap-
idly. You will notice and enjoy the pungent
fragrance of its balsam oils and clean salts.

Then, Fayro, by opening your pores and
stimulating perspiration forces lazy body cells
to sweat out surplus fat and bodily poisons. Add Fayro to your bath at night andimmediately you will lose from 2 to 4 pounds in an easy, refreshing and absolutely
harmless manner. b J

Your physician will tell you that Fayro is certain to do the work and that it is
absolutely harmless.
Fayro will refresh you and help your body throw off worn out fat and bodily

poisons lour skin will be clearer and smoother. You will sleep better after vourFayro bath and awaken feeling as though you had enjoyed a week's vacation

Lose Weight Where You Most Want To
Fayro reduces weight generally but you can

also concentrate its effect on abdomen, hips, legs,
ankles, chin or any part of the body you may wish.

Results Are Immediate
Weigh yourself before and after your Fayro

bath. You will find you have lost from 2 to 4
pounds. And a few nights later when you again
add Fayro to your bath, you will once more reduce
your weight. Soon you will be the correct weight
for your height. No need to deny yourself food
you really want. No need for violent exercise No
need for drugs or medicines. Merely a refreshing
Fayro bath in the privacy of your own home.

Try Fayro at Our Risk
The regular price of Fayro is $1.00 a package With

the coupon you get 3 full sized packages and an inter-
esting booklet ••Health and Open Pores" for $2 50 plus
the necessary postage. Send no money. Pay the postmanYour money refunded instantly if you want it

Read

HERE'S PROOF
What Fayro Baths Have Done For Others

"Three Fayro baths have reduced mv weight 11
pounds in 8 days. I feel better than' I have felt
for years."

"I weigh 16
sleep better.

pounds less and feel
Fayro is wonderful."

younger and

"My double chin vanished in the magic of Fayro
baths."

"My hips were always too prominent until I com-
menced Fayro baths. I have lost 12 pounds."

"Since childhood my thick ankles have always
been a source of embarrassment. Fayro baths have
reduced them beautifully. Thank you very much."
Names and addresses will be given on renuest.

pAYRQ N-2-29

FAYRO, INC.
823 Locust St.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Send me 3 full sized boxes of Fayro in plain packageI will pay the postman $2.50 plus the necra li

the first package I use. I am to return the other two and
letund all of my money at once.

you will

If each healthful bath of Fayro does not
reduce your weight from 2 to 4 pounds, we
will refund your money without a question.
\ou risk nothing. Clip the coupon and mail
it today.

Name ...

Address

City _ State
„" 5° no

? Jive in the United "states send "interna'tionTlMoney Order with coupon.
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OPPORTUNITIES
Rate 20c a Word - Forms Close 10th -Two Months Preceding Issue

MALE HELP WANTED

Firemen, Brakemen, Baggagemen (white or

colored), Sleeping Car Ira!n lor s \

nvncH $150—$250 monthly. Experience u
orcd), »iou p •,

y Bureau, East bt.

necessary. il-a

Louis, 111. .

JS2 Z&fFlfiSrhu, Detroit, Mich.

FEMALE HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

BKAUTIPOL ALL WHITE POLICE PUPS
for sale. Arthur Anson, Mose, No. Dak.

ART PICTURES—300 WONDERFUL PIC-

TURES All Different. You Will Like Them.

Particulars 10c. Howard Sales Co., Dept. 4,

Box 529, San Francisco, Cal.

TTOMEWORK- Women Wanting obtain reliable
H
V ic Write for information. Stamped en-

LADIES-HAKE SHIELDS AT

wr::,,
hu,

prr?icu.r
rk

for

se

envelope. LaMar Company, D-18, Drawer x,

Chicago.

^^^^^^^$15— wee
g d 2c stamp for

sary. Dignified work benu

particulars. Mazellc, Dept. R. S- ^y,

"GIRL PICTURES"
7 r? Art pictures and Bathing beauties 25 cents

I O (coin). Money refunded if dissatisfied.

Photo Sales Co., Box 44, Starthmoor Station,

Detroit, Mich.

ART—PHOTOS 4 -$1.00. SCR - GPO, Bx471,

N. Y.

INTEREST TO WOMEN

AGENTS WANTED

BEST HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING AT-

TACHMENT. Guaranteed. Fits any sewing

machine. 55c prepaid. Circulars Free Best

Hemstitching Co., D-40, Drawer Q, Chicago.

EYEBROW BEAUTIFIER

4r™TS—$50 WEEKLY SELLING SHIRTS.
A(
No capita! o°r experience needed Co—o»s

in advance. Samples Free Madison Pioducts,

564 Broadway, New York.

MASCARILLO makes beautiful eyebrows and

eyelashes. A harmless preparation for re-

touching and beautifying. NOT A DTE Made

in 9 shades. Price $1. Sample 10c. Chailes

M. Meyer, 11 East 12th St., New York.

LEG PADS

DETECTIVES

rt? A DFTECTIVE — Excellent paying work

Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169

East 83rd Street, New Tork.

SONG AND POEM WRITERS

-LEGPADS" MAKE SHAPELY LIMBS; DEFT
DETECTION. Rubber Busts; Reducing Rub-

ber Garments; Wigs; Tights; Female Imper-

sonators' Outfits; .Opera and Service Weight

Silk Hose; Theatrical Supplies. CAMP, b m>
Fifth Ave., New Tork.

DANCING

Director, N1656 Broadway, New Tork.

SONG POEM WRITERS: "Real" proposition. —— "

Sler
P
°D14, 2104 N.^one^c^o_ ^ QUICK

i nn+Vmri T?«<;ilv ai

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in ^ocial andjnodem dancm,

&et Inquest Phone Academy 1581

"Dance Descriptions by Man

2726 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

W^ar^ep/^eT^:

WRITERS

$1250 FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY by an

unknown writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.

We revise copyright and market. Located in the

heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the

demand. Established 1917. Postal brings

FREE BOOKLET with full particulars.

Universal Scenario Company
204 Western & Santa Monica Bids.. Hollywood, Calif.

Sure, safe, pleasant, economical method. Easily ap-

plied No irritation or after odor. Does not spo, or

harden Tour money back if not pleased. Large tube

75c at dealers or mailed postpaid upon receipt of

price. BERLAND LABORATORIES, INC.. Dept. I-A.

Los Angeles, CalifCREAM
R E M O

HAIR
V E R

CHALK TALKS

LAUGH Producing Program, $1.00. Catalog 10c.

Balda Art Service, Dept. M, Oshkosh, Wis.

OLD COINS

QIK

MONEYFORYOU
Men or women can earn $15 to $25 weeklyn
in spare time at home making display cards.

Light, pleasant work. No canvassing, we
instruct you and supply you with worn.

Write to-day for full particulars. ,

Tbe MENHENITT COMPANY l\mited

252 Dominion Bldg..Toronto, Can. -

&3i

\t ii Opportunity comes to those who

You nave ^ and taU:
-

^-oice

OLD MONEY WANTED
A Voice

for movietone and radio wheie

riuality and character are essential.

Results guaranteed.

Voice Trial by Appointment
Dollars for rnrr Limited number of scholarships.

„ _ ,„, wf'
C^°f

i!ci
3
,

rIS-E' I:' Information on correspondence course,

with Liberty head. no Buffalo). We pay cash ..nvir irnv CTIinin
premiums for all rare coins. Send 4c for Large Coin MOVIE-VOX STUDIO

KsMATIC "CO".
n
Dep

h
t. "727.V Worth. Tex. 126 E. 60th St. New York City

it must be a job to keep the uniforms spot'

less.

"It is," said Walter. "And do you know

what happened the other day? Used oil to

shine the saddles. Can you picture what

we looked like after two hours in the sad-

dle? Luckily we had others."

"Miss Swanson has arrived, Mr. Von,
*

called an assistant from the telephone.

"Oh, Lord!" groaned Von. "What did

I tell you? Tell her to make herself com-

fortable until after lunch. I can't use her

until then—if
then."

Do you know, Mr. Von is a much nicer

looking man off than on the screen. With-

out make-up his face is very kind and his

eyes have a merry twinkle. I had heard

so much about his temperamental outbursts

and dictatorial ways that I was astounded

by his manner which was just the reverse

of all this. Of course, he probably has his

bad moments, but they didn't show that

day. He was thoroughly democratic, made

sure that the set-up was just what the

camera men wanted, and except when he

was actually directing he was just 'one of

the boys.' However, there wasn t any

doubt about who was boss. I discovered,

after talking with one or two of the staff,

that they have all been with him for years

and that they all adore him. He takes the

same outfit along wherever he goes, which

is a pretty good test of whether a man is

a good boss or not. Everyone calls him

'Mr. Von.'

I asked about a story I had been holding

against him for two years. It was that

during the filming of "The bedding

March" he had required a whole field ot

real red roses to be planted as a background

for an intimate scene. Of course red roses

photograph black and Von Stroheim had

the field replanted with white roses at great

expense. Which seemed inexcusable extrav-

agance in a man as experienced as Von

Stroheim Well, I discovered that it never

happened at all. There are a lot of wise-

crackers in Hollywood, as on every Main

Street and these took great delight in enter-

taining the folks back east with tales that

were mostly the coinage of their own mis-

chievous brains.

When the call for lunch came we all

started up the hill. George Fawcett arrived

just then for a talk with Von about the

part he is to play in the second sequence.

Later he told me that when he was a little

shaver about twelve years old, he and his

buddy ran a magazine together. Their

fathers each contributed thirty dollars to

the firm which started the paper. They had

a number of subscribers but their ambitions

in the publishing business only lasted a year

or two.

Lunch was a scattered affair. Von had to

talk over the story with Gloria and Mr.

Westland. so they went on a still higher

hill to Gloria's dressing-room tent. While

this conference was going on I talked with

the mistress of the wardrobe, Flora Craig.

She had such lovely brown eyes and such

fine features that I asked how she ever

escaped the screen. She laughed heartily

at this "I didn't. In fact, I have done

about everything there is to do both on the

stage and screen. My name was Lucille

Lorraine." and she watched with amuse-

ment the effect this name had upon me.

She was a very charming 'Scandal, I re-

member, in one of George White's revues.

She played in many of the earlier Chaplin

films and leads with Hoot Gibson, Tom

Mix and Harry Carey for years. Also she

is one of the screens finest stunt women

and her last work was in "The King of

Kinss."
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Are You Hungry
ForAdventure..
Popularity...

BigPay?

"There are so many things I like to do boys than anything else. I am convinced
that when it is a slow season I jump into of that.
anything that comes along. I never was "Children are not fools. It doesn't take
on the wardrobe before but I am assisting them long to know the inconsistencies ofUaude Lampman who has handled Mr. parents who forbid a thing one minute andVon s wardrobe for years, and I'm having urge it the next, and for no reason except
a lot of fun. a whim . Naturally the child loses respect

1 was taken around by Miss Craig and and the result is disobedience
shown where the girls dressed. There were "Tho r^W A**, n\ r \

hooks all along the beams at the sides of m „ Tn, I A
7

a l^™ cam
,

e
f

t
l

°

the tent and unbleached muslin sheets to £ nrobWT >f
ce^

cover the clothes with. Long tables were I thought T i ^ * " ^
provided for the make-up, and one large ,J 1,1-1 ™"

rtV "
S

°'a
^

mirror. "All the girls bring their own lit- Glona Yo , Z t A W
tie ones. This is just for them to get a •

Y°U
-

mUSt
-

do what you thlnk m
your heart is best, always.' She thought it

all out and when she came to a decision

I found out, too, that Gloria had no
respect for gossip. "I can't understand how
people can be so interested in the lives of
other people. It may be egotism on my
part; I don't know; but I have all I can
do to keep my own business running

glimpse of their costumes."
Tt r . j i it

uuu tinu wnen sneThe first day they were there a strong
,she acted immediatel

-

wmd almost took the tents away and
covered the costumes with dust. Miss
Craig and an assistant worked all night to
get them clean as there was not time to
send them out to a cleaner.

The girls ate from box lunches at a
table in the lee of their tent and the men smo t <

j
at one on the shady side of theirs. Walter

S
°? 7.'

Byron had retired to his tent feeling
1 thlnk PeoPle wn° gossip must have

pretty miserable.
very ""interesting lives and it gives them

tl.„ Ur xir*.*+U~A j w j
a tnn" t0 discuss what happens to otherinen Mr. Westland came and piloted people 1

"

me up the hill to Gloria's tent It was Back on the set Mr. Von was having aabout twenty feet square and was furnished fine time with a , f

Si rLfTwg
\ •' "

Wmmg
J

f

aWe
' T Wlth a P»est and » doctor in it, a hayeral comfortable chairs, a rug and a couch. wa ann wit-h > V^if , a™~ u„. . , , hi wagon with a halt a dozen buxom young

Gloria had on a black crepe de chine lassies on it, and the soldiers! The calf
frock and a tight fitting black velour hat was very temperamental and simply would
that for some reason or other brought out not be led quietly behind the buggy. To
the amazing blueness of her eyes. She make matters worse ma' was mooing with
was made up, but there was no reason to apprehension on the hill a few yards away
dress until her call came. A Chicago "Shall we take it again, Mr. Von?" asked
friend, Miss Virginia Bowker, who has Gordon Pollock, first cameraman,
known Gloria ever since they were children "I should say not! Not with a ten weeks'
and is a house guest, was introduced. schedule and this weather. Calves always

Gloria has very strong ideas about indi- act tnat wav anyhow. It will give life to

viduality. She feels that a person's first tne scene."

duty is toward developing himself and The next set-up required a blossoming
bringing out his best. Responsibility toward tree in the foreground. They had to plant
another life she does not feel. She re- one

'so that a branch was in the vision of
spects the individuality of her little girl and the camera. The blossoms were linen of
hopes the time will never come when she fine quality. It is impossible to use real

will want to bend the child's will to her flowers in a scene of this sort. For one
personal way of thinking. thing apple trees are not in bloom now
"When they first laid her in my arms,"

and for another they would fade in an

said Gloria, "an experience which I think Hr;,
no woman should go through this life with-

When they were ready t0 shoot
>

Paul

out, I clutched the little warm bundle to
lvano

'
s

r

e(
i

ond
,

ca"leraman
>
made a mega-

my breast savagely. 'She is mine mine— pho"e ° f hls hands and shouted, "Will the

all mine!' I cried in an ecstasy of exulta-
wardr°be please move out of the fore-

tion. Then I remembered my code. 'Why f
round! Falr enough," shouted Claude

no, she isn't! She isn't mine at all She
LamPman >

laughing and moving back a few

belongs to herself and that place in the
s
f
eps

' c.i"
st of wmd blew dlrt over every

Scheme of Things that she is to fill just - g - -
°h

>
my whlte hablts and linen

as I do, just as everyone does. I must
remember that she is given into my care
only for a short time, to guide. I must not f,^

violate that trust. I must never try to rule
her mind.'

flowers!" cried Flora Craig, wringing her
hands. Everyone shook himself free of the

'All ready!" shouted Mr. Von. "Soldiers,
flirt with the girls, tease them! Girls, if

"F™™ ,-k I, , , , r .
they get fresh use your pitchforks!" (Gig-

DersonaHtv to

n
n,°,

n
' W f,W * A ^ a" d squeals of laughter from the girlspeisonahty to me We talk things over and on the h wagon .)

8

1 make her decide things for herself. I ;i >u^t „, t n • a a t-,,<
„j„- u i . j i i i_ l t Who is that man talking to Art Acord 7
advise her what I think is best but I want t Ar.r rme ^^^f '

Ivrt.. .-„ i tr 1- i- t r 1 asked. Art was seated on a stunning

am onlv W 6

n
r

H
anCC;

A Tt\ Uack m°Unt
'

He 15 chlef h»^°° of the

t Z I A >
advise and back her up outfit but j have fo

.

h h
if he needs it. She listens to everything means It soundg mar

S
vellous ;and is as serious as an owl. -

That
-

S Kennedy," someone said.
There are certain animal habits you have "What! Joseph P.?" said I.

to train into a child. You can't let it eat "The same."
with its fingers and it must be taught man- There stood the big business man whose
ners; but on all questions concerning the influence I have always thought would be
development of Gloria's mind and per- a boon to motion pictures. He is a Har-
sonality I do not coerce. The type of vard man with a fine background. He
mother who nags^ and says, 'you do this knows the value of money and knows how
and you ^do that' and answers a child's to make it work for him. He .seems to
question, 'but mother, why should I do it?' have a pretty keen understanding of human
with a curt 'because I tell you to,' I have nature—in other words, an executive who
no patience with. Such training ruins more has the courage of his convictions. He
characters, makes more incorrigible girls and knows the world, and he is 37!

THEN CHOOSE
AVIATION!

ARE you a red-blooded,
. daring he-man? Do

you crave adventure,
popularity, admiration,
and the applause of great
crowds? Then why not
get into the Aviation In-
dustry—the greatest ad-
venture since time began
—the greatest thrill ever
offered to man?

Think what Aviation offers you. The praise and
plaudits of the multitude. And a chance to get in
on the ground floor where rewards will be unlimited!
Aviation is growing so swiftly that one can hardly
keep track of all the astonishing new developments.
Air-mail routes have just been extended to form a
vast aerial network over the entire U. S. Many Com-
mercial Airlines and airplane factories are now being
organized. Men like Henry Ford are investing mil-
lions in the future of commercial Aviation for they
see its great possibilities.

Easy to Get Into Aviation By
This Home Study Method

Get into this thrilling
profession at once while
the field is new and un-
crowded. Now— by a
unique new plan—you can
quickly secure the basic
and preparatory training
at home, in spare time.
Experts will teach you the
secrets and fundamentals
of Practical Aviation

—

give you all the inside
facts that are essential to
your success. And, the
study of Aviation by this
remarkable method is al-
most as fascinating as the
actual work itself.

Send Cor FREE
Book!

Send coupon for our new
free book. Just out

—

Oppor-
tunities in the Airplane In-
dustry. It is vitally interest-
ing, reads like a romance and
tells you things about this
astonishing profession you
never even dreamed of.
Write for your copy today.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
5601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6322» Chicago

|
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6322 Chicago, III.

Without obligation, please send me yourFREE book .Opportumnesir, theAirplane Industry. AlLinforml?°on Iabout your Home Study Coursein Practical Aviation" I

PICK YOUR
JOB!

Flying
Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector
Airplane Builder
Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor
AirplaneMotorExpert
Airplane Designer

Name -Age_

Address_

City_ .btate

j
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5,000 ofPrizes

j AM soinfto g,v. away ABSOLUTELY FREE more

Thousands of Dollars in Cash and ValuableJ"^
t0

de _ It is open to

Big Reliable Company of many years standing.

Objects

Starting with

the Letter

There are many objects in the P^««f^ ttc"
8
lf?ou' can'flnd

at once.
# ^

$550.00 Promptness
In addition to the Stodebakei- Sedan the Chevrole^ fedan^nd the

many other valuable> P™-Resides ™«|«
e
»

It wiU pay you. to act

also going to give $550.00 ^
as° *£r,„4ead of the prize won and m case

at once. Any winner may have cash instead ot tne p wiU receive

WARDED.

X,. E. Wilferd, Mgr., Dept. 3812

315 So. Peoria St., Chicago, 111.

The objects starting with the let-

ter "C" are:

14.

LIST OF PRIZES

8 Cylinder Studebafcer Sedan.

Four-door Chevrolet Sedan

Victor Orthophonic Victrola.

Shetland Pony.
Seven Tube Console Radio.

Fibre Living Boom bet.

Electrio Vacuum Cleaner.

Apollo Motorbike Bicycle.

100-Piece Dinner Set- .

Ladies' or Men's Elgin Watch.

29-Piece Silverware bet.

Portable Phonograph.
New Haven Banjo ClocK.

Wrought Iron Bridge Lamp.

Ladies' Overnight Bag.

My Name

—

My Address.

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
Can Easily be Yours

Trados Model No. 25

.corrects now all ill-ahaped nosea
quickly, painlessly, permanently,
and comfortably at home. It is

the only noscshaping appliance

of precise adjustment and a safe

and guaranteed patent device

that will actually give you a per-

fect looking nose. Over 90000

satisfied users. For years recom-

mended by physicians. 16 years

of experience in manufacturing

Nose Shapers is at your Bervice.

Model 25 jr. for children.

Awarded Prize Medal by big

Wembley Exposition. London,

England. Write for testimonials and free booklet, which tells

you how to obtain a perfect looking nose.

M TRILETY, Pioneer Noseshapinn. bpecianst

Dept. 3199 Binghamton, N. Y.

SuperfluoujHAIRiallGONE

Forever removed by the Mahler

Method which kills the hair root

without pain or injury to the skin

in the privacy of your own home.

Send today 3 red stamps for

Free Booldet

We Teach Beauty Culture

D J. MAHLER CO.. 32-B Mahler Park. Providence. R. I.

TALKING MOVIES
Expert Instruction in Voice and Diction

Free trial and advice by a well-known expert

who has had over 30 years of successful experience.

Write or telephone for appointment.

MADAME MARIE CROSS NEWHAUS
2025 B'way, New York City— Tel. Endicott 0191

Another Follies Girl Succeeds

(Continued from page 86)

what kind of a career I wanted at that

time; but somehow I found myself on the

stage. I was in the Ziegfeld shows—do

you remember 'Sally'? And then I con-

ceived this burning ambition to act—really

act! I told Mr. Ziegfeld and he said, go

ahead. So I went into drama—but I didn't

stay! I just wasn't the type. Back to the

Ziegfeld revues, until somebody suggested

I try pictures. I started playing bits at the

Paramount Studios in Long Island, but it

wasn't long before the production end

began to fascinate me, and I resolved to

try to break into the scenario game. After

serving an apprenticeship as a script girl

I had my chance to work into continuity.

And—that's all!"

She's too modest. Herbert Brenon has

entrusted her with the scenario work of

such successful pictures as "Sorreli and

Son," "The Rescue," and "Laugh Clown

Laugh." And lately he assigned her to

work with Fannie Hurst on the film ver-

sion which he will make of Miss Hursts

novel. "Lummox."

Edmund Lowe
(Continued from page 82)

Sergeant Quirt in that picture. Lowe him-

self says "What Price Glory" changed his

whole career.

He studied the stage character ot Ser-

geant $uirt
-

practiced the make-up for

hours, and finally went to Winfield Shee-

han, Fox general manager, and asked for

a test. No one believed Lowe could do

the part. Some even laughed at his temer-

ity in asking for a test. But Lowe is no

fool He realized that his popularity would

not last if he continued the wishy-washy

roles he had been playing. He ^ staked

everything on "What Price Glory.

Lowe calls his present type of screen

character 'human.' For want of a better

description, he terms them 'crooked heroes.

They are human because they are real, he

says. They are heroes because, in all his

pictures Lowe centers in the romantic inter-

est and wins the love of the heroine—and

only the hero could do that. Yet, the de-

scriptive word 'villain' fits Lowe's screen

portrayals. In recent pictures he has been

a gang leader, a crook, a killer, and a

cheating gambler!

There is only one explanation of Lowe.

He is lovable, no matter what his circum-

stances or surroundings may be. Like the

scapegrace who kisses the pretty girls and

makes them like it, Lowe practices his vil-

lainies—(human traits, he calls them)—and

you like him while he is doing it.

Lowe is a most serious-minded fellow.

He considers his screen work a definite busi-

ness. He studies his parts carefully and

plans his characterizations with caution and

foresight. His every movie portrayal is a

well-thought-out type. He never guesses at

what he should do in front of the camera.

He \nows. ,

Now that talking pictures are approved

by the public, Edmund looms as an even

bigger star. His years of training on the

speaking stage, during which he appeared

in stock companies in San Francisco, Los

Angeles and New York City, taught him

the" correct use of his voice. Lowe not

only has a good voice but he knows how

to use it. Many good voices in Hollywood

will go to waste, despite the demand tor

them that came with talking pictures, be-

cause their owners are unaware of any such

thing as talking technique.



Sam, you get the greatest ideas on earth.

'Ah, go on! An idea is easy to get.

His eyes roamed around his office. Heavy
velvet carpet, heavy old oak furniture.

You're the one that's got to persuade Plain walls, high windows overlooking the
Emma to put that funeral off. And you factories and stores of Eighth Avenue. The
were the one that kept Harry from flying door was open into the next room, which
off the handle. Say, if we didn't have you was Harry's office. The door of Harry's
around to smooth things out for all of us, office was open into an adjoining apartment
we'd never get far. I can think up things, which was Jack's office—when he is in
But you do things. I bet a nickel Emma New York. And the last office, opening
puts the funeral off and Harry gets his from Jack's, was the one that Sam had

occupied. Their offices are as communal as
their old sleeping room used to be in New-

seats!'

Harry did get the seats. And the show,
because of the accumulated efforts of the castle. And while these executive rooms
Warner Brothers, got underway promptly are beautifully furnished, there is a plain-
at two o'clock of Memorial Day, May ness about them which shows that no matter
Thirtieth, 1903. And the family pocket- how far the brothers have climbed in the
book was saved—for that one time at least, world, they have held to the early principles
But the entire savings of the Warner family of simplicity which Benjamin and his wife
were to be risked and lost three times again instilled in their sons. There is nothing
before success was reached. ostentatious, or effete about the brothers.

Today, Warner Brothers Pictures, Incor- Despite their wealth, they are men.

SCREENLAND
The Romance of the Vitaphone

Continued from page 47

only available seats for the Warner Brothers' porated, counts its assets at over one hun-
Nickelodeon. He would have to hang a dred and fifty million dollars. The Four
Standing Room Only' sign outside the Horsemen of the Sound Apocalypse—
store which might scare the customers away. Harry, Albert, Sam and Jack—have gal-

The undertaker had agreed to rent the loped to fortune and fame on the wings
chairs for two o clock that afternoon. But f a faithful steed known as the Vitaphone
at the last minute, the wife and relatives or the Living Voice
of the deceased colored sexton of the If you l00k up the word 'apocalypse,'
Northern Methodist Church, had decided you will see that it means 'any unveiling
not to put off his funeral until Sunday, r showing forth of secret things' And
but to bury him then and there on Memo- it was the Warner. Brothers who first be-
nal Day when all the negroes of the town lieved in and then unveiled the mystery of
would be free to indulge in that greatest the talking picture which has transformed
of emotional occasions—a negro funeral. them from one of the smaller producing

It would mean disaster to the common companies into one of the giants of the
Warner pocketbook. They had put almost moving picture world.
their last penny into the renting of the Strangely enough, it was Sam the far-
store and the renting of this special film, sighted, Sam, the visionary, who looked
And they had counted on a large crowd into the future and made this dream of
of holiday makers to put this sum back talking pictures a sound reality. And
into their pocket-books plus a nice little sadly enough, no sooner had he accom-
profit. But surely after standing all ph'shed this than he fell sick and died
through the parade and the Memorial Of the six brothers who started out
services at the cemetery, people wouldn't nearly thirty years ago, only three remain
want to .stand again at the movie house. Sam, the mechanical genius, died last year

But Harry," Albert was insisting into Milton, the former Big League ball player
the telephone, "you must wait. We can't passed on twenty-five years ago. And
lose all that money.' David has been an invalid, suffering from
At the word money, Sam turned from sleeping sickness, for nearly a decade

.
The three who are left—Harry, Albert,

Whats the matter? anfj jack have almost interchangeable per-
The situation was explained to him. sonalities. All are six-footers All are
"Oh, we can fix that O. K. You tell dark. All are remarkably well built. And

Harry to keep his shirt on; the chairs will aH have the same, steady, thoughtful voices
be there at two o clock _as if they welgh ed each word before they

Albert wiped his forehead with his right spoke it.

hand Sam was the idea boy all right; he Harry, the oldest, is forty-seven. Just
could always dig them out of trouble. as in the old days at Newcastle, he is the

But, Sam, maybe you d better tell me financial and executive head of the whole
how, Albert said as he hung up the business. Albert, forty-four, is the contact
receiver.^ man. It is his diplomacy and even temper

"That's easy. You just go down and tell which keeps the wheels oiled between the
Emma Hanley if she'll put off her husband's brothers, between the employees and
funeral until tomorrow she and her kids between the world. Albert is a man you
can come to the ^'store-show' free from now would trust with your dearest possession,
until Christmas.

^
Jack, the youngest, has given up his tenor

"But, gosh, we can't do that. It'ud eat songs. But the same showmanship which
up all our profits. She and her nine kids enabled him to 'put over' a song in the
would be piling in there everyday," Albert early days, enables him, today, to handle
answered crestfallen. the entire vast production energies of the

"No, they won't, either. When a coon Warner Brothers Studios,
mourns, she mourns! That's a real old As Albert Warner sat in his beautiful
custom around here. All these negroes office on the top floor of the Warner
go into deep mourning for a year. And Brothers Building in New York, he said : "I
they never go to parties or anything but attribute our success absolutely to the fact
church for six months anyway. They're that we brothers have stuck together. There
scared to, for what people would say. And has never been any quarreling or bickering
in six months, Christmas will be almost between us. What money one has all share,
here-" There are no contracts or articles of part-

Albert commenced to laugh. "Honest, nership between us."

Can You
Tell?

Look over some of the ads in tins magazine.W hat s wrong with them—can you tell ? There
is something wrong with every ad—no adver-
tisement is perfect. Sometimes it is the words
used in the headline. Sometimes it's the illus-
tration. Sometimes the ad is too crowded.
Again the wrong publication may have been
selected—ithese are a few of the fascinating
problems confronting every advertiser. And
the man or woman with ideas and opinions
who can help solve these problems is being
paid startling big money.
Millions upon millions of dollars are being
spent every month in newspaper and magazine
advertising—to say nothing of the many mil-
lions spent in mailing out catalogs, sales letters,
circulars, house organs, and broadsides. And
nearly every advertiser admits that his adver-
tising and sales literature do not pull any-
where near the business they should—that
there's tremendous room for improvement.

Get Into

Advertising
ADVERTISING is easy to learn—especially

under the right guidance. Can vou imagine
anything more fascinating than taking just an
idea and developing it step by step into a
finished advertisement, or a completed sales
campaign?
The amazing growth of the Page-Davis

School of Advertising (founded 1896) and the
success of our graduates is undoubtedly due
to our unique and practical method of instruc-
tion. Wo text books whatever are used. From
the start you are given practical advertising
work to do, just as though you were employed
in an advertising department.

Make Your Day Dreams Come True
If tomorrow you were offered the priceless opportunity

of going into a prominent Chicago Advertising Agency
for a year, to learn the business from beginning to
end—and you knew that every day your every step
would be guided by experts—and you knew that a
sincere interest would be taken in your progress

—

you would jump at the chance, wouldn't you' And
that is substantially just what the Page-Davis School
of Advertising is offering you!

Mail Coupon for FREE Book
Simply send the attached coupon and we will mail

you a remarkable booklet called How to Win Success
in Advertising which tells you how you mav now
quickly^ learn advertising during your spare time at

home. It tells about the many
opportunities open to you in this
fascinating profession—how to de-
velop your ideas and realize big
money for them in advertising.
Remember that sending the

coupon does not obligate you in
any way. Then get it in the
very first mail—it may be the
means of putting you in the big
money class almost over night.

Page-Davis School of Advertising

^A..¥™.'ian Ave>
'
DeP f - 6322

>
Chicago

! PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING !

Dept. 6322, 3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago
Please send me your free Booklet How to Win i

• Success in Advertising—and full particulars re- J

o garding your Course in Modern Advertising. I !

< am not obligated. <

Name

Street

City State..
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Win $3,500.00
Here's news for puzzle fans! C W

fiffiffi
A P.

TTolt, Miss Leola Markus won from $1,R 00. 00 to * .

r.00.00 each in our last pup-lea-
Here s the ne

fl

Here are twelve pictures of Charlie Chapnn

ence may be in the tie, shirt or hat.

Find the "Different" Picture

300 prize, totaling over $7,900.00 - W.B00.00 to winner of

ss i^A^&nz iva
r. *

y
get this

great prize.

Certificate for «i,ooo.oo to apply on great prize «ent

f^memately as below if ,o» find the "different" flg-*e

ictlvely Interested.

tZ HARRE, Oept 499, 510 N. Dearborn St, CHICAGO, 111

PERSONAL
Appearance

20years Successin Harmless

is now more than ever

the key note of success,

hothin social and bus-

inesslife. Bow-Leoued
and Knock-Kneed men
and women.both young
and old, will be glad to

hear that my new ap-
pliance will successful-

ly straighten, within

a short time, bow-
leggedness and knock-
kneed legs, safely,

quickly and perma-
nently, without pain,

operation or discomfort. Worn at ^svZMS S soon^ve
P
you from further

merit, used and recommended for the last 8 sears

by physicians everywhere.)

Write today for particulars, testimonials and my

free copyrighted physiological and
which tells you how to correct bow and Knock hneea

Tegs without any obligation. Enclose a dime for postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
1680 L, W. U. Building, Binghamton, M. T.

Stop Using a Truss
STUART'S ADHESIF PLAPAO-
PADS are surprisingly different

from the truss—being mechanico-
chemico applicators — made self-

adhesive purposely to keep the

, muscle-tonic
• fPLAPAO"apphed

\ continuously totheaffectedparts,
and to minimize painful friction

and dangerous slipping. No
strops, buckles or spring at-

tached. Soft as velvet-easy to

epply-inexpenslve. Foralmost a
Awarded nuarterof acenturysatisfiedthou-

"

Gold Medal sands report success withoutdelay brand mi

REDUCTION
Dox'T FOOL with unknown,
untried, dangerous substitutes

Try FAT-OFF
REDUCING CREAM
AT OUR EXPENSE

Reduces flesh ONLY on the

parts to which it is applied.

It is guaranteed

An External Treatment
Not a Medicine -- Society Leaders.
Stars of Stage and Screen use and rec-
ommend this world-famous reducer and
beautifier. No diet, no drugs, no exer-
cise, no hot baths are necessary. Simply

apply gently; to part you wish reduced--chin,
arms, abdomen, bust, hips, legs or ankles.
Leaves no loose flesh, gives prompt and aston-
ishing results, as thousands or users testify. No

s, no grease, no odor. Keep your figure trim
«,id attractive with FAT-OFF reducing cream.
ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS.
cprriAl Get-acquainted bargain. Give FAT-

OFF a fair trial. We offer the large
OFFER size (usual price S3 > tor $1.98—no
postage to pay. SEND NO MONEY. Send Only
This Coupon {which saves you $1) TODAX

M S Borden Co., 194 Krone PI., Hackensack. N. J.

Send me the large ($3) size of FAT-OFF Reduc-

ing Cream, postpaid, for trial. I will pay postman

$1.98 only. You pay postage. If I am not satisfied

after using the entire contents within 30 days you

are to refund my. money. Dept.

Same - —

Awarded

from work. Process of recovery natural so no subsequent

use for a truss. Awarded Go d Medal and Grand rnrr
Prix Trial of •'PLAPAO" will be sent absolutely tMth
Write your name on coupon and send todrt. iibi.

Plapao Co., 54 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Name

" ddr
i:etuin mail will bring Free Trial PLAPAO.

Address

DEVELOP YOUR FORM!
entific method highly recommended
for quick, easy development

LA BEAUTE CREME
tor improvement of bust, neck, face

arms and legs
" jed with great success by thousands. In-

expensive, harmless, pleasant Successful

results or money refunded Full particulars

and proof (sealed) free. Write for special

offer TODAY.
LA BEAUTE STUDIOS

8S7SX Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, Md.

Our sc

Subscribe to Screenland

$2.50 One Year $4.50 Two Years

Thirty years ago, out in Youngstown,

Ohio, Benjamin Warner's shoe shop was

going on the rocks. "What is not clear to

me," he would say, shaking his head sto-

lidly, "is that these people here will go

into a store and pay four dollars for a pair

of leaky shoes rather than to come to us

and get a pair made from fine leather on

their own last for three dollars and seventy-

five cents."

"Maybe, papa," ventured Albert the dip-

lomatic, "maybe you make them too heavy.

I notice now," he continued, "that here in

the shops the shoes arc lighter and more

stylish."

The father shook his head again. So

was I taught to make shoes in the old

country. And so was my father^ taught.

And so will I go on making them."

Soon the situation became so critical that

the boys decided to give up their small time

jobs in the town and visit larger cities in

search of work. Sam became a fireman on

the Erie. Harry and Albert got positions

in Chicago, working in the big meat pack-

ing industries. Jack found that he had

a very nice tenor voice and so was ex-

ploiting himself singing illustrated songs

in the 'store-shows' and nickelodeons

throughout the middle west.

Day after day as Sam stood feeding his

'Iron Horse,' roaring along the Erie Rail-

road, the coal flames reflecting shadows over

his sensitive, grime-smeared face, he kept

thinking of some quick stroke whereby he

might pull his family out of their common-

place rut and give his father Benjamin and

his mother the comforts to which their hard

work had entitled them.

One rainy morning in April, 1898, Sam

could no longer contain the energies and

ideas which swarmed out of his healthy

young body and mind. "I'll have to do

something, I'll have to do something"

the wheels of his mind turned as fast as

the wheels of the locomotive. On the

impulse of the moment, he resigned from

the Erie, hopped a freight tram and deter-

mined to 'ride the rods' until he found

some opportunity for a larger life.

Two days later as he rode into Sandusky,

Ohio, still on the rods, along the track he

noticed a carnival setting up its tents for

the coming week's performance. Ferris

Wheel. Merry Go Round. Paddle Wheels.

Hot Dog Stands. Concessions of all kinds.

And over in a distant corner of the lot, he

noticed a sign which read: 'THE GREAT
TRAIN ROBBERY— THE GREATEST
NOVELTY THE WORLD HAS EVER
SEEN.' This was one time when an ad-

vertising poster nearly spoke the truth!

Sam got a job setting up the chairs and

cleaning out the tent in which the first

movie of any importance, 'The Great Train

Robbery,' was being shown. He saved

every cent he made, except what he spent

for food in the tent-show boarding house,

slept on the ground, washed his clothes

when they were dirty, and before long had

saved enough to buy a print of this film,

and also a second-hand, shaky projection

machine.
Calling the rest of the family to battle,

children and mother started out on the road

with one of the first moving picture 'road

shows' ever to tour America.

Harry gave up his meat packing job and

looked after the money. Albert joined up

to procure booking for the picture. Sister

Rose played the piano. Another sister took

tickets at the door. Jack sang his tenor

songs and blacked up between times to step

on the scene when something went wrong.

Mama cooked good goulash, washed and

darned the clothes, and generally kept the
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morale of the Warner Clan at a high level

with her vital Polish spirits. Papa re
mained in Youngstown to earn what he
could.

The strange thing about this road show
was that there were no ructions or quarrels

to mar its success. 'One for all and all for

one' was the Warner slogan then just as

it is now. When there was no money, no-
body ate. And nobody grumbled. When
there was food, everybody ate and nobody
complained that one had more than the
other. That holds true today, too. Now
that success has come to them, Harry has
built a beautiful big house out in Larch-
mont, in Westchester County. Jack has
built another out in Beverley Hills, Cali-

fornia. "That's their business," Albert com-
mented. "That's the way they want to live

so why shouldn't they? As for me, I prefer
a quiet apartment in New York. And
that's how I live. But if I wanted a sum
of money, no matter how large it was, I

would take it. And neither Albert nor Jack
would ask me what I wanted with it. We
love and trust each other. I guess that's

the answer."

Because this family trusted each other
and because they worked by no labor-law
day of eight hours, the little road show was
a success. Such a success, that they aban-
doned the venture and set up a store show
in Newcastle, Pennsylvania.

Here it was that they started to educate
the public. Women, in those days, would
not attend such amusement places because
they were unlighted. It was Harry Warner
who put modest oil lights along the sides

of the interior of the 'store-show' and was
rewarded by feminine patronage. It was
this same foresight in educating the public
that has given Warner Brothers much of

their success in developing sound pictures.

They could have shown Vitaphone pictures

to the public two whole years before they
did. But first, Harry Warner decided the

public must be educated to receive them
enthusiastically. How far his efforts in

this direction have gone is best evidenced
by the mad desire today for any sort of
pictures with sound accompaniments.

After a modest success in Newcastle, the
Warner Brothers went" a step up—which
ultimately turned out to be a step down.
They developed a film exchange in Pitts-

burg, and also edited the 'Film Noise,' the
father of the present-day moving picture
trade papers. Unfortunately, after six

years, Warner Brothers could no longer get
films to sell in their exchange. Film com-
panies were developing their own selling

organizations. And the brothers sold out
for little or nothing.

They made a second try, refusing to
accept defeat—and again they failed.

A third time, they started over again.

They decided to make their own pictures,

but instead of one reelers and two-reelers
they would make feature pictures of five

and six reels. They were just about five

years too early with the idea. For theatre

owners only wanted to show one-reel films.

This time, the Warners were 'cleaned out.'

Starting again from scratch, with no capi-

tal except enthusiasm and endless capacity
for work, the four brothers commenced pro-
ducing modest pictures, of the length the
public desired to buy.

Meantime, however, the realization was
forming itself in Sam Warner's mind that
the silent movie seemed near the end of
its tether. And he commenced to investi-

gate talking pictures with an eye toward
ultimately educating the public to enjoy
sound films.

Sam found that talking pictures dated

back to 1892 when Demeny, a Frenchman,
synchronized a phonograph and lantern
slide. Two years later Edison did the same
thing with his 'Kinetophone' but much bet-
ter.

In 1910 a more highly developed Edison
device was shown for some months over
the Keith-Orpheum circuit but it was re-

garded only as an interesting novelty.
Sam Warner followed all these develop-

ments carefully and in 192 3 when Dr. Lee
De Forest developed his 'Phonofilm' to the
point where it was successfully shown in
theatres in New York and other parts of
the country, Mr. Warner persuaded his
brothers to fling themselves whole-heartedly
into talking pictures. It took a year for
him to lay his plans. And it was in the
latter part of 1924 and the early part of
1925 that joining with the Western Elec-
tric Company, the romance of the Vita-
phone was developed and brought to the
world, raising the relatively unimportant
Warner Brothers Company to a predomi-
nantly powerful position in the motion pic-

ture industry.

Warner Brothers could have shown talk-

ing pictures to the world two years before
they actually did. But Harry had learned
his lesson: not to anticipate the public's
taste. Instead, they decided to educate
the public up to talking pictures. Their
first step was to lease the Manhattan Opera
House and to employ famous violinists and
opera singers: Mischa Elman, Harold Bauer,
Efrem Zimbalist, Marian Talley, and many
others. The grand climax came when the
New York Philharmonic Orchestra gave
the first Vitaphone performance. Shortly
after that, pictures were filmed with small
talking sequences. These sequences gradu-
ally increased until today, three all-talking

pictures produced by Warners are starring
on Broadway; and there are synchronized
films in theatres all over the country.
Today with Warner Brothers' ownership

of the Vitaphone Corporation and with
their control of the Stanley Theatres of
America, which operates two hundred and
fifty theatres and three thousand film
houses, Harry, Albert and Jack Warner
have reached the top of the trade.

"Yes," Albert said as he peered across
his office desk out into the twilight which
was settling down early over Eighth Avenue,
"it was Sam whose interest in everything
mechanical turned our attention first to

sound pictures. And we've made millions.

But that doesn't bring Sam back.

"The three of us who are left will carry
on, and I believe we will always accomplish
more work in one day than any other trio

of men will in three, not because we are
smarter, but because we trust each other
implicitly and don't have to waste time with
petty executive jealousies.

"Even our parents are still working. We
built them a fine home out in Hollywood
where they can lean back and take it easy.
But they've worked so long that now they
can't get out of the habit and every day
they drive over to the studio and keep an
eye on things. Papa is seventy-two years
old but he is still strong and healthy and
drives his own car.

"As I look back, if I have any regrets,
it is that we brothers didn't get more edu-
cation. Most of us stopped in grammar
school. I had one year of high school
because I played football. But often when
I have to get up to address conferences,
employees' organizations and the like, I

wish I had the gift of eloquence and the
training that comes from a University edu-
cation. Perhaps I could reach my men
better."

"Four Raises in

Two Years"
"And it hasn't been hard to get them, either.

Why, it seems only yesterday that I was wonder-
ing if I would ever make as much as $45 a week.
And now I'm making $75.
"Tom Dawson was speaking about it today.

'Gee,' he said, T wish I had started studying
with the I. C. S. when you did. Here I am
plugging away at the same old job and the same
old salary while you've gone 'way up. I bet
you're making twice as much as I am. And to

think that two years ago we were working side
by side.'

"I told him it wasn't too late if he would only
make the start, and he said he was going to send
in one of those I. C. S. coupons right away.

"I hope he does, because an I. C. S. course is

the very thing he needs to get out of the rut.

I wouldn't be making anywhere near $75 a week
if I hadn't started to study just when I did."

Every day, in office, shop and factory, you will find
men who are being given better positions and larger
salaries because they are studying at home in spare
time with the International Correspondence Schools.
An I. C. S. course helped Jesse G. Vincent to rise

from tool-maker to Vice-president of the Packard
Motor Car Company. It helped George Grieble tQ
rise from a stone-mason to the owner of a business
paying $12,000 a year. It helped Bert S. Kemaley
to Increase his salary ten times. And It will help
you too. If you will only make the start.

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
"The Universal Vniversiti/"

Box 2367-G, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of
your booklet, "Who Wins and Why," and full particulars
about the subject before which I have marked X:

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
DBusiness Management

industrial Management
Personnel Management
Traffic Management

P Accounting and C. P. A.
Coaching

DCost Accounting
Bookkeeping
Salesmanship
Secretarial Work

Spanish French

TECHNICAL AND
Electrical Engineer
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer Mining
Surveying and Mapping
Plumbing and Heatin

Advertising
English
Business Correspondence
Show Card and Sign

Lettering
Stenography and Typing
Civil Service
Railway Mail Clerk
Common School Subjects
High School Subjects
Illustrating Cartooning

NDUSTRIAL COURSES
Architect
Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry Pharmacy
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry

steam Engineering Radio Mathematics

Name..

Street Address..

City State -

// you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the Interna-
tional Corresvondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal

LEARNfteBANjO
underHarryRESER fill
the Worlds GreatestBanjoist
The Famous Leader of the widely broadcasted
Clicquot Club Eskimos offers you an amazingly
simple, new Banjo course by mail which any-
one, even without musical bent, can master at
home in a few spare hours. Positively the only method ofhome learning thru which a person of ordinary intelligence)may become a Banjoist. Each lesson easy to understand.
The course is in 5 units of 4 lessons each.

SEND NO MONEY— PAY AS YOU LEARN
No restrictions! No conditions! Take as few
or as many units as you wish. Send your
name for explanatory booklet, "evidence,"
testimonials, etc. A postal will do.

Harry Reser's International Banjo Studio No. 9
148 West 48th Streot, New York, N. V.
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I Want YOU
for My Next
MIRACLE
in MUSCLE
New Sensational Extraordinary ! The
greatest demonstrations of muscle-build-

ing known to the world of physical

culture! You can be next! Almost over-

night I'll transform you into a marvel of

muscular power—give you astounding

new health, strength and vitality. Read
how

!

BEFORE
Look at that puny,
sickly, undeveloped
weakling! That was
Wesley Webb before

he wrote to Titus 1

And now look at

the same man
made over! In
30 days Titus
covered that puny
body with mas-
sive muscles of
PANTHER-
LIKE agility and
strength!

SCREENLAND
Clothes for the Smart Young Girl

Continued from page 45

no better than adopt the style credo of the gown whose train could only be looked at

Norma Shearer type. through a telescope, seemed to delight the

It is natural and right for her to have complex which so many of the ladies adored

many sport costumes because the woman of to believe was true. That dream has been

today has brought that freedom of dressing shattered. We realize today that women

very much into her life. She rides, prac- of wealth do sparkle but not in quite such

tices archery, plays tennis and golf, hikes an obvious fashion. The train is in evidence

and motors. All of these activities call for still but it is arrived at with more subtlety,

individual costumes that suit the occasion. Miss Shearer is a subtle type.

The black and white leather coat in the As Miss Shearer has a great deal more

sketch would be an amusing costume for opportunity to entertain than the average

the Shearer Girl to motor in. The leather woman it is quite fitting for her to favor

is white kid and black antelope. her more intimate friends with the hostess

The Shearer type look exceptionally g°wn. Here she can give reign to all the

well in tweeds. Gray-blue herringbones, beauty and grace that we associate with

periwinkle, lavender-blue, turquoise blue, this elusive type of dressing,

red and white—all of these colors suit her The hostess gown in the sketch is of

well. Close-fitting hats give her head a silver fabric loosely woven which grace-

sleekness and an alertness that becomes her. fully clings to the body and sweeps from

Her hats must have action. The one-sided *s short front to its dripping back. The

brim particularly suits her. Simplicity embroidery of silver and black in front

around the neck is very important. Any >s real and precious and its long-sleeved

seventy can be overcome by the casual use Jacket of black velvet giving a bolero effect

of a fur scarf which she can let fall or »s loose-fitting and comfortable,

carry about her throat according to her It * here that she either plunges into

desire. Fancy jewelry of any sort not only the depths of the mos obvious lack of

detracts from her charm but also shows taste or emerges a graceful, intelligent and
,

a lack of surety in her judgment which a wise woman,

woman of good taste never resorts to. I m wondering how

MIRACLES IN MUSCLE! You hear every-

body- talking about them. Physical cul-

ture authorities are amazed.

Think of it! Men made over

—

almost over-

night! Puny, sickly weaklings transformed into

superb specimens of MANHOOD! Strong men

made STRONGER. This astounding new method

works its wonders for ALL—young or old,

sick or well. . .

Incredible? Yes! But this is an age of

marvels. We speed across continents by air-

plane, where once we plodded by stage coach.

We talk through the air by radio, where once

we depended upon slow-footed couriers. And
now Titus brings to physical culture the great-

est advance of the century.

Titus, the pioneer—the first m the held—to-
day, as always, is years ahead of ftis time.

Titus Training—the original, the genuine, the

system that has built the world's great strong

men—still sets the pace—startling new develop-

ments make it the most modern system of body-

building in the world. Titus Training accom-

plishes almost overnight what other systems can

never accomplish in months and years 1

I Don't Promise Anything
to put two inches of solid

muscle on your arms; to in-

crease your chest five inches; to develop your neck to

a. size larger collar; to add three inches of powerful

development to your thighs; two inches to your calves;

to give vou a Arm slim waist-line that will make you

take in a notch or two in your belt. And I don t

ask you to take my word for it—I don't promise

anything—I back every statement with an iron-clad,

written GUARANTEE. I've done all this for others.

I can do it for you. Get the PROOF—send for my
amazing new book—now FREE.

AMAZING BOOK FREE
Every man with an ounce of red blood in his veins

should read mv book. Whether you're interested m
training or not—regardless of what other systems you

have tried—regardless of how weak or how strong you

mav De—you need this book—it's packed full of infor-

mation vital to every MAN. Hush your name and

address—use the coupon, a postcard or a letter. Kut

do it NOW.

The One TITI |C ^E-^St
and Only Ml U*l

I Guarantee:

I NewarkCity

TITUS. Dept. V-135. v
105 East 13th St., New York, N. Y.

Dear Titus- Tes. I want to read your big new illus-

trated book. "Miracles In Muscle." Please send it

absolutely FREE, and without obligation to me.

Name - - -

Address -

Town. - - State

are comparatively well-dressed because they
many women who \ U A

AMiss Shearer brings a restraint to her ^ ^.-^ ^ m£ans woul(J r£main 1

formal afternoon clothes that is interesting.
well .drcsscd if they had as mucn money to-

In other words, she knows when to stop.
as

. wanted tQ Qn thgir clothes

How many women do? How many women
Qr .

f {
, wQu]d ryn rio(. and comg forth7f /\

can lay aside the very thing they adore ^ more ]]ke thg dtau a£ MadlS0n
because they know it is not right with the

g {han ^ at ^ Rit ,,

costume they have on! That necklace which ^ ^ evening thg shgarer typg can bg
C

is so perfect with another dress but which ^ sp lendid. Her evening gowns 4 .

would look too ridiculous on this one— ^ bg im tant They can almost be
that flower which is divine on that simple

becauge ghe has thg dignity that en , ,

coat but when worn with this dress shows ^ her tQ carry ^ sQrt of thing Qult£
that she does not know!

_ naturally they have none of the earmarks

It is the knowing when to stop that is
f tne flapper .

They have grace rather-

much more important than knowing where tban pep -j^ey have charm rather than I

to begin. It is the very quality that en- tne exot ic quality. They are essentially /

ables the painter to lay down his brush. tne c lothes of a young lady who thinks.

Otherwise he would be painting on and They can be a bit studied because she will

on—spurred by enthusiasm rather than wear them as though they had not been

knowledge. There is no doubt in the world scudied.

that in this day and age where simplicity jn otner words, the Shearer Girl can end

in dress has reached a pinnacle never be- her day Dy being as formal as the occasion

fore attempted that keen judgment is more demands because she will soften the sharp

necessary than ever before. points of its importance by the graciousness

For years motion picture clothes were of her manner. It is the time when the

conceived in order to startle and amuse, mental quality is even more important to

That the wife of the millionaire wore a her clothes than the clothes themselves.

Nik Asther— Continued from page 83

misses. "Acting in films is like wearing

a new pair of shoes—you have to learn

to walk in them," is his comment.

"But how can you act in talking pictures

with a Swedish accent?" he was asked.

"Oh—that is so very easy," he smiled.

"Sounds are sounds and you can learn to

make them. I can learn lines phonetically

and pronounce them without accent, even

though my other conversation may show

that accent. It is the same as men who
stammer can sing on the stage.

"Once I went to Paris and played on the

stage for a season, in a French play. I was

supposed to be a Frenchman. I recited the

lines without any accent, but didn't know a

word of French, except from how it was

translated and explained to me. You learn

the sounds and what they mean in the

other fellow's language. But English I

know—I can read it— and the accent I

don't worry about."

There is a good deal behind Asther be
sides his theatrical and film experience

—

which may account for the aura of mystery.

He served some years in the Swedish dip-

lomatic^ service, in Moscow and Russia, and

carried out, it is said, several secret mis-

sions. These he doesn't talk about.

"Maybe being a secret diplomatic agent

is what makes you so mysterious," it was

suggested.

"But I am not mysterious," retorted

Asther. "I have not a secret in the world.

I come, do my work, go home. I have

my friends. I never hide anything I do.

"I think people make up things to guess

about me, then say I am mysterious, when
it is really they. I am just a young Swede

trying to get along."
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^ITan have any man I want said Ton i

a

Heara/u/See what happened to the girl
who boasted she could get her man/

Actually filmed and recorded on
location In Old Arizona repre-
sents a distinct forward step in the
art of the talking picture. For the
first time, WILLIAM FOX brings to
the screen not only the realistic set-
tings but also the natural sounds of
the great outdoors! The voices you hear
are voices as they really sound out in the
open! Until you've seen and heard In
Old Arizona you can't appreciate to what
heights the technique of the talking
motion picture has been advanced by Fox
Movietone! Keep abreast of developments
in this newest field of expression—make up
your mind to see In Old Arizona when
comes to your favorite local theater.

Every part is a speaking part

—

featured in the leading roles are
two brilliant screen stars and a fas-
cinating stage favorite — Edmund
Lowe as Sgt. Dunn, the heartbreak-

' ing cavalryman; Warner Baxter as
tbe Cisco Kid, outlawed Don Juan of
the desert; and , in her first screen appear-

ance, Dorothy Burgess as Tonia, the fiery,
fickle, light-o-love who pays the price of

infidelity in one of the most startling
denouements ever filmed! In the support-

ing roles are nearly a score of well-known
players of the stage and screen. With such a
cast under the masterful direction of Raoul
Walsh and Irving Cummings it is no wonder

audiences everywhere have acclaimed In Old
Arizona as one of the great pictures of the year!

MOVIETONE
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For a slender figure—
"Reach for a Lucky instead of a sweet"

Jt to<]LStCCl** ~°
Throat lrritation~——
© 1928, The American Tobacco Co.. Manufacturers





>quisite-Jewel-like-
Stunning

The NEW Lipsticks

<^sspropf
Cut from Gorgeous GITALIN STONt

rT LAST— the lipstick every woman wants—

. the new Kissproof encased in Catalin Stone.

No need to tell you that Kissproof is the

finest lipstick of alL Lovely lips the world over

are proof of that -proof, too, that Kissproof

stays ore-water-proof, smear-proof,
alluring-all

through the day and evening hours.

But Catalin Stone is- bewilderingly lovely,

superbly feminine. Foam-flecked greens of

sparkling seas: pinks of coral shining through

blue wafer: azure of Venetian skies: rosy hues

of sunset over water -these and a myriad of

other translucent tints glow enchantingly from

its polished surface.

Only Kissproof is licensed to manufacture lip-

stick cases from this wonderfulnewCatalin Stone.

See the new Kissproof today. You'll want one.

Choose your new Kissproof lipstick

from the superb Kissproof display_
case Musmted

above. You will find it at all good drug stores

offers you Kissproof in all shapes designs, sizes and prices. Remember, the

genuine is always stamped Kissproof- insist on it.
nc Is tttvvayo jwiu^v^ . j[

KISSPROOF, Inc. • 4316 IS. Kilpatrick Avenue
Chicago, 111. !

This Catalin

Stone vial containing

a generous quantity of the

lovely new Kissproof perfume

will be given to you absolutely

free. Ask for it. If your favorite

toilet counter cannot supply you,

send direct (money or stamps) for

any of the lipsticks shown above

and we will include the perfume

vial Free.
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<>TIMES EVERY WEEK
TVTOW Fox Movietone
J- ^ News, pioneer
talking newsreel,
brings you the sights

and sounds of the
entire world in four

separateandcomplete
issues weekly.

If it isn't FOX, it isn't

MOVIETONE NEWS!

If it isn't Fox, it isn't

the talking newsreel

whose amazing record

of achievements in-

cludes bringing to
America the royal

voices of King George
of England and King
Alfonso of Spain.

If it isn't Fox, it isn't

the talking newsreel
with efficientnewsreel

crews gathering the
latest and most im-
portant news events of

North and South
America, Europe, Asia
and Africa.

Look for the name,
FOX, and you're sure
to see and hear
MOVIETONE NEWS!

V T SPEAKS rOR ITStLP/

MOVIETONEWS
<fIssues Every Week



(( Myrna Loy, the Girl

on the Cover. Her

next picture is "The
Squall,'' in which the

exotic Myrna will be

heard as well as seen.
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the month preceding
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O/zZy Paramount can
surpass Paramount

JUST as millions of motion pie*

ture fans know that Paramount

was responsible for the great

advances made in the "silent"

drama, so do they now know that

in the new field of talking pictures

only Paramount can surpass

Paramount ! Following " Inter-

ference," the first QUALITY All-

TalkingPicture,cameevengreater

Paramount Talking Pictures such

as "The Doctor's Secret", "The
Wolf of Wall Street." ©, Now
another great all-talking picture

places Paramount supremacy
farther beyond reach than ever!

^eannefLagei
iVTHE

%

LETTlit
The famous star of eeRain" in an all-

talking motion picture version of W.
SomersetMaugham's stage success,"The
Letter". Supported By O. P. Heggie and
Reginald Owen. Directed by Jean de
Limur. Adapted by Garrett Fort. Super-

vised by >loii t;i Bell. The Paramount
All-Talking Show consists of "The
Letter", Eddie Peabody, and The
Giersdorf Sisters.

"The Letter" is also presented in a "silent" version so if the theatre you patron-
ize is not equipped for sound, you can still enjoy this great Paramount Picture.

Silent or with Sound "If it's a Paramount Picture it's the best show in town!"

^Paramount (PicturesPARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORPORATION, ADOLPH ZUKOR, PRES., PARAMOUNT BLDG. n/y.
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Maybelline
Girl on Every Box

jot loieliesl lashes

Be $ute Us Mayhelline
O/ES, it is now very correct to deftly

e_7 emphasize the eyelashes. Darken
them to bring out the lovely pools of

fascinating expression in the eyes. But be

very careful of th is:

When you purchase a beautifier for the

eyelashes, insist upon Mayhelline. Beau-

tiful women the world over have found

this dainty beautifier not only delightful to

use, but harmless and safe. Maybelline

does not stiffen or break the eyelashes. It

instantly darkens them and makes even

scant lashes appear long and luxuriant

—

but always natural! Truly, there is noth-

ing else just like Maybelline. Make sure

yougetthe genuine.The lovelyMaybelline

girl on each box is your guide.

Solid or Waterproof Liquid Maybelline, Black,

or} Brown, 75c at all Toilet Goods Counters.

Syelash 0icaulificr

MAYBELLINE CO.
CHICAGO

Liquid Form
( Waterproof)

II

1

*

;In "RED LIPS"
LSP/T1C Y*

m (Universal Film)

\L MARION NIXON

j
demonstrates the power

* of appealing lips — lips

' that glow witu the youth-

' Bre and ruby color that

', only Phantom Eed Lip-

' stick can bestow. Have

J
rou tried this new smart

i Up-red? — this complete

; beauty "treatment". Just

a, deft touch to your lips

[
awakens your face to a

' new loveliness that is at

/ once sophisticated and
i softly alluring. Phantom
' Red is of the finest qual-
1

ity. Spreads evenly. Pre-

! vents chapping. TJltra

,
red-and-black enamel case

i $1. Junior 50c.

SEND
10c

Send this adv. and 10c

for Vanity Size Phantom
Red Lipstick and "Make-
up Guide". (Another 10c

orings dainty model Phan-
tom Bed Rouge Com-
pact).

CARLYLE LABORATORIES. Inc.

Dept. 162 54 Dey St. New York

trick CARTOOKIST
ffC\ RIIYS COMPLETE COURSE, including 40 Clever
2 # r-„U™n Stunts. "How to Give a Performance;'

LW. Ordinate Ideas. ' Pnn-Profit-Pop-U
larit" Send 52 or pay C. O D Educator Press.

19 Park Row. New York, fcept. 0-48.

SCREENLAND
as Estelle Taylor and Lupe Velez in his ance from any other girl in films, and no

new picture "East is East." Who cares man could keep from studymg her exprcs-

about scenery, anyway? Tod Browning is sions, and wondering what lies back ot

directing this story of the Malay Peninsula, those eyes
"

Alice Joyce is probably the only screen James Glcason:— A vamp is a girl like

celebrity who can shake the star dust from Phyllis Haver. Her vampishness is due to

her heels for long periods of time and come the fact that she is apparently so free irom

back without losing a friend. She re- such ideas. Her open expression ready

cently took part in the stage play, "The smile, happy dispos.tion, completely disarm

Marriaee Bed " and immediately had a a man and hold his attention regardless of

talkie contract thrust into her hands for how many dark, mysterious girls are in

an important part in "The Squall." Myrna the room."
.

Loy plays a gypsy in this same picture. Charlotte Greenwood is coming back into

Such stage celebrities as Eddie Dowling pictures again-this time in talk.es. Do

and his wife Ray Dooley have 'gone you remember her in Baby Mine with

cinema and will now cavort before the Karl Dane and George K. Arthur?

I crophone-but not together. Eddie is Miss Greenwood went out to HollywoodSP
to make "Broadway Bound" with to play in vaudev, le but Warner Brothers,

Marfan Nixon. Ray is still pondering. always on the look-out for talkie material,

Y,„, vaudeville fans' Do you appre- talked her into a six-picture contract,

ciate the brelks he talkies are giving "you? Raoul Walsh, who directed "What Price

Now your own inimitable Sophie Tucker Glory " is also going[to.direct a sequel to

iVmak.ng a talkie and they are calling it it which is titled The Cock-Eyed World.

"Honky Tonk." Doesn't

that suggest pep? George

Duryea and Lila Lee will

handle the romantic end of

it. Sounds good already.

Baclanova, that gorgeous

Russian actress, will have

a grand chance to use^ her

Russian accent in "The

Woman Who Needed Kill-

ing," an all-dialogue picture

with Clive Brook. Bacla-

nova, you know, was with

the Moscow Art Players.

And talking about ac-

cents— Lily Damita and

Nils Asther have promised

to lose theirs.

You'll hear Norma Shear-

er's slight Canadian accent

in "The Trial of Mary

Dugan." If you've seen the

show you'll know what to

expect but if you haven't

—

well, we won't spoil it for

you. But you're going to

hear H. B. Warner, Lewis

Stone, and Lilyan Tash-

man, too.

Elmer Clifton is doing

something unusual in the

picture line. He is making

a Technicolor picture with

an all-oriental cast headed

by that good old trouper,

Sojin.
.

I thought you might be

interested in this—the defi-

nition of a vamp as given

by some of our leading film

directors.

Alfred Santell:— A
vamp is a girl like Clara

Bow. Clara is a natural-

born vamp because of her

vitality. She overpowers

any other personality by

her own. Her frankness is

most attractive to men."

Fred Niblo:
—"A vamp

is a girl like Greta Garbo.

Her mysterious allure is her

appeal. Her eyes have the

look of always concealing

some emotion. You have

the sensation that she is

withholding something all

the while, and that she can

never be understood."

Allan Crosland:
—"A

vamp is a girl like Myrna

Loy. Her unusual physiog-

nomy holds the attention.

She is different in appear-

C Sue Carol welcomes Kic\ Stuart bac\ to Holly-

wood after his European location- vacation.

Jiic\ and Sue are ma\ing a picture jor tox.
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REBIRTH OF
SCREEN HUMOR

The editor of Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World, a leading

business publication, writing about the use of the voice in EducationaVs

first all-talking comedy, said: "There need be no question whatsoever

about its effectiveness in comedy. The talking comedy means a rebirth

of the humor of the screen."

EDUCATIONAL PICTURES are the guiding factor in this

rebirth of screen humor. Unquestioned leaders for years in

the field of silent comedies, they now lead the way in talking

comedies as well.

Wherever talking pictures are seen and heard this rebirth of

screen humor has been greeted with wild applause. It started

with the Mack Sennett Talking Comedies— such pictures as

"The Lion's Roar" and "The Bride's Relations"—and con-

tinued with the new Coronet Talking Comedies, begin-

ning with "The Eligible Mr. Bangs." Each one a comedy

treat you can't afford to miss. And soon you'll see and

hear the first of the new Jack White Productions

with sound and dialogue and the first of the new

Lupino Lane Talking Comedies.

Truly, a veritable rebirth of screen humor.

There is only one big company specializ-

ing exclusively in short features. That's

one reason why the Educational Pic-

tures trade mark always stands for

the best in this class of pic-

ture, whether with sound

or silent.

EDUCATIONAL fTLM EXCHANGES, Inc.
E. W HAMMONS. President

Executive Offices: 1501 Broadway, IVew York, N. Y.

.... "THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM" ..
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Aretbu
Tiied of
YourFace?

(Confessions
of the C^ans

CC Here's the Fans For- Em—or Forum, as you prefer! It is

YOUR department, to which you are invited to contribute

your opinions about motion pictures. Say what you think

about the movies. Send your photograph with your letter

so that the other readers may get a glimpse of you. The^

most entertaining letters will be printed. Address The Fans

Department, Greenland Magazine, 49 West 45th Street,

New York City.
The Editok.

Horrid little blemishes . . . pores

that show . . . tiny blotches here

and there . . . rough surface tex-

ture! Why—oh why—can't you have

that milky white skin, that smooth,

flawless complexion that makes a

woman so gorgeously beautiful? Now
it is possible! Now there is a new,

easy way that may double or triple

the beauty of your skin . . .

Now . . . Amazing Results

for Skins that Don't

Respond to Cold Creme
USE a 6-fold creme. Ordinary cold creme

never goes below the surface. It does no

more than cleanse and protect. Gervaise Graham
Beauty Secret is absorbed—it penetrates all

three layers of tissue. What an amazing differ-

ence this makes I

Freckles fade out, blackheads melt away, tiny

blemishes give way to delicate clearness. Coarse

pores—most stubborn blemishes of all—are

closed to stay, by being filled out from below.

Surface roughness is replaced with smooth, flaw-

less texture. And, finally, this amazing creme

whitens steadily, naturally and permanently

without bleaching.

HOW IT WORKS
The world's finest beauty aids—unknown in

cold creme—are emulsified into one 6-fold creme.

A penetrating base takes them through the skm.

Thev reach all three layers, clearing, smoothing

and' whitening. For the first time, a way has

been found to combine six great beautifying

agents into one penetrating creme!

TEST ONE JAR
Get a jar of this new kind of creme today.

Use it in place of cold creme. Let it bring

vour skin six-fold benefits. It is called Gervaise

Graham Beauty Secret. Test it for one or two

weeks. Then, if your skin is not shades whiter,

noticeably clearer and finer, I will refund full

price for the asking. Simply mail coupon be-

low, and when the package arrives pay postman
onlv $1.50 for the extra-large jar. Mail coupon

today to (Mrs.) Gervaise Graham, Dept. 3SC,

25 W. Illinois St., Chicago, Illinois. (In

Canada, 61 College St., Toronto.)

Movies
With
Morals

motto after seeing that picture ought to

be 'Never judge a book by its cover.'

Sincerely yours,

A constant reader,

Miss Betty Treat,

219-41 One Hundredth Avenue,

Queens Village, New York.

Dear Editor:

In your January issue, I read in the

department, 'Confessions of the Fans,' Miss

Winter's version on 'Glamour vs. Realism'

in which she stated that one found more

enjoyment from stories that are 'unreally'

romantic than from stones of real life. I

wish to disagree.

There is, I admit, a lot of glamour to a

picture based on tales that couldn't pos-

sibly happen to a modern girl. But when

a picture is based on real, true facts—how

much more interesting! For interesting and

even exciting things happen to a modern

girl. I know—I'm one!

When you see a girl face to face with

bandits, bootleggers, and what not, you may

laugh and say that it isn't a regular happen-

ing. No. I agree, it isn't; but don't things

happen like that ocassionally—even right

here in New York State? Yes! I know, for

that same thing happened to me. It would

probably happen to one girl in a hundred.

Yet some people don't believe it could

occur at all.

Someone with an experience like that

was smart enough to write it up as a

scenario for a movie, sell it. and profit by

it. Yet if she were to relate her experience

she wouldn't be believed.

"Lest
We
Forget"

How many who saw '"The Singing Fool"

think it isn't realistic? You can't doubt

it when you see it and yet it seems impos-

.n 'PI . C _t sible to some to visualize a man suffering

vervaiseijiufiamDeautyjecm i
as ai st0ne suffered, whether or „<* you

believe it to be realistic, though, you simply

can't control the tears when Al Jolson

sings his 'Sonny Boy.'

After all. haven't the real-life movies

better morals? Take "Our Dancing Daugh-

ters," for an example. Don't all, the young

people (and old ones, too) get a good

moral out of that story of youth? Their

(Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM,
Dept. 3SC. 25 W. Illinois St., Chicago.

Send me (postage prepaid) an extra-large jar of

vour new Beauts' Secret. On arrival. I will pay

postman onlv $1.50. If not delighted. I understand

jou guarantee to refund my money.

Name ..

Address

Dear Editor:

How many times do we fans see these

words written
—

'Lest We Forget?' Shall

we ever forget Wally Reid. Barbara La

Marr and Rudolph Valentino?

The old stars as well as the new^ stars

of today are 'Among Our Souvenirs.'

I am here to state that the stars are

human. They are really 'Just folks," even

as you and I. I like them personally as

well as professionally.

My fan letters to them. I have found,

are really read by the stars.

Louise Dresser and I had exchanged a

few notes and she found that I loved

poetry. Gosh! One day she sent me a

book of poems.

Doris Kenyon never forgets a Christmas

card; and too: on the back of the card she

writes a note. Miss Kenyon has sent me

a book of poems written by her own pen.

Estelle Taylor sent me a lamp shade. On

it were pasted four photographs from four

roles she had acted upon the screen. Olive

Borden sent me a leather, gold-edged diary

with my own name stamped in gold on

the front cover.

I have many memory slips autographed

by the stars.

Read this one: "Thanks, my good friend

Charles, for your very nice letter. Sorry

I haven't a real photograph to send to you.

Lots of offers these days but they don t

want to pay my price or else it's something

I wouldn't' care to do. Perhaps someday
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1_
big thrill after another—as be-

wildering and entrancing as an

Arabian Night's dream.

2
famous favorites in startling roles

NOW on the VITAPHONE —
Thelma Todd and Creighton Hale.

-rd great mystery masterpiece

from the director of"The Haunted

House" and "The Hawk's Nest,"

Benjamin Christensen.

times the excitement and fun to

be found in any other mystery
picture you have ever seen.

-ty mysterious minutes of spine A
chilling suspense— thrill upon
thrill!

big breath-taking spectacle scenes

^stupendously staged only as a

/ great master can stage them.

Presented bi£ Richard c/l-Jlcrudando

A 3-irAl* national Vitapmone Picture /! CLl ISOUND o^lLENT- IT'S COMING SOON - 0(Js> ftI

Every picture a "double feature"
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Helena Rubinstein's

Make-up Chart
THE foundation of a perfect make-up is a skin perfectly cared for—

1 free from blackheads, large pores, wrinkles or other blemishes. Among

the creations of HELENA RUBINSTEIN you will find a scientific answer

to every need of your skin— plus the ultimate in finishing touches, For

Helena Rubinstein is artist as well as scientist.

When you use Helena Rubinstein's new indelible lipsticks you will marvel

at their amazing combination of lasting color and satin-softness. There is

witchery to the make-up masterpieces of Helena Rubinstein.

For your guidance in choosing the smartest and most becoming cosmetics,

Helena Rubinstein has prepared the following make-up chart. Read it—you

can tell at a glance the correct shades of rouge, powder and lipstick for you.

Clip the chart and keep it in your dressing table.
1

Blonde

Which Is

Your Coloring?

Brunette
Valaze Powder in the enchanting

Mauresque tint.

Valaze Red Raspberry Rouge—Chic!

Fascinating

!

Cubist Lipstick in Red Raspberry—
an unusually warm, beautiful tone.

Valaze Eye Shadow (Black or Brown).

Medium Type
Valaze Powder in the bewitching

Rachel shade.

Valaze Eye Shadow (Brown). eyes.

Write to HELENA RUBINSTEIN describing your skin and hair, and

you will receive a Special Treatment Schedule. Ask for her booklet_
-Personality Make-up". It tells how to express your most beautiful you .

Valaze Powder in the exquisite Blush

tone.

Valaze Red Geranium Rouge

—

smartly daring.

Cubist Lipstick in Red Geranium—
vivid, alluring.

Valaze Eye Shadow in Blue.

Titian Blonde (Auburn Hair)

Valaze Powder in Cream.

Valaze Red Geranium Rouge-

Irresistible!

Red Cardinal Lipstick— the dashing

light shade.

Valaze Eye Shadow (Blue or Green).

For Evening
Valaze Powder in Mauve or Cream.

Valaze Rouge in Red Geranium.

Cubist Lipstick in Red Geranium.

another 'Covered Wagon' will roll along

and if I'm not too old I may climb aboard.

My best wishes to all my friends and to

you and your dear mother. Sincerely,

J. \V. Kerrigan"

Ken Maynard sent me a riding whip. I

wrote him every time I saw his pictures.

Franklyn Pangborn sent me a 'hanky' he

used in a picture as a token of remembrance

from him. Lina Basquette even sent me

an air-mail letter!

I find that the stars do read letters of

interest.

Since seeing "The Woman from Mos-

cow" I'm sorry to see Pola Negri say 'fare-

well' to her American fans.

The best bets in pictures, I think, are

Charles Rogers, Gary Cooper and Ramon

Novarro. Thanks to the talkies—step up,

Ramon Novarro and let us hear you sing

and play.

More power to Delight Evans

Screenland Magazine.

Cheerfully,

Charles Mank, Jr.,

226 East Mill Street,

Staunton, Illinois.

L_

The Keynote of a Chic Make-up

and

Sound
or

Silent?

1

Before you apply your finishing touches, clea.se

Pasteurized Face Cream, the concentrated beauty treatment A he on y

existence that benefits and beautifies an oily skin (x.oo .oo). Dry ^*
s

be cleansed with Valaze Cleansing and Massage Cream ("^"^^kS the

a little Valaze Beauty Foundation Cream over your face and f™**™?^
skin a most flattering finish and makes rouge and powder doubly adherent (

i
oo

Now your skin is ready for the clinging, exquisite Valaze Powder (x.oo, iM
NexVblend in the provocative, becoming Valaze Rouge (x.oo) Follow wi h

Cub

Lipstick (i.oo) or Water Lily Lipstick (1.25 . Both arc indelible yet marve ously

soft Lastly, add a soupcon of Valaze Eye Shadow (x.oo) and bring out the lashes

with Valaze Persian Eye Black (Mascara) in black or brown (1.00, i.5oj.

LONDON
Philadelphia

Chicago

PARIS

Boston

Newark

8 East 57th Street, New York City

Helena Rubinstein Creations are obtainable at better stores or direct from Dept. S-3

Dear Editor:

I am about to approach the subject

nearest my heart. The Movies!

First of all let me give my hearty and

friendly congratulations on your success as

the New Editor of Screenland. Long

may you rule!

I have followed the movies from their

old days to these modern days. I first

saw William S. Hart. William Farnum,

Bessie Barriscale, and many others.

When I read about Talking Movies I

gave way and stormed. Talking Movies!

To be annoyed by talking every time one

wanted to see a picture. Bad enough the

person beside you—but the characters.

Never!

I was ultimately persuaded to attend a

talking picture. It was "The Hometowners.

Did I like it? Well—now I say let us have

more bigger and better Talking Movies!

Not sound effects but all talking! They are

simply marvellous!

I think Doris Kenyon has the sweetes

voice. When I heard Buster Collier, Jr. -

voice I was completely won over to talking

pictures.

If you like Barry Norton—see "Mothc

Knows Best" and receive a splendid sur

prise.

•Talkies' are modern! See and hear the

—they satisfy!

Sincerely,

Miss Martha Van Kirk

503 Euclid Avenue,

Dravosburg, Pennsylvania
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reduces waist and hips
-two tofour inches in TenDays

PASHIONABLE women everywhere are praising to the skies themarvelous new Perfolastic Girdle that reduces fleshy hips and

Perfolastic is entirely different from any other reducine eirdle

rretndeTZLr~1,8hter
" ^ -»

Cool— Comfortable—Slenderizing
Don't confuse Perfolastic with the

old style, heavy rubber garments that
were so uncomfortable. Perfolastic is a

!

featherweight, ventilated girdle that
comes in models that weigh as little' as
just nine and a half ounces (garters
included), and is full of tiny holes to
let the skin breathe and the pores
function, as they should. It is so cool,
so comfortable that you hardly know
you have it on.

Perfolastic does not bind or constrict
the figure in any way. Bend, twist,
turn, exercise as vigorously as you
choose, you will find that Perfolastic
"gives" with every movement of your
body. Made of finest quality pure,
live, fresh plantation rubber, by the
famous Goodrich Rubber Co., it' com-
bines wonderful elasticity with ex-
traordinary strength.

How Perfolastic Reduces
Long experience has shown that the

safest, surest way to reduce is through
massage, which breaks up the fat cells
so that they can be absorbed and car-
ried off by the circulation.

Perfolastic reduces through massage

—

automatic massage. It fits with glove-
like smoothness, closely encircling waist,
hips and thighs. The instant you
put it on you look slimmer, for
it gently straightens out fleshy
curves, gives you length of line,

helps you stand erect. And, bet-
ter still, with every breath you
draw, with every step you take,

Perfolastic exerts a continuous, gentle
massage that takes off flesh.

In an amazingly short time bulky
nips and waist become slim and shapely
—your figure regains the slender,
straight lines of youth-you look and
feel years younger. Many women have
iound, to their astonishment and de-
light, waist and hips reduced two to
four inches in TEN DAYS.
No Dieting—No Exercises
Think of what this means ! No more

wearisome dieting, no more tiresome
exercises, no more bitter self-denial in
a vain attempt to get thin. For with
1 erfolastic you can now regain a slen-
der, youthful figure without the slight-
est discomfort.

Free Booklet and Sample
JNo matter how much overweight you areno matter what other methods of reducing

you have tried, no matter what other o-h-aiesyou have worn—give Perfolastic a trial,
write today for interesting FREE BOOK
telling more about this remarkable girdle andETV116 mTy deli8-lltf»l Perfolastic
models, also sample of Perfolastic and full

Moppv n TV'
16 Special^ trial o£fo andMoney Back Guarantee. No obligation. Don'tdelay Mail coupon below. NOW! Address

S? Yo1k'N
CY.^ 33

>
79 MadiS0n A™->

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
DEPT. 33, 79 MADISON AVE.

NEW YORK CITY

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.

Dept. 33, 79 Madison Ave.,

Without obligation

New York, N. Y

deserted and'°liiustraSng"
1

ae^new^Pprfof2? "if ,

FREE B00K
also sample of Perfolastic' anl Sal daf T^afoTe?.

Girdle "

Name

Address

City..

... State
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WRINKLES appear when the*

flesh and tissues under the skin

become' soft or lifeless. Babies and

children never have wrinkles; their

flesh is firm and live.
/

To smooth away wrinkles, the

tissues under the skin must be nour-

ished back to firmness. Dr. Charles'

Flesh Food does this by absorption.

You use it as an ordinary night

cream. It feeds the tissues and tones

them up. Wrinkles and sagging flesh

disappear. It is also invaluable for

rounding out hollows in the neck

and shoulders.

For three generations women have

used Dr. Charles' Flesh Food. 50c

the box, $1 the jar, at any druggist.

DrCharles
FLESH FOOD

This coupon will bring you %*RE|hâ p%£h

Brooklyn. N. Y.

For
Dolores
Del Rio

Dear Editor:

Do the dreams of fans come true? Some

say no, but I say yes! My dreams came

true.

On November 12, 1928, I met Dolores

Del Rio—my favorite. She is beautiful,

sincere and human and 1 am proud to be

the president of a fan club in her honor.

Her enthusiasm for the success of the club

is unbounded.

I distinctly remember being seated on a

sofa directly opposite Miss Del Rio, who

asked questions and gave pointers for the

betterment of her club. Numerous mem-

bers of the club were present. Many re-

ceived photographs. Our tongues certainly

did wag!

Fans, Dolores Del Rio is beautiful on the

screen but not half as beautiful as she is

in person. The screen cannot give this

star her deep Mexican coloring.

Letters are sent to me asking if Miss Del

Rio's hair is really long. It is! Long and

dark and not the least bit waved. She uses

very little cosmetics. She is much thinner

in person. The screen tends to fatten a

person.

The evening I met Miss Del Rio is a

memory, but even now I can picture it. I

see Dolores attired in her pink Parisian

evening dress and. cocktail jacket. On her

ears were diamond earrings. It was all so

lovely.

My dream has come true—never to be

forgotten. I close saying, "Dolores Del Rio

forever!"

To Screenland, I extend my best

wishes .

To Delight Evans—more success! You

are worthy of the high office in Screen-

LAND.
Most gratefully,

Rose Badali.

717 Randolph Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

my troubles. That's one reason I have

made myself a regular 'theater goer.' What

movies really mean to me would take long

to answer. I remember every picture I see.

In school I'm known as the 'Movie Kid'

because I write themes about the pictures

I've seen.

Why am I so enthusiastic about moving

pictures? Well, listen to this—now-a-days

we movie fans have our favorites, don't

we? I have mine, too, and boy, I received

a letter from him! Gee! I'm sitting on top

of the world! I'd give the world to say

Hello to him but what's a kid going to

do? Go to the movies and you'll see your

favorite in all his glory. That's my remedy

when I'm blue, and it always works.

I bet other movie fans would like to

know who my favorite is. Well, the guy

who I think is the greatest and swellest

guy in Hollywood is—Richard Dix.

I have written to other movie folk but

have received no answer. I hope Mr. Jol-

son sends me the picture I asked for because

I thought he was pretty good in "The Sing-

ing Fool."

What would we do without the movies?

Where would we spend those nights when

we are 'all dressed up with no place to

go?' Where would we take the girl lnend?

The Movies, of course!

May the movie folk of Hollywood have

a happy and prosperous year—especially

Richard Dix.

Just

—

Jimmy Blkoski,

21 Western Avenue,

Seymour, Connecticut.

Give Her
A Happy
Ending!

You can soon qualify for the wonderful

ennortunities in this big pay protession

t Zm F R A FKEE BOOK .explains oppor-
C
r..,l-T, tanitiea as Morion Fii-iure Cam-
GIVEN era Man Portrait. Commercial

or News Photographer or in your own bu^
ness. Learn at Home or in our great New
York Studios.

Write for Free Book and Job Chart

N Y INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY

r. w.+ ^rrt_Street_New York Depaj^rnent__60

BE A MOVIE
OPERATOR
Projector
Given

We teach you at
home. Big demand
by Movie. Vaude-
ville Theatres.

A Boy
Goes to

the Movies

Protect your skin, scalp and hair from

infection and assist the pores in the

elimination of waste by dady use of

Cutic lira Soap
25c .

Everywhere

— r: V •„„ Opportunity comes to those who

I0U Have a VOlCe sinB and talk. Voice projec-

tion for movietone and radio where WaUty and

character aie essential. Results sniaranteed.
character jh^ ^ Apnolntment

FREE—Limited number of scholfttships.

information on correspondence course.

MOVIE-VOX STUDIO
,26 E. 60th St. New York Cry

Dear Editor:

Movies are part of my life. I always

look forward to a new production and

sometimes I can hardly wait for a change

in the programs at our theatres. Every

picture seems to teach me a lesson.

I have always wanted an opportunity to

express my thoughts on why I like the

movies. The other day. I bought Screen-

land and as usual read it from cover to

cover and found a place where fans could

make 'Confessions." Well—here's mine!

Whenever I go to a show I forget all

Dear Editor:

If I helped my mother on Saturday m0™'

ings I was given a dime as a reward and I

immediately spent it at the local movie

house My father said that he intended

to buy a theater because he thought it

would be cheaper in the end. Dad was the

bank in our house, we all went to him tor

show money.

Some movie fans lament the fact that the

movies are not realistic enough. Heaven

forbid! I hope they never will be for when

realism steps in HI lose my taste for the

movies.

I like motion pictures because they depict

life as I would like it to be—not as it really

is Why should I go to a picture that is

true to life? I see enough of that every-

day, and it does not interest me as enter-

tainment.

I too am in favor of the 'happy end-

ing' Somehow a sad ending to a story

leaves one disappointed and even a little

depressed, whereas a happy ending puts a

smile on one's face and a hopeful feeling

in the heart.

I think Richard Dix and Ramon Novarro

are just 100% and Marion Davies is the

last word!
Sincerely,

Estelle Carrier.

12170 Broadstreet Avenue,

Detroit, Michigan.
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Do Unseen Hands
Keep You Dumb .

.

When You Ought to Talk?

- - ass<

And the chanmc =»v-*. i-k^t i .
cvcrJ 1{J actually possess.

Discover These Easy Secrets of
Effective Speech

DROBABLY you have There is no magic, no trick no

LinJ^able To^ ahoUt becomi^ a powerfulbeing able to sweep a and convincing speaker—a brilliant
;

giant audience off its feet- easy, fluent eLversationalist One

Trt̂

tll^^^/^ ,^ of Americas eminent sp^alists nlet, the men who are doing such effective speech has developed athings know that it is all astonish- method that has already misedmgly easy once you are in posses- thousands from med ocre narw=fte^168 °f effeCtiVe ^ * P-t-s of greate^ pZi^
and wider influence.
This new method is

so delightfully simple
and easy that by
spending 20 minutes
a day in the privacy
of your own home
you cannot fail to
make rapid progress.

How you can use
this method, how you
can banish stage

What 20 Minutes a Day
Will Show You

How to address business meetings.
How to propose and respond to toasts.
How to make a political speech.
How to tell entertaining stories.

How to write better letters.

How to enlarge your vocabulary.
How to develop sclf-confldtnce.
How to acquire a winning personality.
How to strengthen your will-power.
How to be the master of any situation.

speech. Before you
learn these secrets

you may be appalled
at the thought of
even addressing a
small audience. Still

it all seems so ridicu-
lously easy when you
know how to banish
stage fright, and ex-
actly what to do and
say to hold an audi-
ence of one or a thousand in the fright, self-consciousness"'S^LaSS?palm of your hand. quickly shaping- yourself into an out

1 et What a change is brought standing influential speaker, is told in an
about when a man learns to domi- interesting book, How to Worls Wonders
nate others by the power of effective

mi1
t

Words
- Not only men who have

speech! Usually it means a quick ,

6 milllons but thousands of others

^ increase in earnings. It means f,

ave
"ent for this book, and highly praise

m social popularity. You your- fL W siSvTT \ C°W absolutel?

.self know how the men'who ^lZt^! r̂^^Zare interesting talkers seem to at- ^"^»t^^S5S%^S
tract whoever they wish, and name °ut and mail the coupon at once
their own friends-men and women north AMERICAN INSTITUTEd e

' 36
_^

Michigan Ave., Dept. 6323, Chicago, 111.

Li iJ C7 L/ I
NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTF

rXV-CJCl 1 ^0I MiChi9a
" Ave" Dept 6323

E '

Chicago, Illinois. I

i;

„f ™S

,
6
t
end

-

™e ^ee with°ut obligation a copy .of your inspiring booklet, Sow to Work Won- I'in with Words, and full information '

g your course m Effective Speaking.

"How to Work Wonders
|

With Words"
| Name

JHail Coupon Today
[_
^IZZZT^^^—1111

1
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Charming Hair!
Now you can have it

and keep it!

Your hair, soft, fragraat-Zw/row/ Alive with that

youthful sparkle everyone admires. Having It and

keeping it is largely a matter of proper shampooing.

Not just soap-and-water "washings'', but the regular

use of a shampoo that really beautifies-on e that was

created especially to improve dull hair and add that

little something extra so often lacking

.

Ifyou really wish to make your hair bewitchingly

lovely-just one Golden Glint Shampoo wil show

you the way! No other shampoo, anywhere, like it.

Does more than merely cleanse. It gives your hair a

"tiny-tint"-* wee little bit-not much-hardly percept-

ible. But what a difference it makes in one's appearance;

that exquisite softness of tone that everyone admires

.

Millions use regularly! You'lllike n! There s a youth-

imparting touch- a beauty specialist s secret 10 in

formula. At your dealers'. 25c, or send for free sample.

J. W. KOB1 CO
633 Rainier Ave..' Dept. C. Seattle. Wash.

Please send a free sample.

Name

fascinating

SPARKLING, fascinat-

ing eyes and the allure

of youth can be yours.

Just use Katherine Mac
Donald's Lash Cosmetic.

It makes lashes appear

long and luxuriant yet

you do not look made up.

Absolutely waterproof.

Leaves lashes soft ana
natural, and will not

break them

At moB toilet goods

counters or $1 direct

to Katherine Mac
Donald at Hollywood

HAM tO 61ALTY PKODUCIS
nOLLVWOOD

_ jCU'C

coImetic

Its Easy
YOU PLAY
tunes the first

day with an
easy-playing
Conn instru-
ment and the

fascinating new in-

struction methods. No
long drudging over scales.

Conn gives you the exclusive
features found in no others.

Choice of famous artists.

FREE TRIAL, Easy Pay-
ments. Write now for liter-

ature; mention instrument.

C. G. CONN, Ltd.,

384 Conn Bldg. Elkhart, Ind.

A Movie
Fan
Makes Good

Dear Editor:

I'm a movie fan—and how! Right now

I'm employed in a company that has a chain

of houses, and I've never yet become tired

of seeing moving pictures. So many people

remark that they're tired of seeing so many

shows, but nine times out of ten those

people go to ten-cent 'shooting galleries,' so

no wonder!
When I was just a little fellow I used to

stick a knife in my bank and slip out a

nickel so I could go see Pearl White, Ruth

Roland, or William Duncan. This hap-

pened about every Saturday, because I liked

to follow serials, especially when the above

mentioned were starred.

One time when I was about twelve years

of age, I wrote a letter to the manager of

a first-run theatre in Kokomo (Ind). I real-

ize now how childish and silly it sounded,

but it started me on the road to the career

I have always desired. The manager

answered with a wonderful letter and en-

closed a complimentary ticket. Month

after month I received passes to see the

shows. I was beginning to appreciate such

stars as Conway Tearle, Wanda Hawley,

Thomas Meighan, Wallace Reid, Mae Mur-

ray and ever so many others. It wasnt

lone until I became a 'flunkey
1

around the

theater. Those were the days! My salary

was meager, but I didn't mind that I just

wanted to be around a theatre all the time.

You could hardly drive me away.

So you can see why I am interested m the

movies. I shall always like them. They are

my main means of enjoyment and recrea-

tion with the exception of your magazine.

The trade papers are interesting enough,

but give me Screenland to read before

I go to bed. Now don't get the idea it

puts me to sleep. On the contrary it keeps

me wide awake until the small hours of

the morning, but nevertheless it is a good

tonic. , .

To Delight Evans I extend my congratu-

lations (and it's sincere) on her appoint-

ment to the Editorship of Screenland.

Her clever reviews have always given me

many moments of pleasure. Often after 1

have seen a picture, I have had the desire

to see and talk with her concerning her

opinion of that particular picture. Per-

haps if we have talking magazines, 1 will

be able to hear her voice her opinion.

Sincerely,

Ralph Cokain,

Marion Theatre Co.,

Marion, Indiana.

She's

for
Silence!

First—three cheers for Screenland.

Long may that delightful magazine prosper.

Second—the talkies! Personally, I can't

stand them. Once in a while all right, but

for a steady diet—NO!
The scenes in "The Air Circus" with

Movietone were awful earsores; but, on the

other hand, I wouldn't have missed "The

Terror" for a fortune. Until the talkies

are improved give me the silent screen. I

went to see Dolores Costello in "Glorious

Betsy." She was very beautiful but—but

her voice!

Why doesn't Paramount put Mary Brian

in better pictures? She is a marvellous

actress. She and Buddy Rogers or Richard

Arlen go well together. She would also

be lovely opposite Gary Cooper or William

Haines. William Haines and Harold Lloyd

are my favorite comedians. Both Nancy

Drexel and Barry Norton show promise.

I'm tired of the red-hot-mama type. Give

us more Janet Gaynors, Nancy Drexels,

Mary Brians, Fay Wrays and Mary Philbins.

Again, a yell for Screenland, that mag-

azine of personality.

Sincerely,

Betsy Kennedy,

214 Berkeley Place,

Brooklyn, New York.

She's

for
Sound!

*Educ

FORTUNE TELLING CARDS
Thr world-fomons fortune teller Madame 1 leNor-

Dear Editor:

I adore the movies and I feel that I

derive just as much education from a clean

wholesome picture as I do from reading

a good book and I consider good books my
best friends, for with them I am never

lonely. So it is with pictures.

"Who could feel blue or lonesome seeing

Clara Bow or the demure Janet Gaynor?

I whistled 'Angela Mia' for a week after

seeing "Street Angel" and I cried for a

week over 'Sonny Boy'—Davy Lee really

lived in that picture. Tom Mix, too, is

always fine and clean and I should like very

much to hear him in a talkie. The actors

seem so much nearer to us when we hear

them speak; it's next to really seeing thern^

Conrad Nagel has a wonderful voice and

his stock goes up 100% after you hear

him speak.

Then there's the News Reels. Isn't that

an opportunity in a life-time for a poor little

country girl? She can stay in her home

town and see the world! Thanks to the

movies we have no Dumb Doras any more,

for even the most obscure country girl has

seen Paris, London, New York, and all the

wonders of Egypt. Long live the talkies,

the eighth wonder of the world!

Sincerely yours,

Berenice B. Goodwin,

1600 Iredell Drive,

Raleigh, North Carolina.

Dear Editor:

I'm a movie fan—always was and always

will be.

This is the Fans' own department.

Contribute to it!



<C She \issed Broadway
good-bye to ta\e a flyer
in tal\ies' for Fox: Mar-

guerite Churchill.

(( The smile belongs to

Raymond Hac\ett, late

of Broadway, now
lending his talents to

Tstorma Shearer's all'

tal\er, "The Trial

of Mary Dugan."

C[ Charles Bichjord, be-

low, one of Broad'
way's most popular
leading men, has de-

serted the stage to

act for Cecil deMille
in "Dynamite ."

Another Thomas
Meighan?

Cf Above is Lee
Patric\, a pretty
and persuasive

actress who has

transferred her
allegiance from
stage to screen,

for Pathe.

Helen Kane, celebrated soubrette of Manhattan
musical comedies, ma\es her movie debut with

Richard Dix in "Toothing But the Truth."

Q Give their regards

to Broadway—
they're in the

movies now!
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Who's Making
C[ Lube Velez was one of the most popu-

lar stage stars in her native Mexico

before she came to Hollywood.

The picture below shows

Lupe as she \oo\ed

to Mexican
audiences.

in

All the Little Hey-Hey Girls are

land's (Good) Scout After Visit-

By

7-^1 verybody thinks Hollywood is a red-hot town because it holds

_jT a dash of tobasco, chili, perfume of Arabia and sloe gin in

1 j human form. But just as, so long as we are in this world the

L St most docile person has some quality of imperfection, so these

vivid personalities of the screen have a side to them so strong so true

and fine that people less tempted and less tolerant might do well to follow.

The more I know of the leaders of cinemaland the more they make

me think of the advice Polonius gave his son Laertes m Hamlet
:

lo

thine own self be true; and it mu* follow as the night the day, thou

canst not then be false to any man."

Being true to one^s self is perhaps the hardest thing m the world for

some people who have a false sense of humility. They beggar them-

selves deny themselves, sacrifice themselves until they are sour crochety

old bodies and find that their sacrifice has only made the object of it

S6l

Tt llttfly^ood don't do that. They develop themselves first

and imp ove their talents; then they are in a position to keep their whole

and they do. Upon the girls who dare and do depend

r^lfare of their family and so the things that apP^xsdfiA »^
are reallv merely protective. They must save themselves, appear

y
aWays at their best in order to keep the hard-won niche

they have aspired to.

I think one reason that these girls get

so much is that they are so grate-

ful for what they have.

Lupe Velez took me
through her

20



JVHOOPE
Hollywood?

Home Girls Now, Reports Screen-

ing Clara, Lupe Velez, and Others.

Helen Ludlam

new house the other day. She was almost bursting with delight over a
new radiola-victrola that had just been installed that afternoon. "Look
Helen, she cried, 'Isn't it the biggest thing? So big! They have to send
all the way to New York to get this one for me. And how it plays! You
can make it repeat over and over and it holds twelve records that it dis-
cards itself—look! I show you!"

She stood before it, a worshipful little figure in a black quilted satin
lounging robe apphqued with branches of pomegranates. "I have just
get up," she apologised for the lounging robe. "I finish my picture
yesterday and I sleep all the time."
Her brother Amelio bounded in at that moment. He is a great saxo-

phone enthusiast and is preparing for concert work with a good deal
of success predicted for him. The two children live alone in the bia
house.

Like a child showing off her dolls house Lupe took me over every
inch of her menage. Her bedroom would have been a surprise to almost
anyone, particularly to those who have thought of her as a Carmen off
the screen. Instead of a bizarre affair with heavy silken drapes, thick
carpets, incense, and banks of pillows, what was my astonishment to
enter a room one might have planned for a five-year-old child.
The woodwork was a light cream; the wall paper also
light cream with delicate pink roses scattered
over it. The ivory bed was covered
with rose taffeta and the window
hangings, of the same
material, were sim-

(Cont. on page 101)

<C Below: Lupe Velez may
be a wild, wild girl

on the screen, but
this is how she
really loo\s.

(C Clara Bow
and her cousin, Wil'

liam Bow, whom she is

helping to get into pictures.



{( Dix in his

own private
piece of Para-

dise at Mdlibw
Beach, California.

^He's big,

brown, and
brawny—athlete,

movie star, and
gentleman!

-xtra, Extra! Richard Dix ready to Leave the Screen! But

Then the Talkies Came Along and Made him Change Ins Mind.

Read This Frank, Revealing Story in Which a Famous Film Star

Actually Says What He Thinks. Meet the Real Richard Dix.

T
WAS ready to quit pictures cold!" said Richard Dix.

We were walking up the broad oak stairs of a

famous old New York restaurant whose bowed

windows overlook Saint Patrick's Cathedral.

"Ready to quit cold," he continued, "when talking

films came along."

He took off his heavy, woolly overcoat, the kind a woman

instinctively wants to stroke to see if it can possibly be

as soft as it seems—and sat down at the table. Healthy,

tanned, full of the devil, Richard Dix looked better than

he ever looked in his life. And he seemed to have some-

thing on his mind that he wanted to pass along to me.

"You know," he said, "a man tells the truth once,

maybe twice in his life: just before he dies, and some-

times—just before he marries. Well, I'm not thinking of

getting married and I'm certainly not thinking of pushing

off, but Fm going to tell you the truth today. This is

my Swan Song. The truth about this or anything else

you want to know!"

I looked Richard Dix square in the eyes. I have inter-

viewed a variety of men in a variety of places: offices,

drawing-rooms, chanceries, barrooms, prisons, hospitals,

speakeasies and trains. But I never had one speak so

frankly before. Maybe he was posing! But he returned

my look with a steadiness which is difficult, even for an

experienced actor, to simulate.

"All right," I answered, "but I think I ought to warn

you that anything you say will be used against you. It

you tell me the truth, the truth will be printed.

"Go ahead. I wish to Heaven you would! If ever a

man was sick to death of working in Glorified Quickies,

that man's name is Richard Dix. And Glorified Quickies

are all I've been playing in for the past couple of years.

Plainly, Richard Dix meant what he said.

"Tell me," I asked, "why has the advent of talking

pictures changed your mind about quitting the film game?"

"It was like this. I had made up my mind to quit

making Glorified Quickies, to go to Hawaii, or some

other tropical place, to eat, grow a paunch, maybe, and

be merry—because I couldn't stand the kind of pictures

I was continually being forced to play. Beating up ten

villains to protect the village gal, jumping off of chits

on the backs of Chinamen, and all that sort of tommy-

rot' I was on the stage for years. I know good drama

when I see it. But the fans kept writing m and asking:

'Why do you play comedies? We want to see you in

dramas.' It was too much. Dramas! The only two film

dramas I ever played in were The Vanishing American

and The Christian.' Both a long time ago. Today, 1

have licrht little pictures that neither give me a chance

to do what I want nor to play the parts the fans want

to see. For that reason I made up my mind to quit
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STARS' SALARIES
Motion Picture Stars the Most Highly-Paid Workers in the

For the First Time in History, the Artist is Getting His!

Rob Wagner

any old picture. True, all of our favorites are not baby-dolls. Some
actually possess great artistry, but in any event we go to see personalities
Our devotion to Colleen Moore, Dick Barthelmess and Rin Tin Tin is

a great cross to the producers. Time and again they have tried to
subordinate film favorites' to their studio labels, but with very doubtful'
success. They make a picture with good, but unknown actors. Instantly
comes a cry from the exhibitors: "Give us names!—Clara Bow! Ronald
Colman! Bull Montana! Somebody!" But Clara, Ronald and Bull are
Working elsewhere, so what—to do?

Well, they've got to offer them more, that's all. It isn't the stars who
are demanding big salaries. The producers are offering them. Harry
Handsome is getting two thousand dollars a week at the Climax Studio
Hie Eureka producer learns that his contract will be up on the first "I
ca;.W, h

!
m twenty-five hundred a week and make a barrel of money

off him! he exclaims.
. But another producer, watching the press com-

ments, and learning that Harry's fan mail has doubled in the last year
fagures that he can pay him three thousand a week. And so it goes'
Harrys salary is absolutely determined by the grand old law of supply
and demand. Every time you write him a fan letter you boost his salary
Don t you suppose Clara Bow's five thousand letters a week influence her
producers when renewing her contract? I once asked Charlie Chaplin if
he didn t get fed up on attracting notice wherever he went. "Yes " he
replied, "it is terribly annoying and tiresome. But oh, Bob, how I would
hate to have it stop!" Charlie knows it is one measure of success.
While we are solving the mysteries of motion picture salaries we might

stop and thank the Wizard of Menlo Park. If ever a movement is started
to build Thomas Edison a monument the musicians and picture actors
should be the largest contributers, for the basic possibility of their large
earnings will be found in those two mechanical devices of reproduction
the cinematograph and the phonograph. Caruso could have sung his head
off to individual audiences but he never could have earned the stupendous
sums that came to him from his Victor records. Charlie Chaplin could
possibly have filled Madison Square Garden twice daily with multitudes ^ Clara Bow '

s sal'

to see his art in person, but it is the Edison projector (Co„t on page 104)
arj has lu We

C[Lon Chaney— the
greatest character
actor in pictures,

with salary to

match.

({One million
dollars for 4
films! Corinne

Griffith's.

don't \now the figure
but it's reported to be
as interesting as Clara's.

<C Harold Lloyd, ac-
cording to report,
earns something li\e

$30,000 a wee\.

C John Gil
bert ma\es at
least $10,000

a wce\.

\
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Qlt is Janet's Favorite

Costume. She Wears

It in "Christina."

And She Wants One

of her Fan Friends

to Have It!

C[ Janet Gaynor posing

in the beautiful lace

gown and cap which

she wears in the

wedding scenes of

"Christina," her lat-

est picture, and
which she offers to

a fan.

WWTS
(( Miss Gaynor Will Give her

Lace Gown to the Writer of

the Best Letter Answering

her Question: "Shall I Con-

tinue to Play Character Roles

as in 'Seventh Heaven,'

'Street Angel' and

'Christina'— or Shall

I Play the Smart

Modern Girl? And
Why Do You

Think So?"

C[ By 'the best letter' little Janet
means that letter which is most
expressive, sparkling, clever, and
tvell'written, answering the ques-

tion the star has as\ed about
what parts she should play.

G[ When you see ]anet Gaynor on the screen

—as Diane in "Seventh Heaven," or as

Angela in "Street Angel"

—

you feel as if

you really \now her. She has a sweet

and human quality that reaches right out

of the picture and touches you and mak.es

you her friend for life! And a costume

she has worn in one of her inimitable

characterizations becomes doubly valuable

because she has worn it.
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TFT OWN
For the Best Fan Letter

iomehow Screenland is particularly pleased with

this month's Gift Offering to a lucky fan. Perhaps

it is because Janet Gaynor gives it—and Janet is

one of our first favorites—as she is everybody's!

And then the fact that this costume which she wears in

"Christina" is really exquisite probably has a lot to do with

our pleasure! While Miss Gaynor wears it in the wedding

scenes in her latest picture, "Christina," it could be worn

as well as a costume party gown, and, of course, is just the

thing for a fancy-dress ball. But we have a sneaking sus-

picion that whoever wins it will see, sometime, somewhere,

somehow, that it serves its original purpose—as a bridal

dress. For these days, you know, modern brides are going

in for this sort of thing.

All Photographs Expressly
Posed for Screenland bg

Miss Janet Gaynor. Photog-
rapher, Max Mxm Awtrey.

C[ Janet Gaynor' s costume,

which she offers to the

writer of the best letter

answering her question,

is of heavy cream-col-

ored satin, with bodice

of Venice lace. The
bodice, which is form'

fitting, reaches the nor'

mal waist-line. The long

sleeves are also of lace,

and are topped with

satin shoulder caps.

The skirt of satin is

gathered quite full,

is ankle-length, and
banded with
eight-inch
width of lace

at the hem, as

well as apron-

effect in

front. A
charming -»*

gown.

[
The cunning little cap worn by Miss

Gaynor goes with the dress. It is close'

fitting, of Venice lace—pretty and

piquant enough for evening wear.

Janet Gaynor has just completed

"Christina" and has sent SCREEN-

LAND the lovely lace gown and cap

which she wears in the wedding

scenes—and of which, she says, "It's

just about the sweetest costume I

have ever worn in a picture! I be-

came very fond of it while I was

doing those scenes and I do hope

that whoever wins it will like it,

too!" "Christina" is laid in a little

village in Holland but this costume

is of no particular country—more,

says Janet, of a "dream dress!"

Address :—JANET GAYNOR
Screenland Contest Department

49 West 45th Street, New York City

Contest closes March 10, 1929
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Open House
By Grace Kin

;
Dolores Del Rio

was the guest of

honor at an elegant

party—but before it was

over she was out in the

\itchen coo\ing ham and eggs

for the other guests!

reception rooms.

One of the first people we met was Jack Gilbert,

who had arrived alone, and who was as handsome,

courteous, and entirely charming as ever. Greta

Garbo is in Europe, you know.

"When anybody becomes as universally popular

as Jack Gilbert is on the screen, there is some good

reason inherent in his inner self that makes it so,

remarked Eduard.

"Oh there's quite a line-up of romances here,

remarked Patsy, as we said hello to lovely little

Janet Gaynor and to Charles Farrell, and to Nick

Stuart and Sue Carol.

Nick declared that he never expected to know

a diviner hour than that spent with Sue in a gondola

in Venice on a moonlight night while both were

abroad making a picture for Fox.

Such things just don't happen!" remarked Janet gady

> and Charlie Farrell had expected to go abroad together

do a picture, but now that seems to be called oft.

Sally Phipps had come with Earl Wemgart and Lowell

Sherman arrived a little late, following a benefit perform-

ance in which he had taken part.

One fascinating guest was

Fay Compton, the

famous

C[ Bebe
and her

beach-

house.

ec ary DUNCAN just never will go back to the

stage now, of course," remarked Patsy the

Party Hound, as we paused for a moment

before Miss Duncan's beautiful new English-

mansion home in Bell-Air, the other evening, before going

to her house-warming party.

We had gone out there with Eduard Raquello, and

we paused a moment to admire the beautiful rolling

grounds about her house—grounds containing great old

trees, lovely lawns, flower gardens. And there was a

early lighted Christmas tree on the front lawn—a growing

Christmas tree, which had been decorated and lighted before

Christmas and which still remained, a cheerful friend beckoning

Mary's guests with a bright welcome.

Inside we found our hostess looking radiantly lovely m a rainbow

hued gown that set off her daintiness. „
"Miss Duncan is sweet and piquant at the same time, remarked

Eduard after our greetings were over. "That's a combination one seldom

finds
11

Vhere was a great fire in the big living-room, and there we found many

guests gathered! although many overflowed, too, into the library and
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in Hollywood
(J

<(Walk right in and make yourself at home!" say the stars,

most hospitable folk in the world. We don't mind if we do!

English actress, who amused and delighted us with her

bright wit.

Lya de Putti, alluring as ever—maybe a little more so

now that she has made her hair auburn, and bobbed it

close—came with F. W. Murnau, who seemed much de-

voted to her.

"But after all," remarked Patsy with a sigh, "you never

can quite tell about these foreign men. They all have

such gallant manners."

June Collyer came with Howard Sheehan. June looked

simply ravishing in a tight-fitting white beaded gown with

a wide flounce of white chiffon.

We talked a lot with Sue Carol,

who is always the life of the party.

She was wearing a ring, we noticed,

on her engagement finger; but it turned

out to be an heirloom—handed down
from her great'grandmother—a large

opal surrounded by tiny diamonds and

set in quaint design. She had been

running about getting autographed

photographs, she said, for a small in-

valid boy she knew. She said that

she knew she should be in the publicity business, because

she was just born for it. She kidded Joseph Shea, of the

Fox publicity department, asking him if, should anything

happen to- her picture career, she might be allowed to

stenog a little for him and sweep out the office—said she

was willing to begin at the bottom and work up.

She was wearing Nick Stuart's gardenias, and they appear

to be more devoted to each other than ever.

Nick told us more about his trip in Europe. He said

that he loved the picturesqueness of Spain. In one town,

he told us, a quaint little place, the King was expected

that day to crown a statue of the Virgin Mary that was

C[ When Bebe Daniels holds ' open house at her beach
home, she is assisted in receiving by her mother and
her grand-mother, who are as popular as Bebe herself.

being erected in the market place. The King arrived

f*. in due time, and out came all the people dressed in their

, native costumes. They seemed to idolize their ruler, and
said that no little village was ever too small for him to

visit if he was invited for some special occasion.

"Ours was the first automobile that had ever visited the

Jr town, and how the people crowded around it!" said Nick.
"The natives all followed the camera and wanted to work

in the picture," he declared. "And in Italy, We were working
one day when Mussolini arrived in town. He freely allowed us

to photograph him and when we had finished, he asked us if there

was anything else we wanted him to do!"

Winfield Sheehan was there, and George O'Brien, Mr. and Mrs. Allan
Dwan, Lydell Peck, Robert Benchley, Marguerite Churchill, Helen Twelvetrees,

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Borzage, Mr. and Mrs. Sol Wurtzel, Howard Sheehan, Mr.
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(TMarv Duncan in the doorway of her home, waiting to welcome

the guests who came to her house-warming party. Read Urace

Kingsley's account of the party. More darn fun'.

C[The new English home of Mary Duncan, the

Broadway actress who deserted the stage for

Hollywood and the movies.

and Mrs. Jack Blystone, Mr. and Mrs. Tristram

Tupper, Carey Wilson, Dave Stamper, Mr. and

Mrs. Arthur Hornblow, Mr. and Mrs. Chandler

Sprague, Phil Klein, A. H. Van Buren, and a

dozen others.

Lois Moran, looking fresh and sweet and whole-

some as she always does, came with Walter

Hutchinson.

George O'Brien arrived alone—Olive Borden, he

explained, being ill with a cold.

Lilyan Tashman, gorgeous in a white satin gown

made in a manner so cunning as to suggest a Greek

costume, and looking very pretty these days with

a new bob to her golden hair, came with Eddie

Lowe, her husband.

"Oh, there's Bebe Daniels!" exclaimed Patsy,

running over to greet Bebe, who had just come in

with Robert Castle—who, by the way, seems to

have an awful crush on Bebe. Miss Daniels looked

positively ethereal in a tight-fitting white gown.

"And when a brunette manages to look ethereal,

she must be lovely indeed!" observed Patsy. "And

isn't Robert Castle just too handsome!"

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Goldwyn were there, Mrs

Goldwyn in a white gown, looking girlish and

beautiful.
,

Mrs. Allan Dwan turned out to be a perfectly

delightful young lady, amusing and pretty She

used to be Marie Shelton in the Follies, you know.

She told us about how she and Allan are living at

Mahbu Beach, and how they had a Christmas tree

right outdoors on the beach. She also told about

buying a new car to surprise her husband, who is

directing Douglas Fairbanks, you know, in The

Iron Mask." (Continued on page 94)
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<JMost 'Beautiful Still of the \jvlonth

JANET gaynor in "Christina"

Photograph by Kahle



Certain Charmers
When Lovely Movie

Ladies Dress Up Like

Naughty Babies.

C Sheba is a more or lesrf cur-

rent slang term slf(nif}inj;

somebody s girl-friend. Eve

lyn Brent, below, explain*

its origin, as the Queen

oj all Sheba.y

Otto l>vnr

Jf



Screen 3%istory
(f All photographs on

this page b\ Ruth
Harriet Louise.

(IT If these are faithful imper-

sonations of famous ladies

of yesterday, more men
would be inspired to make

history.

(f To the right: Aileeii

Prmgle as Du Barry—
or Pompadour? Which-
ever celebrated charmer
Aileen is made, up for,

she is equipped to ta\e

the k.in\s out of any
old k.ing.

€[ So this is Salome!
Gwen Lee, assisted

by spangles and
strands of pearl
beads, is about to go
into her dance.
Would this were a

motion picture!



THIS scene trom Greta Garbo s new picture.

"Wild Orchids," in which Nils Asther also

plays, may explain why those orchids went wild



CHARLES FARRELL making love to Man
Duncan in "The River"—or maybe it's the

other wav around. Anyway, we hope you like it
1



COLUMBIA, the Gem of the Ocean—par-

don us, we mean Dorothy Revier, the gem
of Columbia pictures! And isn't she pretty?



Harold Dean Carsey

THERL are a few women in the world so

lovely that other women admit it. Bilhc

Dove is just such aq irresistible beauty.



Kurnman-Bruno

POEMS have been written in praise of perfect

trees and pretty girls. Exhibit A of the

latter: Bettv Compson, whose story is opposite.



T
he ^Miracle

IRL
Betty Cornpson's

Success Story.

By F. James

C[ She starred in "The
Miracle Man" — and
she's still starring. Be'

low: in a scene with

Milton Sills from "The
Bar\er."

EETTY Compson is the miracle girl of the movies.

She made her hit in "The Miracle Man" and
she is still going strong.

She is a refutation of the 'beautiful but dumb'
theory. She proves erroneous the accepted belief that

actresses and artists are not business women. She is both

politic and frank, a combination that wise men deny be-

ing possible.

Miss Compson lives for two very definite things. They
are love and wealth. She places love first. She frankly

admits these are the only things that matter much. Her
screen work she likes but principally because of its finan-

cial

returns.

Miss Compson
is frank to admit

that she is capable of

earning more money as a

screen star than she would be

able to make in any other busi-

ness. Probably she is correct. She
earned approximately $170,000 last

year. That is the interest, at six per cent

per annum, on approximately $2,830,000.

This amount she would have had to invest in

any other business to earn a salary equal to that

she takes annually from the motion picture

industry.

Astounding figures, aren't they? Miss Comp-
son takes them as a matter of course. That

is one reason she is amazing. She doesn't

consider such a thing as failure.
,
Ever

since she was old enough to think for

herself, she realized that she wanted
two great things—love and wealth.

She has won both. In James Cruze,

a great screen director and one of

Hollywood's most popular men,
she found her ideal love match.

He quite evidently agreed with

her because they have been hap-

pily married for five years.

"We will never be divorced,"

Miss Compson says. "You may
take my word for that.

"Jim and I think alike. That
is important to any married

couple's happiness.

"We don't [Cont. on page 92)
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and a Buster Keaton

J^ocation
Q[All at Sea with

Helen Ludlam

LOCATION on land is one thing. A location at

sea is something else. Are you with me?

I was booked for a day at Long Beach with

the Buster Keaton company . That sounded

great—until they told me to be ready at five-thirty in

the morning!

But I managed to get to the Hotel Breakers at Long

Beach, where the company was stopping, just in time, foi

the company cars were standing by and everyone climbing

into them. I did likewise and was taken to the dock where

a steam launch waited to take us to the yacht in the

harbor. It was just a few minutes
1

spin and we found

ourselves on board the neatest little yacht you ever saw.

I began looking about immediately for breakfast but every-

one had had it, which gave me great concern.
^

Everyone

was very mysterious about it and kept saying, "Wait till
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If you aren't a good sailor you will be—or else—when you read our Location
Lady's account of her marine adven'
tures with Buster Keaton and company.

Mr. Sedgwick comes." Edward Sedgwick, the director,

seemed to be the only one who knew the words: "Open
sesame!"

In the meantime the seamen and grips were fastening

the yacht to a tug which was to hold the four cameras

and several wind machines for the first shot. They took

the cameras over in a row boat and as the operators climbed

the slippery side of the tug they got razzed in turn by

the crowd on board the yacht, about fifty feet away.

Several oranges and apples were pitched across the watery

space just as a mark of

affection. They had to

photograph Buster

while he climbed over the rigging, slipped and slid, got

all tangled up in the ropes and finally fell into the water.

The idea of the story, temporarily titled "Spite Marriage,"

is that Buster started life as a tailor and as he pressed and

cleaned his customers' swell suits he wore them a time or

two—to be sure that they were all right. He fell in love

with the leading lady of a stock company, Dorothy Sebastian,

and bribed a super who had to kiss her to let him play

the bit. In a fit of temper against the leading man, Edward
Earle, Dorothy marries Buster thinking, because of his

clothes, that he is a millionaire. When she finds out the

truth she gives him the air and goes off on a yacht with

a party of friends, including Edward Earle. Buster, to

forget his woes, ships on a boat that is wrecked, and he

is paddling disconsolately about in the water when the

yacht his wife is on picks him up. The captain says he

can work his way back to shore and Buster dOes

his best, but he is a tailor, not a boatman. When
he discovers that his wife is on board his whole

effort is spent in keeping out of her sight, which

leads to complications. That bit

of the picture was what I saw.

Leila Hyams is in the cast, too,

but not in (Cont. on page 110)

({What are these wild

waves saying? From left to ^^SB
right- Helen Ludlam with Direc-

tor Edward Sedgwic\—hoth good sailors; ^fc

the camera crew 'shooting Buster Keaton;

Mr. Keaton and his leading lady, Dorothy bebas

tian, who wishes she was hac\ in the studio; and

last—hut really, you'll have to excuse us!
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HOW the DEB
Fty Adrian

Screenland's Fashion Editor

:he left: Anita Page discusses her

wardrobe with Gilbert Adrian,

famous designer who creates

othes for Miss Page and

ther Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer stars.

<( Above,
and reading

down the style

strip: Anita wearing

a pajama ensemble of

deep rose created by

Adrian; next, a lounging suit;

then an evening costume—<a stiff

blac\ velvet wrap over a bouffant

gown; and finally, Anita in an after-

noon froc\ of periwin\le blue panne vel-

vet, which she wears in "Modern Maidens"

the same dress Adrian is showing her in the

photograph to the upper left.

nita Page is one of the modern young women
who like the bird of Paradise and other rare

birds should be protected by some society,

•lest her species become extinct! In other

words, Miss Page is one of the really 'honest to goodness' ultra-

feminine women. Put her in sports things and she remains feminine; put

her in pajamas of the most boyish type—and still she makes it ridiculously like

lavender and lace, in spite of itself.

There should always be that type of young woman. Miss Page is its essence. She

literally smothers any severity by her femininity. The more boyishly one dresses her, the more
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SHOULD DRESS
(^Adrian Designs Clothes for the Pretty, Fluffy, Ultra-Feminine

Girl of Debutante Age Personified by Anita Page.

C[ Adrian, noted fashion expert, acts as style

advisor to ScreenlAnd readers. As\ him
questions concerning clothes. He will

be glad to help you. Address
Adrian, Screenland Maga-

zine, 49 West 45th St.,

H- T. C.

ling

One of

the clever-

est creations

Gilbert Adrian
has ever conceived is

the jaunty little sports

dress sketched above, of
white crepe trimmed with red.

"H.ext, a grey tweed day dress

designed for Anita Page worn by
her in "Modern Maidens." Accord
to Adrian, the very pretty, 'fluffy' type of
girl may wear the most severe clothes and
still remain perfectly feminine.

she emerges a most perfect girl.

In the first place she is blonde—so terribly

blonde that nothing else matters! She has the

potential qualities of the most fluffy kitten. Put
her in periwinkle blue and she fairly purrs her
delight. Lavender is equal to a large bowl of

milk to her, and white does for her exactly what
the loveliest bow ever tied around a kitten's

neck would do!

Anita was made for favorite face powders,

soaps and skin-you-love-to-touch advertisements. Ziegfeld

would glorify her forever.

If you are an Anita Page you have, perhaps, from a

clothes standpoint, the 'easiest way,' so to speak. There is

no straight and narrow path for you—you can gambol all

over the place—for you are beautiful, and beauty has per-

haps an easier path to walk.

Of course you can never be really interesting to look

at — this you

C[ The small photograph

below shows the shim-

mering sequin trim-

ming of the evening

gown, and the bow-

\not pattern at

the bac\.

must sacrifice.

You can never

be startling be'

cause, alas, you
are beautiful!

You can never
(Continued on
page 105)

s

C[ A n i t a

Page wear-

ing a deli-

cate tulle

dance froc\

de signed
for her by
Adrian.
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Son
(\Read What the World's Proudest

Father Thinks of his Boy.

By Jo/on Engstead

AYS before an eastern train pulled into Los Angeles

recently with Clinton Brown aboard, James Brown was

preparing for the first visit of his father.

Jimmy Brown is listed on the cast sheets of motion

pictures as James Hall.

In his anticipation, Jimmy moved from a three-room apart-

ment to one with five rooms. He had his negro house-boy learn

how to cook all his father's favorite dishes. He bought a new

radio. He redecorated a room for his dad. He leased a new

home in Hollywood where the two could move when it had

been enlarged. He arranged with Josef von Sternberg, who

was directing his new picture, "The Case of Lena Smith," so

that he could have some extra time that noon to meet the train.

And he was down to the depot an hour before the little 67-

year-old Dallas painter arrived.

Unless it is told, no one knows how much his father's visit

means to Jimmy Hall.

Years ago, it seems, the elder Brown told the junior Brown

that he never could succeed on the stage. He told him con-

tinually. He told him emphatically. He told him with scold-

ings every time the youngster danced in amateur night per-

formances.

But since that time, James Hall has accomplished a great deal

on the screen and before that on the stage. During his 31

months on the screen, Hall has appeared in 17 film productions,

two of them road-shows. He has played opposite 12 feminine

players.

Almost any father would like to have a son as well-known

as James Hall.

Clinton Brown is no exception.

Although the visit was to have lapsed into months, there

was just one week of Hollywood for Jimmy's dad because Jimmy

was called to Texas for personal appearances. And to make

the week shorter, on the last day the son was cast in the leading

role opposite Vilma Banky in her next picture. All Hollywood

had been searched for a leading man. Finally the Banky com-

pany went to New York confident that they could find a

Broadway actor on the scene of the location of the pic-

ture. All the boys of the play-shops were tested. In the

end they came back to Hollywood and James Hall. The

role meant fittings for clothes, story conferences and all that

precedes the start of a picture.

But in that week's visit, Jimmy saw that his father was

properly introduced to Hollywood. He met every

star of the colony. He visited every studio. He
c£sSf!

had his picture taken with his son
-

And he

went to every well-known place around the film

city.

Although he was once wrong about the

eventual success of his son, now there are three

topics from which anyone talking to Hall's



Jimmy Hall!
55

father can never get very-

far. One is James Hall.

Another is James Hall's boy
hood. And the other is

James Hall's success.

Clinton Brown is the

proudest father in Holly
wood. Jimmy's dad has

kept back his pride for years

and it has all exploded

during this visit with his son.

"One thing," laughs the

67-year-old edition of the

screen player, "Jimmy
climbed all the way himself

—in spite of my opposition.

"The main reason I tried

to stop Jimmy was because

of his youth. And it's hard

to visualise your son a sue
cess in a profession where
thousands want the same
thing. But nobody could

have stopped Jimmy. He
inherited his ambition from
his mother. She was in musi-

cal comedy before our mar'

riage. Real stage determination must seise you like a

tremendous current.

"When he was three years old, Jimmy's mother used

to teach him and his older sister dancing. They'd roll

back the rug and away they would dance in front of the

fireplace. Jimmy was so small that he fell down easily

until he learned. But it never hurt him. They used to

do a skating dance and several tap dances when company
came.

"When Jimmy was four, his mother died. The other

day, he told me that is one of the first things he remembers.
He came into her room with his sister. He was dressed

in a sailor suit his mother made. She drew him up to her

and said, 'Jimmy> I do want you to be a good boy. I'm

so tired. I'm going

to sleep. Won't you
go out and play?' He
didn't understand
and ran out and
played.

"I tried three
housekeepers but Jim-

my wouldn't do any'

thing they asked him
to. He would stand

right up to them and
say, 'My mother
never did that.' So
I sent him to his

grandfather's ranch
at Thornton and the

other two went to

their aunt's home.

After three years, I

married again and all

three children came

<t The Brown boys—in other words, Jim Brown, \nown on
the screen as James Hall, and his father, Clinton Brown.

back to live with us. Jimmy went to a military academy
down the street. He began dancing again on his own
accord.

"When he was nine years old, he was always at the

theaters. If we wanted him, we'd have to walk down to

the show. At first, I'd spank him when he came home.
But that was so often that finally I just chastised him
when he stayed out after ten o'clock.

'He knew everybody in the theaters. When travelling

companies came, he'd meet them at the station. They
usually arrived at six in the morning. Well, Jimmy was
down at the depot and helped them carry suitcases and if

there was anybody who had never been there before, he'd
show them to the hotel. Actors were gods to him

.
"Every night he'd

go down; to the thea'

ter to watch the

actors arrive. Some'
times the ushers
would let him go back
stage and watch the

performance. Some'
times he'd be around
the ticket office. He'd
always get in some-

way. When he
couldn't find any
other way to see the

show, Jimmy would
give out hand-bills

advertising the pro-

gram for a pass.

"On Thursdays the

vaudeville house of

Dallas used to have

(Com. on page 107)

H Before James Hall became a movie star—a snapshot
between acts of "The Passing Show," in which he

danced with Margaret Breen, above.
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A grand, rowdy, combination movie-musical comedy-vaudeviWe show

M Y

F
-siannie, meet the

*
folks. Folks, Fan-

nie. You'll like

her—in her own

Hi

words, youll be 'crazy for

her.' Youll have to be

yourself with Fannie. She

forgets she's a lady in

"My Man" and youll for-

get your manners laugh-

ing at her. Her first film

is gay, infectious, low-

brow entertainment—a grand, rowdy com-

bination movie-musical comedy -vaudeville

^Fannie Brice is the First Female Clown of

the American stage. And such is her hilarious

effect upon me that I am about to forget what

I owe the one or two leading movie come-

diennes and install Fannie as^ the supreme

funny woman of the screen. She's not

only funny—she is ingratiating. This

pathos stuff has been overworked

among comedians, but Fannie brings

a new brand that you won't be

ashamed to sniff at. Miss Brice is

a very real actress and a most en-

gaging personality when she chooses

to 'play it straight.'

"My Man" is, next to Jolson s

"Sincinc Fool," the smoothest vehicle

a stage celebrity ever rode to screen -

fame in. Concocted for Fannies

talents, it not only affords the star

ample opportunity to perform her special -

ties, but it is very fair entertainment on

its 'own account. The star is seen as a

sewing-machine girl—one of those mother-

ing hearts usually so objectionable but, as

played by Fannie, just good-natured. She

big-sisters Edna Murphy and

little brother, and finally a

man, Guinn Williams, who,

much to his surprise, is soon

found enacting the title role of

7

I

({ Fanny Brice,

singing about

'Spring — in

"My Man."

MAN
<J Fannie 's First Film.

the film. Oh, yes, there's a plot, but I don t

want to get mixed up in it. Enough that

now and then it stops to allow Fannie to sing

her best songs, such as "I'm an Indian

"Spring," and—yes, indeed—"My Man
;
and

to recite "Mrs. Cohen at the Beach, which 1

humbly consider one of

the Great Moments in

the theater, rivalling

Charles Chaplin's most

inspired clowning. I

know Miss Brice's mas-

terpiece is a monologue

rather than pantomime

and that it wouldn't

be possible without

sound
equip-
ment; but

what of

that? It's

a classic no mat-

ter what you call

it. The direc-

tion is more than

adequate. There is

one scene in the fac-

tory, recording the

whirr of the sewing-

machines and the buza

of the workers' voices,

which is the nearest

to artistic illusion the

talkies have attained.

Edna Murphy as the

scheming sister is so much more exciting than she ever

was as a sweet girl that it makes you wonder if there

is any justice in the movies. The new Miss Murphy

will never be out of a job. If you like to laugh, see My

Man" with that funny woman, Fannie Brice.

If the talkies are carrying on that noble old tradition

of 'A laugh first and last,' with Fannie and Al con-

tributing, let's give them a big welcome!
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LOVE!
who is Singingand Dane-

Fame in the Talkies.

Sydney Nalentine

outstanding attraction of the talking films.

Her career goes back to the days of the old Triangle

Film Company where she made herself famous in the

sad-eyed roles of the abused little slavey. She was dis-

covered by D. W. Griffith, or rather, she invited Griffith

to discover her. For during a school vacation she called

on the great director and asked him to give her a part

in a motion picture. The mixture of her childish naivete

and audacity tickled the director

so much that he cast her in "Fly-

ing Torpedoes" and from the first

she displayed dramatic talent. But

she became identified with a 'type'

role and when the movie taste

Photographs of Bessie
Love in "Broadway
Melody" by E. H.

Louise.

(Si See
you in

the

movies!

C(Hope you
li\e it!

C[ Where
am V.

changed, directors and pro-

ducers were unable to see her

in any other characterisa-

tion. One of her last im-

portant appearances on the

screen was in the title role

of "Lovey Mary," a Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer production,

released in 1926 with Wib
liam Haines as the leading man.

In 1927 she ceased trying to gain a new foothold

on the screen and turned her attention to the stage.

She played in stock in San Francisco and later

became the star of a coast company of "Burlesque."
When the production closed she entered vaudeville.

Miss Love has always been a dancer of extraordi-

nary talent. During the 'Charleston' erase, she

was the champion in that high-tempo dance, and
she has won several trophies for her grace and
agility in the dance. During the lean years she

took vocal lessons and developed a naturally sweet

and strong singing voice, so that when she decided to enter vaudeville, she was all

prepared. She could sing and she could dance, she had had stage experience and she

could also play the ukulele. She was booked over a Western circuit for a fourteen

weeks tour which took her from Vancouver to Salt Lake City, Utah. Wishing to

test her stage abilities, she traveled under the name of Virginia Lee, so that no success

which came to her would be because she was 'Bessie Love of the Movies.
1

While she was making her vaudeville tour, the sudden erase (Com. on page 99)
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<T Carroll Hye and Helen Lynch-one of Hollywood's most

popular married couples, on or off the screen.

She (Ma
aAnd For Once It Worked. Carroll Nye Has Graduated

from Juveniles to Leads, All for the Little Woman!

By Betty Boone

•hen you marry me there are two things

you must promise to give up!" said Helen

Lynch, looking at Carroll Nye severely.

Carroll shifted uneasily to the other foot,

looked affectionately at his cigarette case, and then, after

a sidelong glance at his affianced wife, managed to stutter,

"Okay, mama, shoot the bad news."

"Carroll, you must keep out of jail! And what is more

you must stop being a brother to half the beauties of

Hollywood. There is no future in that sort of thing You

will never get ahead on the screen until you stop playing

saps and start playing leads!"

P. S. She won!

Up to that point in his screen career, Carroll Nye had

played brother to most of the cinema stars and, because

he was usually a weakling as well, bringing nothing but

woe to his celluloid sisters, he was always in the shadow

of a jail if not actually behind the bars. He had met an

untimely demise half a dozen times by bullets or a bash

on the head, had been put out of the picture by the hang-

man's rope and the electric chair and, if our memory

serves us correctly, he was once thrown overboard and

"since nine months ago when Helen and Carroll

were married after she exacted this promise from him, he

has been endeavoring to turn over a new lear

In The Perfect Crime," he played the part of a young

husband unjustly accused of a crime and of course
.

was

kept out of jail. In "While the dty Sleeps, Lon Chaney

not only keeps him out of the penitentiary but hands

beautiful Anita Page over to him for keeps^ In Ihe

Flyhi^ Fleet," he is Ramon Novarro's aviator buddie and,

wStmore'or less up in the air, he emerges honorab y

and intact. His last two pictures have been

in Lionel Barrymore's first directorial effort for Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer, "Confessions," and with Vera Reynolds

S "Sand" At the present writing, he is making a

test or the leading role of one of the much-discussed big

Productions to be made in the near future, and aU his

friends are filing for him for they agree with Helen

hat a 1 the boy needs is an outstanding opportunity such

as thiVt put his name in electric lights. (Com. on pag e 103)
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TTE is one of the youngest and ablest of theX Promising leading men: Carroll Nye,
whose story is on the opposite page.



Gene Robert Richee

HE rose to fame in "Wings" and he keeps

right on soaring. Richard Arlen is our

candidate for stardom and glory. Success!





THE little girl of "Stella Dallas" has grown

up into a charming young woman. Lois

Moran is a child prodigy who made good.



MOVIELAND
I T was Neil Hamilton's talent for tricks of magic that lead

to his romance with Elsa and then to recognition in the

movies. Now their happy marriage lends magic to Hollywood.

Bj/ Julie Lang

IF
you like your movie stars served without marriage,

don't read this, for I am going to wax narrative about

the Hamiltons, Elsa and Neil, who are Hollywood's
staple product in the matrimonial line.

Such rocky topography as Neil's screen career, his

repute for being the handsomest man in motion pictures,

long hours of day and night work, have not swerved the

good old Hamilton ship one inch off its original course.

Elsa and Neil live sanely in the midst of people who
thrive on chaos. They ignore Hollywood's night life,

house parties, and yacht parties, exclusive and otherwise.

Furthermore, the Hamiltons have not bought a Hollywood
mansion, and are perhaps the

only welhknown couple in the

colony that can boast such an

omission. When questioned on
this subject they will laughingly

tell you that their architectural

moods change too rapidly to per'

mit them to be content with one

house for more than six months,

and even a successful motion

picture actor's salary does not

allow such flights of fancy as

semi-annual residences.

So the Hamiltons rent, in

quick succession, Moorish estates,

hillside bungalows, English coun-

try style houses, and Spanish

haciendas, and are enormously

happy in all of them. Their one love is a small beach

cottage where they hibernate from May till October and

feel pleasantly close to nature when they eat sand with

the beans.

Perhaps the true secret of the Hamilton's blissful union

is the fact that Elsa still thinks Neil's jokes are funny

and loves to watch him do card tricks. No more can be

expected from any wife.

In fact Neil's aptitude for tricks of magic lead to his

romance with Elsa and thence to recognition in motion

picture work.

Neil started life in a frankly poor condition in Massa-

chusetts. At fifteen he had

theatrical ambitions and a job in

a munitions factory. He holds

Hollywood's record for having

worked at more odd and various

jobs than any other actor. He
has sold, or rather failed to sell,

advertising, stocks and bonds,

cigars. He has made toys, worked
in a Ford factory, enacted the

role of shipping clerk in a hard-

ware factory, moved scenery,

ushered, and finally played lead'

ing man in stock.

A small part with the road

show of "Artists' Life" landed

him in the Saxon Auditorium

in Toledo. (Cont. on page 100),

CfAhd! Tsjeil Hamilton is

doing one of those now
yowsee'it'nowyow don't

magic tric\s—without the

aid of mirrors.

' J^eil has wor\ed at his

magic repertoire until his

performance, compares
more than favorably with

the professional variety.

He \nows every tric\.

But T^eti, where are those

rabbits? And the high
sil\ hat?
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MAKING UP
Q One of the real beauties of the screen, Marion Davies

is also an artist at making herself up to look like two

or three other girls. Learn about make-up from

Marion—and you may win her make-up kit.

By Fred Oilman Jopp

ake-up," says Marion Davies, her Irish wit

bubbling, "is like an irritating itch Only

the person itching knows exactly where to

•—~ scratch.

-Every woman uses cosmetics. But not many women

use them with the understanding and subtlety that mak-

" tup demands. Some women don't buy good cosmetic,

°the first place; others pay more than they should for

Wh t they do buy, but these women are not able to dis-

cdmUtfbecause^hey don't know what they are purchas-

incr And many women makes a mess

of
&

applying make-up after they do

get it."

"Explain that," I urged

W o m e n,"

Marion was
serious now,

.

"vary with

sunlight

,

with rain,

with bad and good humor, and sickness and health. The

best plan for a girl to follow in her make-up is to look

at herself first, then at the blending of shades in a flower

or bird Flowers are delicately petaled, deliciously colored.

Birds are just flying flowers; their shadings are gradual.

Well every woman should strive to achieve similar effects

on her own face. Nature never permits colors to clash

in a single flower, nor should they clash in a girl s make-up

or her costume. The whole effect, then, should be in a

single color, with a blending in of other harmonizing

shades. Do this—hold fast to the nat-

ural color effects and you escape the

vulgar and artificial.

"Make-up," Marion went on,

"is a devilish

thing. It can

make or
break a girl.

r

(; Just look at all

these girls

—

some pretty,

some sad; some
young, some old.

And all of them
are Marion
Davies, made up

for a role in

some picture.

Marion is. next

to Lon Chaney,

the cleverest
character star

the films have

produced. And
she \nows her

ma\e'Up!

({ Beauty won her

stardom; brains

have earned her

success in a wide

variety of roles.

Marion Davies

delights in ma\-

ing herself up
to loo\ as unaU
tractive as pos-

sible. She things

it's fun.
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with Marion Davies
Why, any one of those jars, bot-

tles and cans you see there"—she

pointed to her dressing table

—

"contain harmless substances. But

unscrew the cover of any one of

those containers, and a jinnee pops

out. I never open one without

a thrill. There's voodoo there."

"But how is a girl to know just

what make-up is best suited to her

individual complexion?" I had an

idea that this question would

stick her.

"You scratch the spot that itches,

Mr. Bones," Marion laughed. "In

other words, the make-up that is

best adapted to a girl's individual

requirements. This she can dis-

cover by experimenting with vari-

ous colors, and
"

"But girls usually buy the make-

up that is fashionable at the time,"

I interrupted.

"They shouldn't," said Marion,

"for it cannot possibly give them

satisfaction. No girl can expect

to make-up perfectly in an hour.

She must use the kind she thinks

best, live with it and watch its

reaction on others from time to

time.

"When a girl of rather restrained tastes puts on a gown
that is more or less attention-compelling, she does not feel

at ease—doesn't 'carry it off.' She knows, even before her

friends tell her, that something is wrong. Therefore, if

she attempts to carry too much make-up—more than her

natural gifts can live up to, she gives the impression of

artificiality. But when she evolves her natural make-up

—

the kind that best expresses her coloring and personality,

she avoids all appearance of affectation and artificiality.

She doesn't look made up at all.

"My advice to the girl who seeks to understand make-

up, is to learn to identify cosmetics with the adaptability

with which they blend into her individual requirements.

After a little practice the right make-up will suggest itself.

And once a girl has her

make-up properly related

to her complexion she will

know exactly what to buy,

and use, in cosmetics. More-

over, she will instinctively

select the color counterparts

that best express herself."

Lon Chaney was work-

ing. He, some goofy mathe-

matician once figured, had

spent 2180 hours at the

make-up table in the last

five years. But I knew that

Lon's mind revolved around

one central idea—the de-

velopment of new methods

How'd you li\e to own this complete and perfectly-equipped ma\e-up kjt? It

contains an assortment of the beauty preparations made by Max Factor, ma\e'
up wizard of Hollywood. You don't have to be an actress to appreciate the

possibilities of the face-powder, cold cream, liquid whitener, lip-stic\, eye-brow
and eye-lash aids, face powder brush, and other things', that it contains. Write
the best letter answering Miss Davies' question—see contest announcement in

detail, below—and you will win it. And the ten next best letters win prizes, too.

of make-up and disguise. That struck me funny. I

couldn't imagine any nice girl wanting to make-up to look

like one of Lon Chaney 's screen characters. No, Lon
wasn't the lad to help me now.

Suddenly the big idea flashed into my mind. Why
hadn't I thought of it before? For out here the Words

'make-up' were almost synonymous with a certain cele-

brated name, and a man who had spent his whole life

working with- cosmetics. Max Factor was the gentleman

who could best give me the exact information necessary.

Despite speed cops and a cold motor I left Culver City

in nothing flat—bound for Hollywood.

When you come to Hollywood, reader—you will;

everybody does sooner or later—be sure to take in the

Max Factor plant. You will

Marion Davies wants some girl among motion picture audi-

ences to win her complete $50.00 Max Factor Make-Up Kit.

The kit will be awarded to the writer of the best letter, not

exceeding 300 words in length, answering Miss Davies' ques-

tion: "Does the correct use of make-up actually double a

pretty girl's beauty and make any woman, no matter how
unlovely, really attractive? Why do you think so?" The writer

of the best letter—that is, the cleverest and clearest—answer-

ing the question, will receive the $50.00 make-up kit pictured

above on this page. In addition to the first prize there will

be ten other prizes of $5.00 Max Factor Make-Up Kits to the

writers of the next ten best letters. And—attention, girls!—
in a postscript not to be counted in the 300-word letter, be

sure to add the color of your eyes and hair, and the shade of

your complexion and lips. Every letter-writer, no matter

whether she wins one of the prizes or not, will be agreeably

surprised later on.

see unique departments, as

spotlessly immaculate as

those in a hospital, and you
will view mechanical chefs

who will cause you to ex-

claim in astonishment over

the facial delicacies they

create. The air inside the

building is like that hover-

ing over a rose garden in

full bloom. It made me
feel like the Spirit of

Spring. I wanted to tear

off my coat and jump into

one of those big velvety

lakes of (Cont. on page 112)
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I n firm New

<Z A b o

Greta Garbo just

before she sailed to her

native Sweden for a long-awaited

vacation. Next, Tim McCoy arriving

in town. And Alberta Vaughn, who came

to T^ew Tor\ to ma\e a tal\ie.

Q When Movies Stars Come East

Goodbye, Greta! Come back soon! _
Yes The Garbo left us for a visit to her native land, She has been

loncrin'ff for a look at Sweden ever since she has been over here. But suc-

cess has its price (Sounds like a sub-title!) Garbo became famous. She

became rich But she never could get away to go back home! She.was lonely and home-

sick at first for the clear, cold bracing air of her country; most of all she nnssed her people-

her Wly from whom she had been separated for so long. But-work-picture following pic-

Hire keot her too busy to take a vacation. \

And then she said- "IW go home for Christmas!" And when Greta says mos it means

}

must She won Her last picture
g
was rushed through. She sailed from New York m time to join her

Sy for the holidays. I do'nt believe those rumor-hounds who vow she is gone
:

for good How can

she when Metro took the precaution of signing her to a new contract before she left Hollywood?

Clive Brook-ummmm!! Meaning that he is everythmg-and more-that he should be. I was so afraid I'd

be SsappoXd! I have been, you know, in movie men You see, ^d/7°!» a^^
English, and immaculate, and all! Would he measure up to his screen standards as his fellow-Britisher and

friend Ronald Colman, does? or would he fall far below, as-but mustn t mention names!

Ar^-ay "hen I heard he was here-right in New York-where I could get at him not -en the fact tha he

brouah his wife with him on his vacation could stop me. I dashed over to his hotel. And-well, he s swell.
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((Belle Ben-

nett, still re-

membered for "Stelk

Dallas," on her first trip east

in years; then Carlotta King, singing

star of "The Desert Song"; and UHve

Broo\, who li\es Hew Tor\ because it reminds

him of London a little]

for a Rest—and All the Rest:

Anne Bye

He is rather grave and reserved at first-shy, I suppose-but very, very polite. ^

And his voice, which you heard in "Interference, has a really charming accent—not

too bally British, you know; just nice.

Speaking of "Interference," he was. "I like it, yes, he said But my role was hardly

colorful was it?" Imagine the serene man liking to play colorful roles! He hopes Four

Feathers"' will offer him more opportunity. That's the Cooper-Schoedsack picture that has ^ ,

been in production a long time now.
.

"I like New York," he admitted, and I suppose I shouldn t quote him but he did add: Better

^HeYsnWOTried about talkers because he had aJong stage career in England. 'Though I hope they

don't cast me in a musical comedy film—I cant sing!"

He and Mrs Brook are returning east soon to sail for London on a real vacation, to be gone three m
months Mrs' Brook—and not incidentally, either—is a lovely little thing, English, too, and they are

reallv in love if I ever saw love off the screen. She spent most of her days in town doing the shops.
_
m

Oh yes—I asked Clive his favorite picture and he replied: "Forgotten Faces. Whats your favorite 1
Brook picture? One with his autograph, I suppose. (Not that I blame you!)

There's just one word that adequately describes Alberta Vaughn—and that's cute!' She is cute. Little, and

awfully young, and clever, and cuddly—a nice kid and a 'cute trick.' {Com. on page 108)
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s Go to

All Right -Let's! But First, You Had Better Make

See. And the Best Way to Go About That is To

Adoration

Meet Billie Dove, as Princess Orloff, and

Antonio Moreno, as Prince Orloff, at the height

of Russia's court life. After a grand ball,

Moreno thinks his wife unfaithful because he

sees a woman in her chinchilla coat walk into

Nicholas Soussanin s door. Before he can ascer-

tain the revolution breaks out. Pomp and glory

give way to the poverty and degradation of

Parisian slums. There, as a victim of absinthe,

Moreno does some of the best work of his

career And Billies four-square loveliness makes

all this glamour and fantasy, this beauty and

beastliness seem real. Don't miss this one.

Avalanche

Look out look out! Here's that lusty foreigner, Baclanova,

burnTn" up the screen in an absolutely knock-out western. JackS plays the hero, and gambles, cheats, and loves to do right

by Johnnie-a child he had adopted. A western which both

women and men will enjoy.

Floating College

Want to make whoopee on a floating university? What, you

haven't got the price? Never mind, save your money and take

in this film instead. Risky as well as risque scenes in which

Sally O'S looks especially lovely and William Collier, Junior,

particularly handsome.

Love Over Night

Rod La Rocque, money changer, turns into a Romeo over-

night when he falls for Jeanette Loff. He thinks Jeanette is

concerned in a subway robbery and a little later Jeanette thinks

Rod is a crook. A pleasant comedy of errors, with Rod getting

the gal in the end.

What A Night

B,be Daniels^
a suave performance, and Bebe plenty of laughs.
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the <LMovies!
Up Your Mind As To What Picture You'd Like to

Read and Be Guided by Screenland's Revuettes.

Prep and Pep

Culver, Culver, 'Rah, 'Rah, 'Rah! Yep, it's

a rip-snorting romance—remarkably well done
—about your old Alma Mater, Culver Military

Academy. David Rollins and Frank Albertson
are out to 'get' Flash, (John Darrow), the

Academy's Exhibit 'A' athlete and bully. Do
they get him? The;y do! Plenty of action, a
prize fight, grand horsemanship from the famous
Black Horse Troops, a prairie fire, and love

interest as piquant as a yellow rose. Nancy
Drexel, the heroine, Rollins and Darrow all

good. But the real honors go to Albertson.

Geraldine
Eddie Quillan transforms Marion Nixon from a brown cater-

pillar into a social butterfly. She loves Gaston Glass. But
like a lot of Don Juans, when trouble comes in the window
he rushes out of the door. A funny climax and ending in

which Quillan does fine work.

Shady Lady
Love and crime shadow-boxing under a ripe Havana moon.

A splendid cast: Phyllis Haver, a lady-not-too-shady, Louis?

Wolheim, the gun smuggler, Robert Armstrong, the hi-jacker,

and Russell Gleason, the naive reporter. All spoiled by a

story ooz,ing sentimentality.

The Circus Kid
What, you don't feel like laughing? Well, that old 'Laugh,

Clown, Laugh' motif has been pretty thoroughly played out.

Frankie Darro, Poodles Hannaford, Helene Costello and Joe
Brown worked well, but the plot was too shopworn. Mr. Brown
deserves better stuff.

Show Folks
Like absinthe, Lina Basquette grows on you as you make

her pictorial acquaintance. In "Show Folks," you see the
struggle of two vaudevillians to make the 'big time' circuit.

She and Eddie Quillan give sincere performances in this likable
film showing the heartbreak of actor folk.
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Hot from Hollywood!
<£ Ooh-k-Ia. tout suite, and other

Gallic expressions'. Here s Lily

Damita. a Parxsienne m Holly-

wood who seems to be catching

on to our quaint customs.

j XI verything seems to go by

_^ extremes out here! Either the

i v stars are given a vacation

with pay for as long as a

QJfyou want to know what's going

on in the film colony, read this

department.

month while some story angle is

being thrashed out, or else they are

being worked night and day. During

the
&
rush time, only a very well-

established star can refuse to report

for work when ill—the leading play-

ers must show up no matter how they

feel or what they look like. After

all, humans have not overcome the

laws of sense and nature, and until

they do they can't be photographed

after being fourteen or fifteen hours

in the studio and look anything but

what they are—exhausted. The men-

it is not surprising that the man's

eyes droop."

The matter? Sound pictures! They

burned up the country. The Western Electric,

Victor Talking Machine, and other companies

can't equip the stages fast enough. The sound

stages are there right enough, but only one or

two are fully equipped and the companies have

to work in shifts. On some lots, with all talk-

ing pictures the studio works the whole twenty-

four hours with two sets of actors and two or

three sets of mechanics. The silent pictures

have to be rushed so that they can more

quickly get to the sound sequences.

No one minds jumping to the

tal state of the company has its effect on the audience

hat vtws the picture later. The producers, in their^desire

to Jt ahead on their schedule, are piling up trouble for

he^of a different sort. It looks as though they

were heartless, but I don t think it id that. They just

don't realize what they are asking.

One of the companies sent for a player who had gone

cHrectl to the studio from the train after a trip from

NewU and had worked all day. When the producer

saw the rushes he was indignant and asked the player

Shat'she meant by allowing herself to 8*^^
which is the trade expression for circles under your eyes

' What do you mean, would be more to the point the

girl replied." /If I had a chance to rest I wouldnt have

^A'popular young leading man was staggering around

the sefwih flu last* week. His eyes were
:

m «£j
a con-

firm from the cold that the camera man didn t know

w£t\"oing to do about it but .
company was

behind schedule and the work had to go on That^y

fa supposed to do the heavy love ^.J^^TS
Can you imagine what romantic close-ups his will be.

^ no usf mentioning names or companies.

T^y'hlve all had their fling at this sort of thing, from

i-Vip highest to the lowest.
, ,

Ano
b
ther executive, viewing the day's rushes, remarked

to Ae dfecto that a certain actor's eyes kept drooping.

have to watch that. He has a habit ot ha f-

1nSn! his eves " The director replied somewhat tartly,

"You mul r

y
emember that this scene was shot at two in

the moflSng after a day's work. Under the circumstances

rescue in time of storm, but the night work has been

gomg on for months now and is apt to become a habit.

Which isn't cricket, and a thankless job at best

I have heard it said that if the players weren't working

they would be playing, and in any case the tired eyes

would be there; but that, I think, is a bitter,op«m A

few people have gone into pictures with the idea of acquir-

ng^nough cash to indulge themselves. But the majority

are conscientious workers who turn in early during the

rime they are making a picture. This, they feel, is good

bSiness for themselves as well as fairness to their managers.

% ^ *

A leisurely life is Ronald Colman's idea of a happy

onf and why not? To have things evenly divided-work

and play To have time to do everything in an unhurried

manner
7
To sleep, to read, swim, play tennis and hike,

to sail and dream in perfect harmony wid> the work ,one

does-that, to Ronnie, is the perfect life and it do

sound pretty good! "As a matter of fact, he said, people

sWd get away from the environment they work m to

arrwe at a true perspective on themselves and what they

dTwU I am" working out a character I must do it

awav from the influence of the studio first. Then, when

Tis clear to me it can be improved upon by suggestion

from other people. All during the time I am 'playing,

mrsubconscLs mind is busy working out my problems

for mv Pictures. It is torment for me to hurry. I don t

do mv £st work when I am crowded at the studio and

I don't enjoy recreation if I have to dash through £
SpeakiL for myself alone, I find I accomplish more by

STSp, look and listen method and the result is m-

finitely better."
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Watching Ronnie smile, someone

asked him why he didn't do a picture

that would give him a chance to use

it. Ronnie laughed and said Mr.

Goldwyn was the one to ask that of,

but that anyone who wanted to see

him smile would have plenty of op-

portunity in his next picture, "Bull-

dog Drummond," which is good

news, for Ronnie has such an attrac-

tive smile it is really a pity he has

always to be so serious.

Betty Bronson has grown up. She

is proving it by moving to an apart-

ment which she Will occupy by her-

self, cared for by a housekeeper who
has been in the family since she was

a child.

"I -want -to -be -independent -and

become acquainted with myself,"

said the diminutive star, who, for all

her twenty years, looks like a very

little girl. "At home," she continued,

"mother and grandma do everything

for me and I don't think that's right.

Particularly I don't think it's good for

them to do so much thinking for me.

I must learn to think for myself, and

the only way I can do that is to be

alone." So by the time you read

these lines Betty will have moved bag

and baggage to a charming apartment

overlooking the Hollywood hills and the valley beneath

with the full approval and consent of her family who do

not live so very far away.

Olive Borden has moved to an apartment too, but not

for Betty's reason. A house is too much responsibility

for Olive to manage and she took a five-room apartment,

decorated it herself along futuristic lines, and will heave

a sigh of relief when she moves there within the week.

Of ]obyna Ralston lo

Richard Arlen,

<{ Once every movie star was photographed with his boo\ or his dog; now

it's the tennis rac\et. But Lois Moran and Eddie Lowe really play.

o\s down in sympathy from her picture-frame on her husband,

reduced to darning his own soc\s while away, on location.

For about three months now, Hollywood has been ask'

ing, "Will John Gilbert, or won't he?" Meaning will he

re-sign with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer or will he accept one

of several tremendous contracts offered him from other

companies. Sorry if I got your hopes all up about whether

he and Greta Garbo would at last tie the knot. I don't

seem to have anything hopeful in that direction to report

—in fact, the last I heard, it was Nils Asther who seemed

to be in favor. But could Greta take

Nils seriously, I wonder?

Jack waited until the last minute

and then trotted down and signed on

% jte,
the dotted line with Metro-Goldwyn

i as nicely as you please. Not that I

imagine it interests you particularly

what company Jack appears with just

; so he appears. Yet some of you may
have noticed that Metro has given

•J him a pretty fine break in stones and

| i
handled him very well, so I just

"^qt thought I'd pass the good news along.

At the opening of a Los Angeles

theater recently Tom Mix was asked

to make a personal appearance. Tom
didn't want to because he had twelve

dinner guests that night and felt it

was time he cut out personal appear-

ances, anyway. But when he heard

that the management was up against

it for stars Tom good-naturedly ex-

cused himself from his guests for an

hour and went to the theater. And
this is what he said: "I want to take

this time to thank Young America for

what it has done for me. Young
America formed an opinion of what
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director. It is an all-talking picture—the first Lilyan

has made. , _
In the column of a Hollywood paper devoted to what

the stars wanted for Christmas, Ben Lyon asked that

"Heirs Angels" be released. Howard Hughes, the youth-

ful President of Caddo Productions, not being able to

grant Ben's request before the new year, replied that he

would do the next best thing and present Ben with a

gift that would perhaps make it possible for him to be

present when the picture finally is released. The gift was

a $450. parachute. 'That's one Christmas present I hope

I won't have to open," said Ben with a twinkle in his eye.

* * *

Paramount seems to be busy enough. "The Wild

Party," starring Clara Bow and including many of the

starlets of Hollywood, will start next week. Warner

Fabian's snappy piece was postponed to let Clara get over

the flu, but that being a thing of the past it is high time

that party got under way. It will be a talker Filmdom s

biggest box office bet was a little perplexed when I talked

with her about sound pictures. „

"I don't know what they are going to do about me,

Clara said. "I speak too quickly and my voice records too

uipu S0_I really don't know what they are going to do!

itemed that it would be
3
ust too bad for Paramount rf

hey didn't do something about it, but I discovered that

£ a

y
ra was too critical of herself. Those who have heard

her playback say her voice records beautifully over the

waxfand as for speaking too quickly that is a dung for

the monitor to adjust. So, girls and boy^ youjiU soon

hear as well as see your flapper heroine. Dorothy Ar.ncr

will direct.
$ * *

Marcehne Day is in it too-that "Wild^
ture; and say, would you like to know -hat Sana Claus

gave Marcehne by means of Richard Dix? All right

gten—a dramond bracelet! Does that give you a thrill

and start you tuning up the wedding bells? Well, don t

get too^xcited. Times have changed since Grandma was
g

a girl and young men gave only their

^ Anita. Page,

having climbed the

ladder herself, now

tak.es the time to

tell some newcom-

ers how to do it.

fiancees expensive presents,

a young man can give a

mine if he thinks she is

Nowadays
girl a gold

regular and

Tom Mix was like, and it kept Tom Mix reaching

pretty high to live up to Young America s ideal.

I want Young America to know," Tom went on,

-that however short Tom Mix may have fallen

below its ideal of him. Young America has made a better man of

Tom Mix than Tom Mix would ever have made of himseit.

* * *

It never rains but it pour, and it is an ill wind that^
blows

nobody good, and everything turns out for the best! Those are

bromides Lilyan Tashman might be humming these days. The la

time I saw Lilyan she was like Niobe, all tears, but even while

she was telling me that she was more disappointed over the

postponement of 'The Genius," in which she was to play he

W opposite O. P. Heggie, than she had ever been in her Me

about anything, and that she didn't think she could be so dis

appointed over anything in this mercurial business she set her

jaw and wound up by remarking that she supposed it was all for

the best and that sometime she would know it.

As Lilyan had turned town three good parts to sign tor the

Genius" the blow was even greater.

Perhaps the attitude she took helped break things for her;

anyway, two days afterward Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer called to say

that the part they had offered her before in "The Trial of Mary

Du-an" was still open to her, and now Lilyan is sitting pretty

wit! two salaries rolling in and the best part she has had tor

many a long day. She plays Mary's chorus girl friend who is so

c ever a witness Norma Shearer is the star, Bayard Veiller the

Ct'Constance Talmadge and her leading man in the

hirture she made in France. His name is jean

E££ and he is sa.d to be the favorite movie

actor on the continent. Come on over, Jean.
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he has the

more than a

Grandma was

price,

bunch
And it

of violets

means no
did—when

puppies, so that baby will have plenty of little friends to grow

up with him.
* * *

After a somewhat hectic two months Pauline Garon signed

two contracts at once. One for an Educational Picture and

another with FBO.
* * *

Betty Compson signed two contracts on the same day, too.

It seems to be the style in Hollywood now. Everybody's doing

it. Betty's fine work in "The Barker" had all the managers on

their toes to sign her up for future productions and it looks as

though Betty had started the most enviable year of her career.

She will do four pictures for Fox and three for FBO—all talkers.

* % *

Bess Meredyth hopes that she never has to adapt a story in

which the heroine goes to the electric chair because it will be

all off with her if she does. This is the gag: Bess adapted "The

Green Hat" in which Greta Garbo starred. If you remember,

the 'shameless, shameful lady' of Michael Arlen's novel killed

herself by driving her Hispano-Suiza head on into a giant tree.

While she was working on the story Bess had an automobile

accident that proved a close call for her. She is now adapting

Herman Suderman's "The Wonders of Woman"
in which the heroine dies of heart failure. So when

Bess was attacked one night with a terrible pain in

the region of her heart she thought, "For heavens

sake, am I going to adopt all the diseases of the

heroines I write about?" She was a little worried,

C[ Esther Ralston

wishes the see-

narist would
write her a

cleaner story to

play in.

a gir 1!

* *

Emil Jannings began his new picture

—

working title, "An Alpine Romance."

Esther Ralston is the gal, and Gary Cooper, that

high-powered, sex appealer, will contribute to the

love scenes in a manner to cause maidens to quiver.

Watch out for the ones he offers with Lupe Velez

in "Wolf Song," too. Folks say they are power-

full strong, and somebody said it wasn't all acting.

But I don't know. Lupe swears she will never

marry, so she probably isn't really in love. See what

you think when you see it.

Mary Brian and Richard Arlen are going strong

in "The Man I Love." It is a story of the squared

circle and William Wellman, director of "Wings"

and "Beggars of Life," holds the megaphone.

Then as soon as Evelyn Brent gets through play-

ing Pearl in Universal's picturization of "Broad-

way," she and William Powell will make another

all-talker. It will be called "Darkened Rooms,"

from the pen of Sir Philip Gibbs—a spiritualistic

story. Hold your breath, kids, for goodness knows

what will happen in it, but something does—and

how!
This is only the second time Paramount has

loaned a player to Universal, I believe, but Evelyn

begged so hard when the part was offered her that

Paramount patted her on the head and let her go.

h= * *

It seemed to me, when I visited the Columbia

Studios the other day, that Norman Kerry had an

unusual air of importance about him. "What's it

all about?" I demanded. "Why, don't you know?"

he asked. "I'm a god-father! To the cutest young-

ster ever born on this earth!" His name is Norman
Tokoshya and he is the baby son of the Japanese

gardener who cares for Norman Kerry's estate.

"He took his christening like a major, too," Nor-

man declared proudly. "Didn't cry a bit!"

On the same day with little Norman were also

born on the Kerry estate nine Doberman Pinscher

<C Josephine Dunn wears a. coat equipped with a warming-pad

all wired with electricity which is supplied hy a battery tuc\ed

inside a small poc\et—believe it or not!
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too but after taking several cups of hot water she discovered the

nam was merely a severe attack of indigestion and not alarming

at all. So she had a good laugh at herself.

1 aUess Michael Curtis, the director, was pretty glad too,

because he and Bess are to^ be married very shortly, probably

before these lines see printer's ink.

H»
*

The talkers have certainly made an unwieldy business of the

motion picture industry. When players think they are all washed

up on one thing, sign other contracts and fimsh two or three

nictures they are called back to make the talking sequences on

Ke one fin4ed so long ago. There is "Hell's Angels
.

tha

agitates Ben Lyon so. The picture was eleven months in the

making and was finished six months ago. Just the other day

Ben jimmy Hall, and the rest of the cast were reca ed for the

fvlLg sequences. Then it seems that "The Exodus, the Mor-

mm picture made by the Pioneer Film Company, is recalling

players for talking sequences. That means Ben Lyon and Mar

e

Prevost among others. Just how Ben is going to dmde himself

up is unknown at the present moment
P
When Ben Was in New York last, Skeets Gallagher kept prod-

dine him to see the flea circus on Forty-second street. Those

flea! are wonderful, Ben, you have no idea! They do whatever

they are told, drag around tiny wagons and everything, where-

uoon Ben be«an to feel his (Skeets
1

)
pulse and take his temper-

Xre Ftnally curiosity got him, but refusing to be recognised

on such an absurd jaunt he put on a false beard.

In about two minutes Ben was as enthusiastic about the trained

fleas as Skeets Their feeding time was of tremendous interest.

Thar trainer bares his arm and at a word from him the fleas

(( As\ed by an in-

terviewer her

favorite occupa-

tion, a movie

actress is said

to have replied:

"I just sit and

thin\." Audrey
Ferris didn't say

it, hut she is

thinking.

Victor MacLaglen has

invented a new method

of insuring a safe light

for a cigarette. Study

the picture, secure a

small candle, and he

convinced. Simple—
oh, very.

hop up and take a nip. That happens once a day and is all then
:
f°odJkn

waited for their next turn watching everything they did the

attention On the way home Bens false beard seemed to give him some

trouble and the next day it was discovered that several fleas were missing

among hem the leading lady, and to this day Ben has not been able

to live down Skeets jeering remark that he walked way with the cast.

# * *

Fox is apparently going to make a team of Sue Carol and Nick Stuart

Watch forTose love scenes-they are real.. The kids are still crazy abou
WatCh

each other, but what do you think is the titk of their firs

picture under the new ruling? Girls Gone Wild. 1
hope

it is just a working title because it sounds terrible.

" sH * *

All Hollywood was saddened by the sudden death of Theo-

dore Roberts, who has for so many years been a pdar of the

staae and screen. No one can take his place. Hi, funeral

called forth the biggest names in Hollywood, some of whom

owed their first start or a new beginning to his kindly advice.

::; ^: ^

Following her marriage to Peverel Marley Lma Basquette will

start on a tour of four weeks with the Fanchon and Marco

outfit in a dancing act. It seems too bad that Lina couldn

have gotten that engagement over before her marriage but hf

is like that sometimes. Always going backward like a crab

Anyway, right now Lina and Tev are the happiest

couple in Hollywood.
* * #

Simultaneously with her announcement that she and

Warner Brothers have come to the parting °t the

ways at the expiration of her contract, May McAvoy

announces her engagement to Maurice Cleary, a
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motion picture executive, manager of the

British Dominion Film Company. The

announcement was made at a shower

given by Carmel Myers for Rosabelle

Laemmle, daughter of Carl Laemmle,

who married Stanley Bergman.
* * *

"Welcome to pneumonia hall," said

Jason Robards recently as he and

Thelma Todd and Sally Eilers huddled

around a stove on the set of "Trial Mar-

riage," in which Norman Kerry is also

featured. There was one week out here

when Californians thought their sunny

state was trying to double for the north

pole, and this was it. By the way,

Jason has just announced his intention

to wed Miss Agnes Lynch who is a

sister of Mrs. Carroll Nye.
* * *

William deMille has taken up the

megaphone in earnest on the Metro lot.

He is working on a talking version of

his own play, "The Man Higher Up,"

adapted by Clara Beranger who is the

director's bride. Theodore Roberts

played the piece all over this country

and deMille would have liked him to do

the picture, but "I hear he is not very

well," Mr. deMille said when I talked

with him; and a few days afterward

the Grand Old Man, Theodore Roberts

answered his final roll call on this planet.

Robert Edeson plays the part. There are just two men

in the cast, no women. It will be interesting to see how
this experiment, for it is an experiment on Mr. de Mille's

part, will turn out.
* * *

Edna May Cooper was flipping flap-jacks with Vilma

Banky the other day on the set of "Child's, New York."

When given the scene to do she asked to practice for a

few minutes. "Oh, dear no," said an assistant, "the plate

is all clean and we are going to take the scene right away."

Rin-Tin'Tin ta\ing a sound picture test. The camera is in

the sound-proof booth at the left. Jiote the microphone.

Rinty's growl is said to register 100%.

"Ter
'Well,

When it was over Edna May asked how it looked,

rible," said the assistant consolingly, "Just terrible."

let me practice," begged Edna May. "Oh, no. You can't.

We are going to take it right now1." But again Edna

May failed dismally. "How long did Vilma practice?"

asked Edna May. "Oh, only a couple of weeks," said the

assistant. "Only a couple of weeks, and the picture has

been going for six weeks, that makes eight weeks and

—

well, how do you expect me to get it right the first time?"

But the assistant didn't know.

Phyllis Haver playing a newspaper reporter. Old newspaper men, please note. If you want

to see the havoc a girl li\e Phyllis! could cause in a newspaper office, see "The Office Scandal."
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^he (Btage Coach
Bi/ Morrie Ryskind

Wings Over Europe

ris
an interesting play the Theatre Guild has pro-

duced for our mental stimulation in Wings Over

Europe
" We say mental stimulation advisedly; you

can check you sex glands when you enter the doors

of the Martin Beck; all you need is your cerebrum: there

are nineteen people in the cast—all men.

And we think, liberal as we like to think we are, that

the authors cast their characters wisely when they chose

Tn all male contingent to present the intellectual problem

involved There is something about a gooddooking woman

hat mterferes with cold, calm thought. Bring a wo -
into a scene and reason—our reason, you understand

flies righ out of the window. Enter emotion. Caesar

wa a great guy till he met Cleopatra. Socrates could

Tee everythmg

b
clearly until he met Xantippe. Of course

Socrates" got
§
his reason back after a while nab*

that Xan was not the quiet little angel he had thought

But by that time it was too late: ^^^J£
was only when he was at a stag with Plato and the

boys that he could reason things out dearly

Well, anyhow, then, here we art at No. 10 Downing

Street, London, in "Wings Over Europe.

A young idealistic genius walks into a

Cabinet meeting and shows the Cabinet

that he has mastered the atom and can

control matter. He can redistribute atoms

so that wood may become gold, so that a

lump of sugar or a man may vanish, rle

hopes his great conquest may build a new

world, where man may be rid of all mate-

rial necessity, so that he may be tree to

develop his soul. And what does the

British Cabinet say? It sees only a chance

to make the British army and navy im-

pregnable. . ,

Well of course, that isn t quite the way

the young idealist had looked at it. Thrown

into despair at the realization that his

supreme conquest may be used by man

further to exploit man, he becomes dis-

gusted with the whole human race the

slow growth of life from the mud and

slime up to this so-called civilization he

regards as a futile experiment. He will

let nature try again on another planet.

He will use his power to wipe out this

world and its petty inhabitants. He gives

the world, including the British Cabinet,

fifteen minutes to live.

Those last fifteen minutes are sublime.

The world doesn't know its doom, but the

British Cabinet does. And the reactions

of the various secretaries for This-and-

That are well planned and excellently

played. It is in those fifteen minutes that

drama enters the theater. If the slow start

of the first act could assume half the velocity of this scene,

we could honestly say of the play that it held us from

first to last. As it is, first it doesn't; but last it does. And

last, if there are enough intellectuals in town, it may.

Gentlemen of the Press

Nothing but fear of not seeing a show as good as The

Front Page" kept us from looking at "Gentlemen ot the

Press" until this late day. It will be on the road when

this notice hits your eyes, and if you live in the cities

where it is to play, we suggest that you don t fail to see it

Maybe it's not quite as good as "The Front Page, but

it is head and shoulders above most of the shows that visit

the road—or New York for that matter It captures the

romance and the drabness, the light and shade of a re-

porter's life as accurately and nicely as The Front Page.

If it is not as noisily exciting, it is occasionally even more

quietly effective.

There are some excellent performances in the mam

though we didn't like Hugh O'Connell's work as much

as most of the critics seemed to. But Robert Gleckler,

CarTotta Irwin and William Wadsworth more than made
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(^Reviews of the

New Broad-

way Plays.

up for it. George Abbott made
a Handsome job of the direction.

Some radical changes, we under-

stand, will be made for the film,

though the intrinsic story will be

kept intact. Paramount is even

now making the screen version,

with dialogue.

One Way Street

A critic, it is our belief, must

hold high standards. Otherwise

he is nothing but a box'score re'

porter for Variety, our famous con'

temporary. Yet, high as those stand-

ards should be, it is our further \

opinion that they must necessarily vary

with the subject matter.

In other words, we think it a little

foolish—no, we think it a lot foolish for

a critic to apply the same measuring

apparatus to, say, "Cyrano de Bergerac"

and, say, to Bobby Clark. It is possible,

is creating interest in Tsjew Tor\ now. From left to right, the actors

Lawford, and Hugh Buc\ler. The cast is composed entirely of men.

Vandamm

we believe, for an otherwise cultured person

to enjoy both John Barrymore in "Richard

III" and Al Jolson in some Shubert extrava-

ganza. But what a cock-eyed fool he would

be if he were to apply the same critical rod

to both!

So it is that we beg to differ with most

of our critical colleagues who fell tooth and

nail on Beulah Poynters "One Way Street,"

because it held no Shakespearean cadences,

nor any Ibsenesque philosophy. That is to

criticize Bacardi for not being nectar. The

only way you can criticize Bacardi is on its

flavor and genuineness—or so I have heard.

"One Way Street," then, is definitely noth-

ing for your mind or your soul. But as a

good average melodrama, containing the usual

compound of murder, gangs, crooks, dope

peddlers, etc., we maintain it will do. It

provides a mildly pleasant (Com. on page 106)
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<CAbove: Fred Hiblo,^ fa>

mous director of "Ben

Hur" and other sue

cesses, supervises a new
style screen test of Dor-

othy Sebastian—one for

voice and one for photo-

graphic qualities.

CRASHING
By Yred Niblo

OU've heard that odds for fame as

a silent star are a thousand to one.

Well, breaking into the talkie racket

raises the ratio two thousand against one.

I'm not deliberately discouraging the future^Dons Ken-

yons and Conrad Nagels, but I do think it s wise to ace

a few facts before staking everything on such a perilous

venture. , T . i

Let's suppose that you're Mary Jane Jones ot Little

Fork Iowa Jones is not her name, but her experience

is taken from life. Mary Jane comes to Hollywood by

request * That is, her family and indulgent neighbors think

it's a crime to waste such talent on the home town, buch

rare genius should be preserved for posterity via the talkie

route" Mary Jane had a lead in the high school play,

and sang over the local radio station. These credentials

should pave the way easily, she assures herself.

Mary Jane Jones arrives to seek out the studio ot her

C[ According to Fred Jiiblo,

Greta Garho is a blonde

personality with a 'brw

nette voice.' She has a

voice pitched lower than

that of any other woman
in pictures.

/
The

SOUND GATES

favorite film star, generously allowing them

the first chance to sign her on the dotted line.

We'll say it happens to be Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

She is ushered into Jack King's presence. He is in

charge of the movietone file. Jack is put on specially

for this work, for 2? percent more extras than before the

sound upheaval now besiege casting offices, as part ot the

talkie traffic.
, „

Jack courteously requests her name, a photo tor the hie,

and previous stage or screen experience. The home town

fame doesn't phase him. No, he informs her, the head

casting director, Fred Beers, sees only the prominent play-

ers No talkie tests are being given. The present list is

filled completely. Give her a call if anything occurs borry.

Mary Jane hears that Maitland Rice holds a similar posi-

tion at Fox studios. This procedure differs only slightly

He grants an interview, but the upshot is that studios can t

afford to grant talkie tests except (Continued on page 109)
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SCREENLAND 89

"FauxPas"I Said...
and EveryoneTittered

!

-ButFourWeeks Later, WhatADifference
IT

was the very first time I had been

invited to the home of Mr. Blake—the

President of our Company. Of course

I wanted to make the best possible impres-

sion. After dinner we were all chatting

idly. I began to explain some of my pet

theories and they went over big—everyone

was listening attentively. Encouraged I

launched into an animated description of

the last tournament at the club. And
then—it happened. "Tyler made a terrible

faux pas," I said—and everyone tittered!

Embarrased, ashamed, I flushed and fal-

tered. My self-confidence fled—and for

the rest of the evening I didn't dare open
my mouth. If only I hadn't tried to use

that terrible phrase. But I had seen it in

print a thousand times and so I thought
I knew how to pronounce it.

That little experience opened my eyes

to my miserable pronunciation and meager
vocabulary. Could that be the reason why
I never seemed to get ahead—why I never

got the big jobs with the real money? I

was always groping for words—always

stammering and stuttering—trying to

avoid words I wasn't sure of—and making-

scores of mistakes daily. Of course no
one ever tells you when you mispronounce
a word—it is such a personal matter

—

and I never would have known of my
glaring error that evening if it hadn't

been for that embarrassing incident when
everyone tittered.

One day, I read about an amazing new
method of learning Cultured Speech, Correct
Pronunciation and Vocabulary Building that
had just been perfected. Through this new
"learn by listening" method, I discovered I

could actually hear an expert in phonetics pro-
nounce each word clearly and distinctly I And
I could hear the same word a hundred times
if need be, so as to get it fixed in my mind
the right way.

I lost no time in sending for this new
method. I was amazed to find how easily I
learned new words—learned how to use them
and pronounce them—just by sitting back and

listening—words I would never have dared use
before. The first evening I learned to pro-

nounce correctly exactly 39 words, and in less

than one week I had enriched my vocabulary
beyond my expectations. Today I find that I

am using hundreds of words that I never
would have dreamed of using a month ago.
Not only that, but my new sureness with words,
the new ease with which I express myself, has
had a marked influence on my business suc-

cess. Already I have secured a better job with
a much higher salary. And I know that I

am saved forever from the embarrassment of

making such an unforgiveable error as I made
that night at the Blake's I

At Last A New and Easy Way
At last a new and easy way has been found

to really teach Cor-
rect Pronunciation,
Cultured Speech and
Vocabulary Building.
Not by the old dic-

tionary method, but
by a plan absolutely
new—phonograph rec-

ords—talking machine
records electrically

recorded in the most
modern and scientific

This fascinating
new method has been
developed by a group
of educators, under
the direction of Prof.
Edward H. Gardner,
for 18 years a member
of the faculty of the
University of Wis-
consin. The instruc-
tion is absolutely au-
thoritative. Over 2000
stubborn words are
covered—words which
should be familiar to
every cultured per-
son. Not a corre-

spondence course—
no studying—no les-

sons to send in. In-

stead, all you need to

do is to sit back
comfortably in your
easy chair — and
listen.

Everyone finds it delightful and easy to learn

through this wonderful new phonograph records

method. It is interesting, the entire family will

want to listen—and when your friends drop in

during an evening, you will have a means of

entertainment as fascinating as bridge.

Your speech reveals what you are. Correct
speech is the first mark of education, of culture.

Cultivated speech is a social and business asset

of the first importance. No matter how poor
your "ear for words," nor how incorrect your
pronunciation, you can now master cultured
speech and accurate pronunciation—easily and
quickly

!

Free Trial—Send No Money
Eight now we are making a remarkable free

demonstration offer. This offer enables you to
try the Pronunciphone Method right in your
own home.
The coupon below entitles you to a special

seven-day free examination. Just send it off

today, and the Pronunciphone Method consisting
of Seven Double records (fourteen records in
all) and including a unique Instruction Manual
"Good Taste in Speech," will go forward to
you promptly, all charges prepaid. If you aren't
delighted, fascinated—simply return the Pro-
nunciphone Method within the seven-day period
and the examination will have cost you nothing.
Otherwise send only $3.85 as first payment and
$4.00 a month for four months.

Mail the coupon at once and see for yourself
how this amazing new method will help you,
in less than 30 days, to acquire a command of
speech that will win recognition and respect.

THE PRONUNCIPHONE INSTITUTE
Dept. 6323 3601 Michigan Ave. Chicago

The Pronunciphone Institute,

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6323,

Chicago, III.

Send me the Pronunciphone Records for free
trial. Within seven days I will either return them
or send $3.85 as first payment and $4.00 a month
for four months.

Name

Now Sent
Free Trial

i Address -

City.. State..
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RUPTURE

Throws Away

Truss

!

Eleven years ago Mr. T. M.
Cannon was raptured very badly,

lie tried one type of truss alter

another—all with disappointing

results. Finally be heard about

the New Science system that

does away with steel springs,

leg straps and hard cushions,

lie learned about Magic Dot

—

the tinv device weighing less

than a feather—that held rup-

ture without pressure. He ex-

amined a free sample of Airtcx

—the astonishing flesh-soft pad
that yields with every move-
ment of the body. TODAY—
he works 14 hours a day as a

barber . . . and teaches box-

ing and wrestling on the side.

Will vou accept the same op-

portunity that has ended the

pain and discomfort for thou-

sands like Mr. Cannon? Simply

send Your name and address

for full details and free sample

of Airtex. No obligation what-

soever. Mail to

NEW SCIENCE INSTITUTE
3758 Clay Street Steubenville, Ohio

How I Lost
&fPounds

I weighed 279 lbs.!

Before

279 lbs.

After I had tried many ways to

reduce, a medical advisor of one ot

America's leading insurance compa-

nies told me of a new way ...»
natural way, pleasant and

healthful. No dangerous

drugs, no tiresome courses

in dieting or exercise: no

thyroid or glandular ex-

tracts, no sweat baths, lo-

tions, soaps or creams. It

was easy, natural and abso-
^

lutely safe. I
Send your name and ad- %

dress and I will send you

all particulars at absolutely

no cost or obligation to

you.

M. E. HART
Hart Bldg. Dept. 84

_ ,
Today

New Orleans, m Jbs _

Dariiig^uiigMen!

Heed tEe^^V"
Call to,, ™

1

C[ The most sought-after man of the

month—Gary Cooper, a riot with

young ladies not only in Hollywood

but all over the world. Wow!

Aviation
QUICKLY TRAIN AT HOME

FOR BIG PAY
Now—a complete, practical EASY-

TO GRASP Home Study Course in

Aviation at a new low price. Motors,

Wings. Designs. Nomenclature, Flight

Principles. Air Rules. Avigation. Mete-

orology and 100 other fascinating sub-

jects. Endorsed by Aviation Experts.

Qualify «*..W".^.**™?!J^J^'HKra Em-
Expert, Designer, etc. Diploma given,

ployment Service. Write for details.

*>— FREE BOOK COUPON

'

! National Aviation Training.
• Dept. 8, 1031 So. Broadway. Los Angeles, Cal.

! Send me, without obligation,

J
"Aviation."

• Name -
• iddress -

City and State

the Free Book

.—.Age...

Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd., Holly-

wood, Cal. You can write to Sally O'Neil

at Tiffany-Stahl Studios, 4516 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood, Cal. Ben Lyon's last film was

made at FBO Studios, 780 Gower St., Hol-

lywood, Cal.

Maree B. of Tacoma, Wash. Just a word

about announcing fan clubs— I have so

many requests from readers, asking^ for

space to announce their favorite stars'^ fan

club, if I would do so, there wouldn't be

a line of information about our screen fans

—and how would you like that? Not so

good. Sue Carol appears with Nick Stuart

in "Chasing Through Europe." Sue has

brown hair and eyes, is 5 feet 2 inches tall,

and weighs 110 pounds. She was born

in 1908 and her real name is Evelyn

Lederer.

Joyce M. B. of Calumet, III. You'd

like to be me—that's sweet of you but how

can we arrange it? If I answered your

questions without even thinking, I might

give you a couple of wrong numbers; right

or wrong, I'm here with the goods, every-

thing but home addresses of the stars.

Ramon Novarro has not left the screen but

has signed another long time contract with

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,

Cal. His latest release is "The Flying

Fleet."

Chuc\ from Racine, Wis. I'll let you

in on a secret if you won't breathe it. I've

tried to intimidate the Editor into putting

my picture in the magazine but threats are

of no avail, so we'll put a mask on my
shining countenance until the Editor under-

goes a change of heart. It may not be

long now. Buddy Rogers can be reached

at Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,

Hollywood, Cal. He plays with Mary

Brian in "Someone to Love."

Anxious Mary from Guadalupe, Cal. I

don't intend to be funny but so long as

I am, try to stop me. This risibility may

go on for years. Mary Brian can be ad-

dressed at Paramount Studios, 5451 Mara-

thon St., Hollywood, Cal. She appeared

in "Forgotten Faces" with Clive Brook,

Olga Baclanova, William Powell and Jack

Luden. John Gilbert has one more pic-

ture to make for M-G-M under his present

contract and then he starts his new con-

tract—more salary, better roles, etc. Betty

Bronson may be reached at Warner Bros.,

5842 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal. By

the time you read this, Greta Garbo will be

at home in her native land, Sweden—unless

she changes her plans. Her latest release

is "A Woman of Affairs," co-starring with

John Gilbert. Sally O'Neil is appearing

in "The Floating College." You can write

her at Tiffany-Stahl Studios, 4516 Sunset

Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Andy of Broo\lyn. I like the ease with

which you throw your questions—fast and

furious. But that's only a carbon copy

with what I can do with the answers. Joan

Crawford is 22 years old. Her engagement

has been announced to Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr. Her address is Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Studios, Culver City, Cal. She is not re

lated to Dorothy Sebastian. Birmingham,

Ala , is Dorothy's home town. She was

born April 26, 1905.

Just Me from Madison Wis. Of all

things! You like my department and all

the bunk that goes with it. Someone has

gone gaga and I feel sure it isn't Vee

Dee. In a broad-minded manner you

announce the three best-looking young fel-

lows on the screen: Ramon Novarro, Rich-

ard Barthelmess and William Haines. What

about the other thousand and one best-

looking screen players? I'm playing safe

for I'd vote for them all. Ramon Novarro

is 29 years old, is 5 feet 10 inches tall,

and weighs 160 pounds. Richard Barthel-

mess is 33 years old, is 5 feet 7 inches

tall and weighs 138 pounds. William

Haines is 6 feet tall, weighs 172 pounds,

and was born January 1, 1900.

di Sally O'Hed—third most

star with Miss Vee Dee
popular

s fans.
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Guarantee

New hair
grown quickly

or no pay—

Free trial-
mail coupon
below-NOWl

The amazing story of

INFRA-RED RAYS
Now at last—through the elec-

tric magic of Infra-red Rays

—

Science has found a startling way
to grow new hair quickly.

No matter how fast your hair

is falling out, no matter how
much of it is gone—this is our
guarantee : Thisamazingnewelec-

trical discovery will end your
dandruff, stop falling hair and
grow thick, luxuriant new hair in

4 weeks—or you pay nothing!
You risk nothing. You are the
judge—your own mirror will fur-

nish the astounding evidence.

Famous Surgeon?sDiscovery

All observant men have no-
ticed that their beard grows
faster in hot weather than in cold.

What causes that?

Simply this: Heat rays of a
certain kind that stimulate and
vitalize the hair-growing tissue.

Two years ago a noted surgeon,

seeking to bring back his own
hair—applying all his scientific

knowledge to the problem—made
a remarkable discovery. It is the
first time a scientific man of his

standing has ever entered this

field of helpfulness.

He discovered a simple way in

Siiich to use life-giving invisible

eat rays—known to all scien-

tists—to restore health and nor-

mal conditions to the scalp tissues

and so RESTORE HAIR in all

but certain rare instances. It

ended his own baldness. Today
his hair is unusually thick and
luxuriant.

Called DermO'Ray
Because of his scientific con-

servatism and his standing in his

profession, the discoverer of

Dermo-Ray made no general

announcement of his startling

discovery. But, as the head of

his own hospital, his own case

records—with hundreds of men
and women—proved scientific-

ally, conclusively, that this new
discovery grows hair, when noth-

ing else will—grows hair, ends
dandruff, in NINE OUT OF
TEN CASES. Now that the

amazing power of Infra-red

Rays is known to the entire

scientific world—and DERMO-
RAY has been proved to be one
of the most startling scientific

discoveries of recent years—now
for the first time, has Dr.
Theodore H. Larson permitted

public announcement of his dis-

covery to be made.

Infrared Rays Reach
the Roots

In nine out of ten so-called cases of

baldness the hair roots are not dead.

They are only dormant. But when you
try to reach them with hair tonics, oils

massages and salves, you are obviously

wasting both time and money. For you
treat only the surface skin—never get

to the roots.

Rough Diagram Suggesting: Left—the long-wave Infra-Red rays;
right— short-wave Vltra-Violeti

Your own physician will tell you that
the warm, soothing Infra-red Ray pen-
etrates more deeply through human
tissue than any other harmless heat-ray
known to science. It reaches the hair
root and electrically, almost magically,
revitalizes it. Hair literally "sprouts"
as a result.

Send No Money
You can use DERMO-RAY in any

home with electricity. The warm, sooth-
ing, Infra-red Rays vitalize your scalp
while you rest or read—a few minutes
each day is all the time required.

In four weeks you will be free forever
from the social and business embarrass-
ment of baldness—or you pay nothing.
Complete facts about this astounding

new scientific discovery, opinions of
authorities, incontrovertible evidence,
and details of special trial offer will be
sent free, if you mail the coupon below.
To forever end your scalp and hair
troubles, act at once. Print your name
and address plainly—and mail the cou-
pon NOW.

I
FREE TRIAL OFFER

,

THE LARSON INSTITUTE,
216 North Wabash Ave., Dept. 498
Chicago, Illinois.

Send me at once without obligation, full
particulars— in plain envelope— of your
30-day Free Trial of DERMO-RAY.

Name

Address

City

State. I

.J
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NED M*a¥BUBN

SCREENLAND
The Miracle Gin— Continued from page 41

America's Foremost Danct Au-

thority, who stam-rt the Best Edi-

tions of tho "Follies." and ovor 600

other Musical Shows, Oilers Train.

Inn (or SUCCESS and POPU-
LARITY In

Every Type of

STAGE and SOCIAL
DANCING

at a Surprisingly Low Cost

Vou can become a highly-paid and
souKht-atter dancer under the StuiQ-

nnce of this Wizard Star Maker. Let

Mr Wavlmrn add your name to this

\-W Hsf Mar'ilvn Miller. Ann Pennington,

/ and Adele Aslaire. Gildn Gray,

If Evelvn Law. Ada May, Al Jolson, fcd-

I die Cantor, Will HoRcrs. Oscar Shaw,

J Marx Uros., Gus Shy, Marlon Davles.

r liillie Dove. Lina Bastiuette. Dorothy

Glsh Bessie Love, Bebe Daniels, Dorothy

Mackaill, Jitcciueline LOEan, .losephine

Dunn. .lohvna BaLston. Anita Pape, Jack

Mulhall. Noah Beery, W. C. Fields and

hundreds of other stane and screen favor-

ites whom he trained and directed. Put

your career in the hands of a man whose

touch spells SUCCESS.
Call at the Studios or write for booklet

TC which describes Star Making at the New
Wa'ylmrn Studios; or. if you cannot conic to

New York, ask for booklet JHC on Ned Way-

bum's Borne Study Courses in Stage Dancing.

NED WAVBURN
courses for Studios of Stage Dancing Inc.

Reducing and ^^orfb%^TJlL%^lB
.

M to in P M. Except Sundays (Closed Saturdays

Building Up at 6 P. M.) Phone Columbus 3500.

SfoMTsin^aTriiss
STUART'S ADHESIF PLAPAO-
PADS are surprisingly different

Irom tho truss—being mechanico-
chemico applicators — made self-

adhesive purposely to keep the

muscle-tonic
,fPLAPA0"applied

continuously tothe affectedparts,

and to minimize painful friction

and dangerous slipping. No
straps, bucklos or spring at-

tached. Soft as velvet-easy to ,
apply-lnexponslve. Foralmosta « Harjpj

Awarded quarterof acenturysatisfiedthou- B""?K,
U
,

Gold Medal sands report success withoutdelay brand (Tlx

from work. Process of recovery natural so no subsequent

use for a truss. Awarded Gold Medal and Grand rijrr
Prix Trial of "PLAPAO" will be sent absolutely tUtt
Write your name on coupon and send today. ithb

Plapao Co., 54 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Jame

ddress -•• — • •— -— •—*

Return mail will bring Free Trial PLAPAO.

THE OLIVE CO.

THE FORM
Developed Quickly

This Beautiful Woman Says:

"I have proven that any

woman can have a beautiful

form if she will only use your
method. Friends envy my
perfect figure." {Name on
Request.)
For eighteen years this method

has been used successfully—en-

dorsed by physicians of national

reputation—praised literally by-

thousands who have beautified

their forms.
Send your name and address for this

valuable information with actual photo-

graphic proof—all seDt FREE.
Dept. 30 Clarinda, Iowa

indict ourselves on each other's business

domains. I have never been on one of his

sets; he never visits mine. When we reach

home at night, we are both tired and want

to forget the studios. Therefore, we never

dwell on the happenings of the day. Wc
both break this rule occasionally. Now and

then I hear of something I think he should

know and I tell him. He sometimes passes

similarly helpful advice to me."

Betty's career has been a long and fruit'

ful one. It was many years ago, in 1918 to

be exact, that the late George Loane Tucker,

seeking a girl to play the feminine lead in

"The Miracle Man," saw Miss Compson and

gave her the part. At that time she was a

leading lady in Christie Comedies and she

was beginning to wonder if she would ever

be anything else. Betty went through two

years of comedy leads before "The Miracle

Man" opportunity knocked.

Veteran fans will remember the picture.

It was made under terrific difficulties, finan-

cial and otherwise. But it turned out to be

one of the greatest productions ever filmed

and it elevated to stardom three players

whose names still are written boldly on the

movie roll. Besides Miss Compson, Lon

Chaney and Thomas Meighan won fame

with their performances in "The Miracle

Man."
There followed a very lucrative contract

with Famous'Players-Lasky, a contract that

existed for five years. At the end of that

period, through saving and wise invest-

ments, Miss Compson amassed a consider-

able fortune. Had she wished, she might

have retired immediately and spent the re-

mainder of her days in luxury.

But retiring wasn't in Miss Compson s

lexicon. She tells me that she wanted to

quit pictures then. But, with all due

apologies to the lady, I do not believe her

She is too energetic, too ambitious, too real

ever to retire. When she finds her welcome

grown dim, Miss Compson will find some-

thing else to occupy her time. Some other

way to accumulate money. Somehow, it

is difficult to imagine Betty as retired, hold-

ing her hands because of nothing for them

to do.

Don't get the wrong impression about

Miss Compson's desire for money. She

saves it, but there is no man or woman m
the world more generous than Betty.- Every

charitable movement finds her a contributor,

more often than not under the cognomen

'a friend' or 'Anonymous.' Times too

many to enumerate she has aided extra girls

or more important actresses who have en-

countered adverse circumstances._

Miss Compson is no miser with

AN ARTISTRE
H M WE CAN TEACH

YOU DRAWING in

your own homo during your
spare time. Thirty-five years of
successful teaching proves our ability.

Artists receive large salaries.

Write to<Ihy for Art Year Book

Schgdi^Apmiedaot
Hoom 3 BATTLECUEKMICff,

^foreignWork!
Like to Travel—does Romantic,
WealthySouth America call you? Unusual
' Opportunities for young men. American
Employers pay fare and expenses.Bigpay— write for Free Information and Instructions,

"How to Apply for Position." No obligations.

SOUTH AMERICAN SERVICE BUREAU
14600 Alma Avenue, Detroit, Mich'

money. She delights in earning and saving

and giving. To Betty, the thrill of adding

another thousand to the bank account is

equal to the joy an artist gets out of a good

painting. As well expect Henry Ford to

retire as to look for Betty Compson to quit!

That is why I say I do not believe Miss

Compson ever tried to retire.

Following cessation of her L'asky con-

tract, Miss Compson free-lanced with con-

siderable success. Working around the

studios, she soon found that the independ-

ents— (about Hollywood we rather depre-

catingly refer to them as 'the quickies')

—

offered a most lucrative field. So during

the year 1927, Miss Compson played the

independent field with most inspiring re-

sults. She earned $170,000 by her efforts.

She did more than earn a great deal of

money. As a quickie star, her name sold

pictures to a great number of theaters and

at bigger prices than any other actress.

This fact became known in the more im-

portant studios. The minute it was learned

that Miss Compson's name meant dollars

and cents at any old box office, the bigger

producing companies sought to retrieve her

back from the independents.

Thus is written the cause of Betty's re-

markable come-back over the past year. It

began when she was called by Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer for the principal feminine role

in "The City." This picture re-united Miss

Compson and Lon Chaney for the first time

since "The Miracle Man." Immediately

after this production, Miss Compson went

to First National and was cast opposite

Milton Sills in "The Barker," one of the

outstanding screen productions of the year.

Famous-Players-Lasky next bid for her ser-

vices and secured them for "Docks of New
York," in which she appeared with George

Bancroft. A great number of critics termed

her work in this picture as her finest indiv-

idual piece of acting.

Back Betty went to First National follow-

ing "Docks of New York." She did two

Richard Barthelmess pictures. One was

"Scarlet Seas" and the second, "Weary

River." Meanwhile, she also re-acted se-

sequences of "The Barker," to which studio

officials had decided to add talking situ-

ations. It is not surprising that Miss Comp-

son's voice registered perfectly. You see,

being both clever and beautiful, she had

perceived many months before that the

voice was to be of tremendous importance

to screen stars of the future. By the^time

she was called for talking sequences in "The

Barker," Betty had gone through almost

six months of intensive vocal and dramatic

training.

A little incident concerning Miss Comp-

son's wisdom in financial matters came to

my ears recently. It seems that a certain

prominent motion picture producer who is

also noted for his Wall Street dealings told

Miss Compson about a certain stock. Be-

fore he finished informing her, their con-

versation was interrupted. They did not

meet again for several weeks. It was on

one of the big studio lots that the two once

again confronted each other.

"I want to thank you for the tip you

gave me on that stock," Miss Compson

said. "I made nearly six thousand dollars

on it."

"Made six thousand!" echoed the pro-

ducer-investor. "Why, I lost four times as

much on that stock."
.

It developed that the producer had in-

tended telling Miss Compson to buy and

hold the stock for advance but before he

could do so, their conversation had been

interrupted. When she looked up the

stock's record on the market, Miss Compson

decided that it would drop in value, so she

sold short.

There are dozens of exciting episodes in

Betty's financial life. There was the corner

she purchased in Hollywood, for example,

on which she made more than thirty thou-

sand dollars. She had seen a "for sale' sign

on the lot and learned that it could be had

for little money. She also realised that the

property would occupy a stragetic position

if a certain street were cut through and she

knew that reality operators were quietly

attempting to have that street extended.

True to her business instincts, the realtors

were successful and the street was improved.

Miss Compson's lot, now an important busi-

ness property, jumped in value from five

thousand to thirty-five thousand!

her
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"What? Learn Music
by Mail ? they laughed

Ues, I cried, andIII bet
moneyIcan do it

/

IT
all started one day after lunch. The

office crowd was in the recreation-room,

smoking and talking, while I thumbed
through a magazine.
"Why so quiet, Joe?" some one called to

me.
"Just reading an ad," I replied, "all

about a new way to learn music by mail.

Says here any one can learn to play in a

few months at home, without a teacher.

Sounds easy, the way they tell about it."

"Ha, ha," laughed Fred Lawrence, "do
you suppose they would say it was hard?"

"Perhaps not," I came back, a bit

peeved, "but it sounds so reasonable I

thought I'd write them for their booklet."

Well, maybe I didn't get a razzing then!

Finally Fred Lawrence sneered: "Why,
it's absurd. The poor fellow really believes

he can learn music by mail!"
To this day I don't know what made me

come back at him. Perhaps it was because
I really was ambitious to learn to play the

piano. Anyhow, before I knew it I'd cried,

"Yes, and I'll bet money I can do it." But
the crowd only laughed harder than ever.

Suppose I Was Wrong

—

As I walked upstairs to my desk I began
to regret my haste. Suppose
that music course wasn't

what the ad said. Suppose
it was too difficult for me.
And how did I know I had
even the least bit of talent

to help me out. If I fell

down, the boys in the office

would have the laugh on me
for life. But just as I was
beginning to weaken, my
lifelong ambition to play and

real love of music came
to the rescue. And I de-

cided to go through with
the whole thing.

What
Instrument

for You?
Piano
Organ
Violin
Banjo
(Plectrum,
5 -String or
Tenor)

Clarinet
Flute
Harp
Cornet

Sight Singing
Voice and Speech Culture
Automatic Finger Control

Piano Accordion

During the few months that followed, Fred
Lawrence never missed a chance to give me a
sly dig about my bet. And the boys always
got a good laugh, too. But I never said a word.
I was waiting patiently for a chance to get the

last laugh myself.

My Chance Arrives

Things began coming my way during the office

outing at Pine Grove. After lunch it rained,
and we all sat around inside looking at each
other. Suddenly some one spied a piano in the

corner. "Who can play?" every one began ask-

ing. Naturally, Fred Lawrence saw a fine

chance to have some fun at my expense, and he
got right up.

"Ladies and gentlemen," he began, "our
friend Joe, the music-master, has consented to
give us a recital."

That gave the boys a good laugh. And some
of them got on either side of me and with
mock dignity started to escort me to the piano.
I could hear a girl say, "Oh, let the poor fellow
alone: can't you see he's mortified to death 1"

The Last Laugh
I smiled to myself. This was certainly a won-

derful setting for my little surprise party.
Assuming a scared look, I stumbled over to the
piano while the crowd tittered.

"Play 'The Varsity Drag'," shouted Fred,
thinking to embarrass me further.

I began fingering the keys, and then . . .

with a wonderful feeling of cool confidence
... I broke right into the very selection Fred
asked for. There was a sudden hush in the

room as I made that old piano
talk. But in a few minutes I

heard a fellow jump to his feet

and shout, "Believe me the boy
is there! Let's dance 1"

Tables and chairs were pushed
aside, and soon the whole crowd
was shuffling around having a
whale of a time. Nobody would
hear of me stopping, least of all

the four fellows who were sing-
ing in harmony right at my
elbow. So I played one peppy
selection after another until I
finished with "Crazy Rhythm"
and the crowd stopped dancing
and singing to applaud me. As
I turned around to thank them,
there was Fred holding a tenspot
right under my nose.

"Folks," he said, addressing

Piccolo
Guitar
Hawaiian Steel

Guitar
Drums and
Traps

Mandolin
'Cello
Ukulele
Trombone
Saxophone

the crowd again. "I want to apologize publicly to Joe.

I bet him he couldn't learn to play by mail, and be-
lieve me, he sure deserves to win the money!"
"Learn to play by mail!" exclaimed a dozen people.

"That sounds impossible! Tell us how you did itl"

I was only too glad to tell them how I'd always
wanted to play but couldn't afford a teacher, and
couldn't think of spending years in practice. I de-
scribed how I had read the TJ. S. School of Music ad,
and how Fred bet me I couldn't learn to play by mail.

"Folks," I continued, "it was the biggest surprise of

my life when I got the first lesson. It was fun right

from the start, everything as simple as A-B-C. There
were no scales or tiresome exercises. And all it required
was part of my spare time. In a short time I was
playing jazz, classical pieces, and in fact, anything I

wanted. Believe me, that certainly was a profitable bet
I made with Fred."

Play Any Instrument
"You, too, can now teach yourself to be an accom-

plished musician—right at home—in half the usual time.
You can't go wrong with this simple new method which
has already shown over half a million people how to play
their favorite instruments by note. Forget that old-fash-
ioned idea that you need special "talent." Just read
the list of instruments in the panel, decide which one
you want to play and the U. S. School will do the rest.

And bear in mind no matter which instrument you
choose, the cost in each case will be the same—averaging
just a few cents a day. No matter whether you are a
mere beginner or already a good performer, you wiU be
interested in learning about this new and wonderful
method.

Send for Our Free Booklet and
Demonstration Lesson

Thousands of successful students never dreamed they
possessed musical ability until it was revealed to them
by a remarkable "Musical Ability Test" which we send
entirely without cost with our interesting free booklet.

If you are in earnest about wanting to play your
favorite instrument—if you really want to gain happi-
ness and increase your popularity—send at once for the
Free Booklet and Free Demonstration Lesson which
explains this remarkable method. The booklet will
also tell you all about the amazing new Automatic
Finger-Control. No cost—no obligation. Sign and]
send the convenient coupon now. Instruments sup-
plied when needed, cash or credit. TJ. S. School of
Music, 3223 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. C.

U. S. School of Music,
3223 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

Please send me your free book, "Music Lessons in
Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane, Free Demonstration Lesson and particulars of
your easy payment plan. I am interested, in the follow-
ing course:

Have you instrument? _ .

Name ^ ...... ..

Address _ _ .

City ...... _ State. .
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ANSONIA
BROADWAYAT73 ST. NEW YORK

Patrons of Prominence

Choose The Ansonia

!

1400 Homelike Rooms

VERY SPACIOUS AND
SUMPTOUS FURNISHINGS

—rates will surely please—

Room with private

Bath $3. per day up
For two $5. per day up

Parlor, Bedroom and
Bath $6. per day up

Restaurants of exceptional

merit

!

—wire at our expense
for Reservations—

TOBACCOHABIT
STOPPED or

Money.
Backi

For
more thai? „
60 years The*
Keeley Treat-
ment has been suc-
cessful ... in thousands
and thousands of cases.
has been tried and tested, and
it offers you the easiest, quickest,
surest way on earth or stopping the
use of tobacco without inconvenience or
unpleasant effects.

Thousands Praise Keeley Treatment
Heavy, inveterate tobacco users are amazed at theease^5
with which this wonderful treatment enables them to stop
using tobacco. It is thesafe, reliable method—known to and
endorsed by the medical profession for half a century.

Take Treatment At Our Risk
If. after you have taken this treatment, you are not satla-
lled, it will not cost you a cent. The Keeley Treatment sel-

i
dom fails; thatis^vhy wecanmakesuch anun-

ualined guarantee. You are judge and jury^

This Booklet FREE
Everytobaccousershould read theamaz-

1
lng facts in this booklet. It tells you'.what
physicians have found out about the
harmful effects of tobacco; what insur-
ancestatistics reveal, and many other
interesting facts. It is free. Send todayj

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
Dept. E-501 Dwight, Illinois

| write Quick for
SPECIAL OFFER!

Open House in Hollyivood

Continued jro?n page 32

"I drove up to the studio," she said, we found, after we had left our wraps on
"and when Allan came out he pretended to Bebe's huge Spanish bed in her bedroom,
faint. When he came to, he asked Doug assembled in the great den, which is out'

if Doug would give him a job as an extra fitted with a fireplace which nearly fills

in his pictures. Well, it was an expensive one side of the room, and in which a fire

car, I'll admit." was burning cheerily that night. We
Speaking of cars, Mary Duncan over- found a lot of our friends seated on corn-

heard us, and came over to tell us that fortable divans and big chairs, while some
she had bought a big Rolls-Royce, but had of the guests were dancing to the music

to send it back because it was too large of a Hawaiian orchestra,

to go in her garage! Mrs. Phyllis Daniels, Bebe's mother, was
She announced supper then, and asked aiding Bebc in receiving, and I'm sure

George O'Brien to help her bring in the nobody could make guests more
tables for the guests, the guests being ex- than these two
pected to serve themselves from the buffet

supper in the dining-room. Someone else

offered to help, but Mary wouldn't let him

welc

Charlie Chaplin was dancing with his

new leading lady, Virginia Cherrill; and
Buster Keaton was having his first dance

democratically insisting on moving the little with his lovely wife, Natalie Talmadge,

tables about herself. The guests all brought who, confidentally, I consider the prettiest

in their own plates, but the butler served of the Talmadge sisters. Domestic happi-

the dessert.

A Hawaiian orchestra played for us, and

a number of the guests danced, while others

played bridge. The bridge players included

Fay Compton, who is very clever at cards,

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Borzage, and some

others.

Bebe Daniels danced exquisitely well with

Robert Castle and Eduard Raquello in suc-

cession; Lilyan Tashman danced with Eddie

Lowe and then with Lowell Sherman; Edu-

ness and her love of home and children has

given her a beauty that shines from within.

"But Harold Lloyd isn't dancing," re-

marked Patsy.

Whereupon, after a few whirls with

Patsy, John invited Mildred Lloyd to dance

with him, whereupon they left us.

"Buster and Harold are looking so

solemn," remarked Patsy. "I suppose they

are reflecting on how hard it is to make
good comedies; but Charlie Chaplin doesn't

ard danced with Mary Duncan, and others seem to be worried at all tonight."

who entered into the stepping were George Charlie is usually the one who is sitting

O'Brien and Sally Phipps, Sam and Mrs. about, talking with people and wearing a

Goldwyn, Winfield Sheehan and Lois somewhat worried frown; but he was cutting

Moran. Bebe tangoes very beautifully, and loose and enjoying himself that night,

she and Robert Castle gave what you might Estelle Taylor had come with Jack Demp-
call an exhibition dance, due to the others Sey, her husband. She was looking pretty

stepping off the floor to watch them. in a brown velvet evening gown, but con-

Bebe was fetched a ukulele by some- fided to us that all her clothes were still

body, and she asked the orchestra to play in New York, and that she had bought

some Spanish compositions, accompanying this in a hurry for forty-nine dollars; also

them easily and well. Then we all joined that there was a safety pin in the back

in singing 'La Paloma' and a couple of which she did hope wouldn't reveal itself

other Spanish songs. That is, we sang as during the evening.

much of the tune as we could remember, Betty Compson floated in, clad in a white

but didn't make much of the words. chiffon embroidered in rose color, and look-

"Oh, dear, why do such nice parties jng heavenly lovely as usual. James Cruse

have to come to an end?" sighed Patsy and wasn't with her. because Jimmie simply

Eduard in concert, as we left, very late, for won't be dragged out to parties at night,

home. Betty's admirers flocked about, but she just

"I think," Patsy went on, "that Mary never will flirt!

Duncan was just born to be a hostess. She Another beauty we caught sight of was

has just the right touch of cordiality and Billie Dove. Billie was holding court, as

radiant friendliness to make everybody have usual, with a dozen males hovering about;

a good time at her parties." but her husband, Irvin Willat, is always

the favored beau.

"Oh, Bebe Daniels has a castle in Spain That amusing Matty Kemp was dividing

—or at any rate a new Spanish castle—and his attentions equally between Lila Lee and

we are invited down there to Santa Monica, Bebe, though John Farrow was concentrat-

where it is built right on the beach, to a ing, whenever he got a chance, on Lila.

delightful party which Bebe is giving for "Lila is looking so pretty these days that

Marion Davies!" exclaimed Patsy in delight. I suspect she is having a fresh romance,"

John Davidson took us down there, remarked Patsy, as we noted the adoring

Patsy and me, in his new Chrysler. It was looks of Mr. Farrow, w-ho just then was

a moonlight night, and the big house shone devotedly offering her dinner on a plate,

white, with the water of the ocean spark- There are a lot of Spanish treasures of

ling beyond, and the house itself hospitably furnishings and objects d'art about this big

aglow. living-room, and Irvin Willat brought us

"It is a little too cold for anybody to a Spanish machete which he had taken from

go swimming, I suppose," remarked John, the wall.

"But I understand that Bebe does give "I suppose if you are Spanish and don't

evening swimming parties a lot. Anyhow, like a person, you just stick this in him and

it would be too much trouble to get" out open it out and twist it around!" suggested

of evening clothes and back into them Irvin with a grin; whereupon we all

again." chorused "Ouch!"
We crossed the big loggia, outfitted with We caught sight of Anita Stewart and

its barbecue oven, and suggesting delightful her fiance, that nice Mr. Converse, whom
summer evening clam-bakes and other festi- she is soon to marry. Neither one ever

vities, and entered the drawing-room. But seems to have eyes for any one else,

there were few guests there. Most of them "I have a hunch that Anita is going to
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seewhat this strangebook has done for others/

"Worth $10,000"
So far-reaching has been the influ-

ence of this singular book—"In-
stantaneous Personal Magnetism"
by Shaftesbury—that it has led
countless thousands to success be-
yond their fondest hopes. For
example, J. P. Inglewood, Calif.,
writes. "I would not part with it
for $10,000 if I could not get
another!"

Becomes Manager
Not only personal popularity, but

financial success as well, comes
automatically to those who master
Shaftesbury's secrets of Magnetic
Power. After he started using the
subtle force described below, L G
Sacramento, Calif., wrote: "I have
been advanced to manager of our
new store!"

Royal Recognition
Shaftesbury's secrets of Magnetic

Power, whispered into the ears of
world-famous personages, are said
actually to have altered the course
of international affairs! Queen Vic-
toria, as well as Gladstone, Cardinal
Gibbons and two Presidents of the
United States, listened eagerly to
this "Man of Mystery."

"Success At Last!"
Magnetic Power—&s revealed by

Sint
S
ni

lrJ"~has been the starting™L of„ more than one brilliant
career. For example, Madame Gar-
SSS 0f

-.
tl,e Metropolitan Opera

toS 7/
ltes: 1 would not sell theinsight it gave me for $1,000"and L. M. Slater of Omaha writes':

pmiirt T dreamed such changescould be possible!"

I ll loan you
these secrets of

MAGNETIC POWER
for 5 days 1

HERE is one of the most remarkable offers

ever presented to the American Public—

-

an opportunity to BORROW, without
cost or risk, a book so singular that formerly
only people who could pay $25 to $50 were able
to secure secrets that it contains.

A strange book!—perhaps the strangest that ever
saw the light of day I A book so uncanny that it often
alters the whole course of its readers' lives and gives
them Magnetic Personality almost instantaneously.

Folks are rarely the same after scanning its glow-
ing pages I Suddenly and unaccountably, they waken
toi a vital new power surging within them. A power
that attracts friends as a magnet attracts steel—

a

power that revitalizes the body with electrical health
and enables them to forge ahead in any business or
profession with double speed—a power that can sweep
away all obstacles and bring the most priceless gifts
that life may bestow.

A Thrilling Experience Awaits You!
When you receive your copy of "Instantaneous

Personal Magnetism" by the world-famous Edmund
Shaftesbury

—

now loaned to you for 5 days FREE

—

make this test! Shut yourself off in a room away
from everyone else ! Then commence to read I Almost
from the first page you become aware of a subtle
"something" you cannot call by name. An inde-
scribable feeling stirs within you—a feeling that
transforms weakness into strength, nervousness into
courage, and failure into SUCCESS!

Yet that is only the beginning! In the days that
follow, you are conscious of being guided by a pow-
erful, unseen force you never knew you possessed.
Mysteriously, you have quickly become more attractive
in the eyes of everyone you know. You find them
looking at you in a new light—regarding you with
new importance.

People who never seemed drawn to you before sud-
denly seek out your society and become eager to talk
with you. Instead of being arrayed against you, the
world becomes anxious to help you and see you suc-
ceed. This way you actually draw power from others—for even the wealthy and influential are as clay
in the hands of one who has mastered the inner
secrets of Magnetic Power and Personality.

But the most surprising thing is the fact that even
your closest friends cannot fathom the change that
has come over you. They see you forging ahead,
dominating situation after situation, winning out with
clock-like regularity. They marvel —utterly baffled

—

while YOU, secure in the possession of your newly
acquired power, sit back and smile to yourself at
their bewilderment I Just picture yourself in such a
situation I It is an experience that comes once in
a lifetime

!

Fascinating Beyond Words
The first half hour you spend with "Instantaneous

Personal Magnetism" will open your eyes to things
you have probably never dreamed of—for Shaftesbury
has consented to disclose hundreds of discoveries
never put in print before. Step by step, he revealsHOW to develop Magnetic Personality; HOW to use
certain Oriental Secrets; HOW to read people's feel-
ings by watching their lips; HOW to control others
by a glance; HOW to attract the opposite Sex; HOW
to end awkwardness and timidity; HOW to use
Magnetic Healing—these and a hundred equally vital
matters. And best of all, he explains everything in
such a simple way that you unconsciously start usin"
his secrets at once, without effort or exertion

I

Limited Offer—Act NOW!
Right now—under a special LOAN

offer—you can read and absorb the full
benefits of Shaftesbury's marvelous dis-
coveries for 5 days absolutely FREE.
Merely mail the coupon below without
one penny and we'll send you a copy
of this remarkable 400-page volume,
extra large size, gold embossed and
handsomely bound in rich burgundy
cloth. "When it arrives, delve into its
vital pages. See exactly what a new
world it opens up. Then if you are not
amazed and delighted at the end of 5
days, return it and pay us nothing.
Otherwise keep it as your own and re-
mit special price of only $3 in full pay-
ment. You risk nothing, so act at once.
Mail the coupon NOW! Ralston Uni-
versity Press, Dept. 184-F, Meriden,
Conn.

Ralston University Press,
Dept. 184-F, Meriden, Conn.

All right—-I'll be the judge. Tou may send me
Sc j

v0
;
u"le 'Instantaneous Personal Magnetism" for

5 days FREE EXAMINATION in my home. Within
tne 5 days I will either remit the special low price
ot only >>.i in full payment, or return it without cost
or obligation.

Name

Address

clty - State
Special cash price $2.00 if payment accompanies

coupon. This saves heavy bookkeeping and clerical
expense. Money refunded if dissatisfied and book is
returned within five days.
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MAKEMONEY
We trainyon quickly at home. Noexperience neces-

sary Fulltimeorspare time. Splendidopportunitiea

jiow'inModern Photography/This is the picture age.

Newspapers, magazines, advertisers, and manufac-

turers use thousands of photographs every year.

Portrait photographers also make more money to-

day than ever before. Commercial photography also

a big pay field.

Get into business for yourself, or make money on the side.

New plan Nothing else like it. You can also make money
while learning. Easy method. Quick results assured.

SEND FOR
FREE ROOK

Write at once for inter-

esting book Opportuni-
ties in Modern Photogra-
phy, and full details.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 6323 Ch.cago, III.

ZetMeDevelop
YOUR

BEFORE

It is eo easy to have the
lovely, full, firm Bust
that fashion demands.
My wonderful new Mir-
acle Cream quickly fill*)

out the contours, en
larginsr the breastsfrom
one to three inches.

Beautiful Breasts

In 30 Days AFTER

Are you flat-chested? Do ugly, sagging lines rob

you of your feminine charm ? Just the simple ap-
plication of my dainty, luscious cream will work
wonders 1

Complete'private Instructions for moulding the breasts
to rounded, shapely proportions included with your
jar of Miracle Cream.

Special Offer Now! Send only $1.00 for large jar of Miracle

Cream. Mailed in plain wrapper. Write TODAY. Nancy Lee,
Dept. V-3, 848 Broadway, New York City.

FREE

LearntoBance
ThisNew EasyWay
You can learn all the modem dances-
Charleston, Black Bottom, Valencia, Can-
ter French Tan^o. St. Louis Hop, Latest
Waltzes. Fox Trots, etc., at home easily

and quickly. New chart method makes
dancing as simple as A-B-C. No music or
partner required. Learn anywhere, any-
time. Win new popularity. Be in demand
at parties. Same course of lessons would
cost $20 if taken privately.

Send No Money
Just eend your name and address. We'll
chip the complete course—323 pages, 49 il-

lustrations—without one cent in advance.
When package arrives, band postman only
SI.98. plus delivery charges, and this won-
Jarful course is yours. Try for. 6 days.
Money back if not satisfied. Send your name NOW.
Franklin Pub. Co., 800 N. Clark St. , D ept. B-70 .

MONEYFORYOU
Men or women can earn $15 to $25 weekly pr"

I in spare time at home making display card-

Chicago

<lo canvassing.
*" —
Light, pleasant work. N _ .

instruct you and supply you with work.
Write to-day for full particulars.

"| The MENHEN1TT COMPANY Limited
I _ __ 252 Dominion Bide..Toronto, Can

rrm i

ited C

OO YOU REALLY KNOW WHAT HAPPENS

Amazing, startling FACTS that Science ha3 actually

discovered and PROVEN about AFTER-DEATH and
LOVED ONES gone BEYOND sent tor 10c In stamps.

Pioneer Press, Dept. 1 44, Hollywood, Calif.

be happy in her next marriage," remarked

Patsy. "She ought to. She is just the

sweetest, kindest-hearted girl I have ever

known. She docs more little charitable acts

that nobody ever hears about. And now
she will have time to do a lot more, since

she is marrying this millionaire boy, and

won't work any more."

However, it is just possible that Patsy

is wrong about that—I mean about Anita's

not working any more. She is studying

voice culture most assiduously, and I

shouldn't be surprised if she accepted a

musical comedy engagement. At any rate

Patsy and I are invited up to her home

to hear her sing very soon.

We saw Lily Damita and Robert Castie

with their heads close together, as they sat

on a divan near the fire. Both played in

the same pictures in Germany, and had a

lot to talk about. Castle having only lately

arrived.

Phyllis Haver presently went over to the

corner and began playing the piano; and

the crowd stopped talking to listen. I had

not known that Phyllis played so well.

Joseph Schenck was there, and Robert

Vignola, Mr. and Mrs. Billie Sunday, Jr.

—Billie doesn't dance, but his wife does

—

Mr. and Mrs. George Fitzmaurice, W. R.

Hearst, and scores of others.

Joseph Schenck presently carried Lily

Damita off to dance with him,, and Robert

Castle consoled himself by seeking out Bebe

as a partner; while others who danced to-

gether were Harry D'Arrast and Marion

Davies, Roland Drew and Estelle Taylor,

Carmelita Geraghty and Bernie Fineman.

Dr. Harry Martin was called on to act as

master of ceremonies, and suggested some

dancing contests. The dancers all changed

partners then, except Charlie Chaplin and

Miss Cherrill, and the prize was finally

awarded to Joseph Schenck and Marion

Davies.

Then it was announced that dancing

contests would be held with the men guests

dancing together, and the girls dancing to-

gether. That turned out to be most amusing!

Charlie Chaplin danced with Joseph

Schenck, Roland Drew with Jack Dempsey,

Harry D'Arrast with Marshall Neilan, Billie

Dove with Phyllis Haver, Bebe with Mrs.

Billie Sunday, Lila Lee with Carmelita Ger-

aghty, and there were other couples I don't

remember. At any rate, Chaplin and

Schenck won the first prize for the men,

while Billie Dove ond Phyllis Haver won

the girls' prize.

They were like a bunch of kids, those

picture stars, and the whole spirit of the

party was one of rollicking fun.

We all danced the old-fashioned square

dances after that, and then Charlie Chaplin

did a skating dance that was a riot.

Maybe the most amusing bit of enter-

tainment was a film feature, made up of

odds and ends of old starring vehicles of

Bebe Daniels, Pola Negri, Clara Bow and

others, strung together with their subtitles.

Then Bebe announced it was a talking pic-

ture, and sat down close by to announce

funny sub-titles which she made up on the

spur of the moment.

After that there were a couple of very

funny skits, done in impromptu fashion.

One had big Roy Brooks, Bebe Daniels,

Marion Davies, Lila Lee, Carmelita Ger-

aghty and others in a sort of charade, but

with lines suggested by Harry Crocker and

Charlie Chaplin.

Following that, there was more dancing,

then supper, then more dancing, and then,

tired and happy as kids after their first

party, we went home.

"Oh, if that's Spanish hospitality," re-

marked John Davidson, "I'm going to start

for Spain tomorrow!"

"BEDS," remarked Patsy, "so far as we

are concerned tonight, might just as well

never have been invented. We are going

you know, with John Davidson, to Reginald

Denny's wedding reception at the Holly

wood Athletic Club, and then over to

Dolores Del Rio's party."

"Well, Fm in the hands of my friends,"

I announced cheerfully.

"Oh, Bubbles looks just as a bride ought

to look," cried Patsy, as we caught sight

of Mrs. Denny, arrayed in her wide, filmy

skirts and white bodice, with the veil and

lovely lace, the orange blossoms and the

huge bouquet of gardenias in her hands.

"From the time of Godey's Ladies' Book

down to Vanity Fair, she typifies everything

bridey Fve ever seen."

Bubbles justified everything that Patsy

said about her. She is a most genuinely

lovable, sweet and pretty girl.

"And Fm not," she told us, when we

asked her, after greetings were over, "going

to work any more in pictures. I'm just

going to take care of my husband's home.

That's work enough for any woman."

Reggy proved a delightful host, able

somehow to expand that lovable crooked

smile of his to include everybody. He
was evidently just as proud of his bride as

a bridgroom should be.

"She didn't say 'obey,' though." grinned

the bridegroom, looking fondly down at

Bubbles. "However, you would have, if

it had been in the ceremony, wouldn't

you?"
"Of course I would!" retorted Bubbles.

"And just because it wasn't, I will!"

We met George Lewis and his wife

then, and tinkled glasses with them over

wishes for the couple's happiness.

George told us that he was 'second best

man and flower girl!'

"Ben Hendricks was best man, and I

handed the bride her bouquet before she

began her march to the altar, so I must

have been the flower girl, mustn't I?"

George demanded gaily.

Otis Harlan came over then, and told

us that he had 'kissed the bride—yes, sir,

with my bare face!"

The bride and groom, we learned, had

just two days off from work for their

honeymoon! They were to spend the time

up in Reginald's mountain cabin m the San

Bernardino mountains.

Lovely Olive Hausbrouck was there, and

she said that, being the only single woman

present with the exception of Patsy and

myself, we three should have to fight for the

bouquet when it was thrown.

Laura La Plante came with William

Seiter, and declared she felt like an old has-

been, having been married two whole years.

We caught sight of Fred and Fanny

Hatton, Eddie Cline, Carl Laemmle, Jr., and

a score of others.

"I don't have to gaze into a crystal to

make up my mind that those two are

going to be happy together," remarked

John, as we sped away to Dolores' party.

Dolores' party was being given for her

by Mr. and Mrs. Gunther Lessing, friends

of Miss Del Rio, at their beautiful Spanish

home, perched on the side of a Hollywood

hill.

It was the first party given Dolores since

Jaimie Del Rio's death, over which Dolores

had grieved too much for the good of her

health, her friends think. Dolores would

accept' no invitations, but this party was to

be a quiet affair, with only a few of her
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I Guarantee NewHair

in These Three Places

o
oN T PAY ME A

ARE you sincerely anxious to be

done with dandruff, itchy scalp,

falling hair and baldness? Do you
really want to grow new hair?

Perhaps you've already tried hard
to overcome these afflictions. Per-

haps you've put faith in barbershop
"tips," and used all kinds of salves,

massages, tonics, all with the same
results . . . lots of trouble and
expense but no relief

!

Now, consider what I offer you.
And figure out for yourself what a
handsome proposition it is. I

GUARANTEE to grow new hair on your
head—on the top, front or temples—IN
30 DAYS . . . .or not one red penny of

cost to you.

Isn't vhat a different story from those you've

heard before? I don't say, "try my wonderful
remedy—it grows hair!" I say, and I put it in

writing, "I GUARANTEE to grow hair . . .

or no cost!"

My Method Is Unique!
Naturally, you say to yourself, "How can any-

one make such a guarantee? It's hard to grow
hair. I know, for I've tried a lot of things and
failed."

Ah, that's exactly the reason thousands who
formerly suffered from scalp troubles bless the day
they heard of me. For my treatment is based on
science, on years and years of research. I studied
scalps, not how to sell treatments. And I found, as
did leading dermatologists, that ordinary surface
treatments of the scalp are futile. Baldness begins
at the ROOTS. If roots are dead, nothing can grow
new hair. But in most cases, roots are only sleeping,

waiting for the right treatment to bring them back
to healthy, normal life.

I reach the Cause of Hair Loss
Now, I leave it to you. How can ordinary treat-

ments penetrate to the roots of your hair? How can
ordinary tonics or salves remove the real cause of
baldness?

My treatment goes below the scalp, right down
towards the hair roots, awakening them to new action.
My treatment works surely and quickly, all the while
stimulating the tiny blood vessels around the roots
to new life and action. And with just the mere
investment of a few minutes a day, thousands get

FRONT
Here thinning hair does great-
est damage to your appear-
ance. Don't wait till forelock
disappears entirely. ACT
NOW to forestall baldness!

Most baldness begins here.
Is this YOUR thinnest spot?
Decide today to get that hair
back and MORE I

TEMPLES
Thinner and thinner on each side

until they meet and forelock too

goes. Dandruff and itchy scalp

are common to these cases. Why
suffer a lifetime of regret? MAIL
.THE COUPON TODAT1

I Welcome Investigation

Do you want absolute proof of the true
causes and proper treatment of baldness?
Consult your family physician. Or look
up medical reference books.

Do you want positive proof that I can
and do apply these accepted scientific
principles? I offer you the best proof of
all . . . my personal guarantee, backed up
by the Merke Institute, Fifth Avenue,
New York.

A Square Deal Guaranteed!
Others may make rosy but flimsy promises.

I could do that too! But I don't. I couldn't
afford to, for every statement I make is guar-

anteed by the Merke Institute. This
scalp research bureau, established 13
years, is known to thousands from
Coast to Coast. It has a reputation to
keep up. It wouldn't dare to back me
if I didn't tell the truth. So when I
guarantee to grow hair or not a
penny of cost, you're absolutely sure
of a square deal.

Why Suffer Years of Regret?
Before you turn this page take a

look in the mirror at those thin spots
on your head ! Think how you'll look
when all your hair is gone. Consider
how much prestige and attractiveness
you'll lose. Then decide to act at
once ! Right now, tear out the coupon
shown below and. mail it in for the
FREE booklet giving my complete
story- In it you'll find, not mere
theories, but scientific FACTS, and
the details of my "hair grown or no

pay" offer. My treatment can be
used in any home where there is

electricity. Send the coupon NOW

!

And by return mail the booklet
is yours without the slightest obli-

gation. Allied Merke Institutes,
Inc., Dept. 673, 512 Fifth Avenue,
New York City.

these results from
pay a cent!

treatment or they never

DANGER: One, two, three—BALD! And
perhaps total baldness, say leading dermatolo-
gists, if you neglect any one of the three
places shown above. But so gradually does
hair depart, so insidiously does baldness creep
up on the average man, that thousands fail
to heed the warnings. But there is hope for
everyone, no matter how thin the hair. Read
my message to men growing bald. Study my
guarantee. Then ACT1

Allied Merke Institutes, .

Dept. 673, 512 Fifth Ave., New York City.

Please send me—without cost or obligation—in plain wrapper, copy of your book, "The
New Way to Grow Hair," describing the
Merke System.

Name „ _ _ _.

Address -

City. _ _ State..

(My age is )
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OPPORTUNITIES
Rate 20c a Word — Forms Close 10th — Two Months Preceding Issue

MALE HELP WANTED FOR SALE

Kir(lman Brakomen, Baggasrcmcn (white or BEAUTIFUL ALL WHITE POLICE PUPS
colored) Sleeping Car Train Porters (col- for sale. Arthur Anson, Mose, No. Dak.

SSt^'^^BJ^B-SrSSS S ABT PICTURES—220 WONDERFUL ™-
'

s
„ TURES. All Different H>0 Samples $1.00.

IjOUIS, III.
Particulars JOc. Howard Sales Co., Dept. 4,

BIG PAY: South American Work. American Box 520, San Francisco, Cal.

(inns pay fare, expenses. South American
<<r"ir»¥ Dir'TITDCC"

Service Bureau, 14,600 Alma, Detroit. Mich. "GIRL FIL 1 UKLS

FEMALE HELP WANTED

HOMEWORK: Women Wanting obtain reliable

kinds Write for information. Stamped en-

velope. Eller Co., Z-296 Broadway, New York.

ADDRESS ENVELOPES at home. Spare Time.

« 15—$25 weekly easy. Experience unneces-

sary. Dignified work. Send 2c stamp for

particulars. Mazelle, Dept. S.X., Gary, Ind.

LADIES—MAKE SHIELDS AT HOME. $12

per hundred. Work sent prepaid reliable

women. Particulars for stamped addressed

envelope. LaMar Company, D-18, Drawer Y,

Chicago.

7C Art pictures and Bathing beauties 25 cents

I O (coin). Money refunded if dissatisfied.

Photo Sales Co., Box 44, Starthmoor Station,

Detroit, Mich.

ART—PHOTOS 4 -$1.00. SCR - GPO, Bx471,
N. Y.

INTEREST TO WOMEN

AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS—$50. WEEKLY SELLING SHIRTS.
No capital or experience needed. Commissions

in advance. Samples Free. Madison Products,

564 Broadway, New York.

STRANGE BATTERY COMPOUND charges

batteries instantly. Gives new life and pep.

Immense demand. Big Profits. Gallon free.

Lightning Company, St. Paul, Minnesota.

DETECTIVES

BE A DETECTIVE — Excellent paying^ work

Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169

East 83rd Street, New York.

BEST HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING
ATTACHMENT. Guaranteed. Fits any sew-

ing machine. 55c prepaid. Circulars free.

Best Hemstitching Co., D-40, Drawer Q, Chicago.

GUARANTEED HEMSTITCHING and Picot-

ing Attachment. Fits any sewing machine.

60c prepaid or C. O. D. Circulars free.

LaFlesh Hemstitching Co., Dept. 45, Sedalia, Mo.

"KIS-ME" Perfume. Enchanting. Alluring.

Tantalizing. Lasting. Greatest bargain or

money back. $3 size 98c. Andre-Perfumer,
1539 North Mariposa, Hollywood, Calif.

EYEBROW BEAUTIFIER

MASCARILLO makes beautiful eyebrows and
eyelashes. A harmless preparation for re-

touching and beautifying. NOT A DYE. Made
in 9 shades. Price $1. Sample 10c. Charles

M. Meyer, 11 East 12th St., New York.

LEG PADS

SONG AND POEM WRITERS

SONG POEMS arranged for publication. Sub-

mit poems. Brennen, Song Specialist, N1656

Broadway, New York.

SONG POEM WRITERS. Write for my booklet.

Valuable information given. Ernest Shonfield,

2236 Olive Ave., Pasadena, Calif.

SONG-WRITERS : Communicate with Kendis,

Gusman & Samuels, Inc., Music Publishers,

145 W. 45th St., New York. Enclose return

postage.

SONG POEM WRITERS: "Real" proposition.

Hibbeler, D14, 2104 N. Keystone, Chicago.

SONG POEM WRITERS. Address, Monarch,

236 West 55th St., Dept. 386, New York.

"LEGPADS" MAKE SHAPELY LIMBS; DEFY
DETECTION. Rubber Busts; Reducing Rub-

ber Garments; Wigs; Tights; Female Imper-

sonators' Outfits; Opera and Service Weight
Silk Hose; Abdominal Supporters. CAMP, S-235
Fifth Ave., New York.

PERSONALS

YOUR HAND-WRITING INDICATES YOUR
CHARACTER. Sample reading 12c. Graph-

ologist, 2309 Lawrence, Toledo, O.

DANCING

WRITERS

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
Trom 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes even' evening

Booklet on request Phone Academy 1581
"Dance Descriptions by Mail"

2726 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

$1250 FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY by an

unknown writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.

We revise copyright and market. Located in the

heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the

demand. Established 1917. Postal brings

FREE BOOKLET with full particulars.

Universal Scenario Company.
204 Western & Santa Monica Bldg.. Hollywood. Calif.

CHALK TALKS

STAGE CAREER?
A "Complete" Course ot Expert Instructions on Art
of Makeup. Art of Acting. Breathing and Vocal Ex-
ercises. To Characterize and Impersonate. Gesticula-

tion, Expression, To Study a Part, To Get Your First

Engagement, Conduct on Joining Company. Theatrical

Terms, etc. Duties of Prompter. Manager. Business

Manager, Orchestra. Contracts, etc.. with a full list

of Theatrical Managers and Agents, with addresses.

Formerly $30 correspondence course, now in handy

book form. Only $1.00, postpaid. "Guaranteed".

HARVEY COLLINS CO., 197 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

LAUGH Producing Proeram, $1.00. Catalog 10c.

Balda Art Service, Dept. M, Oshkosh, Wis.

OLD COINS

Old Money WantedS1^;?"!
1913 Liberty Head Nickel (not Buffaio). Big premiums

paid for all rare coins. Send 4c for Large Com
Folder Mav mean much profit to you.

NUMISMATIC CO., Dept. 127, Ft. Worth, Tex.

DEVELOP YOUR FORM!
Our scientific method highly recommended

for quick, easy development

LA BEAUTE CREME
for improvement of bust, neck, face

arms and legs
Used with great success by thousands. In-

expensive, harmless, pleasant. Successful
results or money refunded. Full particulars
and proof" fsealedi free. Write for special
offer TODAY.

LA BEAUTE STUDIOS
857SY Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, Md.

friends present, and Patsy and I were proud

to be among the number.

John Davidson took us to the party, and

we found Dolores looking sweeter and love

licr than ever.

She was wearing a Paris gown of red

chiffon. It was short except for a sort of

train made up of the ends of a sash of

the same material as the dress, stitched

closely to the gown and trailing gracefully

behind. Some one stepped on one of those

ends, tearing it loose, but this didn't disturb

Dolores at all, as she merely annexed the

loose piece, put a little end of it through

a ring on her little finger—and there you

were! That sash, it seems, may also be

caught up around the neck as a scarf.

Speaking of scarfs, Dolores had brought

her girl friends as gifts from Paris some of

these novel cabaret scarfs. These are large

pieces of material, either square or round,

with the material usually gold or black

lace, and they are embroidered in brilliant

colors. These you wear over your evening

dress when you enter a cafe where you are

to dance.

'I love mine!" exclaimed Rita Carewe in

delight, as she spread out her silver lace

scarf with the many colored embroideries.

"Now I shan't feel so all-undressed if I

check my coat at the cloak-room before

going into the theater or dining-room in

my evening clothes."

Jose Crespo was one of the guests at

Dolores' party. He is a noted actor in his

native Spain, and is planning to establish

a Spanish theater in Los Angeles.

Mabel Forrest, who used to be Mrs.

Bryant Washburn, was present, having ar-

rived with Leslie Pierce, the stage director.

By the way, we scent a romance there.

Mabel has been on the stage of late, and

has been very successful. And just by the

way, too, we hear that Bryant Washburn

is greatly interested in a pretty picture

actress, Virgina Southern.

Don Alvarado and Ann were there, and

Finis Fox and his wife, Roland Drew, and

of course Rita Carewe's husband, Leroy

Mason.
Rita said that she was a nervous wreck

due to their home having been robbed

twice in -one week.

"Now Leroy and I are taking pistol tar-

get practice with the police!" announced

Rita.

Mrs. J. L. Asunsolo, Dolores' mother,

looked very handsome in a gold and black

velvet gown.
Edwin Carewe's orchestra came up after

dinner from the studio and played for the

dancing, and after that somebody asked

John Davidson to give a reading.^ John

demurred for a moment, but couldn't resist

Dolores, and read a selection in his charm-

ing voice. Dolores sang a couple of Spanish

songs in her lovely voice.

Then Dolores decided that, it being late,

everybody must be hungry.

"I'm going to the kitchen and scramble

some eggs for you, if Mrs. Lessing doesn't

mind," said Dolores.

She put on a kitchen apron, tucked her

Paris train up underneath her skirt, and

we all followed her into the kitchen.^

"But I never work without music!" ex-

claimed Dolores. Where's the orchestra?"

Whereupon the orchestra went to the

kitchen, too, and played jig music for

Dolores to do her cooking by, and Rita

Carewe and Leroy Mason, Loris Fox and

John Davidson, Roland Drew and Patsy,

danced Irish jigs around Dolores as she

cooked.

And the eggs and coffee turned out to

be fine!
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Just a Little Love
(Continued from page 55)

for talking motion pictures came into be-

ing. Bryan Foy, in charge of the short

sound features for the Vitaphone, invited

her to do a turn before the 'mike' in the

role of a song and dance vaudeville star.

She did and the result was promptly for-

gotten. The film was not released to the

public for many weeks, but when it was,
Bessie Love was finally discovered. Here
was the perfect star for the talkies. She
had a voice, both for speaking and for

singing, a well'trained voice. She had
proven dramatic talent and both stage and
screen experience. She could dance. She
could improvise. She was what the 'talkies'

had been looking for.

There was a scramble between many
companies to bid for her services. Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer signed her for the featured

lead in "Broadway Melody," an all-dialogue

picture, and at its completion gave her a

five-year contract, making her one of the

important players of that organization.

"It's so much fun making talkies!" she

says. "It keeps you on your toes every

minute. For instance, in some of the

scenes in 'Broadway Melody' I was sup-

posed to hum and sing a tune. Well, I

couldn't sing anything I knew because
there's some sort of rule against it—that is,

unless the company has made arrangements
to use a popular song in a talkie it can't

be used at all. So here I was—making up
music as I went along. And you've no
idea how hard it was not to let the strains

of some current musical hit crop in! All

those things make it seem like an almost

entirely new business. Much more fun than
the old silent pictures! I'm for 'em!"

Bessie and her mother come on to New
York after the little star completed "Broad-

way Melody." Bessie told everybody, in-

cluding me, that she was "going to enjoy

a real, good holiday!"

"I've worked so hard—all that vaude-
ville to get experience for talkies; and then
working from twelve to eighteen hours
every day in 'Broadway Melody,' that I'm
worn out, and I'm going to rest."

I thought it might be interesting to find

out just what method of resting was being
selected by this movie girl, to pass on to
you. So I asked her for details as to just

how she went about relaxing in Manhattan.

"Well, you see," said Bessie, "I have
my singing lessons here—with Jeanotte,
and my dancing lessons with Ned Wayburn,
and then I have to practice for hours. Of
course I must talk business with my com-
pany, too—and there are interviews. And
I love to shop and there's no place like

New York for that. And I do want to see

all the shows and visit a night-club or
two." She paused a minute—maybe for

breath.

And that's your idea of rest?" I gasped.
Why, yes!" she smiled. "A change is

a rest. New York is so different from
Hollywood and I don't want to miss any-
thing! It would be a shame to neglect any
opportunity to polish up my dancing with
such a wonderful teacher as Wayburn

—

and I wouldn't miss my voice lessons for
the world!"

Is it any wonder that Bessie Love has
come back? And this time she is back to
stay. Hollywood is glad, because it has
watched her grow from a skinny little kid
working for Griffith, into a very personable
and provocative young woman—all without
changing the real Bessie. She's still a
little Love!

Where Is the Fat

of Yesterday
Have you noted how

fast excess fat, with men
and women, has dis-

appeared in late years?
Slender figures are the
rule. Think what mil-
lions have gained in
youth and beauty, health
and vigorbythatchange.
A great factor has

been a discovery made
some 25 years ago.
Medical research found
a cause of excess fat. It

lies in weakness of a
gland which largely controls nutrition. Too
much of the food goes to fat.

Modern physicians in treating obesity
now feed that gland substance. And that
is the main factor embodied in Marmola pre-
scription tablets.

Marmola was perfected by a famous
medical laboratory. Its chief factor is a gland
food. People have used it for over 20 years—millions of boxes of it. Users have told
the results to others— the loss in weight,
the gain in health and vigor. Thus, year by

year, the use has grown
to very large propor-
tions. In the past year
alone it hc.s doubled.
The results are seen

everywhere. Excess fat

has been banished to a
large degree.
Every box of Marmola

contains the formula,
also the scientific rea-

sons for results. When
fat departs and new
vigor comes, you know
exactly why. No hard

work, no starvation. Just take four tablets
daily until weight comes down to normal.
Try this method which for over 20 years

has brought new joys to so many. You owe
that to yourself. Watch the gradual loss of
fat. Enjoy the new energy that comes. You
will be delighted. Don't wait longer. Get
Marmola now.

Marmola prescription tablets are sold by all

druggists at SI per box. If your druggist is

out, he will get them at once from his jobber.

MARMOLA Prescription Tablets
The Pleasant Way to Reduce

Win $3,500.00
Here's news for puzzle fans! C. W. Francis, A. F.

Holt, Miss Leola Markus won from $1,800.00 to $3,-
500.00 each in our last puzzles. Here's the new one.
Here are twelve pictures of Charlie Chaplin, the world
famous United Artists' star. No, they're not all alike,
even though they look alike. Eleven of them are ex-
actly alike, but one and only one is different from all
the others. That's the real Charlie Chaplin. The differ-
ence may be in the tie, shirt or hat.

Find the "Different" Picture
300 prizes totaling- over $7,900.00. $3,500.00 to winner of

first prize and duplicate prizes in case of ties. If you can
find the "different" figure you may be the one to get this
great prize.

Certificate Cor $1,000.00 to apply on great prize seat
immediately as below IS yon find the "different" figure

If you find the real Charlie Chaplin we will send as soon as correct
answer is received certificate for $1,000.00 to add to the first prize of
$2,500, if you win, and directions for getting largest prize. Over $50,-
000.00 in prizes already given to advertise our products locally. No cost
or obligation. Nothing to buy now, later or ever. Everyone rewarded if
actively interested.

F. A. HARRE, Oept 514, 510 N. Dearborn St, CHICAGO, ILL.

Subscribe to Screenland and Be Sure of
Getting Your Copy of the Most

Popular Movie Magazine
$2.50 one year $4.50 two years
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SolveThisEasyRebusPuzzle
$ 1OO.OO in Cash Prizes

plaining
right answers

After you have named the

six cities represented by the

six pictures then make up
a rebus of your own repre-

senting some other city,

town, or post office in the

United States. You need not

draw any pictures. Just

tell what objects are to be
used in your rebus. For

example, to represent the city of Washington you could

say, "Make a picture of a woman doing the family wash-

ing and near by show a ton of coal."

Each of the six pictures shown here represents an im-

portant City in the United Slates. Can you name the cities'.'

We start you out by giving you the name of No. i and ex-

the other five so you can hardly miss getting tho

THE CASH PRIZES
1st Prize $"»0.00

2nd Prize 20.00

3rd Prize 15.00

4th Prize 10.00

5th to 9th Prizes. 1.00

To Start You Right
In the first rebus you see the picture of a girl, some

cogs, and the letter "o." Since you do not know the girl s

name you may call her
"she." Then you have "she-
cog-o" or Chicago. In other

words you go by the sound
of the words and not by
the correct spelling.

No. 1, then, is Chicago.

No. 2 is a large city in the

East not far from Wash-
ington, D. C. In No. 3 you
see a young man holding

in his hand the capital of on

sented by the six pictures and makes up the best rebus for

some other city, town or postoffiee
,

in ^e.S^^^on

ye^s
y
of
b
7ge may try for the P"f

^by seudmg m one?Set

the puzzles must be mailed

not later than April, 23

better be early than late.

In case of a tie no prize

will be divided, but the en-

tire amount will be axvarded

to each person so tying. Send
in your answer today.

c of the Southern states. No.

4 is another state capital, but this one is located in the

fai West No. 5 is a city in the North noted for the manu-

facture of flour. No. 6 is a meat packing center in the

Middle West.
First prize of $50.00 will

be given to the boy or girl

who names the cities repre-

How to Answer
Write the names of the six cities in the six blank spaces

in the coupon. Then get your geography or some other

handy list of cities and pick out the one you wish to use

in your rebus. Tell on the lower lines of the coupon what

objects are to be shown in your rebus.

FILL IN AND MAIL COUPON TODAY

REBUS CLUB 76, CAPPER BUILDING, TOPEKA, KANSAS

Dear Sir: The names of the cities represented in the

six pictures are,

(1) .

(2) .

(3) .

(4) .

(3) .

(G)

In my rebus, represent the town of by these objects

My Name

My Address.

FAT

State of

GET RIO
OF YOUR
Free Trial Treatment
sent on request. Ask formy "pay-when-
reduced" offer. I have successfully re-

duced thousands of persons, without
starvation diet or burdensome exer-
cise, often at a rapid rate.

Let me Bend you proof at my expense.

DR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician

New York 286 Fifth Ave., New York Desk M

SupGrfluoufHAIR'allGONE;

Forever lemoved by the Mahler 1

Method which kills the hair root

without pain or injury to the skin

in the privacy of your own home.

Send today 3 red stamps for
Free Uonlclet

We Tench Beauty Culture

0. J. MAHLER CO.. 33-B Mahler Park, P rovidence, R

Magic in Movieland
(Continued from page 71)

The theater manager proved to be a young,

beautiful, efficient and capable girl. When
the play left Toledo Neil quit to be near

the fair Elsa.

Money was scarce, but Neil entertained

the fair lady with his sleight-of-hand-tricks

and the amateur magician work that he was

ardently practicing as a hobby. What
magical trick won Elsa, wc do not know;

but she promised to marry Neil as soon as

he found a job in New York that paid

something, anything, a week.

Bursting with ambition Neil landed a

eading role in a New York show. Wired

for Elsa. She arrived the day before the

big opening. They were married. Joy

abounded. The show never opened.

Eleven dollars remained in the Hamilton

exchequer. Eleven dollars for a honey-

moon!
Perhaps it's best to skip over the next

three jobless months.

At the end of ninety desperate days

D. W. Griffith waved his magic wand over

this young couple and brought fame to

Neil—and, what is more important, a

regular pay envelope.

The Hamiltons share so many poignant

memories. The day they bought their first

car. Suffocating luxury! The day Para'

mount signed Neil to a contract and they

decided to drive west to Hollywood. The

joy of that westward trip! Their first

Hollywood home—a modest bungalow, but

there grew in the garden an orange tree,

a lemon tree and a banana tree.

Not many invitations are issued from

the Hamiltons, but those fortunate to re-

ceive one may leave their ennui at home.

Neil has worked at his magic until his per-

formance compares more than favorably

with the professional variety. Every

drawer, cabinet and closet in the Hamilton

menage is bursting with Neil's black magic

equipment.

There is a double brass bowl that an-

noyingly fills itself with water and rice

with alternate precision. There is a pair

of real police handcuffs, that one locks on

Neil's wrists only to have him slip out of

them in the most voodoo fashion. There

is a coffin-like box into which Neil places

his fair wife and proceeds to saw her in

half before your horror-glazed eyes. With
shuddering relief, Elsa emerges from the

ordeal in one piece. There is a vase that

tells your fortune. You ask it questions

and an ethereal voice tells you how many
times you will marry and the number of

children that will bless your old age. There

is a high hat that produces the most

astounding variety of flora and fauna.

There are baskets from which music filters;

there are trick tables, glasses, cigars and

cords.

The Hamiltons have no profound advice

to offer on the matrimonial question. They
emphatically state that no set of rules can

bring happiness. Therefore, you must con-

tent yourself with a few vague observations

from the writer. I select the mutual inter-

ests of this couple as the key to their

success; their healthy interest in the same

hobbies, pleasures, work and people. Then

there is that combined stamina that with-

stands the tide of fortune, both good and

bad, and the good variety requires the most

stamina, according to Elsa and Neil.

Neil Hamilton has recently appeared in

three pictures with Bebe Daniels. ^They

were "Hot News," "Take Me Home," and

"What a Night."
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Who's Making Whoopee in Hollywood?
Continued jrom page 21

pie and spare. There were no bed hang- a striped kitten, several dogs, a parrot and
ings. There was a dresser, a chest of an Australian teddy bear, which Clara de-
drawers, a desk, a night table, several com- clares is the dumbest thing she ever saw.
fortable chairs—and that was all. The rug The little animal wasn't feeling so well and
matched the draperies with a heavenly shade clung to a cousin of Clara's in rather a
of blue worked in. A large lounging chair pathetic fashion. "He seems affectionate,"
contained five or six flapper dolls which I said, though there was not a spark of
Lupe dressed herself. Taking me out on any sort of feeling from the bright, buttony
her little balcony she pointed to the massive little eyes. "He seems to cling so."
branches of a very beautiful sycamore tree "Well, I really think," said Clara hesi-
in

^

the patio. tatingly as though she hated to hurt the
"See, Helen! My moon!" And there in feelings even of a teddy bear, "I really think

the top branches was a round, mellow he has an idea that he is clinging to a tree."
radiance—a very good imitation of God's But to return to Lupe: she is the most
moon. "I adore a moon," said Lupe, "and intense little person I almost ever saw.
sometimes when she do not shine I light She is heart and soul in the mood of the
my own. Down there," waving toward the moment. There was a scar on her right
patio beneath, "ees a fireplace. Ees too wrist a trifle over an inch long, which I
cold now, but so much fun to roast chest- wanted to know about. One time her be-
nuts and dance before that fire." loved mother was very ill. So ill that the

In her garage were two cars, a town doctors told Lupe her mother would not live
car and a sport car, a beauty in cream with till morning. "Then neither will I!" said
polished nickel^ trappings. "Cadillacs, both," Lupe and slashed open the veins in her
said Lupe. "I crazy about Cadillacs. I wrist, which the doctor promptly took three
love to drive thees one. Other day I was stitches in.

driving fifty miles an hour where I should She was a very big star in Mexico before
go forty. A policeman run up to me and she came to the states two years ago. She
he say, 'I will arrest you, meesf I say to was, judging by the extravagant headlines
him. 'All right, that will be just fine, in a book full of clippings she has, one of
Then I will see a lot of other handsome the most popular in her country,
policemans like you.' And what you think "I do not show you these clippings be-
he do? He smile at me!" cause I am conceited, Helen, but it was
Few of the screen people are what one said that I never did anything on the stage

might imagine them to be. Does Greta before I came to Hollywood and that is

Garbo, for an example, give the impression not true. Here you can see for yourself
of being inordinately shy? They say she that I was in vogue."
suffers mortal torment before an interview Someone saw Lupe in Mexico City and
with a writer she has not met. She has engaged her to play in "The Dove" with
few friends and visits few people. She is Richard Bennett. She left with a blaze of
always languid in her movements. "I grew publicity but what was her embarrassment
too fast," she once told Fred Niblo. "And to be stopped at the border because she
I am still tired from the effort." was a minor and hadn't the proper papers.

Clara Bow is another girl that everyone Lupe had never thought of supplying her-
has ideas about. A lot of people think self with credentials. She tried to slip back
she is a regular red-hot mama. Others, quietly to her home but a little newsboy
that she is just a cute flapper who is always recognized her, and her 'incog' was all off.
flapping. Clara's laughing eyes and sunny She became the laughing stock of the town,
smile hide one of the most serious minds in She went to the President and tried to get
Hollywood. Everything with Clara is a her papers through quickly but it was weeks
problem. When fans calls her up—only before she could arrange it, and in the
heaven knows how they get the number—

• meantime "The Dove" opened. She left
instead of turning the wire over to someone Mexico quietly the second time for no one
else she worries with them over how they would believe that she was really going,
are going to get what they want without She gave her mother all the money she
violating studio rules. Her story sense is had, enough to keep her for the summer
excellent, and two of the best sequences in until Lupe could make good in Hollywood
"The Fleet's In" were Clara's own ideas. It never occurred to her that she might

She treats her domestic staff like mem- not make good. She took with her just
bers of the family and they adore her. twenty-one dollars and her little dog Mele-
Sometimes they bring some relative's children tone, which she kept in the coach with her.
for the day and these youngsters have the She had a little pasteboard box all punched
freedom of the house which seems not to with holes and woe betide any porter who
annoy their little mistress in the least. tried to take it from her. No baggage car
Her house is always open to friends who for Meletone. No, indeed!

are lonely or hard up. It seemed to Lupe that the states were
She rarely entertains but not long ago full of policemen and she fought roundly

she gave a big dinner and complications with anyone who tried to touch her bag-
arose. When the difficulties and conflicting gage. Until she discovered that they were
personalities became more than she could porters! In the meantime she had flirted

cope with she went out on the front lawn with a boy on the train. "And what you
and played football. I expect every hostess think he do? He get my twenty dollars
can sympathize with Clara in such a away from me. I have never trust a mans
situation. since then," she said laughing. "Then
What she must never do is to let nerves when I find that my policemen were porters

get the upper hand. For nerves put lines and had to be tipped I looked at my one
in the face and grey in the hair, and not dollar and I wouldn't let them take any-
only that: they make one very unhappy thing. Well, I run back and forth with
and Clara is not made of the stuff that lets my bags until I get them all in the waiting
such things get the best of her. She throws room. Then I say to the porters, 'I did it

herself into something that instantly takes all myself so I don't have to pay you
her mind from her trouble. nothings,' and they laugh. I could not speak

Scattered about her house you will find much English then, just a few words."

To adorn your eyes

with new beauty

• • • • do this

TNSTANTLY, and without the slightest
J- hint of artificiality, this fashionable liq-

uid lash dressing bestows on the eyes new
loveliness. It frames them in a shadowy
fringe of luxuriant lashes and so creates
the wonderful effect of beauty. Liquid
Winx so easy to apply and remove is water-
proof. Not even tears can cause this smart
lash dressing to run or streak. Sold at all

toilet goods counters. In black or brown
shades, only 75c complete. Get this new

beauty today.

Efa cake lash dressing
is preferred, there's
none quite so effective

as Cake Winx (two
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^PAN-AMERICAN
EASY TO PLAY! A few short
weeks of practice and you'll play
popular tunes on your true-toned
Saxophone, Trumpet. Clarinet, or
whatever instrument you choose.
EASY TO TRY! FREE Trial on
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WhyGood Dancers
Are Popular
OVERTONE admires and wants to

dance with the person who knows
the latest steps. There is no need of
being a wallflower! By my remarkable
new easy method anyone
can learn the newest
dances at home in a few
hours. Much less expensive
than from a personal teacher.
No music or partner needed.
So simple even a child can
learn quickly. Almost one-
half million have learned
dancing this easy way. Your
own success is guaranteed.
To prove I can quickly and

easily make you an accomplished dancer, I will send
you FREE my new book "The Short Cut to Popularity"
and FIVE TEST LESSONS. To pay the cost of mailing,
handling, etc., send 25c. Learn in private—surprise
your friends. Act now and be a good dancer soon!
Arthur Murray, Studio 892, 7 East 43rd St., New York
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"Then I sit down in the waiting room

with Mclctone, my bags and my one dollar,

and I wonder why I come to thees country

where I do not know anyone and where I

am so hungry. Pretty soon I couldn't

stand it and I bought some coffee and a

hot dog. Meletonc had half. Then I took

my bags out and sat on the curb to wait

for a taxi. 'I will ride seventy-five cents

worth and see where I am," 1 thought.

Some boys come by and laugh and winkle

at me. I laugh and winkle back. In my
country it is only fun to winkle at a

mans, but in thees country it means some-

thing. So they get fresh and then I

get mad."
"I get in a taxi ' 'otel,' I say.

^
'What

'otel? he say. I don't know any 'otel so

I just say again, ' 'otel!' 'What 'otel? he

say, and so we do like that, ' 'otel,' 'What

'otel?'
' 'otel,' 'What 'otel?' for half an

hour almost. Then he drive me off and

I watch the meter. Every time it go up

ten cents I jump. Then we turned on

Broadway and I forgot all about the meter.

I thought I was in heaven. So many lights,

so many people and so much traffic! Was
wonderful. We stop and I remember the

meter again. $1.75. What am I to do

for another dollar, I thought, and then I

went into the hotel and there at the desk

was a cookoo man."
"What on earth's a cookoo man?' I

asked.

"You know, a mans with his two eyes

looking at each other."

"Oh, a cross-eyed man," I said.

"Yes, in my country very bad luck. I

run out and say to that driver, 'What you

bring me to a 'otel where ees a cookoo man?'

He say, 'Well, what 'otel then?' Se we

begin that all over again. Then I think

ofRichard Bennett. I have never see him

but he is the only name I know to ask.

'Richard Bennett,' I say, and the driver

he understand after awhile and telephone

to the theatre. Richard say for me to go

to his 'otel and he tell them I am all right

and that he will stand the bill until I get

a job. Oh my, what I eat. Everything!

And Meletone! What he eat that night!

"Then I say to Richard, 'Well, I cannot

play in your play but I can sing and

dance. Can I not get a job in your nice

country? So he help me and pretty soon

I play with Fanchon and Marco. But

what you think. The first night I am in

thees country came a mans with a contract

for me to sign and he say I can't stay

here unless I sign. What I know about

thees country? And I want to stay, so I

sign. It was not to get me a job but when

I got one I had to pay him twenty-five per-

cent of my salary. I free of him now but

I have to pay him thousands of dollars.

"Well, I play with Fanchon and Marco

only a little time and then Hal Roach want

me to take a test for pictures. And I

laugh hard at him. 'Me, in pictures! How
can I be in pictures. I ogly. I not pretty!'

But they made me do, and then I play

and then they want me for 'The Gaucho.'

Douglas Fairbanks is the sweetest thing, and

Mary Pickford is the loveliest womans what

you ever met in your whole life. She was

so kind and showed me all my make-up

and what I looked best in. She was all

the time helping me to make good.

"And now I have this lovely house and my
beautiful cars and my radiola and Amelio

and Meletone here with me and the Amer-

ican peoples have give me all this. I am

so happy—all day long. And I am so

grateful. I don't care if I work all night

like I have done on this last picture. My
goodness, sometimes I think my eyes won't

open. We work till one-thirty. It is past

two before I can get to bed with an eight

o'clock call. That means I have to get up

at six fifteen. Was terrible. What I must

look like in those close-ups! But now it is

over and I can sleep all day."

She flicked the ash of her cigarette in

the instep of her slipper and^ looked up

at me with an elfish grin. "Am I not

awful? I am very lazy. Over there," she

waved to a small table of trays about ten

feet away, "over there ees a long walk."

She has the ability to conserve her strength

for things she must do and save herself

steps that she considers unimportant.

In a second she was on her feet again

and showing me a new dance that she

liked. I admired a black lacquer bench

shaped in half a moon standing on short,

golden legs. "I paint that," said Lupe,

slapping a prideful chest with delight that

her work had been noticed. "Ees not done

yet, I have not enough gold paint for the

hind legs."

Lupe, between pictures, is anything but

a stay-at-home. As soon as she is rested

up she goes everywhere and sees every-

thing.

"But I will never marry," she told me.

"Soon as I get a husband I would not like

him. Not marry, then you always like

your friends."

Richard Dix Tells the Truth
Continued from page 23
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lifted my heart out of my bosom. But

would they buy it for me? Not in a million

years. And so I lost it. Dick Barthelmess

is going to play it. I think they're calling

it 'Scarlet Seas.' I'm glad he got it

—

even if I couldn't.

"But it's all different now," said Dix,

more cheerfully. "Anybody with a lick of

vision can see that sound pictures are here

to stay—unquestionably. But mind you, I

don't necessarily mean the all-talkie. I mean

the film with some measure of sound in it.

And I'm for them—heart, body and soul.

And quite selfishly, too. I figured I was

through when they came along. Now I

have something to stick my teeth into. It's

a fight. A fight to the death among movie

stars, and like the fight of the human race,

only the fit will survive, those whose voices

and personalities will lend themselves to

talking films. It's on the knees of the gods.

This is the greatest gamble we stars have

ever taken! I may be rotten—the next man
excellent. But whether I'm rotten or not,

I've got another chance to try!

"You must remember while we're talk-

ing about this new invention that all our

reactions today have been from the key

cities — that is the largest cities —
only. For the smaller cities and towns

haven't been able to have their pic-

ture houses wired yet. But just wait until

you get returns from them! It is my belief

that the Star System, instead of being wiped

out as so many claim it will, will grow

into a bigger and more important regime

than ever before. And the reason for it

will be the same reason that built up the

matinee idols of years ago! And that

reason is that those artists were able to

express many tremendous varying ^emotions

by the sheer force of personality."
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She Married Him to Reform
Him (Continued from page 56)

All of which goes to prove that in mar'
rying Helen Lynch, Carroll Nye took unto
himself an asset and not a liability.

Helen is anything but the clinging vine
sort of wife. She is more interested in

Carroll's work and success than she is in
her own career, and many will recall that
Helen Lynch's name was featured on the
screen for several years before Carroll made
his first flicker. In fact, she was a Wampas
Baby Star not so long ago and has been
going great ever since.

Carroll does not object to his wife's con-
tinuing her screen work—in fact encourages
it, for he believes some interest outside of
home affairs is a good thing. During the
past season she has played in "The Show-
down," "The Singing Fool," "Romance of
the Underworld," and "Old Arizona," from
which fact it is easy to surmise that Helen
has had plenty to think about besides darn-
ing her husband's socks and preparing the
evening meals.

Even while Carroll was one of the cham-
pion emoters in high school dramatics at

Covina, California, and later at the State
University, he had a secret hunch that he
would like to be a real actor. But his

first attempt to carry out this ambition
after graduating from college was most dis-

couraging. Several weeks were spent buck-
ing the 'extra' game and warming the ben-
ches of the various studio casting offices

before Carroll decided temporarily to follow
the line of least resistance by becoming a
reporter on a Los Angeles newspaper.

Here he covered police and dramatic
stories and now and then a society item
for his mother, who is club and social

editor for the same daily. But the life did
not appeal to him. Any real future in

the newspaper game seemed too remote to

hold much allurement. Carroll admits that

whenever any of the screen stars, about
whom he was continually writing, rode by
in their Lincolns or Rolls Royces, he always
made mental calculations as to how long it

would be before he could buy one of these

shiny, gold-trimmed road kings on a cub
reporter's salary, and would arrive at the
sad conclusion that such a luxury would be
deferred unto the third or fourth generation.

Besides, acting was still uppermost in his

mind. So, when he got a chance to be
a super at the old Majestic Theater in Los
Angeles, he considered it a great piece of
luck. Here he was general Jack-of-all-trades,

from rushing props and helping with the
advertising to playing soldier and even a

little speaking part now and then.

After a few months of this apprentice-

ship behind the scenes, Carroll got his first

real break as an acfeor. He was signed to

play the juvenile lead in "White Collars,"

a comedy which was enjoying a record-

breaking run in the city.

He must have made a good impression
here, for, even while the play was still

running, he was picked to take a leading

part in Corinne Griffith's "Classified." This
meant a trip to New York and a role which,
even now, Carroll considers one of the best

he has ever had, so it was certainly under
his lucky star that the young reporter-actor

made his debut into motion pictures.

It has now been but slightly over three

years since that debut and in this period

Carroll has appeared in over forty pictures,

a record which the young man may well

be proud of.

In another year or two his wife expects

to see Carroll playing leading roles of the

Neil Hamilton or Lloyd Hughes type.

Miss Emma B. Dearborn

Internationally lmown educator and
authority on shorthand. After
teaching conventional systems for
eighteen years at Columbia Uni-
versity, Simmons College, University
of California, Rochester Business
Institute, etc., Miss Dearborn orig-
inated SPEEDWHITING to meet
the overwhelming demand for a
natural, easy-to-learn, thoroughly
practical, scientific system of short-
hand.

Thru SPEEDWRITING Miss Dear-
born has helped thousands of men
and women win better positions

—

earn more money than ever before
in their lives. What they have
done —YOU can do!

Win Success Thru Speedwriting

Ethel Willard Eddie, So. Man-
chester, Conn.: " I learned Speed-
writing while working eight hours
a day in an office, and managing
my home with four minor children,
with no help. I am now employed
as secretary to Dr. E. Myles
Standish at an increase of $325.00
a year in salary."

Welton H. Rozier, St. Louis, Mo.:
"I find Speedwriting of infinite
benefit in my work, particularly in
briefing cases and in taking notes
of important testimony. To a law-
yer it is invaluable."

Millicent Taylor, Wilmette, 111.:

"With only half the Speedwriting
Course finished I have been able to
take dictation as fast as an expert
stenographer in a Conventional
Shorthand System. Feature writers,
like myself, will find Speedwriting
a means of taking more accurate
accounts of interviews, etc."

Everyone Can Write It In Plain
A-B-C's

4<\X/HY didn't someone think of it before?" you'll say-

when you see this new kind of shorthand—so
simple, so easy, so natural that anyone .can learn its

principle in one evening.

Write Shorthand In a Few Weeks
With just a few minutes' daily practice you can quickly
learn to write shorthand ! Right this minute you know
the principle of this amazing new method—you use it in
your daily speech. No need to spend months mastering
a whole "foreign language" of signs, symbols, dots and
dashes. In this new system you use just the ordinary
letters of the alphabet, scientifically condensed according
to your natural habits of speech.

is the invention of Miss Emma
B. Dearborn, eminent authority
on shorthand, who has taught
almost all systems for eighteen
years. She saw how unsatisfac-
tory ordinary systems of short-
hand frequently are. Clearly
a new system was needed that
would eliminate the tedious
months of study, the memory-
straining difficulties, the inaccu-
racies of transcription.

Speedwriting was the result

—

the only scientific system of
shorthand written either with
pencil or on the typewriter.

Executives find Speed-
writing invaluable in sav-
ing time and increasing

efficiency.

Valuable to Everyone
Students, teachers, stenographers, professional men, busi-
ness executives everywhere have welcomed Speedwriting
as the only natural, accurate, practical shorthand that
can be learned in a few hours of study.

One man writes : "I have been a writer of conventional
shorthand for twenty years and have taught it to others.
For ease and pleasure in learning, for possibility of speed
quickly acquired and for legibility, Speedwriting so far
excels any shorthand system now in use that there is no
comparison between them."

Coupon Brings Full Details—FREE!
Mail the coupon for interesting free booklet on Speed-
writing, the Natural Shorthand. Whether you are an
experienced stenographer or a beginner, whether you need
Speedwriting in your business or as a means of increas-
ing your own personal efficiency—*>f assuring yourself of
a better job and a larger income—you should get the
facts about this amazing new system—the shorthand of
the future. Mail coupon for FREE BOOK now.

SPEEDWRITING, Inc.
Dept. BD-3405,

200 Madison Ave.,

New York, N. Y.

Speedwriting. Inc.,
Dept. BD-3405,
200 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Please send me, without obligation, your
FREE Booklet and full details about Speed -

writing, the Natural Shorthand.

State..
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A Real Life Romance of the Movies
Continued jrom page 25

Thalberg's eyes still mirrored a new sparkle, but a desk and a very large one, too!'
"

Romance was knocking at that big office How was the ice broken?

door! Ah, this modern John Aldcn!

Norma knew it. But if Thalberg heard Did he whisper his message of devotion

the rapping of Cupid he gave no sign of in a romantic studio setting? Did he reach

hearing. For warm discussions continued for her dainty hand in the dimness of a pro-

to brew. Miss Shearer felt at times that jection room? Did he drop his business

other girls were getting parts she should pose and take her into his arms in the

have played. She fought for them. But midst of one of those heated story con-

Thalberg yielded no ground. More tears, ferences? Let her tell you.

He was adamant. Here he was boss. His "My telephone rang one day more than

word was law. And there was no court a year after I became a star," Miss Shearer

of appeals. related. "I had been on the lot about three

For two years Miss Shearer worked hard, years then. When I answered, it was Mr.

fought for better parts and stones on her Thalberg's secretary on the line. She re-

road to success. At nights when she climbed layed an invitation from him to ^attend the

the weary steps to her dressing-room after opening of a picture that night."

long days of arduous grinds before the The star smiled and sighed,

camera, she would glance over to the execu- "I should have replied: 'Why don t you

tive building and look for a light in the speak for yourself, Irving?' For he prob-

gcneral manager's office. ably was listening in to find out what I

"It would cheer me up just to know that would say."

he was working hard, too," she said. "One "Perhaps he was afraid you might refuse

Christmas Eve I had worked until almost and wanted to be able to blame his secre-

midnight. It was raw and cold. I was tary if you did?' it was suggested,

tired and worn. When I reached my dress- "I didn't give him a chance she re-

ing-room the telephone rang. It was Mr. plied. "I accepted right away. And if he

Thalberg. He very formally wished me a didn't intend to marry me, asking me
_

to

Merry Christmas. I hung up the receiver that opening was his first big mistake!
'

and cried." Tne rest °^ tne story is well-known: the

The passing of years and the camaraderie picturesque wedding, the romantic European

of the big studio had not brought the young honeymoon, the beautiful new home in

couple any closer together socially, although Beverly Hills.

they met practically every day on a business But what we wanted to know was how

plane. Whenever they met, on or off the Thalberg happened to send to New York

lot, the greeting was always the same. for Miss Shearer in the first place.

"How do you do, Miss Shearer?" "That," she explained, "is something I

_^nc|
have only recently discovered. He always

"Very well, thank you. Mister Thalberg-" kept a little notebook in which to jot down

Miss Shearer laughs when she recalls it. the names of 'hopefuls' he noticed when

"I guess he never thought about it." she he attended picture shows. My name was

said. "But I knew it was love at first sight in it twice!"

when I first saw that 'little office boy.' "But these story discussions—what has

Somehow, we couldn't seem to get over the happened to them, now that you are

Mister and Miss stage. He was a business married?"
n

lion but a social lamb. We were never "Other girls still get stories 1 want, she

out together. All of our associations was said. "I still argue and plead and try the

cold business. s°b act. But he is still hard-boiled at the

"One day somebody accused me of hav- studio. Otherwise—well—he's just a little

ing a crush on him but I passed it by boy about seven years old with big, sad

saying, 'Listen, there's nothing between us brown eyes!"
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The Mystery of the Stars' Salaries

Continued jrom page 27

that permits him to line up ten million many of the big executives—that's for Wall

people simultaneously all over the world to Street to figure out. If the bankers who

laugh at his films. loan the money for production think the

The same factors thus make possible the picture executives earn their wages you may

huge pay of actors also determines the sal- be sure the executives will continue to vote

aries of directors. If a director has a record themselves fortunes just so long as they

of successful pictures his success is the 'dare dast.' Maybe a few of them actually

measure of his wage, but in no case is his earn half a million dollars a year. With-

earning power as great as that of the big- out doubt some of them have a genius for

gest star. It is again a matter of names knowing what the public wants.

—names determined by the fans. With the But as for your favorite actors and ac-

possible exception of Lubitsch and Cecil De tresses, they earn every cent they get and

Mille few fans go to see pictures because of their earnings are going to be perfectly

the names of directors, producers or studios, ridiculous just as long as you love them

Do you "go to see an Alan Crosland Pro- so ridiculously. And why should you be

duction or Al Jolson? Do you go to see jealous? You don't get het up over the

Metro-Goldwyn pictures or Greta Garbo? huge earnings of big bankers and business

Do you prefer Paramount Pictures or is it men. Furthermore, as unworthy as are the

Clara Bow? I'll bet you don't even know laps into which some of these movie salaries

who directed Janet Gaynor in "Seventh are dropped, there is, as Chaplin says poetic

Heaven'" No, don't worry about the justice in the fact that for the first time

directors; none of them will earn one fifth in the history of the world the artist is

of what Harold Lloyd does. getting his. He has waited long enough;

As to the immense salaries credited to we can at least applaud the principle.
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How the Deb ShouldDress
(Continued from page 45)

lead fashion, but you can always make
every man in the room wish you were his

wife—because you are beautiful!

You can drape yourself in the slinkiest

black satin—you can wear earrings that

touch the floor—you can wear high heels

that tilt you at an angle of fortyfive de-

grees—you can roll your eyes—you can
hurl yourself upon a thousand tiger skins

—

but it will be almost useless because you
are not the type that fascinates in that way.

When the little package you are carry
ing is much too heavy for you; when the

street is much too wet for you to cross;

when the wind almost hurls you against the

lamp post—in other words, when you are

almost helpless—there is your strength.

Yes, we might add, weakness is your great-

est strength.

Where the interesting woman, because
of her intangible beauty, must help herself

by the proper clothes setting, where she

must use exclamation points in her dress

because of the rather obvious way it is

necessary for her to point out her subtle

allure, you can jump out of the Plaster egg
absolutely nude and, like all little rabbits,

charm everyone. Your allure is the allure

of the new-born. Freshness is your shield

of acquisition. It is your coat-of-arms.

Like Orpheus in his jungle you play on a

flute and charm all of the wild animals

about you. They come in like a lion and
go out with a wedding ring. And the

amusing part of it all is that nine times

out of ten with your type, the wedding ring

stays put.

And now getting back to clothes. You
can wear almost any color in the world.

You can wear soft things—fluttery things

—but never with too much sophistication.

You will look well in the rain, and al-

most as well after a dive into the ocean

—

which after all is almost worth being alive

at all for, because it is a real test, isn't it?

Men will always want to marry you but

they won't wonder about you—they know
you. You are never going to have difficulty

with your clothes if you are very like Miss
Page unless it be that you want to look

too fluffy. Even the kitten we spoke about

can be made to look silly with a bow, not
only on its neck but on its tail and legs.

So restraint must be uppermost in your mind
and you are comparatively safe.

Tailored things will help submerge a bit

of your enthusiasm for too much softness.

Black is indeed a foil. Apple green was
created for you. Jewelry was not. You
do not need it and if you love it, love it

wisely or you will look like a jewel set

against a background of spangles instead

of velvet.

Dress simply, even when you feel you
would love a change. Then with all your
beauty, and knowledge, too, your life will

be almost as much of a joy to you as it

most assuredly is to your dressmaker!

Are you following Gilbert

Adrian's fashion articles in this

magazine? Read them every

month and keep up with the

style trend.

WinaNash
Sedan

or

$2,750.00
in Cash

Someone who answers this ad will receive, absolutely free, a fully equipped
7-Passenger, Advanced Six Nash Sedan, or its full value in cash ($2,000.00).
We are also giving away a Dodge Sedan, a Brunswick Phonograph and
many other valuable prizes—besides Hundreds of Dollars in Cash. This
offer is open to anyone living in the U, S, A, outside of Chicago.

Solve
This

Puzzle
There are 7 cars in the circle. By draw-

ing 3 straight lines you can put each
one in a space by itself. It may mean
winning- a prize if you send me your
answer right away.

$750.00 Given for Promptness
In addition to the many valuable prizes and Hundreds of Dollars in Cash,

we are also giving a Special Prize of $750.00 in Cash for Promptness. First
prize winner will receive $2,750.00 in cash, or the Nash Sedan and $750.00 in

cash. In case of ties duplicate prizes will be awarded each one tying. Solve the
puzzle right away and send me your ___________________________
answer together with your name and
address plainly written. $4,500.00 in

prizes—EVERYBODY REWARDED.

John T. Adams, Mgr.

Dept. 3813, 323 S. Peoria St., Chicago, III.

John T. Adams, Mgr., Dept. 3813,
323 S. Peoria St., Chicago, II!.

Dear Sir:
Here is my solution to the puzzle.

My Name..

Address..

ToReduceFdf^
\ Harmlessly ir
FREE BOOK TELLS HOW

The greatest drawback of overweight is that
you cannot hide excess flesh. Not only is it im-
possible to buy ready-to-wear clothes, but
style, the thing most dear to every woman's
heart, becomes a bugbear. Housework is
grinding to a normal woman but to the stout
woman it is a night-mare.HENN-O-KEMP will
remove all thia excess weight safely with-
out exercise.

"I Lost 76 Lbs."
*'Ihave reduced my weight76lbs. and nave not
at any time been in better health than at
present. I can highly recommend HENN-O-KEM P to anyone. Previous to this time, I
have used every known flesh - reducing
remedy on the market. Julia Costello.

The Hennis DistributingCompany
073The Arcade :•: Cleveland, Ohio

PROOF
I This is to certi-
. fy that we have
f m a d e a thor-
ough examina-

. tionof HENN-O-
' KEMP and have
found it en-

f tirely harmless
andfreefrom in-
jurious, or habit-

i
forming drugs.
Cleveland Test-
ing Lab. Co.

COLUMBIA PICTURES

TITLE STORY CONTEST
• • •

Owing to the overwhelming
number of entries received at

the last moment, the complete
list of winners and awards will

be announced in the APRIL,
1929, issue of SGREENLAND.
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See the Movie!

Read the Book!
Your favorite moving picture in

novel form— for $1.00

Just recall the ten best moving pictures you have either seen or

expect to see. Nine chances out of ten you will find that a famous

novel supplied the title, plot, action and characters of each one of

them. A moving picture, fascinating as it is, supplies a passing

pleasure. The book from which it came is yours to keep—to give

you new delight every time you read it. Any of the books listed

below can be obtained from SCREENLAND Book Dept.

Order any one for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

SIIHERKBIN!
By RUSSELI. HOLMA*

Our Dancing Daughters

Mother Knows Best

White Shadows in the South Seas

The Fleet's In
(Clara Bow edition)

Lilac Time
Beggars of Life

The Wind
Revenge
Interference

The Divine Lady
Me Gangster

Dry Martini

The Barker

The Grip of the Yukon
(Yukon Trail)

Wings
Sorrell and Son
Four Sons

The King of Kings

The Man Who Laughs

Sally's Shoulders

Smoke Bellew

Abie's Irish Rose

The Legion of the Condemned

Anna Karenina
(Movie Title "Love")

The Patent Leather Kid

Seventh Heaven
Resurrection

The Gaucho
The Trail of '98

Mother Machree
Beau Geste

Beau Sabreur

Hangman's House
Glorious Betsy

The Foreign Legion

LILAC TIME

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE (Dept. 3-29)

49 West 45th Street, New York City.

I enclose $ for which please send me—

Address..

The Stage Coach
(Continued jrom page 85)

evening at the theater, which is much more

than Walter Hampden ever did for us with

his "Hamlet." "One Way Street" is

eminently not for the elite, but the gen-

eral may find some caviar therein. And if

that be a letting down of our critical bars,

if that mark the disintegration of the finer

things that were part of us, you can sue us.

The Marriage Bed

It is an unusually if not totally honest

play that Ernest Pascal has contrived to

make out of his novel, "The Marriage

Bed." To our bigoted notion, that is.

Maybe Mr. Pascal has been thoroughly

honest. But to us the play, far above the

average drama dealing with the vagaries of

married life, is not totally satisfactory.

Which doesn't mean that we didn't have

a nice evening. Indeed, what is totally

satisfactory? We have heard some com'

plaints recently about ourself, and there

may be something to them. Yet we still

feel confident that at times we provide a

nice evening. That's our story, anyhow,

and we stick to it.

The cast is excellent. Ann Davis as the

wife, Allan Dinehart as the husband, Helen

Flint as the vamp, Helen Chandler as the

kid sister who almost changes the wife's

attitude—the casting is uniformly good.

And so is the cast, under the quietly effec

tive direction of Robert Milton.

Cyrano de Bergerac

We made a nasty crack above about Wal-

ter Hampden's "Hamlet." We reiterate it.

Hampden as Hamlet seems to us to be

definitely of the Swift School of Acting.

But Hampden as Cyrano, ladies and gents,

is something else again. Indeed, it is one

of the most glamourous things of the

theater.

Now there must be a reason why a man
who, though the School Teacher's Delight,

can be so utterly hammy as Hampden can

in most things and yet can rise to the

heights of Cyrano. Our own private reason

is Brian Hooker. We know, alas! no more

than menu French; but we doubt that

Rostand ever wrote anything half as grand

as Hooker's translation.

We'll go, while this mood is on us, a

little further. Wr
ith the exception of

Shakespeare, no one has ever written verse

that came through in such dramatic terms

upon the stage. We speak, of course, of

English verse. Hooker has an ear for the

cadences of English that is second to none.

His lines shine and shimmer, they sparkle

and scintillate, they float gracefully like the

falling leaves in the last scene. But, you

say, Rostand. Well, Omar is doubtless one

of the immortals on Parnassus; but nobody

can tell us that Fitzgerald has to sit in the

second row.

And yet the Rubaiyat recited on a stage

might be a boring thing. Hooker is more
than a poet; he is the playwright, too.

The right line comes in the right place; the

pun (beloved of Shakespeare, too), comes

at the unexpected moment; the lovely

phrases men make to build their monuments
against time and space come slowly and

majestically.

Well, here we are trying to review

Hampden as an actor and demonstrating

only that Hooker is a great poet. Whether
Hampden can act or not, or whether Hook'
er's lines, unlike "Hamlet's," are actor'

proof, the fact remains that you cannot

afford to miss this production. Hampden
is superb in the piece, and any time Hamp-
den gets any credit from us, he deserves it.
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My Son—Jimmy Hall- continued from page 47

amateur night performances. Jimmy tried stopped. That's how interested he was in
to think up something a little different to the movies.
.do every week. But new or not new, "That time when he was west he had
Jimmy went on with his singing and danc- several film tests. It was a disappointingmg act. letter he sent me when two companies tested

Unce, advance billboards told of Otis him and said that for the big risk they
bkinner in 'Kismet.' Jimmy figured that couldn't pay him half of what he was get-
they would arrive at six in the morning, ting on the stage. Universal agreed toHe was down at that early hour to meet take him at almost an extra's salary but
the train. That night he didn't get home Jimmy refused. He was very disheartened
until after midnight. During his spank- to return to New York and his contract
ing

;

he said that he had helped the mana- with the Shuberts.
ger's wife carry her bags to the hotel that "The other night I met Nancy Carroll,
morning and she gave him a job selling She worked with Jimmy in the Shubert show
programs in front of the theater. when he returned to New York. Nancy is
"One night, a week later, Jimmy didn't one of Jimmy's favorite screen players now

come home at all. After midnight, I phoned They were laughing the other day about
the police. We went to all the homes of their experiences in New York. After he
the boys with whom he travelled. The had the tests in Hollywood and the poor
military academy knew nothing. Finally offer, he confided to Nancy that he never

t k
S1

j
er t0ld US ^ he had run away

-
thought he

'

d like to go on the screen, any-

, f£.
som

f
detectives

>
tney traced him to way. And she said she never thought she

the Kismet' company in Richmond, Vir- could learn to put those funny color grease
gmia, and brought him back. paints on her face so she was willing to

When he came home he said that he stay on the stage. Now they are both in
was an actor and Dallas didn't give him Hollywood.
any opportunities. It seems that the man- "When finally he did come to the Para-
ager had given him two jobs. He would mount studios in Hollywood, the letters
sell the books before the show and then Jimmy sent us were regular' fan letters,
have the part of a Hindu beggar boy who He described everybody he met, his home,
sits through one whole act without saying a cars and animals. Bebe Daniels has always
word. All he cared was that he wore make- been a favorite of his. Jimmy worked in
up and was on the stage. her picture immediately upon arrival in

He was about thirteen then. One night Hollywood. I met her the other day and
he came running all the way home. He we laughed over the picture he took of her
told me that he was going with the show during the parade."
'Everywoman.' He was to sell books and Jimmy's father looked around the lux-
also have two roles this time. One, as urious apartment of his son. He spent
I remember, was an off-stage voice. I told much of the time there listening to the new
him that he could never come back home radio when Jimmy went for fittings and pic-
for money and that he was ruining his life, tures.
He cried a lot—but went. "I see how foolish it is for anyone to

"I know Jimmy has struggled to be where try to stop a person with stage ambitions,"
he is now. Perhaps not as much as some saYs Jimmy's dad. "Of course, everyone
others do. He was fortunate enough to w'th the erase will not succeed. I was sure
have persons show him many ways to sue Jimmy wouldn't. But those who stick to

"Margaret Breen, a musical comedy revue
girl of New York, helped Jimmy a great
deal. His letters told how she was teach-

,

ing him so that he could be her dancing »P. lt: back -

partner in 'The Passing show.' . Jimmy t0<

it, can in some measure. I guess if I had
my way, Jimmy might be painting houses
now. He had a determination which moved
as the tide of the ocean. You couldn't

took me to the opening of a play
here the other night. The theme had to do"After Jimmy had climbed to leading „„>k .

1 . , ,. \ 5 with parents who interfered m children s

careers. It was almost true when they said
about children

—
'have 'em, love 'em and

roles in revues and musical comedies, he
was just as enthusiastic about motion pic-

tures as he was about the theater when f^g'
he was a boy. He used to write and tell

me about any film celebrity he ever saw in
the audience during the revues. When the

After Jimmy left home to go on the
stage, Billy 'Swede' Hall and his wife tookwr^T8

,' ; aa j
care of the y°unS b°y- To them go the192 3 Passing Show came west and ended credlt for a

y

bi
* /nt q{ hJ

in Los Angeles, Jimmy saw that he was cess . This couple
P
took th

*
i 4 ,year-old boy

' 111 *nt0 tnel
'

r home when he came to New
When he played the Biltmore Theater York, protected him and raised him to sue-

in Los Angeles, it was the summer of 1924 cess.

and Hollywood was having its 'Greater Billy 'Swede' Hall still plays the
Movie Season.' Jimmy sent me some pic- Orpheum. He comes to Los Angeles every
tures he took of the motion picture parade year to see his Jimmy.
in which many of the stars rode. He got Jimmy Hall calls both parents 'dad.' He
up early and waited on the street for the loves them both. He entertains Billy Hall
parade to come. When any film celebrity just as he does his father because it was
passed, Jimmy would slip out beyond the he who taught the youngster all the initial
ropes and snap a picture of him. He sent ways of the game. Billy put him in his
me a picture of Bebe Daniels he took when act. He got Jimmy places in other revues,
she was riding in the parade. He snapped He opened his home to him.
one of Theodore Roberts. He got one of But these two fathers have never met.
Lew Cody and Charles Ray standing be- They never want to.
side a machine talking when the parade And they never will.

/JMGRICAN ACADGMY
W~l OF DRAMATICARTS
y) EL Founded1884 by Franklin H. Sargent

Spring Term Begins April First

??F^?M^orough,y for DIRECTING andTEACHING as well as for ACTING
Courses develop Poise and Personality,
of value m many walks of life. The recog-
nized Standard of Professional Training
for forty-five years.

Extension Dramatic Courses in Co-operation with
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Catalog describing all courses sent gratis

Room 253-C, Carnegie Hall, NewYork

BE
Popular
Play a Conn band or orchestra
instrument and you're wel-
come everywhere. Win pleas-
ure and profit playing part
or whole time. With a Conn
you play tunes the very first
day. Easy playing features
and new instruction methods
make it fun from the start.

FREE TRIAL, Easy Pay.
ments on any Conn. Write
for literature, details. Name
instrument. No obligation.

C. G. CONN, Ltd.
23S4 Conn Bldg. Elkhart, Ind.

PREPARE FOR AN

—thru the only art school operated
as a department of a large art or-
ganization, who have actually pro-
duced over a quarter million draw-
ings for leading advertisers. Where
else can you get so wide an experi-

f.
nce? Home study instruction.
Write for illustrated book telling of
our successful students.

MEYER BOTH COMPANY
Michigan A?e. at 20th St. Dent. 76 Chicago, 111.

Screenland gives you an intimate slant on the
stars that you will find in no other magazine.

Usual Value
$5.00

THAT favorite pictureofmother, dad, sweetheart;
hubby, baby, etc., can be made into a beautiful,

life-like enlargement for lesa than one-fifth of the
regular price by accepting this special offer.
FAITHFULREPRODUCTIONfromanyphotograph
guaranteed. Same price for full figure, bust or group
picture or for enlarging one or more persona alone
out of a group picture,

SEND NO MONEY!
Mail os photo (any size), and within a week you will have
your enlargement (size 10x20 inches), guaranteed never to
fade. On arrival, pay postman 98c plus a few cents postage!
Money back if not delighted. We guarantee safe return of
your original picture, unaltered in any way. There are no
strings attached to this offer. The enlargement will
come to you C. O.D., 98 cents plus postage — not one cent
more. If more convenient for you, send one dollar with
order, and we will pay postage. Mail your photo today.^9^K?t? In order to advertise this remarkable ofFcr

llbCi we will send FREE with every enlargement
ordered a highly-glazed, hand-tinted min-

iature reproduction of the photo sent. These miniatures
alone are worth the whole price charged for the enlarge-
ment. Take advantage of this really amazing offer and
send your order today. DO IT NOW!

UNITED PORTRAIT CO.
1652 Ogden Ave., Dept. C-209 Chicago, III.
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Puzzle fans attention: J. C.
Long, Charles Voutmunn, Mrs. J. E.

f Fields, Viola Javins, Alvin Smith Mrs. John ,

Gillies Jacob Braucher, each won sedans in our last

auto puzzles. Over 800 pnzes awarded in one year. Over

$11,000.00 in prizes paid by.us in October, 1928. In next few

months will award between 300 and 400 prizes through our puz-

zles. Here's the new ono for you.

FIND THE "DIFFERENT" AUTO
The cars in the oval all look exactly alike at first glance. They. are not

all alike One is different from all the others. There is a real difference.

Something is purposely left off all the other cars but this one. The difference

Ty be in the fenders, bumper, nameplate, radiator or. top. The one that

'different" is the real Buick Sedan I am giving away in addition to three

other cars in my great friendship advertising campaign. You may be the one

who will find it

AND WIN BUICK SEDAN OR $1800.00 CASH
4 sedans and 28 other prizes totaling over $5,000 00 32 prizes and duplicate

prizes paid in case of ties. If you can find the "different" auto you may
be the one to get this great prize.

Certificate for $480.00 to apply on srrand prize sent
immediately a8 below if you find the "different car.

Immediate quick action-no delay-we Bend certificate for .$480)W to addIto

the lirot orizc at once f you win and directions for getting Huick beoan.

We upend over $160,000.00 this way each year to advertise our Products.

NO MORE PUZZLES TO SOLVE. Noilsts of words to makeor write

)r any other puzzles. This is all. Everyone rewarded if activelyinter-

Nocost or obligation. Nothing to buy i

;he number of the differ
. later, or eve

JuBtf send "the" number of the" "different,' auto in a

letter or on a post card. That's all. send no money.

DEPT. 502

500 N. Dearborn St.,
Chicago, III.

Notice to Mail Subscribers

Send Request for Any Change of Address on Your

Screenland Subscription Direct to

Publication Office

Considerable delay has been experienced

in many cases due to sending the notice

for a change in address to the agent.

Notifying the Subscription Department,

Screenland, 49 West 45th St., New York,

N. Y., before the 15th of the month, will

insure the receipt of the next issue at your

new address.

A daring book by ElinorvGlyn--brimful
of

plain truths, unashamed facts, frank dis-

cussions, and intimate secrets of love and
marriage. Ruined romances and blasted
marriages are too often due to ignorance
of vital questions which are discussed
freely in this amazingly frank book which
concerns the most intimate relations of
men and women.
It contains EVERYTHING the curious

inexperienced yonth and the more mature
might want to know, from the first awak-
ening of youthful love to the full flower-

ing of the grand passion; how to win love,

hold love, restore love; how to charm, fas-

cinate, captivate: mistakes,, marriage,
birth control: ; wisdom, warnings, vamp-
ing; petting, honeymooning, mating; win-
ning whom vou want—deception, mhdel-
ity, outwitting "third party," etc.

Intimate Advice to the Lovelorn
An endless source of intimate, intriguing information—in the frank

words of the present day youth, answering many a question yon might
even hesitate to ask your closest friends—anwers to a bride, ana many
others, which of course cannot be mentioned here. Simply priceless

Secrets, that will change your loneliness to happiness, your longings to

Send money order or stamps for $1.88 or pay $2 to your postman
on deliyery.

Educator Press

Dept. G-48

(9 Park Row,

New York City

In New York
(Continued from page 75)

She came east to

for the Tiffany-Stahl

Me"—Alberta being

"Me" is—just me, I

do talking sequences

picture, "Molly and

the "Molly," while

guess. But it turned

out to be rather a hectic trip for Alberta.

Besides having to work very hard, she

heard soon after her arrival here that her

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Preston, had

been injured in an automobile accident.

She wanted to dash right back to Cali-

fornia but
—

"the picture must go on"

—

and besides her mother wired her not to

worry, that their injuries were not serious

enough to warrant bringing Alberta back.

The next thing—well, it's a long story. The

little star was the fiance of William Lait,

Jr., a millionaire of Pittsburgh and Pasa-

dena. The wedding was scheduled for an

early date, to take place in Mr. Lait's home

in Pasadena. The young man planned a

gorgeous home for Alberta in Beverly Hills,

gave her a ten-carat engagement ring and

everything was all set.

Then came the trip to Manhattan for

"Molly and Me." Mr. Lait kept the

distance wires busy telephoning his

every day.

telephoned one day and found her

He telephoned the next night and

Alberta was out. On the third

evening, he found her in, and upon inquir-

ing where she has been the other two

evenings, she told him that she had gone

to some of the night-clubs with some of

her New York friends. He became angry

because she had promised not to go any-

where with anyone, and the wires burned

with the heated discussion that ensued

between the two. Alberta became just as

angry, and broke her engagement!

Before she left New York she intimated

that she might surprise everybody by an-

nouncing her engagement to Charles Feld-

man, prominent attorney of Hollywood, im-

mediately upon her return to the

You just can't keep up with these

movie kids!

Sent sealed in plain
wrapper. Books sent
care of General
Delivery must be

prepaid.

long

fiance

He
out.

again

Coast,

cute

'OTE
This book will not
be sold to anyone
below 18. State age
when ordering.

Tim McCoy was in our midst—minus

that sombrero and those chaps, but with

all his western charm intact. Colonel Tim

is a great guy. You'd like him. Handsome

in a big, bronze, outdoor way; yet very

well-groomed and tailored. He's a curious

combination of naivete and worldliness:

sometimes a sophisticate, often an enthu-

siastic small boy. (He'll hate me for that

last crack)! What I mean is, he's inter-

esting, quite apart from any claim to fame

his western pictures have brought him.

He sailed for Europe to join his wife

and the McCoy children, who are in school

in France. Due to the seeming slump in

the vogue of 'westerns,' he didn't know

just what his future film plans would be.

If you ask me—oh, go ahead and ask!

—

Colonel Tim McCoy could make a hit as

a leading man even if he left his horse

outside. That's how good I think he is!

% # ^

Belle Bennett is a sweet woman. I know
what you're going to say! But when I

say 'sweet' I don't mean sticky. Miss Ben-

nett is genuinely charming. Her sweetness

is not staged. She's a real person—and one

of our finest actresses.

She was in New York briefly for the first

time in years to make, at the R.C.A. Sound

Studio, dialogue scenes for "Molly and

Me"

—

yeS; the same picture Alberta

Vaughn is in. Belle had just finished her
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part, that of the Queen, in Doug Fair- for her old friends and some new ones
banks' new film, ^"The Iron Mask," before Before she knew it her guests had turned

the tea-party into a song-recital, featuring

109

she came east. She is one player who is

always in demand. Ever since her great

hit in "Stella Dallas" she has been every
director's first choice for attractive matron
and youthful-mother-roles.

Do you know Carlotta King? If

don't, you will soon. She is all set to make
movie audiences sit up and beg. Wait until

you see this lovely lady in "The Desert
Song," Warner Brothers' first motion pic-

ture operetta. Carlotta sings—oh, how
she sings! And she can act, too. As for

the hostess.

Carlotta is unique among motion picture
actresses. Her very first part was a lead

—

the prima donna heroine of "The Desert
Song." She starts as a star! And when

you you hear her sing you'll understand. It
wasn't her voice alone, however, that won
her the role. She has -a particularly pretty
smile—one of the infectious kind—the most
ingratiating smile, in fact, I've seen for
reels and reels!

Miss King is really Mrs. Sydney King
looks, she is rather the Elsie Ferguson-Alice Russell. Mr. Russell is a well-known poet
Joyce type — lady-like, you know — but —and a musician, too. May they continue
human, too. And not too cold! to co-star with, or. without

Miss King was in town and gave a tea accompaniment.
Vitaphone

Exceptions prove the rules, and several
of my friends reverse the order of events.
Greta^ Garbo is a blonde with a 'brunette
voice.' When she sang 'La Tosca' on the
set of our "Mysterious Lady," her notes
were all in the lower register, deeper than

Crashing the Sound Gates
Continued jrom page 86

when an actress is being considered for a favorites will speak, the actual pitch of
certain specific role. She learns that talkie their voices. General consensus of opinion
tests are five times as expensive as the old- decrees blondes to have high, clear voices;
fashioned silent variety. while brunettes should figuratively possess
Did you know that .silent tests average more vibrant low tones to match the depth

$50 apiece, including studio overhead? of their natures.
$250 is reasonable for one with talkie ac-

companiment. Studios must be run on a
business basis, making talkie tests for un-
known aspirants few and far between.

Paramount's casting office suggests a solu-

tion to our Mary. Fred Datig tells her
to get a part in some legitimate play around most women's voices. By contrast, Dorothy
town, where her voice can be heard as a Sebastian and Raquel Torres possess 'blonde
commodity, and perhaps she will be invited voices,' soprano and flute-like, although
by some casting office to make a test, they are raven-haired with olive com-
Players with big names are doing exactly plexions. So the old order changeth!
that, he informs her. Few silver-tongued With sound success on the ascendency
orators are being picked from the ranks of casting offices find their work increasingly
inexperienced extras. Only those of estab- difficult. They must locate actors to talk
lished repute on the vaudeville, musical in character as well as look the part. Bay-
comedy, and legitimate stage are ap- ard Veiller, is directing Norma Shearer in
proached usually with offers. Often these his play, "The Trial of Mary Dugan." He
people are signed for short subjects or two- tells me, "I'm at my wits' end to locate
reel skits to prove their ability in front of a district attorney who will look and speak
the camera before being entrusted with like a professional lawyer. No sooner do
greater responsibility. I find an actor of satisfactory appearance
Mary Jane Jones is stunned by the turn tnan he turns out to have a broken accent,

of" events, but remembers hearing Betty or a voice off-key, or is too tall for Miss
Bronson to advantage in Warner films. Shearer."

Perhaps they'll sense her true value too. F°r
.

this reason, the sound and photo-
The casting office clerks are short and sweet graphic tests are usually made at the same
in their statements, but equally positive, time, with the sound apparatus recording

No casting of talkies for three months, while the camera clicks in its little sound-

everything filled at present, sincerely sorry, P roof camera room. This favorite type of

but they'll take the address and photo for test is the Movietone system. With the

file. Don't get discouraged, little girl. Vitaphone process, the two are separate and
Subsequent visits to still other casting maY be made at different times,

offices arouse no change of heart. Mary .

Tests
_
which are usually a thousand feet

in length are then averaged. An imperfect
nose can be discounted by a perfectly modu-
lated voice. Small .defects are overlooked
for big assets. The highest average, con-
sidering voice and photographic charm, de-
termines the winner for a disputed role,

although other contenders may have single
superior features. Cheer up; don't let one

Jane Jones realizes she isn't exactly destined

to back the current favorites off the map.
Being a practical individual, she finally

maneuvers to get on with a Los Angeles
stock company for stage plays. Like a

sensible little lady, she may eventually ar-

rive as a sound star after this experience,

but remember the 2000 to one odds. Mary
Jane is a sadder but wiser legitimate actress,

delect discourage you

but at least Saturday night takes on a rosier
1 received a very human fan letter the

aspect than when she battled futilely at
°th

,

er day from a professional singer who
casting offices.

idolizes Raquel Torres. She asked me if

tv j -t iL it would be possible to double her voiceDid you ever stop to consider that your
for that of^ Tq f

«
voice may not fit with the personality you ^ acc£nt diJ

,

d
'

h
™e*

would portray on the screen? Imagine the „r , /, ,s woman of grand opera training confided
ide open ,.w Uar „_„°. „„k . f

i? Or the

j r i r i -1 woman
tragedy ot a great he-man of the wide open -.i,,,. t, „„ „„ . *

,

,

i -.1 i- ^ ., , r
.

that her great ambition was to help out herspaces cursed with a lisp?

heroine with a resonant bass voice that
puts the hero to shame?

Audiences already imagine how

dainty
film favorite by doubling her trained voice
for the other's accent. Of course, the ex-
change isn't necessary, and I think you'll

their enjoy Raquel's unusual accent.
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Buster Keaton Location — continued from page 43
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this sequence; so she was not on board

that day.

Ernest S. Pogano, who did the screen

story, said the biggest laugh he ever had

in his life was over a story he heard about

Buster. Buster is a baseball enthusiast and

every time he was wanted for work he

would be tied up with some team. So his

next contract had in it a clause forbidding

him to play ball, for which you could

hardly blame Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr. Buster

didn't. But what do you think they did?

They gave him a director who is as great

an enthusiast as Buster—Edward Sedgwick,

crack player on the University of Texas

team. It is a joke in Hollywood that when

anyone applies for a job with the Keaton-

Sedgwick outfit the first question he is asked

is whether he can play baseball. "He wasn't

so much of a trouper, but boy! He was a

great third base!" is the obituary earned

by a few players. Of course Buster can

play on the studio team which doesn't in-

terfere with production.

"Say, when do I rate breakfast anyway?"

I demanded, suddenly remembering and

thoroughly aroused. And just then the

launch appeared with Buster, Dorothy and

Mr. Sedgwick.

Mr. Sedgwick spoke the magic words

with such cheerfulness that the chef was

glad to rustle an unordered meal. "If

you've never been on a boat, come down

backwards," said the genial chef, disappear-

ing down a perpendicular ladder that led

to the galley. "What will you have?

Grapefruit, shredded wheat, grapenuts, oat-

meal, pancakes, ham and eggs, bacon, corn

bread, orange juice or clam chowder. Also

put in your order for lunch: roast beef,

sweet or white potatoes, lamb chops
_

or

eggs." I was quite numb after this recital.

"Oh, I've cooked for the movies before.

I've
'

cooked for Buster several times and

he's a great guy. They don't make 'em

any finer!"

He was a likable lad, this chef, P. t.

Paige by name, called 'Pep' by everyone.

His initials probably suggested it, but his

personality gave it meaning. He was more

like a college athlete than an indoor man.

'Pep' told us that everyone had been sea-

sick two days before when there had been

a bad storm, and the boat stood on end

most of the time. "First time it has gotten

me since 1917, but boy, I gave up good

and proper that day. If we go to^ sea

today there will be a few victims, too!"

I felt very snappy by this time, having

put myself on the outside of some crisp

bacon and eggs and two cups of the most

excellent coffee I ever drank, and I felt

very independent about the weather.

When we got on deck again Buster was

doing his first scene. To escape his wife's

eye he had run along the boom and hidden

behind a sail. But the wind was so strong

he faced another dip in the briny. His

antics to keep from falling were very amus-

ing and no one but Buster could have

gotten away with them unscathed.

I remembered a story Buster's father had

told me about his son's early training. The

We quickly
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_C Bcbool. In spare time.
Jigdemand. Bigfuture. Interest-

__rwork. Oldest, foremost school.
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whole Keaton family were Thespians and

Mr. Keaton began training Buster before

he could creep. When he was nine or ten

his father introduced a new gag in his

vaudeville act and wanted Buster to greet

it with an unsmiling face. But Buster for-

got; and besides, it was very funny, making

it hard for the boy not to laugh.

The next night Mr. Keaton said he would

throw Buster out in the wings, which means

off-stage, if he laughed. This was not as

horrible as it sounds for Buster had been

trained to land anyhow, anywhere, without

hurting himself. Part of the act was

throwing Buster at the scenery which was

always good for a howl from the audience.

He was never hurt but once, and that was

on a night that the troupe got in late and

hadn't had time to look about the theatre.

When Buster was thrown that night—Bam!

he went crashing into the back wall which

was too near the back drop and he was

nearly knocked senseless. As a rule the

back drop just broke his fall and he slid

quite easily to the stall. So when his dad

mentioned throwing him into the wings he

took it as a huge joke and laughed loud

and long at the forbidden moment. Zang!

He landed almost out at the stage entrance

which he thought was a fine trip.

Next night his father said he would

throw him into the audience if he didn't

obey, but Buster was having too good a

time to pay much attention. So when the

gag came he stood off as usual and shouted,

"Haw, haw, haw! Ain't my paw funny?"

Wang! He spun through space and landed

right in the aisle. He was so surprised he

sat for a minute or two with no expression

on his face at all. Then he picked himself

up and said soberly, "Gee, I guess my paw

means what he says," and climbed back on

the stage while the house rocked with

laughter. From then on Buster never smiled

on the stage and soon was known as the

little frozen-faced comedian. And he still is.

But to return to our location. Buster

came up from his dip in the sea looking

quite happy and as though he really liked

it. It was terribly cold, too. "Oh, I

always cover myself with goose-grease when

I have water stuff to do," he said. "It

keeps the heat in the body and prevents

one from feeling cold."

The sun came out so there could be no

more work for a while. "Isn't it the

limit?" asked Buster. "Most companies

have to wait around for the sun, but this

sequence calls for a stormy sky so we have

to wait for clouds! We were lucky to strike

that storm the other day though the boat

pitched so everyone was too seasick to work.

We really had a close call. And if we

hadn't made the harbor just when we did

there would have been a few lives lost.

As it was, we had to anchor because the

sea was too heavy to land."

Edward Sedgwick wasn't wasting time.

With Norman McNeil, the organist, he

was working out the melody of his latest

song, "Pretty Thing." Did you know that

Edward Sedgwick is the composer of both

music and lyrics of twenty popular songs?

Ever hear of "You Told me to Go," "Just

Remember," and "You Can't Fly Over

Dixie?" Mr. Sedgwick sang a few of them

for me, and I recognized the hits of their

year on Broadway. And this is the way

he does it. Between scenes or while wait-

ing for one thing or another he sits down

with his organist, who plays by ear what

he sings until they have it straight. Mr.

Sedgwick told me that when Harry Cohn

was his organist he gave him "You Told

Me To Go" over the telephone.^ "I don't

take it seriously because it isn't my busi-

ness, but it's a lot of fun," he said, and

it has proved to be a very lucrative bit of

'fun.'

"When you get tired making pictures

you can earn your living singing songs to

people," I told him.

"I used to do that in vaudeville for

many years," he smiled. He has a really

beautiful tenor voice. So if pictures re-
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quire people who are jacks of all trades
Edward Sedgwick qualifies in dramatic ex'

perience surely. He has played Shakespeare,
modern plays, vaudeville, musical comedy
and minstrel shows. He went into pictures
because he got tired of rehearsing and
staying indoors so much.

' And now these sound pictures have
come along and disorganized a profession
that was just beginning to sit pretty!" said

Sedgwick. "I'm not for sound pictures.

Life won't be worth living if they go at
those things one hundred percent. Imagine
what it's going to be like with actors who
don't enunciate properly, and there are
plenty, don't make any mistake about that.

Take the line, 'Charles, will you ask the
Duke to step this way?' And the actor
trumpets, 'Charles, will you ask the Dook
to step this way?' 'No, no,' from the
from the director, 'not Dook, but Duke.'
Once more the actor tries: 'Charles, will

you tell the Dewke to step this way?' 'No,
no, no! Not Dook, not Dewke, but

—

Duke.' Holy mackerel! Right back to
what I got out of! Not for me. I'd rather
hunt up a good baseball team and umpire
that!"

Just then an assistant ran up very much
upset. The last rope holding the tug had
broken and they would have to put to sea
instead of shooting from the swinging crane
as they had planned. "This will delay us
an hour," said the perturbed assistant.

"Well it can't be helped," sair Mr. Sedg-
wick. "Those ropes were bound to break
in this sea, and if you used steel cables it

would tear the boat apart. There isn't a
better water man in the business than Bill

Collins. When you and he get things set
I'll .shoot the picture if the sky is right.

Don't forget the clouds. We can't any of
us do anything about the clouds." The
assistant hurried off, very relieved that his
chief had been so sensible.

"After directing sixty-six pictures I have
learned to take things philosophically. I

simply can't get excited over obstacles any
longer," smiled Sedgwick. 'Never mind,'
I tell my assistants, 'Get through it the best
you can. In a month this picture will be
over

^
and we'll be starting another, and

there'll be plenty of grief over that yarn,
too. So keep your heads above water and
save some worry for our next!'

"

"Where were you fellows for lunch?"
asked Buster. "Pep .said he called you half
an hour ago."

Lunch! That sounded good.
"Have some clam chowder," advised

Buster, "and the vegetables are fine."

Dorothy Sebastian had just finished a bit
of toast. She was feeling the motion of
the boat, slight as it had been during the
morning. "My poor stomach still holds
day before yesterday against me," said
Dorothy. "You should have been out here
then. Even some of the crew laid down."

"I didn't mind it standing on end, but
when we got down in that trough and
started to wallow it certainly was hard to
make moving pictures," said Mr. Sedgwick.

After lunch everyone sort of disappeared.
Buster had already succumbed to a nap,
and so had a good many others. I went
down to Dorothy's stateroom to see how
she was getting on. She had a very spacious
cabin and bath. I never saw such space

and luxury on a small yacht—well, not so
very small either— 13? feet long.

Dorothy was re-enforcing her make-up
because the sky was clouding and they were
getting ready to shoot.

According to the action, Buster was sup-
posed to be polishing the brasses when he
sees his wife coming down the deck. He
ducks so she won't see his face and is

about to come out for air when Edward
Earle appears. Back he goes again until
the coast is clear.

It was very cold and Dorothy had on
.summer clothes. The chill wind blew about
her until her teeth fairly chattered. Also
the boat began to roll! So badly that none
of us could keep our feet. "It's a swell
day for the still man," said Art Marion
who used to be a news cameraman and
one of the best in California. Not only
was Art seasick but his camera wouldn't
stay put the way the boat was behaving.

"Eddie," wailed Dorothy, wringing her
hands while Buster threw an overcoat
around her shoulders. "Eddie, I want to
go back. Look how far out we are, Eddie!"

But Mr. Sedgwick didn't seem to hear
her and went right on taking pictures now
that the weather had given him a break.

"Hold everything!" yelled a grip as a
sudden lurch catapulted him off the cabin
top and he miraculously escaped a dip by
catching on to some of the rigging. "You
never know your luck out here," someone
laughed.

Enthusiasm marks everything Buster
Keaton does. He enjoys every bit of his
work, and how do you think he plans his
gags? By music! Each one has to be
timed and he works them out mathemat-
ically, and to the music of the radio. Then
he knows whether they are the right tempo
or not.

There was one scene taken of him sliding
down the rigging. The boat was pitching
so badly then that he was whirled clear
of the range of the cameras. "Say, where
are you

^

anyway, Buster?" said Reggie Lan-
ning. "I only got one leg that time."
On the way back some of the gang teased

an assistant cameraman who was seasick by
eating bananas in front of him. The boy
looked at them bravely though it cost him
plenty. "Of all the mean tricks I ever
saw—;say,

J
hope to be around when you

get yours," said one young man to Charlie
Rogers, the chief tormentor. "There isn't
a thing on board the boat that I won't
parade before your eyes."

Charlie, it seems, was about the only
one who got through the storm untouched.
And yet," he said, "I was once on an

old tanker bound for China, and had no
more than cleared Los Angeles Harbor
than I began to turn green."

Dave Howard, chief assistant, after a
strenuous day was able to be himself and
amused the gang with a fund of stories
he keeps up his sleeve for these occasions.
And then we pulled into the dock.

Everyone went ashore for dinner except
Buster, Mr. Sedgwick, Ernie Pogano, and
Ernie Orsatti, yes, the very same who
played in the World Series. He's an actor
now. These remained for dinner for night
scenes were to be taken and the company
expected to work until midnight. Don't
ever let anyone tell you that motion pic-
ture people don't earn their salaries!
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cold cream! It was easy to figure why
Anna Held took milk baths. For I had

discovered, unintentionally, perhaps, one of

Max Factor's psychological secrets—his dis-

criminating uses of scents in his various

beauty concoctions.

Have you ever stopped to analyze this

thing, vulgarly termed 'it?' You have been

taught that some girls have 'it' and other

girls haven't—this intangible influence thai

reaches into that least-understood part of

you—the subconscious self. But don't

allow Madame Glyn to fool you; there ain't

no 'it.' For 'it,' by any other name, is

merely perfume. And perfume is imagina-

tion. The appreciation of perfume is men-

tal reaction. Adam and Eve smelt things.

Apple blossoms, for instance—but they had

no sense of fragrance. Since, long years

have refined the mental processes and de-

veloped the sense of fragrance. Scents can

tantalize, entreat, repel or caress, and

—

whoa, old typewriter! you're running away.

Outside the Factor building were grouped

a number of curious people—tourists, I

was told, waiting there to glimpse the movie

stars as they scuttled from limousines to

the make-up salon of the establishment.

One little spectator seriously informed me
that one could see more stars here in an

hour than could be seen on the boulevard

in a week's time. Imagine hanging around

just to look at movie stars. Besides, the

stars hated to have the mob look at them.

Yes, they did!

This establishment must not be confused

with beauty parlors, which are legion. The
Factor laboratories are essentially beauty

laboratories where new beauty effects are

developed and tested, rather than a manu-
factory producing a variety of cosmetics.

Beauty, such enviable beauty that the vast

motion picture audience adores, is Max
Factor's life work. He gains it through

study, science, experiment and art.

He found that the customary three or

four shades of rouge and powder were

unsatisfactory, because there were more than

that number of complexions. So he per-

fected eight different shades in powder and

seven in rouge to give every type of woman
the make-up that would harmonize per-

fectly with her own complexion. All of

which is only one of the reasons why so

many movie stars pass through his doors.

He concocted the special make-up that first

started Valentino to fame in "The Four

Horsemen." He created a make-up that

wouldn't rub off for Douglas Fairbanks.

His name is on the roll of honor in the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.

And, confidentially, just between us, sev-

eral stars, slipping to screen oblivion, are

doing a come-back, because of the cosmeti-

cal magic he worked on them. But why
should I laboriously dig out facts about

this remarkable man? Lets make him do
it, himself.

"Beauty aids cost the American people

about $300,000,000 this year," began Mr.
Factor, somewhat peevishly. I had inter-

rupted his work in the experimental labora'

tory. "In 1927 beauty preparations ran

to $177,000,000. The women used most
of them, although men spent millions this

year in attempts to improve their looks.

"To us in Hollywood, make-up is the

enhancement of natural beauty through the

use of cosmetics in perfect color harmony,

individualized to the complexion. The
cosmetics used to gain this effect are never

noticed, for each essential of make-up
blends into the harmony of color and be-

comes a natural part.

"To accomplish this effect is easy if you
know what constitutes make-up; if you
learn the correct method of make-up; and

if you select the correct color harmony to

blend with your natural complexion.

"The first thing to remember is that

make-up requires that each feature which

adds to beauty must be considered indi-

vidually and as a part of the harmonious

whole. The hair, the face, the eyes, the

lips, the neck, the arms—each should be

beautified.

"The second thing to remember is not to

use make-up in a haphazard fashion. It

should be applied according to well-defined

principles of art and cosmetic law.

"Third, all cosmetics used must be in

perfect color harmony with the individual

complexion, or else they clash.

"These facts I learned here in Hollywood

over a period of twenty years, and I know
that beauty can be actually doubled through

the art of scientific make-up, for I have

proved it time and time again with the

various movie stars and with the thousands

of women I have worked on."

"Doubled?" I doubted that last state-

ment. "Do you mean to tell me, Mr.

Factor, that any woman, no matter how
unlovely she is, can actually be made at-

tractive by merely applying the correct

coloring to her complexion?"

"Absolutely!" Max was certainly em-

phatic. "Bring me an ugly woman and I'll

make her attractive. Or, set any ordinary-

looking woman down to one of those tables"

—he pointed to the magnificently-appointed

make-up tables of the salon
—

"and she will

leave this place doubly attractive, by merely

discovering the color harmony adapted to

her individuality. She can do this all by

herself, too. Why, there are hundreds of

women, all over the United States, who are

daily doing that very thing—finding the

combination of make-up best suited to their

type. Naturally, it makes them more

attractive."

Max Factor should know!
-4-

The Winners of the contests

For Greta Garbo's Negligee, Mrs.

Mildred M. Benson, 709 Cleveland

Avenue, N.W., Canton, Ohio.

For Charlie Chaplin's Graflex Cam-
era, Miss Lucie M. Wiltshire, 2032
Belmont Road, N.W., Washington,
D. C.

For Mary Pickford's Desk
2950 California Street,

in December Screenland are:

For Harold Lloyd's Silverware, Miss

Mabel Millspaugh, 120 West Fourth

Street, Anderson, Indiana.

For John Gilbert's Wristwatch, Mr.

Harvey H. Attridge, Coffman-Dobson

Bank Building, Chehalis, Washington.

Set, Mrs. Emma H. Little,

San Francisco, California.

{



"THE TRAIL OF '98" is the current film sensation of America. With
beautiful DOLORES DEL RIO, Ralph Forbes, Karl Dane, Tully

Marshall. A Clarence Brown production. The Giant picture of the

year. Direct from its long run on Broadway at $2 admission. Tell

your theatre Manager it is the one picture you don't want to miss!

METRO-GOLD

W

AYER



Just i/ie right note

So many things are not quite right

in this perplexing world, that a

touch of authority is actually

refreshing. . . . And that is why

people of sensitive taste hold fast

to Camels. That perfect blend

strikes just the right note in the

scale of cigarette enjoyment.

,

TURKISH&DOMESTIC

© 1929. K. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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Edna Wallace
Hopper, her year-

ly vacation over, has

deserted Paris and fashion-

able French watering places

for her theatrical tour on the

Keith-Albee-Orpheum Circuit.

"My very close friend, Princesse Galitzine

and others of the American colony, enthused

over mv White Youth Clay and Youth Cream
beauty treatment. Six years ago I furnished

some of my intimate friends in Paris the for-

mulae for the clay and cream, which they

have had their chemists make ever since. They
are amazed at the quick and lasting results.

This is a delightful tribute in a country where

beauty is considered well won at any price.

Yes, to the French, a woman's attractiveness

is indeed a serious matter."

The dainty White Youth Clay which keeps

Miss Hopper's skin exquisitely clear and fine-

textured, is absolutely necessary to keep your

own skin free from the accumulation of grime,

hardened natural oil and dead skin. These par-

IPaurils
In a letter to Chicago, MISS HOPPER says:

tides become imbedded in the pores and are

not removed by ordinary cold cream or other

cleansing. They finally form ugly, enlarged

pores which result in blackheads and coarse

skin. A white, flawless skin is impossible

unless the cleansing process goes beneath

the surface.

Edna Wallace Hopper's White Youth Clay
draws every impurity to the surface and leaves

the face delightfully refreshed, glowing and
smooth. A white clay pack at home takes only

a few minutes. It is removed with cold water

and the treatment finished with a bit of Miss
Hopper's fragrant cream as a baseforher light

or heavy Youth Powder. The purging action

of the clay gives your skin a lovely, natural

blush . . . leaves it as smooth as a rose petal.

•ef oAn Invitation

Send for this gorgeously colored art panel box of seven beauty

aids. In addition to the products Miss Hopper uses on her skin

it contains a sample of Wave and Sheen. This waving fluid is

ideal for setting a permanent or for use in waving. It leaves a
soft, flattering sheen which makes your wave doubly attractive.

Mail this special offer coupon at once to Edna Wallace

Hopper, 536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago—enclosing 50c

for enough of her seven beauty aids to prove their value

to you. Also Free Certificate good for 50c tube of

Quindent tooth paste. tD-38>
4> S.

Name.

Street

City State _
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W,HE N you see and hear
SPEAKEASY at your favorite

theatre, you will realize why
Fox Movietone all-dialogue
talkers are the most popular
of all.

The screen adaptation of this

stage success has been produced
with the perfect realism that

only the Fox Movietone process
of recording sound on film can
create.

You see and hear a living spec-
tacle of the greatest metropolis
in the world—the breezy talk
of Broadway and the sporting
world, the frenzied shouts of
twenty thousand fight-crazed
enthusiasts during a champion-
ship fight at the world-famous
Madison Square Garden, the
voice of the announcer, the
bang of the gong, the ringside

repartee, the beat of gloves on
flesh, the tumult during the
sensational knockout.

You see and hear a thrilling horserace
at historic Belmont Park, the roar of
subway trains and voices of milling
crowds, the click of coins in the turn-
stiles; you see and hear the hustle and
bustle ofTimes Square and the Grand
Central Station—every sound of these
eye-filling and ear-thrilling scenes
recorded by Fox Movietone at the
ACTUAL SCENES.

And you see and hear a fast-moving
story of New York and its many
"rackets", a story packed with ex-
citing action, love, comedy, color and
suspense.

An unusual cast of well known artists

of stage and screen, including Paul
Page, Lola Lane, Henry B. Walthall,
Helen Ware and Sharon Lynn, mas-
terfully directed by Benjamin Stoloff,

make the picturization of this absorb-
ing story by Edward Knoblock and
George Rosener superb entertain-
ment.

F
tVIOVIETONE
111 More than SoundsLife itself/



^.Bessie Love, a youthful

veteran, is the lall{ of

the picture industry just

now because of her wor\
in "The Broadway
Melody," in which she

dances, sings—and acts.

<( Screenland is pub-

lished on the 5th of

the month preceding

date of issue.

April, 1929
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"THE CANARY
MURDER CASE 99

Paramount's QUALITY All-Talking picturization of the famous mystery-

melodrama by S. S. Van Dine. With William Powell as "Philo Vance,"

James Hall, Louise Brooks, Jean Arthur. A Malcolm St. Clair Production.

Also presented in a "silent" version, for theatres not yet equipped for sound.

/ -f 1

Tone in on KNX, Paramount Pictures—Los Angeles Evening Express Radio Station, broadcasting

from the Paramount Studio, Hollywood—wave length, 1,050 kilocycles (285.5 meters); the super-

power station of Hollywood, broadcasting on 5,000 watts. Sunday Evenings, 7-8 P. M. Pacific Time.

Send 10 cents to Paramount Famous hasky Corp,, Hollywood, Calif., forphoto ofyourfavorite star.

e woTurst

"Chinatown
Nights" based on
wTong War"

greatest entertainment-

QUALITY
*\alhitici lectures . ~ ~

YOU won't know what

great things are going

on in the world of entertain-

ment until you have seen a

Paramount Talking Picture!

Paramount we said, because

there's all the difference in the world be-

tween the ordinary talking picture, and the

QUALITY Talking Picture — just as great

a difference as there is between Paramount

Pictures silent, and all others. CE, Your

Theatre, whether equipped for sound or

not, will be showing these pictures soon.

'Phone the Manager, and ask him tvhen

— then get in on the good things of life

by seeing all the Paramount

Pictures you can. Sound or

Silent —" If it's a Paramount

Picture it's the best show in

town.
"The Wolf of
Wall Street"

PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORP.
ADOLPH ZUKOR, PRESIDENT, PARAMOUNT BLDC, N. ¥.

'trade w -K * * if

^paramount (pictures
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makes eye§

bright
Merely darkening the lashes Avill

not beautify eyes which are dull

and lifeless. Eyes must shine to

be truly alluring, and nothing
gives them that glistening appear-
ance as safely as Murine.

Murine contains no belladonna
or any other harmful ingredient.

Therefore you may use it freely,

not only to brighten up your eyes

but to rid them of dust and other
irritating particles which cause
a bloodshot condition. Try it!

(//?/IVE>
jp-oR Y°UR

THE
ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF MOVIE-LAND

Listing the names
of more than 500
Actors, Actresses,

Wampus Stars, Di-

rectors, etc. Stating
whether they are

married or single,

where and when
they were horn,
their height, weight,

color of hair and
eyes, the plays they

have heen in, their

addresses and doz-

ens of intimate
THINGS about them
that the public does

not know.

This book is not
only BEAUTIFUL but
durable as well and
is of a most con-
venient size.

ALL are interested
In the Movies and the
people who make them.

Everv man, woman and child in America should have
a copy of this first AUTHENTIC, copyrighted book
covering this subject and the price has been placed
within the reach of ALL.

Single copies $1.00
Six copies $5.00

Delivered postpaid ANYWHERE ON EARTH
Inclose a dollar bill, together with your name and
address, today for YOUR copy of this entertaining

and instructive book.

THE STARS' COMPANY
P. 0. BOX 425 HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

C[ Introducing Olga
Che\ova. Doesn't

she resemble Pola

!N(egri.7 Che\ova is

a Russian who was
trained in the Mos-
cow Art Theatre.

Olga ma\es pic
tures in Paris and
Berlin. Her latest

is "Moulin Rouge"
which is released

over here by World
Wide Pictures.

Looking %hem Over

A Close-Up of Coming Films

By Evelyn Ballarine

^\ veryone is asking
—"What's going

to happen to the foreign players

j now that the talkies have come
' and conquered?" Yes, what about

them.—are the talkies eliminating them?

We hear that Lya de Putti left for

London to star in "The Informer" for

British National Pictures. Dita Parlo was

imported from Europe by Paramount and

was transported right back again without

making even one picture. Pola Negri has

already said goodbye to America and is

making pictures abroad. Anna May Wong
went to Germany, last year, to make one

film but her success in that picture resulted

in her signing a contract under which she

will make a number of films in Germany.

Miss Wong also appears in "Piccadilly," the

English film starring Gilda Gray. This

picture was made in Elstree, the 'Hollywood'

of England. We hope Anna May Wong
returns soon. She is a good actress and

has a charming voice. Eva Von Berne

went back to Germany after making only

one picture, "Masks of the Devil," in which

she played opposite John Gilbert. Eva is

with UFA now, we hear. Maria Corda

and Conrad Veidt have signed contracts

with UFA to make pictures in Germany.
Are the talkies to blame?

On the other hand, Camila Horn is still

here, also Lily Damita and Baclanova.

Maurice Chevalier came to Paramount from

France to make "The Innocents of Paris."

According to reports, this picture is a

knockout and on the strength of it the

Paramount officials signed Chevalier for

another year. Bravo, Chevalier! "The Big

Pond" is his next picture. Joseph Schenck

imported Mona Maris, an Argentine screen

celebrity, from Berlin, where she had been

featured in pictures. And she doesn't

speak a word of English. Olga Chekova,

famous Russian actress with World Wide
Pictures, has been invited to make pic-

tures here—but she's holding out on us.

Like George Bernard Shaw, she hesitates

to come to our America. In that respect

she is unique as she is the only foreign

player who wouldn't fly at the chance, pro-

viding, of course, his contract permitted it

— (flying, I mean).

Chekova is Russian but lives in Paris

and Berlin. She -resembles Pola Negri and

was once a member of the Moscow Art

Theater. She has her own producing com-
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beat ^Paris

S // there is not a the-
'

atre in your town
equipped as yet to

show "The Redeem-
ing Sin" as a Talk-
ing Picture, see it

as a Silent Picture.

Either gives you
matchless enter-

tainment.

Vitaphone does it again! Brings to

you adorable Dolores Costello— in

the crowning achievement of her
career

—

"The Redeeming Sin."

A swift unforgettable drama that

wells up out of the haunts of the
Parisian underworld—with Love at

last emerging—redeemed— tri-

umphant—in the flowery fields

of France.

Through Vitaphone, you see and
hear with the thrilled senses of a
spectator in the Montmartre. Here
is science with voice—action—
heart-throb!

See andhearWarnerBros. Vitaphone
Talking Picture— "The Redeeming
Sin." And remember—you can hear
the real Vitaphone ONLY in Warner
Bros, and First National Pictures.
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Whiteness

6 fold Creme
Now you can get amazing results from
face creme. Now a new kind of

creme has been perfected—a 6-fold

creme. In it are ingredients never

known in cold creme. Expect new
things

!

Watch It Clear! See It Whiten!

Feel It Smooth the Surface!

IT penetrates all three layers of skin tissue.

Blemishes dissolve! Freckles fade out, black-

heads melt away—tiny imperfections give way
to flawless clearness. Surface roughness is

smoothed to velvety texture. Coarse pores fill

out naturally to smooth delicate texture. And
finally, it whitens the skin steadily, naturally,

and permanently without bleaching.

HOW IT WORKS
Why are these amazing things possible in

one facial creme? Because, for the first time,

a 6-fold creme has been perfected. Not one

benefit, but six! Beauty aids not found in

cold creme are emulsified and blended in this

one creme. A penetrating base takes them
through the skin. They reach all three layers

of tissue.

MAKE THIS TEST
Get a test jar of this new kind of facial

creme and use it instead of cold creme. One
element not absorbed by the skin cleanses com-
pletely. Other elements bring your skin six-

fold benefits. It is called Gervaise Graham
Beauty Secret. Test it for one or two weeks.
Then, if you do not notice striking improve-
ments, if your skin is not noticeably finer,

whiter, and smoother, if you are not delighted

I will refund your money. Send no money.
Simply mail coupon below, and when the pack-
age arrives pay postman only $1.50 for the

extra-large jar. Mail coupon today to (Mrs.)
GERVAISE GRAHAM, Dept. 4-SC, 25 W.
Illinois St., Chicago, 111. (In Canada, 61 Col-

lege St., Toronto.)

Gervaise (hukwiBeautySecivt

(Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM.
Dept. 4-SC, 25 W. Illinois St., Chicago.

Send me. postage prepaid, an extra-large jar of

vour new Beauty Secret Creme. On arrival. I vriU

pav postman only $1.50. If not delighted I under-

stand you guarantee to refund my money.

» » * * •' » :* » » H

C[ Irene Bordoni is the latest stage

recruit to sign a contract to

ma\e tallies. It's signed, sealed

and she'll deliver.

pany and perhaps that is the reason she

won't accept an American offer. You'll see

her in "Moulin Rouge," which is soon to

be released here and which is reviewed in

'Let's Go to the Movies' in this issue of

SCREENLAND.
We also hear that Emil Jannings may

return to Germany at the expiration of his

contract with Paramount Pictures. We sin'

cerely hope this is just one of those ground-

less rumors. Jannings is too good a bet

to lose and besides, he doesn't need sound

accompaniment.
Milton Sills is going to be two other

fellows in "Dark Streets," his next picture.

By that I mean he plays a dual role for

the first time in his screen career and it's

the first time a dual role has been attempted

in talkies. What's more, he plays both a

cop and a crook and besides that Doris

Kenyon, his wife, has the lead opposite him.

If the signing of stage players continues

at this rate we'll have to revise our list

of screen favorites—or at least add to it.

Irene Bordoni, well-known French

actress, has signed a contract with First

National. Miss Bordoni has the distinction

of being the first actress to make an inter-

national talkie. This will be possible be-

cause she sings in French, Italian, Spanish,

and German. Her first production will be

built around her piquant personality and will

contain musical numbers written especially

for her. At present Irene Bordoni is in

"Paris," a French farce with music and a

Broadway success. She won't be starting

on her picture until after the run of her

play. Then she will journey out to sunny

California and will sing her songs about

sunny France.

Mary Eaton, once glorified by Ziegfeld.

and Oscar Shaw, who played in pictures

before they could talk, are making "The

Cocoanuts" starring those very funny Marx
Brothers. "The Cocoanuts" was last

season's Broadway hit with the Marx
Brothers, of course. This picture is being

made at the Long Island Paramount • Studio.

Richard Dix's first talkie, "Nothing But

the Truth," is being made at the same

studio. Dorothy Hall, of the stage, has

been given the feminine lead opposite Dix.

Helen Kane, also of the stage, is featured.

Those of you who like Follies will have

a chance to see some soon—for Fox Films

is making the "Fox Movietone Follies."

And little Dixie Lec, a practically un-

known chorus girl won a choice role in

the "Fox Movietone Follies." She was

the lucky girl selected out of four hundred

applicants because she was pretty and could

put over hot songs. And now she has a

five year contract with Fox.

Dorothy Burgess is another stage recruit

to be given a long-term contract with Fox.

She got it because of her splendid work in

"In Old Arizona."

Oscar Smith, Negro bootblack at the

Paramount studios, is now under contract

to that company. You've seen him in a

number of Richard Dix pictures. Dix gave

him his first picture bit in "Shanghai

Bound." He has quite a large role in "The

Canary Murder Case," Paramount's mystery-

murder talkie. Oscar isn't going to let his

picture contract interfere with his bootblack

business; he'll continue to shine shoes be
tween pictures. He's no snob! He's known
in Hollywood as 'the cute kid.'

Richard Arlen has a new contract with

Paramount which means his voice must be

good. Good! He is now at work on a

talking film of the prize-ring titled "The
Man I Love." Mary Brian has the lead

opposite him. William Wellman is direct-

ing it. This is the fourth Arlen picture

that Wellman has directed. "Wings,"

"Beggars of Life," and "Ladies of the Mob"
are the others. They are a good team and

we look forward to a very interesting

picture.

Rah! Rah! Rah! C-i-n-e-m-a! The movies

are going collegiate again. And with our

pet pupils. Clara Bow, Colleen Moore,

Joan Crawford, Alice White, Marceline

Day and William Haines.

In "The Duke Steps Out," our wise-

cracking boyfriend, Bill Haines, is a col-

lege boy. Joan Crawford plays opposite

him. While this is a college story the

hero is a prize fighter who later goes to

college. It is whispered that this is the

story of Gene Tunney's life—and speaking

of whispers—this is a talkie.

"The Wild Party" has Clara Bow and

Marceline Day and a flock of co-eds doing

their stuff for dear old alma mater.

"Hot Stuff" is college life with Alice

White and others. What others? What
does it matter—there's Alice White!

<{ Anna May Wong as she appears

in "Show Life," a German pic

ture. Germany borrowed our lit'

tie Oriental but forgot to return

her.
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Why
BE

Good?

"WHY BE GOOD?"

—W.li en you
meet Prince
Char m i n g;

who is wise,
wealthy and
wonderful

!

FIRST NATIONAL

SHE'S
at it again.

Making hilarious

whoopee! . . . This

darling is on
another intriguing tour

into the lands of love and
whoopee . . . This time her excur-

sion is personally conducted by
Cupid . . . She's ;

ing sensations. She

And HOW! ... Is it I

good? Or GOOD to be

Colleen demonstrates in

192 9 version of Flamhij

Youth...See this exponent

of incandescent youth!

HEAR the hilarity Vita-

phone adds to the whoopee

!

HONE R E
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Sh-h-h !

(a secret!)

Not a soul will know just -what you have done to

make your hair so lovely! Certainly nobody would

dream that a single shampooing could add such beauty

—such delightful lustre—such exquisite soft tones!

A secret indeed— a beauty specialist's secret! But

you may share it, too! Just one Golden Glint Sham-

poo* will show you the way! At your dealers', 25c.

or send for free sample

!

*(Note: Do not confine this -with other shampoos

that merely cleanse. Golden Glint Shampoo in

addition to cleansing, gives your haira "tiny-tint"

—a wee little hit—not much—hardly perceptible.

But how it does bring out the true beauty of

your oivn individual shade of hair!)

J. W. KOBI CO
633 Rainier Ave., Dept. D, Seattle, Wash.

Please send a free sample.

Name
Address.

City jtate_

Color of my hair.

1 LtP/T 1 C fr»HARSH winds, harsh

lips, unless they're

protected by the creamy
softness of Phantom Red,
the perfect red for young
lips—the shade that tan~
talizes—winsl How? See'

"Red Lips" film with
Marion Nixon—she. uses
Phantom Red. In ultra

red -and- black enamel
case, $1. Junior 50c.

Send 10 Cents
Send tills adv. and 10c

for Vanity Size Phan-
tom Red Lipstick and
Make-up Guide. (Another 10c brings

model Phantom Red Rouge Compact).
dainty

CARLYLE LABORATORIES, INC.

Dept. 165 54 Dey St. New York

FREE L

John Gilbert

ARGE PHOTOUKA
Of Tour Favorite
MOVIE STAR

Size SxlO with every
Order of $2.00.

BEAUTIFUL PORTRAITS
LATEST POSES
LATEST STARS

3 for 50c 7 for $1.00

15 for $2.00 23 for $3.00

4.0 for $5.00 100 for $10.00

Send for Tour Favorites.

FREE SPECIAL OFFER
5 LARGE PHOTOGRAPHS
FREE WITH EVERT

$10.00 ORDER
50 Different Poses of

Rudolph Valentino

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN
EXCHANGE

Drawer V-l, Dept. F,

Hollywood, Calif., U. S. A.

pTTj

Kudolnh
Valentino

9
LearntoDance
This New EasyWay
Yoa can learn all the modern dances-
Charleston. Black Bottom. Valencia, Can-
ter French Tango. St. Loui3 Hop, Latest
Waltzes. Fox Trots, etc., at home easily

and auickly. New chart method makes
dancing as simple as A-B-C. No music or
partner required. Learn anywhere, any-
time Win new popularity. Be m demand
at parties. Same course of lessons would
cost $20 if taken privately.

Send No Money
Just send your name and address. We'll
ehipthe complete course—323 pages, 49 il-

lustrations—without one cent in advance.
When package arrives, hand postman only

SI 98. plus delivery charges, and this won-
derful coarse is yours. Try for. 6 days. _
Monev back if not satisfied. Send your name NOW.

Franklin Pub. Co., 800 N. Clark St., Dept. B-702, Chicago

Confessions
of the C/^ans

<£ Here's the Fans ,

-For-
,Em—or Forum, as you prefer! It is

YOUR department, to which you are invited to contribute

your opinions about motion pictures. Say what you think

about the movies. Send your photograph with your letter

so that the other readers may get a glimpse of you. The^

most entertaining letters will be printed. Address The Fans'

Department, Screenland Magazine, 49 West 45th Street,

New York City.
The Editor.

Well,

Well!

Lewis, Robert Armstrong, Conrad Nagel,

George Stone, Marian Nixon, Lewis Stone,

Jean Hersholt and Ralph Forbes. But

please let's not have any more war pictures.

A great many of us are trying to forget.

Sincerely yours,

(Mrs.) Gertrude M. McDaniel,
621 Oak St.,

Quincy, Illinois.

Dear Editor:
Although this is my first letter to any

screen magazine, I have been a constant

reader of them all.

I often wonder why a certain actor is

featured when another very plainly steals

the picture. For instance, "The Patriot."

With all due respect to Emil Jannings, that

picture belongs to Lewis Stone. So far

as I am concerned, there isn't a better actor

on the screen today. And why all this

whoopee for John Gilbert? Maybe I'm

prejudiced but I'd rather see the old Key-

stone Cops. I am glad, though, that Con-

rad Nagel is at last getting the credit he

deserves. And Ramon Novarro—I only

hope that "The Flying Fleet" is better than

some of the other stories they've inflicted

on him. I still like his "Scaramouche"

the best of all; in fact, I've seen it no less

than six times. Now he will be in opera!

Here's wishing him all the success in the

world.

At one of the theatres the announcement

is
—

"Clara Bow in 'Wings.' " Why? Any-

one can see that the picture belongs first to

Richard Arlen and then to Charles Rogers.

There will be an avalanche of criticism on

that statement.

I've just read that Greta Garbo has re-

turned to her native land. Glory be!

Maybe now we won't have to look at those

clinging, slinky love scenes that make one

want to crawl under the seats. As I said

before, I may be prejudiced. Without a

doubt this world could not exist without

love—but give us the clean, wholesome love

stories. Could anyone wish anything

sweeter than Janet Gaynor? How-ever, tak-

ing everything into consideration, how many
of us would-be critics could do as well as

those we criticize?

In the year 1929, please give us more of

Charles Farrell, Charles Rogers, Gary
Cooper, Dick Barthelmess, Marion Davies,

Janet Gaynor, Buster Collier, Jr., George

Attention,

J. Clarence!

Kind Editor:
I say "kind" because 'tis truly an editor

with a kindly spirit who will listen to the

rabble of the General Public, read through

hundreds of grumbling and complaining

letters, then cheerfully publish the few that

are readable! That's what I call a woman!
That man. J. Clarence, of Minneapolis:

I agree with him—and I don't! Sounds

paradoxical—but he said in the February

issue of Screenland, along with the Con-

fessions of other Fans: "Sometimes I think

the new talking pictures are swell and some-

times I don't." I agree with him—inasmuch

as I do like the new talkies very much;

therefore I cannot agree with him during

those periods when he doesn't think they are

swell! I haven't been hit with the "No-

swell-talkies" yet.

That man is way up in Minneapolis

where I was born and I'm way down yonder

in Georgia—but I'm sure agreeing with

these Georgia Crackers on talkies. Why,
w-hen Al Jolson smit the town with "The

Singing Fool." everyone had a great time!

It stayed over two weeks and each per-

formance was jammed and crowded with

men, women, children—all coming out with

tears streaming, declaring they had just had

the best time. Women do have a good time

crying, but if it makes 'em happy, let's have

some more pictures like that.

I wonder did J.
Clarence see Bill Pow-

ell deliberately poison Evelyn Brent
_

in

"Interference?" Evelyn was kinda dirty
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Once We
Called Him a
Wallflower
Now He's theBest
TalkerandMost

PopularMan in Town
T COULD never figure out what

was wrong with Jim Begley.
Knowing him intimately I knew he
wasn't the dumb-bell that everybody
had him labeled. When alone with
me, he was his natural self. On
the subject of business, he could sit

for hours and tell me how he would
like to change things in his com-
pany's sales policy. And darn good
ideas, they were, too! He could
be witty as the best of them. He
could discuss politics in a very
logical way.

But, oh boy! How he'd close up
when in a business conference or

when talking to strangers! And
socially—what a dud he was! He'd
sit back like a clam, trying to make
himself as inconspicuous as possi-

ble. And one night there occurred
an incident that crushed his pride.

A girl (whom Jim admired) came
up to me and said:—"Say, why
don't you leave that wallflower

home? He doesn't contribute any-
thing to the fun."

Unluckily for Jim, he was standing
close by and overheard every word.
When the party broke up, Jim had
vanished. I called him up next day
but the operator told me he had
quit his job. I tried to locate him
but was unsuccessful, so I soon
dropped him from my mind.

A Chance Encounter
One night about a year later I heard

some one calling me from a passing
automobile. I turned around and—lo

and behold 1 Here's Jim. Sitting at the
wheel of a snappy red sport coupe,
dressed like a fashion plate and looking
like a million dollars. Observing my
astonishment, he winked and said hastily—"All questions answered later, Bill.

Meanwhile, let's dine at my club. I've

got to address the House Committee."

During the evening I couldn't help
but marvel at the change in the man.
Gone was the old air of diffidence and
bashfulness. He was the lion of the
party every minute. He completely
dominated the conversation. Once he'd
send us into gales of laughter in relating
a funny experience he had with an Irish
janitor. Next we breathlessly followed
him through a description of his ad-

ventures as a doughboy in France. Later
he told us about his wonderful position
and how he expected to leave for Europe
in a few days as a market investigator
for his company.

But it was not until we were driving
home that he unfolded

. the most amaz-
ing story of all

;

!

the explanation of his
change from a shy, self-conscious wall-
flower to a dominating personality. He
told how a remarkable new home study
training had enabled him to overcome
timidness, and stage fright; taught him
how to become an interesting, forceful
speaker; and how it has shown him a
short cut to advancement in business,
social popularity, and real success.

"Take my tip, Bill, and do what I
did," he said. "There is no magic, no
trick, no mystery about becoming a pow-
erful and convincing talker—a brilliant,

easy, fluent conversationalist. You, too,
can conquer stage fright, self-conscious-
ness, and bashfulness, and win advance-
ment in salary, popularity, social stand-
ing and real success. Through this amaz-
ing new training you can quickly shape
yourself into an outstanding influential
speaker, able to dominate one man or
thousands."

In 20 Minutes a Day
This new method is so delightfully

simple and easy that you cannot fail to
progress rapidly! Right from the start
you will find that it is becoming easier
to express yourself. Thousands have
proved that by spending only 20 minutes
a day in the -privacy of their own homes
they can acquire the ability to speak so
easily and quickly that they are amazed
at the great improvement in themselves.

Send for This Amazing
Booklet

What 20 Minutes a Day Will Show You
How to address business

meetings
How to propose and respond

to toasts
How to make a political

speech
How to tell entertaining

stories
How to write better letters

How to enlarge your vocab-
ulary

How to develop self-confidence
How to acquire a winning

personality
How to strengthen your will-

power
How to be the master of

any situation

Now Sent
FREE

This new method of training is fully
described in a very interesting and in-
formative booklet which is now being
sent to everyone mailing the coupon
below. This booklet is called, How to

Work Wonders with Words. In it you
are told how this new easy method will
enable you to conquer stage fright, self-

consciousness, timidity, bashfulness and
fear. You are told how you can bring < NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE,
out and develop your priceless "hidden 3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6324,
knack"—which can win for you ad- ! Chicago, Illinois.

vancement in position and salary, popu- ! -n, i -evdwt-. ^ i ,..

larity, social standing, power, and real '
P]eaf semi me FKEE and without obligation my

success. You can obtain your copy ab- '•
C0

.
P
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°!T
lnsP!rin/ booklet, How to Work Wonders

solutely free by sending the coupon ',
™th ^.°''d

?-.'„
a"d f

Q
u11 -formation regarding your

jjOW .
Course in Effective Speaking.

! Name - _
i

t

* Address -

6324 ! city state

NORTH AMERICAN
INSTITUTE

3601 Michigan Ave. Dept.
Chicago, Illinois
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SOPHISTICATED?
\ES\-ButNCT
artificial

ARE YOU one who does not use

mascara because it looks
"made-up"?

Katherine MacDonald's Lash Cos-

metic leaves absolutely no hint of

artiBciality in your appearance. It

simply makes
your eyelashes
seem long and
luxuriant . . . and
adds that sophis-

ticated touch.

At most toilet
goods counters
or $1 direct to
Katherine Mac-
Donald at Holly-

wood.

. MacD<
LASH
COSMETIC

IWATEftPROOF)

KAMEO BEAUTY PRODUCTS, HOLLYWOOD

SCREEN LAND
anyway, tried to cause Doris Kcnyon

trouble with her husband. No, not Milt;

I mean Clive Brook. Well, I don't think

J. Clarence, of Minneapolis, would say that

wasn't swell, for it was. Evelyn's deep, sul-

len voice against Bill Powell's gruff

"Mmph's."
Why, talkies arc only in the making,

just being born, and they seem perfect to

me now. This time next year we will all

be looking back and thinking how simple

this year's picture-talkies were.

Down here we are all waiting to hear

Will Rogers' gum pop, along with his fire-

cracker-remarks; to hear Joan Crawford s

heels click together and snap out a tune on

a hard-wood floor; to hear Ruth Taylor

wheedling some man out of a couple of

million; to say nothing of listening to Clara

Bow's eyes snapping "Come Hither" and

the creaking of Gloria Swanson's hip-bones

in "Sadie Thompson," one of her best.

Besides which, I'd like nothing better

than to hear Del Rio sing "Ramona." By

the way, when will Lupe Velez do some

singing for us and execute some of her

clever dancing steps in talkies? That girl

is a wonder and inasmuch as I do not un-

derstand her language anyway, it's all right

whatever she says. She could get away

with anything.

Have enjoyed reading other fan letters

in Screen land, as well as the picture stu-

dio remarks, Delight Evans' Reviews, and

Miss Vee Dee's page. Some staff SCREEN'

land has!
M. Dewey,
Hotel De Soto.

Savannah, Ga.

"Shortnana
HERE at last, is the answer to the vital need for

an up-to-date, scientific system of shorthand.

Written in the ordinary A-B-C's. it is so simple so

easv. so natural that you can learn its fundamentals

in 'one evening. Amazing speed quickly developed.

For
Foreign
Favorites

-the only scientific system that can he ^te£,5?*
with pencil or on typewriter. Adopted by leading

business concerns. Originated by Miss,E. B. Dear

born, eminent authority on shorthand. ^ M>.S
almost all systems for eighteen years n such ins it

u

tions as Columbia University. K°c
o
hes' e

n
r * £

,

mc s
,

Institute. Simmons College and the University 01

California. „ , ~*
A Speedwriter. Grace 0. Moorehouse East Cleveland

Ohio, states. "After completing only thus Jessons i

took several letters and the work was perfec I am

now employed as a private secretary s undeistudy at a

considerable increase in salary.

Full Details Free
Let us tell you about Speedwrit-

ing the Natural Shorthand, and

how you can learn to write short-

hand in a few hours of fascinat-

ing study. Send coupon today.

SPEEDWRITING, Inc.

Dept. BE-3402
200 Madison Avenue
New York. N. Y.

Send For Free Book
SPEEDWRITING, Inc., Dept. BE-3402,

200 Madison Ave., New York. N. Y.

Gentlemen: Without obligation pleasei
send me

your Free Book, and full details about bpeed-

writing. the new. natural shorthand.

Name

Address

City..

)
Speedwritint;

State

) Speedtyping

Dear Editor:

First- congratulations to the new Editor

and to us, her readers. She is truly a "De-

llg

And now for the big howl! Of course,

it's the talkies. Everyone m a turmoil;

everyone arguing for and against until we

hardly know what we want.

There is no doubt about the fact that

they are a marvelous invention and, ot

course, it was a thrill to see and hear the

first talking picture. Conrad Nagel » a

thrill all by himself and Dolores Costello—

well, no need to say more; so much has

been said. The big argument is-do we

want to see just these few all the time?

It would be like having strawberry shortcake

three times a day, throughout the year.

What I'm trying to convey is that the talk-

ies are evidently going to be limited to

those who can speak properly and either

we don't see so many pictures or else we

get most awfully fed up.

Have the producers taken any straw

votes as to what the fans want? If so i

missed it. There are, ot course, the tew

X write to the various film .^gaanes

But what of the majority who sit back and

let the battle rage? All these peopl ha^e

their ideas unexpressed. Those who do not

care for talkies are going to stay at home

and play bridge or listen to the radio.

Just who will fill up the depleted ranks

when they get through sifting out the for-

eign element? A lot of unheard-of young

people? Or mediocre stage actors? Can

an actor be made in a day? Actors may be

born, but like diamonds, I like them pol-

ished!

I wonder if in the thrill of this new toy

they aren't forgetting some very important

facts? Are our theatre patrons 100%
Americans? What is the percentage of

foreign patronage? It would be interesting

to know.

If Vilma Banky wants to say "Ja!" in-

stead of "Yes" let her say it. If Nils

Asther wants to say "peoples" and a few

other seemingly funny words, it's O. K.

with me. With his looks, polish, and abil-

ity he can talk Chinese—all I ask is that he

keep on being himself. They are going to

give him three months to speak English

without an accent. What generosity!

What a break to give a man who is already

a finished actor! It will take some of our

people longer than that to learn it—if at

They argue that these people would be

limited to a few pictures. Does that mean

that only Northerners can play Northern

parts and Southerners pictures of the old

South 7 For instance Johnnie Mack Brown

comes from Alabama, and I'll bet he talks

like a Southerner. What would they do

with him in a Canadian picture? Don t

know about Gary Cooper—but he is from

Montana. I'd like to hear him speak New

York.' It's going to be exciting to hear

some of our little Yankees speak like daugh-

ters of the old South.

We haven't had many good pictures

lately. And now if we can't have Tan-

nings (what American can replace him.)

Garbo, Banky, Nils Asther and some ot the

other delightful foreign favorites, pictures

will be rather monotonous.

I suppose we must be resigned and take

what the producers offer with a smile. But

if we have to sit and gaze at the poor acting

of some of the replacements whose only

ability is to speak English, I shall learn to

knit and stay at home and dream of the

past glories of Nils Asther, Garbo, Jan-

nings and Vilma Banky.

i

Sincerely.

Grayce M. Tether,
13136 Indiana Avenue,

Detroit, Michigan.

Three Cheers

for the

Talktes

Dear Editor:

Now you might just as well get settled

comfy for a nice long story. I have been

waiting for this chance an age to tell you

and everyone else just what the movies

mean to me.

I saw the most wonderful picture

—

Vilma Banky, in "The Awakening." I

have often seen Miss Banky act, but in this

picture she does more than act; she lives

the picture itself. I cannot express in

words just how this picture affected me but

it will always be in my mind, deeply im'

pressed.

These new talkies are certainly going

over big. Recently I saw "The Barker,"

starring Milton Sills, one of my favorite

stars; and it was 'hotsy totsy.' I admire
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PRIZE WINNERS
Columbia Pictures $5000 Title Contest

We want to thank the thousands upon
thousands of picture fans who submitted
entries. The ingenuity and cleverness
shown by many of the contestants were a
revelation . . . Also gratifying was the fact

that a majority of the participants in the
contest wrote us that they frequently saw
Columbia Pictures on the screen of their
local theatres—and that they enjoyed them
immensely.

Following Is a Complete List of the Prize Awards, and the Winners:
1st Prize—$1000.00—Cash

Mrs. Rose Waldstein, 3 1 Peterboro St., Boston, Mass.

2nd Prize—Chrysler Automobile
A. Seligman, c/o Sheridan Hotel, 1201 Sherman Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

3rd Prize R. C. A. Combination Radiola & Victrola
Charles Alexander, 2 70 No. 4th St., Bloomsburg, Pa.

4th Prize—Eastman Motion Picture Camera
Mr. Morris Levy, Winwood School, Lake Grove,

Long Island, New York.

5th Prize—Electric Victrola, Cadenza Model
Marie H. Isley, 1623 Alaca Place, Tuscaloosa, Ala.

6th Prize—R. C. A. Portable Radiola
Mrs. J. B. Myers, 3323 Memorial Ave., Lynchburg, Va.

7th Prize—Elgin, 17 Jewel, 14kt. Gold Watch
Mrs. L. P. Allred, 209 East Lee Street, Greensboro,

North Carolina.

8th Prize—Waltham Wrist Watch
Lillian M. Dow, 9 75 - 15th Street, Boulder, Colorado.

9th Prize Corona Portable Typewriter
Dorothy Gray, 329 Main Street, Greenville, Pa.

25 Prizes— 25.00—In Cash
Mrs 0. F. Vinson, Colville, Wash.; Arthur Ivor Sibbring 613 NMissouri Ave Lakeland, Fla.; C. W. McKenzie, 171 IN. Calvert StBalt,more Md

; Marad Serriov, Box 801, Palo Alto', Cal.; Basil VVolverton"
Si' J- .!

Pol ':land
' Ore.: Mary C. Harmon, 1160 Oak St RedWing Minn.; Mrs. Bernice Jackson. 520 West Elm St Ludlow K v -

Z^L HSW1,
Windfa». "id.: Kathryn La Croix? 3907 E. 39th St"Kansas City, Mo ; Frank McBride, 43 Market St., Manchester, N. HI

Mrs. Lee M Hartwell, 17 E. Cedar Ave., Webster Groves, Mo.; Rosalei AHanson, 226 Waller Ave., Lexington. Ky.; Oda E. Fink Hammond St"Westernport Md.: Bertha von Hillern, S. Cameron St WinEe Vr
]
.clZ

e
\.

s,ncla"". 318 20th Ave.. San Francisco. Cal.; Imogen Miller'
1528 North Nevada Ave., Colorado Springs. Colo.; Kitti Bragg ^324 Fair!rnont Ave., Walla Walla, Wash.; Mrs. Francenia Hamilton Brandon AveUniversity Va.; Gertrude A. Thomas, Tokyo Apts., 125 W 6th AveSpokane, Wash.; Mrs. Harry Raphael, 2675 Rochester, Detroit, Mich C ZAubuchon, Box 561, Crystal, Mo.: Mrs. C. Michel, 80 Graham St" Je'rsev
City, N. J.; Lillian Bell, 285 Railroad St., Manchester, NL H.; Mr. Herman
Livezy, c/o Walt Whitman's House, Mickle St., Camden, N. J.; Miss LiNian
Knorr, c/o Knorrwood Farm, 10 Commerce, St., Norwalk, Conn.

50 Honorary Prizes of $10 in Cash
Mrs. Cecelia Inglis. 138 B St., San Mateo, Cal.; E. F. Dickerson 219

First Ave., No., Albert Lea, Minn.; Lola Evers, 818 So. Nevada 'Ave
Colorado Springs, Colo.; Maxwell Lewis, Malvern, Pa.: Mrs Paul w'Moneymaker, Georgetown, S. C, P. 0. Box 608; G. E. Fisher 421 s'Sherwood, Fort Collins, Colo.; Joe Nauman, St. Helena, Ore. Box 687 :

Annie J. Talabere, 532 E. Alder St.. Walla Walla, Wash.; Alfred G Brand'
Box 186, Culpeper, Va.; Helen Pettit, 240 Locust Ave., Washington Pa'-
Ruth Mildred Brown, 46 Roosevelt Ave., Carteret, N. J.; Mrs. W A Moss'
536 Main St., Farmville, Va.; Fannie Mclntyre, Dixon, Calif.; EttaCaton'
507 N. Burlington Ave., Hastings, Nebr.; Nellie Halpin, 1199 Greenwood St'
Memphis, Tenn.; Mabel F. Conant, 20 Lyndon St., Warren, R. I

• Ernest
Swanson, 4123 I Ith Ave., N. E., Seattle, Wash.; Mrs. Frank E Nodine
560 N. St., Meadville, Pa.; Young Hutchinson, Box 512, Oxnard, Cal David
Nowmson, 2056 N. Sawyer Ave., Chicago, III.; Mrs. E^ A. Oswald, 3907 E
39th St., Kansas City, Mo.; Margaret Barry, 601 E. Boone Ave., Spokane"
Wash.; John H. Doswell, 2310 W. Main St., Ft. Wayne, Ind.; Gail Hen-'
derson, 444 Clark St., Cambridge, Ohio; Arnold H. Miller, 1528 N Nevada
Ave., Colorado Springs, Colo.; Gladys H. Savange, Seaforth, Ont., Can
William H. Knauss, R. F. D. No. 2, Whippany, N. J.; Ernest M. Fritz
339 Hawthorne Ave., Crete, Nebr.; Alice L. White, 1105 E. Main St.,
Merrille, Wis.; Miss Diana L. Sime, Fennimore, Wis.; Mrs. Vida B.

Butcher, 107 South St., Ocononiowac, Wis.; Minnie Hagen, 1217 Villa StRacine Wis.; James T. Thorp. Miami, Mo.; Mrs. Rose E Helme 446Spnngbrook Ave Adrian, Mich.; Mildred Spencer, Cape Charles Va"Maurice F Rhodes, 218 E. Market St., Harrisonburg, Va ; Pearl Grubb'Hamilton Va.; Wiley Y. Anderson, P. 0. Box 42, Scortsv l e, Va • AlbertW Armistead, 3229 Wetmore Ave., Everett, Wash ; Raymond Drever 224Colo. Springs Nat'
I

Bank Bldg., Colo. Springs, Colo.; Jean Neill MarineBarracks, Quarters No. 116, Quantico, Va.; Eleanor L. Wilcox 2927 Sacra
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Wash -: Kafen FranksBell, 8225 Manor Road, Elkins Park, Pa.; Carl B. Alden 43 Prinri. <?t

Rochester N Y ; Leona Hicks, P. O. Box 1612 Glove,' Ariz ; AnthonLandmark
,

413 Cottonwood, Grand Forks. N. D. ; Mrs. H. g" Bramm 321Lynwood St., Bristol, Tenn.; Mrs. M. R. Hammond, 321 Clinton AveKingston N. Y.; Myrtle M. Stodart, 1727 Franklin St., Colorado Springs
Colo.; George B. C. Kuster, Ft. Humphreys, Va.; Raymond C Calkins!
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Miss Helen Wayne Carmack, Bristol. Va!Route No. I ; John H. Palmer, P. 0. Box 315, Suffolk, Va.; Mrs. R WWinter, c/o R W. Winter, U. S. M. C, Quantico, Va.; Arthur C. EatonLinden Apts^, Suffolk, Va.; Lewis M. Ball. Box 504, Bisbee, Ariz - Mrs'
L. W. Pratt. Farmville, Va.; W. H. Jackson, Avoca, Iowa" Ruth hE
Cole, 1245 10th St., Douglas, Ariz.; Miss Evelyn R. Flood, 921 Randall StDowners Grove, III.; George Scott, Box 62, Gainesville, N. Y. • Charles EKaufman, 822 E. Kiowa St., Colorado Springs. Colo.: Mrs H Wunter'
209 N Iowa St. Dodgeville. Wis.; L. M . Porter, 263 Spri ngfleld AveWashington, Pa.; Mrs Moe Cathermare, 1187 S. Water St., Meadville Pa

'

Martin Swanger, Saltsburg, Pa.; Elsa1 V. Horn, Washington, Pa R D 4-

r->n w Att II
an,

A
3F Stat

? F-VGr
2ve City

'
Pa - : Miss Mabel Milispa'ugh',

120 W. 4th St., Anderson, Ind.; G. G. Reed, P. O. Box 105 Hollidavsbura
Pa.; Robert Thiele Mills, 512 Messenger St., Johnstown, Pa Mr C a'Conner, 1122 No. Custer Ave., Colorado Springs, Colo.; I. M Morris' 15
Myrtle St. Springfield, Mass.; Florence E. Stephenson, Box 905, Colorado
Springs, Colo.; Katherine M. Adams, 2538 Iowa Ave., Ogden, Utah- H A
Lingel, 632 W. Railroad St., Lanparex, P. 0., Hei,delburg, Pa Mrs' m' r'
Harris. 207 W. Trade St., Charlotte, N. C; Esther M. Eggleston F T &
T. Bldg., Uniontown, Pa.; James P. Connor, 1379 N. 62nd St W 'ph'ila

?r
e
J-1.

h
J
a
'..

Pa
A; " r

- Berlin Empfield, 207 N. Walnut St., Blairsvill'e, Pa.;
Edith M. Quackenbush, 12 Storer Ave., New Rochelle, N Y • Mary L
Wright, 330 Christie Heights, Leonia, N. J.; Mrs. Edith L. Kenyon Box

f r,e " d
-
N

.

ebr
.v

Marcia C. Smith, Taylor, Nebr.; Mrs. James Fitzgi'bbons,

V? .

EV R
.

usse" St- Monroe
-

Wls -= H. F. Midkiff, Shinnston, Wis.; Miss
Adela Salazar, P. Box "C," Ajo. Ariz.; Miss Frances Smith. Wilson,
Wis.; Mrs. V. T. Linthacum, c/o C. F. Edwards, Minnesota, Minn.; Claude
L Rust, 507 N. 10th St., Hopewell, Va.; Pearl M. Brenwicke, 2215 W
Colorado Ave., Colorado Springs, Colo.: Mrs. Chas. Mochel, 1316 E Alder'Walla Walla, Wash.; L. Lillian Mitchell. 4045 Brooklyn Ave., Seattle, Wash
Mrs. Rose Shanley, 2342 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.; Miss Florence
Hillborne, 83 E. Palmer Ave., Seattle, Wash.; Mrs. Edna D. Martin Hotel
Rey. San Fernando, Cal.; Angelo Carboni, 537 Turrett St., Pittsburgh Pa
E. E.; Marana Aliard Henneberger, 346 S. Palouse St., Walla Walla Wash
George H. O'Neil, 248 Smith Ave., Kingston, N. Y.; J. P. Haag' 335 s'
4th St., Sandpomt, Idaho; Mary Dell Colwell, 332 Domain Aye.'Morqan-
town, W. Va.; Warren Matthews, 56 William St., Bellows Falls, Vt • William
F. Cody, 7 Adams St., Medford, Mass.; Wm. C. King, 417 Bos'ley Ave
Suffolk, Va.: Charles Engle, c/o Western Maryland College, Westminster
Md.; Margaret Van Dusen, 515 No. 4th St., Grand Forks, N. D Mrs
A. E. Hornbeck, 363 Main St., Greenville, Pa.; Anna J. Butonii 324
Holloway Ave., San Francisco, Cat.; Mary Kirk, 143 W. 8th St.. Cambridge
Ohio: Albert Plomteaux, 1246 Bush St., San Francisco, Calif.; Martha M
Hood, Rochester, Ind.; J. C. Jenkins, c/o Exhibitors Herald-World 407 So
Dearborn St., Chicago, III.; M. E. Reid, 1400 University Ave., Morgantown'
W. Va.; Mrs. Lynn Z. Hill, 3129 Hazel St., Erie, Pa.; Mrs. Andy Grastie
Baldwin, Wis.; Miss Bernice Rubenzer, Route No. 8, Chippwa Falls Wis
Maggie Leonore English, Box 236, Leesburg, Fla.; Teresa B. Rooney 14
Olive St., Windsor Locks, Conn.; Lucy L. Hervey. Forest Grove, Ore • p' W
Brodie, 172 Amity St., Brooklyn, N. Y.; Jack Allender, Jr., 1028 W '25tri
Ave., Spokane, Wash.; Mrs. Frances O'Meara, Martinsburg, Mo.- Mrs A J
Draper, 1028 E. 8th Ave.. Spokane, Wash.; Mrs. Arlie E. Farmer. 30l" n'
Oliver St., Elberton, Ga.; Elsie Brew, 1008 S. Wichita St., Wichita, Kan :

Mrs. C. W. Sanders, 1003 4th St., Sandusky, Ohio; Murray B. Leete 21
Curtis Ave., Wallingford, Conn.; Margaret E. Shoup, 420 Bannock St..
Boise, Idaho; Anna F. Nauman, St. Helens, Ore.; Gladys Elva Parmelee
County Road, Barrington, R. I.; Katharine Milligan, 707 Beatty Ave.. Cam-
bridge, Ohio; Mollie Freyensee. 429 Franklin St., Sandusky. Ohio; Mrs.
Hayne Jones, Faculty Hill, Walhalla, S. C; Ethel Earin, 104 S. 9th St.,
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho; Mrs. E. C. Swanke, 1109 University Ave, Des
Moines, Iowa; Anna Loeblein-Balling, 22-2 Penrose Ave., Baltimore, Md.

When Seeking the Best in Motion Picture Entertainment— Whether
Silent or Talking—Look for the Theatre That Plays Columbia Pictures

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION
Studios: Hollywood, Calif. Home Office: 729 Seventh Ave., New York
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There's the germ
of a story ill this

picture. What can
you do with it? What
couldn't you, do with it

you were a trained
wspaper 'writer?

What makes
a salable story?

ONE good idea (liow many fine ideas

have died in your mind this year?)

or one interesting experience, plus the

ability and NERVE to write it.

Nerve is capitalized, because lack of nerve

—lack of confidence—is the steel chain

that fetters many a natural born writer to

some dull, uncongenial task. "Maybe I

haven't got it in me" brings many a

potential best-seller to a premature close.

Ability without enterprise seldom finds its

target.

Have you ever noticed that every year

scores of young men graduate from the

newspaper profession into the ranks of

successful writers? Why? Most newspaper

men know that writing "salable stuff" is

no dark and mysterious secret. Day after

day, they write—and write. The very

nature of their calling crowds their minds

with ideas. Their copy is painstakingly

corrected and criticized—by experts. Oc-

casionally, friendly (or threatening) ad-

vice is thrown in. And gradually, fewer

and fewer corrections are necessary.

Astonishing how quickly an intelligent

man can learn to write by writing.

An Inspiring reproduction

of a big-city newspaper office

The Newspaper Institute of America

has perfected a course of training based

on the New York Copy-Desk Method. The

essence of this method is to start and keep

you writing in your own home on your

own time. Your work is watched, edited

and guided just as if you were working

for a big metropolitan daily. Experienced

New York newspaper men are in direct

charge of your instruction. Working on

definite assignments . . . talking things

over (by mail) with old-timers . . . try-

ing, failing—then succeeding . . .writing,

writing, writing ... a man soon finds

himself and his confidence through the

N. I. A.
Our interesting Writing Aptitude Test will

reveal your ability, gauge your possibilities-

measure you exactly for the training you need.

Send in the coupon and get it. Fill it out and
return it to us. Our editors will analyze it

for you and tell you exactly what it shows.

It's "free; there's no obligation. Send the

coupon now. Newspaper Institute of America,

1776 Broadway, New York.

J

""
i

> Newspaper Institute of America
\

\ 1776 Broadway, New York
\

• Send me your free Writing Aptitude Test ',

• and further information on writing for
J

I profit, as promised in Screenland Magazine
J

! —April.
J

! Mr.
'. Mrs.

J
Miss

J
Address

j

S (All correspondence confidential. No sales- >

5 men will call on yon.) 34D228 ,

Milton Sills and travel far and near to see

his pictures. I also saw the talkie "On
Trial" with Bert Lytell and Pauline Fred-

crick. It was sad but then later I saw

Al Jolson's masterpiece, "The Singing

Fool," and to me that was the saddest pic

turc I've witnessed since I saw "Over the

Hill" with Mary Carr. In "The Singing

Fool" Al puts every bit of his energy into

his singing. The songs themselves just

make you feel as if you could sob and sob,

but of course when one is with the best

boy friend you cannot do that! It is the

saddest spectacle of human nature, that I

ever witnessed, either on the screen or off'

screen. Three cheers for the talkies, long

may they reign!

Sincerely,

Mary A. Downes,
56 Linden Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

Her
Version

brand make them prettier and more charm-

ing? Out! But does it add one whit to

their art? No—thousands of No's!

For examples, look to gorgeous Greta, the

peerless Pola and vivid Vilma. The most

patriotic Yankee must admit they have

gained in looks (and It), but have lost in

art. The same is true of Jannings., although

he has suffered least. Import and make
them citizens—but for the sake of cinema

don't cover up their old world diffcrcntness.

A word about the talkies: I think they

are here to stay. I hope so. The native

music of "White Shadows of the South

Seas" was wonderful. The talking and

singing sequences of "Mother Knows Best"

were flawless. And who can ever forget

the pitiful sobbing of the German soldier

in "Four Sons?"
Sincerely.

Catherine Cruyse,

1 1 1 Maple Ave., Hamilton. Ont., Can.

He'd Walk
a Mile
for a Movie

Dear Editor:

I have some opinions that just must be

set down in black and white, so I make

my first visit to your very interesting de-

partment.

"The Patriot" was a wonderful film. 1 11

never forget Jannings' characterization of

the mad ruler of Russia—his finest role.

Recently I saw him in "Sins of the Fath-

ers." His performance was indifferent com-

pared to his mad Czar. Though, of course,

he did some fine work in this later picture.

Speaking of the talkies. I give them my
unqualified approval and commendation.

They are improving right along and prom-

ise to become the greatest educational and

beneficial as well as entertaining invention

of the day. .

"Interference" was good but I thought

"On Trial" was better. Of course, the four

stars in "Interference" acted superbly.
_

I can hardly wait to 'see and hear the

sound pictures that are coming. There will

undoubtedly be many surprises and disap-

pointments in the voice tests—but it will

only mean that actors must perfect them-

selves in talking as well as acting. These

two arts should go hand-in-hand, anyway.

I think I have written my most clamonng-

to-be-heard thoughts so I'll just say, 'Here's

for better and better talkies'—and quit!

Most sincerely,

Clarice M. Freeman,
518 North Illinois Street,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Fellow Fans:

I have been asked many times why I go

to the movies so often. My answer is

varied. For one thing, I live on a farm.

That means up in the morning to do the

chores until evening and then to bed. Day
after day. Seldom any change. It gets

very monotonous. But, thank my lucky

stars, the movies are just around the corner

— I mean, eighteen miles to one movie

theatre, a mile to local shows, and I go to

Spokane, forty miles away, for a special

now and then. And, of course, there are

the fan magazines. What a bright spot

they are in an otherwise rather dull life.

Screenland is my favorite. I thought

the January issue was the finest ever pub-

lished. I enjoy the reviews; they are re-

liable in every way.

To me, talking pictures are just a big

nuisance. Of course, there are lots of silent

pictures and I'm glad of it. I always head

for the show that has a silent picture with

organ accompaniment. I love pipe organs

and the restful quiet of the silent pictures

best of all. However, I will admit that the

talking, sound, and musical effects of

"Wings." "Lilac Time," and "Mother

Knows Best" were very entertaining.

I wish some of the fans would write to

me. particularly Dix Colbert whom I think

ought to be a star himself.

Sincerely yours,

Therall E. Fourt,

Box 162, Springdale, Washington.

On
A mericanizing

Foreign Stars

Movies and
Fan Magazines
Her Meat

Dear Editor:

I would like to protest, publicly, against Dear Editor:

Americanizing foreign stars. Does dressing

and stamping them with the Hollywood
Ever since I came from Russia, five years

ago. I have been an ardent movie fan par-
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The Newest Touch of Smartness

Helena Rubinstein's
Cosmetic Masterpieces

HELENA RUBINSTEIN
Hlvorld - (Renowned {Beauty Specialist

Paris -inspired, created by

one who is artist as well a»

scientist, the cosmetic

masterpieces of HELENA
Rubinstein are un-

questionably the finest in>

all the world— and the

most flattering!

Helena Rubinstein has per*

fected the one indelible lip*

stick that gives the lips

satin -smoothness and sup-

plehess, as well as lasting

color. Helena Rubinstein

originated the rouges that

not only enhance the skin, but actually protect and ben-

efit it. And back of the marvelous powders that bear her

name, is Helena Rubinstein's genius for the blending of

colors and textures. On sheer merit the powder creations

of Helena Rubinstein maintain absolute supremacy.

Know the witchery of make-up, realize the full flower of

your loveliness through these world - famed finishing

touches. Build your beauty with Helena Rubinstein's

Specialized- Preparations—enhance your beauty with her

inimitable finishing touches. Her creations proclaim her

the artist as well as the scientist

!

TJie Perfect Foiamdatiom

Valaze Beauty Foundation Cream. Makes powder and
rouge doubly adherent, doubly flattering. i.oo.

A Poujdler Masterpiece!

Valaze Powder—the most exquisite powder in the

world! Fragrant and wonderfully clinging. In the

smartest and most becoming shades. i.oo, 1.50.

LONDON

IrreslstiLle Rouges
Valaze Rouges flatter and protect the skin. Red Rasp,

berry for day time. Red Geranium for evening. Crushed
Rose Leaves, the conservative tone. 1.00 to 5.00.

The Last Word im ImdeliMe Lipsticks

Cubist Lipstick in two enchanting shades, Red Raspberry

for day and Red Geranium for evening, 1.00. Water Lily

Lipstick in Red Cardinal and Red Ruby. 1.25.

Tlhe Smartest Vanities

Water Lily Compacts in modishly colorful cases. Double,

2.50, 3.00. Single, 2.00, 2.50.

Heialhteiia tlhe Beamtij of Your Eues
with Valaze Eyelash Grower and Darkener, r.oo. Valaze
Persian Eye Black (Mascara)

;
adherent, yet does not

make the lashes brittle, 1.00, 1.50. Valaze Eye Shadow
(Compact or Cream), Brown, Black, Blue or Green, 1.00.

Your Daalu Beautu Treatment
Cteanse with Valaze Pasteurized Face Cream (t.oo).

Clear, refine and animate the skin with Valaze Beautify-

ing'Skinfood—Helena Rubinstein's skin-clearing master-

piece (1.00). Brace the tissues and tighten the pores with

Valaze Skin-toning Lotion (1.25). Complete treatment—
a two-months' supply—with detailed instructions (3.25).

If there are blackheads, conspicuous pores, wash the skin

with Valaze Blackhead and Open Pore Paste Special

(1.00). This unique preparation gently penetrates the

pores, ridding them of all impurities. Use this prepa»

ration instead of soap.

PARIS

8 East 57th Street, New York
Boston, 77 Newbury Street 254 South 16th Street, Philadelphia
Chicago, 670 N. Michigan Avenue 951 Broad Street, Newark

The Cosmetic and Home -Treatment Creations of Helena KubinUein
Are Obtainable at the Better Shops, or Direct from the Salons

Write to Helena Rubinstein, describing

your skin and hair, and you will receive

a Special Treatment Schedule. Ask for

"Personality Make-up" —the booklet that

tells you how to express your most beau-,

tiful you!
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Spring Styles Make

IJouthforms
aNecessity

Use
Money-
Saving
Coupon
One for

$3.00
2 for
$5.00
3 for

$7.00

Round Out Your Form
Make It Beautiful

Today's styles clearly define the bust. Style artists

have doomed the ill-fitting, flattening. Dressing, tissue-

destroying brassieres, and have given women a new
charm, and beautv with the bust line. Youthforms

are the one support that serves two purposes—holding

your bust in correct position and giving you that infi-

nite charm of youth.
.

Youthform's secret is in the elastic band which goes

around tho body, and the beautiful fust quality pink

Van Raalte's Swamee Silk forms which holds the busts

in shape, removing all weight from them. Doctors and

physical culture experts are indorsing Youtnforms to

correct sagging busts. Thousands praise Youthforms

daily for thev are comfortable, restful, enjoyable to

wear. Not sold in stores because they are made to

your individual measure. Order direct.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

I Youthform Co.. 83 Walton St., Atlanta, Ga. S !

J
Enclosed find (check. M. 0., or cash) $ j

• inr mhioh spnrt me _____ Youthforms. size around '

J body just under bust

\ lcross center of bust....

in., size around body
j

in. Standard color pink.
J

State !

Be sure to take
next

measurements accurately
J

to the skin

For years, beauty culturists sought a
skin vitalizer that would stimulate
the deeper tissues—bring out beauty
that hides beneath the surface. LACO
FACIAL is the result of their research

—the most astonishing Skin Food dis-

covery of modern beauty science 1

Quickly, gently, it clears your skin of

blackheads, underskin pimples, blem-
ishes. Leaves it velvet smooth, lily-

white. Closes enlarged pores, erases

wrinkles, fills out cheeks, tightens sag-

ging muscles, restores healthy color. A
few minutes with this nourishing skin

food will give you the most youthful,

alluring complexion you've everknown 1

Prove it at our risk I Send no money.
PERFUME FREE—For limited time

only, special offer brings you large size

tube LACO and free flask exquisite ori-

ental perfume , both for S 1 .00 1 J us t pay
postman, plus few cents postage.

Money back if not absolutely satisfied.

The Le Aron Co., Dept. Kl Suffolk, Va.

ticularly since the talkies are coming in so

strongly.

Being a professional dancer, I am, of

course, interested in reading about the stars,

as well as seeing them on the screen. Every

gesture they make impresses me in such a

way as' to create a spell of its very own
over me.

I am certain that most of the younger

generation of today are trying to imitate

the ways and motions of their favorite stars.

But who can do it? No one except the

actresses themselves. They all seem to be

blessed with such wonderful taste in

clothes, as well as artistic talent.

I know and am convinced that constant

attendance at the movies and reading your

magazine has done a great deal in helping

me with my profession as well as cultivating

poise in my everyday existence.

I have heard many people remark that

were it not for the movies and the monthly

magazines, to which we all look forward

so eagerly in order to have something to

detract our attention from our troubles,

there would be practically no other source

to break the monotony of everyday life.

I know this applies to me.

When we are in a movie theatre and

watch what is on the screen we feel as

though we actually live through all that

is before our eyes, it is so realistically por-

trayed. I cannot begin to mention all the

pictures that have appealed to me, but I

might add that I have enjoyed each one.

Here's to the movies! May they reign

forever and ever in their supremacy over

every other means of entertainment, for

they have truly helped cheer millions.

Sincerely yours,

Sonia Baylina,

4875 Park Avenue.
Montreal, Quebec.

splendid roles, always depicting clean,

wholesome manhood. There is only one

Gary Cooper.

To Richard Arlcn for "Wings" and

"Manhattan Cocktail." A fine, upright

young man. Jobyna Ralston, his sweet wife,

has a husband she can be proud of, and

even though I may sound conceited, which

I most assuredly am not, I'm very proud

of my favorites, Gary and Dick, and I

want everyone to know it! Good Luck.

Gary and Dick!

With all success to Screen land—

I

never miss an issue of it.

O. O'Gorman,
2439 Center Street,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Bravo,
Arlen and
Cooper!

A Boost
for
"The Barker"

Dear Editor:

I want to 'tell the world' that I am de-

lighted with talkies and I thought this

would be the best method.

I saw "The Barker" at one of our the-

atres; it certainly packed them in. And
no wonder—it really was a grand picture!

I liked Dorothy Mackaill and Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr., particularly; though I thought

Milton Sills and Betty Compson good, too.

I liked "Women They Talk About" be-

cause my favorite, Irene Rich, was in it.

" Movies are a tonic especially for those

of us who cannot spend a fortune for en-

tertainment. Besides, they are an education

as well.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Ann Fiala.

Grand Forks, North Dakota.

Dear Editor:

Whoopee! At last I have an opportunity

to express my opinions and to boost two

movie stars, and to hand a huge boquet

to the talkies.

To the talkies—long may they reign!

"The Singing Fool" with the inimitable

Al Jolson giving his 'Public' a truly re-

markable picture. All the stars' voices reg-

istered very well, but little Davy Lee stole

the picture, as far as I was concerned.

"Interference" is another great picture,

with William Powell stealing that picture!

Heretofore, I confess I never liked him

—

but now? 'Dunt Esk,' with apologies to

Milt Gross; I'll be good.

"The Terror," that chilling, spine-tickler,

was truly the best talkie I ever saw! And
when I arrived home I looked under the

bed, in the closet, and even behind my
dresser, to be sure "The Terror" hadn't

followed me home. I would have that

luck!

And now, allow me to dedicate this por-

tion of my letter to the two finest "up and

coming" young men of the screen. Gary

Cooper and Richard Arlen!

Gary for his success in "Lilac Time" and

"The Shopworn Angel," and for his other

Clara Bow and
Nils Asther—
Speak Up!

Dear Editor:

I get a real kick out of the talkies. I've

just seen and heard Barbara Kent and Glenn.

Tryon in "Lonesome." I certainly liked

that picture! I like Miss Kent's voice; in

fact, I 'fell' for it. I received a sure

enough thrill when Mr. Tryon talked. And

who wouldn't?

I can hardly wait to hear the voices ot

Clara Bow and Nils Asther. I'm sure there

are many other girls who are just as goofy

about Nils Asther as I am. In my estima-

tion he equals John Gilbert.

I've been reading Screenland for a

long time and I find that it contains the

best news of the stars. It beats any other

fan magazine published.

Adios, "til next time!

Yours truly,

Ethel Denny,
2921 South Flores,

San Antonio, Texas.
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A New
Member of

Our Club

Dear Editor:

I suppose I am unique in that I have
never written to a moving picture star,

possess not one single picture of one, nor
have ever written to a magazine before,

but I have been tempted to write you for

some time and now I am giving way to that

temptation.

I have just seen "Conquest" for the third

time, having been completely fascinated by
the performance of H. B. Warner. The
entire cast was excellent, but H. B. War-
ner's superb diction and marvelous voice

put him head and shoulders above any
other actor in the play. I should like to

know why such a splendid personality as

his should be subordinated to Monte Blue.

I like Monte sometimes, but putting him
in a talking picture with a finished actor

such as H. B. Warner—well! He rattled

off his lines in one breath, with no more
expression than a schoolboy, I thought.

In conclusion let me say that talking pic-

tures come as a boon to those who like

the theatre but cannot afford to pay the
price to see the high class plays which
come to their city. Consequently the talkies

fill a long-felt want, and I have lost all

desire to go to the theatre now that I can
see my favorites, H. B. Warner, Conrad
Nagel, Pauline Frederick and others, as

well as hear them.
Please put me in touch with someone

with whom I can exchange praise of H. B.
Warner.

Yours faithfully,

Margaret H. Heinz,
917 Mutual Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

She
Likes
'Em All!

Dear Editor:

I agree with Estelle Carrier, who ap-

proves of the talkies, and I think those

who see the following pictures will agree

with us.

"Interference" was marvelous. "The
Singing Fool" brought tears to the eyes.

If anyone says this picture isn't the prize

picture of the year—well, I guess we just

don't agree! "On Trial" is another won-
derful example of what the talkies can do.

The whole cast was excellent.

"My Man," "Red Hot Speed," "Sal of

Singapore," "The River," "The Bellamy
Trial," "The Doctor's Secret" are all

among the good pictures of this year and
everyone a talkie—and a good one.

Let us see more of Gloria Swanson,
Olive Borden, Dolores Costello, Philippe de
Lacey, and Joan Crawford.

Success to Delight Evans. May she have
happiness in her new position.

Sincerely,

Lilac V. Rathbone,
Hotel Cumberland,

Broadway at 54th St., New York City.

One unconscious offense which is no
longer necessary. This remarkable sani-

tary pad deodorizes* completely and is

superior in comfort features as well as

ease of disposability.

IN the world of business, in society, women
often find themselves embarrassed at cer-

tain times. Sometimes they offend without
knowing why. When they learn, miserable
self-consciousness follows. Make-shift efforts

to counteract the difficulty seldom succeed.
Now a discovery made in Kotex Laboratories
ends all these fears and worries. Science has
discovered a way to counteract a serious offense.

Kotex now deodorizes* completely

Kotex has brought a new idea of feminine
hygiene to women all over the world. In the
past ten years they have learned new comfort,
new ease-of-mind through this sanitary pro-
tection. Now, after years of work, a process
has been perfected that completely ends all

odors. The one remaining hygienic problem
in connection with sanitary pads is solved.

Shaped to Jit, too

Because corners of the pad are rounded and
tapered it may be worn without evidence under
the most clinging gown. There is none of
that conspicuous bulkiness so often associated
with old-fashioned methods. Kotex is easy
to adjust to suit your individual needs. Cellu-
cotton absorbent wadding takes up 16 times
its weight in moisture 5 times more absor-

bent than cotton itself. It is easily disposed
of, no laundering is necessary. A new proc-

ess makes it softer than ever before.

Buy a box today-45c for a box of twelve.
On sale at all drug, dry goods and depart-
ment stores; also through vending cabinets
in rest-rooms, by West Disinfecting Co.

*Kotex is the only sanitary pad that deodorizes by a
patented process. (Patent No. 1,670,587, granted
May 22, 1928.)

Use Super-size Kotex

Formerly 90c—Now 65c

Super-size Kotex offers the many ad-
vantages of the Kotex you always use
plus the greater protection which comes
with extra layers of Cellucotton ab-
sorbent wadding. Disposable in the
same way. Doctors and nurses con-
sider it quite indispensable the first

day or two, when extra protection is
essential. At the new low price, you
can easily afford to buy Super-size
Kotex. Buy one box of Super-size to
every three boxes of regular size
Kotex. Its added layers of filler mean
added comfort.

K o t e X
The New Sanitary Pad which deodorizes



(^The applause an actor appreciates most comes in the form

of a good contract. Warner Baxter has just received a new
one—the William Fox reward of merit for splendid performance.

(f/t tickles us pink to

see Warner Baxter

succeed in a big way !

His is the greatest

personal hit of the

talkies thus far.

After all the argu-

ments about the old-

time movie actors

being crowded out

by the stage folk,

along comes Baxter

to prove they're
wrong. He has been

in pictures a long

time, winning a

modest fame; but it

remained for the

talkies to usher him
into his own.

Q Warner Baxter, You

Have Worked Long

and Faithfully in

Unimportant Roles.

When Your Big

Chance Came, You

Were Ready. You are

a Sensation
eln Old

Arizona"—and All

Other States! You

Deserve All Our
Applause.

C[ Warner Baxter wins

every woman who
watches him in his

love scene in"In Old
Arizona." The only

unconvincing part of

this picture is the

fact that the fair

heroine plays him
false. But then she

was that kind of

a girl!

Screenland
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BAXTER
I YflHS

THE

REWARD
I FOR

I "TheCiseoKid

%You won't forget "The Cisco Kid" in a hurry! Baxter has created a real character in this
colorful bandit. Warner's success couldn't be greater if he had been a long-heralded Latin

from overseas. Wait until you hear him sing his love song "In Old Arizona."

Honor Page
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1
S it possible? A man

who has never heard

of Greta Garbo!

And Sir Joseph

Duveen is one of the

greatest authorities on Art

in the world. He knows

his Mona Lisas and other

famous examples of beauty.

But Greta seems to have

escaped him so far. Re-

cently Sir Joseph, noted art critic and art dealer,

was defendant in a $500,000 suit involving the

authenticity of an alleged Da Vinci painting.

The prosecuting attorney asked him about the

merits of Da Vinci's artistic contemporaries:

"Do you know Garbo? Perhaps he was the

forefather of Greta?" But Sir Joseph only

looked mystified—until the counsel asked him

specifically if he considered this long dead-and-

gone Garbo a good painter. "Oh, he was a

good copyist," replied Sir Joseph, on familiar

ground.

That's where Greta has the edge on her an-

cestor, if indeed he was. Our Garbo is nothing

if not original.

The talkies are teaching directors new tricks.

Delight Evans,

Editor.

Her Page.

possible? It's only a

question of time, by the

way, before all technical

imperfections will be elim-

inated.

"As for the argument of

the anti-talkie agitators,

that the sound pictures de-

stroy the atmosphere of rest

and quiet which made the

silent movie such a pleasant

relaxation— I sympathize.

But I want to call attention

to the fact that we are try-

ing to use as much music

as possible in the talkies.

And listening to music is

the greatest of all relaxa-

tions. You'll admit that in a 'legitimate' the-

atre where a drama is being enacted there is

a feeling of tension and strain, due to the audi-

ence's determination not to miss a single word.

While at a musical play, the audience is stimu-

lated and refreshed. The same thing is true of

the talkie. Without music, it is wearing. But

think of the hundreds of stories we can use

which call for a musical setting of some kind.

We must make them so gay, so charming and

entertaining that the spectator will be buoyed

up rather than worn out."

Here's a new one! The birthday party scene

in "The Broadway Melody" went off swiftly

and smoothly, every one of the dozen or more

players speaking his lines without a hitch

—

when one actor who had to say, 'The Scotch-

I was talking to Harry Beaumont, who made man's favorite song is The Best Things in Life

that talkie sensation, "The Broadway Melody "
are Free,' " slipped up; he left the final

l

s off

"It's all so new and different," he said, the word 'things.' Beaumont didn t want to

"We're in the experimental stage. But all this have to take the scene over again; so he expen-

talk about a new technique for talkies is a mented with his sound technicians. They made

trifle hasty. Why throw away all we have various records of the actor uttering the letter

learned in years of silent picture-making? Why V, selected the best one, and patched that miss-

not retain the best of the silent technique and ing V onto the word so that you'd never know

incorporate sound as simply and spontaneously it was mended!



' Our Own
BABY STARS

C[ They Haven't

Changed a Bit!

Loo\ at these pretty babies. Can you
recognize your favorites of today in

these little ladies and gentlemen of a

few years ago? We'll help you. The
roguish vamp at the top is Gertrude
Olmstead, while the little boy next
to her is her present husband, direc-

tor Robert Leonard. Below Bobby
is Richard Dix—at the age of two.
Then ]oan Crawford—when she was
only five. The two sunbonnet babies

are J^orma Shearer, at two; below,
Colleen Moore at three. Bottom,
Esther Ralston, a six-year-old child

actress; and Reginald Den-
ny, a well\nown stage star

in London at the age of ten.

1 I
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<0!

Oooh!

Umm!

Aiv!

Aah!

Ho-

Hum!

Which is the
HP

All Photographs
by Q. I'idd

f

C[The first \iss

(above). Nancy Drex

el's closed eyes and puck-

ered lips, Davy Rollins' dp

proach—all perfect. Camera

C[ Judging from appearances,

Barry Norton is more than a

little that way about Madge
Bellamy.

Screen land's Art Director was

left alone with some love scenes

from recent movies. He lost his

heart and his head and this

is the result. Gaze at these

amorous impressions and

tell us which is the

dangerous age of

man?

G[ Sue Carol's mind is not

on her wor\—or on

Arthur La\e, her accom-

plice in this affair of

purple passion. From
private sources we learn

that Sue is thinking,

and seriously, about

Jiic\ Stuart. As for

Arthur—what does a

high-school sheik thin\

about, anyway 1 Never
mind—don't tell us.

G[When Charles

'Buddy' Rogers

is caught (by

the camera) kiss-

ing Mary Brian

li\e this, at the right,

all the papers next day

come out with stories re-

porting their engagement.

Can Buddy help it if his

\isses so obuiously have hon-

orable intentions?

<C Scattered around this

page are classic examples

of the art of Young Love,

by experts. Toung Love is

variously called first, puppy, and
platonic. But is it? We would give

practically anything to \now. It's been

so long, we can't remember. And if we
as\ed any of the young persons on this

page, they would never spea\ to us again

After all, some things are sacred.

<£That Eddie K«'
gent! Can't he be

serious about anything?

Apparently not; for even

his love scenes, even with

Anita Page, are only \id'

ding. ]ust the same, the mer-

ry "Hugents of this world have

their fan mail, too.

20



Dan$erous A<3e?

(( Lewis Stone is

one of the most
suavely successful

mature lovers of the

jumping gelatines—
with sound accompany
merit. Mr. Stone's spc
cialty was husband roles

until scenes such as this

convinced the public that he,
too, has his moments.

You great, big masterful man, you! George Bancroft, you
had better unhand that woman. Suppose Betty Compson
doesn't want to be unhanded? Oh, it's all for a picture,
anyway! But has it ever occurred to you that the love
scenes on the screen are ever so much more convincing

than the love scenes one encounters elsewhere?

21



What They Do with
their

How the Stars Make

Their Salaries Work

for Them.

i

^Rex Lease owns a third interest in a lamp-shade business.
'

Here he is with his partners, Janice and Fred Penney,

and one of their products. Rex says it gives one a very

comfortable feeling to have a thriving business on the side.

V * 4

I 4
j '4

A i

F you had money to spare what would you do

with it? Would you fritter it away on pretties

or wild-cat stocks? Would you let some sales-

man talk you into the world's greatest invest-

ment and have it turn out a bottomless pit for your

savings? Suppose I give you a peep into some of

the snappy things the stars are doing with their

spare pennies and maybe you will get an idea from

them.

Many of the girls and boys in pictureland have

very level heads and feel insecure when they have

all their eggs in one basket. The road to stardom is

thorny enough; to keep crown and castle once it is

won, is harder still. So the players look about for

an interest that will give them practical expression

and at the same time help them to secure financial

independence outside the field of pictures. They

make their earned money work for them.

For a brilliant example, let's take Bebe Daniels

first. Bebes mind is far too active, her energy too inexhaust-

ible to be consumed in the making of pictures alone. She

would feel one-sided, incomplete, if she couldn't find another

outlet for her tremendous vitality. Bebe loves the water and

the beach and she thought what a nice thing it would be to

build beautiful beach homes for people who loved the sea-

shore as much as she did. So she bought up a lot of beach

property and designed the houses that were to be built upon

them herself—putting into them all the comforts she enjoys

in her own perfectly-managed menage. After she has made

([How would you \i\e to live in an apartment

building owned and operated by your favorite

movie star! Thi the J^orma Talmadge apart-

ment house at Catalina and VVilsliire Boulevards,

Los Angeles.

Lloyds of London have put a $30,000 valuation on Jean Hersholt's

library of first editions. Hersholt has pic\ed up bargains in his browsing.
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MONEY
By

Helen Ludlam

them beautiful and comfortable and livable she either rents or sells

them at a handsome profit. For while Bebe is spoken of as an ex-
ceptionally generous girl she believes in value received when the affair
is business. She is in business for profit and deals with people who
can afford to meet her terms. Her generosities and her charities are
quite another matter and those who benefit by them are the more
fortunate because Bebe is a good business woman. She is well estab-
lished in a business she loves almost as much as acting, so Bebe should
worry if she never made another picture in her life, as far as money
goes.

You would just know that Jean Hersholt would turn to something
fine and something constructive. Books! First editions of books, but
to make his library valuable he buys up everything he can of the
authors in whom he is interested. For instance, he has a complete
-set of the works of Charles Dickens. They are in pamphlet form,
about twenty parts to each volume, making between thirteen and four-
teen thousand parts in all. He is now negotiating for two extra
volumes which are autographed by the great novelist. Mr. Hersholt
has also a complete set of the plays of Ben Jonson, who was such a
pal of good old Bill Shakespeare. He has both the
1616 and the 1640 editions of these Jonson plays, i

He is very proud of his copy of the 1492 edition of
the "Nurnberger Chronicle," which is the first book
ever published with wood cuts and which he values
at $1,000. Then he has the very rare first editions

j

of "Huckleberry Finn" and "The Scarlet Letter."
Hersholt's possession of Theodore Dreiser's "Sister '

Carrie" was a bit of luck. He had not been able to
j

find a copy of the first edition through the usual
channels except for a price which he thought far too
high. One day he was browsing in a second-hand

[

book shop in San Francisco—and (Com. on page 111)

({Above: Clara Bow's father's restaurant. Right: Bebe
Daniels and her mother in one of the beach houses which
Bebe builds and rents. Right, above, Robert Armstrong

and his oil well.



(MODERN c?LRT
Motion Picture Settings Used to be Synonymous

with Bad Taste. Today, the Screen Presents New
and Admirable Ideas in Interior Decoration.

THIS is an efficient age. We want our motors fast

and capable of smooth, easy riding; our plays in-

teresting, our clothes more comfortable, our radios

capable of quality and distance.

Yet the thing that we seem to lack in many of our
homes is this same quality. Few of us ask if our homes
are really efficient.

For instance, in the usual home, the only two rooms
that are completely efficient are the kitchen and the bath'

room. How few of us ever realise that the bedroom, living

room, and so forth, should perform their functions in the

house as perfectly as the kitchen. We should live in the

living room just as well as we cook in the kitchen. But

we don't.

We have in the kitchen and bathroom eliminated all

the non-essentials—everything that would prevent cook-

ing in the one or bathing in the other. And so, the

thing we require today in the living room is the thing

that will make this room one hundred percent efficient,

too. This can best be defined as a certain definite rest'

fulness—and comfort, of course. By comfort, I mean
comfortable chairs, furniture, lights, etc .

C[ You'd never \now the old movie swimming pool! Here's Clara Bow
about to dive into ultra-modernism. Left: Colleen Moore and

J^eil Hamilton enact a sweet scene from '"Why Be Good"
against a late-American door—and note the new floor

lamp. Below: Aileen Pringle in a setting designed
by Cedric Gibbons, most noted of all

screen art directors.
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in the (MOVIES
Study the Sets of the Pictures You See and Make
Over Your Own Home in the Modern Manner.

By Sydney Valentine

As an instance, in a modern interior a plain radio case,
with its exposed dials, is certainly better artistically than
the bastardised period cabinets in which the instruments
are now hidden.

I can as readily imagine putting a modern straight-eight
motor in Napoleon's coach. A cabinet designed on modern
lines would fit in any period, because it is a thing in itself.
The first consideration in the design of an interior is

the mood you wish to express, as it should, primarily,
never be looked on as an empty room by itself. In laying
out plans for it, we should always imagine our friends

occupying it somewhere in the composition. And as we
owe something to our friends, who consider us when they
dress in modern clothes, so should we at least provide them
with a background not completely out of period.
Roughly speaking, as to furniture, let us say that any

intricate carving a la Grindley Gibbons done purely for
its own sake, or any squirming design has no place in the
modern scheme.

Wall paper, except in the plain oatmeals or grass—or
the Chinese papers— has no place. The large realistic

flower designs and Spanish leather (Continued on page 109)

CCThdt lovers' trysting scene in the garden is a movie tradition.
These days a modernistic fountain by Paramount gives it a new

lease on life. Below: how the little heroine's boudoir has
changed'. It's gone modern li\e all good movie sets.

Right: cabaret scene, new style. The use of
modern machinery, is an interesting

innovation. Boom-boom!



" ff A movie company on location not so far from Hollywood. This particular spot in California

is the only place in the world where these very special cypress trees are to be found.

ttttt\T MUST MOTION PICTURESW I"! X Be Made in HOLLYWOOD?

IF
Mr. J.

Rufus Wal-

lingford comes to

your town promot-

ing a motion picture

company, eat his civic

applesauce— but don't

invest! No doubt he

will tell you that your

scenery makes Holly-

wood look like Dismal

Swamp, that your Com-

munity Players will

make Famous Players in-

famous, that Mamie
Gatz, your local Juliet

and soda-jerker, has It,

and he may even thrill

you with a picture of

the County Exposition

By Rob Wagner

<ZHot the boardwal\ at Atlantic City, but a good imitation right in

Hollywood. Xorma Shearer and John Mac\ Brown are the actors.

building turned into a

studio, but — be ready

with the raspberries!

The truth is, there is

only one place in Amer-

ica where motion pic-

tures can profitably be

made— if anywhere! —
and that's in 'Hollywood'

— 'Hollywood' meaning

the territory within a

radius of twenty-five

miles of the actual geo-

graphical Hollywood.
Nor is it only remote

towns like yours that

have been stung by pro-

motion bunk; even neigh-

boring cities like San
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Sufficient desert spaces for any
picture may be found a short
distance from the film colony.

Diego and Santa Barbara con-
tain magnificent but empty stu-

dios. True, New York and
Florida are perennially attempt-
ing to stage comebacks, but after
a few months' expensive shooting
the picture companies almost in-

variably go broke, or head for
Hollywood. And there's a reason.

This is it:

First, sunshine! Weeks of rain

j
rin§

J
°y t0 Eastern and mid-West farmers but they

spell disaster to picture companies. Southern California
can assure them of at least three hundred days of sun-
shine Even in the rainy season the rains come mostly
at night and it is rare indeed to find three cloudy days in
succession.

Second, scenery! True, Florida has almost as much
sunshine as Southern California, but it is flat as a pancake
and has little environmental variety. Hollywood, on the
other hand, is in the center of the most diversified 'loca-
tions' to be found anywhere in the world—a great city,
small American towns, quaint Spanish villages, New
England farms, huge cattle ranches, mountains, forests,
romantic streams, harbors, ships, sandy beaches, rock-bound
coast lines, canyons, burnt-out deserts—yes, and even snow.

<C Below: Hollywood offers an as-

sortment of trysting trees to

satisfy even Greta Carbo.

And all these locations within a few
hours' travel from Hollywood! On
Monday one may shoot 'city stuff'

in Los Angeles; on Tuesday get a

'battle-ship scene' at San Diego; on
Wednesday grab off the "Western'
stuff in the San Joaquin Valley; on
Thursday stage a forest fire up at
Big Bear; on Friday get the 'desert

sequence' over in sibling Death
Valley, and on Saturday shoot the

'Yukon blizsard stuff' in the High Sierras. One or two
of these locations may be found in other parts of the
country, but where else in the whole world!, can they be
found bunched together in so circumscribed an area?

"But," Wallingford will tell your Chamber of Com-
merce, "modern picture companies are depending less and
less upon sunshine and outside locations. Most of their
stuff is now made within their own studios."

Even if this were true, which it isn't, there are other
reasons why it is cheaper to make pictures in Hollywood.

Third, casting! For fifteen years actors have been flock-

ing to Hollywood where they have taken root, own
property, and live in their own homes. All of these actors
are instantly available. Furthermore, during these same
years the casting offices have been (Com. on page 108)
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ohn Gilbert

({Gilbert—the man. The artist James Montgomery
Flagg has caught all the glamour, the charm, and

the inconsistencies of this famous face.

John Gilbert pounded the table with his

fist. His eyes blamed fire and his hands

flew in voluble eloquence. As he leaned

over the boarding house red-checkered

dinner cloth his leany jowled face was wreathed

in exuberance . . .

"I will be one of the most famous stars in motion

pictures."

The girl to whom this reckless speech was addressed

was thrilled. She believed every word of it.

Gilbert, you must remember, was even a good actor ten

years ago when he voiced this wild prognostication. In

his heart he didn't have faith in a scrap of his utterances.

For at the time he was a complete failure.

Jack failed as an actor; failed as a director; failed as a

writer. He even failed to make good when he decided to

end his wretchedness in the oblivion of death. He was

licked.

Today, strangely enough, Gilbert's absurd prediction

has come true. He stands as an overwhelming success built

upon a foundation of dismal failures.

He is one of the six most famous stars in motion pictures.

({Ten Years Ago John Gilbert said: "I

will be one of the most famous stars in

motion pictures." He Didn't Believe It

himself—but Look at him Now!

And his salary is $10,000 a week!

The new contract that gives Gilbert this staggering renum-

eration for his services seems to have lifted the final shred

of inferiority complex from his brilliant mind. He is a dif-

ferent man. Perhaps the realization of this brash forecast

has ironed out the last remaining bump in his roadway of

failures.

"I am very happy!" was his exultant reply to congratula-

tory salutations when he dashed out of the Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer executive offices after signing the paper's that place him

at the head of the ranks of film stars.

And he looked it.

For down in his heart Jack wasn't any too anxious to step

out of the studio in which he experienced his early struggles,

his worst failures and his greatest triumphs.

When Gilbert signed his new contract he went back to

his dressing-room, shut the door, and sat down to read it to

make sure it was not a dream!

Ten years before he walked into the same dressing-room,

shut the same door and sat down to cry. He looked into

the same mirror that hangs on the wall, cursed the counte-

(0 a c \'s

home on
a hill-top

—te n nis

court
and ev-

erything.

nance he still sees in it and swore to quit pictures forever.

When he first began to sip the nectar of success, Gilbert

was all off balance. He had been a failure so long his

head reeled. He was a bundle of nerves. Frankly, he

was very hard to get along with and, worst of all, he

knew it and permitted himself temperamental indulgences.

Directors threw up their hands when they saw him cast

in their pictures.

When they began to make "The Merry Widow," Eric

von Stroheim walked over to Gilbert and glowered.

"I am forced to use you in my picture," the director

said. "I do not want you but the decision is not in my

hands!"

The picture got .under way in a silence that comes

before a storm. Three weeks later the thunderbolt crashed.

When it was ended and they both came down to earth
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(\An Intimate Account of a Colorful Character.

By Ralph Wheeler

they shook hands and vowed to be friends. They are.

Jack and King Vidor fought all over the place when
they made "Wife of the Centaur' and "Bardelys the
Magnificent." Gilbert had been a director and a writer
as well as an actor and thought he knew more about all

three jobs than Vidor did.

Consequently, Jack said that Vidor was wrong when
any problem came up and a new row
flared. But Vidor, on the other hand,
said—and did—just exactly what he
thought best and ignored each and
every one of Gilbert's sugges

tions or demands.
Gilbert came up for

"The Big Parade."

Vidor wailed loud

and long.

They met in Irv

ing Thalberg's

office. Like it

moody
lovable

IS gay,
reckless,— one of

the most inter-

esting and baf-

fling personali-

ties in the whole
motion picture

world.

or not, they were going to make the picture together and
they might just as well get along.
Vidor scowled as he turned to Jack.
"Anything you have to say, say now and keep your

mouth shut when we start the picture!" he snapped.
Gilbert offered his hand.
"King, in the pictures we made together, everything I

said would be good was rotten and every
thing you said would be good was good.

will never question your judg-

ment again!"

Then they went out and made
the greatest picture of their

careers. "The Big Pa-

rade" to Gilbert's
mind, is and always

will be the high

spot in his act'

ing life, come
(Cont. on
page 110)

<C Gilbert, the
great actor of
"The Big Par-

ade," is always
at war with Gil-

bert, the popular
lover of the stu-

dio scenes with
Greta Garbo.
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QOING TLACES,
With Grace Kmgsley

Isu
(he

SUPPOSE that the idea of house-warmings," suggested

Patsy the Party Hound, "originated in the old

Colonial days in this country, when log cabins were

the rule and one big fire-place was sufficient. Now
William K. Howard and his wife have turned their Spanish

bungalow in Bel-Air into an old New England farm-

house.
1 '

1

We were on our way down there, with John Davidson,

the New York actor who has lately been giving his excel-

lent voice an airing at the Vitaphone studios.

"Only," Patsy went on, "it will be the old New England

farm-house idea with all the modern conveniences. I dare

say that neither Bill nor Nan Howard will ever have to

break the ice in their pitchers when they arise in the

morning. Steam heat will make them all cosy. It was

Nan's idea, about the house, and I'll bet it's a lovely place."

The house looked very charming as we approached,

with its wide verandas, its lawns, its old-fashioned stone

walls surrounding the wide grounds, and the tall trees

drooping over the place.

We entered by an old iron gate, rusty and creaking

and picturesque

((William K. How-
ard is a famous
director — but
everybody calls

him 'Bill.'

C[ The new home of the

Bel-Air, a smart home
a reproduction of an

house—with all the

with its ancient

scroll work, and
we decided that

this was really more Spanish than it was old American,

but it fitted into the beauty of the scene very nicely.

We were greeted warmly by our host and hostess, and

found a few guests already assembled in front of the big

fire-place in the huge living room, the walls of which

were supposed to be of pine, knot-holes and all, but lac-

quered in some fashion to preserve them and give a

finished appearance. Comfortable furniture, charming

chintzes and window boxes of geraniums carried out the

quaint effect.

"Bill never saw the house until it was all finished,"

explained the director's wife. "He just gave me carte

blance to go ahead and do what I liked with the place.

And when he arrived he liked the living room so well

that I could hardly get him out of the place even to see

his own study and bedroom."

Bebe Daniels, looking radiantly lovely, had arrived with

her fiance Ben Lyon, and her mother, Mrs. Phyllis Daniels,

and said that she was having a nice time vacationing since

she finished her Paramount contract.

"I'm just discovering my home," she said gaily. "You

see I have been

working so hard

that I really

hardly knew
(T '7<[an' Howard is

a charming host-

ess and a good
scout.

William K. Howards in

site near Hollywood, ts

old Hew England farm

modern conveniences.
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MEETING TEOPLE
and DOING THINGS!

<C May McAvoy gave a
party to announce her
engagement to Maurice
deary, a handsome
Irish motion picture

executive.

fG( Doris Deane and dim'
pies. Doris is Mrs.
Roscoe Arbuckje. Do
you remember 'Fatty?'

what things look like there

by daylight. I really discov

ered the cutest little balcony

off the roof that I had hardly

known existed. Fm going to

turn it into a little retreat

where I can go and read and write

letters when I feel like being alone."
' Warner Baxter and his pretty wife,

Winifred Bryson, who is going back

into pictures, were there. Winifred was

ill for a long time, but looks blooming

now.

Julanne Johnston came with a hand'

some young chap named Tony Joviatt,

who is just starting in pictures, and who
seemed to be very devoted; and there

were Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Wamer, Roy
Brooks, Myron and David Selsnick, and
a lot of others.

Janet Gaynor came in soon with her

mother, and we wondered how she had
managed to ditch her admirers for the

day, which was Sunday.

We caught a glimpse of a Rolls-Royce
arriving, and presently Harold Lloyd
arrived with his wife, Mildred. They
had been playing tennis all morning on
the big grounds of their home, and had
even been teaching their small daughter
to hold a racket, although they hope
she won't become an enthusiast too soon, for fear she may
get hurt with a tennis ball.

Also Mildred said that she had been learning to row
on the little stream that runs through the grounds, but
that she now longed to get out and row on the ocean, but
that Harold was frowning on that idea.

Betty Compson came for a little while, but as she and
her husband, James Cruse, were themselves holding open
house as is their Sunday custom, she had to run away

l^lo Hollywood party is complete without Glenn
Tryon and his pretty blonde wife, who used to be
\nown in pictures as Lillian Hall. Below: yes—
Mabel T^ormand! Her friends gave her a birthday
surprise party with flowers and trimmings. It was
just li\e Mabel to bundle herself and her flowers
into her car and ma\e the rounds of the hospitals
and orphan asylums, sharing her surprise with others.

soon. Betty was looking par-

ticularly pretty in a new sports

suit of pale green.

We all sat about the fire

and chatted or turned on the

radio and danced. Bebe and
Ben danced together, and Janet Gaynor
and Roy Brooks.

Naturally all the women wanted to
inspect the house, and Patsy and Julanne
Johnston 'chose

1

rooms like a pair of
kids.

'This room is mine!" announced
Julanne, as we entered Mrs. Howards
lovely boudoir, with its wide windows
looking off toward the mountains, its

pretty dainty furniture and its window
boxes of bright flowers.

Down on the grounds we could see
the place where the swimming pool is

going to be when the place is completely
finished.

"Only of course," remarked Bebe,
"you cannot call it the swimming pool
in an old New England place. You
must call it the ol' swimmin' hole."
The Howards have Filipino servants,

and Filipino food was served.

"But I hope," remarked John David'
son soto voce, "not dog in any form."
"Not even hot dogs?" inquired Janet

Gaynor.

The lights in the living room are duplicates of the old
wall lamps, except that of course they have electric bulbs
in them; but only a few were turned on, so that the
flickering firelight was almost the only light by which we
ate our buffet dinners.

"Can you see to find your mouth?" asked Nan Howard
of Ben Lyon, who was sitting, Turk fashion on the floor,
with his legs curled up under him (Co«t. on page 90)
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Richard

Dix's

Good Luck

Elephant

For the Best Letter

C[ Some connoisseur among fans

will win this lovely piece of

pure cam eHun, exquisitely

carved, for writing the best

answer to the question: Is

Richard Dix at his best in

light comedy, or should he al-

ways play dramatic roles such

as "Redskin?"

ichard Dix isn't superstitious

—not a bit of it. But he does

.ike to collect elephants; and

he does prefer those ele-

I \ phants with their trunks up, for tra-

dition has it that that means "Good

luck!" The star has elephants of all

shapes and carvings and sizes; but his

favorite is a little fellow of the best

shade of carnelian. The elephant

Dix is offering to a fan is exactly the

same as his own pet. Write the best

—that is, the cleverest letter answer-

ing Dix's question, and you'll win the

gift. Address: Richard Dix, Screen-

land Contest Department, 49 West

45th Street, N. Y. C. Contest closes

April 10, 1929.
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The ^Most 'Beautiful Still of the JMonth
EMIL jannings in "Betrayal"



Casting

©hose

Shadows

<H Something happens to us Hordics when we gaze on such ^enes

as these. We want to be tropical! Having once read a boot{

called 'White Shadows in the South Seas,' and having once seen

a canvas bv Gaugain, we feel that South Sea urge creeping m
on us. Something seems to tell us that, although we have always

ta\en ample precautions against sunburn and insect-bite on those

occasions when we fare forth to summer beaches, still we have it

in us to be awfully, awfully primitive when properly inspired!

G: Perhaps it is just as well, though, that the insp.

which Ramon Hovarro and other talented

iettmg our fancies run not. Dorothy
J-JJ



(( Remember J^ovarro in

"Where the Pavement
Ends?" It was one of his

best pictures. Perhaps
"The Pagan" affords him
equal opportunity to go

artistically native.

Ramon Novarro and
Company Travel to

Tahiti to Capture

Tropic Charm

ration comes through pictures li\e "The Pagan" in
troupers do all the wor\ while we loll in the loges
doing the Tiarcissus above, plays the little heroine
Sea Romance.



Gene Robert Richee

CLARA BOW, the Crown Princess of Pic-

tures. You'll hear her voice, complete

with sex appeal, in "The Wild Party."



Elmer Fryer

OF course, Grant Withers is grinning. And
why not? He is the lucky young man

chosen to play opposite Dolores Costello.



Gene Robert Richee

T E says he doesn't like to be called 'Buddy'

J- but what can he do about it? Charles

Rogers is Buddy to a billion girl-friends.



A BARRIE heroine on the stage, Ruth Chat-

terton should feel right at home on the

screen in a Barrie talking picture-play.

Gene Robert Richee



onscience

With a Kick!

Alice White's New Contract

Contains a 'Conscience Clause.'

YOU have heard of Sweet Alice-Ben-Bolt and Alice
Through the Looking-Glass. Why worry about them?
Here's Alice White! The little red-head who rose
from studio script-girl to star is always good news.

The other day she signed a new First National contract con-
taining a conscience clause which states that Miss White shall
'follow the dictates of her conscience in private, personal and
public life and conduct.' To quote from this contract: 'Artist
agrees that in every instance in which she may have done any-
thing or committed any act in violation of the dictates of her
conscience, the same shall be considered a default hereunder,
and the Artist shall forthwith report the same to Producer and
take such steps as may be prescribed by Producer to cure said
default and re-establish Artist in good standing with her con-
science and at peace with her better self. Well, well!

CCHer conscience-

clause contract is

no reflection on
Alice—the double
exposure below
notwithstanding.

<t She is the Exhibitors' Pet.

Came stardom—and now
a new Vitaphone-First

National film is "Hot
Stuff," with Alice in the

title role.



ALICE WHITE
Offers

500.00
IN PRIZES

for ^heme Song!

First Prize

Second Prize -

Third Prize

$250.00

150.00

100.00

T""NjHis is the day of the Theme Song! Motion pic-
tures are being written, acted, produced around
theme songs. The wags are calling Hollywood
Theme Song City.

1

The public has proved it likes
theme songs with its movies. And it's a poor feature
picture these Vitaphone days that can't boast a song writ-
ten especially for it and played or sung preferably by the
hero or the heroine.

Of course you remember Jeannine I Dream of Lilac Time,
the theme song of Colleen Moore's "Lilac Time." And,'
before that, Ramona and Angela Mia. These were all

theme songs. But now the films have gone a step further
and in "The Singing Fool" Al Jolson himself sings the
hit song of the show, Sonny Boy. In "Weary River"
Richard Barthelmess plays and sings the theme song Weary
River. And if you saw "Show Girl" you'll begin to hum
one of the songs especially written for Alice White for
that picture

—

Show Girl, or Buy, Buy for Baby.
Alice is one of the most modern stars on the screen.

She personifies pep—verve—dash—deviltry. She doesn't
keep up with the times—she's 'way ahead of them! She's
the Girl of Tomorrow. And it is Alice who wants a
theme song for her forthcoming production, "Broadway
Babies." It occurred to Alice that among the motion pic-
ture audiences there must be many embryo Irving Berlins
with corking ideas for popular songs adaptable to movie
theme song requirements. She wants to find them! In
other words, Alice White wants the best lyrics—one verse
and a chorus—that will lend themselves to a musical set-

ting for "Broadway Babies." Not the music—just the
lyrics! Sounds easy! But it requires cleverness—study—

a

fresh, modern style—and a knowledge of what a motion
picture theme song requires. And that is

—

A snappy, appealing title—for one thing. Plenty of
pep for another. Spontaneity—and, above all, originality.

Your theme song must suit Alice White's vivid personality.
It must be sparkling—spirited. It must be worthy of the
charms of the modern girl as portrayed by Miss White.
It must be gay and it must be young!
To aid you in your efforts of composing the lyrics here

<C Alice White, the First K[ational baby star of such
amusing movies as "Show Girl," "T^aughty Baby,"
and "Hot Stuff," hopes to discover a new song-
writer through her Screenland Theme Song Contest.

is a copy of the lyrics of Buy, Buv for Baby from "Show
Girl."

There's a pretty girl I know. Buy, buy some hatsies,
When she meets a Romeo, Buy, buy—or baby's through-
bhe always asks about his Buy, buy get reckless

credit,

I said it

Buy, buy, a necklace
Or I will bye bye you.,
v^i j. wm Dye Dye you.When he says her eyes are Last time we went shopping it

blue,

She says: "Dearie, I am too
I can't endure it,

But you can cure it."

Chorus
Buy, buy some shoesies

was all C. O. D.
C. O. D.'s the way you're

goin' to get love from me

—

Buy, buy—for baby,
Buy, buy—or maybe
Baby will bye bye you!

Anyone may enter this theme song contest except mem-
bers of the staff of Screenland Magazine and of First
National Pictures. The judges will be Alice White, First
National star; and Nathaniel Shilkret, the well-known
composer, who is responsible for many popular song suc-
cesses and an expert on musical scores for motion pic-
tures. Mr. Shilkret wrote Jeannine I Dream of Lilac Time.

Address:—ALICE WHITE
Screenland Contest Department

49 West 45th Street, New York City
Contest closes April 10, 1929
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C[ An entire village was built

"Evangeline." It cost

C[A little thing li^e a bro\en foot couldn't handicap a director h\e Edwm Carewe

He kept right on shooting. Beside him is Evangeline (Dolores Del ^oJi Kneehng

is Baptiste (Donald Reed); while standing is Benedict (Paul McAllister).

On ocation with

How They Filmed "Evangeline"

HEN I said I was going on location to Carmel

everyone exclaimed, "Oh, that's where Aimee

was!" Meaning that admirable show-woman,

Aimee Semple McPherson. Alas for fame!

The beauty, the quaintness, the preciousness of that little

town—none of these were thought of first; just, "Oh, that's

where Aimee was!"

Well, it is a night's journey to Carmel, the location

selected by Edwin Carewe and his two brothers, Finis and

Wallace Fox, for the taking of the Grand Pre sequences

of "Evangeline," starring Dolores Del Rio.

The scenery one finds there is no more like California than

Florida is like New York. It looks Canadian, sure enough.

There are the rugged, wave-tossed rocks; swirling, angry,

brittle waters that lick and leap upon the jagged crags like

the arms of a triumphant woman. The shore is barren

except for innumerable cypress trees—one is dead, and its

naked branches rise like ghostly sentinels against the dark

green of its living fellows. Behind are groves of giant

pines that sigh and moan as though they had a tale to tell

if they could but speak.
({The Carewe-Del Rio Company journeyed on^location

enough to convince any stic\ler for realism. "Evange-
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at Carmel, California, for
$60,000

—

and loo\s real.

(( Evangeline should be a great picture! It is filled with scenes as lovely as this.
Dolores is an ideal heroine, and Roland Drew lends romance to the role of Gabriel.

Longfellow's classic will reach the screen in all its original beauty.

©olores Del Wo

to Carmel, California, where the scenery loo\s Canadian
line" has been enacted against picturesque bac\grounds.

By Helen Ludlam
Screenland's Location Lady

I was met at the station by John LeRoy Johnston, direc-
tor of publicity for the Carewe Productions. It was a six-

mile spin through the village of Carmel to the Highlands
Inn where a company of sixty had been maintained for
more than three weeks. And when I saw that Inn I gave
three cheers for the movie company wise enough to select

Carmel for a location.

It is on a promontory of 250 feet approached by a
terraced road and surrounded by all kinds of wild flowers.

The large foyer with huge fireplaces at either end is amply
supplied with windows ten feet wide that overlook the rocky
shore and tiny islands over which seals cavort and dive into

a sea that stretches its blue-green width toward Japan. It

is a perfectly gorgeous sight! Moreover, the beds at that

Inn were one hundred percent comfortable and the blankets

real wool, soft and very warm.
Work starts at sun-up on all the locations I have pre-

viously reported but rules are made to be broken and this

company was the exception that proves the rule. At eight

o'clock Mr. Carewe was just leaving the Inn. He was on
crutches, having broken two small (Cont. on page 104)
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'CC "Marriage is as natural as breathing," says Lois Wilson.
"There is no such thing as platonic friendship between

the opposite sexes."

"~Y7~ believe in marriage. Marriage is as natural as

breathing. Neither man nor woman— nor movie

star—is complete without it!"

This from Lois Wilson, very lovely and very

earnest, Hollywood's favorite unattached maiden.

"Oh yes, one should be married. You may love your

family but the marriage relationship is so intimate, so

tender, nothing can take its place; and in the course of

nature, you're bound to lose your parents and then—if

you're still single—the desperate loneliness!

5 h o u 1 d
"YesF* says Lois Wilson,

Hollywood's Favorite

|

Bachelor Maid.

"Nice mothers bring up their daughters with matri-

mony as an accepted and thoroughly planted idea. I

know mine did and all my sisters are married and hap'

pily, too. Mother taught us that marrying for wealth

was the hardest kind of a way to earn one's living.

Love and love alone was right."

Lois chuckled over Eddie Horton's notion that women
weren't matchmakers.

"Of course they are," she asserted, tossing the soft

golden-brown curls of her becoming long bob. "The

right kind of women are all matchmakers. I adore

matching people myself—I'm a regular cupid. I'm re-

sponsible for May McAvoy's romance. I tell her I'm

entitled to twenty per cent of the gross receipts. May
is my best friend and Maurice Cleary appealed to me
as a mighty fine man. They were so exactly suited to

one another that I brought them together; then I listened

to May's confidences and judiciously praised Maurice

and listened to Maurice and lauded May and—there

you are!

"Eddie is so intensely in earnest about his career, act-

ing means so much to him. He may imagine his women
friends are not planning his downfall but that just

proves how little he knows about women.

"There is no such thing as platonic friendship between

the opposite sexes. You can be friends for a certain

length of time but sooner or later one or the other

i
begins to feel something more tender creeping in."

The question about the blessedness of the single state

was attacked with seal by the lovely bachelor maid.

"The advantages are more than overshadowed by the

disadvantages. I should say twenty-five per cent for

and seventy-five per cent against. Single people prate

about their liberty, freedom and independence. Who
wouldn't prefer the chains of love with its blessed privi-

lege of shared joys and sorrows?

"I think if you're lucky enough to have escaped matri-

mony until after twenty-five, you have the best chance

of making a success of it. If you're ever going to

f have any judgment, it's formed by then."

Miss Wilson firmly contends that our country's mar-

riage laws should be remade.

"They're all in favor of women," she declared, hotly,

a crusader's fire lighting her beautiful brown eyes.

"There ought to be a league to protect men, poor dears.

They're so gullible. Nine out of ten men fall for

the clinging vine type of girl. They'll come running to

any little thing with a baby stare and a helpless look and

a lisped 'What sail I do, big man?', turning from the

truly feminine girl who really needs his protection but

who so far forgot herself as to display a bit of inde-

pendence.

"You see a man's nature cries out for the feminine

woman but it's so hard for him to detect the dross from

the gold. He can be taken in by any clever little gold

digger, only to find after the (Continued on page 100)
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(Movie 5t

[
"Not this movie star!"

says Eddie Horton, Bach-

elor—andproud of it.

u-tt-'m a selfish, crabby, nasty old bachelor and that's

j

how I'll stay until the end of the chapter!"

Edward Everett Horton, one of Hollywood's
most sought-after single men, speaking!

It's not that Eddie (as he is affectionately called)

doesn't love the ladies—women are all lovable, he says;

but he is so wrapped up in his stage and screen work,
so intensely interested in it, that it would take a super-

woman to jolt him out of it long enough for the trip

to Hymen's altar.

Eddie's aversion to matrimony may be partly ex-

plained by his severe New England bringing up.

"I was a boy in the gay nineties, remember, when
there was a strange complex about women," he tells

you, his blue eyes twinkling. "Mothers kept warning
their sons away from the girls. 'Be careful, she'll get

you!' they'd whisper, as if a pretty woman was a dis-

ease.

"Even the songs of that generation taught that mar-
riage was a trap—something to be avoided as long as

possible. Man friends would say sadly to one another:

'Well, old man, did she land you? Too bad. No more
fun for you. Come to the club for one last fling.'

"If any mother so far forgot herself as to encourage
her son's matrimonial ambitions, it was always: 'Pick a
good girl, Johnnie, and settle down.' Ominous words.
Settle down. Give up freedom and put your nose to

the grindstone. Not the way it should be—fall in

love and marry because you want to share all the joy

and fun and happiness of life with the best beloved.

"The modern generation of bachelors regard mar-
riage in an entirely different light. They go into gaily

and out of it just as lightly."

This lean, six-foot, brown-haired proponent of

bachelorhood lives on a ranch in the San Fernando
Valley with a Filipino man to look after his material

wants and two jolly dogs—Pal and Bill—to welcome
him home. The old adage about the quickest road to

a man's heart leading through his tummy won't work
at all in Eddie's case as he prides himself on his cook-

ing. He knows more about the art of cookery than all

of his feminine friends put together.

He adores children but his married sister has three

and his married brother three more—all of whom
Eddie is at liberty to borrow whenever he likes.

Just one slight hint to aspiring females fell from Mr.
Horton's lips. There's no guarantee that it will work
—but here it is for what it's worth.

"I have no vanity as an actor and I don't regard

myself as essentially vain." His sensitive fingers nerv-

ously folded and refolded the script of his newest

Christie talker while his longing eyes eagerly regarded

the little group of players waiting for rehearsal at his

Hollywood theatre. You could see he was on tiptoes

to join them.

"Yet, I have noticed this," he (Com. on page 112)

ars (Marry?
Reported by

Ruth Tildesley

"I'm a selfish, crabby, nasty old bachelor and that's
how I'll stay!" says Edward Everett Horton.
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ODERN

INSPIRES the

AID

(( Joan Crawjord is as Ultra-Modem as the

Airplane and the Skyscraper. She is the

Movies' Last Word in Gorgeous Girls—
and She Dresses the Part. Can You
Keep Up With Her? Adrian Admits

lie Can't!

ODE

<t The dinner gown of

blac\ stiff velvet

sketched above was
designed for the

Joan Crawford type.

l<[ote the poc\et.

<3[ Adrian calls this the

Crawford 'Beau
Dress. It is a 'spec

tator' sports costume

of red and white;

in other words, to

be worn when watch'

ins a tennis match.

The Modern Maid's Clothes

By Adrian

<[To the right:

Joan Crawford
in a costume de-

stined to ma\e
movie audiences

gasp! It's the

'Zebra' dance
dress designed

by Adrian for

"M o d e r n
Maidens."

~Tf~F the airplane stands for the most modern travel;

j if skyscraper furniture is the last word in modern

| homes—we need only look at Joan Crawford to

see the future modern maiden.

She is not a girl of today—she is a girl of tomorrow. She is slowly

finding herself. She is as indefinite as every other modernistic tendency.

She has passed through the flapper stage into the sophisticated girl of

today and is on her way toward the most satisfying creation of modern
womankind. When she has developed equanimity of the three phases

she cannot help being an amazing person.

Because she has favored the more youthful type of dressing and charac-

terization on the screen, it does not mean that she has not another sphere

a trifle older and still retain quantities of the "flame" she clings to with feline fierceness.

She would be just as striking a person seated at tea as she is when continually kicking

Joan could dress
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(^7hat Much-Talked-About, Much Criti-

cized—and Much-Loved Modern Maid!

Where is She Going—and What Will She

Wear on her Way? Adrian, Famous Fash-

ion Creator, Analyzes her Potentialities.

Screenland is proud of its special fashion department
conducted by Gilbert Adrian. For Adrian is no common-
place costume designer. He is an originator of modes.
He understands clothes—and, more important, he under-
stands women and their costume requirements in this
fast-moving modern age. This is the fourth of a series
of fashion articles by Adrian in which he discusses the
different types of femininity and what each should wear.
Greta Garbo, Norma Shearer, Anita Page—and now Joan
Crawford have all been analyzed and advised as to their
clothes problems. Adrian will be glad, too, to advise
Screenland's women readers—to answer any questions
you may care to ask concerning clothes. Address:

Adrian, care Screenland's Fashion Department,

49 West 45tk St., New. York City.

At the right

is Adrian's orig-

inal s\etch of the

evening wrap worn
by ]oan in the
photograph. The
fur border of white
fox was added at

Joan's suggestion.

The modern maid
has her own ideas

(C A swag-
ger little

motor coat

of green
suede is sketched at
the right, above. It

has a green suede
cap to match.

of d esign

C[ Miss Crawford wear-
ing an evening wrap
of white satin and
silver after Adrian's

design.

the clock off the mantel. Quite naturally

she would interest one in an entirely dif-

ferent way—and I might venture to say
more so, because restraint means hid-

den power—unleashed activity means
'fatigue' later on. It is the possibili

ties of the beauties of the sky-rocket
that intrigue rather than the memory
of the burnt-out holder.

All this seems so far removed from
clothes, but really it is as important
to know why one dresses the way one
does. If one analyses the psychology of
the person it is so much easier to dress
the person.

Mentally the Crawford type is either a rocket or a fascinating and
continuous eruption of scintillating lava.
When the Crawford type is not mental her clothes are naturally less

important and become a series of amusing incidental details. Personally
I am more interested in the Crawford type when she is quiet, when
she is graceful; because of her natural beauty rather than in the midst
of hectic gyrations.

One cannot dress a human display of fireworks! But when she re-
laxes and her body becomes more tangible then (Cont. on page 100)
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(![ The first picture to give utterance to the great outdoors

<Jn Old Arizona
QD^^ Nature—With Sound Accompaniment

^he wide-open west, that favorite movie set, now has

sound accompaniment. "In Old Arizona" is the first pic

ture to give utterance to the great outdoors.

That is, you hear the beat of horses' hoofs, the bleat-

ing of sheep, and the mooing of cows—if that means anything

to you. The stage coach, time-honored prop of a million western

movies, also finds its sound effects. Guns pop. A dance-hall

becomes noisy. The lone bandit talks to his horse—and you

can hear him! Wonder how soon we'll be caught in a movie

thunder storm with sound, hear the breakers boom
on the beach, and day break? Oh, you go on, now!

"In Old Arizona" started out to be a short sub-

ject, but it grew and grew until it became a real,

full-fledged, feature talkie. And with reason. It's

good. The story is about The Cisco Kid (Warner

Baxter), a personable bandit enamored

of a Mexican girl (Dorothy Burgess).

A tough Top-Sergeant (Edmund
Lowe) is on the Kid's trail—and the

girl's. It's a lively battle between the

two men and I won't tell you which

one wins—the girl. It's almost always

exciting. Mr. Lowe is corking.

Miss Burgess, stage recruit, is a

good actress if not exactly gla-

morous. But Warner Baxter is

your real guide "In Old Ari'

zona." He's the shining star of

this scenic with sound. With
the greatest ease in the world

Baxter picks up the picture and

rides leisurely off with it. And
I'm glad. The Cisco Kid is a

part which calls for a picturesque

personality, a mike-proof voice,

a convincing accent. And it

isn't an actor from the stage who
puts it over—it's Warner Baxter,

a young man about Hollywood.

Hooray!

C[ Warner Baxter as

the picturesque

Cisco Kid and
Dorothy Burgess

as his sweetheart

'In Old Ari-

zona."
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misunderstood
Hollywood
By Anne Askew

through the lies and is not interested in

the petting.

The only thing that reminded me of
her screen personality when I met her
was the way her face crinkled up
when she smiled and the way she did

her hair. She usually wears gowns
rather nun-like in their cut. The last

time I saw her she had on a deep
purple, heavy crepe tea-gown, per-

fectly straight, reaching to the
floor, with flowing sleeves and
very little cut out at the neck.

Believe it or not, I am talking

about that siren of the screen

—

Jetta Goudal!
She is always busy. When not

at the studio she has much at

home to occupy her mind. Re- <

cently she took a new apartment
and did her own furnishing. Bit

by bit, as she recognised a need
decided what would be the mo
comfortable as (Continued on bage 99)
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Lansing Brown

~Hic\ Stuart used to

he an assistant direc

tor. 7s[ou' he is on
the high road to

stardom.

He's known as 'Nick' to everybody from William
Fox, his boss, to assistant directors on the lot.

(He used to be an assistant director himself,

by the way.)
If you think it over you'll find that a nickname means

something in Hollywood. All the big boys have one.

Doug'
—

'Charlie'
—

'Bill'
—

'Dick
1— 'Ronnie

1—
'Billy and

'Nick
1

Stuart.

Nick Stuart was christened Nicholas. But nobody re-

members that. To the world he is 'Nick'—or even 'Nicky."
Although it must be added that Nick cringes a little when
he hears 'Nicky

1

from anyone except Sue Carol. Sue can
call him anything and get away with it. Though to date
she has confined her choice to 'Nicky.'

He's a nice chap. People out here like him because
he is a good sport. He laughs when the joke is on you
or when it is on himself. He laughs longer and louder
when he is the victim.

He'll grab for the lunch check, but he is a good enough
sport to match you for it if you protest. If he loses, he
laughs; if he wins and you pay the check, he gets a kick

out of that.

If you understand what I mean, he's a real sort of

guy. He enjoys a good fire any old night. You slip on
a banana peel and he'll guffaw. At the same time, he'll

NICK
Q[Nick Stuart's Success

Story.

By James M. ¥idler

help you to your feet. On the golf course, after

a poor shot, I've seen him throw his club fifty

yards. Then I've seen him shamefacedly pick

it up and half smile because of his outburst.

Until Sue Carol came into his life, he was a

regular lady chaser. . Maybe this will be news
to Sue. All the sweet young things in Holly'

wood had been kissed by Nick. You see, he is

only twenty-four now; before Sue he was only

twenty-one. l^[ow these same sweet young things

can only stand off and envy Sue. Nick can't see 'em.

They're so much alfalfa in his life. Fields of chaff from

which he has separated the real crop, Sue.

Nick is nobody's fool. When he came to America from

Roumania, he was 14 years of age and couldn't speak a

word of English. He expected to find Santa Claus living

in the United States. His parents believed it rained gold

and silver. Pretty soon his mother and father learned

that it rained plenty, but not gold and silver. And Nick,

as soon as he was old enough to know, learned that not

one but half a million Santa Clauses live in the United

States. Only, the chorus girls have 'em cornered.

In his brief ten years in America, Nick has learned to

speak English as well as you or I—maybe better, because

his English is rather correct; there is a lack of illegitimate

slang. He is saving his money and already owns one home
and is buying another. The one he owns is in a district

that is growing rapidly. Nick will make a lot of money

on that investment.

Nick impresses you, whenever you see him, with the

fact that he is clean. It is the first thing you think of

when you meet him. You think of it constantly when

you are with him. After you leave him, you remember

his shining white teeth; his spotless shirt and smooth collar;

his perfectly pressed trousers; his fresh (Com. on page 107)
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OU will hear Vilma Banky's voice, faso
nating accent and all, in some scenes of her

new film. Yes
—

"This is Heaven"!



CHARLES FARRELL hasn't been in a "Sev-

enth Heaven" lately; but we still maintain

that he is a 'very remarkable fellow.



WE present David Rollins—the brand-new

boy wonder of the movies. Only Jackie

Coogan is more boyish. David, take your bow!



Gene Robert Richee

ITER beauty was against her until she
X J. dropped everything and began to act.

Now Esther Ralston is a great trouper.



Freulich

MARIAN NIXON'S name is now in

'Headlines.' She is a Vitaphone talking

heroine, guaranteed immune to mike-fright.



'"PHE Metamorphosis of an Ingenue; or The
i- Rise of Edna Murphy. Remember her as

a sweet young thing; then see her in "My Man."



'""p HE Duke Steps Out" may be a comedy,

JL but Joan Crawford and William Haines

have their serious moments in it. See above.



8 very
(^Madame Helena Rubenstein, Famous

Expert on Feminine Charm, Reveals

a Few Beauty Secrets to Rosa Reilly.

Marriage first," Madame Rubenstein said. "From experi-
ence I have found that most happily married women, and
sometimes, it may surprise you, happily engaged girls,

make little effort to keep their good looks. "Why should
I bother?' they say. 'My husband loves me.' Or, 'My
fiance likes the way I look.'

"Well, maybe. But whenever this is said, I always
have my doubts about the man's being satisfied. Every
man under the sun, whether he will admit it or not,
wants beauty of face and soul, first of all, in a woman.
In this regard, I Would refer you to that much-talked-of
book, "The Technique of the Love Affair," in which 'A
Gentlewoman

1

tells how to win the man you desire. In
estimating the different attractions of a woman, what does
she place first? On page thirty we find:

(1) Beauty,

(2) Fame,

(3) Wealth,

(4) Rank,

(5) Social Popularity,

(6) Intellect,

(7) Domestic Talents.

But could you get a happily married woman to believe
this? Ah, no. 'I cook my husband good food. I talk to
him intelligently about his busi-

ness. I make him happy,
1

she

says. But if you will refer to

the above, . you will see that

domestic talents
and intelligence

are the kst on
the list. So don't

be like these toe

secure ones who are the

hardest of all to prod
into taking any pride in

their appearance.

"But take unhappy
women. Unhappiness
seems the very thing

which makes a woman
struggle to improve her
appearance. If she fears

her husband's affection or ^ Ma<W Hele™ Rubenstein,

i - .i , . tor thirty years one of the
her sweetheart s love is most famous beauty specia]ists
waning, she tries to give in the world.

it new life by making her-

self more attractive. " And you would be surprised what
a determined woman can do towards enhancing her
charms!

"Ignorance, the second drawback, is another terrible
handicap. Most women don't realise that each different
type of beauty demands different treatment. The beauty
of Greta Garbo may expire on what the loveliness of a

Billie Dove would thrive. Before you girls rush out and
buy creams, lotions and ointments by the quart, you must
inform yourself on what type of skin you have.

"The third drawback, Lazi-

ness, is the commonest and most
fateful drawback. Loveliness,

like success, is only
achieved (Corn, on page 102)

C[ Clara Bow, who rep-

resents the mad-cap
ideal of youth'—
red hair, amazing
eyes, and -rose-

hud mouth.



I n New

CCVive la Lily!

Mile. Damita arrives

and J\ew Yor\ surrenders.

Left, Richard Barihelmess and
his wife, in town for a vacation; and

Gilda Gray who has returned from England
where she made "Piccadilly" sit up and ta\e notice!

(JBroadway is Buzzing with Movie

Gossip!

Ou'd never know your old Broadway these days—and nights. It isn't the

same. It's gone all Hollywood. Not that I care—I love it. I'm for the

movies all the time. But the old-timers grumble and say: "The old street

isn't what it used to be." No—it's better.

Where movies are, there also is success and fun and life and beauty. And the, movies are

spreading themselves all over the Great White Way. You'd be amazed, if you haven't visited

New York for some time, to see how the motion pictures have invaded the 'legitimate' theatres;

how the talk at Times Square is all about 'Movietones' and 'Vitaphones' and 'mikes' and 'monitors.'

The talkies have come, have stayed, have conquered. Three cheers for synchronization and theme

f songs!

Such a grand group of movie stars in town this month, too! Consider these names: Gilda Gray,
Dick Barthelmess, Phyllis Haver, Lily Damita, Nancy Carroll, and Bill Powell—just to mention the most

interesting. Where shall I begin—with a welcome home to the Shimmy Star? All right with me,
Let's go!

Gilda has been in England, you know, making a picture for World Wide, called "Piccadilly." It's from
a story by Arnold Bennett, and it's directed by Dupont, who made "Variety." And Gilda says it's by far

the best thing she has ever done. She's crazy about it. "And wait till you see my new dance, honey!" she

says in her fascinating husky voice. "It's a combination of the shimmy, the Black Bottom, the Varsity Drag,
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([Above,
Phyllis Haver
came east to get

engaged, but she

didn't \now it when this

picture was ta\en. K[ext, J{ancy

Carroll arriving in her own home
town on the Century. And 'William

Powell, who still prefers to be \nown as 'Bill.

By Anne Bye

and the Charleston. I call it 'The Piccadilly Shiver.'
"

She met everybody worth meeting over there—princes and distinguished authors

and extinguished dukes. And she went to Paris and simply raided the shops, my
dears. (Screenland will show you her new clothes next month, and not by the way, either.)

Gilda may always be relied upon to say or do something out of the ordinary. Sure

enough—listen to this:

"I had to put on weight for 'Piccadilly.' Dupont said I was too thin and he wouldn't

start shooting until I gained twenty pounds—the hardest work I ever did! And now that I'm

back home I have to take it off!" Like George Bernard Shaw in his Movietone, she can 'put

it on' and she can 'take it off!'

What will she do next? Well, probably a vaudeville tour, first. And then Hollywood and
talking pictures. You know Gilda sang in "The Follies" as well as strutted. She has just about

everything to make a hit with the mike.

I promised Phyllis Haver I wouldn't tell a soul when she confided to me about her budding romance
with a certain popular young man about Manhattan. And I'd keep my promise, too, if she hadn't announced
her engagement as soon as she returned home to Hollywood.

It's a swell story and I'll tell it to you. It seems Bert Lytell was giving Phyllis a grand (Com. on page 94)
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on

"Drop in any old

fith. All right, Cor-

(£ Corinne Griffith has one of

the most lucrative contracts

in motion pictures and so

she can afford to live in

state in Beverly Hills.

Here— above— she wel-

comes us through the iron-

grilled gates into her spa-

cious living-room.

C[ Wait a minute! Did we

say 'living room?' Our
error! 'Drawing-room' is

the only word for the

lovely luxurious! room
shown at the right.

'There's a portrait of

our hostess above the

fire-place—the only one

of her in the house, and

that only because her

husband insisted.'

Q Corinne Griffith ^is a

southern lady before she

is a screen star. A
movie million or two

can't ma\e her forget

that a house is only a

house until it is trans-

formed into a home.

And she ^noirs the tric\!

The beautiful bedroom belou; is worthy

of a duchess or an interior decorator—
or even of a famous screen star. Pastel

turquoise blue is the predominating

color note.

At the left: Corinne in her boudoir. The peacoc\ per-

fume burner in the center of the mantel-piece is one

of the finest specimens of Lalique's hand-carved crystals.
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ORINNE

time," says Miss Grif-

inne— here we are!

(( To the right above: just a
little girl and her playhouse?
Yes, in a manner of spea\ing!

Corinne can loo\ li\e a little

girl with no difficulty at all

when she is called upon to

play one for First Rational.
The cunning cottage is her
private dressing-room bunga-
low on the lot at Burban\,

California.

<C To the left: the dressing-room itself—really
the most important feature of Corinne Grif-
fith's bungalow. It is furnished in pastel coral
and green. An innovation introduced by
Corinne is the incandescent-lighted mirror of
her dressing-table. It is lighted underneath
with the same type of lighting that is used
on the studio sets, so that the star can tell

immediately how her make-up will photograph.
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G t o

"Is It Worth Seeing?" is the Question Everybody Asks

It For You. Follow This Department of Short and Snappy

Lucky Boy

An excellent talking picture, starring George

Jessel, dealing with a Jewish boy's love for his

mother. Hating his father's jewelry business,

the boy leaves home, works his way to San

Francisco and gets his first dramatic chance at

amateur night in a little coast theatre. Later

he makes a great success in a night club and

falls in love. Jessel sings five songs, making a

big hit with one
—

'My Mother's Eyes.' George

is an able actor, a true singing artist and

retains all the naturalness of youth. Supported

by a good cast, this is easily one of the best of

the talking pictures.

The Last Warning
Yells, gasps and horrors aplenty. A small-time Phantom of

the Opera picture with sound, showing Laura La Plante, Mon-

tagu Love, Mack Swain and others hunting a murderer in

a deserted theatre. Taken from the successful stage play of

the same name, it loses its speed and compactness when

transferred to the screen.
*

Hp•

The Jazz Age
Young Douglas Fairbanks and Marceline Day in a whoopee

picture dealing with the son of poor but honest parents and

the daughter of a rich but grafting father. Splendid race

between street car and two automobiles, with plenty of flasks

and dance-halls thrown in. An excellent film, proving Doug
to be a real actor.

Sal of Singapore
A hot, saline romance, glorifying Phyllis Haver and her

collegiate chassis. Allan Hale tames Phyllis, a pretty dance-

hall shrew, shanghaing her to take care of a baby left on his

ship. Fred Kohler, always a good menace, steals the girl, puts

out to sea, and it's no pink tea when these two huskies meet.

Phyllis is enchanting.

Nothing to Wear
In the eternal predicament of women. Jackie Logan has

nothing to wear. Receiving a fur coat, she thinks it's from the

boy friend and returns it. Which makes it bad for her since

her husband sent it. Clever farce, exploiting Jackie in undress

uniform. Von Eltz, Jane Winton and Bryant Washburn ably

assisting.

16



the zMo v i e s !
About a Motion Picture. Let Screenland's Revuettes Answer
Reviews and You'll Be Guided to theWorth-While Movies.

Moulin Rouge
Filmed in the celebrated Moulin Rouge in Paris, and show-

ing a greater part of the famous revue, this picture introduces
a new star, Olga Chekova, formerly with Moscow Art Theatre.
Chekova, resembling Negri, is a remarkably able player, enact'
ing the part of the actress-mother whose daughter's fiance falls

in love with her.

Reckless Youth
Co-ed yarn, culminating in a hotel suite where at midnight

the heroine finds herself alone with the villain—who falls

asleep! A murder is committed, the girl accused and all her
^Uegiate indiscretions uncovered. Marceline Day, Ralph

'->es and Coy Watson contribute interesting performances.

Red Hot Speed

Be careful there, you fast driving girls or
you'll have Reginald Denny appointed your
guardian. Some punishment! Denny's first

talkie is a clever farce in which, as the Assist-
ant District Attorney, he gets appointed guar-
dian of pretty Alice Day, the speed demon,
who not only wrecks cars but sticks her tongue
out at the victims. Alice's father, a well-known
newspaper editor, is running a campaign against
fast driving, and Alice gives another name in
court to keep her misdemeanors from his ears.
This starts the farce ball rolling and keeps
it spinning until the end. Both "Denny's and
Alice Day's voices are excellent talkie material.
Don't miss this one!

Stolen Love
You will like this film about the sheltered young girl, Mar-

celine Day, who falls in love with Rex Lease. When her aunts
upset her romance, she runs away to Frisco and becomes a
model. Owen Moore does fine work as the sophisticated gent
who tries, in a deserted mountain cabin, to steal Marceline's

—

ah—er—ivirtue.

Give and Take
Except for the excellent clowning of both George Sidney and

Jean Hersholt, this 'talkie' leaves much to be desired. George
Lewis is the hero, and Sharon Lynn the girl in the case. The
difficulty hes in the fact that the story, taken from the stage
play of the same title, is too slight for such expanding.

v \
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A pretty girl in an

Easter bonnet.'

Would we \new
how to ma\e a

sonnet.

Let Doris Hill but

sha\e a leg

—

And we are just

an Easter egg!

(\Screenland's Department

of Gossip Keeps You in

Close Touch with the

Studios and Stars.

IT
happened during the 'shooting

1

of "The Duke Steps

Out" co-starring the lovely Joan Crawford and the

amiable Billy Haines. The scene represented the

interior of a college gymnasium where an informal

dance was taking place—all part of the picture, my dears.

Pretty co-eds in sport frocks and sheiky male students

garbed in corduroys, open shirts and dizzy sweaters,

pranced around to the tunes of a jazzy orchestra. (And

oh, what jazz!) Now a lot of 'em were real extras, but

the majority of the merry crowd were solicited from the

University of Southern California, thus lending the real

McCoy to the atmosphere.

Incandescent lights (which are fast replacing the old

time kliegs) burned furiously while James Cruze the

director, who can turn out a real entertaining first-class

production almost as fast as a 'quickie,' watched the goings

on silently, pleased.

The first scene ended, Joan glided over to her canvas-

back chair, made herself comfortable and then started sew-

ing on some curtains—honest, which goes to prove that

the rising star is somewhat inclined to be domestic.

Not many seconds elapsed before a tall, sandy-haired

(or should I say blond?) fellow, not handsome, but quite

good-looking, and dressed exactly like the college kids,

came upon the set. Without looking to the right or the

left he made straight for Joan.

"Hello, Dodo," were the

words Joan greeted him with,

and then automatically the sew-

ing was discarded. A kiss from

the youth was solemnly im-

planted upon the scarlet lips of the happy

maiden; then, dragging a chair close by the

one Joan occupied. Doug Jr. sat down care-

lessly and bent his head so that it touched

that of the girl he loved. While the lights

were being re-adjusted and the cameras placed

for the next 'shot
1

the two coo-ed, laughed,

etc.

"Come on, Joan," came the husky beckon-

ing from Director Cruse. It was a shame

to disturb them, but then the picture had

to go on.

After giving Douglas Jr. a smack on the

cheek (not with her fists, silly, but with her

lips) the vivacious star hustled before the

cameras, leaving the lad behind—it just had

to be done.

Now what man, terribly in love, would be

content to sit out of sight while his adored

one emoted before the clicking cameras? Even

actors are human, so 'Dodo
1

nonchalantly

strode over to the side-lines merely to watch

the scene.

A group of students, mostly males, were crowded around

Joan making whoopee. In the midst of all the fun a

sudden impulse, or perhaps it was a frantic desire, caught

hold of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Sporting a big boyish

grin, quite like the one his famous dad possesses, 'Dodo
1

made his way into the group and began acting like

nobody's business. James Cruze, startled at first with the

uncalled-for intrusion, gave way to a hearty laugh.

"Go on with the scene!" was his order—and he watched

with a satisfied grin.

Joans large grey-blue eyes lit up with joy and she

acted as she never had acted before. Her emotions were

not put on now; they were real. A close-up followed—

'Dodo
1

was in that, too. You see he was part of the

picture now, giving his valuable services free of charge.

All for love!

Both walked off the set arm in arm.

"Dearest," murmured Doug Jr. into her ear, "just

think, this is the first time I have ever appeared in a

picture with my own sweetheart."

Joan patted his cheek; and whispered back: "And it

may be the last time!"

A burning kiss in view of the cheering mob proved to

be the fade-out; then Joan and 'Dodo
1 made their exit.
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But Joan was wrong. It wasn't the last time. These
two will play together in "Modern Maidens"—and watch
for their love scenes!

* * *

Perhaps the most important news break this month is

the change in name of the FBO studios to RKO, which
means that FBO pictures have consolidated with Radio Cor-
poration of America, the Keith theaters and the Orpheum
theaters. And that means that before they got it all sifted
down to RKO there were about fifty other smaller con-
solidations and mergers and goodness knows what! Any-
how, it is a very impressive change which is expected to
bring some fine results.

RKO will be the film producing company for the Keith
and Orpheum theaters and will also be affiliated with the
RCA Photophone system of talking pictures.

Great things are being lined up by Vice-President
William Le Baron for the 1929-30 program and the young
lady they have selected " for special honors is little Sally
Blane.

* * *

Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell are playing on one
of the most interesting sets I have seen in Hollywood. A
whole stage is turned over to represent a bit of New
England country, with houses, roads, telegraph poles and
forests of trees. Charlie plays a lineman and Janet a
little girl who hasn't just the right slant on things. She
sells milk and when she delivers some to Charlie he throws
ten cents to her from his perch on the telegraph pole.
She covers it quickly with her foot and tells him he didn't
pay her. Now Charlie is a rather serious-minded young
lineman who thinks Janet too nice a kid to do such things.
So he climbs down from the pole, turns Janet across his
knee and gives her a sound spanking!

"It's no fair," cried Janet when she heard what was to
happen to her. "I ought to be allowed to get back at him
for that!"

So it was agreed that Janet give Charlie a good bite on
the leg while the thrashing is going on. And she does.

"Gee!" said Charlie ruefully. "You didn't have to bite
that hard, Janet!"

C That microphone ma\es "Big Boy" feel little. But
he isn't worrying—his voice went over big.

I

<C Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and Joan Crawford in

a scene from "Modern Maidens," in which
they play man and wife.

"Think of the loss to my dignity," defended Janet
had to do something to make up for it."
As I left she was plotting further revenge. Janet thought

a board placed over the scene of action would prove quite
a surprise to Charlie when they had to take the scene
again.

* * *

Charles Morton is all upset about a baby picture some
magazine printed of him. "I think it looks so silly to see
myself as a baby! The fellows sure rawed me about itWho gave it to you?" he asked one of the Fox publicity
staff. But Charlie could get no information. "By golly
I m going to find out," he declared. "I'll bet Dad gave it
to you. That's just what he would think was a swell idea

"

Twenty years from now Charlie won't mind having his
baby pictures printed; it is only the very young who mind
those things.

* ^ &

A friend surprised Louise Fasenda making cookies the
other morning. Louise is a splendid cook and moreover
she likes it—oh, not as a steady diet, you know; but once
in awhile—she thinks it is fun to take possession of her
mce shiny kitchen and mix things.' This was the first day
Louise had been free for weeks. She has just finished
shrieking through "The House of Horrors" for First
National. A friend who was celebrating her eighty-fourth
birthday gave Louise excuse enough to try out her favorite
recipe and I can give first-hand evidence that the result
was delicious.

No one would expect Louise Fasenda to do things like
other people and she doesn't. Her favorite costume for
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<!£ Football was forgotten when Captain

Peter Pund of Georgia Tech's famous

eleven too\ a lesson in movie acting

from Marion Davies. 'Oh, how I love

my teacher!'

culinary work is a pink canton flannel

nightgown with a yoke and long sleeves

which she likes to roll up. It's a fact.

"Well, I suppose it isn't stylish, but

it's comfortable, and that's all that mat-

ters to me. Although I do hope Hal

never catches me in it," was her very

human afterthought. Hal Wallis is her

husband and the new production mana-

ger at First National.
* * *

Thelma Hill, the clever Mack Sennett

comedienne, is working on her third

talking picture, "The Bride's Relations,"

directed by Mr. Sennett. It is harder to make sound

comedies than serious pictures in sound because the

laughter and noise often puts the mechanism out of

commission, Thelma says. For this reason all wise

.cracks and joking between scenes is out. The other

day they had been waiting a long time because of some

necessary adjustment when the call came to get ready.

Thelma was all primed to do her stuff when the camera-

man, who is English, stuck his head out of the box

and said, "I say, Mr. Sennett! Shall I carry on?" The
roar of laughter that followed this remark put the

mike out of business for the day.
* * *

Eddie Dowling is in Hollywood and will start with-

in the next few day on "Broadway Bound," an original

story by the star which has been adapted for the screen

by Frances Agnew. Miss Agnew has also written the

continuity and dialogue. I remember one picture she

titled that might have made even George Marion, Jr.,

jealous, so I think it is safe to expect good entertain-

ment from the dialogue department of "Broadway
Bound." And I am sure you know what Eddie can

do with good dialogue. For years he has been touring

these United States in vaudeville and musical comedy,

so he is no stranger to you.

Marian Nixon will play the lead. Lloyd Ingraham
and Sam Hardy are in it, and Frankie Darro plays

the boy. Fred Newmeyer directs.

Ray Doolcy, who is Mrs. Eddie Dowling,

gave up a leading role in Earl Carroll's Vani-

ties to make this trip with her husband, "And
not to play in movies either," she said impres-

sively. "I came out to learn how to ride a

horse!" And she's doing it, too, no matter

how painfully.
* *

Gary Cooper is in the newest Emil Jannings

picture. Before the company went on location

Gary appeared at Lupe Velez' house on a

truck.

"Will you keep my eagles for me, Lupe,

until I get back from location?" he asked a

little doubtfully. Lupe looked past him at a

cage that took up more than the length of the

truck and at the enormous birds inside of it.

They appeared none too happy.

"Oh yes, darling, I will take care of your

eagles for you," Lupe replied, but

to herself she said, "Where am I

going to put those eagles where

Meletone is safe?"

Meletone is Lupe's little dog and

he is so little that an eagle would

not consider him even an appetizer.

But who could Gary ask to keep

his pets for him if not the girl he

loves? So Lupe had a still larger

cage built in her back-yard so the

eagles could fly around a bit.

"But they scare me to death,"

she said, "they are so big—why,

their wings have seven feet covered

when they are spread out. And
they eat raw meat! And Gary, he

Left: Mrs. Barthelmess. mother

of Dic\. with Dick's little daugh-

ter, Mary.

G^The girl of today—and the girl of yesterday. Dorothy

Hyams, playing she's the little old-fashioned miss of
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go all the time in the cage. Some day I know
those eagles eat him. But what can I do? He
love them, so I take care of them."

Will Lupe marry Gary? Well, Hollywood is

wondering, too. But no one knows, least of all

Lupe. She thinks they are both too young to

marry. But Lupe is an impulsive, warm-
hearted, adorable child so you can never tell.

* *

Hollywood turned out en masse to the most
brilliant opening of the year, "Broadway
Melody,

1
' at Grauman's Chinese Theater. And

now that it is over Lll bet every producer in

the business envies Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer their

contract with Bessie Love. For weeks people

have said, "Well, wait till 'Broadway Melody'
opens," and for once rumor was right. John
Gilbert was master of ceremonies and a very

neat one. He introduced Charlie King, a new-
comer to the screen, and Anita Page. The ap'

plause for each was hearty enough but when
Bessie appeared it was deafen-

ing. "And someone else was
very good," said Jack and
called for Jed Prouty. Harry
Beaumount, the director, is now
being hailed on all sides.

Sue Carol was there with

Nick Stuart. Josephine Dunn
came with Raquel Torres and
two young men I did not recog'

ni2;e. Corinne Griffith was with

her husband, Walter Morosco.

Billie Dove, with Irvin Willat.

And there was Marion Davies

—and Lois Wilson looking very

lovely in a white taffeta bouf-

(( Right: Finis Fox, who writes the

scenarios for his brother Edwin
Carewe's films, and his wife, Loris.

Sebastian as Miss 1929 grins across the page at Leila

thirty years ago who couldn't even ma\e up her mind.

(( Douglas Fairbanks was down at the train

to greet Lillian Cish and Max Reinhardt
upon their arrival in Hollywood. The
Austrian impressario will make his first

film, "The Miracle 'Woman," with Miss
Cish as star.

fant gown. As Adolphe Menjou left the

lobby he said to his wife, Kathryn Carver,

"Is it still raining or has it stopped by the

grace of God?" But it hadn't, and in Cali-

fornia when it rains, it rains. And Elmer
Clifton decided against Henry's and for the

Roosevelt that night for a sandwich and
coffee with his wife and their guests.

It wasn't surprising to hear that Warner
Baxter signed a long-term contract with Fox after his

reception in "In Old Arizona." You should have heard
the flappers flapping in the lobby. "Did you ever

see such It'?" one of .them asked. "And what a

voice," said another. Darn right, both of them. He
was a greater sensation than Eddie Lowe, because
we all know that Eddie can act but Warner was
practically washed up in pictures because of the stiff-

necked parts he had had the misfortune to draw.
With the usual vision of business men in art, no
producer could see Warner in anything romantic, and
then fate took a hand. An accident to Raoul Walsh,
who was to have played the part as well as direct,

gave Warner his break.
* * *H

Eddie Lowe thinks pictures are great—if you can

live through therm In an earlier issue of Screenland
there was a location yarn about Eddie and a bear

doing a sister act together on the top of a mountain
for "Making the Grade." Well, it seems that women
are not the only beings privileged to change their

minds—because that whole sequence has been cut

out and now, months after the actors believed the

picture over and done with, the Fox executives call

them back for another try.

It is to be a water sequence and was taken last

week at Catalina. Al Green, who directed "Making
the Grade" being tied up on the Metro lot, the scenes

were directed by James Tingling.
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<f Carmel Myers is not only a good actress—she's an inventor.

Charming Carmel devised a gadget to attach, her ma\e-up box
to her studio chair while on the set. (It wor\s.)

Eddie reported on the dock for work and found his co-actors there ahead

of him. They were all waiting for him in a large net, tunas, lobsters, star

fish, and other aquatic wonders. "This is going to be good," thought Eddie.

"Now Eddie," said Mr. Tingling, "you get along in that net and Bob here

will let you down." "Oh, yeah?" said Eddie. "I won't let you stay under

longer than eighteen seconds, Eddie. Honest!" And then Eddie saw that

the net was heavily weighted. "This is going to be good, he said to himself.

But he climbed in the net with the marine actors. And down he went plumb

to the bottom. The scene and his competition with the fish was being photo-

graphed with a gyroscopic camera through a glass-bottomed boat. "Well,

I guess they got to arguing about something up there and forgot all about

me," said Eddie. "It was the longest eighteen seconds I ever counted. But

just as I decided my lungs were going to get even with me for playing them

such a trick they brought me up, but not out. A wave filled me up before

I could take a good breath. I bobbed up again and tried to shout to them.

My mouth opened—and in came another wave! 'Swell, Eddie, you're doing

fine!' yelled Jim. This is where I stay down for keeps if another wave gets

me, I thought. I was almost water logged. But I made one more mighty

effort and I guess the look on my face did the rest. The crew hauled

me out!"

Eddie starts his next all-talking picture, "Thru Different Eyes" today.

Mary Duncan and Warner Baxter are in the cast and Jack Blystone will

direct.
* * *

All of you Lila Lee fans will have a chance to see this winsome, wistful

little actress again soon. She is playing the ingenue lead in "Honky Tonk"

with Sophie Tucker, an all-talking Warner picture. Lila met Sophie Tucker

in London a few years ago at the Kit Kat Club and they have been friends

ever since, though it is the first time they have played together.
* * H=

In the lobby of Grauman's Chinese Theatre there are many life-size

statutes that have fooled visitors into thinking them to be real people. They
are made by Mme. Strubergh and her daughter who are said to be the only

ones in the world who know this particular process, which permits them to

put hair on the heads of their models as though it were actually growing.

Well, it was thought that a model of Corinne Griffith would be interesting

placed in the lobby of the Carthay Cir-

cle Theatre where "The Divine Lady"
is playing.

So Corinne was laid out on a couch

and the ingredients smeared all over

her, including her face. When Mme.
Stubergh came to her mouth she asked

Corinne to close it. "But," objected

Corinne, "it won't be like me. I al-

ways have my lips slightly apart. Can't

you do it that way?" "Well, we can

try it," said Madame. When the stuff

starts to dry the victim can't move a

muscle so imagine Corinne's state of

mind when, with the taste of the stuff

on her tongue, a friend, who was watch-

ing, said, "What inviting-looking stuff

that is, it looks like whipped cream!"

"Yes," said Madame, "that's what my
little dog thought. He ate a whole

bowl-full. It killed him instantly!"
* * *

When Geraldine Farrar gave her con-

cert here Los Angeles turned out to bid

her welcome and make her a box-office

success. I am sorry to say Hollywood

was not so well represented. There

were a few however. Edna May Cooper,

whose first picture was one in which

Geraldine was the star, was there in a

box with Helen Ludlam, Screenland's

Location Lady. Reginald Barker and

his wife were in another box; also Ray-

mond Hatton and Mrs. Hatton and

Norma Talmadge, Laura Hope Crews,

who is out here to teach Norma the

art of speaking for the screen, and Gil-

bert Roland. They all went back to

speak to 'Jerry' afterwards and the fight

they had to get through the mob of

curious 'Jerry' fans was something to

set one thinking.
^ * *

The lovely youngest daughter of

Richard Bennett is in Hollywood under

contract to Samuel Goldwyn. Her

name is Joan. Her first role will prob-

ably be opposite Ronald Colman. in

"Bulldog Drummond." Joan is the

C[ No wonder Barbara Kent is smiling.

She's Harold Lloyd's new leading lady.
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youngest sister of Constance Bennett, who made a great

hit on the screen but retired to marry the young Man'
hattan millionaire, Philip Plant.

* *

How false rumors get started is the mystery of the world,

but I am assured on the very best authority that what was
said to be a break between Max Reinhardt and Joseph M.
Schenck is not a break at all. Inharmony never existed

between the celebrated German producer and the motion

picture magnate. Herr Reinhardt and Lillian Gish are

now at Palm Springs working on their first film story,

which will be "The Miracle Woman."
# * *

Several interesting romances in Hollywood this month.

The most exciting, I suppose, is between Bebe Daniels and

Ben Lyon. Ben has long been spoken of as one of the

nicest boys in Hollywood and Bebe as one of the most

popular girls, but most people had given Ben up in despair

as a confirmed bachelor. No date is set for the wedding

but it is bound to be soon. They went to the Equity

Ball together and from their expression I don't think it

mattered much where they were, just so ' they were

together.

It is rumored that Phyllis Haver is contemplating matri-

mony, too. With William Seaman, a New York business

man and close friend of Mayor Jimmy
Walker's.

It has been proved that there can't

be any secrets on a sound stage. A
visiting lady was taken to the moni-

tor's box as a special mark of favor.

Her husband was telling two friends a

naughty story down on the stage. She

heard every word of it though she

couldn't see him. But heavy was the

rolling pin that lady held over her

husband for the rest of the day.
% * *

Over Universal way Reginald Denny
and Eddie Cline, his director, were

pulled about a sound the monitor

was picking up that couldn't be ac-

counted for. All was perfectly quiet

on the stage; people hardly breathed.

Yet the noise in the monitor's box

continued. "It must be the garlic on

this set," said Eddie Cline at last.

The mysterious 'pick-up' sounded

something like this: "Gubbley-blup,

gubbley-blup," with a rising inflection

in the middle. "What in time is it?"

everyone wanted to know, while the

little sound went cheerfully on—gub-

bley - blup, gubbeley - blup, gubbeley-

blup—until strong men began tearing

their hair at the wasted minutes. Well,

it finally developed that at the far

corner of the hundred-foot sound stage

in a little boxed-in space two property

men were brewing their midnight

coffee!

Charlie Farrell is so excited about
getting his new house ready in time for

his mother's arrival that he can hardly

wait to get out of the studio. It has

taken months to build and more months
to grow things on the place. The
Cape Coddish atmosphere is what
Charlie is most proud of.

And speaking of Charlie one naturally thinks of Vir-
ginia Valli. I wonder why? Virginia has at last had a
well-deserved break. I am told that she has been handed
the much-coveted leading role opposite John Gilbert in

"Redemption," directed by Fred Niblo. Renee Adoree
will play the luscious part of the gypsy girl. It will be
an all-talking picture, and there will be gypsy songs and
dances.

Estelle Taylor, who is playing the part of the wicked
enchantress in the new Lon Chaney picture, "East is

East," was looking more than usually beautiful the other

day in a jade charmeuse gown which fit every nook and
cranny of her lovely figure. Her eyes had the most wicked
slant to them and I afterwards found that the 'slant' was
held in place by bandages hidden beneath her hair. If you
want to know whether they were comfortable or not, you
might try them out at your next masquerade ball. After
the third day Estelle's forehead was blistered and the

fourth day she was in considerable pain. But one must
suffer for one's art once in awhile!

Lupe Velez is in it, too, and the girls are great friends.

They had not met until they started to work together in

Chaney 's film.

<C Mr. and Mrs. Milton Sills at home. "The Bar\er" and his beautiful wife,

Doris Kenyon, are playing together again in the new Sills picture.
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<C A scene from "7\[ed Wayhurn's Gambols," which features T^ed 'Wayburns dances
and dancers. They're doing the new 'Palm Beach Wal\.'

^he 5tage (^oach
Reviews of the Current Broadway Plays

By Morrie Kyskmd

Street Scene

ET out tne cymbals and the drums, and see what
the boys in the back room will have. Here's
a great American play, and let's not say, when
our children ask us about it, that we failed to

recognize it.

And when we say, a great American play, don't mis-

understand us. This is no saga of the winning of the
West; this is no epic of the World War, in which a

U. S. Marine, single-handed, captures three divisions of

the German army. It's a tale of the mean streets of New
York, of a tenement where the Kaplans live next door
to the Fiorentinos, right below the Maurrants, and right

above the Mr. Olsen, who is the janitor.

Here is the raw material of the comic strip, of 'Abie's
Irish Rose," of "The Cohens and the Kellys." It is dif-

ferent from them not in its externals, but in its internals,

in its more vital regions. The difference is the difference,

say, only between Elmer Rice as an artist and Anne
Nichols as one.

And oh, as Mr. Wordsworth said, the difference to me!
You see, we know that tenement very well; we lived in

it. And so did, obviously, Mr. Rice. So that to him, too,
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the house was not inhabited by cartoon strips, but by
people. Life and love, birth and death, comedy and

tragedy, he knew, entered via the hallway just as they

were escorted into other houses by uniformed hallboys.

The result is a vivid panorama of life as it is still lived

by the majority of New Yorkers. Bromidic, futile, hope-

less and hopeful, it is all here, painted by a sympathetic

hand. And the result is something rather thrilling—far

more thrilling than the story of gangsters and gunmen,

or of the love nest on Park Avenue. Here are—no, not

ladies—but women and men, stupid and wise, cruel and

kind. And they're worth taking a look at.

Mr. Rice directed the play with excellent results. We
commend William Brady for letting him alone on it.

Jo Mielziner's setting is a strikingly effective one. And
the cast is amazingly good. Erin O'Brien-Moore, Beulah

Bondi, Bulgakov, Eleanor Wesselhoeft, Hilda Bruce—but

there, we can't mention them all, good as they are. To get

the full list, buy a seat, and the usher will give you a

program

House U'nguarded

"House Unguarded" is an idea much better in its con-



ception, unfortunately, than in its execution. Nevertheless,

it has its moments.
Col. James Thorne, of the U. S. Army, is found dead

in his quarters in the Panama Canal Zone. His revolver

is in his hand. It looks like suicide. But not to Ander-

son, a New York correspondent, shrewdly played by

Jerome Daley. He has his own theory, and that theory

is played for you in a cut-back. But Elliott, the reporter

for the local sheet, offers various objections to Daley's

yarn. And so Elliott's version is played for you. That

leaves the third act for the true facts to be portrayed.

Lester Lonergan as the actor who goes to his death

three times nightly, is good. Unfortunately, the rest of

the cast is not quite up to him. And the authors leave

the story hanging in the air at their curtain.

Ned Wayburn's Gambols
In the last issue of Screenland, in commenting on

'One Way Street"—and commenting favorably on it

—

we spoke of the fact that a critic applies different yard-

sticks when reviewing a show. Little did we think we
would have to use that argument again.

But you see, "'Gambols" concerns us. We did the

lyrics—or most of 'em. So that when Mr. Wayburn
announces that he has a revue at three dollars top, we
think it silly to point out that it is not "This Year of

Grace." At six-sixty plus the broker's charge.

It is then a three-dollar show—and if you'll pardon us

for saying so, a darned good one for the money. It has

some Wayburn dances and dancers—notably Shirley

Richards, who swiped the notices, and Olive McClure.

It has Libby Holman, who is so much better than her

songs that she fools you into thinking her songs are good.

It has Charlie Irwin as master of ceremonies. It has Ann
Pritchard for more fine dancing, and Fuszy Knight with

his eccentric piano. It

has Lew Hearn and

Roger Gray, two comics

who are far from un-

known to you. It has

John Byam, who sings

a song so you can hear

the lyrics. From vaude-

ville it has recruited

Parker and Butler.

The Age

of Innocence

We're going to start

this review with a frank

confession: in the first

place, we are just a boob

for Edith Wharton. And
in the second place, we
are just clay in the hands

of Katharine Cornell.

So if this show gets a

favorable write-up, don't

be surprised.

When 'The Age of

Innocence" appeared as

a novel, we were among
those who ran to the

nearest bookstore and

bought copies thereof.

And what a grand story

it was! Margaret Ayer
Barnes has turned it into

a vehicle for Miss Cor-

nell, and with excellent ^ Horace Braham and
results. in "Street Scene," a

All of the flavor of the '70s is there, when Twenty-
Third Street was away uptown, when Boss Tweed ruled
New York, when divorce was a thing almost unknown,
when neither Doctor Freud nor sex had been discovered,
and when women revealed nothing of their attractions

save their unbobbed crowning glory.

It starts a little like that. You say to yourself, "Rats!
This is going to be dreadfully quaint and no little boring."

And for the first few moments it is. And then Kath-
arine Cornell comes in and the old picture album comes
to vivid life. People begin to stir and feel as Countess
Olenska, in love with life and doomed to be cheated by
it, weaves her way among them.

Her code—and their code—the code of the '70s— is

different from ours. But you are conscious of their

loyalty to it. And, in spite of the baffling futility that

their conduct leads to, you sympathise with it, you under-

stand it. False gods, maybe, those old gods of conven-
tionality and outward respectability, but you don't despise

them in this play. After all, they were gods, and they

rank the tribute of a fallen foe.

An excellent performance by Miss Cornell. And by lots

of the surrounding company, too. And with due obeisances

and genuflexions to everybody, including Miss Barnes who
wrote it, Mr. McClintic who staged it, and Mr. Miller

who produced it, it is still a tribute to Edith Wharton.

The Red Robe
We have hinted before in these columns that operettas

are not absolutely imperative matters in our young life.

Yet, in spite of the fact that we prefer them only to

operas, nobody takes the hint. Producers still continue

doing them and audiences liking 'em.

At that "The Red Robe" is far, far above the average

of its kind. In addition to perhaps the most personable

of the singing heroes,

Walter Woolf, it has

Jose Ruben in an impor-

tant role. A trouper

like Ruben can lend

something of reality to

what must otherwise be

an artificial play. It

would otherwise have

been a little difficult for

us to believe that the

Chester Hale girls really

did a ballet in Cardinal

Richelieu s salon.

Mr. Ruben also revised

and restaged the piece,

so that you can have a

nice evening at the Shu-

bert Theatre, even if it is

an operetta. The piece is

gaudily but neatly
mounted, there is some
decent comedy, sword-

play and the other essen-

tials. Mr. Woolf sings

well, and every time he

comes out, the women
of the audience utter a

delighted "Oh-h!" Miss

Helen Gilliland adds the

love interest. If you
must have romantic op-

erettas, you can't go

wrong by seeing "The
Red Robe." This Miss

Erin O'Brien Moore Gilhland, by the way, is

great American play. a gift from England.
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By

Miss Vee T>ee

Miss Vee Dee will be glad to answer any

questions you may care to ask about pic-

tures and picture people. Please be

patient if you do not see your answer in

these columns immediately. Remember
there may be many others before you.

Every letter must await its turn. If you

wish a personal reply by mail, please en-

close a stamped addressed envelope.

Address: Miss Vee Dee, Screenland

Magazine, 49 West 4Sth Street, N. Y. C.

ue of Ole Kentucky. Will I come

to your aid. I'd come to your pink

tea if you asked me. You can

write to Nick Stuart at Fox Studios,

1401 No. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Nick was born in Roumania and had his

first chance as an extra when 15 years of

age at the Fox Studios. Playing with

William Boyd in "Dress Parade" were

Bessie Love, Hugh Allan, Walter Tennyson,

Maurice Ryan, Louis Natheaux and Clar-

ence Geldert. Directed by Donald Crisp.

Patricia from Omagh, Ireland. I love the

Irish. All other countries stand by and

participate in this sudden outburst of static.

Grant Withers was born in 1904 in Ken-

tucky, U. S. A. He is 5 feet 2 inches tall,

and weighs 180 pounds. He is under

contract to Warner Brothers now. Charles

Delaney has been working at the Fox Stu-

dios, 1401 No. Western Ave., Hollywood,

Cal., in "The Air Circus." In that film

you'll see delightful Sue Carol, charming

David Rollins, ingratiating Arthur Lake and

irresistible Charlie Delaney. I'm no mean

name slinger; attest my previous efforts. I

thank you.

A Reader from Kansas City, Mo. If you

had given your name and address, you

would have had the following information

long ago. Awfully sorry, for your concise

and right-to the-point-letter deserved atten-

tion. Thanks for your kindly interest in

Screenland. Gary Cooper was born May
7, 1901, at Helena, Montana. He has dark

blue eyes, brown hair, is 6 feet 2 inches tall

and weighs 180 pounds. His smile takes

in the whole world and his serious screen

moments have caused many a femme heart

to lose a beat or two. His screen activities

are confined to Paramount Studios, 5451

Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal., though he

has been loaned to other companies where

his services are in demand. He is to play

opposite Lupe Velez in "Wolf Song" for

which Lupe was 'borrowed' by Paramount

from United Artists.

Dicl^ D. of Chicago. Am I afraid of

work? I'm fairly reckless when it comes to

C[ The most popular girl of the month with Miss Vee Dee's readers

is Laura La Plante. Here's Laura catching up with her fan mail.

work—just let a fresh bunch of work stare

me in the face and I'm off—way off. No
one has taken Rudolph Valentino's place on

the screen. He made a place for himself

that would be hard to fill. Among the new
names and faces are, Walter Byron, John

Loder, James Ford, Robert Castle, Eddie

Nugent and Eddie Quillan.

Elsie Lee of Memphis, Term. My greatest

pleasure in life is accepting the 'thank you's'

for my department and keeping in touch

with the stars, that I may be able to pass

on the information to you fans. Ralph

Forbes' latest films were made for Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer, Culver City, Cal. He was

born in London, England, about 25 years

ago. He has blue eyes, blond hair is 6

feet tall and weighs 165 pounds. His first

screen work was in England in a small

part with Clive Brook as the star. He is

married to Ruth Chatterton.

Rosalie Z. of X- T. City. So you think

I'm a mere man. I'll give you three more

guesses but I warn you, they'll all be wrong.

A candidate for the flickers, are you? With
your black hair, green eyes, 5 feet 5 inches

and 125 pounds, you should go far—and

don't let me stop you. A screen test is

my suggestion—and an optimistic out-look.

You might send your photograph to various

studios but I can promise you nothing in

return. Columbia Pictures Corp., 1408

Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.; Universal

Studios, Universal City, Cal.; First National

Studios, Burbank, Cal, are a few that

might give your photo the once-over. I

said 'might.'

I. S. of Toronto. It keeps us busy these

days counting calories, hearing the latest

pictures, to say nothing of seeing them.

Life is just one grand round of spinach,

lamb-chops, and pineapple. Get thin or get

the gate. Dorothy Gulliver has had the

lead in "The Collegians" with George

Lewis. She played with Arthur Lake in

"Sweet Sixteen" comedies. Dorothy was

born in Salt Lake City, Utah, September

6, 1908. Her hair and eyes are dark

brown, and she measures 5 feet 2 inches.

She is the wife of C. W. DeVito, a direc-

tor. Alberta Vaughn appears with Belle

Bennett and Joe E. Brown in "Molly and

Me," a Tiffany-Stahl release.

Jean and Joan of Waterbury, Conn.

How time does fly in Waterbury with two

such sprightly misses; all wound up and no

place to go but the movies, thank your

stars. William Haines was discovered 'way

back in 1921. He is the son of a broker,

and a business career had been his plan

but the movies got him and that doesn't

make us mad, does it, fellow-fans? His

birth-date is given elsewhere in this depart-

ment. He is still a happy bachelor, at the

ripe old age of 28. Sally O'Neil is 20

years old and Molly O'Day is a younger

sister. No one denies the loveliness of

Joan Crawford — I'm quite lost in admi-

ration of her myself. Try and find me.

The Montreal Girl. When all others fail,

consult me. I'm a regular panic. Gilbert

Roland was born in Mexico about 24 years

ago. He has black hair and dark brown

eyes. His latest film is "The Woman Dis-

puted" with Norma Talmadge. He is not

married and I'm not in his confidence as

to his heart troubles. The late Rudolph

Valentino's brother Albert plays with Leat-

rice Joy in "Tropic Madness," a recently

finished FBO picture. It will be Albert

Valentino's first screen appearance, as far

as I know.

One Mouie-Mad frem Prague. This

gentle art of 'kidding' that is practiced

now and then doesn't mean we haven't a

heart of gold or whatever hearts are made

of. Sort of poking fun at the world and

at myself. Robert Armstrong has had an

interesting stage background before going

into pictures. He played the part
^
of the

prize-fighter in the stage version of "Is Zat

So?" for one year in New York and for
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nine months in London. He gets his fan

mail at the Pathe Studios, Culver City, Cal.

He is married to Ethel Kent, who has been
on the stage but has retired. William Boyd
and his wife, Elinor Fair, live in Holly-

wood and are under contract to Pathe, Cul-

ver City, Cal. Lionel Barrymore is mar-
ried to Irene Fenwick and they live in

Beverly Hills. His picture career began in

1909 when he played with Mary Pickford

in "Friends," a D. W. Griffith film. "The
Copperhead," "Boomerang," "The Devil's

Garden," and "Jim the Penman" are some
of the best-known pictures of his earlier

film career.

Dorothy of Tampa, Fla. Cheer up and
wring those tears from your eyes. You've
had me wringing my hands since I read

your appealing letter. Of course Gary
Cooper isn't going to leave the screen.

Who started that rumor, anyway? Gary
plays with Fay Wray in "The First Kiss."

Among his older films were "Arizona
Bound," "Children of Divorce," and "The
Last Outlaw." Bebe Daniels and Clara Bow
are not married; neither is Gary Cooper.

Bebe Daniels will have a new leading man
for her next picture, Robert Castle, the

handsome Viennese actor recently signed by
Paramount, will be the lucky guy, I hear.

Step lively, girls, and get in for the first

show.

Lloyd I. of Grand Rapids, Mich. The
home of the free and the brave. You fur-

nish the girl, we furnish the home. Greater

courage hath no man than that. "The Fall

of Babylon" was made in 1919 but I

haven't the cast. Thelma Hill was Rose
in "The Fair Co-Ed." We do not give

personal addresses but your letter to King
Vidor, the director, will receive the same

attention when sent to the studio. You can

address him at Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer Stu-

dios, Culver City, Cal.

A Fan from Hilo, Hawaii. You're sure

I've seen all the great motion picture pro-

ductions since films were first shown—

I

can't remember that far back but "The
Birth of a Nation" started things for me.

The cast of "The Barrier" is as follows:

Norman Kerry, Henry B. Walthall, Lionel

C[ The fans are more interested in Dorothy

]anis than in any other newcomer right

now, according to Miss Vee Dee. Doro-

thy wants you to admire her glove-ring,

a fad in Hollywood.

Barrymore, Marceline Day, Bert Woodruff,
George Cooper, Pat Harmon and Eleanor
Lawson. Johnny Hines was born July 25,

1895, at Golden, Colorado. He was on the
stage 8 years before going into pictures.

A list of his films would take too much
space but before he made "The Live Wire"
and "The Early Bird" he appeared in

Torchy Comedies, "Sure Fire Flint," "Burn
'Em Up Barnes," and "Luck."

T. S. of Monson, Mass. You want to
know everything about the stars that I can
tell you—that's a big order, Thelma, and
it would take many issues of Screenland
to do that, but keep your bright eyes on
these pages and you'll see unfolded many
choice bits of information. I don't find

a Lane Hallett in the east of "The Branded
Sombrero," with Buck Jones as star. Buck
was Starr Hallett, Stanton Heck was Honest
John Hallett and Leo Kelly was Hallett.

Just one darned Hallett after another.'

Eugenia Gilbert was born in East Orange,
N. J., but I don't know her birth-date.

Jean Arthur was born in Plattsburgh, N.
Y., but she doesn't give her age. I believe

Jean has been married but isn't now. She
is under contract to Paramount.

Billy the Kid from Panama. You may
be sure I'll keep your secret about Pris-

cilia Dean, your latest queen of hearts.

Yes, I'm somewhat of a joker, myself. Pris-

cilla was born and educated in New York
City. She has brown hair and eyes, is

5 feet 4 inches tall and weighs 13? pounds.
She was on the stage in stock and vaude-
ville before going into pictures. One of

her last releases, "Birds of Prey," was with

Hugh Allan. Some of her older films were
"The Conflict," "Wild Honey," "Under
Two Flags," "The Flame of Life," and
"Drifting." Priscilla is the wife of Leslie

P. Arnold, a round-the-world aviator.

Evelyn S. of Hull, Quebec. I'm not a

bit high-hat. I've risked life and limb to

get close-ups of the screen stars for you
fans. Greta Nissen plays with Ben Lyon
in "Hell's Angels." Martha Sleeper and
Antonio Moreno are in the cast with Ben
in "The Air Legion." Pauline Garon
dashes about from one studio to another

and I haven't her permanent address. She

played in "Riley of the Rainbow Division"

with Creighton Hale, and in "Must We
Marry?" with Vivian Rich and Lorraine

Eason. Mae Murray is on the stage and

has not announced any screen plans for the

immediate future. Jacqueline Logan is

playing in "Nothing to Wear" at Columbia

Pictures Corp., 1408 Gower St., Holly-

wood, Cal.

Red Top from Rialto, Cal. How would

you go about getting a little boy into 'Our

Gang?' I'll bite, how would I? We'll now
go on with our setting-up exercises. Bob

McGowan is the main stem of 'Our Gang'

and can be addressed at Hal Roach Stu-

dios, Culver City, Cal. Richard Dix is 34

years old. He makes his pictures at Para-

mount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Holly-

wood, Cal. A former extra girl, Gladys

Belmont of Pueblo, Colo., is Richard's lead-^

ing lady in his new picture, "Redskin."

Eugenia D. from Sydney. Another mes-

sage from Australia. You want me to

convey to your favorite screen stars, tidings

of good will and hearty congratulations

upon their past, present and future success.

I'll see that your favorite players get all

that's coming to them. Since filming "Sharp

Shooters," George O'Brien has made
"Honor Bound," "Noah's Ark," and

H Joan Crawford isn't the only girl who
li\es Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Almost every
letter this month asked about this young
man who has risen so rapidly in the past

few months. He made good in "A
Woman of Affairs" and carries on in

"Modern Maidens."

"Fog." As I write this, he is working on
"The Case of Mary Brown." Charlie Far-

rell's pictures since "7th Heaven" was re-

leased are, "Street Angel," "The Red
Dance," "Fazil," and he is now making
"Our Daily Bread." Richard Dix has made
"Easy Come, Easy Go," "Warming Up,"
and "Moran of the Marines" since he ap-

peared in "Sporting Goods" with Nancy
Carroll.

Lois from Penna. Thank you for your
sincere praise of Screenland; we've got

the personality all right, so watch me
spread it. Paddy O'Flynn must have spread

some of the aforesaid personality too, from
the amount of questions I've had from his

friends. Atta boy, Paddy; knock 'em dead!

His address is Box 386, Hollywood, Cal.

Paddy was born in Pittsburgh, Pa., but

grew up in Canada. He has brown curly

hair, Irish blue eyes, is 5 feet 10% inches

tall and weighs 150 pounds, and, be gorra,

he's married!

A Richard Dix Fan of Indianapolis.

You don't need to apologize for being in-

quisitive—that's every girl's privilege and
I'm here with the last gasp of reliable in-

formation. The birthdays of the stars are

a never-ending pain in the neck—why do

they have birthdays? There should be a

law against that. Ronald Colman was born

February 9, 1891, but by the time you read

this, he will have stumbled over another

mile stone. Mr. Colman has no children.

I can't give you the life of Richard Dix—
it's his own. He has brown hair and eyes,

is 6 feet tall, weighs 185 pounds and is a

peach of a fellow.

C. E. E. from Augusta, Kans. I may
be a promising young lady but that doesn't

(Continued on page 96)



Home-Life — a la Hollywood

(( William deMille, the Direc-

tor, and Clara Beranger, the

Scenario Writer,

are Mister and

Missus.

C[ They Live in the Hollywood

Hills— in Com panionate

Houses. Here

They Are.

C[ She is one of the ^1
most successful of all

motion picture sec
nario writers. She
carved out her own
career and continues

as Clara Beranger.

fl[ He is—besides Ce-

cil's brother—a fine

director in his own
right. He is doing

talking pictures now,

from Miss Beranger's

scenarios.

(( Below: the home of William C.

deMille, where Clara Beranger

deMille presides from tea-time

till breakjast.

C[ Here is Clara Beranger's studio-

home across the hill from her

husband's, where she spends her

days at wor\.
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n Factor
V*--^ Hollywood's Make-Up King

Offers You a

New Secret of Beauty

, . . Like the Screen Stars, You, too,

May Now Have Your Own Individual

Color Harmony in Everyday Make-Up

Free . . . Mail the Coupon

IN HOLLYWOOD, to please the screen stars, a new kind of makeup has
been perfected for day and evening use. A new magic to emphasize beauty,

allure and personality.

And now it is offered to you.

A make-up . . . powder, rouge, lipstick and other essentials, created in varied
color harmonies to blend perfectly with every variation of complexion coloring.

Now, like the screen stars, you may emphasize your own personality and in-

dividuality by. having your own color harmony in make-up ... and Max Factor,

Hollywood's King of Make-Up, will analyze your complexion and chart your
make-up color harmony . . . free.

An Amazing Discovery

In his Studio work, under the blazing "Kleig" lights, Max
Factor discovered the secret of perfect make-up. Cosmetics must
be in perfect color harmony, otherwise odd, grotesque effects

result ... and beauty is marred. So today, in all the motion picture

productions, faultless beauty is insured by Max Factor's Make-Up.

Based on this same principle of cosmetic color harmony,
Max Factor produced Society Make-Up for day and eve-

ning wear. Powders, rouges, lipsticks and other essentials

in correct color harmonies for every variation of type in

blonde, brunette and redhead. Society Make-Up created

a sensation in Hollywood. Al-

most instantaneously leading

stars and thousands of other

beautiful women adopted it.

Learn Hollywood's Make-Up Secret

Now you may learn what Hollywood knows about make-up.
Max Factor will reveal to you this new secret of beauty. He will

analyze your complexion and suggest the one color harmony in

make-up that will magically emphasize your beauty, charm and
personality. For to gain the greatest beauty, you must individualize

your make-up. Even similar types .... for example, Dorothy
Mackaill and Phyllis Haver, both blondes, require slight changes
in make-up color harmony.

What a wonderful opportunity! ... to secure personally from
Filmland's genius of make-up, a beauty secret prized by stars of

the screen. Now it is yours. Free . . . and

Madge Bellamy, beautiful Fox Film star featured you w''^ a's0 receive a complimentary copy

in "Mother Knows Best" says: "I believe Max of Max Factor's book, "The New Art of
Factor's Make-Up supreme for either professional Society Make-Up". Fill in coupon, tear
or social use." out and mail today.

MAX FACTOR'S SOCIETY MAKE-UP
HOLLYWOOD

"Cosmetics of the Stars"

Dorothy Mackaill,

featured in First

National's Produc-

tion, "The Barker"

and Max Factor,

Filmland's genius of
make-up. Dorothy

Mackaill says: "I use

your make-up exclu-

sively, as there is none

just as good as Max
Factor's Society

Make-Up."

May McAvoy, Warner Bros, star, featured in

"The Terror" as she appeared at the opening

of this Vitaphone Production at Warner Bros.

Theatre, ...one of Hollywood's colorfid social

events.

In a note to Max Factor, May McAvoy writes:

"I always know that with Society Make-Up
my make-up will be faultless, because the color

harmony you suggested for me blends with my
complexion perfectly."

Not Every Blond . .

.

should use the same color

harmony in make-up.

Not Every Brunette . .

.

should use the same colors

in rouge, powder and lipstick.

Not Every Redhead . .

.

should risk beauty to hap-

hazard selection of colors in

cosmetics.

"V/OU'LL reveal to yourself and your
* friends an attraction of alluring beauty

you never dreamed you possessed when you
discover the beauty magic ofyour own color

harmony in Max Factor's Society Make-Up.
Mail the coupon now!

FREE—COMPLEXION ANALYSIS
\

|
Mr. Max Factor,—Max Factor Studios, Hollywood, Calif.

I
D
c
ear Si ' : S

,

m$J!}e ^bout any obligation on my part, a complimentary copy
I of your book, The New Art ofMake-Up", and personal complexion analysis. |
I

I Name

I

| Address^

I

4-4-12

Completion Color of Eyes i LIPS
Light iMoist 1

Fair Color of Lashes.Dry |

Medium SKIN
Ruddy Color of Hair Oily

|

Dark Dry
|

Sallow Answer in Age
Olive space* with check mart
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Looks Like A
New Complexion

In 15 Minutes
Gone in IS magic minutes is that oily look,

the large pores, the sallow color, the muddy
skin, the dry scales, the tiny wrinkles—and
instead you gaze into your mirror upon a

rejuvenated skin like a child's—rosy, pure
smooth and velvety I

Looks Years Younger in 15 Minutes!
Wonderful Beyond Relief. You must try this

new beauty miracle for yourself—feel for yourself the

strange sensation of a thoasand faery fingers working
on your skin, while it is covered with Madeleine Suc-

tion Creme containing the very essence of new rejuve-

nating elements recently discovered. This new suction

creme has the strange property of gently sucking out

the dirt, dust, oil and grease, that are in the skin,

and helps to close the large pores, tighten wrinkles,

absorb blackheads, and lift off dry scales.

10,000 FREE OFFERS!
To introduce Madeleine Suction Creme quickly, we not

onlv offer a S3 value for $1.39, but we add a large

$1 jar of our own delightfully refreshing Lemon Bleach

Cream FREE. And we positively guarantee you will

be more than delighted—or your money back m full

without Question. Do not deny your face this delight-

ful treat, at our risk. ,.

Send No Money. Simply pay postman on delivery

plus few cents postage. Send sealed in a plain

package.

MAISON MADELEINE, 317 N. 7th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa. Dept. SC-4.

Tlease send me a large $3 package of Madeleine

Suction Creme at your special price of only $1.89 plus

postage, and a free jar of Lemon Bleach Creme. It

not satisfied. I will return It and my money is to be

returned promptly.

Name ...

Address

MEN*

Camera Given plains opportuni-
ties as Motion Picture Camera Man,
Portrait, Commercial or News Pho-
tographer or In your own business.

Learn at Home or in our great

New York Studios.

Write for Free Book and Job Chart

N.Y. Institute of Photography, 10 W.33d St., N.Y. Dept. 60

BE A MOVIE
OPERATOR

Projector Given
We teach you at
home. Big demand
by Movie, Vaude
ville Theatres.

Cuticura Soap
Shampoos

Cleanse the scalp and hair of dandruff and dust and
assist in the healthy growth of hair. You will be de-

lighted with their fragrance and efficiency. Send for

trial outfit Soap and Ointment with full directions

Address; "Cuticura, ' Dept L, Maiden, Mass

NEW CREAM ERASES
HAIR LIKE MAGIC!

Sure, safe, pleasant, economical method. Easily ap-
plied. No irritation or after odor. Does not spoil or

harden. Your money back if not pleased. Large tube
of OIK 75c at dealers or mailed postpaid upon
receipt of price. BERLAND LABORATORIES. Inc.,

Dept. I-D, Los Angeles, Calif.

QIK Cream Hair Remover

MOV
S T A

1

1PHOTOS
All the famous Stars in their latest and best

poses. 8 x 10 originals— Special for a short
time, 25c. each or 5 for $1 . Scenes from all
the recent photoplays. 8 x 10 photos 25c. each
in lots of 5 or more. Send 2c. stamps or money
order. Satisfaction guaranteed. 14 Valentino

P0S63, also scenes from his various photoplays.

S. BRAM STUDIO
Film Centre. 9th Ave. & 45th, Studio 284, New York City

DEALERS INVITED

Going Places, Meeting People and Doing

Things — Continued from page 31

and his plate on the floor.

"Oh, yes," answered Ben gaily, "or any-

body else's!"

"I Don't know how Rosabclle manages
to look so fresh in all this crush!" ex-

claimed Patsy, as we entered the big living

room of the palatial home of Carl Laemmle,
President of Universal, and beheld the bride,

daughter of Mr. Laemmle, receiving on a

sort of raised dais, with the wall behind

her a solid mass of flowers. She looked

very sweet in her wonderful lace gown, and

though she must have been standing for an

hour or two, since the great house was

full of guests, she looked as fresh as a

daisy. Her husband is Stanley Bergerman,

a Los Angeles business man, and *he was

aiding Carl, Jr. to. receive at the door.

We met Glenn Tryon and his wife, and

Glenn pretended to be in a very prissy

social mood, delivering comic bromides at

every turn.

"I just saw Carl Laemmle," remarked

Glenn solemnly.

"I'll bet he was crying at losing his

daughter," remarked Patsy.

"Yes, he was," said Glenn, "but I told

him he was not losing a daughter, but was

gaining a son!"

Then he smiled brightly, as though he

had made the most original remark in the

world.

"I want to see the gifts," said Patsy.

"Oh, I was in there," answered Glenn.

"I thought the room was full of guests,

but I found they were all detectives!"

Patsy decided that if a whole host of

detectives had been engaged to guard the

presents she simply couldn't miss seeing the

things another minute.

We found a whole room full of the

most beautiful things,—silver, cloissone,

enamels, handsome dinner sets of costly

materials, paintings, rare clocks—all the

sort of things that a bride would adore.

Flowers were everywhere in the great

house, of course, and down in the den,

where supper was to be served, were two

tables covered with fruits and flowers and

bearing huge bridal cakes topped with tiny

figures of bride and groom.

We encountered George Lewis and his

sweet wife, Mary Lou, and George laugh-

ingly told us that there were so many cars

outside that he had "parked his car away

down at Santa Monica and walked up."

We met Laura LaPlante and Bill Seiter,

her husband, the director, and Laura said

that the presents made her quite green with

envy.
Down there in the Indian den, which is

below the living room, the vibrations of

the music and dancers from above or some-

thing made a handsome Indian statue fall

from its shelf and break. Carl, Jr., must

have felt badly about its loss, but he merely

smiled and remarked that "the Indian is

more natural now,—most Indians are broke

anyhow!"
Seating ourselves on a stone bench which

curves into a corner of the room behind

a flowery bower, we caught glimpses of the

guests.

Reginald Denny and his bride came in.

and Mrs. Denny,—who such a short time

ago was Bubbles Steifels, film player, you

know—said that, but for the wedding,

they too would still be honeymooning up
in Denny's cabin in the San Bernardino

mountains, where the two go fishing and

hunting, and where little Bubbles is learn-

ing how to cast a fly in trout fishing.

Rod LaRoque came in for a little while,

but didn't stay long, as his wife, Vilma

Banky, was working that evening, and he

had shortly to call for her, he said.

Agnes Christine Johnson came running

in to tell us that a slight accident had

just befallen the bride—one of the candles

illuminating the flowery wall behind her had

set fire to her bridal veil, but a hundred

gallant hands had sprung to the rescue, so

there was only a small burned place in it.

Rosabelle, it seems, had behaved with admir-

able coolness.

A big orchestra played in the living

room, and we saw Carmel Myers dancing

with William J. Craft, the director, and

there were Paul Leni, the German director,

Wesley Ruggles, Nat Ross, Julius Stern,

Tom Reed, B. P. Schulberg, Edward
Laemmle and his wife and many others.

The bridal pair slipped away after a

while, leaving the rest of us to sup and

dance.

We talked a little with President

Laemmle, and learned that he felt that he

just couldn't dispense with Rosabelle as a

housekeeper. So she and her husband are

to live with him. Rosabelle has run the

house ever since she was in her early teens,

when her mother passed away, and I don't

think that either her father or her brother

could do without her ministrations.

"Oh, just about everybody is going to

the Breakfast Club to May McAvoy's

party!" exclaimed Patsy.

We went over to this popular and beau-

tiful Club in the San Fernando Valley with

Price Dunlavey, organist at the United

Artists Theater, going first to the cute

little log cabin they call the Dog House,

for hors d'oeuvre and ginger ale, after

which everybody repaired to the huge Club

house breakfast room.

Lois Wilson arrived with Theodore Von
Eltz, just as we were going in, and then

we caught sight of our lovely little hostess!

May is looking so pretty these days with

her blond hair. But she says that her hair

is rapidly turning gray! She wore a white

lace dress, which gave her quite an angelic

appearance. Her mother, looking hand-

some and grand dame-ish as usual, dressed

in black velvet, was helping May receive,

and of course her fiance, Maurice Cleary,

that handsome Irishman and very clever

lawyer, was there.

"Oh, there are Claire Windsor and

Grant Withers!" exclaimed Patsy. "This is

the second time this week that I've seen

them out together. I wonder about Buddy

Rogers!"
"Oh, well, Claire went to Agua Cahente

one day last week with Buddy and a party,"

said Price. "So I guess that it isn't really

off between them. I think Buddy's sister is

here visiting."

Claire looked nice dancing with Grant, he

is so tall. Anita Stewart, looking gorgeous

in a white gown with white ermine coat,

came with her fiance, George Converse, who

is a charming man, we found; and Ruth

and Ben Bard were there, together of

course.

"It did seem as though Ruth's engage-

ment ring would be all worn out before

ever she and Ben got married, but now
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New girdle
reduces waist and hip
"two tojour inches in TenDays

FASHIONABLE women everywhere are praising to the skies the
marvelous new Perfolastic Girdle that reduces fleshy hips and

waist almost as if by magic and quickly gives you the slim, youthful
figure you desire.

Perfolastic is entirely different from any other reducing girdle
you have ever seen—lighter in weight, cooler, more comfortable,
more slenderizing.

Cool-- Comfortable—Slenderizing
Don't confuse Perfolastic with the

old style, heavy rubber garments that
were so uncomfortable. Perfolastic is a
featherweight, ventilated girdle that
comes in models that weigh as little as
just nine and a half ounces (garters
included), and is full of tiny holes to
let the skin breathe and the pores
function, as they should. It is so cool,

so comfortable that you hardly know
you have it on.

Perfolastic does not bind or constrict

the figure in any way. Bend, twist,

turn, exercise as vigorously as you
choose, you will find that Perfolastic

"gives" with every movement of your
body. Made of finest quality pure,
live, fresh plantation rubber, by the

famous Goodrich Rubber Co., it com-
bines wonderful elasticity with ex-

traordinary strength.

How Perfolastic Reduces
Long exj)erience has shown that the

safest, surest way to reduce is through
massage, which breaks up the fat cells

so that they can be absorbed and car-

ried off by the circulation.

Perfolastic reduces through massage
—automatic massage. It fits with glove-

like smoothness, closely encircling waist,

hips and thighs. The instant you
put it on you look slimmer, for

it gently straightens out fleshy

curves, gives you length of line,

helps you stand erect. And, bet-

ter still, with every breath you
draw, with every step you take,

Perfolastic exerts a continuous, gentle
massage that takes off flesh.

In an amazingly short time bulky
hips and waist become slim and shapely
—your figure regains the slender,
straight lines of youth—you look and
feel years younger. Many women have
found, to their astonishment and de-
light, waist and hips reduced two to
four inches in TEN DAYS.

No Dieting—No Exercises
Think of what this means ! No more

wearisome dieting, no more tiresome
exercises, no more bitter self-denial in
a vain attempt to get thin. For with
Perfolastic you can now regain a slen-
der, youthful figure without the slight-
est discomfort.

Free Booklet and Sample
No matter how much overweight you are,

no matter what other methods of reducing
you have tried, no matter what other girdles
you have worn

—

give Perfolastic a trial.
Write today for interesting FREE BOOK-
LET telling more about this remarkable
girdle, and picturing the many delightful
Perfolastic models, also sample of Perfolastic
and full details about the special 5-day trial
offer and Money Back Guarantee. No obli-
gation. Don't delay. Mail coupon below.
NOW! Address Perfolastic, Inc., Dept. 34,
79 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
DEPT. 34, 79 MADISON AVE.

NEW YORK CITY

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.

Dept. 34, 79 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Without obligation on my part please Send me FREE BOOKLETdescribing and. illustrating the new Perfolastic Reducing Girdlealso sample of Perfolastic and special 5-day Trial Offer.

Name

Address

City-
State..
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^Height Increasing-q
Is Report of Hundreds

* 9

Results have been re-
markable. Letters from
all over tell of 3 to 5

inches gained in a few
months. They tell of im-

>, proved health, more pep
and life, greater effi-

ciency, more joy in liv-

ing because of better
' physical condition. Noth-

J| ing like our Course.
Based on sound, proven,

j

scientific principles.

! No Drugs— No Dope
|
We have no magic medi-
cine to sell. Only a sys-

I tern of simple exercises

and special diet, assisted

i by a simple apparatus.
Takes but a few minutes

H each day. The Glover
I system helps overcomem the flattening of the ver-

tebrae and the sagging of the supporting mus-

cles. Permits cartilage cushions in spinal col-

umn to expand. Strengthens muscles. "Stimu-

lates the nerves. Results have been permanent
because based on true physiology. Unusually

successful in under-developed young men and
women. EASY— INEXPENSIVE— CERTAIN

Write today for FREE Information

GLOVER INSTITUTE — Dept. A 35
508 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois

"Arlington Operated"

HOTEL ANSONIA
Broadway, 73rd to 74th Streets

NEW YORK CITY

5 minutes to Theatres and Shopping Districts.

12 minutes from Penn. and Grand Central Stations.

1,260 ROOMS (All Outside)
N«w York's most complete hotel. Everything

for comfort and convenience of our guests.

TWO RESTAURANTS
Open from 6:30 A. M. until midnight.

Music, Dancing, 2 Radio Orchestras, Ladies'

Turkish Bath, Beauty Parlor, Drug Store, Ba»ber

Shop, Stock Broker's Office. All in the

Ansonia Hotel.

TRANSIENT RATES
300 Rooms and Bath per day #4.00

Large Double Rooms, Twin Beds,

Bath $6.00 per day

Parlor, Bedroom and Bath (2

persons) P-00 per day

Special Weekly and Monthly Rates

A restful hotel—away from all noise and
"dirt" of the "Roaring Forties." No coal

smoke; our steam plant equipped oil fuel.

Coolest Hotel in New York in Summer

THE ANSONIA
In conjunction with the Hotels Marseilles,

Anderson, Richmond and Cosmopolitan

SCREENLAND
their wedding is announced for Valentine's

Day," confided Patsy.

That cute little Pauline Garon arrived

with James Aye, with whom she seems to

be going about a lot of late; Mary Mc-
Allister was with a gay young blade of a

musician, Robert Smith: Harold Lloyd of

course had brought Mildred, and Kathleen

Williams came with her husband, Charles

Eyton. She looks very charming.

Virginia Valli was with Charles Farrell,

just as* she always is these days, and we
hear whispers of an engagement more

strongly than ever; and Marion Douglas

came with her husband, Albert Rogell.

We dined at long tables in the Club

room, and danced to the music of an ex-

ceedingly good orchestra.

Wayne Baker, a Los Angeles business

man who once was engaged to Marion, had

brought his lovely young wife, and every-

thing was pleasant even when Wayne
danced with Marion and Albert Rogell with

Mrs. Baker.

When the big party was over, a lot of

us went to May McAvoy's house, where

Anita Stewart sang to us in that lovely

voice of hers, and Price Dunlavey played

the piano. The butler built a big fire in

the fireplace, and we all gathered around

it and chatted, except those who wished to

dance to the music of the radio.

"This, I think," whispered Patsy, "is the

very nicest part of the whole party!"

May's engagement to Maurice Cleary had

already been announced at a party given

by Carmel Myers, and May told us that she

and Maurice meant to be married in June,

and that they would eventually take a trip

to Europe together.

Cleared Up—often in 24 hours. Pimples,

Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on the Face or

Bodv, Barbers Itch. Eczema, Enlarged Pores, Oiry

or Shinv Skin. "CLEAR-TONE" has been tried and

tested in over 300,000 cases. Used like toilet water.

Is simply magical in prompt results. At All Druy-
aists—with Proven Directions. You can rely on

"CLEAR-TON E" for Skin and Complexion.

Mfgd. by GIVENS CHEMICAL CO., Kansas City, Mo.

WORK ABROAD T
S§F WANT TO TRAVEL?

Romantic . . . wealthy Southern

countries need you. Want to go? Excep-

tional opportunities for young folks in

Central and S. America, West Indies,

Australia, etc. American, employers pay

fare and expenses. Get list, and How
to apply for position." Write today.

TROPICAL SERVICE BUREAU
14606-Do Alma Ave., Detroit, Mich.

250 STARS' PHOTOS.
Movie Book Club.

Join our Movie Novel Reading Club.

Information 2c. 250 MOVIE Stars' NEW
Photos. CATALOG, SAMPLES 10c.

BIG SURPRISE PKG. 39—$1.00. Mini-
atures 25c. doz. Glossy postals 50c. doz.

8x10" Scenes 25c.

BELMONT SHOPPE
SD-4 Downers Grove, Illinois

"Mabel Normand is to be given a

birthday surprise party!" exclaimed Patsy,

one morning, as she had driven over to

give me a glimpse of her new style of bob,

and to tell me the latest news from Holly-

wood. "Doris Arbuckle is giving it, and

Doris is such a darling of a hostess, I

shall cry if she doesn't invite us."

Sure enough, the invitation arrived in

due course, and we went down to Beverly

Hills to the big, homey house where Doris

lives, accompanied by Karl Brown, the

director who made "Stark Love" up in the

Tennessee Mountains, and who has just

arrived from a year's stay in the South Seas,

where he went to make a survey for Para-

mount regarding the likelihood of being

able to get a new idea for a story for a

picture to be made down there.

Doris received us with her smile and her

dimples, and we found Mabel Normand
looking sweet in a beautiful white-beaded

evening gown.
Mabel told us that she had received sim-

ply mountains of flowers that day.

"So many they made me cry," she

acknowledged.
But we also learned that Mabel had bun'

died herself and the flowers into her auto-

mobile, and had taken most of them to

orphan asylums and hospitals that afternoon.

We said hello to Emmett Flynn, who

came over to congratulate Mabel on her

birthday, and then he asked her, "Where

is your menace—Lew?" meaning Mabel's

husband, Lew Cody.

It seems that Lew was preparing for a

long trip, and had had a lot of things to

do, so he hadn't come to the party. So we

put up a job on him, telephoning him after

he had gone to bed that Mabel was crying

because he wasn't with us. Whereupon
Lew put a big smoking jacket over his

pajamas, hopped into his car and came

over to stick his head in the door and

kiss Mabel and say hello to everybody, and

then dashed home again.

"Oh, look who's here!" exclaimed Patsy.

The new guest was none other than Ros-

coe Arbuckle, who used to work with Mabel

in Mack Sennett pictures, you know. He
had come over to wish his old working pal

many happy returns of the day.

"Hello, Oscar!" Mabel called out. She

used always to call Fatty, Oscar, in the

old days, I guess nobody knows just why.

Doris and Roscoe were very nice to each

other, and I believe they are good friends,

even though they are separated from each

other from a marital standpoint. I hear

that Fatty wants very much to make up

with his beautiful young wife, but she sim-

ply will not do it.

Priscilla Dean came with her husband,

the famous aviator, Lieut. Leslie Arnold,

and Arnold and Karl Brown had a lot of

fun swapping stories about how neither

had been able to find a spot on the earth's

surface not penetrated by the movies and

electric lights and French heels.

"Why, even in Iceland," said Lieut.

Arnold, "they are very blase about every-

thing up-to-date."

"And as for the South Sea Isles, '
re-

marked Brown, "All the girls wear French

dresses, and these paraus and grass dresses

are entirely passe. What a world!"

Billie Dove and Irvin Willat were there,

and Billie told us that Irvin has taken to

buying apartment houses as a side line to

directing.

Ona Brown, divorced wife of Clarence

Brown, was there with her fiance, Harvey

Barnes; and there were Mr. and Mrs. Tod

Browning, Mr. and Mrs. John Francis Dil-

lon Mr. and Mrs. Al Rockett, Sharon

Lynn. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ford, Jackie

Saunders and her husband, J.
Ward Cohen,

Billy Joy, Leatrice's brother, and a number

of others.
.

Dolores Del Rio came later, looking very

lovely, along with Mr. and Mrs. Finis Fox,

and Edwin Carewe came almost at the tail

end of the party.

After the buffet supper had been served,

and Mabel had carved her cake, she sat

down on the floor amidst her gifts to open

them. _ , ,

That was a lot of fun. Billy Joy had

put a dollar bill in a beautiful purse, and

Mabel said that she was going to iron out

the bill and frame it.

Priscilla Dean had given her a couple

of lovely lamps in the form of crystal

elephants, and Mabel called out to Pris-

cilla: "Hey, there, dearie, you're just mar-

ried 1 You'd better save your money!

And when Roscoe Arbuckle stepped over

to speak to her, Mabel admonished him

"not to step on her elephants!"

Later a colored entertainer sang and

danced for us, and then everybody danced

who wanted to.

Very late arrived Mabels chauffeur

And he was wearing Lew Cody's shirt and

trousers! Tr _ _
"And how do you know, Karl Brown

inquired, "that that was not Lew dressed

in his own clothes and the driver s cap anu

goggles? ' ,

We left ever so late—at the time, as

Patsy put it. that the title-writer
^

would

have described as 'Came the dawn!

Read Grace Kingsley's department of Hollywood party news in ScreenLAND

every month and \eep up with the social life of the stars.
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Stage Stars SocietyWomen Business
Leaders.. Millionaires

andHundreds ofOthersHave SentforThis
AstonishingBook!

Not Only People Who Have Arrived, But Also Hundreds of Young Men and Women

—

Ambitious to Succeed in Business and Social Life: Have Sent For This Amazing Book,Now Mailed FREE. In It You Are Told How To Overcome The Handicaps of Poor
Expression. And Limited Vocabulary As Well As Faulty Pronunciation, AwkwardnessAnd Timidity. You Can Now Obtain Your Copy of This Remarkable Book Absolutely

Free By Sending The Coupon Below.

ITNFAIR as it may seem, the world judges
us by our speech. It is the one unfailingmaik of our culture and breeding, our educa-

tion and social standing. Errors in speech
quite definitely point a finger at our own lack
pt care in self-training, or at low standards
in our associates whose speech we unconsciously
imitate, whether at home, in
society, or in business. They
imply, whether justly or not,
a lower social status.

And yet we may be mak-
ing glaring errors in speech
without even being aware
of them! It is almost im-
possible for us to catch our
own mistakes—let alone cor-
rect them ! We hear words
pronounced so many differ-
ent ways that we often are
confused.

In business the high sal-
aried, influential positions
go to men and women who
can speak the English lan-
guage with ease, force, and
correctness. In society the
fluent, charming, cultured
conversationalist is invited everywhere. The
successful lawyer, professional man, politician,
clergyman, actor—all must be able to use words
fluently, forcefully and correctly 1

Now Easy for Any One
In A Few Minutes a Day

It seems hardly believable—but now you

How Many Of These
Errors Do You Make?

Check over this list. See if you
are making these mistakes—mistakes
which handicap you socially and in
business. Do you rhyme "aunt"
with "rant"—"gratis" with "lat-
tice"—"irrevelant" with "prevalent"—"valet" with "relay"—"demise"
with "chemise"? Do you sound the
"b" in "subtle", pronounce "elm"
as though it were "elum", and
"school" as if it were "skoo-wul"?
Are you always sure of such words
as "debris", "clandestine", "status",
"data", and "apparatus"? Can you
pronounce common French phrases
such as "table d'hote", "faux pas",
and "Notre Dame?"

can overcome poor expression, faulty pro-
nunciation, and limited vocabulary just by
sitting down and listening for a few minutes
each day! A unique new scientific method
banishes the slow, tedious, uncertain book
method of learning good English. Instead of
reading words you hear them—and almost

instantly you are able to
speak them with the ac-
cent, the inflection and the
charm of the most cultured
speaker

!

Now no matter how
meager your vocabulary, nor
how uncertain your pronun-
ciation—no matter how poor
your "ear for words," nor
how limited your education—you can master cultivated
speech and accurate pro-
nunciation—easily and quick-
ly! All that you need do
is listen to some marvelous
new phonograph records for
a few minutes each day.
You hear the actual voice

.
of an expert in refined
speech. Through this amaz-

ing new "learn by listening" method you
quickly overcome the handicaps of poor ex-
pression, limited vocabulary, awkwardness,
and self consciousness—banishing timidity and
stage fright.

Send For This Amazing Book
This new method of training is fully de-

scribed in a very interesting and informative

book which is now being sent to everyone
mailing the coupon below. This book is called
Good Taste In Speech. Hundreds have been
sold for $1.50, yet you can now secure your
copy absolutely free. This valuable book shows
how you can become a splendid conversation-
alist, and a convincing, fluent talker. Con-
tains surprising facts which have opened the
eyes of hundreds who have been struggling
along under a social and business handicap
they never realized. Among other things it
contains a fascinating Self-Test which is both
absorbing and revealing. Send for it todav.
There is positively no obligation. You can
obtain your copy absolutely free by sending
the coupon.

The Pronunciphone Institute
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6324

Chicago, III.

FREE Book Coupon
The Pronunciphone Institute,
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6324,
Chicago, III.

Please send me FREE and without obli-
gation, my copy of your book, Good Taste
In Speech, and tell me all about the Pro-
nunciphone Method.

Name

Address _

City - _ State
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50 EAST 58th STREET
NEW YORK

In the fashionable Park

Ave. and Plaza districts

Large outside

sunny rooms
elegantly

furnished

Single Room and

Bath $4-$5

Double Room and

Bath $5-$7

Parlor, Bedroom
and Bath $10-$12

Special low weekly
and monthly rates

Telephone Regent 8100

SCREENLAND
Ask AAc — Continued from page 87

mean I'm engaged. Merc words! Phyllis American custom and for no good reason.

Haver is 29 years old and her real name You can address Arthur Lake at Universal

is Phyllis O'Haver. Mary Brian is 20. Studios, Universal City, Cal., where he is

Olive Borden is 20 years old and uses her making "Harold of Hollywood." You will

own name in pictures. Mary Brian's next see and hear him in "The Air Circus witn

film is "Someone to Love" opposite Buddy Sue Carol, Louise Dresser and David

LetMeDevelop
YOUR
Form
Like This

It is so eaay to have the
lovely, full, firm Bust
that fashion demands.
My wonderful new Mir-
acle Cream quickly fills

out the contours, en-
larging: the breastsfrom
one to three inches.

AFTER
Beautiful Breasts

before in 30 Days

Are you flat-chested? Do ugly, sagging lines rob

vou of vour feminine charm? Just the simple ap-

plication of my dainty, luscious cream will work

wonders 1

rnrr Complete private Instructions for moulding- the breasts

T K T T to rounded, shapelv proportions included with your
l l\uu

ja,. f Miracle Cream.

Special Offer Now! Send only $1.00 for large jar of Miracle

Cream, flailed in plain wrapper. WriteTODAY. Nancy Lee,

Dept. V-4, 848 Broadway, New York City.

Rollins. John Mack Brown plays in "An-

napolis" with Jcanette Loff and Hugh

R. T. from Winnipeg. You have the Allan.

Olive and Boots from Portsmouth, O.

They tell me I'm one of the amusing dc
tails on this magazine but can I prove it?

Raymond Keane and Pat O'Malley played

th Laura La Plante in "The Midnight

William Collier, Jr.. did not play

"West Point." William Haines did.

Neither William is married. Collier can

be reached at Warner Bros. Studio, 5842

Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal., where he

will be for some time filming 'talkies.'

Olive Borden plays in "Stool Pigeons" pro-

duced by Columbia Pictures Corp., 1408

. f p it. v„„ Gower St., Hollywood, Cal. Write to
Gwennie from Broo\hne, Mass. You

at Samuel Coldwyn Studios,
think you should get a lot of information Momca R , vd Holl d , C al.

trom me—you can t always te 1 about me;
Q ^ Ramon Novarro and Williarn

Rogers

right idea—when in haste wire your letters.

All cables, telegrams, and radio messages

will be taken care of in due season. Owen
Moore is the husband of Kathryn Perry and

Tom Moore is one of Owen's brothers.

Tom plays with Seena Owen in "His Last
wl

Haul," produced by FBO Studios, 780 bun

Gower St., Hollywood, Cal. Both the l°

Moore boys take a flier on the stage now
and then. Owen played with Alice Joyce

in "The Marriage Bed," in its Los Angeles

and San Francisco runs. Alice, by the

way, is now making a talker: "The Squall."

I have to watch my sub-titles like the

dickens. Colleen Moore is one of First

National's best bets. She was born in

Port Huron, Ohio, August 8, 1902. She

Are You Lonely
Are you longing for love? Does

your heart yearn for the affection

and companionship of a real sweet-

heart and pal? Then, let me show
you how you can make yourself so
charming—so fascinating—so irre-

sistible that you can easily and
quickly attract the admiration of

a* anyone you desire. Write me today
for "THE GREAT SECRET" on the

psychology of love, courtship and marriage. Mako
your life worth while. Stop being lonely. Bring love,

affection, admiration and popularity to yourself in

great abundance. "THE GREAT SECRET" tells you
just what to do to find yourself a real sweetheart

—

how to win and hold their affection—how to bring
about proposal and marriage. For both men and
women. Send only $1 cash with order or pay post-

man $1.27 if C.O.D. Real satisfaction or your
money back.

Analyst Publishing Co., P. O. Box 1391,

Dept . a Hollywood, Calif.

Haines can be found at Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.

M. S. and M. E. S. of Anna, 111. Do
has straight brown hair, one blue and one t

j,dve t0 wor ic iong hours? No, just for

brown eye, is 5 feet 3 inches tall and tne fun Q f jt Tim McCoy was born in

weighs 115 pounds. Colleen's latest release Saginaw. Mich. He is about 6 feet tall,

is "Synthetic Sin" with Tony Moreno as we igh s no pounds and has brown hair and

her handsome leading man. Her next is blue eyes He is married and has three

"Early To Bed." children. When not working at the studio,

he spends his time with his family on his

Rex Lease Admirer from H- Y. Just Wyoming ranch. Ramon Novarro is not

because 'ASK ME' is in the back of the married but William Boyd is to Elinor

book is no reason we're behind—'far from pa j r

it. Truth is, I'm feeling very cocky about

it. Cock-a-doodle-do! And have you Claudette Mars from Pittsburg. You
noticed our snappy new dress? Your favor- wan t good advice on just how to get on

ite, Rex Lease, was born February 11, 1903, tne stage or jn the movies. Why ask me?

at Central City, Va. He has brown hair, jf
t knew how, Tci be a howling success

green eyes, is 5 feet 10 inches tall and myself. now that the 'talkies' are with us.

weighs 150 pounds. He is married but Kenneth Thomson was born in your city,

separated from his wife. He has been in He has black hair, brown eyes, and is 5

pictures since 1924. feet 11 inches tall. Joseph Schildkraut was

born Oct. 9. 1895, in Vienna, Austria.

A Curious Finn from Baltimore. Sounds He ig ?
reet 9 jnches tall, weighs 155

fishy to me but as far back as I can remem- pouncjs antJ has black hair and brown eyes,

ber, I've never had a star walk right up to
joseph ;s a fine violinist, as well as an actor,

me and say, "I'm from Finland." But get
Larfy Kent was born Sept. 15, 1900. His

me right on this: I'll be happy to announce
real name is Henri Trumbell.

and introduce any player who hails from

the Republic of Finland. Hurrah! Debs, Upper Montclair, H- J-
Dorothy

Davenport, the wife of the late Wallie Reid,

Waiting Lou of Milwaukee. Just give
jg well-kno\vn in Hollywood and I believe

me a little time to find out how old your -r yQU acjdress her, Mrs. Wallace Reid,

favorites are—I really can't kid the stars Hollywood, Cal.. she will get your letter,

into telling me their ages but Malcolm she was born in Boston, Mass. She has

McGregor was awfully nice about telling bjack hair> brown eyes, is 5 feet 7 inches

me everything he knew. He was born in
tall ancj weighs 130 pounds. Gilbert Roland

New York City, October 13, 1896. He
p iayed opposite Norma Talmadge in

is married and has a young daughter, Joan. "Camille."

He is 5 feet 11 inches tall, weighs 165

pounds, and has black hair and brown eyes. iya f Broo\lyn. I'm glad to lend the

He plays in "The Girl of the Barge," with helping hand; I'm not so good on foot

Sally O'Neil and Jean Hersholt. work. Ben Lyon is not married. He has

been working for some time at FBO Stu-

Artist from Houston, Texas. Your 730 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.,

question has kept your Aunt Vee Dee filming "Air Legion." Marion Davies is

awake many nights but I've run the darned 30 years old. She has golden hair, blue

thing down at last. Away back 5 years eyes is 5 feet 4% inches tall and weighs

ago, Rolf Armstrong made a cover for 123 pounds. She has a long term contract

Screenland of Gloria Swanson. To be w ;tn Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Cul-

exact, Gloria appeared on the November ver City, Cal. Look and listen! She ex-

issue of 1923. Paul Hesse made the cover pects t0 make a talking picture and is

design of Gloria on the November 1925 training her voice to that end. Her first

issue, talker will probably be "The Five O'Clock

Girl."

Lucy of Montreal, Que. Why do we go

'down cellar' to raise the roof? Just a little Billie and Madge of Ky. Who s related
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Where doYOU want
to GrowNewHair?

Decide NOW! Let me cover that spot with new hair in 30 days,

or I'll mail you a check—I'll be the LOSER, not you!

Thinning, receding hair on either
side of the temple—a danger sig-
nal of approaching baldness! Yet
only one in a hundred heeds.

Growing bald—no mistake! And
ordinary tonics, oils, massages
can never help. Avoid embarrass-
ment. Read message at right.

A bald spot on the top of you*
head—the commonest sign of ap-
proaching baldness. To save your-
self mail coupon NOW!

WHEN approaching baldness threatens—when
hair gets thinner and thinner on the temples,

the forehead, the top of your head

—

that's the time
to accept this no risk offer. I positively grow new
hair—or you pay NOTHING!

New Hair in 30 Days—Or No Cost!
Thinning hair, falling hair, dandruff, dry-

scaly scalp—DANGER SIGNALS ALL!
Stop delaying. Stop wasting time and money
on ordinary salves, massages, tonics and oils,

which you know from experience cannot pos-
sibly bring worth-while results! Save your-
self from baldness this quick, easy way

—

through my iron-clad contract

—

without risk!
For I GUARANTEE to end dandruff—stop
falling hair—grow new healthy hair in 30
days

—

or I don't want a penny of your money!
Why does baldness begin to appear? Why

do ordinary tonics fail to help? In most
cases of baldness the hair roots are dormant—sleeping through lack of nourishment. And-
tonics fail to help simply because they treat
only the surface skin. To make a tree grow
you don't rub "growing fluid" on the bark.
You get to the roots. That's the simple
secret of my scientific treatment. It goes
beneath the surface—nourishes dormant roots
directly—stimulates them to new activity

—

encourages quick and healthy growth of new,
vigorous hair.

At the Merke Institute, 5th Avenue, New
York, many people have paid as high as
$100 for results secured. Now you can se-

cure equally beneficial results at home for
only a few cents a day—AT MY RISK. You
grow new hair where you need new hair

—

or I pay, not you!

Coupon Brings FREE BOOK Ex-
plaining Treatment Fully!

Some cases of baldness are hopeless. I
admit it. But so many thousands have bene-
fited through my remarkable treatment that
the facts are certainly worth knowing. Mail
coupon for vitally interesting FREE Booklet,
giving the complete story—and, in addition,
telling all about my iron-clad contract, which
enables you to take the treatment without a
penny's risk. No obligation. Sign and mail

H the coupon NOW! Allied Merke Institutes,

I Inc., Dept. 674, 512 Fifth Avenue, New York
City.

illll 111111111111111111111111 lllllllllll IMIIIII llllllllll I 111! IIII III I 111111111111 IIIIIIIII1U

E Allied Merke Institutes, Inc., |

i Dept. 674, 512 Fifth Avenue, New York City =

E Please send me—without cost or obligation—in E

E plain wrapper, a copy of your book, "The New :

E Way to Grow Hair," describing the Merke System,
jj

E Name _ ~

(State whether Mr., Mrs. or Miss)

Address _

City _ ._ State

(My age is.. -)

111 If I lllllllllll III I II II II I II 1 1 III I II I 111 1 1 111 I 111 II I 111 llllllllll IIII I IIIIIIIIIIIHK-
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OPPORTUNITIES
Rate 20c a Word — Forms Close 10th— Two Months Preceding Issue

MALE HELP WANTED FOR SALE

Fireman, Brakemen, Baggagemen (white or

colored), Sleeping Car, Train Porters (col-

ored), $150—$250 monthly. Experience un-

necessary. 923 Railway Bureau, East St.

Louis, 111.

SOUTH AMERICA WORK ! American firms

pay fare, expenses if accepted. Opportunities!

opical Service Bureau, 14006 Alma, Detroit,Tror
Michigan.

FEMALE HELP WANTED

BEAUTIFUL ALL WHITE POLICE PUPS
for sale. Arthur Anson, Mose, No. Dak.

ART PICTURES—220 WONDERFUL PIC-
TURES. All Different. 160 Samples $1.00.

Particulars 10c. Howard Sales Co., Dept. 4,

Box 529, San Francisco, Cal.

ANTIQUE FIREARMS. Send for List. Dexter—910 Jefferson, Topeka, Kansas.

ART—PHOTOS 4 -$1.00. SCR - GPO, Bx471,
N. Y.

HOMEWORK: Women Wanting obtain reliable

kinds. Write for information. Enclose stamp.

Eller Co., Z-296 Broadway, New York.

HELP WANTED

INTEREST TO WOMEN
BEST HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING
ATTACHMENT. Guaranteed. Fits any sew-

ing machine. 60c prepaid. Circulars free.

EARN MONET regularly in your home, fold- Best Hemstitching Co., D-40, Drawer Q, Chicago.

ing and mailing circulars. A wonderful

chance. Samples and particulars 25c. Numa
Co., Dept. S, 48 Adams St., Irvington, N. J.

HELP WANTED INSTRUCTION

HEMSTITCHING and Picoting Attachment.
Guaranteed. Fits any sewing machine. The

old reliable. 60c prepaid or sent C. O. D.
Circulars free. LaFlesh Hemstitching Co.,

Dept. 45, Sedalia, Mo.

DETECTIVE EDUCATION—Greatest,—profes-

sionally recommended book, $2. Postpaid.

Detective Dorey, 152 W. 42nd, New Yoke.

AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS—$50. WEEKLY SELLING SHIRTS.
No capital or experience needed. Commissions

in advance. Samples Free. Madison Products,

564 Broadway, New York.

STRANGE BATTERY COMPOUND charges

batteries instantly. Gives new life and pep.

Immense demand. Big Profits. Gallon free.

Lightning Company, St. Paul, Minnesota.

LEG PADS

"LEGPADS" MAKE SHAPELY LIMBS; DEFY
DETECTION. Rubber Busts; Reducing Rub-

ber Garments; Wigs; Tights; Female Imper-
sonators' Outfits; Opera and Service Weight
Silk Hose; Abdominal Supporters. CAMP, S-235
Filth Ave., New York.

PERSONALS

LET ME READ YOUR CHARACTER. Send
birth date and 12c. Graphologist, 2309

Lawrence, Toledo, Ohio.

DETECTIVES
DANCING

BE A DETECTIVE — Excellent paying work.

Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169

East 83rd Street, New York.

SONG AND POEM WRITERS

SONG POEM WRITERS. Write for booklet.

Valuable service given. Ernest Shonfield,

2236 Olive Ave., Pasadena, Calif.

SONG POEM WRITERS: "Real" proposition.

Hibbeler, D14, 2104 N. Keystone, Chicago.

SONG POEM WRITERS. Address, Monarch,
236 West 55th St., Dept. 386, New York.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes every evening

Booklet on request Phone Academy 1581
"Dance Descriptions by Mail"

2726 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

DO YOU REALLY KNOW WHAT HAPPENS

Y3U DIE?
Amazing, startling FACTS that Science has actually

discovered and PROVEN about AFTER-DEATH and
LOVED ONES gone BEYOND sent for 10c in stamps.

Pioneer Press, Dept. 1 44, Hollywood, Calif.

WRITERS

#1250 FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY by an
unknown writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.

We revise copyright and market. Located in the

heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the

demand. Established 1917. Postal brings
FREE BOOKLET with full particulars.

Universal Scenario Company.
204 Western & Santa Monica Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

CHALK TALKS

LAUGH Producing Program, $1.00. Catalog 10c.

Balda Art Service, Dept. M, Oshkosh, Wis.

OLD COINS

OLD MONEY WANTED?^--
Collectors pas

up to $100.00 for certain U. S. Cents? And high
premiums for all rare coins? We buy all kinds. Send
4c for Large Coin Folder. May mean much profit to you.
NUMISMATIC CO., Dept. 127, Ft. Worth, Tex.

SCREENLAND'S

Book Dept.

Offers You

The Latest Novels

Which Have Been
Pictureized

See Page 106

Of This Issue

to whom? Well, the V. D. family is not

related even remotely to the BVD's. Mary
Brian and Jean Arthur are not sisters,

though there is a resemhlance, isn't there?

Jean played with Richard Dix in "Warming
Up," a Paramount film. Betty Bronson is

not married. She is in "The Singing Fool"

with Al Jolson. Carmel Myers was the

'vamp' in "Demi-Bride," starring Norma
Shearer. Lloyd Hughes was born Oct. 21,

1897, in Bisbee, Arizona. He is 6 feet

tall, weighs 155 pounds and has brown
hair and gray eyes. Ben Lyon was born

Feb. 6, 1901, in Atlanta, Ga. He has dark

brown hair, dark blue eyes, is 5 feet 11

inches tall and weighs 160 pounds. Jac
queline Logan has auburn hair, gray eyes,

is 5 feet 4 inches tall and weighs 120

pounds. Her latest picture is "Charge of

the Gauchos" with Francis X. Bushman
from the FBO Studios, 780 Gower St.,

Hollywood, Cal.

Gustave M. of Detroit. You can take

off your hat to me any old time. Just see

if I care. Your sincere praise of SCREEN'
LAND is much appreciated and proves our

magazine is a ray of sunshine in many drab

days. Mary Pickford can be reached at

Mary Pickford Co., 1041 No. Formosa
Ave., Hollywood, Cal. Lillian Gish has

been in Europe. Her latest American-made
films were "The Enemy" with Ralph Forbes,

and "The Wind" with Lars Hanson. Lillian

was born in Springfield, Ohio, Oct. 14,

1896. She has light brown hair, blue-gray

eyes, is 5 feet 4 inches tall and weighs

112 pounds. Miss Gish is now in Holly-

wood making her first United Artists pic-

ture under the direction of Max Reinhardt.

Pola Negri has gone to Europe to make her

future pictures, I hear.

N,. D. of Indianapolis. I'm sorry, wrong
number; excuse it, please. Does Richard

Dix know how many telephone operators

are busy about him? Oh, pshaw, and
other high explosive remarks, they've cut

us off again! Your favorites, Bill Boyd,

Richard Dix, and Ramon Novarro, are this

month's best bets in my fan mail. Ruth
Lee Taylor is 21 years old. She was in

"Just Married" with James Hall. Ruth's

next offering will be "Domestic Love."

Beverly Bayne and Francis X. Bushman are

not married again.

Marion A. of Honolulu. Greetings! It

must be wonderful to be as far off as you
are. You ask: is Ronald Colman going to

marry Vilma Banky? Where in Hawaii
been not to know that Vilma is the happy
wife of Rod La Rocque? John Gilbert

has a little daughter but I do not know her

age. I believe Janet Gaynor lives with

her mother in Hollywood but you can ad-

dress her at Fox Studios, 1401 No. Western
Ave., Hollywood, Cal. You will find many
addresses of the stars in my department but

I'll be glad to furnish you with more if

you'll write me.

Miss Annabelle Lee, Mich. Am I funny?

I hadn't noticed it but most of us hide a

grin when we look at each other. Virginia

Lee Corbin was born in Prescott, Arizona,

Dec. 5, 1910. She has light brown hair

and blue eyes. I haven't a record of any
recent screen activity of this pretty blonde

but when she bobs up again, I'll let you
know. Does Ramon Novarro answer his

fan mail very soon? As soon as can be

expected with a steady diet of over 4,000

letters per month. You can address him
at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver

City, Cal.
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The Most Misunderstood

Woman
(Continued from page 5?)

well as beautiful thing, she shopped for
it herself. Some things she had made.
Her living room, though not too large,

gives an appearance of vastness because
of a very high ceiling. Everything in the
room is exaggerated in size yet graceful
and lovely. A particularly interesting thing
is a wing chair whose back is about two
feet higher than the ordinary chair. It

is upholstered in old ivory brocaded satin

and edged with American beauty chenille.

It is easily the most dominating thing in
the room yet it blends into the rest of
the furniture so that it is not too con'
spicuous. Seated upon it, with a massive
silver tea service before her, with her
sleek dark head, sloe eyes and mysterious
smile, .she made a very lovely picture.

"I think we must get a screen for that
fire, Elizabeth," she said to her comely
and capable Finnish maid. "That last wood
we brought is behaving very badly. It

has an adventurous spirit and pops over
here to see what we are doing at the most
unexpected moments!"

She was rather concerned about the cake, •

a rich pastry that she had directed the
making of that afternoon after an old
recipe of her mother's. It was very rich,

with several layers and different kinds of
preserve between each layer.

Jetta speaks with the most extraordinary
accent I have ever heard. It is as fasci'

nating as her appearance. It is as though
she had .spoken French as a child and
learned English in England, not America.
But then there is a peculiar gutteral
quality to certain of her words that I

have come to associate with a patrician type
of English'Speaking German and that I

couldn't account for in Jetta. Then I re
membered that her father was Dutch. The
other two accents I decided came from
her mother who was a French woman,
and the years of her childhood in which
Jetta lived in a province of India settled

by the English. So I finally got her
straightened out in my mind.
From what I know of Jetta Goudal I

think she is misunderstood when she is

called temperamental. She has a decided
opinion about the characters she plays and
it does not always conform to the idea the
director has of the part. This has been
held against her.

"But after all," she said, "I am the one
who has to play the part and how can
I make it convincing unless it is clear in

my own mind? It is the privilege of the
studio to engage an actress who does see

the character their way; but if they engage
me they will have to let me play it as I

feel it." A perfectly sane ultimatum!

Mrs. Alfred E. Hansen, of
760 ' 14th Street, San Francisco/

California, submitted the cleverest

answer to the Laura La Plante

Contest offered in the January
issue of SCREENLAND, and wins

the award— a Corona Portable

Typewriter. Laura says she is

sorry she had only one typewriter

to give away—she had a hard time

pic\ing the winner, all the letters

were so good!

\krs demand

Jouow tkiradvice!
^Professionals in the art ofmake-
x up, such as Miss Phyllis Haver,
agree that the delicate task ofdarkening
eyelashes is one which should be in-

trusted to no preparation other than
genuineMaybelline, forimproperlyac-
centuated eyes cannot be risked. Gen-
uineMaybelline instantlymakes lashes
appear dark, long, silken,and luxuriant
—but not unnaturally so. It gives the
exact desired results—and very easily.

Miss Haver's choice,itwould seem,should
beyour choice. So insistupongenuine,harrrj-
less Maybelline and com-
plete satisfaction is certain
to be yours. Read what
Miss Haver says

—

"Ifind Maybelline idealfor
darkening and beau-
tifying eyelashes
and eyebrows. It is
so easy to use, and
gives such marvelous
results. I would not
thinkofbeingwithout
Maybellinefor every-
day use, as well asfor
best effects inmy
screen work."

Sincerely,

( Water- "

'—Lovely Photoplay Star

Obtain Solid or Waterproof Liquid
Maybelline in eitherBlack orBrown
at any toilet goods counter— 75c.
MAYBELLINE CO., CHICAGO

or*19©0~ ma*.
MI900

FIND THE DIFFERENTCAR

U
Puzzle Fans: More automobiles to be given
for advertising purposes—J. C. Long, Charles
Vogtmann, Viola Javlns, Alvin Smith, Mrs.
Gillies, J. Braucher, won sedansln last offers.
Over 800 prizes awarded inoneyear. $11,000 in
prizes paid by us in October, 1928. Here's your
chance to win one of the prizes now offered.

Find the"Different" Auto TnthelS-
closure to the right all look alike. But one is different. Some-
thing has been left off all the cars but one. The difference may
H„? 1

tnSSnder^-.b'J?1Per ' nameplate. radiator or top. The onethat is different is the real Buick sedan I am giving away inaddit ion to three other carsln this great friendship advertising
campaign. You may be the one who will write me

And Win Buick Sedan or $1900
f3ft i"

11
? ™d

-
28 o'ber prizes totaling: over S5.000. Thirty-two arizenend duplicate prizes paid in case of ties. Certificate for S580 to aD5y In

f??Hi»tS
r
i
Z
„
e
K8ent """mediately as below if yoa find the different rar. I™

Sri™ J? ooo2V° °elay-we send certificate for .5680 to add to the firstprize at once, if you win/and directions for Betting: Buick sedan Thereare no more puzzles. Simply this one. No lists of woTds to make or write
t«T!5^™ ctlve,r-">g>re|ted can share in prizes or cash awards. Notn irfato Duy now or ever. Send coupon—no money. Simply fill out Connor, wrif
JSf »™*<X °f

.
ca£7°nt°"#,A.th£ different one and send ft to IvTw"Meyers, Dept. Hob.soo N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois:

CHECK CAR....MAILCOUPON
M. W. MEYERS
Dept. - 189, 500 N. Dearborn St.
Chicago, 111.

I think the different car is No. . Send me award
certificate immediately if this is right. No cost or obli-
gation to me now or ever.

I Address
.

I City State 9
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Are You Bashful?
NERVOUS?

EMBARRASSED?
SHY?

NO WONDER YOU ARE A
"STAY-AT-HOME'

DO YOU ever feel embarrassed in the presence of strangers? Are

you always bashful and confused when you meet people for the

first time or when you are in company of the opposite sex?

You Are Self-Conscious!

Shame on you! There is no need for you to be nervous and embarrassed. Stop being

shy. You can learn how to conquer the terrible fear of your superiors.

Every individual now suffering from Bashfulness (Self-Consciousness) will welcome

this good news. Remarkable discovery used with great success—whereby you can

quickly and easily overcome your faults. Be cheerful and confident of your future!

If you're Bashful—don't wait another day—Send 25c for my fascinating amazing-

book. Tells how to master and overcome Self-Consciousness. Write today!

B-404 FLATIRON BLDG.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Richard Blackstone,
B-404 Flatiron Bids.. New York City.

Please send me a copy of your book on
Nervousness and Bashfulness. I am en-
closing 25 cents in coin or stamps.

Name - -

Address

City - State..

^QOQop Find the LuckyDollar

IN PRIZES
CIVtN /

21 white dollar marks are shown in the border. They all

look alike, but are they? 20 ofthem are exactly alike. And
one is different to all the others. See if you can pick out
the one $ that is different. It's a lucky dollar to find,

f rjfvv for it. Be careful. The lucky $ may be
smaller or larger, or have fewer lines than the

others; the difference may be at the top or bottom or sides.

Find it! It may take time, but it s worth doing. "When you do, MARK THE LUCKY
S and send it to me, with your name and address. You may be the one to find it and

WIN CHRYSLER SEDAN or $2500.00 CASH
i =r>lon^ii1 npw cars—SuDerb Chrysler "75" sedan, famous Nash sedan, fine Essex sedan. Chevrolet I

Icylinder sldan^and Xn? more valuable prizes totaling $6000.00 will all be given absolutely free to

advertise and moke more friends for our firm. „„VOUCHER FOR $965.00 TO APPLY ON $2500.00 GRAND PRIZE
SENT AT ONCE IF YOU FIND THE LUCKY DOLLAR

d„ n-oniDt! Be auickl Send your answer at once and I will send you a special $965.00 voucher to add

to the retmlar first prize and tell you just how to win. Duplicate prizes given in case of ties. Costs

nothing to enter. You cannot lose a thingl Everyone rewardedl

S^ND NO MONEY. Mark the lucky dollar and send it to me with your name and address right off—
TODAY You can win. Start winning right now. Send your answer quick. Address

C. R.' SIMMONS, Manager, Dept. 58, AUGUSTA, MAINE

& & & 4h & & & & Jf (£{
3 .3 $ 3p -3 3 3 $ 3 sfr & .**

*

DEVELOP YOUR FORM!
Our scientific method highly recommended

for quick, easy development

LA BEAUTE CREME
tor improvement ol bust, neck, face

arms and legs
Used with great success by thousands. In-
expensive, harmless, pleasant. Successful
results or monev refunded. Full particulars
and proof (sealed) free. Write for special
offer TODAY.

LA BEAUTE STUDIOS
8S7SZ Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, Md.

Moneyforyou
Men or women can earn $ 1 5 to $25 weekly
in spare time at home making display cards.

— Light, pleasant work. N o canvassing. We
I - instruct you and supply you with work.
| Write to-day for full particulars.u The MENHSNITT COMPANY Limited

232 Dominion Blde.,Toronto, Can

BOW LEGS AND
KNOCK - KNEES
Corrected by use of the Morris In.
visible Limb Straightener for Men.
Women and Children—Worn with
Comfort either day or night or both
and is entirely invisible. Send Ten
Cents Coin or Stamps for Actual
Photographs, sent in plain wrapper.

ORTHOPEDIC INSTITUTE.
Ward 94—1032 Loew's State Bldg.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

30 Days' Free Trial
New Models now ready for delivery

direct from our factory. Astonishing low prices
and terms. .'Do not buy until yoo get them,
RIDER AGENTS WANTED to rule and exhibit
sample. Make big money. Many models $21.50 op.

T.
* Guaranteed $1.50 each, wheelo,lr«9 lamps, horns, equipment at half

usual prices. Send No Money. Write for
-«k m»! ii our marvelous prices andaJAA/l termson RANGER Bicycles.

L CYCLE CO. D243 CHICAGO

Lois Wilson
(Continued from page 44)

wedding ring is safely fitted on her finger

that his sweet clinging vine is a scheming,

unscrupulous, dishonest little wretch."

On the other hand, nine out of ten

women have a soft spot for the masterful

male, according to Lois Wilson.

"Women are the weaker sex. I know I'll

have my own sex on my neck but I believe

it. We're weaker in everything and that's

the way it was meant to be. Gertrude

Ederles are the exception, not the rule."

Going deeper into the fascinating subject

of the 'not impossible he' who might lure

her into visiting the marriage license

bureau, Lois remembered that as a child

she had always declared she was going to

marry an Englishman.

"I don't know why unless my father's

Canadian birth influenced me but it's more

likely that their strong, silent reserve pic

tured in song and story fired my childish

imagination.
" 'He who mine heart would hold

for long

Must be a gentle man and strong.'

"Sounds sentimental but that's just the

kind of man I mean. I haven't a concrete

picture of him in my mind but I think he

should be dark. I hate a party man

—

what's known as a good mixer. I hope

he'll love books and traveling and tennis

as I do, but it will be enough if he just

appreciates my point of view. Now, I loathe

prize fights but if my husband liked them,

it would be all right with me, so long as

he didn't expect me to go with him.

"The minute a man tells me what to do

or what not to do, with sufficient firmness,

that instant I stop, look, and listen! The

ideal man must be wiser than I.

"I think marriage is the ideal state, but

of course all husbands are not perfect. I

can't bear the kind of man who criticises

his wife in public, or corrects her when

she's telling a story. 'Oh no, he didn't say

that! You're getting it all tail end first, as

usual!' You've heard them. And I don't

like husbands who utterly ignore their

wives at a party. I don't mean that I'd

expect my husband to court me all evening,

but I should like him to pay me enough

attention so that everyone present would

know that I was still queen of his heart.

"There are many faults in wives, though.

Some women are mean—yes, they are!

They're not good sports about things. We'll

have to start that league to protect men!

"For all that in the abstract I am in

favor of marriage, I notice that I scarcely

ever think about it while I'm working,"

confessed Lois, with a whimsical little smile.

"I get terribly interested in my picture and

nothing else exists. But just let me be

idle for a few weeks and my eyes begin

roving. I see a good-looking man at a

party, perhaps, become interested, even a

bit thrilled, and then—I'm called to the

studio and I forget him!"
1

The Modem Maid
(Continued from page 47)

her possibilities are really exciting.

Being naturally built with the grace of a

Grecian Goddess, line registers when it is

put on her. She is rhythm personified.

She makes movement interesting— and

movement can be ugly. She has not yet

become unconscious of her movements;

when she has acquired that art she will

be even more striking.

Joan's type is purely American; with the
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garnish of European training it could be

remarkable.

Joan does not dress to her type really.

She has created a vivacious creature purely

her own; or rather the girl of college out'

bursts. The clothes are too uniform to be

considered seriously—so I will tell you what
she could be and perhaps will develop into.

She could wear clothes with a charm
to be envied by every woman befoie the

public eye, but unfortunately her pictures

have called for such freedom and raciness

that clothes have been almost incidental.

If you are the Crawford type you can
have a perfect orgy of line. The short

and peacock train dress was originally

created for you. You need never fear the

Princess line, which is the envy of all

women but the horror to most. As you
have no hips you can put quantities on
them from bustles to bouffants. Chiffons
find a definite meaning and become filmy

draperies rather than cheesecloth frights.

Flowers on your shoulder become amazingly
original instead of the most banal excuse
for flattering color. Glitter becomes im-

portant and simplicity almost regal.

Black is a perfect setting for almost
red hair and if you are the Joan type your
hair has a red tinge. Almond green, white,

periwinkle blue and red are colors that suit

you. Sunburn is ideal and with your red
hair and brown skin you are original.

Everything you wear becomes doubly
interesting if it has action. Particularly

your hats and your sports clothes. As you
are very definite you must wear very definite

clothes and neutral colors are not a help.

You should not wear your hair too fluffy

in spite of a tendency to do so.

In "Dream of Love" Joan Crawford had
an opportunity to wear really important
gowns. She wore them with such distinc-

tion that it proved to me her flare for

them. When she looks best in her clothes
I am sure she feels the most uncomfortable!
When line means everything I know she
is longing to shatter it by a thousand
whirls and spins!

Her personality is bound to register one
hundred percent, and you will always be
absorbed in her vital forces; but clothes

are always simply to cover up anatomy
wherever it is possible, and to be sure
there is enough to cover!

<[ This lovely lady is Bodil Rosing, one

of the cleverest character actresses- in

pictures. And did you \now that

in private life she is the proud mother'

in-law of Monte Blue and grand-

mother of Baby Blue?

Now You Can Reduce

2 to 4 Lbs. in a Night
Eat what you please

Wear what you please

Do what you please

Take no risky medicine

Send the coupon for your first three
Fayro Baths

Thousands of smart women have
found this easy way to take off 2 to 4
pounds once or twice a week. These
women take refreshing Fayro baths in
the privacy of their own homes.
Fayro is the concentrate of the same

natural mineral salts that make effective

the waters of twenty-two hot springs of
America, England and Continental Eu-
rope. For years the spas and hot springs
bathing resorts have been the retreat of
fair women and well groomed men.

Excess weight has been removed, skins have
been made more lovely, bodies more shapely
and minds brighter.

The Hot Springs are now Brought to You
A study of the analyses of the active in-

gredients of the waters from twenty-two of
the most famous springs have taught us the
secret of their effectiveness. You can now
have all these benefits in your own bath. Merely
put Fayro into your hot bath. It dissolves rap-
idly. You will notice and enjoy the pungent
fragrance of its balsam oils and clean salts.

Then, Fayro, by opening your pores and
stimulating perspiration forces lazy body cells

to sweat out surplus fat and bodily poisons. Add Fayro to vour bath at night and
immediately you will lose from 2 to 4 pounds in an easy, refreshing and absolutely
harmless manner.
Your physician will tell you that Fayro is certain to do the work and that it is

absolutely harmless.
Fayro will refresh you and help your bodv throw off worn out fat and bodily

poisons. Your skin will be clearer and smoother. You will sleep better after your
Fayro bath and awaken feeling as though you had enjoyed a week's vacation.

Lose Weight Where You Most Want To
Fayro reduces weight generally but you can

also concentrate its effect on abdomen, hips, legs,
ankles, chin or any part of the body you may wish.

Results Are Immediate
Weigh yourself before and after your Fayro

bath. You will find you have lost from 2 to 4
pounds. And a few nights later when you again
add Fayro to your bath, you will once more reduce
your weight. Soon you will be the correct weight
for your height. No need to deny yourself food
you really want. No need for violent exercise. No
need for drugs or medicines. Merely a refreshing
Fayro bath in the privacy of your own home.

Try Fayro at Our Risk
The regular price of Fayro is $1.00 a package. With

the coupon you get 3 full sized packages and an inter-
esting booklet "Health and Open Pores" for $2.50 plus
the necessary postage. Send no money. Pay the postman.
Your money refunded instantly if you want it.

HERE'S PROOF
Read What Fayro Baths Have Done For Others

"Three Fayro baths have reduced my weight 11
pounds ir> S days. I feel better than I have felt
for years."

"I weigh 16 pounds less and feel younger and
sleep better. Fayro is wonderful."

"My double chin vanished in the magic of Fayro
baths."

"My hips were always too prominent until I com-
menced Fayro baths. I have lost 12 pounds."

"Since childhood my thick ankles have always
been a source of embarrassment. Fayro baths have
reduced them beautifully. Thank you very much."
Names and addresses will be given on request.

FAYRO, INC.

j
823 Locust St., Pittsburgh, Pa. N-4-29

Send me 3 full sized boxes of Fayro in plain package.

II will pay the postman $2.50 plus the necessary postage. It
is understood that if I do not get satisfactory results with
the first package I use, I am to return the other two and

I you will refund an of my money at once.

I Name „

Address
If each healthful bath of Fayro does not

reduce your weight from 2 to 4 pounds, we
will refund your money without a question.
You risk nothing. Clip the coupon and mail
it today.

City state
If you do not live in the United States send international

Money Order with coupon.
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BERMUDA
BOUND

phsuuxje. biij>/torn tJi£ itwvt.

HPHERE are two "Bermudas"—

villi enjoyment aplenty on the

Ship as well as on the Island ....

Your Spring vacation can start any

Wednesday or Saturday when you

step aboard the famous "Fort

Victoria" or the new 20,000 ton

motorship "Bermuda."

ROUND TRIP 8

FARES FROM
^7 f\ Inclusive Rates
t \J on Application

1?UM.TI
TKSS

Bermuda Line
34 Whitehall St 565 Fifth Ave., New York

or any AuthorizedAgent

FORM DEVELOPED
My Big Three Part Treatment Is tha
ONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other danger-
ous absurdities. I Bend you a
GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

FREE
14-DAY

TREATMENT
If you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Won-
der Cream included.) Plain wrapper.
IS IT WORTH 10c TO YOU?
If not. your dime back by first mail.
Address NOW, with ten cents only

Madame K.C.Williams. Buffalo. N.Y.

Day
FREE
TRIAL
ANITA INSTITUUTE,

OORRECT
your NOSE
to perfect shape while

you sleep. Anita Nose
Adjuster guarantees
SAFE, rapid, perman-

ent results. Age doesn't

matter. Painless. 60,000
doctors, users praise it.

Gold Medal Winner.
BOOKLET FREE
Write for it TODAY

Anita Bldg., Newark, N. J.

Bringing Beauty to Every Girl

Continued from page 71

by continuity of effort. You can't take

care of your face one night and neglect it

for a week of nights and still expect to

start a flaming Civil War among your male

acquaintances. Before you can become an

acknowledged beauty, you must indulge in

a little cosmetic charity. You must join the

largest feminine organization in the world,

the Order of the Little Sisters of the Poses.

"In my Paris and London salons, I have

cared for the beauty of Empresses and

Queens, of Princesses and Duchesses. One
of the loveliest of these was the late Empress

of Austria, who was assassinated some years

ago in Switzerland. She used to come in-

cognito and spend several weeks each year

with me in Paris. There I received no more

than four clients at a time. Each client

received the exclusive attention of some six

attendants. I loved this work. But I am
sincere in saying that I am more interested

in helping a great number of average

women to be attractive than in assisting the

exceptional few. To me, it is more wonder-

ful to assist human beings to be beautiful

than it is to paint a marvelous picture or

carve a lovely statue. For pictures and

statues can't walk and breathe, love and be

happy. And humans can.

"For this reason I Want to help all of

you make the most of your beauty, to

help you approximate your ideal of looking

like the Dove, the Garbo, the Bow. Many
of you have specific problems which can't

be answered in any general article. And
to these, if you will write me, I shall be

glad to give the advice you need, without

cost. However, the average woman falls

into one of two classes.

"Either you are a Billie Dove or a Greta

Garbo. Billie we use to illustrate women
with moist skins. And Greta for women

with dry skins. No, you red-heads are

not forgotten. You Clara Bows are just

like the Greta Garbos, for the red-head

and the blonde are sisters under the skin.

But here, let me make one point clear. All

brunettes may not be like Billie. Nor all

blondes like Greta. A brunette may have

a dry skin. Or a blonde a moist one. It

is for you to decide into which classification

your skin goes. But for general conve-

nience we have put the blondes and red-

heads in the dry class and the brunettes in

the moist.

"Now to business. There is too much

flumdummery in this beauty struggle. Too

much waste money. Too much waste

motion. It is not necessary to load down

your dressing table like the cosmetic section

of a drug store. A few good preparations

carefully and consistently chosen and used

will make your skin the smooth, vital, vel-

vety covering it was intended to be.

"First we'll take you girls with the moist

skin. Say you are a brunette with an ex-

ceedingly fair skin. But alas, it is inclined

to be moist. Or maybe oily, if we're frank.

And worse and worse, perhaps blackheads

are delving into your pretty round chin

and into the whiteness of your well-shaped

nose. You use cleansing cream carefully

and faithfully. But still these little black

pests won't budge. You are almost in

despair.

"But you need not be. This is the sort

of skin that—prepare yourself for a shock

—needs to be washed. Regardless of others

who say, never wash your face, this type

of skin must be washed. But soap, even

the purest, will chap and roughen a com-

plexion of this texture. Therefore, about

three times a week, at night, after your

day's work in the office or in the theatre

or in the house is done, moisten the face

with warm water and wash it well with

paste. Rinse thoroughly and dry. Next

massage the face thoroughly with cream.

Rubbing the face up and the throat down.

Always the throat must be rubbed down.

Carefully wipe off this cream. Never ex-

cept in unusual cases, leave cream on over-

night. Perhaps a little left around and

under the eyes will prove beneficial. But

never leave any on the nose or chin. Finish

off with a dash of ice or a little astringent.

"The next morning before you rush off

to work or to play, cleanse your face with

cream again, wipe off carefully, dash on

cold water or ice or astringent. And you

are ready for the day. The name of the

paste and cream suitable for your type of

skin will be sent upon request.

"Mind you, I am giving you just the

basic treatments for I realize many of you

girls haven't a large amount of money to

spend on cosmetics. And, naturally, as we
all do, you want to make your money go

as far as possible. This treatment will sat-

isfy what I term the 'housecleaning' needs

of the average skin of this kind. I know
it. Because it's what I use on my own.

I am of that type myself.

"Now girls, let's take another deep

breath and go into the question of the

blondes and red-heads, of the Gretas and

Claras. Your problem is harder. For your

skin is like a delicate piece of chiffon, fine

in texture, sensitive; and when cared for,

inexpressibly lovely. Yes, I'll have to admit

it, the loveliest in the world. However,

and here's where we brunettes score over

you, its loveliness is more perishable and

must be guarded against weather and time.

"To preserve this fresh type of; beauty,

you must follow the same directions given

to brunettes. You must wash your face two

or three times a week. But instead of a

paste, you must use grains. These grains

will remove all whiteheads, blackheads and

dead cuticle. And you must follow the

treatment with a cream. But a different

cream than the brunettes used.

"The following morning you need the

same treatment given the brunettes but

using a different cream, the same as you

used at night.

"After several weeks of faithful work, you

will begin to see your blackheads and white-

heads and dead cuticle disappear. But you

must keep these treatments up. For they are

like the general housecleaning that you give

your home every Monday and Friday, we
will say.

"But what would happen if you only

cleaned house every Monday and Friday,

and didn't dust or oil floors or put fresh

flowers in the vases every day? The house

would become dirty, unattractive and un-

wholesome. And so will your skin, unless

each day,and every day, you care for it,

give it the little touches that every com-

petent woman gives her home.

"There are three steps to beauty which

must be followed by every exquisite woman
every day. To carry them out one day

and forget two or three will achieve

nothing towards your personal loveliness.
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Beauty, as I have said before, is only
gained by continuity of effort. Therefore,
every day, summer and winter, spring and
autumn, the three steps to beauty must be
undertaken by the Billies, the Gretas, and
the Claras alike

:

1. The skin must be cleansed.

2. The skin must be fed.

3. The skin must be braced and toned.
Different creams must be utilised by moist
skins and dry skins. And advice will be
sent upon request.

"These three steps to beauty can be car-

ried out in five minutes time daily. Less
than thirty hours a year to achieve the
beauty which is the key to wealth, fame,
society, popularity and happiness, so 'A
Gentlewoman' says in 'The Technique of
the Love Affair.' Who would not give it

gladly?

"These directions complete the care of
the average skin. But, alas, there are
many of us suffering from special defects.

Perhaps your eyes have been troubling you
and you have frowned constantly, causing
those two wrinkles to form between the
eyes. Again you are of a happy disposi'

tion and laugh frequently, and find, to

your dismay, little laugh wrinkles forming
around your eyes. Or you may be turning
twenty-five and feel you would like some
special treatment to ward off that relaxed
look around the throat which visits every
woman when she glides from the late twen-
ties into the early thirties. Or you may
have a mild case of acne, pimples, or even
a severe attack of this beauty-destroying
malady. Or, it may be only a little sallow
ness or a bad case of freckles which keeps
you from realizing your ideal of beauty.

"These can be corrected and eliminated.

And I shall be very happy to help you
work out these problems. All that is re-

quired is time, persistence, and sound
advice.

"Gone is the painted lady of yesterday
who attracted attention not to the loveli-

ness of her face but to the garishness of

her make-up. In her place is a sophisti-

cated young woman, skilled in the subtle

art of accenting her beauty.

"After satisfying yourself as to the
proper kind of foundation cream—that is,

cream to put on your face to act as a foun-
dation for your make-up, not to be confused
with cleansing cream—we are ready for the

finishing touches.

"If you face is oval, apply your rouge
in a triangle from temple towards nose and
thence to ear.

"A round face can be made to seem
longer if rouge is placed high upon the

cheek bones, just beneath the eyes and close

to nose.

"A long face will look rounder or more
charmingly oval with rouge applied low on
the cheeks and covering a large surface.

"If the eyes are large and bright, rouge
brilliantly. A very faint touch of color

may be applied directly below the eye-

brows.

"If the eyes are small, soft and serene,

less rouge is needed.
"If the nose is a trifle too long, a hint

of rouge beneath the tip will make it ap-

pear shorter.

"The long upper lip can be shortened in

effect by ever so faintly rouging the little

ridge extending from the nose to the mouth.
"Delicately rouging the chin, shortens the

very long face and the merest touch of pink
to the lobes of the ears will narrow the

aparent width of the face too broad to be
called beautiful, that is, according to the

standard of the Occident.

"Now that you are rouged, I suggest

that you enhance the beauty of your eyes

with just a very little, just a soupqon, as
they say in Paris, of eye-shadow. Rub
this deftly over the eyes, add the faintest

trace of mascara to the lashes, and conclude
by a single, subtle sweep of crayon on the
brows. You will find your eyes seem twice
as large, twice as bright and infinitely more
alluring than ever before. But here, be-
ware! Nothing so coarsens a woman as

clumsy make-up of the eyes. Unless you
are or can learn to be an artist in this res-

pect, it is better to leave your eyes alone.
"Did you ever realize why we use lip-

stick?

"Lipstick is used to give character to the
entire face by enriching the natural color
of the lips and by softly accenting their
natural curves. A good lip-stick does more.
It actually nourishes and softens and pro-
tects the delicate texture of the lips which
are apt to chap and blister on occasions.

"In applying the lipstick, do not pucker
the mouth. Keep the lips apart and apply
the lipstick from the centre outward. For
evening use a brighter shade than for con-
servative daytime make-up.

"If your lips are large, rouge well in
the centre, blending faintly towards the
corners where a little powder may be dusted.

"Thin lips require a more vivid lipstick

and should be rouged well into the corners,
leaving the deep rosebud effect clearly de-
fined in the centre.

"Everybody has a different way of ap-
plying powder, so I shall give but one hint.
Pat the powder into the face. Do not
rub.

"Because each separate type of beauty
demands a different colored rouge and lip-

stick, a different shade of powder and eye
pencil, I am giving below a beauty chart.
Pick out which type you are and I can
then advise you the proper shades you
should use to enhance your natural love-
liness :

Nordic Blonde: Fair hair, blue eyes, fair

skin.

Anglo-Blonde: Ash-blonde hair, brown
eyes, creamy skin.

Celtic Blonde: Medium-brown hair, hazel
or gray eyes, ivory skin.

Titian Blonde: Auburn hair, brown eyes,

white skin.

Anglo-Brunette : Brown hair, brown eyes,

fair skin.

Celtic Brunette : Black hair, blue eyes, fair

skin.

Mayflower Brunette: Brown hair, hazel,

blue or gray eyes, ivory skin.

Latin Brunette : Black hair, dark eyes, olive

skin."

Now that you have indulged yourself
in a little cosmetic charity and have joined
the Order of the Little Sisters of the Pores,
there is one last and most important point
to remember.
Why is Billie Dove such an outstanding

success? Why is it that girls and women as

well as men and boys swear by her pictures?

The answer is simple. It is because when
you see her portraying a good and exqui-
site woman, she not only looks the part

of the heroine but she actually makes you
feel in the bottom of your heart that she
i$ as pure and lovely as the role she;

portrays.

Not all the regular features in the world,
no matter how carefully and faithfully cod-
dled with cosmetics, will endow a woman
with beauty unless there is a radiance in

her soul that shines out clearly through the
windows of her eyes.

And so it remains with you. You can
make over your face. You can make over
your mind. You can make over your life.

This is the century when every woman has
a chance.

laving beauty comes
to loving EYES

TN every woman's eyes slumbers en-
chanting loveliness that awaits the

magic touch of this smart lash dressing
to flower and bloom gloriously. For when
the eyes are framedin a bewitching fringe
of soft, luxuriant lashes they look their

loveliest. And waterproof Liquid Winx
achieves this sought-for effect without the
slightest hint of artificiality. It is easy to

apply and remove. It is safe. Where you
buy your beauty aides purchase Liquid
Winx. Only 75c, complete. Two shades,
black and brown.
Ifa cake laeh dressing
as preferred, there's
Hone quite so effective

as Cake Winx (two
shades, brown, black).

WI
Sold wherever Liq*
uid Winx is sold*
75c complete. Rosf
Company, 235 W.
18thSt.,INewYork<

NIL
Send 12c for

generous Liquid
Winx tam.pl*.

Usual Value
$5.00

'T^rlA.T favorite pictureofmother, dad, sweetheart,
A hubby, baby, etc., can be made into a beautiful,

life-like enlargement for lesa than one-fifth of the
regular price by accepting thia special offer.

FAITHFULREPRODUCTIONfromanyphotograph
guaranteed. Same price for full figure, bust or group
picture or for enlarging one or more persona alone
out of a group picture.

SEND NO MONEY!
Mail as photo (any size), and within a week you will have
your enlargement (size 16x20 inches) , guaranteed never to

fade. On arrival, pay postman 98c plus a few cents postage!
Money back if not delighted. We guarantee safe return of
your original picture, unaltered in any way. There are no
strings attached to this offer. The enlargement will

come to you C. O. D., 98 cents plus postage — not one cent
more. If more convenient for you, send one dollar with
order, and we will pay postage. Mail your photo today.

In order to advertise this remarkable offer

O Imtti we will send FREE with every enlargementmm ^m^m
ordered a highly-glazed, hand-tinted min-

iature reproduction of the photo sent. These miniatures
alone are worth the whole price charged for the enlarge-
ment. Take advantage of this really amazing offer and
Bend your order today. DO IT NOW I

UNITED PORTRAIT CO.
1652 Ogden Ave., Dept. D-209 Chicago, III.
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New
Amazing
Discovery

New Germany Discovery Peels Off Old
Outer Skin Gently! Complexion

Blemishes and Lines Vanish
as if by Magic

On Location With Dolores Del Rio

Continued jro?n page 43

Wonderful Beauty-Making Book, "A
New Skin in 3 Days," Mailed to All

Who Write, Absolutely Free!

BLACKHEADS, Pimples, large pores, freckles,

tan, sallow skin, surface wrinkles and signs

of age have been conquered definitely, at last!

Place a piece of paper over the above picture

and note the marvelous transformation.

It was the Germans who gave us Aspirin,

to harmlessly relieve us of our pains and aches.

It was the Germans who gave our dentists

Novocaine, with which they now extract our
teeth without pain or shock to the nervous
system. And now they give us MARVO, that

harmlessly peels off the outer skin and brings

out the clear, soft, velvety, youth-like skin, pro-

ducing a clear, beautiful, natural girlish or
boyish complexion that almost carries one back
to' the days of great miracles! It would take

a whole page in this publication to tell you the

wonders of MARVO. Let the FREE book ex-

plain it to you in the quiet, of your own room,
where no prying eyes will learn what YOU
have discovered. Send for this FREE book
NOW before the present supply is exhausted.
It will not cost you a cent! You don't have
to buy MARVO unless you want to, but just
try and keep yourself from doing so after you
read what it is and understand how easily

and economically you can acquire a brand new,
beautiful skin. Your request for the book will

be kept confidential. Men as well as women
who need it should write without delay. A post-
card will bring it to you by return mail. Just
say, "Send Free Book," and thank your stars
you saw this announcement I Address Marvo
Beauty Laboratories, Dept. B-63, No. 1700
Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Stop Using a Truss
STUART'S ADHESi F PLAPAO-
PADS are surprisingly different
from the truss—being mechanico-
chemico applicators — made Belf-
adhesive purposely to keep the
muscle-tonic' PLAPAO"applied
continuously tothe affected parts,
and to minimize painful friction
and dangerous elipping. No
straps, buckles or spring at-
tached. Soft as velvet — easy to
apply-lnexpenslvo. Foralmost a ,

quarter of a century satisfied thou- Awarded

sands report success withoutdelay Grand Prix

from work. Process of recovery natural, so no subsequent
use for a truss. Awarded Gold Medal and Grand rnrr
Prix. Trial of "PLAPAO" will be sent absolutely LULL
Write your name on coupon and send TODAY. I liLIL

Plapao Co., 54 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Awarded
Gold Medal

Name

Address _ _
Return mail will bring Free Trial PLAl'AO.

bones in his foot a few days ago. His

brother, Finis Fox, who writes all his screen

stories, met me at breakfast and took me
with Mr. Johnston to the set.

It is amazing how illusion appears as

fact in the movies. You would have sworn
that the little village had been standing

there for twenty years. Stephen Goosson,

technical chief, did a fine job of that set.

It cost $60,000 but it looks real. Luck
was with him too; because over the thatched

roofs, the slate tilings, the pidgeon houses

nestling against a sunny corner, the tiny

statues of the Virgin and the saints that

stood above some of the doors, the village

water trough and old belfry—over all this

a heavy rain had blended the newness into

a mellow appearance of age. The plaza

belfry, I realized, was the newspaper of

those times. From it the bell told death

and birth, marriage and sacrament. It

called the people together when important

news arrived. Finis Fox had tried to get

the gatekeeper of Carmel's beautiful 17

Mile Drive to play the belfry man but the

old chap was too canny. "E-golly," he

said, "I've been on this job for eighteen

years, and I'm not going to ruin my
chances by playing in no movin' pitchers!"

Mr. Carewe was seated near the cameras

with his foot propped on a cushioned

chair. He didn't have a word of com-

plaint about the pain he suffered but he

thought a lot about the handicap it was

to his work. "When I knew I was going

to do 'Evangeline,' " he said, "I had a

hunch that on such a big undertaking I

would need my brother Wallace with me.

He has often been my assistant but for

the last year or two he has been directing

at FBO. He had just finished 'Come and

Get It' when I asked him to take a tuck

in his career as a director, become my
production chief and help me out with

'Evangeline.' And he did it—that's the

kind of a brother he is. And can you

imagine my state of mind if he hadn't,

with this broken foot? I can leave a good

many scenes to him, knowing that they

will be done as I would do them." Wal-

lace is Edwin Carewe's youngest brother.

Dolores appeared dressed in her costume

of faun cashmere with little cream muslin

cap and apron. There is an aliveness about

Dolores, an eager look in her eyes that

gives a very spiritual light to her face.

It is because of this and her understanding

of the struggle in every human heart be-

tween the spiritual and material that makes

her director choose for her such parts as

Ramona and Evangeline.

A good many people have been antago-

nistic toward the thought of Dolores Del

Rio, a Mexican girl, playing Evangeline.

To some extent I shared this feeling, until

I saw Dolores do a scene or two and talked

with her and her co-workers. After all,

they selected Renee Adoree, a French girl,

to play a Chinese heroine when Anna_May
Wong, as fine an actress as there is on

the screen, was unavailable. And we have

had American girls playing Orientals and

Latin types, so it does seem a little incon-

sistent to turn squeamish at the thought

of a Mexican girl playing a French Cana-

dian. According to Longfellow, Evange-

line's hair and eyes were dark, and I don't

think her skin could have been much
fairer than that of Dolores. And after all,

it is the understanding of the part that

matters most and the player's ability and

training as an actress. And Dolores Del
Rio is a real artist.

"I could never play the part had we
remained in Hollywood." Dolores told me.

"I need to be in an atmosphere in harmony
with the picture I am doing. In Holly-

wood there is too much going on. Too
many telephone calls and papers to sign.

One cannot work with such interruptions.

Up here it is full of peace and beauty.

There is silence too. I can conform to

it in my thoughts. That is it. If I can

catch the thoughts of Evangeline I can

make her live. And that is what I have

tried so hard to do.

"So many people think of Evangeline as

a meek little flower blooming and dying

by the wayside because Life was unkind.

That is not the sort of girl I see. Could

the wishy-washy type of girl do what

Evangeline did? The courage of her love

was tremendous. Unashamed she sought

her lover for years and when fate denied

her reunion with him did she fade and

droop? I guess not! She kept her love

alive by giving it to the world, and into

the shelter of her great understanding

came the hungry and pitiful ones of the

earth. She had terrific restlessness but be-

cause her nature was pure and strong she

turned it to great account."

I noticed a lot of straw sticking from

the shoes of the peasants. It looked as

though they had supplied their ankles with

muffs. I thought it was to register the

fact that they had trailed through the hay

field but Mr. Carewe put me right. "Tell

those girls and boys to give their shoes

a shave, Wally," he called. "They look as

though they were dressed up for a comedy.

Look at Miss Del Rio's, that's all the

straw they need."

It seems that the peasants put a bit of

straw in the soles of the wooden shoes to

make them fit more comfortably, and the

zealous extras had overdone matters a

little.

Two or three pretty girls were standing

near Dolores. Turning to one of them

Dolores told her how lovely she looked in

a dark wig. "You ought always to wear

dark hair," she said.

"It makes you look like Sally O'Neil,

said Mr. Carewe, at which a shout went

up from the girls. "From now on you

are Sally," they cried. The girl was Mar-

jorie Bonner, Pricilla Bonner's sister, and

in real life she has golden hair which she

wears in a very smart bob. She has a

wistful little face, rather like a pixie in a

wood. ,

In addition to the sixty members of the

company about two thousand residents of

Carmel had been engaged, and although

the advent of a motion picture company

had not been particularly agreeable to the

more conservative members of the com-

munity who want to keep commercialism

from their little garden spot, it had certainly

been a bright three weeks for some of the

struggling young artists. Even the estab-

lished and successful artists got a thrill out

of acting in pictures and others brought

their sketch pads and easels to sketch the

set and some of the actors.

Roland Drew, who plays Gabriel, and

Donald Reed who plays Baptiste, were

laughing over a trick they had played on

Albert Benham, the young script clerk Mr.

Carewe thinks has a future. They had been

flipping coins. Roland took heads and
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Donald tails and Albert couldn't under-
stand why he didn't win.

"Here's another one, Albert," Roland
called. He held in his hand two fifty-

cent pieces.

"I have three fifty-cent pieces," he told
Albert solemnly. Albert, looking straight

at two fifty-cent pieces, said that two was
all^ he held .

"I have three. Will you give me fifty

cents if I'm wrong?"
"There's a catch somewhere but I'll

bite," said Albert. "Yes, I'll give you fifty

cents if you're wrong."
"All right, hand it over," said Roland,

"I am wrong. There are only two!"
Albert took his defeat like a gentleman.

"It was worth fifty cents to learn the trick.

I'll make plenty more. Say, Empress," he
called to Jean Spencer who cuts the pic-

ture—but no one calls her Jean. She has
a sort of regal look too, so the nickname
was natural. Albert went over the plot

with her. But when he came to the part,

"Will you give me fifty cents if I'm
wrong?" Jean said firmly, "No, I won't,
because I know darn well you're wrong!"
When a system fails the bottom drops

out of everything. Again Albert took a

loss standing up. But from the number of

coins that jingled in his pocket later in

the day I surmise he made up for it.

"What day is this?" someone asked.

"Is this an intelligence test?" Roland
Drew laughed. "You'll be asking me the

date next. No one ever knows what day
it is on location."

Lunch was called and we all piled into

cars and made for the Inn. The soldiers

and villagers had theirs from box lunches

on the set. An interesting thing was the

way they handle the wardrobe for so many
people. A wardrobe master really has a

general's job. The extras march two abreast

to the wardrobe tent. There they are given

a hanger to put their street clothes on
while they are working. Then from another
department they are given costumes, from
another shoes, and another stockings. At
the end of the day they pass out in the

same order giving up the hanger last.

The location was rented from a Mr.
Allan, who is worth several million dollars

but who leads a simple life. Near his

modest home is a wide gate that admitted

us to the grounds. His daughter opened
it to us and to the visitors from whom
she takes an admission fee of fifty cents a

car. One Sunday Mr. Allan swelled his

bank account by $1700. in this clever way.

He and his family know that they could
travel around the earth and find nothing
more beautiful than the view from their

own estate; so they are content to let others
wander, and his daughter seemed to be
enjoying her job as gate-keeper enormously.

There was great excitement at lunch be-

cause Dolores' little dog, Cocotte, was miss-

ing. Later she told me that Cocotte had
been found halfway to the set, taking a

walk with a very large and strange dog.
"What do you think of her living up to

her name like that?" Mrs. Lessing, a friend,

laughed.

In the afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Asun-
solo, Dolores' parents, walked out to the
set. There were many visitors that day and
I kept finding myself buried in a crowd,
so I backed out and went for a walk over
the point with Finis Fox and LeRoy
Johnston. From somewhere or other Mr.
Allan had got a whale—probably it had
beached during a storm—and he had put
the skeleton together and there it was with
a fence to protect it from the curious, but
not in time to keep a few from carving

$5,000!C££s
I
AM going to give away ABSOLUTELY FREE, more than $5,000.00

worth of wonderful prizes, consisting of an 8-cylinder Studebaker
Sedan, a Chevrolet Sedan, two Phonographs, a Shetland Pony, a Radio,

a Bicycle, Silverware and many other high grade articles of merchandise
—besides Hundredb of Dollars in Cash. Already we have given away
Thousands of Dollars in Cash and Valuable Prizes to advertise our busi-

ness, but this is the most liberal offer we have ever made. It is open to

anyone living in the United States, outside of Chicago, and is backed by a
Big Reliable Company of many years' standing.

Find
5

Objects

Starting with

the Letter

There are many objects in the picture of the circus above, such as
lion, balloon, Indian, automobile, rooster, boy, tent, etc. If you can find
5 starting with the ietter "C," fill in the coupon below and send it to me
at once.

$550*00 Promptness
In addition to the Studebaker Sedan, the Chevrolet Sedan and the

many other valuable prizes—besides Hundreds of Dollars in Cash—I am
also going to give $550.00 in Cash for Promptness. It will pay you to act
at once. Any winner may have cash instead of the prize won and in case
of ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded. First prize winner will receive
$2,800.00 in cash or the Studebaker Seda'n and $550.00 in cash. Get busy-
right away. Find 5 objects starting with the letter "C," fill in the coupon
below and send it to me just as soon as possible. EVERYBODY RE-
WARDED.

Ii. E. Wilferd, Mgr., Dept. 3814
315 So. Peoria St., Chicago, 111.

The objects starting with the let-
ter "C" are:

LIST OF PRIZES

1 8 Cylinder Studebaker Sedan.

2. Four-door Chevrolet Sedan.

3. Victor Orthophonio Victrola.

4. Shetland Pony.
6. Seven Tube Console Radio.

6. Fibre Living Boom Set.

7. Electric Vacuum Cleaner.

8. Apollo Motorbike Bicycle.

9. 100-Piece Dinner Set.

10. Ladies' or Men's Elgin Watch.
11. 29-Piece Silverware Set.

12. Portable Phonograph.
13. New Haven Banjo Clock.

14 AVrought Iron Bridge Lamp.
15. Ladies' Overnight Bag.

My Name..

My Address..

SNAP
with a

AMERICAN
A few short weeks of enjoyable

practice and you'll play popular
melodies on your beautiful Pan-
American Trombone, Saxophone,
Trumpet, Clarinet, or whatever

Pan-American instrument you
choose.
Popularity, Friends, Extra Money

—

you will have them all with your fac-
tory guaranteed, (moderately priced)
quality Pan-American. Free Trial.
Easy Payments. Write for beautifully
illustrated catalog showing all Pan-
American instruments.

PAN-AMERICAN BAND
INSTRUMENT & CASE CO.

407 Pan-American Bldg., Elkhart, Ind.

%cfe// 3 Dresses

m
Tes, three beautiful dresses for only
$5.50. Just one of the amazing Fashion
Frocks values that are helping hundreds
of women earn $30, $40, $50 a week
besides getting their own dresses without
paying one cent. We need more home
service representatives at once to take
orders at low factory prices. Stunning
styles, finest workmanship, high Quality,
amazing values. Your big chance. Act
quick. Write at once for

FREE OUTFIT, sWe b
,

00lt

' sam pies,
and amazing offer whereby you not only
earn big money, all or part time, but
get your own dresses without cost.

mGfinfirfm Fashion Frocks, Inc.
Ht fgjfl ilB^y Dept. E-8, Cincinnati, Oh 10
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See the Movie!

Read the Book!
Your favorite moving picture in

novel form— for $1.00

Just recall the ten best moving pictures you have either seen or

expect to see. Nine chances out of ten you will find that a famous

novel supplied the title, plot, action and characters of each one of

them. A moving picture, fascinating as it is, supplies a passing

pleasure. The book from which it came is yours to keep—to give

you new delight every time you read it. Any of the books listed

below can be obtained from SCREENLAND Book Dept.

Order any one for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

THEREEBIN!
a, RUSSEU. HOLMAH

Our Dancing Daughters

Mother Knows Best

White Shadows in the South SeaS

The Fleet's In

(Clara Bow edition)

Lilac Time
Beggars of Life

The Wind
Revenge
Interference

The Divine Lady
Me Gangster

Dry Martini

The Barker

The Grip of the Yukon
(Yukon Trail)

Wings
Sorrell and Son

Four Sons

The King of Kings

The Man Who Laughs

Sally's Shoulders

Smoke Bellew

Ahie's Irish Rose

The Legion of the Condemned
Anna Karenina

(Movie Title "Love")

The Patent Leather Kid

Seventh Heaven
Resurrection

The Gaucho
The Trail of '98

Mother Machree
Beau Geste

Beau Sabreur

Hangman's House
Glorious Betsy

The Foreign Legion

WHITE SHADOWS
IN TMS XOUTM St»S

MAC TIME
NOVELIZED BYJ^X FOWLSR

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE (Dept. 4-29)

49 West 45th Street, New York City.

I e.iclose $..-.

Name

Address..

.for which please send me.

their initials on its jaws. It was fun to

watch the seals play about in the water,

quite unconscious of our presence.

Finis Fox told me the story of the film

"Evangeline" as he adapted it. It must

have been a difficult job to make a flesh

and blood story from a poem. If the pic-

ture is anything like the yarn Finis told me,

it should be, and I know it will be, a

dramatic, colorful romance. The last scene

is one of the most beautiful and heartbreak-

ing things I have ever heard, and it is

handled in a very interesting and novel

way.
Alec B. Francis plays Father Fclician. I

remarked that he had a lot of travelling

to do. "Yes, all over America," he replied

with a twinkle in his eye. "But it suits

me. I am a vagabond at heart. All I

want is to go places. I'd never have a cent

if it weren't for my wife. I turn all my
money over to her and have not the

slightest idea or interest how much I have."

Mr. Francis loves pictures and I think

one feels that. He makes every character

he plays live. Rather as though he crawled

inside the mind of the man he is playing

and acted through him!

Paul McAllister plays Benedict, and

James Marcus, who played the bear-tamer

in "Revenge," is Gabriel's father, Basil the

blacksmith.

I never saw a more congenial outfit or

a host who tried to make things comfortable

for his company and guests as did Edwin

Carewe. His foot was hurting him so that

he could not eat but went to the foyer,

the recreation hall for the company, and

waited until we joined him for games.

Dolores and Roland Drew played ping

pong. Donald Reed, Finis Fox, Mr. Asun-

solo and Mrs. Lessing played a rousing

game of parchesi that became so heated

that Mrs. Lessing, who was winning, told

Dolores that if her last man was sent home

someone would have to carry her out.

Mrs. Asunsolo, Marjorie Bonner, Mr.

Francis and LeRoy Johnston played

checkers and I told Mr. Carewe's fortune

by numerology, and later I told Dolores'

numbers and several others.

The next day a 'dolly' was rigged up

to let the camera travel along with the

crowd. A 'dolly' is a platform on wheels

that runs along a little wooden track built

for the occasion. Bob Kurrle, head camer-

man. and Al Greene, second cameraman,

lifted their cameras upon it and an assist-

ant put Mr. Carewe's chair there with

another. for his foot. Then they all had

fine ride up and down while the soldiers

marched and the villagers scattered hither

and yon. I was glad to note that the

'dolly' had rubber tires.

While we were waiting for another set-

up the orchestra played 'Moonlight and

You.' and 'The Flower That Lost Its

Bloom,' two songs Mr. Carewe composed

many years ago. It also played 'Evange-

line,' written by Al Jolson for the pic-

ture. It will be released soon and you

want to get it because it is charming.

Al was returning from Europe with his

bride on the Leviathan and Mr. Carewe

got on at Cherbourg. He told Al that he

was going to make "Evangeline" and out-

lined some of the scenes for him.

"I want you to write a song for it, Al.

Will you?"
"It's already done, Eddie! I want to

work it out a little better and will sing

it for you tomorrow, but the theme came

to me while you were talking."

Mr. Carewe told me an interesting thing

about Dolores. "When you travel with

people you get to know them better, he
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said. "I thought I knew Dolores pretty
well. I had directed several of her pic
tures and I felt I really knew her. But
last summer she gave me a surprise. If

Dolores is up until twelve or one o'clock

nothing on earth will get her out until

noon the next day. What was my surprise

then to find, that in the cities where there
were art galleries Dolores would be out
before any of us. She has a deep ap-

preciation of art."

About a mile from the village is Evangc
line's home, and around it a dozen or more
hay stacks. I was admiring the scene when
it seemed to me that one or two of them
started down the road. "Say, are you try
ing to pull a Macbeth on me? Are those

hay stacks moving or am I crazy?" I said,

thinking the 250-foot elevation had gone
unaccountably to my head.

Roland Drew shrieked with laughter.

"Those are only imitation hay stacks.

There is a frame and about a foot of hay
bound around it. Then they can easily be
moved from place to place in range of the

camera."

I felt a little sheepish. I had forgotten

I was on a movie set.

Wallace Fox said a lot of money was
wasted in pictures on details that never

would .show. "For instance, one technical

director was such a stickler for having
everything correct that he sent to France
to get thousands of little Wooden buttons

for the soldiers uniforms. He had enough
to outfit a hundred or more men but the

ones he could get here to complete his

supply weren't the same color and he
wouldn't have them painted. That seems

absurd to me. I'm very particular about

the people who will be in the first thirty

feet. After that just general atmosphere

is all that is necessary. The spectator is

so occupied with the action in the fore-

ground that even if the camera picked it

up he would not notice the sort of buttons

a man had on his coat.

"I'm trying to kid Eddie about spend-

ing a lot of unnecessary money in this way.

The other day we ran off in the projection

room a village scene of which Eddie was

rather proud. Dolores and Roland had a

very pretty bit together and of course every

eye was upon them. When it was over

Eddie asked me what I thought of it. I

said it was great—all but one thing. 'What's
that?' he demanded with battle in his eye.
'Why, those two men over there by the
blacksmith shop are wearing their hair a
little too long—that's bad. It will ruin
the whole scene.'

"He certainly gave me one long, hard
look, and then burst out laughing."

It was nice to .see a company that kept
normal working hours. Mr. Carewe has
the belief, now almost obsolete in Holly-
wood, that it is money lost to work players
after they begin to look fatigued. All
freshness and spirit goes out of the scene
and out of the photography. These actors
didn't have to get up at the shriek of
dawn and their evenings were free for
recreation.

In spite of his throbbing foot and the
advice and desire of everyone who thought
bed was the place for him, Mr. Carewe
made spaghetti for an eleven-thirty snack.
Donald Reed helped him to cut up the
filet mignon for the sauce and prepare the
other ingredients. Dolores grated the
cheese, Roland Drew made the coffee,

Albert Benham set the table and when
everything was ready Dolores called, "Come
and get it." Out came her mother and
father and one or two others. And what
we didn't do to that spaghetti! It's a lot

of fun having a whole hotel kitchen turned
over to you. Quarts of rich cream—stacks

of fruit—lines of bright and shining uten-

sils. We laughed and joked and had a

swell time.

The next day it rained, to my bitter dis-

appointment, and although it cleared beau*

tifully in the afternoon thcie was no work
because of the flooded street on the set.

Dolores, Mr. Carewe, Finis Fox and Albert

Benham worked on the story. Roland Drew
and Donald Reed played golf and I caught

up on my notes and packed. Later we
took the 17 Mile Drive which has become
an institution in California and then I

boarded the train for Hollywood, regretting

very much to leave such an hospitable,

charming company.

See "Evangeline." I think it will sur-

prise you. Certainly a picture made with

so much good will and with such harmony
of purpose will have something fine to offer.

And what a grand love story it is!

The Old YoUng Nick — Continued from page 36

complexion. No matter when you see Nick,

early morning, midday or late evening, he

looks as if he had just stepped out of a

tub.

He's been just about everything a man
can be in or about a studio. Office boy,

property boy, assistant director, script clerk,

electrician, assistant cameraman, reader—he

knows the ropes. He made his own job

in the Fox studio. He took a parcel to

Tom Mix five years ago. He told the gate-

man the parcel had to be delivered in

person to Mix. That got him inside. His

boyish smile won him a job when he

sneaked into an office and asked for it.

Even busy directors are not immune to a

pleasant grin such as Nick possesses.

Ever since the office boy job he has

wanted to become an actor. When the

chance came to play a part in a two-reel

comedy, he quit his steady paying job as

an assistant director. His parents said he

was crazy. Another fellow grabbed the

vacated position and then told Nick he'd

never get it back.

Young Stuart only smiled and learned

how to put on grease paint. He knew

he'd make good. You've seen that sort of

fellow, haven't you? Ask him if he can

do this or that and he says: "Sure." Then
does it. Nick knew he could act. He
felt no qualms about giving up the assistant

director job. Incidentally, it is interesting

to note here that the assistant who took
Nick's job is still an assistant and is work-
ing on Stuart's new picture. Nick's salary

is just nine times that of the assistant.

I've traveled about town with Nick for

years. I know his greatest weakness. He
can't stand the sight of an old woman or

man begging on a street corner. Would
you call that a weakness? Anyway, when-
ever we pass an aged beggar, Nick con-
tributes his change. Then he always says:

"Gosh, it must be terrible to be old and
poor. Nothing makes me sadder than the

pitiful sight of an old person in want."
This isn't put on, either. Nick has been
donating to old beggars ever since I have
known him. On the other hand, I have
heard him say to a sturdy young beggar:
"You're in good health; go to work. If

you're hungry, almost any restaurant will

give you a meal if you'll wash dishes."

VJM6RICM ACADEMY
«j| OF DRAMATICARTS

J^Founded1884 by Franklin H.Sargent

Spring Term Begins April First

Prepares thoroughly for DIRECTING and
TEACHING as well as for ACTING.
Courses develop Poise and Personality,
of value in many walks of life. The recog-
nized Standard of Professional Training
for forty-five years.

Extension Dramatic Courses in Co-operation with
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Catalog describing all courses sent gratis

Room 253-D Carnegie Hall, NewYork

Big Money
with a Buescher

First-class Saxophonists make
big money and the work is easy
and pleasant. You might become
a great record-maker like Clyde
Doerr, whose picture is shown
with his Buescher. $100to$500a week is
not unusual for good musicians to
earn. Even if you don't care to be-
come a professional, you can have a
lot of fun and earn extra money with
a Buescher Saxophone.
6 Days' Trial on any Buescher Saxo-

phone, Cornet, Trumpet, Trombone or
otherinstrument. Mention instrument
in which you are interested for free
literature. (494)

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
2645 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Ind.

PREPARE FOR AN

-thru the only art school operated
as a department of a large art or-
ganization, who have actually pro-
duced over a quarter million draw-
ings for leading advertisers. Where
else can you get so wide an experi-
ence? Home study instruction.
Write for illustrated book telling of
our successful students.

MEYER BOTH COMPANY
Michigan Ave. at 20th St. D ept. 76 Chicago, III.

No.40-$62
$2Down-$i.25Week

This exquisite diamond ring is con
,

Bidered extremely handsome. The fi"€

quality genuine blue white diamond Is >

full of fiery brilliance and sparkling col-

\ ore. It makes a wonderful engagement I

ring or friendship ring. Your friends/
kwfll think you paid ilOO.OO for it„
..Everyone will admire it. The^*

-gift case is free. Write
for Catalog..

J§ kar&L

SENDNOWhen theMnun •v ring 19 deliv-"«« ered.payonly
$2.00 to the postman—balance
$1.25 a week for one whole
year. All credit dealings
kept strictly confidential.
No credit ordera taken from
personsunder20 years of age

you take MoneyBack
""buyingGuarantee
from this old firm of diamond
importers.You have 10 days
free trial—If not completely
satisfied with your bargain,
return it and we will refund
every cent that you paid.

PRICE CUT TO $62— WORTH $100
You can now buy this gorgeous ring at the Wholesale
price. Compare it with similar rings at $100. We guaran^
tee it to stand any test or comparison. Greatest bar
gain ever offered by any jeweler. We allow B% annual
increase in exchange for a larger diamond ring.

Wa*5te Sor FREE Illustrated Catalog
It brings our large Jewelry Store right into your home.
Gives weights, grades and complete description so you
can buy diamonds like an expert. Gives you information
other jewelers dare not tell. Shows hundreds of bargains

Biue-wkite Diamonds as low as $197.00 a carat
AGENTS WANTED—EARN $100 WEEK. Write for details.

STERLING S^SS CG£:
Diamond Importers—SI ,000.000 Stock—Est. 1879

154Q BROADWAY DEPT. 26Q5 N.Y.
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I Was Ashamed Before

My Vast Audience

t y

AVID
V. BUSH

The man who
astounded
America

But It Ended My Stoutness
My first and only attack of stage fright showed

me the way to banish excess fat—forever!

MY heart beat fast! In 15 minutes

I was going to face a vast audi-

ence! In 15 minutes I was going

to speak in Carnegie Hall, New York—
the most famous lecture platform in

America! One of the largest crowds

that had ever assembled in that great

hall was waiting for me.

Why did my heart beat fast? Why did

I hesitate to face my vast audience? I

was a seasoned speaker. I had lectured

for years. I had spoken before thou-

sands of people in the greatest audi-

toriums in the United States. Why
should I feel afraid?

The answer was simple. That very

afternoon I had received a -critical letter

from one of my followers. Here's what

the letter said:

"Why is it you are so fat?" my critic

wrote. "You—David V. Bush—America's

greatest authority on right living. You tell

others how to live—what to eat—how to

care for themselves mentally and physically.

And yet you do nothing about your own

stoutness."
This letter stung me like a lash I My methods

of right living had proved wonderfully beneficial

to thousands of men and women. They had

proved beneficial in my own case. Yet there

was one thing I had been unable to conquer

—

my stoutness.

Vain Efforts to Reduce
For years I had tried to reduce. I had tried

fasting, dieting, exercises, and mechanical ap-

pliances—everything I could think of. Nothing
seemed to help. I remained as stout as ever.

I couldn't figure out the cause of my stout-

ness. I was not a heavy eater, but to look at,

my rotund figure, anyone would think I ate

too much. Such was not the case. I ate mod-
erately—lived temperately and took a normal
amount of exercise.

A Startling Discovery
That night after the lecture a comforting

thought came to me. It was this: All the re-

ducing methods which I had tried were other

people's inventions. I had never tackled the

problem myself. I had never tried to invent

a reducing method of my own.
For weeks I studied. For weeks I tried to

find the secret. Finally I came to the con-

clusion that there was only one logical way
to get rid of fat. Then I began to experiment
on myself.

Imagine my astonishment I Imagine my de-

light I In 24 hours I lost 2 pounds! During
the next 24 hours I lost 3 pounds morel Day
after day I continued my new method of re-

ducing. Day after day I continued to watch

my weight. And day after day I continued

to lose excess pounds.
I felt better than I had felt in years. 1

felt vigorous—vital—overflowing with energy.

I slept soundly. My appetite increased. I lost

that sluggish feeling that fat brings. My mind
grew crystal clear. I was able to go through

a long, hard day without the slightest fatigue.

Needless to say, I continued my amazing re-

ducing treatment. In three weeks I was hack

to normal weight! To say that I was pleased

would be putting it mildly. I was overjoyed.

Nature's Method of Reducing.

It Works or It Costs Nothing

!

I want to tell you all about this amazing
method of reducing which I have discovered.

It is simply wonderful. I am delighted with

it. My friends are delighted with it. Everyone
who hears about it becomes enthusiastic.

I don't care how stout you are. I don't care

how many times you have tried to reduce and
failed. My amazing new method will make
vour excess fat melt away like magic—give you
a normal, youthful figure—make you slim, buoy-

ant, energetic, as Nature intended you to be, or

the treatment won't cost you a single penny I

No starving—no exercising, no drugs—no ex-

ternal agencies—no mechanical appliances. You
simply follow my instructions for a few days

until your excess pounds disappear—until the

scales tell you that you weigh exactly what
you should.
This method is so simple that anyone, even a child,

can understand how it works and why it works. It

is so logical, so reasonable, so sensible that the moment
you hear about it you will know instantly that it works.

Send No Money
Merely send me your name and address. When the

postman brings you my complete instructions, "How to

Reduce," simply pay him the special, low price of only

$2.98 plus a few cents postage. If at the end of two

weeks you are not completely satisfied—if you do not

lose weight rapidly and easily—then simply tell me so

and vour monev will be instantly refunded, "iou risk

nothing. WHITE TODAY. DAVID V. BUSH. Dept.

H-U604, 225 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, 111.

David V. Bush
H-U604, 225 N. Michigan Blvd.,

Chicago, 111.

Please send me your complete method, How to

Reduce." I win pay the postman $2.98 plus a few

cents postage. I understand that if I am not com-

pletely satisfied at the end of two weeks, I may
return treatment and you will refund my money

at once.

Why Must Motion Pictures

Be Made in Hollywood?
(Covttinued from page 27)

listing and registering animals, acrobats,

sailors, cowboys and experts of all kinds,

to say nothing of the thousands and thou-

sands of extras ready to report upon a

telephone call. Could the casting director

of a Chicago picture company round up
fifty one-legged men within an hour?

Could Omaha provide a thousand French

and a thousand British and a thousand

Chinese soldiers by tomorrow morning? It

has taken years to perfect such registrations.

Fourth, props! Suppose a St. Louis

director suddenly cherished four stuffed

leopards, the automobile license plates for

the year 1913 of the State of Maine, a

Javanese go-cart and two thousand Egyp-

tian battle-axes, where could he find them?

Hollywood, on the other hand, has been

gathering such props during the past de-

cade until now there reposes within the

prop rooms the greatest collection of things

in the world—vehicles of all ages and

lands, furniture, costumes, side-arms, clocks,

time-tables, foreign newspapers and tele-

graph blanks, utensils—in fact, everything!

Fifth, locations! It is all right to have

locations, but where are they? Where may
the director find a New England street

with picket fences and a little white church?

Where can he 'alibi' an exterior of a

fashionable French home? Where is there

a Dutch windmill? Where Japanese fisher-

men? In fifteen years the location hunters

have registered every garden, home, 'love-

lot,' tree and fence-post that has picture

possibilities.

There are other reasons why it is cheaper

to make pictures in Hollywood—lighting

equipment, laboratories and trained crafts-

men for every department; but I feel that

I have told you enough to warn you

against the Wallingfords who are touring

the country. If, however, you still insist

upon being bunked, come on out here and

let us sell you a studio site. True, the

glass stage may be completely under water

at high tide, but it will at least be close

to Hollywood and you will have had the

thrill of being nearly a motion picture

producer.

Name

Address

City State

Sometimes C.O.D. packages are delayed. To get quick-

est action send cash with order. If cash accompanies

order, we will pay the postage.

({ These Hollywood girls'. What won't they

thin\ of next! jean Arthur invented a

vanity bracelet which ma\es it easy for

her to powder her pretty nose on the

slightest provocation.
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Modern Art in the Movies

Continued from page 25

things are completely out in the properly bread and elaborate effects of an age now
designed modern interior.

. past: these are the guiding principles in
In many Chinese shops it is possible to fitting and decorating the modern home,

buy, very cheaply, either gold or silver In other words—see that all the rooms
paper. When crumpled in the hand, then are as efficient as the kitchen and bathroom!
applied smoothly, with its creases showing, Taste is such an individual thing that
it furnishes a fine background for our ultra- no general rules can be laid down. It is
modern furniture. sufficient to say that 'what looks good to
The woodwork should be simplified as me is good for me.' If Mr. Smith wants

much as possible, the mouldings and so the Morris chair that his wife gave him
forth, and either stained very dark or on some anniversary, let him have it, until
painted in appropriate colors. The single he finds that Mr. Jones has the ' more
panel doors which are being used in a modern and more comfortable one. After
great many houses are quite modern in all, we must consider primarily our own
feeling, and it is always possible to decorate natures, our own individualities, in making
these with lines or geometrical designs. The our homes fit us.

essential in furniture today is that it be First we must have a color scheme,
simple and direct in line. Elaborate pieces simple and unobtrusive, that will lend itself
have passed to oblivion by their very nature to any mood or atmosphere we wish to—just as the old time horse and buggy has reflect. Then we must eliminate all orna-
been replaced by the - more comfortable mentation, fancy wall paper, or gaudy knic
motor car. knacks.
A chair today wants to be a chair, and The rugs should all be of a single tone

frankly so. The more it looks like any and simple of design. There must be no
thing else, the less modern it is. In con- competition of color or decoration between
versation, we today use as few and as walls and rugs. They must serve as a back-
direct words as possible, where long ago ground for the furniture design,
we used to use the most decorative of The modern room should be a setting
phrases. This same psychology applies to for furniture and people. It should be
modern furniture. The modern home wants artistic, perhaps a trifle exotic. But it

comfort, and I know of no more comfort- should be restful, warm and balanced in
able furniture than the frank, direct furni- tone and design. The lighting should be
ture of today. diffused or reflected. Any central lighting
Women in themselves are sufficiently plan that throws down a hard glare is bad.

complicated to supply in any plan and No one looks well under garish light. It

simple interior the necessary decorative note not only is very harmful to the eyes but
in color or flowing design that sets off it detracts greatly from the appearance of
the entire background. the room and occupants.

In refitting the home the householder Diffused lights from wall brackets are
will, however, find that modern furniture splendid. Reflected light also is very fine,

can be used with good period furniture, especially for the dining room where it

but it should be grouped so that it forms brings out the lustrous sheen of linens and
a modern corner of the room. I think that makes the silver and glassware sparkle,
anyone buying two or three pieces of Modern furniture fundamentally must be
modern furniture and living with it a good in structural design. It is simple in
while will, with his own inventiveness, see form; it has no particular ornamentation,
how the other pieces, properly finished and The best furniture is low. For that reason
simplified if necessary, will be very accept- the modern furniture is more comfortable
able with it. So, in furniture, my advice and restful than furniture of any other
to the householder is to go slowly and not period. It is completely relaxing and places
get excited. One can't achieve modernity the full weight upon its own strength and
at one fell swoop by painting all the old not upon the occupant's feet which only
furniture. lightly touch the floor.

It is rather hard to give specific directions Color schemes in simple tones add to the
for fitting up a bungalow or an apartment, restfulness of the modern room. Anything
So much depends on the design of the that tends to clash with the color scheme
bungalow, on the number of the family, should be eliminated. A single jarring note,
and the age of the members of the family, such as a design on a rug, will destroy the
Children involve one problem; old persons desired effect. Harmonious and simple color
another. The guiding rule, as pointed out tones give a restfulness that cannot be
before, must always be comfort and live- obtained in a room of contrasting tones or
ableness. design.

Modern lighting, with its indirect fix- In the old homes the decorative scheme
tures and scientifically designed details, are generally has been one of contrasts. Green
a great boon. wallpaper called for red rugs. This was
The soft diffused light of modern fixtures very disturbing and lacking in all individu-

make people look younger. I think they ality of expression. It added to the 'junky'

take about five years off any woman past aspect of the overdressed rooms of the gene-
thirty. They are easier to see by—again rations just past.

the modern note of efficiency. So to sum The modern home should get away from
up, the keynote of the modern home is this habit of filling rooms with all kinds of
efficiency, comfort, and direct lines, easy furniture and decorations. It should be as

on the eyes. Plain mouldings, plain papers, distinctive and individual as one's clothes,

plain furniture, which proclaims itself to It should be made a part of one's self and
be frankly what it is, rather than the ginger- be an expression of one's own personality.

Screenland is the Magazine that \eeps you in close touch with the

stars. Its contests offer the opportunity for fans to win personal gifts

from their favorite players. Join in!
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REDUCTION
Don't fool with unknown,
untried, dangerous substitutes

Try FAT- OFF
REDUCING CREAM
AT OUR EXPENSE

Reduces flesh ONLY on the
parts to which it is applied.

It is guaranteed
An External Treatment

Not a Medicine -- Society Leaders,
Stars of Stage and Screen use and rec-
ommend this world-famous reducer and
beautifier. No diet, no drugs, no exer-
cise, no hot baths are necessary. Simply

apply gently; to part you wish reduced—chinarms, abdomen, bust, hips, legs or ankles!
i-.ea.ves no loose flesh, gives prompt and aston-
ishing results, as thousands of users testify. No
oils, no grease, no odor. Keep your figure trim

SSkSSKSVM^!p reducin8 cream -

SPECIAL Get-acqaainted bargain. Give FAT-
OFF F R OFF a tair trial. We offer the largeurrtrs size (usual price S3) tor S1.98-no
postage to pay. SEND NO MONEY. Send Only
J. his Coupon (which saves you $1) TODAY

M. S. Borden Co., 194 Krone PI. Hackensack, N. J.
Send me the large ($3) size of FAT-OFF Redocing Cream,postpaid for trial. I will pay postman $1.98 only. You paypostage If I am not satisfied after using the entire contents ac-cording to directions withm 30 days you are to refund my money

Dept. 23

tfame

Address

Amazing Offer?
Portrait

ENLARGEMENTS
ONLY

49
EACH

At last your chance to get
a life-like Bromide photo
enlargementat a small frac-
tion of the regular price
reproduced from any
clear photograph, tintype
or snapshot you mail us. Size II x 14 Inches
No photo too large nor any snapshot too small. We guar-
antee return of your original photograph in the same con-
dition as received.You run no risk. Send as many photos
as you wish at the bargain price of 49c each.

Send No UnmrSS&^Si
name and address, and in about a week you will receive a
beautiful enlargement that will never fade. We will also
send with the enlargement an illustrated circular describ-
ing several of our most popular frames. From this circularr
you can choose the frame which we are giving FREE with
every enlargement ordered in colors. On arrival of picture
pay postman only 49c plus a few pennies postage or send
50c with order and we will prepay postage. YOUR MON-
EY REFUNDED IF YOU ARE NOT DELIGHTED.
Wl U?TE* BEAUTIFULLY CARVED FRAME—As a special in-
Jl* Mr1

! iC/JCi ducement to acquaint you with tbe high quality of our^^^^ work, we'll frame every enlargement done in Pastel
Water Colors ABSOLUTELY FREE—during this sale only. DON'T
PUT IT OFF I MAIL YOUR PHOTO NOWl

NEW ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY
17 E. Huron St. Dept. 253, Chicago, HI,

learn thebanjos
underHarryReser
the Worlds GreatestBqnjoist
The Famous Leader of the widely broadcasted
Clicquot Club Eskimos offers you an amazingly
simple, new Banjo course by mail which any-
one, even without musical bent, can master athome in a few spare hours. Positively the only method ofhome learning thru which a person of ordinary intelligencemay become a Banjoist. Each lesson easy to understand
ine course is in 5 units of 4 lessons each.

SEND NO MONEY-PAY AS YOU LEARN
No restrictions! No conditions! Take as few
or as many units as you wish. Send your
name for explanatory booklet, "evidence,"
testimonials, etc. A postal will do.

Harry Reser's International Banjo Studio No. 9
148 West 46th Street, New York, N. Y.
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Win $3,500.00
Here's news for puzzle fans ! Alvin Smith, C. F.

Wietlng, C. W. Francis, A. F. Holt, won from $1800.00

to $3500.00 each In our last puzzles. Over 8 caBh

prizes awarded this last year. In October, 1928. alone,

we paid over $11,000.00 in prizes, and in the next few

months will award between 300 and 400 cash prizes. You
can be next.

Find the Twin Chaplins
Hero are eighteen pictures of Charlie Chaplin, the world

famous United Artists star. No, they're not all alike,

even though they look alike. Only two of these Chaplins

are alike in every way. Some are different in the color

of vest, tie and coat, some have different hat bands and

shirts. Each one is different from the rest except two

—

find them. Just send the numbers of the twin Chaplins

on a postcard or letter—today.

Certificate for $1,000.00 to apply on grand prize

sent at once as below if you find the twins.

300 prizes and duplicate prizes in case of ties. If you

find the twin Charlie Chaplins, we will send, as soon

as correct answer is received, certificate for $1,000.00 to

add to the first prize of $2500.00, if you win, and direc-

tions for getting largest prize. We spend over $150,-

000.00 this way each year to advertise our products locally.

No cost or obligation. Nothing to buy, now later or

ever. Everybody who takes active part positively re-

warded Just send the numbers of the twin Chaplins in

a letter or on a postcard. That's all. Send no money.

F. A. HARRE. Dept. 825, 510 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill-

Let Her Interpret Your

STAR of DESTINY
If you are unhappy, discouraged, lonely, unsuc-

cessful in love or business, do not hesitate to

consult Madame Annette, America's test beloved

woman, famous for her radio talks on Astrology.

She will aid and advise you in your trouble and
point out your star of destiny, lucky days and
many secrets of happiness.

For only 25 cents she will send you her Special
Dollar Reading, which may amaze you by its

accuracy, and explain much that seems dark and
doubtful. Send her your correct birth date, name
and address and 25 cents.

Address her as follows:

MADAME ANNETTE GRADUATE
ASTROLOGER

Box 41-P, Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

Notice to Mail Subscribers
Send Request for Any Change of Address on Your

Screenland Subscription Direct to

Publication Office

Considerable delay has been experienced in may cases due to

sending the notice for a change in address to the agent. Notifying
the Subscription Department, Screenland, 49 West 45th St., New
York, N. Y., before the 15th of the next month, will insure the

receipt of the next issue at your new address.

John Gilbert—Now
(Continued from page 29)

what may. He lived every minute of it.

And loved it.

Off the screen, Gilbert is an enigmatic

personality. He is either high on the crest

of a wave of good spirits or is down in

a chasm of gloom so deep it would take

a rescue party to find him. He is impulsive.

And very sensitive. Likes and dislikes have

no intermediate boundaries to him. Don't

ever slap him on the back without first

looking into his face.

Jack always seems restless. He paces

up and down constantly whether he is

waiting to go into a scene or holding a

conversation. Doesn't appear to be the

kind of a chap who would sit down calmly

and watch the logs blaze in the fireplace.

But he does.

When Jack walks he walks with long

strides from the hips down. His head and

torso are ever stiffly erect. This comes

from the old days when he considered him-

self too small. He was playing cowboy

roles in those days. In fact, Jack weighed

only 110 pounds when he landed his first

screen job out at Inceville with William S.

Hart. Exercise, regular meals and good

living has built him up.

Jack doesn't consider himself handsome.

Says his nose is too long. His popularity

amazes him. Considers it just one of those

odd things that happen every now and

then. Feels like a little boy who has

stolen a pot of jam and wonders how soon

he'll be caught.

Gilbert's private life is not at all what

one might imagine it to be. He does very

little entertaining and has almost shut the

world outside of the home he built high

on the hills opposite the expansive estate

acred by Rudolph Valentino before he died.

Jack has been in love three times.

The first ended in a tragic death. The

second girl he married—and found him-

self wed to a stranger when the honey-

moon was over. The third girl was

Leatrice Joy. Their troubles were ninety-

nine and nine-tenths his fault. He admits it.

Greta Garbo?
No story of John Gilbert could be com-

plete without mention of her name.

Much has been said and written of Gil-

bert and Garbo. Their names have been

linked together on the screen and in pri-

vate life for several years.

You hear that their romantic association

was built up only to add commercial value

to their pictures. It also is said that they

really were in love but have gotten over

it. Again it is whispered—and printed

—that they did not speak when they made

their last picture together but that this was

a ruse to disguise the renewal of their

romance.
The best guess—and not so very much

of a guess at that—is that John Gilbert

and Greta Garbo have been, and are, very

much in love with each other. Whenever

they are seen in public they are seen

together.

Perhaps, when he signed his new con-

tract, that is why Jack said he felt so

happy ... .

For Greta had j
ust signed a new one too!

Didn't you enjoy reading this revealing

story about John Gilbert? Ma\es you feel

you really \now the man, doesn't it? That s

what Screenland aims to do—put you on

first-name terms with the movie stars; tell

you intimate things about them that you

won't read anywhere else.
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What They Do With Their Money
Continued from page 23

there was a copy of "Sister Carrie." To
his delight it was a first edition, and in
two minutes it was wrapped and in his
pocket for the sum of fifty cents. He has
since been offered $100 for it. He has a
complete set of the plays of Eugene O'Neil
autographed by the author.

Although Jean Hersholt's library is still

in the investmen t stage, it is an invest-
ment. Lloyds of London have put a
$30,000 valuation on it, and as such
insurance is always given a conservative
estimate it is probable that this property
would bring more than twice that amount
at a sale. At present he has no desire to
part with his library and will not have
until it is complete, and then it might
interest him to promote financial interest

in it. I understand that Mr. Hersholt has
a very fine stamp collection too, but this

I did not know when I talked with him and
so have nothing to report. I do know,
however, that he is an artist and holds a
BA. degree. If the time ever comes when
he wants to give up pictures, for pictures

would never give up an actor of his versa-

tility, he could make a very tidy cash-in

on the sketches he does of current events.

A many-sided artist!

Reginald Denny seems to have been born
on a lucky day, for everything he touches
prospers. His first big investment was in

five aeroplanes, three of which were Sopwith
'snipes.' These he had formed an affection

for during the war and his duties in the

flying corps. He rented all five to motion
picture companies, although he asked that

his favorite plane be used by only one pilot

because he didn't like too many peo-

ple handling it! But Denny soon gave up
flying because he is so busy in pictures

and thinks it unwise to fly only occasionally.

For safety's sake one must keep in practice.

He heartily disapproves a system which will

grant a license to a pilot who knows
nothing about the mechanism of a plane.

It is perfectly simple when things are run-

ning smoothly to manage a plane, he says,

and it is also simple to overcome difficulties

if you know what is going on inside. That
is, as a usual thing. When trouble comes
a pilot ought to know what he is up against.

Another thing Reggie thinks a pilot

should do is to take care of his own plane.

The best fliers do this: Lindy, the three

Sea Hawks, the three Musketeers and count-

less others less celebrated.

From his aeroplane rentals Mr. Denny
made a fine profit. All, or most of them,

were used in "Hell's Angels." They were

badly damaged in crack-ups but Reggie's

loss was protected. The other two, which

had gone through the war, he gave to

museums. He now has a large amount of

money in a gold mine, having a third inter-

est in The Sonora, which was formerly

called Experimental Gulch. William Le
Baron, now vice-president of RKO pictures,

and Fred Newmeyer, the director, are his

two partners. The mine is not a spectacular

one with colossal nuggets to be found one
day and nothing more for a year, but yields

a steady income of golden sands to its three

operators.

Years ago Mr. Denny bought several

acres near the beach. He did this because

he loves solitude and planned to build a

home among the fine trees on this land that

overlooked the ocean. But look what hap-

pened! The boom swept his way. The
estates on either side of him were bought

by millionaires; the land in front of him
was taken for the city's botanical garden.
Retaining walls and roads have been built
all around him, so that he has no expense
but the taxes. The place is worth many
times what he paid for it, but his home
will never be built there. It is on a hill-
top many miles from Hollywood, and he
hopes there will never be a boom to in-
trude on his seclusion.

Rex Lease had saved a good portion of
his money, and always in the back of his
mind was the hope that he would find some-
thing good to invest it in. Stocks and
bonds he would not touch for he knew
nothing of them, and he had seen too many
fortunes swept away because of ill-advised
buying.

One afternoon he was crossing the street
when someone hailed him. It was Fred
Penney and Janice—two friends he had
not seen for years. He invited them for
luncheon and it developed that they were
going into the lamp-shade business. Rex
was interested and took some lessons in
drawing and designing from Fred. Now
Fred and Janice are married and Rex owns
a third interest in their lamp-shade business.
It is called the Penney Lamp Shade Com-
pany, 42? South Western Avenue, Los
Angeles. Beginning in a small way they
now employ thirty-five girls and ship to
wholesale houses all over California, Idaho,
the southern states, Chicago and even to
Australia. The light you are reading by
may even now be mellowed by a shade
owned by your hero of the screen, Rex
Lease! There are silk shades, goat-skin
shades, parchment shades, embossed, painted
and—in fact, every kind of shade that is

beautiful and original.

Rex says it gives one a very comfortable
feeling to have a thriving business on the
side when a manager is trying to persuade
you to take a cut for no good reason. You
can say no, and Walk out not caring whether
you ever hear about the part again or not.
There is always another part and sometimes
it is a better one.

Norma Talmadge owns and operates
an apartment house in Los Angeles known
as the Talmadge Apartments, besides any
amount of other real estate holdings and
stocks.

When pictures were a little dull Hedda
Hopper walked into the offices of Frank
Meline, Inc., one of the largest real estate
agents out here. She told them who she
was and said she would like to sell real
estate and knew she could, because in half
an hour during the war, she, with two other
actresses, had raised $30,000 for Liberty
bonds. This impressed Mr. Meline and he
decided to take her on.
"When do you want to start?" he in-

quired. "I can start right now," said Hedda
brightly, and walked out that afternoon and
sold a $3 5,000 house. She has made a
lot of money and has put it all back into
the earth. Hedda has made enough to
yield her a splendid income for the rest
of her life through her 'hobby.'

William Russell, the actor, and William
Beaudine, the director, have an auto laundry
on Vine Street near Hollywood Boulevard
which is known as the 'Pal' If you are a
member you pay a certain amount each
month and that entitles you to as many
washes as your car needs. They do a thriv-
ing business.

Phil de Merse, a local sportsman, inter-

Go to High
School at Home
You can secure a high school education
right at home by studying the splendid new-
courses recently prepared by the Interna-
tional Correspondence Schools.

_
These courses are equivalent to the courses given,

in resident high schools. They have been specially-
arranged for men and women who wish to meet
college entrance examinations, to qualify for a busi-
ness position, or to make up the education they
missed when forced to leave school too soon.
The College Preparatory Course, the High School

Commercial Course and the High School English
Course include English, algebra, ancient, medieval,
modern and U. S. history, physiology, literature,
geography, Latin, bookkeeping, drawing, geometry,
shorthand, physics, chemistry, salesmanship, adver-
tising, civics, trigonometry, economics, American busi-
ness law, corporation finance, money and banking,
business and trade economics, etc. A diploma 13
given at graduation.

The lessons are easy to understand and you will
make rapid progress because you will be in a class
by yourself and you will study under the guidance
of instructors who are sincerely interested in helping
you to get ahead and achieve the bigger things of
life.

Just mark and mail the coupon and we will gladly
send you interesting free booklets describing the High
bchoo Courses of the International Correspondence
Schools or any other subject in which you are
interested.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 2368-G, Scranton, Penna.

Please send me one of your booklets containing Informa-
tion about the position or subject before which I am mark«
ing an X:

College Preparatory Course
D High School Commercial Course

High School English Course
High School Vocational Course
High School Agricultural Course

Secretarial Work
O Salesmanship Advertising
C Show Card Lettering

Stenography and Typing
Railway Mail Clerk
English Civil Service
Common School Subjects
Illustrating Cartooning

NDUSTRIAL COURSES
U Architect

Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman

J Concrete Builder
H Structural Engineer
3 Chemistry Pharmacy

Automobile Work
Navigation Q Mathematics

!3 Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry

Business Management
Industrial Management
Trafflo Management
Accounting and C. P. A.

Coaching
Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping
Spanish French

TECHNICAL AND
Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Mining Q Radio
Steam Engineering

Name
Street
Address..

City state
// you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the Interna-
tional Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal

New Faces For Old
Wrinkles — Lines — Sags — Blemishes

Vanish Instantly
You can have a smooth, creamy, velvet textured skin—free from all lines, sags, blemishes, oiliness, enlarged
pores—the perfect rose petal skin of youth 1 LINE-NO-MORE—a fragrant rose tinted liquid re-dermatizes
your face. Unsightly lines—blemishes—sags disappear
before your very eyes. Prominent actresses use LINE-NO-MORE for skin loveliness and youth. TRY this
marvellous skin rejuvenator in the privacy of your
own home.

Send No Start today— NOW— towards beautyl

M Don't send a penny. Just your name
n n f» V and address. On receipt of generous

,m "
,
y„ bottle of Double Strength LINE-NO-'™»E

,
and FREE Beauty Book pay postman onlv

(plus a few cents postage). Guaranteed abso-
lutely Harmless.

ELOISE HILT
Hilt Salons, Dept. 40

205 West 91st St., New York, N. Y.
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C .
.///or is Strength

Stagnation is

Weakness

Bruce Barton
in a February Magazine Says:

,?When you arc through

changing you arc through"

When will New York City

be finished?

When will Chicago cease

to grow?

When will fashions stop changing

for women?
When will everybody like

the same food?

When will automobiles all be of

the same type and model?

Never—which indicates that the

public expects changes, demands

them and requires them!

Any change in size, type, make-up,

editorial personnel, that helps to pro-

duce a magazine outstanding in its

field—that takes it out of the beaten

path of the original policy estab-

lished in the 80's of the 19th cen

tury—that snaps it into a predom

inant position in 1929, is an evidence

of strength; and courage with abil-

ity to gauge the tastes of an intelli-

gent and responsive public.

A magazine is not a chemical

formula. It can and should be

changed as times change, and thus

fit more closely into the present-day

scheme of things.

To succeed a magazine should

have a clearly defined purpose. It

must entertain, amuse, help or in-

struct. If a million people subscribe

for and several million people read

it each month it has served at least

one of these purposes, perhaps all

four.

Change is life and progress.

People's Home Journal is com-

mitted to the policy of change when,

where, and if necessary!

Buy a copy of

People's Home Journal in its

new form on the newsstand and you

will be convinced that 1 5 cents never

bought you more magazine value.

Current Issue Now On Sale.

cstcd Noah Bccry in some property at Big

Rock Creek about 90 miles from Hollywood.

It has an elevation of 5200 feet and offers

summer and winter sports. There, at a

ranch house, was started the famous Para-

dise Trout Club and Resort whose 275

acres are owned and operated jointly by

Noah Beery and Phil de Merse. In addi-

tion to the ranch house there arc many lit-

tle cabins all completely and comfortably

furnished with modern improvements. They
boast that the beds are the finest to be had

and their trout dinners are unequalcd.

There is trout fishing every day in the year

and they hold a license to domesticate these

fish. The club is about a year old and has

1000 members. Some are in the picture

business and some are big business men and

social lights of Los Angeles and Pasadena.

Norma Talmadge, Evelyn Brent, Monte
Blue. Richard Dix, Buster Keaton, Nicholas

Schenck and William Powell are some of

the names you will recognize on the mem-
bership list. So Noah is sitting pretty!

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks

are financially interested in many things

but one among them is the large and beau-

tiful Roosevelt Hotel in Hollywood. It

has become the place for luncheons, tea

dansants and special parties because there

is plenty of space, the food is good and the

service excellent. With Mary and Doug
are associated Joe Schenck and Mike Levey.

Milton Sills is on the advisory board of

the Bank of Italy, Wilcox Branch, with his

name on the door and everything.

Cecil DeMille has his finger in all sorts

of pies. He has a heavy interest in the

Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles, a woolen

mill, and the Grand Central Garage, one of

the largest in the world. He and Jesse

Lasky and Frank A. Garbutt have an epsom

salts mine in Death Valley which they have

not yet started to operate. Director De
Mille has also a string of other interests.

Clara Bow and Vilma Banky put their

spare cash in a trust fund. Clara, I believe,

puts two-thirds of her salary—at any rate,

it is a regular amount every week. She set

her father up in business—and 'Robert

Bow's Chop House' is now a thriving res-

taurant.

There is a popular eating place in Holly-

wood known as Henry's. Henry you have

seen in many pictures with Charlie Chaplin

—remember the big man with the fright-

ening eyebrows? That's Henry. He man-

ages the restaurant that bears his name and

Charlie Chaplin owns it. Henry's is par-

ticularly popular after the theatre. At that

hour, and until the small ones of the morn-

ing you will see players who have not got

a six-thirty call, directors, writers and pro-

ducers all hobnobbing. You will see tour-

ists, lingering over their food in the hope

that one more familiar screen face will ap-

pear before they go.

Young Master Jackie Coogan owns and

operates the Rolls Royce agency in Los

Angeles, if you please! In addition Jackie

owns literally blocks of real estate in the

business section of the city.

Robert Armstrong has a share in the

operation of an oil well. Russell Gleason,

the young son of Jimmy Gleason, the play-

wright, is planning to put a large part of

the salary he receives from Pathe in con'

servative common stocks.

Priscilla Dean has a string of auto laun-

dries. Mary Pickford has a heavy interest

in a Canadian paper factory. Kathleen

Clifford had a string of flower stands which

I hear she recently sold at a handsome profit.

Pauline Garon did the same thing with her

cleaning establishments.

Wallace Beery has, among other things,

a great deal of money in a commercial air

line. Hoot Gibson also owns and operates

a cattle ranch in Arizona. Ben Lyon buys

common stocks in general utilities.

Dale Fuller, the character actress, has an

orange and lemon grove near Duarte which

will net her $1000 an acre this season.

She has a manager for it but takes an active

interest in fruit-growing herself and spends

much of her time at the ranch.

Betty Compson has several office buildings

in Beverly Hills which have stores on the

ground floor. It is said that Tom Mix has

a heavy interest in the Montmartre, the

smart eating place of Cinemaland.

Of course they all have real estate. Lil-

yan Tashman and Edmund Lowe have acres

in Beverly Hills and Santa Monica. Agnes

Ayres and Ruth Roland have made a mint

of money on real estate, as have Harold

Lloyd and a dozen others. I hear that

Agnes is a particularly clever business wo-

man. Nine years ago she was drawing a

small salary as a staff player for Paramount.

She bought a lot on time payments and

some corporation put up a house for her

on the property. She and her mother lived

there until they were given an opportunity

to rent the place. Agnes then bought an-

other lot and built another house—and

rented that. Then there was a lot of talk about

developing Laurel Canyon. Agnes listened

to it and saw the writing on the wall. She

bought property at the mouth of the can-

yon and the building and loan put up an

apartment house for her. From then on

Agnes lost all control of herself in the mat-

ter of getting rich. She didn't care how

much money she made. Smart?

Of course everyone knows by this time

that Ruth Roland is the wealthiest woman

realtor out here. Ruth's riches are an old

story—but a pleasant one to contemplate!

There are some unwise ones—Holly-

wood's tragedies—who have collected what

the ordinary business man would term a

small fortune in their weekly pay checks,

and then have let it all slip through their

fingers either in prodigal spending or un-

principled giving. These people, both

men and women, live to face poverty when

their little day of glory is over.

But on the whole the screen stars know

what to do with their hard-earned money.

They may be beautiful—but they are de-

cidedly not so dumb!

Eddie HortOrl — Continued from page 43

went on. "In thinking things over follow-

ing a party or a pleasant time at a friend s

home, I have found out that I have been

instinctively attracted to the girl who flat-

tered me. Wasn't that a lovely conversation

I had with so-and-so, I'll think, and isn't

she a marvelous girl! What an attractive

creature little Miss Thing is—she talked

so we11, too. Analyzing it all, I'm chagrined

to discover that all these charming girls

discussed was Edward Everett Horton and

his interests!"

It has been said that all women are

matchmakers. This he vigorously denies.
^

"At any rate, my women friends aren t,

he laughed. "They always say, don"t let

Eddie get married, it would spoil him

"My observations lead me to believe that

the advantages of bachelorhood far out-

weigh the disadvantages. As I said before

I'm a selfish, crabby, nasty old bachelor until

the end of the chapter, amen!"
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Parents Keep Slender
Youthful figures at all ages noiv

No need to tell you, ifyou look about,

that excess fat is disappearing fast. The

old term, "Fat and forty" no longer

applies to the many. Men and women
who are wise keep about as slender as

their daughters.

This change has come largely in the

past few years. Not by starvation, not

by abnormal exercise. A great factor in

it is a scientific discovery, now largely

employed by physicians. It combats a

major cause of obesity. This factor has

come into very wide use in late years.

All you who suffer excess fat should

know the facts about it.

Science Fights Fat
Through an important gland

People used to think that excess fat

all came from over-eating or under-

exercise. So some people starved, but

with slight effect. Some became very

active, still the fat remained.

Then medical research began the

study of obesity. It was found that

the thyroid gland largely controlled

nutrition. One of its purposes is to

turn food into fuel and energy.

Fat people, it was found, generally

suffered from an under-active thyroid.

Then experiments were made on
animals—on thousands ofthem. Over-

fat animals were fed thyroid in

small amounts. Countless reports

showed that excess fat quite prompt-

ly disappeared.

Then thyroid, taken from cattle

and sheep, was fed to human beings

with like results. Science then realized

that a way had been found to combat
a great cause of obesity. Since then,

this method has been employed by

doctors, the world over, in a very

extensive way.

T^xt came Marmola

Then a great medical laboratory per-

fected a tablet based on this princi-

ple. It was called the Marmola pre-

scription.

Marmola was perfected 21 years

ago. Since then it has been used in

an enormous way—millions of boxes

of it. Users told others about it. They

told how it not only banished fat but

increased health and vigor.

That is one great reason—perhaps

a major reason—why excess fat is

nowhere near as common as it was.

7\[p Secrecy

Marmola is not a secret prescription.

The complete formula appears in

every box. Also an explanation of

results which so delight its users.

No abnormal exercise or diet is

required, but moderation helps.

One simply takes four tablets daily

untilweight comes down to normal.

Correct the cause. With lessened

weight comes newvitality and many
other benefits.

Do the Right Thing

This is to people whose excess fat

robs them of beauty, youth, health

and vitality. Reduce that fat—com-

bat the cause—in this scientific way.

Do what so many people, for 21

years, have found amazingly effec-

tive.

Try a couple of boxes and be

convinced.Watch the results. Then,

if you like the results, complete

them. Get a box ofMarmoia today.

« 4 •

Marmola prescription tablets are

sold by all druggists at $1.00 per

box. Any druggist who is out
will get them from his jobber.

MARMOLA Prescription Tablets

The pleasant way to reduce










